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'PREFACE

"

This Rate.Training Manual is-one cif a series.of training manuals prepared
for enlisted personnel of the, Navy: and Naval' Reserve who are studying foii
advancement in-the Aviation Electrician's Mate (AE) rating..As indicated by
the title, this manual%is hased upon' the prOfessionaVoccupational standards
for AEI and AEC. ,

The associated AE l&C nonresident career course is included as the last
section oLthis manual. Pree4ding the nonresident- career course is a listing of .
the occupational istandards for AEI and AEC\ which, croSs-references the
ocdupational standards to.the assignments in the nOnresident career course.
Technical questiOns based upon e,achbccupatiOnal standard are provided in
the indic'.ated assignment. Full use of these study,aids Will greatly assist the
AEI aM AEC in preparing for the adVanCement examination. This thanual
and the attendant ,nonresident career course are valuable aids ,as review
sources for those preparing for AECS and AVCM. Their use for everyday
on-the-job training is highly recommended.

This training manual was prepared by the 'Naval Education and Training
Program Development Center, Pensacola, Floi.rida, for the Chief of Naval
Education and Training. Technical review of the manuscript Was pr,ovided by
personnel in AE schools, NATTC, Memphis, Tennessee, and variOtA fleet
activities.

Revised 1976

Stock Ordering No.
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0502-LP-051-7460

Published by /
NAVAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING SUPPORT COMMAND

j UNITED STATES
GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE

WASHINGTON,D.C.: 1976
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'GUARDIAN OF OUR COUNTRYr,

. i , b ''. ..'; '; '''.... :'''''', 1

9

The United States Navy is resP0Miple tfor.maintairling control of the seat,

and is a ready force on watch at hbme and oversdas,,caPable of strong
° . action to.preserve'the peace or of instant offenve action to win in ,war. ....

o If i
0

* (c-

THE UNITEWSTATtINAVT,,

.
It is upon the maiteriance,of this control that-our country's glbrious
future depends; thetUnited States Navy exiits to rnake,it so,

WE.SERVE Watt HONOR
. .i. _ .. ,

TraditOn, valor, and.viciory are .the'Navy' heritage from the past. To..

these May be added dedication, discipline,-.and vigilance as the.watchworOs
of the.present and the future. ,1, ,

,, i , :

At hoMe or on distant stations we Serve With-pride, csinfident in the restieet
of our country, our shipmates , and our,families.

) '*.3; '

, Our resPonsibilities sober ut; our adversities strengthen.us.
J

'Service to God and Country is our special privilege. We servewith honoe:

THE FUTURE.OF THE NAVY

The Navy will always employ new weapons, new .teciantques, ant;
greater power to protect and defend the United StateS on the sea,:under
the sea, and in the air.

J;,-

Now and 'in the fu,ture, controLdfsthe sea gives the.-United Stiatgshet
Areatest advantage for ihe maintenance'of peace and for victori, jn war.

' :Mobility, surprise, dispersal, and offensive power are the keyriotes
the new Navy. The roots of the Navy lie in a strong beher ih the
fulure,, in continued dedication tO our tasks, and ire'refléction ori OUT .

heritage from the past.

Never have our opportunities and Our responsibilitie beerrgreater.

fe

r.

,
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tHAPTER 1

;

-AVIATION ELECTRICIAN'S MATE RATING
'

Navy training is, changing in several Way- §.
For example,' it is becoming more and more
individualized, ,a change brought about by, the
introduction of, scores of programmed
instruction courses and a few audio/visual
courses. These types of courses permit a student
to _choose his medium of instruction and to
proceed at his own pace (self-paced insfrpction).
Then too, all future instructional material must
be job related and "system-designed ;" thatis, it
must teach the trainee to do a task, and it niust
follow a specific pattern, including defining:the
need, planning, developing, and evaluating the
course.. Thus all elements required for a
complete course will ti,e included in' each unit.
Training for men and women fin many ratings
will belplanned from the time they enter the
Navy until they retire. The objective is to;use all
the ' training given and eliminate the
"over-training" prevalent in the past. Many, if
not all, "A" .schoole will be reduced In length;
some othert schools will be eliminated.
Consequently, more training must be done
aboard the ship or station. To expedite onboard.
training, a great many "onboard gaining
packages" will be produced.

This training manual is designed to 'aid the
AE2 irr preparing for advancement tp AEI, and
the 4AE1 in preparing for advancerntfit to, AEC.
It is based primarily on the professional
requirements for 4E1 and AEC as specified in
the Manual of Qualifications for Advancement,
.NAVPERS 18068 (Series). It should be kept in
mind' that changes in the professional
qualifications occurring after the change, 8
revision to the "Quals" manual may not be
reflected in this rate training manual.

At the time of this writing, the name of the
Manual of Qualifications for Advancement *is

being changed' to Manual of Navy Enlisted
Manpower and Personnel Classifications and
Occupational Standards, NAVPERS .18068. The
new occupational standards are discussed later in
this chapter. In preparing to take the fleetwite
advancement damination, you should become
familiar with the apPlicable occupational
standards as well as the other,references listed in
Bibliography for Advancement Study,
NAVEDTRA 10052 (Series).

In preparing this training manual, every
effort has been . made to cover professional,

_matters adequately and yet within reasonable
bOunds. It has been tlesigned to give the
prospective AEI or AEC a -good working
knowledge of all subjects covered bx the
qualification standards. It includes new material

. required as a result of new eqpipment.

ENLISTE9 R G StR ORE

The present enlisted rating structure includes
. two types of ratings: general ratings and service

ratings.
GENERAL ° RATINGS are designed to

provide paths of advancement and career
blevelopment. A general rating identifies a broad
occupational 'field of -felated duties and

n ctions requiring similar aptitude§ and
qualifications. General ratings provide the.,
primary mea ns used to identify billet
requirements and personnel qualificitions. Some

.general ralings include service ratings; others do
not: Both Regular Navy and Naval Reserve
personnel may hold general ratings.

Subdisions of certain general ratings are
identified as SERVICE RATINGS. These service

. ratings identify areas of specialization within the
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scope of a general rating. Service ratings are'
established in those general i'ating's6 in which
specialization is essential for efficient utilization
of personnel. Mthough s'ervice ratings can exist
at any petty officer -level, they 'a. most

:common at the P03 and P02 levels. Both
'Regular Navy and Naval Reseive personnel may
hola service, ratings.

AE RATING

The Aviation Electrician's Mate rating is a
general rating and is included in Navy
Occupational Group,IX.(Aviation). There are no
AE service ratings: 4

Where Occupational content, is related,
general ratings have been combined at certain
pay grades to form broader occupational fields.
In the case of the AE rating;this takes place at
the E-9 level. At this level the-AE rating loses its
identity and personnel in this rating advance,
along with ATCS, AQCS, and AXCS to Master-
Chief Avionics Technician (AVCM). Figure 1-1
illustrates the paths of advancement from
Airman Recruit to Master Chief Avionics
Technician.

The Manual of Navy Enlisted Manpdwer and
personnel Classifications and Occupational
Standards, NAVPERS 18068 (Series),

-,. establishes the AEs technical responsibilities.
The AEI - or AEC,, working in a superVisory
position, is required to review and evaluate
completed inspection forms and reports; analyze

- reports of discrepancies and malfunctions and
determine corrective action; schedule and assign
workloads; deteimine repair procedures for
aircraft electrical equipment; interpret directives
from -higher authorities; and maintain quality
control of work performed. .

When advanced to AEI Or AEC, everi more
--- responsibilities are to be yoUrt. AS a senior petty.

offioer, you must possess more than technical
knowledge. You must ass,ume greafer
responsibility not only for your own work but
also for the work of others who serve under yqu.
Briefly, the 41 and AEC must be a supervisor,
inspector, and instructor, as well as an
accomplished military , leaden,. Senior petty
officers are therefore vitally concerhed with the
Naval Leadership Program. s - ,

^

.

.'.. As a result of the Naval Leadership Program,
'a considerable =punt of material related to
naval leadership for the senior, petty officer is
available.. Studying this material will make you
aware of your many leadership responsibilities as
a senior petty officer, and will also be helpful in
developing leadership' qualities. lit will not in '
itself, however, make ,you a good leader,
Leadership principles can be taught, but a good
leader acquires' that' quality only through hard
work and practice.

As you study this material containing
leadership trait's, keep in mind that probably

..

none of our most successful leaders possessed all
of these traits to a maximum degree, but a
weakness in some 'traits was more than
compensated for by stength in others. Critical
self-evaluation will enable yOu to realize the
traits in which

th
p u are strong, and to capit§,lize

on em. At t e same time you must strive to
improve in e areas in which you are weaL

Your success as a leader will be decided, for
the most_part, by your achievements in inspiring
others to learrr and perforin.. This is best
accomplished by personal example.

Assignments available to the AEs vary ,

widely. In addition to the various types of
maintenance 'aclivities to which lower rated
personnel are aSsigned (disCussed in AE 3 & 2, --,
NAVEDTRA 10348), Second Class and above-
are eligible for assignment to instructor duty as
well as a number of other desiyable shore billets.
Most of these- billets are under the management
control of BINERS and are directly ,associated
with trainhig. Others are associated With
research, testing, or evaluation. Some, of the
more desirable billet to Which.the AE may be
assigned are described .in the following

. paragraphs.. :.

Instructor duty is available afthe Naval Air.
Technical Mining Center, Meinphis, Tennessee
in schools such as the following: '

1. Aviation Familiarization Course, bass P.
..

2. Aviation Elecirician's Mate School, ClaSs
,

3. Aviation Electrician's Mate,Intermediate
Course, Class C.

In' addition to,- the above listed instnictor
billets, the_AE may' be assigned .to instructor

9
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AIRMAN
APPRENTICE

E-2

I RECRUIT
E- I

AfRMAN

Figure 1-1.-Paths of advancement.,
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AVIATION ELECTRICIAN'S MATE 1 & C

cltity with 'a Naval Air Maintenance Training
Detachment' (NAMTD). NAMTDs are located at
shore stations on both coasts. Personnel assigned
td this duty are' first sent to Naval Air
Maintenance Training Group headquarters at °,
NATTC Memphis for a period of ind'octrination
and instniction.

For a listing of other special programs and ,

projects, reference should be made to the
Enlisted Transfer Manual. Others are also

, 'announced from time to time in BUPERS
Notices and the ,quarterlY edition of Link
(NAVPERS 15980).

AEs are also eligible for assignment- to duty
with the Naval Education and Training Program

ri Development Center, headquartered at
Pensacola, Florida, as a Technical Writer to assist
.ym the preparation of Rate Training Manuals apd
Nonresident Career ,Courses (formerly called
Enlisted Correspondence Courses) for tbe AE
ratings, and as an exarn.writer.in the preparation
of the Navy-wide advancement examinations for
enlisted personnel.

There are a number of special programs and
projects to which enlisted personnel .may be
assigned. Some of these involve research; dthers
mayinvolve testing or evaluation. An example ,

of such an assignment is with the Naval Aviation
'Integrated Logistic Support Center .(NAILSC),
NATC, Patuxent River, Matyland. Their mission

to develop recommended personnel
, requirements for squadrons- operating and'

maintaining the latest types of weapons systems.
Personnel. may indicate their desire for

,assignment to a specific program or project by
indicating it in the "remarks" block of their
Enlisted Duty Preferences (NAVPERS 1306/63).

4

ADVANCEMENT

By this time, you are prqbably well aware 6f
the versonal advantages of advancement-higher
Tay, greater prestige, -more interesting and
challenging woe, and the satisfaction of getting
ahead in your ctiosen career. By this time, also,
you halm probably discdyered that one of the
most enduring rewards of advancement is the
training you acquire in the process of preparing'
for advanaiment.
° The Navy,also profits bryour advancement.
Highly trained personnel dre essential to the

functioning of the Navy. By advancement, you
increase your value th the Navy in two' way§:
First, you become more valuable as a technical
specialist; 'and thus make far-reaching
contributions to the entire Navy; ,and second,
you become more valuable as a person who can
supervise, lead, and train others.

Since you are studying for advancement to
P01 er CPO, you are probably already familiar
with the requirements and procedures for
advancement. However, you may find ifhelpful
to read the following sections.. The Navy does
not stand still. Things change all the time, and it
is possible that some of the requirements have
changed since the last ,time you went up for
advancement. Furthermore, you will be
responsible for training others for advancement;
.therefore, you will' need to know the
requirements in some detail.

HOW TO QUALIFY FOR
ADVANCEMENT

1. Have a certain amount of til'ne in grade.
2. Complete' the military #nd professional

requirements as set forth in the Manual Of Navy
Enlisted Manpower and Personnel Classifications
and Occupational Standards, NAVPERS 18068.

3. Complete the Personnel Advancement
Requirement (PAR) form NAVPERS 1414/4.

4. Be recommended by his commanding
officer.

5. Demonstrate his KNOWLEDGE by
passing a written examination on (a) military
requirements, and (b) professional

)
qualifications.

Th e Navy-w id e written examination
administered for all petty officer grades is a
.150-q Uestion , test. The E4 through E7
egaminations contain 150 multiple choice,
professional questions, whereas, the E8 'telt
contains only 50 professional and the E9 test
only 45 professional questions.

Three different scbres are important when
discussing advancement examinations. Two
scores, the RAW SCOREand the STANDARD
SCORE, deal directly with the examination."The
FINAL MULTIPLE SCORE includes points NI-

, the :-:STANDARD SCORE, the peyforinance
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Table,1-1.Computation çi f final multiple score

PAYGRADE FACTOR MAXIMUM
POINTS

PERCENTAGE OF
TOTAL POINT

E4/E5 Examination standard wore 80 35%
Performa nce 70 30%
Experience 80 , 35%

E6 Examination standard score 80 '30%
Performance .) 92 -35%
Experience '912 35%

.1.

E7 Examination standard score 80 60%
Performance 52 40%

E8. E.Zamination standard score 80 50%

Performance 507a

E9 Examination standard score 80 40%

Performance 4120 60%

;
marks, and for experience (E4 through E6 only).
The RAW SCORE is based on a maximum of
150 (the number of questions on the,
examination) and represents the number of
questions answered correctly on the
examination. An. E4 must have a RAW SCORE
Of,43 in order to pass the examination. An E5
must have a RAW SCORE of 48, and E6
through E9 dvancement candidates must have a
53 RAW S ORE to pass': Statistillly, these
RAW SCOR S produce a 90-98% passing rate. A
candidate M ST pass the tesf in order to be
considered for advancement.

When a. candidate passes the examination,
his RAW SCORE is converted to a.STANDARD
SCORE '.that has a minimum of 20 and .`a
maximum of 80 points. This STANDARD
SCORE is the number of points-the :txamination
contributes to the candida:-2's FINAL
MULTIPLE SCORE. (See table,I-1.)

Ai the time of this writing the division of
FINAL MULTIPLE SCORE points is as shown
in table. 1-1. The performance marks are
calculated from the annual 5r semiannual
evaluation marks assigned b the division
officer. Experience paints are igned according

5

1 0

to length of service, time in rate, the number of
awards (ribbons), and points earped by passing
previous advancement examinations. E4 through
E6 candidates are advanced directly as a result
of this FINAL MULTIPLE SCORE. The Chief
of Naval Personnel assigns ,quotas f9r each rate
and rating. The assigned number of people with
the highest FINAL MULTIPLE SCORE are
advanced and all others that have passed. the.
examination are notified that they passed, but
were not advanced (PNA).

The names of at least the top 50% of the E7
and the top 75% or the E8 and E9 candidates
who pass the advancement examinatian are
piked before selection boards convened .by the
Piet' of Naval Personnel. The selection board
considers the ,FINAL MULTIPLE SCORE as
well as entries in each candidates service jacket

joimakirg its fmal selection for advancement.
Reenember that the requirements for

advancement can change. Check with your
educational services office to be sure that you
know the most recent requirements. Same of
these general requirements may be modified in
certain ways. Figure 1-2 gives an overall view of
the requirements far advancement of active duty
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REQUIREMENTS* El to E2 E2 to E3 # E3 .

to E4
fi E4
to E5

E5
to E6

j E6
to E7

t E7
to E8

,
f E8

to g9,

,
SERVICE

..
.

N

4 mos.
service-

Or
comple-
tion of
R,ectuit
Training.

8 mos.
as Er2.

..

6 mos.
as E-3.
2 years
time i n
service,

It,

12 mojs.
as E-4.

k.3 years
time in
service.

,...
1.:::.::.::.....:.:.:::.:.::::::-......................................
.......................................

:::...).::::::::-......
-.:::,:,...

..:::::::
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::.............
................,....

':::.::::.

v..

, 24 mos.
as E-5.
6 years
thae in
service.

...,...:-.....

.

.

- :::::

36 mos.
as E-6.
9'years
time in .-7
.service.

..

Navy
School
MUC,

MNC.t I

..

.

,,,i6 mos.
as E-7.
8 of 12
years
time in
sexiice
mvst oe
°Misted.

.

.
't

36 mos.
as*E-8.
10 of 15

'years
time in
service.

be
Misted .

s

.

Cs.

.

SCHOOL

t

Rebruit
Training.
(C.O. ,

may ad-
v,ance Up
65'10%
of gradu-
ating
class.)

.

.

Class A
for pR3,:,-::::::::-::::.

DT3,
PT3,
AME 3
liM 3,

mT 3,

,

PERFORmANCE

TEST...................................---

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
.:..........::::::::::::::::::::::-.......................................................
...........................,...........................
................ ........,...................

Specified ratings must complete
applicable performance tests be-

fore taking examinations.

........ ..... "---'-...........................
ENLISTED

PERFORMANCE
EVALUATION

As 'used by CO
when approving
advancement.

, . -

Counts toward performance factor credit in ad"
vancemeemultiple.

-
EXAMINATIONS**

Locally
prepared

tests.
See

below.

.,

Navy-wide eximinations
required for all PO
advancemenat.

.

Nivi-wide selection board.
vs `. -

RATE TRAINING
MANUAL (INCLUD-
ING MILITARY
REQUIREMENTS)

..,

-:.::::.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.YA:.:-

::::*:::::::::::'::::./..:::::::::::::.
::*:..:::*::.::*::*::'::::::::::::

.................-
.-.................-.........
:::::::-::::::::

Required for E-3 and all'PO advancements ..aw,limpikeiclent
unless waived because of ',school complei -1.013rees
tion, but need not be repeated if identical
C-ourse has already been completed. See

NavEdTra 10052 (current edition).
. ,

career
and

r4entriMended
reading. See.

,NavEdTra 10052
, (current edition). .i

A VITORIZAT ION Commanding
Officer NA VEDTRA PRODEVCEN

0 All advancements require commanding officer's recommendation.
f,3 years obligated service required for E-7, E-8, and E-9.

.

# Military leadership exam required for E-4 and E-5. . .' ** For E-2 to E"3, NAVEDTRAPRODEVCEN exams or locally prepared tests May be used.
t t Waived for qualified EOD personnel.. ,

t I

Figure 1-2.Active duty advancement requirements. k

11



Chapter 1.,AVIATIO ELECTIUCIAN'S MATE RATINt

personnel';' figure I.-3 gives this information'for
inactiy611.ut ersonnel.

H01.41.' E FOR

What Must you do to prepare for
adyancernet? You must study the occupational
standards for advancement, work° on the
practical( factots, study applicable Rate Training
Manuals, and 'study other material that is

required. Youl*Will need to be familiar with the

1. Manual of Nai'y Enlisted Manpower and
Personnel Classifications and NOccupational
Standards, IVAVPERS 18068 (Series). ;

2. Personnel -Advancement Requirement,
NAVEDTRA 1414/4.

3. Bibliography fbr Advancement Study,
NAVEDTRA 10052 (Series).

4. Applica le Rale Training Manuals anid
their cDrnpanioi Nonresident Career Courses.

hese documents make op an
ackage tied together by the

pational ° standards. .The following
agraphs describe .these materials and`give

'some information on how each one is related to
the others.

Occupational. -Standards Manual

The Manual of Navy Enlisted Manpower and
Personnel. Classifications and Occupational
Standards; N4VPERS 18,068 (Series) c

hereinafter referred to as the Occupational
Standards Manual, gives the MINIMUM
requirements 'for advancement. The
Occupational Standards Manual can be found in
<your educational. services office, or may be
obtained from your TrainingVetty Officer. .

Occupational standards are expressed, as task
statentents only.. The approved contept for
occupational standards that'they define what
enliSted personnel must do in their rate or
rating, and that the knowledges required to-
perform a', task are inherent to the proper
performance of the task.

Occupational standards are identified by a
five-digit number of which the first two digits
identify the standard topic title 'and the

3
f

1 i .
remaining three digits idenfify the specifi fask
statement., The standar& are of eneral ,..'....
types: military Jrequirements, and professional
(or te-timi-cal) requirements.

,

-J. The occupational standards and a,
bibliography of study materials are available in
your. d/ ucational services office. The'
Occut tional Standards Mahual is changed more
frequently than. Rate Training Manuals are
revised. By the time yoti are studying this
training manual, the occupational standards for
your rating may have been changed.Never trust
'any set of occupational standatds until you have
checked the change nuMber against ah
UP-TO-DATE copy') of the ,occupational
standards manual.

: In train ing 'others _for advancement,
emphasize these two points about the
occupational sta,ndards:

_
..,

., I. The occupational standards are 'the
,

MINIMUM requirements for advaqcement.
Personnel who study. MORE than the required ------

.minimum will have agreat advantage...when they
take the written examinations for advancement.

2. Each occupational standard has ar
designated rate levelchief, first class, second
ielass, or third class. You are responsiblefor all
occupaionat tandards specified for the rate
level to which you are seeking advancement
AND all occupational standards specified for
lower rate levels.

PERSONNEL ADVANCEMENT
REQUIREMENT (PAR) PROdRAM

NAVPERS 1414/4

Tho Persbitizel 'Advancement Requirement
(PAR) Progi-am is a *r`rew program initiated to
replace 'the Record of . Practical. Factors
(NAVEDTRA' 14;4/1).

The .Tormer "quals" were stated in terms'of
practical factors and knowledge factors. The
new occupataal stendards are preented only -
a,s task statem6nts. This neW format of the
occupational standards does not lend itself to
the practical factor checkoff list conceprof the
Record of Practical Facd)rs. As a regUlt, a new
fo m and tnew concept of determining elegibility

r advancement has beet develop& The
Persoonel AdvancemeAt. Requirement (PAR)

.4

7

12



AVIATION ELECTRIgIAN'S MATE 1 &

REQUIREMENTS*

-

El -to
E2

E2 to
E3

E3 to
E4

E.4 to
E5

E5 to
E6

E6 to*''
E7 E9

TOTAL TIME
IN .ORADE

.
-

.

4 mos.
,

8 mos.
..

6 mos.

.

, ,

12 mos. 1124 mos.
,

.
36 mos.
wit h
total
9 "yrs
Service

,Itti-los.

total
12 yrs
service

24 Mos.
with
tojal
15 yrs
service---

TOTAL TRAINING .
DUTY IN GlIADEt. , 14 days 14 day 14 days

.

14'days 28 days 42 du, ,: 42 days 28 days

PER FORMA NC E
TESTS

, .

,
..

Specified ratings must complete applicable
perforinance tests before taking examination.'

...J:J

Satisfactory participation as a member of a drill unit
in accordanc`o with .BUPVISINST 5400.42 series.

.

.

,

DRILL
PARTICIPATION

-
_

,

.

Completion, of applicable course or courses must be'entered
in service record.

.

RATE TRA INING
MANUAL (INCLUDING
MILITARY REQUIRE-

MENTS)

Statalard Exam

!>tandarti Exam
requir(d for all R)
advancements.
Also VMS
Military Leadership Exam
for E-4 and E-5.

Standard Exam,
lection Board.

.
.

EXAMINATION

,

A UTBORIZATION Commanding
Officer NAV EDTRA PRODEVC EN

,

.*.Recommendation by commanding officer required'for all advancements,
Active duty periods may be substituted for training duty,'

Figure 1-3.-Inactive duty advancement reqUirements.
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NAVPERS 1414/4) will replace the Record of
Practical Factors: This new system allows a
command to evaluate the overall abilities of an
individual in a day-to-day .#ork situation and
eliminates the need to complete a mandatory,
lengthy, and detailed checkoff list.

The E-8 and E-9 are exempt from the
program as there are other means of selection
for advancement to these paygrades. The E-3
apprenticeships4aresobroa4asto make the,
deve opment of a single ilAR impractical. 4'

ch rating-PAR lists the requirpnents for
advancement to paygrades E-4 through E-7 in
one pamphlet. It contains descriptive
information, instructions for administration,
special 'rating requirements, and advancement
requirements in the following sections:

Section IAdministration'Requireneents
Section IITormal School and Training
Requirements
Section III.Occupational and Military
Ability Re4fements

Section I contains the individual's length of
service, time in rate, and a Checkoff- for the
individual having passed the E-4/E-5 Military
Leadership Examination.

Section II e,,,Itains a 'checkoff entry for the
individual having Completed the, Military
Requirements Navy Training Course and the
apPlicable Navy Training Course for the ratihg.

Section III is a checkoff list of task
statements. Items in this section are to be
interpreted broadly and do not demand aetual
'demonstration of the item, or completion of
alternate local examination, although
demonstration is a command prerogative.
Individuals are evaluated on their ability to
perform the task. Evaluation may bei by
observation of ability in related areas, trilining
received,.or by demonstration.

There is currently a pilot program which
includes the PQS watch station qualifications'
and preventive maintenance actions as a separate
section of the PAR form. Section III undet this
program lists task statements required of the
rating which are not reflected in the PQS
qualifications. As PQS qualifications are
developed, PAR fofms will be revised.

The Record of Prarticab Factors will'
remain in effect until 1 January 1977

, 9
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at which time the . PAR form. will become
effect ive.

PAR forms are stocked, in the Navy Supply
System..

NAVEDTRA 10052

The Bibliography for Advancemerit Study,
NAVEDTRA 10052 (Series) is a very important
pub heat-ion %far 'an yone __p_reparing
advancement. This bibliography lists required
and recommended Rate Trainink Manuals and
other reference material to be used by personnel
working for advancement. NAVEDTRA 10052
is revised and issued once each year by the Chief
of N-aval Education and Training:, Each revised
edition is identified by a letter following the
NAVEDTA number; be SURE you have the
most recent edition.

The required, and recommended 'references
are listed by the rate level in NAVEDTRA
10052.1t is important to remember that you are
responsible for all references at lower rate levels,
as well as those listed for the rate to which you
are seeking advancement.

Rate Training Manuals that are marked with
an asterisk (*) in NAVEDTRA 10052 are
MANDATORY at the indicated rate levels. A
mandatory training manual may be completed
by (1) passing the appropriate nonresident
career course that is based on the mandatory
training manual; (2) passing locally prepared
tests based on the information given in the
mandarory training manual; or (3) in some cases,
successfully completing an appropriate Navy
school.

When training personnel for advancement,
do not overlook the section of NAVE1DTRA
100 52 which lists the 'required and
recommended references relating to the military
requirements.. for advancement. All personnel
must comple te the mandatory military
requirements training manual for the
appropriate rate .level before they can be eligible
to advance. Also, make sure that personnel
working for advancement study tile references
listed as recommended but not mandatory in
NAVEDTRA 10052. It is important to
remember that ALL references listed may be
used as source material for the written
examinations, at the appropriate levels.
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Rate Training Manuals

There are,two general types of 'Rate Training
Manuals. Rate Training Manuals (such as this
one) are prepared for most enlisted rates and

, ratings, giving information that is 'directly'
related to the professional standards for
advancement. Subject matter manuals give'
information that applies to more than one

--rating.
Rate Training Mandals are revised from time

to time to bring them up to date technically.
The revision of Rate Training Manual is
identified by a letter following the NAVEDTRA
number: You can tell whether a Rate Training
Manual is;. the latest edition by dhecking the
NAVEDTRA number (and the letter following
the number) in the most recent edition of the
List of Training Manuals and Correspondence
Courses, NAVEDTRA 10061. NAVEDTRA
10061 is actually a catalog that lists current
training mandals, nonresident career courses,
and correspondence courSes; you will find this
catalog useful in planning your study prOgram.

Rate Training Manuals are clesigned for the
special purpose of helping naval personnel
prepare for advancement. By this time, you have
probably developed your own way of studying
these manuals. Some of the personnel you train,
however, may need guidance in the use of Rate
Training Manuals. Although there is no single
"best" way to study a training manual, the
following suggestions have proved useful for
many people:

I. Study the military requirements and the
professional standards for your rate before you
study the training manual, and refer to the
occupational standards frequently as you study.
Remember, you are studying the training
n mai primarily to meet these occupational

standards.
2. Set up a regular study plan. possible,

schedule your studying for a time of day when
you will not have too many interruptions or
distracitons.

3. Before you begin to study any part of
the training manual intensively, get acquainted
with the entire manual. Read the preface and
.the table of contents. Check through the index.
Thumb through the manual without any

1 0

particular plan, looking at the illre rations and
reading bits here and there as you se things that
interest you.

4. Look at the training manual in more
detail, to-see how it is organized. Look at the
table of contents again. Then, chapter by
chaptep read the introduction, the headings, and
the subheadings. This will give you a clear
picture of the scope and content of the manual.

5. When you have' a general idea of what is
in the training manual and how it is organized,
fill in the details by intensive study. In each
study period, try to cover a complete unitit
may be a chapter, a section of a chapter, or a
subsection. The amount of material yOwican
covei at one time Will vary. If you know the
subject well, or if the material is easy, you can

unTirniliar material will require more study tim
co.ier quite a lot at one time. Difficuit

6. In studying each unit, write down
questions as they Occur to you. Many people
find it helpful to make a written outline of the
unit as they study, or at least to write down the
most important ideas.

7. As you study, relate the information in
the training manual to the knowledge- you
already have. When you read about a process, a
skill, or a situation, ask yourself some questions.
Does this information tie in with past
experience? Or is this something new and .

different? FIRw does this information relate to
the occupational standards?

8. When you have finished studying a unit,
take time out to see what you have learned.
Look back over your notes and questions.
Maybe some of your questions have been
answered, but perhaps you still have some that
are not answered. Without referring to the
training manual, write down the main ideas you
have learned from studying this unit. Do not just
quote the manual. If you cannot give these ideas
in your own words, the chances are that you
have not really mastered the information.

9. Use nonresident-career courses whenever
you can. The courses are based on Rate Training
Manuals or other appropriate texts. As
mentioned before, completion of a mandatory
Rate Training Mant3al can be accomplished by
passing the nonresi ent career course based on
the training manual You will probably find it
helpful to take ot er courses 'as well as those

1 5
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based on mandatory training rnatuals. Taking a
nonresident career course helpg9you to master
the information given_ in the, training manual,
and also gives you ark,.idea of _how much you
have learned.

INCREASED RESPONSIBITITIES

When you assumed the duties of a P03,,you
began t o accept a_ certain amount of
responsibility for the work of others. With each
a d va nc4ie n t , you accept an increasing
responsibility in military matters and in matters
relating to the professional work of .your rate.
When you advance.to P01 or CP0,.yOU will find
a noticeable inirease in your_ responsibilities for
leadership, sUPervision, trai g, working with
others, and keeping up with iw developments.

As your responsibilities in ease, your ability
to communicate clearly and effectively must
also increase. The simplest and most direct
means of communication is a common language.
The basic requirement for effective
communication is, therefore, a knowledge of
your own language. Use correct language in
speaking and in writing. Remember that the
basic purpose of all communication is

understanding. To lead, superirise, and train
others, you must be able to speak and write in
such a way that ottiegl.trunderstand exactly
what you mean.

Leadership and Supervision

As a P01 or CPO, you will be regarded as a
leader and supervisor. Both officers and enlisted
personnel will expect you to translate the
general orders given by officers into detailed,
practical, . on-the-job language that can be
understood and followed by relatively
inexperienced personnel. In dealing with your
juniors, it is up to you to see that they perform
their jobs correctly. At the same time, you.must
be able to explain to officers any important
problems or needs of enlisted personnel. In all
m itary and professional matters, your
responsibilities will extend both upward and
downward.

Along with your increased responsibiliti s,
you will also have increased authority. Offic rs
and petty officers have POSITIO AL
authoritythat is, their authority over ot iers

lies in their positions. If your CO is relieved, for
example, he nO longer has the degree of
authority over you that he had while he Was
your CO, although he still retains the military .

authority that all seniors.,Aave over subordinates.
As a P01, you will have sbme degree of
positional authority; as a CPO, you will havA .,.

even more. When exercising yeUr authority!.
remember that it is positionalif 4 the rate you
have, rather than the -persbri you -atre-; that gives
you this adthority: .

A good Petty Officer conscientiously and
proudly exercises his authority to carry out the
resporibilities he is given. He talces kpersonal
interest cin the success of both' side§ of the
chain, . of command . . . . authority,. and
,retonibitity. For it is true that the, Petty
Officer", wtio does. not %,seek out 'frid,daccept
'resPonSibilitif, lpses his authority an( tha' the
responsibility'he thinks he deserves. He ;:ftuil be
surepy his example and by his instruction, that
the etty Officers under him also 9Ocept
respo bi.1,it . In, short,.he 'must bevihe 1e4er, lifiS
titleLPetty, ficersays he is. ... ; 'd

Training

As a P01 or CPO, you Will have regular and
continuing responsibilities for 2tr414ing others.
Even if you are lucky enough to`have a group of
subordinates who are all highly skilled and well
trained, you will still find that training is
necessary. For example, you will always be
responsible for training lowe'r rated personnel
for advancement. Also, some of your best
workers may be transferred; and inexperienced
or poorly- trained personnel may be assigned to
you. A particular job may call for skills that
none of your personnel has. These and similar
problems require that you be a training
specialistone who can conduct formal and
informal training programs to qualify personnel
for advancement, and one who can train
individuals and groups in the effective execution
of assigned tasks.
. kr using this training manual, study the
information from two points of view. First,
what do you yourself need to lear from it? And
second, how would you go about teaching this
information to others?

1 6
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,
Training goes on all the time. Every time a

persoh does a particular piece or work, some'
learning is taking place. As a supervisor and as a
training expert, one of your biggest jobs is to see
that your persognel 'learn the RIGHT things
about eaCksjob*:ffiat they will not form bad
work habhs. Anyerror that is repeated a few
times is well cnitS way.to becoming a bad .babit.

4'. You wfll h Ad jearn: the difference between
'oversupe'rvising-and, 66f:supervising enough. No
. one can do l*Vbest work with a supervisor
constantly supOvising. On the other hand, you
Cannot turn an entire job over to an
inekperienced person and expect him to do it
Correctly without any help or supervision.

In training lower rated personnel, emphasize
the importance of learning and using correct
terminology. A command of the technical
languages of your occupational field (rating)
enables you to reteive and convey, information
accurately and to exchange ideas with others. A
person who does not understand the precise
meaning of terms used in connection with the
work of his rating is definitely at a disadvantage
when he tries to read official publications
relating to his work. He is also at a great
disadvantage when he takes the examinations for
advancement. To train others in the correct use
of technical terms, you will need to be very
careful in your own use of words. Use correct
terminology and insist that personnel you are
supervising-use it too.

You will find the Personnel Advaneement Re-
quirement, NAV PE*A' S 1414/4, a usefiq guide
in planning, and carildng out training progranis.
From this record, you can tell which practical
factors have been checked off and which ones
have not yet been done. Use this information io
plan a training program that will fit the needs of
the personnel You are training.

On-the-job training is usually controllqd
through daily and weekly work assignnients.
When you are working on a tight Schedule, you
will generally. want to assign each person to the
part of the job that you know he can do best. In
the long run, however, you will gain more by
assigning personnel to a variety of jobs so that
each person can acquire broad experience. By
giving people a chance to do carefully
supervised work in areas in which they are
relatively inexperienced, you will increase the

1. 7
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range of skills of each person and thus improve
the flexibility bf your working gibup.

Working With Others

As you advance to POI or CPO, you will
find that many of your plans and decisions
affeAit, large number of people, some of whom
ars ndt.:Avein in your own occupational field. It
liecvmet 4,Thcreasingly important thereTore, for

.4,..k. X . Pc -
'., to :3.1understand the duties and the

., -.
4...r :sibilOts ,-of personnel in Other ratings.
, KikpettY'Alfificei; in the Navy Is a technical

(fLal.ist:Iin hi& oim field. Learn as much as you
Cati'abOut the work of others; and plan your
own work so that it will fit. into the overall
mission of the 6rganization.

Keeping U IV,ith
New Dev Oents

Practicar, everything in the Navypolicies,
procedures, publicatiofis, equipment, systemsis
subject to change and development. As a P01 or
CPO, you ,must keep yourself informed about
changes and new developments that affect you
or your work in any way.

Some changes will be called directly to yoUr
attention, but others will be harder to find. Try
to develop a special kind ,of alertness for new
information. When you hear about anything new
in the Navy, find out whether there is any way
in which it might affect the work of your rating.
If so, find out more about it.

SOURCES OF INFORMATION

As a P01 or CPO, you must have an
extensive knowledge of the references to consult
for accurate, authoritative, up-to-date
information on all subjects related to the

,military and professional requirements for
advancement.

Publications nierkibned in this chapter are
subject to change or revision from time to
timesome at regular intervals, others as the
need arises. When using any publication that is
subject to revision, make sure you have the
latest edition, When using any publication that is
kept current by means of changes, be sure you
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have a copy in which all official changes have
been made:

In addition to training manuals and
publications, trainings films furnish a valuable
source of supplementary information. Films that
may be helpful are listed in'the U.S. Navy, Film
Catalog, NAVAIR 10-1-777.

ADVANCEMENT-OPPORTUNITIES,
FOR PETTY OFFICERS

Making chief is not the end of the line as' far
as advancement is concerned. Advancement to
Senior (E-8) and Master (E-9) Chief, and
advancement to Warrant Officer and
Commissioned Officer' are among the
opportunities that are available to qualifipd
petty officers. These special paths of
advancement are open to persoimel.who have
demonstrated outstanding professional ability,
the highest order of leadership and military
responsibility, and utiques lonable moral
integrity.

ADVANCEMENT TO SENIOR
AND MASTER CHIEF

Chief petty officers may qualify 'for the
advanced grades of Senior and Master Chief.
These, advanced grades provide for substantial
increases in pay, together ith increased
responsibilities and additional prestige. The
requirements for advancement fb Senior and
Master Chief are subject to change but,
in general, include a certain length of time in
grade, a certain length of time in the' naval
service, a recommendation by the '&:irnmanding
officer, and a sufficiently high mark oki the
Navy-wide examination. The final selection for
Senior and Master Chief is made by a regularly
convened selection board.

Examination Subjects

Standards for advancement fo Senior' Chief
Pefty Officer and Master Chief. Petty Officer
have been developed and published in the
Occupational Standards 'Manual, NAVPERS
1 8068 (Series). They officially establish ,

minimum military and professional standards for
Senior and Master Chief Petty Officers.

- Bibliography for Advancement Study,
NAVEDTRA 10052 (Series),, contains a list of
study references which may be fisec to study for
both military and professional requirements.

Satisfactory completion of the nonresident
career. 'course' titled Military Requirements for
Senior and Master C'hief Petty Officer,
NAVEDTRA .91 20 9, is mandatory for
advancement to E8.

ADVANCEMENT TO WARRANT
AND COMMISSIONED OFFICER

-

It has been demonstrated that the Navy has
a need for warrant officers to serve as officer
technical specialists, and limited &Ay officers to
serme..-as officer technical managers.

'New paths from enlisted to warrant and
LDO and from warrant to LDO have recently
been implemented and are shown in figure 1-4.
Application may be made for a grade indicated
by an arrow. E-7s and E-8s -With 12 to 16 years
may not apply simultaneously for LDO ensign
and W-2. Only two applications may be made
while in any One pay grade.

Once appointed W-2, ex-enlisteds will
continue 'progression to W-3, then W-4 as in the
past, or after two years of warrant service, may
apply for LDO Lt.(jg). Once appointed LDO
ensign, ex-enlisteds will progress through the
LDO grades as in the past.

The dotted line from the second E-9 box at
right of figure 1--4 means that E-9s

w two years of performance equivalent to
W-2 duties, may be recommended by the
procurement board for appointMent as W-3
ins'eead of W-2.

Enlisted personnel of the Regular Navy and
Naval Reserve on active duty may seek
appointment to warrant status via the Warrant
Officer Program or regular commissioned status
via the Limited Duty Officer Program.

Personnel seeking appointment under either
the programs should familiarize themselves

.twith- the laws and regulations governing
appointment, retirement, reversions, and career
matters as contained in the Career Planning

,1.3
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a

LW-2 W 3 W-4

E 6 E 7 E-8
8 -16

YEARS
OF SERVICE

t
Information PERS" 15176, for
aviation. tt,,v,

Eligible applic or the Warrant Officer
and Limited Duty Ifficer program will be
considered by a selection board. The board will
recommend those deemed) ;best qualified for

,

appointment Within Aithorized quota
limitations.

ee

E-7
,

E-8 E-9 E 9
12 20
YEARS.

OF SERVICE

Figuie 1-4.LDOIWO career paths.

. 20- 24 I
YEARS

OF SERVICE

195.207

Competition ih both of the programs has
been and will continue to be particularly keen,
and personnel shoulr\commence preparation
early in tMir careers). Increased knowledge by
on-the-job training and specialized training
through schools and correspondence nonresident
career courses should be sought by all potential
candidates to better prepare for officer status.

METRIC SYSTEM

The Metric System Single-Subject Training Manual and its associated
OCC-ECC form a self-study package (NAVEDTRA 475-01-00-75) to train
Navy personnel in conversion from the U.S. Customary System to the

. International System (SI). Order the SSTM by stock number
0507-LP-475-0000 from NPFC, Philadelphia, PA. and the OCC-ECC by
NAVEDTRA 475-01-00-75 from NAVEDTRAPRODEVCEN, Pensacola,
Florida, 32559.

14
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CHAPTER 2

SUPPLY AND-PUALICATIONS

To have an effective aircraft maintenance
program, the availability of spare parts and
equipment is of ..prime importance. Without
material the maintenance of an electrical system
cannot be sustained. The roles of supply and
maintenance and the responsibilities of eack
must be clearly understood by personnel at alr
levels.

In general, maintenance personnel have the
responsibility to inake known their requirements
to supply. Supply personnel convert this
demand to the. proper format and obtain the
required item. No attempt is made here to
present a comprehensive study of the supply
system. This.,chapter iS to acquaint the AE*with
the aviation supply system to the' extent that he

, should be able to Understand What is required of
him and the effects his actions have upon the
supply support. Most emphasis is placed on local
organization where the AE, as the ultimate
consumer, is primarily involved. A brief
discussion of the supply system is presented in
an effort to familiarize the senior AE with basic
supply principles used to provide his material
requirements.

AVIATION SUPPLY -

Aviation supply pers9nnel are vital members
of the aircraft maintenance team; and the AE, as
well as other aviation maintenance ratings, must
work in close harmony with them if successful
teamwork is .to be achieved. The team must
work so that a flow of materials is maintained
from the manufacturer to the man on the job. A
correct concept of supply's relationship to the
entire organization is essential in the supervision
of aviation maintenance functions.

ORGANIZATION AND FUNCTION

The command exercising managemeht
control over the policies and procedures of the
aviation supply organization the Naval Supply
Systems Command. The Commander of the
Naval Supply Systems Command is usually a
rear admiral. He works with the delegated
authority of the Secretary of the Navy, and all
orders emanating from him have <The full force
and effect of SecNav ord-&rs.

To better understand the relationship of the
Naval Supply Systems Command to-the Aviation
Supply System, it might be well' to quickly
review the development of the -Navy Supply

-System.
Prior to the eStablishment of the Aviation

Supply Office (ASO), aircraft spares Were
bought by the naval bureaus, naval air stations,
and the Naval Aircraft Factory as they were
needed. This system,2though efficient enough
before World War II when aircraft component
parts were -few, was too loosely organized for
the great expansion of the Navy's aircraft
program that followed the fall of France in
1940.

ASO was established in 1941 under the
technical control of BuAer and the management
control' of 'BuSandA. The function of ASO was
the procurement,. custody, and issuance of
aeronautical spare parts and technical material.

Today, ASO supports approximately 8,500
aircraft. The aircraft have changed; the methods
pf controlling their spare-part support 'have
changed. But ASO's mission today is the same as
it was during World War iltu I1SUI that nu
Navy's aircraft have the right parts, in the right
quantities, in the right 'place, and at the right
time. ASO is now under the technical control of

15
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the 'Naval Air Systems Command and, the
management control of the Naval Supply
Systems Command.

RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE
NAVAL MATERIAL COMMAND

The Chief of Naval Material (CNM) is
' responsible. for providing the material support
needs of the 'operating forces for equipment,
weapons or weapons systems; materials,
facilities, and supporting services. He also
formulates and effectuates policies and methods
of produrement, contracting, production of
materials, and of 1)rocurement and contracting
services throughout the Navy. CNM heads five
principal subordinate commands. Two of these
commands are concerned with aviation supply
and are discussed .below.

Naval Supply Systems
Command (NAVSUP)

NAVSUP is responsible for 'supply
management policies and methods -arid provides
ASO with the following:

I. Command guidance and supply system
policy.

2. ,Operating funds for civilian -salaries,
office_eguipment and supplies, and travel,

3. Navy Stock Funds for financing
procurement of consurnable aeronautical spares.

Naval Air Systenis
Commancr(NAVAIR)

NAVAI R is responsible for Navy and Marine
Corps aircraft, and airborne weapons systems,
and other aviation-related equipment, and the
systems integration of aircraft weapon systems.
NAVAIR provides ASO with the following:

1 Technical guidance.
2. Weapons systems program data.
3. Funds for the procurement of

aeronautical repairables.

Supply Office (ASO)

The ASO is the primary N-aiTy Inventory
Control Point responsible for material support 4

of the Naval Aviation Maintenance Program with
respect _to technical aviation material. Such
materiaraonsists of spares and spare parts for
aircraft and engines, and for avionics, electrical,
eccessory, safety, wound suppOrti aeronautical
Attotographic, and meteorological equipments.
The ASOts responsibilities include, but are not
limited to, the f011owing:

(1) The computation of aviation
requirements in both range and depth. This
responsibility inchides conductin4. and
coordinating provisiOning conferences, and the
identification and transfer of items to be
managed by DSA (Defense Supply Agency) and
other cognizant ICPs. -

(2) The budgeting arid funding of all
assigned aviation material requirements.

(3) The procurement of material directly
from industty" Qr via,other government agencies.

(4) The allocation of NAVAIR procured
materials to stock points; the distribution oT
material to fill replenishment stock
requirements; and the referral of requisitions to
stock points to meet end use r,equirements.

(5) The disposal of Materials that are in
excess of system requirementt

,(6) T-he maintenance of aeronautical spares
and spare parts catalogs. The catalog function
includes obtaining National Stock Numbers
from the Defense Logistics Systems Center,

(7) The determination of system asset
rework requirements of repairable components
to be' processed by Naval or commercial rework
facilities.

(8) Tlie development, issuance, and updating
of initial outfitting, allowance, and load lists
applicable to the NAMP.

APPROPRIATIONS

At one time or another, almost everyone has
had the frustrating experience of not tieing able
to draw from supply some item that he thciught
necessary to have immediately; the usual reason
given being, "We don't have any money left." It
takes only a short time to realize that the Navy
does not operate with unlimited funds. This
section :and the following section, titled
"Allotments," are presented to further an
understanding of the system whereby funds are
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made available at the user aCtivity level for
operating expenses.

The main 'money Pool of ihe government is
the General Fund,of the Treasury. Funds come
into the General Fund from such sources as.,
income taxes, excise taxes, import-expor.t takes,
etc. The only way for money to be expended
from the General Fund is by congressional

/action, which has td be approved by the
President. A bill passed by Congress which
authorizes the expenditure:, of funds from the
General Fund, is called an appropriation.

An estir9ate of the amount of Money
required for the operation of the Defense
Department during a given fiscal yedr is prepared
by Department of -Defense fiscal experts well in
advance of the beginning of the fiscal year. The
Congress studies the proposed budget in the
light of world affairs, the current domestic
econoiny, and such other considerations as theli
see fit, then acts upon it. They may increase the
amount requested, decrease it, or pass it as
submitted. After presidential action is
completed, the money is made available to the
Department of Defense to be spent during a
specified year. This is known as an "annual" or
"17year" appropriation.

Congress and the President may also apProve
"no-year" appropriations for special projects
such as large construction over an unspecified
length of time'. AnOther, form of appropriation is
the "multiple-year" apPropriation for projects
which will be completed in a predictable length
of time. An example of this type of
appropriation might be the money appropriated
to cover the expenses of the NROTC college
progranis for the next 4 years.

The appropriation by which the AE is most
affe.cted is the current year appropriation. After
the appropriation or expenditure authorization
is received in the Department of Defense, it is
prorated among the services as a percentage of
their previously submitted budget estimates.
The Navy's share is prorated among the various
bureaus and commands in essentially the same
mantikr; that is, as a percentage of their
estimated requirements for the coming fiscal
year. The money to be spent for naval'aviation is
made available to:the Chief of Naval Operations.
Here, part of the money is allocated to ASO'for
the purchase of aircraft spare,parts in quantities

-
which past usage data has indicated will
probably be sufficient for ,the cOming year.
These spare' parts are furnished to the operating
activities at no cost since their usage has been .
anticipated and the items paid for in advance.
The account from which money was spent to
buy these items is known as the Appropriation

' Purchase Account (APA). Material reCeived in
-the user activities from this account is known as
APA material.

Another patt of the Chief of Naval
Operations funds is made avaitable to the
operating aaivities /Tr the form of operating
budgets.

OPERATING BUDGETS

Budgets concerning naval aViation are
authorizatiohs by the Chief of Naval Operations
to the user activities to spend a certain amount

4f money during a giveli length of time for
specified purposes'. Usee- activities are shore,
commands which operate aircraft, and the major/4
air type commanders. Major air type,'
commanders are Commander, Naval Air Force,
Atlantic (COMNAVAIRLANT); Comthander;
Naval Air Force, Pacific (COMNAVAIRPAC);
and Chief of ,Naval Air Training (CNATRA).
Operating funds for squadrons and units are
apportioned to them by their type commander
as an Operating Target (OPTAR). Routine
nonaviation expenses fOr operating squadrons
and units are absorbed by the ship or station to
which assigned.

Flight Opefations Budgets

Major air type commanders and shore
commands which operate aircraft are furnished
this budget by the Chief of Naval Operations.
The OPTAR provided to fleet squadrons and
units by their type commanders is a quarterly
segment of these funds. Unused funds revert to
the control of the lype commander as each new
OPTAR is authorized. Type commanders
provide OPTARs to all squadrons and units

:under their operational control, whether or not
the aser activity is based ashore. Shore station
commanders have no responsibility for providing
money for the operation and line maintenance
of aircraft of tenant fleet activities.

17
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-Funds ,allotted for the flight operation of
aircraft are used only in clirect supPort of the
aCtual flight of the aircraff..By tar the greatest
expenditures against, this budget are for fuel and
oil. Qther materiats that may be purchased with
thistund include crewman's flight clothing,'
liqud oxygen (LOX), and squadron ,

administrative consumable office supplies.

Aviation Fleet Maintenance Budget

Air type com ds are furnished this
budget by the Chi Navl Operation4, -then
the air type comman furnishes fkinds to ships
b.013-i'A--R'. These fund§ are.proyided to finance
the cost -of.. intermediate and. organizational
levelS of 'maintenance. These_ costs include the
following:

1, Technical repair common
hardware, lubricants, cleaning' 'agents,, cutting
compounds, metals, etc.; incorPoraied into or
expended in the perfornidke of 'aviation
maintenance of aircraft, ',aircraft engines,
aeronautical components and subassemblies, and
Navy maintenance of tHe Naval Air Systems
Comrwd authorized maintenance support
equipment. ,

. 2. Fuels and lubricants 6onsumed by
aircraft engines during engine build-up change,

,or during maintenance.
3. Preexpended, consumable maintenance

material..
4. Replacement of consumable/expendable

allowance list items.

MATERIAL IDENTIFICATION

Ayiat ion maintenance personnel
.
work

closely with the aviation storekeepers in kveeping
aircraft in an "up" status. In order to obtain
replacement parts as rapidly as possible, you
must know how to determine the ,source of
supply of different items. Foi example, you may
waste many hours trying to find out that the
item is to be manufactured within your own
activity. Also it is important to know the
correct stock, number and cognizance symbols
used to requisition items from supply.

The cataloging system developed by the
Department of Defense is such that it identifies

2 3
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with one 'nam and stock number anyjfem of
'supply that is carried in any or all government
agencies. In the , procurement CA. material it is
normally necessary to identify yout material
requirement in the_ medium understandable to
the supply system.

NATIONAL STOCK NUMBERS

Prior to 1952, each of the services had its
own numbering system for identifying,
cataloging, stockin& and issning items of
military supply. It 'was not unheard .0,f,that one
service would be negotiating on the ofkri market
for an item that was held in su'rplus by another
service irnder its own 'stock number. This
confusion resulted in the passage in 1952of the
Defense Cataloging Standardization Act.

Implementation of the Defense Cataloging
Standardization Act has resulted in a reduction
of _item duplication between the services by
providing for one' stock number for each item,
regardless of the use of the item or the using
actiyity. .

The standardized numbering system was
intended.tto create and improve standardization
of items of military supply in servicewide use
and reduce excess inventories which, for the
most part, were caused by lack of
standardization. Also, reduction of excess
inventories eliminates much financial loss due to
material obsolescence.

Originally these stock numbers were known
as Federal Stock Numbers (FSN), but were
changed to' National Stock Numbers (NSN) in
1974 in order to comply with item
identification requirements of the Status of
Forces Agreement of the NATO members.

NOTE: While reference in this chapter is
made only to the military application, it should
be noted thaf the National Stock Numbering
System is the prime numbering system for all
federal ageticies:

Types of Stock Numbers

In the Navy, ASO uses National Stock
Numbers with prefixes composed of 1, 2, or 3
symbols, and suffixes composed of 2 characters
which may be all letters or a combination of
letters and 'numbers. When the prefixes and
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Table 2-1.Breakdown of a Coded National Stock Number

2R

2 RHF 1560-123-00-4567-BF

1560 00-123-4567 BF
s.

t-Special Material Identification
Code (SMIC)

-Niastional Item Identificition Number (NIIN)

Federal Supply ClassifiCation Code (FSC)

Material Condition Code**

Material Control Code

-Cognizance Symbol

*These codes will not appear in the 'Pederal
Stock Catalog; they are used 1 for
material turn-in. /

suffixes are used, the stock .number becomes a
Navy Coded National Stock .Number..(See'table
21.)

: 7P1i1,L
.0:the first prefix symbOl is used, it-

liesignat.44he Command or office having control
Or,,06.0.tence of a particular item. Some of the
mdre aOmmon cognizance symbols, together
with the type material controlled and the
cognizant command or office, are listed in table

Many variations of coded Stock numbers will
be encountered in field maintenance work.
These variations indicate material management
responsibilities for the item; flag certain items as.
recoverable, consumable, high value, etc.; and
identify the condition of the material if it is not
ready for issue.

Because the variety of codes is so extensive
and the trend to single seivice management of
items has caused so many changes in recent
years, a list of codes that Might be prefixed or, ,
suffixed to a stock number would not be
appropriate for this manual. The primary things
to keep in mind are that the basic stock number,
consisting of four groups of numerals, identifies
the item from a technical point of view, and that
the other codes identify material management
characteristics.

STANDARDIZA ON OF
ITEM NOMENCLA URE

The assignment of names o stock items is as
important as the assignme0 of National Stock
Numbers. When items are inducted into the
supply system, officia,1 government
nomenclature must be assigned. Often this item
name plus additional descriptive data will differ
trom names of items r, previously used. If
difficulty is experienced jn locating a familiar
item in the 'catalog, it is quite possible that the
name has been changed- to conform to a more
general usage. For instance; it will be found that
a "swab" is a small stick with a 'tiny wad of
cotton on one end, 4nd is used 6y the Medical
Department. In order to clean the decks it will \
be necessary to i;thihk of another name for
ftswab." Now, "mops" will be found listed,
'together with the correct National Stock
Number. Other examples are as follows:
'" Ce ito m e ter" becomes "Projector, Cloud
Height"; "Zipper" has become "Fastener, Slide
Interlocking,7 etc.

MATERL41 IDENTIFICATION AIDS

There' may be filmes when a part or some
technical material is needed and the stock
num13er is unknown. At other times some
material may be on hand and its iden'tity not
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4ablo 2-2.Cognizance symbols
, Symbol Cognizant activity,

OI

1I

1R

Naval Publications and Forms Ceny

'Naval Publications' and Forms Center.

Aviation-Supply Office.
,

, 2G Navy Ships Parts Control Center.

2R

,

Avittion '1.1pply Office.
1.

2V Navl Air Systerns Command.

8R 'Naval Air Systems Command. :

, 9G Navy Fleet Matirial SUpp'ort Office.

-

9N Navy Fleett terial Support Office

Material controlled

Publications.

Foims.

Consumable .ronautiCal material,

Electronic repairable parts to suppotk'
gaval Air 'system Command equip-
ment.

Repairable aeronautical material.

Aeronautical suppotrt equipment.

Major aeronautical systems and
equipment.

Navy-Aned stocks af defense general
material: .

Navy-owned stocks of defense
electronics material.

positively known. A knowledge of the several
methods by which material may be identified is
very helpful in speedingfthe completion of a
maintenance, task,. There are manylways material
may be identified. Certain data May be available
which does not identify -an ite ut may lead to
positive identification. An açcraft part has a
part number. The part num r may. be looked
up in the IPB and identified by nomenclature
and often by the stock number. If the stock
number is not furnishied in the IPB, it may .be
found by referring to Cross-Reference Section
C0006 of the Navy Stock List of ASO.

Some equipritents have attached nameplates
which provide such information as the
manufacturer's name, 'Make 'or model number,'
serial number, size, voltage, Phase, etc.
Identification data taken from thle namplate of
the' old part can be very helpful_ procuring
replacement.

When only 'the description of the item is
known, the best sourCe for identification is' the
descriptive sections .of the wtrious NAvy Stock
Lists.

.2 5
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Various publications used in identifying
material ' are described in the following
paragraphs.

NAVSUP Publication 2002

NAVSUP Publication 2002, Navy Stock L.
of Publications and Forms, is now in e
miCrofiche form consisting of three sections as
follows:

I. This section lists publication and form
num bers in ascending alphabetic/numeric
sequence cross referenced to a basic stock
number with title/nomenclature and revision
date. After obtaining the stock number in this,.
sectiOn, refr to section three for additional
information.

H. This section lists publications and forms
by title/nomenclature cross referenced to basic
stock number.

III. TWs section lists publications and form's
by stock number. NAVAIRSYSCOM Technical
Direct&es .are listed in*this section immediately
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following the stock number listing of
ptiblicationS an& forms.

The publication entitled "Introduction to .

Navy StoCk Ljst---jof Publications and For-ins".
should.be conulted-when usi;x the 2002 listing.
It furniShes ,requisitioning instructions for
variotis'' forms, publications, a-id lacards,' and
provides the necessary codes t \! -used when .

looking:up techhical directives.

Illusti-ated:Pai\s Breakdown (IPs)

Illustrated Parts Threkdown lists are
probably the most important tool for
identification or aeronautical Material. As a
senior Petty Officer, you are undoubtedly
familiar, with them. However, due to the
importance 'attached to them as a material
identification source, they are discussed briofly
in the following paragraphs. / 4

IPBs are compiled by the manufacturer for
each aircraft model in naval use. IPBs are alio
available for aircraft engines, individual
accessories, and equipments.

IPBs for an aircraft may consist of only one
volume, as with the 134oircraft,other IPBs, may
consist of several volurMs. Significant variations
in format df IPBs makes it ,necessary Or one to
become tktorgughly familiar the IPBs
pertaining t6-11te- aircraft/equi nt he is
maintaining.

The IPBs pertaining to the7-S3 aircraft
(NAVAIR 01-S3AAA-4 Series), consisting of
fifteen separate volumes,,is cited, as an example
of the vast amount of information available on
parts'wtthin modern weapon systems.

The first manual in the series, 4-1, contains
ok. the Introduction; it also contains the Numerical

and Reference Designation Indexes. A thorough
understanding of this section is a must in order
to, become proficient in the use of the system
IPBs. Some of the information presented in this
section is as follows:

I. The( Introduction provides helpful
information on using the Index and the. various
IPBs.' This includes information on Source,
Maintenance, and gecoverability (SM&R) codes,
usable on codes, and other codes used
throughout the manuals.

While you might fmd it difficult to
remember all the various codes,. it .is certainly
necessary that you know wflere to find them
and how to apply their usage to y4r particular
aircraftOquipment. A partial listing-, of $M4.1t,
'codes is found latetJpthis chapter. Ordering
part with a source code of MGyould be a waste': ,
of time since it is supposed to be marfufactured
within,IMAsAikeWise "a, paUrdered without
consulting the "usable on cocleS"- could be
received as an improper replacement for the
aircraft concerned.

,50"
II. .Numerical Ihdex of Part Numbers-, This iS
an alphanumerical list of all part numbers in:the
fourteen system manuals. Each part is cross
referenced to a publication numbet and
figure/index number. The applicable SM&R
code is also provided here.

The remaining volumes of the S3 IPBs are
aircraft system oriented, excluding the 4-15
entitled Ground Support Equipment. It provides

'a list of special and miscellaneous itools, and >
handling and test equipment to be used with_the
S3 aircraft.
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AERONAUTICAL
ALLOWANCE LISTS C

Aeronautical allowance lists are 'lists Of
equipment4nd material, known or'estirilated to
be required,\ to place and maintain aeronautical
activities iiii_acmaterial readiness condition. These '
lisis corttain substantially all items us,ed with
sdfficient frequency to justify" their issaasace to
ad activities maintaining aircraft or. equipment
fo which the lists are designed. They also
co tain information concerning stock number, .
nthnenclature, interchangeability, and
supersedures. Keep in mind that allowance lists
normally contain support equipment allowed to
maintenance personnel consistent with their
assigned level of maintenance. Initial outfitting
lists contain material of a spare parts nature
required for maintenance of
aircraft/equipments. Materials listed in the initial
outfitting lists are norinally held in supply
stocks and, under most conditions, are not
authorized shop spares.
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Publications listing equipment and material
required for performattge pf specific functions
are known as Tables Of Basic Allowance. They
contain both shop 'eq'uipment and common
supporting spare parts. They cover allowances of
,tools and equiPment required for use by such
activities as, Fleet Marine Force squadrons and
guided missile activities.

Aeronautical Allowance Lists are reissued in
accordance with reissue cycles established by the
Naval Air Systems Command, or sooner, if
required. Interim to reissues, the lists are
maintained current by letters and by the
issuance of Change Pagerand Change Bulletins.
Change Bulletins, which are official publications,
are issued by ASO on a periodic basis. They are
numbered in consecutive numerical sequence
within each calendar year, and are distributed to--
holders of allowance lists. For further
information on the various allowance lists
consult the Material Management chapter of
OPNAVINST 4790 (Series).

MATERIAL REQUISITIONING

Maintenance personnel are apt to.oncounter
a variety of local requisitioning channels, all
designed to present a demand for an item to the
supporting supPly tepartmentt Assigned levels
of maintenance, geographical location of shops
relative to supply facilities, and mission of
activities requiring support all influence the local
requisitioning channels. Local instructions
normally promulgate detailed prkcedures for
subrintting your demand to the appropriate
supply point.

SUPPLY FUNCTIONS

The misSion of the supply activity is to
support the operational and maintenance efforts
of the activity/ship. Stocks of aviation oriented
material carried are tailored and replenished to
this end. Positioning replenishment, and control
of stocks of material in maintenance areas are
carried out as a result of joint decisions by the
Supply and Maintenance Officers concerned.
They determine the range, depth, and related
procedures. The Navy Maintenance and Material
Management System (Aviation) requirps that the

,

cost pf material used in maintenance be
determined and accumulated in such °manner
and detail that weapons system costing can be
measured. Usage is finely defmed as to stock

A
number, within component, within system,
within u ent/w eapon/aircrafi, in a
particular civadron, located in a specific
operational ea,, at a defmite point in time.
These data aYe used as an inventory management
tool to determine geographic and strategic
distribution of stocks of material. In addition,
the data will be invaluable in establishing the
material portions of work standards in _
maintenance.

Material requirements of a work center are
made known to the Material Control Centeis:'1
(MCC) within the organization. This
requirement is forwarded frcini` the MCC to tpe
Supply Support Center (SS()1which responds to
all material requireinents of the maintenance
org an iz a t io n s. The SSC is an internal
organization of the local supply activity. It is
made up of two sectionsthe Supply Response
,Section and the Component Control Section.
Supply support is available consistent with the
operating hours of the maintenance activitieS
supported. If maintenance-is being performed 24
hours a day, then supply support is available 24
hours a day.

The Supply Support Center maintains
rotatable pool mateTial which consists of
repairable ready-for-issue items reserved
primarily to satisfy the requirements of
organizational level maintenance. 'Defective
compOnents are turned in to intermediate
maintenance for repair. The defective
componerrts repaired to an RFI condition are
then returned to the rotatable pool to replace
the components previously issued.

Low value, fast moving consumable items
are preexpended from supply. Such materials are
located4i the maintenance area; and the
establishment, maintenance, and replenishment
of preexpended bins are the responsibility of the
supply organiiation.

22
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Supply Response Sectior g

The Supply Response Section SRS) is
responsible , for preparing all, necessary
requisitions (DD Form 1348) and telated
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documents required to obtain material for local
maintenanL'c use in direct support of weapon
System maintenance. Material control of the
ma,intenance org-anization notifies the supply
organization of the need of such material. When
material is available locally, the time frame for
processing and delivery is as follows:

Priority Process/delivery time

1-3
4-8
9-15

1 hour
2 hours

24 .hours

Delivery time varies for materials that are
not on the station. The important point is to
have a sy>tematic followup proi:edure for all
material on order. Should the anticipated
delivery time be too long, oF the order cancelled,
other arrangements must be.made to acquire the
needed material.

The SRS is responsible for receipt,.
and isuance of all ready-for-issue pool
components. it is responsible .for physical
delivery of RF1 material to maintenance
organizations, and the pickup of defective
components from the organizational
maintenance activity, and subsequent delivery to
the intermediate maintenance activity. Actual
maintenance personnel are not involved in the
physical movement of material between
organizations.

This section also performs technical research
in regard to completion of requisition
documents as well as determining the status of
outstanding requisitions and relaying this status
to the custoMer.

Component Control Section

The Component Control Section (CCS)
accounts for all components being processed in
the istermediate maintenance activities. This
section also maintains records oiwthe status of
all rotatable pool components. In addition, the
CCS is responsible for initiating disposition
action on components that cannot be repaireA1
by the localjntermediate maintenance.activity.
Using listings and directives from inventory
managers, screening personnel deterrAne
disposition of components in question, including
prospective consignee and packaging and

preservation requirements, prior to movement of
material.,

MATERIAL CONTROL FUNCTIONS

Material control serves as the single point of
contact within the maintenance organization for
the conduct of business with the supply
organization.

When ,an organization is in need of a
component, the production work center
requesting Oe material furnishes identification
of the required item in the form of a part
number and manufacturer's code from an IPB or
other technioal reference. The request is
forWarded through maintenance control for
assignment of a priority indicator and project
code. Then the request is passed to material
control, and forwarded to the SSC.

Material control provides material support to
the cognizant organization by:

1. Ensuring that maintenance requirements
for parts and material'are properly forwarded to
the SSC in a timely and continuous manner to
prevent work stoppages and aircraft groundingg

2. Ensuring that parts and material received
are expeditiously routed to applicable work
centers and are not allowed to accumulate.

3. Establishing delivery/pickup points for.
all material as mutually agreed on by Supply and
Maintenance Officers.

4. Maintaining liaison with the supporting
SSC on maintenance material Matters to ensure
'that material needs of the organization are
satisfied.

5. Pre p a ring documents for materials
required for operational support of weapons
systems (i.e., material chargeable to funds such
as aviation fuel,lube oil, flight clothing, etc.) and
material' carried in SERVMART/JETMART
(Service/Jet Market) outlets.

Furnishing technical advice and
in ormatIon to the supply activity, on the
lc. and quantity of supplies; spare parts
and materials.

7. Establishing procedures to ensure
periodic inventory of tools and adequate
accountability of material and equipment in
custody.

23
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8.1nitiating surveys in the event of loss,
danthge, or destruction of accountable material.

9. Keeping Maintenance Contrk advised of
the overall supply situation and its effect on
maintenance.,

10. Performing memorandum and/or
OPTAR (Operational Target (Funding))
aCcounting, charting, and budgeting of costs.

11. Establishing procedures to ensure proper
operation of tool rooms and the custody/control
of accountable items.

12. Maintaining inventory control of
authorized allowances of material listed in the

.rMRL and authorized allowance lists.
. l3g,Verifying NORS/NFE requisitions daily

and maintaining current records on the status of
same.

14. Maintaining an inventory (with technical
assistance) of aircraft upon receipt or transfer,
and ensuring that inventory log entries'are made
thid that inventory shortage listings are prepared
and forwarded to Maintenance Control for
inclusion in the aircraft inventory record.
(Applicable to OMA only.)

15. Maintaining control/records to ensure
the turn-in of defective components within
established time frames.

Some functions applicable only to the
intermediate level of maintenance are listed in
the following paragraphs.

Intermediate Level

An Administrative Screening Unit has been
established in Material Control of intermediate
maintenance activities. This screening unit does
the following:

I . Po sitive ly i d e ntifies material and
determines if it is within the repair capability of,
the Aircraft Intermediate Maintenance
Department.

2. Ensures that all required documentation
is affixed to the component (i.e., logs, records,
VMS/MAE, etc.).

3. Notifies m'aintenance/production control
of the receipt of defective components for
scheduling into the AIMD.

2 9
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4. Transfers the defective epmponents to
the appropriate work center when directed by
mainteridnce/production control.

All components received ?in- the AIMD
material control receive screening to determine
if the item is within the check, test, or repair
capability of the AIMD. As a result of this
screening, components requiring maintenance
within the AIMD- capability are reported to
maintenance/production control as, ready for
induction. Items beyond MMD capabilities are
returned to the Supply Support Center with
appropriate recommendations for disposition.
When work on components in the AIMD has
been completed, the components, together with
required records, are returned to Material
Control for appropriate routing.

MILSTRIP

The Military Standard Requisitioning and
Issue Procedure (MILSTRIP) and Uniform
Material Issue Priority System were developed
by the Department of -Defense. They provide a
common supply language and more effective
supply system operations within the military
establishmen't. This system standardizes forms,
formats, codes, procedures, and the priority
system.

MILSTRIP employs two forms for the
requisitionMg and issuing of material. The Single
Line Item Requisition Document (Form DD
1348) is the basic request document submitted
to the applicable supply echelon for material
requirements. The issue document is the Single
Line Item Release/Receipt Document (Form DD
1348-1), which is also used to return kFI
material to the supply system. These forms will
be prepared by the Supply Response Section of
supply for all material requested in direct
support of weapon system maintenance, and by
Material Control for material requested in
indirect support of weapon system maintenance.

Uniform Material Movement and
Issue Priority System (UMMIPS)

In this system, the priority designator is
determined by a combination of factors. These
factors relate the military importance of the
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Table 2-3.Priority number chart

Force/
Activity .

Designator

A

Unable
to

perform

B

Impairs
capability

C

Routine

I

Combat
1 4 11

r

II
Positioned

/ . . 12

III
Ready

3 6 13

IV
Reserve

and
support

7 9 14

V
Others

8 10 15

requisitioner (force/activity designator) and the
urgency of need or end use (indicated by an
urgency-of-need designator). The force/activity
designator (FAD), (a Roman numeral I-V) is
assigned by the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS),
Chief of Naval Operations (CNO), and Navy.
commanders.

Every activity is assigned 1 of 5

force/activity designations according to its
military importance. (See table 2-3.) These
designators are as follows:

I - COMBATThe highest order of military
importance. This designator is not normally used
in peacetime unless approved by the President or
the Joint Chiefs of Staff.

II - POSITIONEDUnited States combat,
combat ready, and direct combat support forces
deployed outside CONUS iii specific theaters or
areas designated by the Joint Chiefs of Staff,
and those CONUS forces being maintained in a
state of combat readiness for immediate (within
24 hours) deployment or employment.

III R EADY All other United States
combat ready and direct combat support forces
outside CONUS not included under designator

IV - RESERVE AND SUPPORTU.S. active
and selected reserve forces planned for
employment in support of approved joint war
plans. This Category includes training units and
units in training for scheduled deployment.

V - OTHERSAll units not othenivise
assigned, including administrative/staff type
units.

The FAD is correlated with an urgency of
need of a material requirement to determine the
priority assigned to requisitions. For example,
FAD II activities can submit priority 2, 5, or 12
requisitions. for material, depending on the
urgency of the requirement as related to mission
readiness, while FAD HI activities would.submit
priority 3, 6, or 13 _../equisitions for
corresponding requirements.

The priority assigned to individual material
requisitions is assigned by maintenance control
in accordance 'with the military importance and
the urgency of need of the item. Abuse of the
priority system dilutes the effOrt that the supply
system can devote tpunits directly involved in
combat. Instructions fo the assignment of FADs
are promulgated by OP1AVINST 4614.1 (Series)
are implemented by Fleet Commander and Sup-
port Commander instructions.

The urgenCy-of-need designator (an
alphabetical A, B, or C) is determined by
maintenance control in the requisitioning
activity, with certain exceptions. These two
factors (FAD and urgencyzof-need) enable the
requisitioning activity to determine the UMMIPS
priority designator (arabic numeral). Refer to
table 2-3.

PARTS KIT

Supporting items ;and material for the
maintenance, repair and rework of selected
aeronautical repairable items are prgicured,
stocked, requisitioned, accounted for, and used
on a kit basis as a one-time item. Items included
in parts kits are procured in aceordance with the
definitions outlined below. The term parts kits,
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as used herein, should not be confused with
change kits which are procured and issued to
perform a one-time modification of an item.
Definitions for pqts kits codes are described
below.

C KitCure-Dated
Component Kits

Applied to kits that contain cure-dated items
such as diaphragms, packings, and 0-rings. A C
kit may also contain soft goods not subject to
age controls, such as gaskets and seals, and
metallic items such as screws, nuts and washers.
Any metallic item placed in a C kit is not
duplicated in the D kit. When mixed categories
of cure-dated parts are packaged in a single
container, the control or cure-date of the
package is that of the oldest cure-dated part
contained therein. Also, the range of cure-dated
items does not exceed dne calendar quarter. Age
of C kits is expressed in calendar quarters. Kits
are considered to be a ,calendar quarter older
only after expiration of a given calendar quarter.
When cure-dated kits become overage due to the
expiration of the storage limitations, the kit is
administratively disposed of as excess material.

D KitOverhaul Kit

Applied to kits that provide hardware repair
parts required at, the time oT overhaul and that
are available only to activities authorized to
perforin major overhauls. Does not contain
cure-dated" items.

F KitFleet Kit,

Applied to kits that provide items to be
replaced at organizational levels of maintenance.
These kits are available to activities authroized
to perform organizational or higher level repair;
this includes major repair activities in support of
fleet maintenance. Replacement of F kit parts
normally does not require special tools or
equipment. F kits do not contain cure-dated
items.

Part numbers for applicable parts kits for
intermediate and organizational maintenance are
listed in the Illustrated Parts Breakdown and the'
Maintenance Instructions Manual. Components

of kits are additionally identified in the
Illustrated Parts.Breakdown by a footnote .and a
symbol appearing to the right in the part
number column and indicating which items are
furnished in the kit. The Maintenance
Instructions Manual utilizes a symbol keyed to
the illustration to indi4te parts furnished in the
kit.

Presence of a new part in an applicable parts
kit eliminates the necessity of cleaning,
inspection, or rework of the equivalent part
removed from the assembly being repaired.
Removed parts in this category must be
administratively condemned. Removed parts not
supplied in applicable kits must be handled in
accordance with instructions contained in the
Maintenance Instructions Manuals.

Detailed instructions on parts kits are
contained in BUWEPS Instruction 4423.8
(Series).

PREEXPENDED BINS

Fast moving consumable items with a unit
cost of $25.00 or less may be preexpended.
Items having a unit cost exceeding $25.00 may
be preexpended with the approval of the
commanding officer. In either case the inventory
at any one outlet will not exceed an estimated
30-day supply.

Specific items added to or deleted from the
bins are determined jointly by the Supply
Officer and the Maintenance Officer having
cognizance over the shop in which such bins are
located.

The quantity of each item preexpended is
determined by the Supply Officer based on
usage data or expected demands.

Preexpended bins are located, in the
maintenance area. However, the Supply Officer
is primarily responsible for proper management
and maintenance of the bins, including display,
labeling, and initiating replenishment when
required.

The supply department reviews the bins at
least biweekly to determine replenishment
actions, and corrects any mixing of items.
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ROTATABLE POOLS

Rotatable pools consist of a rangt of
selected components maintained by a specific
maintenance activity, on custody from the

'supporting supply department. The items
generally carried in the pool are those required
to sustain operations where immediate
availability is essential. The range and quantity

" of items to be carried in the pool are subject to
the recommendations of the maintenance
activity. The items carried should haVe .

application relationship to weapons systems
supported by the local AIMD, be repairable by
the local AIMD, and have an average removal rate
of at least one per month. Aircraft wheels, tires,
avionics assemblies, propellers, and built-up
engines are examples of items that might be
included in the pools. The supply department
establishes the rotatable pool stock and
prescribes detailed procedures for operation and
control of the pool.

ACCOUNTING FOR
MATERIAL IN USE

Accounting for material does not cease when
it is withdrawn from the supply. department. It
is at this point that the acCounting responsibility
passes to the applicable maintenance personnel.--

AIRCRAFT PARTS

Normally, accounting for aircraft parts
drawn to replace similar defective parts is
satisfied when -the part is installed on die
aircraft. No further custodial records are
required.. Accounting for materials drawn for
general maintenance is satisfied when the
material is consumed in the authorized
maintenance work. In these cases it is actually
the removed defective material that requires
additional action to ensure its aCcountability
from the time it is removed until it is returned
to the supply department.

JOINT SERVICE UNIFORM SOURCE,
MAINTENANCE, AND RECOVERABILITY
(SM&R) CODES

In 1972 the Navy adopted the Joint Service
Uniform SM&R codes. These codes appear in all

SOURCE CODE ,

(FIRST 2
POSITIONS).

P A 0 D,D

MAINTENANCE CODES
(POSITIONS 3 AND 4)
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RECOVERABILITY CODE
(POSITION 5)

208.272
Figure 2-1.Component parts of Joint Service Uniform
Source, Maintenance and Recoverability Code (SM&R).

,new maintenance and supply publications;
however, some of the older aircraft publications
still contain the Navy coding system. So, once
again, it is imperative that you be thoroughly
familiar with the coding system in the
publications you are using.

The SM&R codes are five position codes
used. to identify the source of spares, repair
parts, and items of support equipment and the
levels of maintenance authorized to use,
maintain, overhaul, or condemn them.

Figure 2-1 shows the component parts of the
Joint Service Uniform SM&R code. The
following paragraphs list these codes.

Source Codes

The first and second positions of the SM&R
code indicates the source of the item, e.g.,
procured, manufactured, or assembled. Some are
listed here.

PA

PB

Item procured and stocked for
anticipated or known usage that is not
deteriorative in nature'.

,Item procured and stocked for insurance
purposes because essentiality dictates
that .? 'xWnirrium qnantity be available in
the iqPilivstems.
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PC Item procured and stocked and which
otherwise would be coded PA except
that it is deteriorative in nature.

PD Support item, excluding support
. equipment, procured for initial issue or
outfitting and stocked only for
subsequent or additional initial issues or
outfittings. Not subject to automatic
replenishment.

PE Su ppo rt e quipment procured and
stocked for initial issue or outfitting to
specified maintenance repair activities.

PF Support equipment which ',will not be
stocked but will be centrally procured
on demand.

PG Item procured and stocked to provide
for sustained support for the life of the
equipment. (The use of this code has
limited application in the Navy.)

KD An item of a depot overhaul/repair kit
and not purchased separately.

KF An item of a maintenance kit and not
p urchased separately. (Replaced at
organizational or intermediate levels.)

KB Item included, in both a depot overhaul
repair kit and a maintenance kit.

MO Item to be manufactured or fabricated at
organizational level.

MF Item to be manufacturedmr fabricated at
intermediate levels afloat.

MH Item to be manufactured or fabricated at
intermediate levels ashore.

MG Item to be manufactured or fabricated at
both afloat and ashore intermediate
levels.

MD Item to be manufabtured or fabricated at
depot level.

AO Item to be assembled at organizational
level.
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AF Item to be assembled at intermediate
level.afloat.

AH Item to be assembled 'at intermediate,
level ashore.

AG Item to be assembled at both afloat an4 °

ashore intermediate levels. .

AD = Item to be assembled at depot level.

XA Item is not pirocured or stocked because
the requirements for the item will result
in replacement of the next higher
assembly.

XB

XC

Item not stocked. If , not available
through salvage, requisition. (May result
in direction to procure locally.)

IntallatiOn drawing, diagram,
instruction sheet, field service drawing,
that is identified by manufacturer's_ part
number and not stocked in the supply
system.

Maintennce Codes

Maintenance codes are assigned to indicate
the levels of maintenance authorized to USE and
REPAIR support items. The maintenance codes
are entered in the third :and fourth positions of
the Joint Service SM&R code as follows:

Thi"rd
Position Removed, replaced, ang used at

0 Organization level

Intermediate level afloat

Inteimediate levels afloat and ashore

Intermediate level ashore

Aviation rework, Avionics and
Ordnance Facilities, and Shipyards

Designated specialized repair
activities
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1' Not authorized to be removed or'
replaced at any level

Fourth Lowe st m a in tenance level for
Position complete repair

0 Organizational

Intermediate level afloat

Intermediate level ashore

Intermediate levels afloat and ashore

Depot level

Specialized repair activity

Nonrepair able

No repair is authorized. (May be
rec,onditioned by adjusting,
lubricating, etc., at the user level.)

Recoverability Codes

Recoverability codes die assigned to support
items to indicate the disposition action on
unserviceable items. They are entered, in the
fifth positio'n of the Joint Service SM&R code as
follows:

Code Defmition

Nonrepairable item. Condemn and
dispose of at the level indicated in
column 3v -

0 Repairable item. Condemn and
dispose of at organizational level.

, Repairable item. Condemn 'and
dispose or at intermediate level
afloat.

Repairable item. Condemn and
dispose of at intermediate level
ashore.

ve:r 1
Repairable. .ite
dispose of at

-,..afloat and ashore.

D . Repairable item. Condemn and
dispose of at depot level.

Repairable item. Condemn and
dispose of at depot or, specialized
repair activity.

Item requires special handling or
condemnation procedures (precious
metal, high dollar value, critical or
hazardous -material).

The SM&R codes !are initially assigned
during provisionineconferences. As experience
and/or item' usage develops, originally assigned
codes may need to be changed. For example,
repedted usage of an item source coded A, M,
or X is proper justification for -requesting a
source code change to the P series. Maintenance
activities should submit recommended changes
,via the UR (Unsatisfactory Material/Condition
Reporting) system.

For further information on these codes refer-
to NAVSUP INSTRUCTION 4423.14 (Series),
and NAVAIR1NSTRUCTION 4423.3 (Series).

GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT (G$E)

Developing and supervising proper
-procedures to ensure the maintenance and
accountability of GSE is. normally a prime
administrative function of the electrician. Unlike
most air cr a ft parts, GSE requires the
maintenance of custodial records and physical
inventories at least annually, throughout its
in-use life.

A definition of some terms used with GSE is
provided in order to give you a clearer concept
and deeper appreciation of' GSE itms. GSE isa1 A

the equipment required on the ground to make
an aeronautical system, command and contFol
system, support system, subsystem, or end item
of equipwent operitional in its intended
environment.. This includes aLl equipment
required to install, launch, arrest (except Navy
s hi pb oard and shore-based launching and
arresting equipment), guide, control, direct,
inspect, test, adjust, calibrate, appraise, gauge,
me as.ure; a s se rp b le , disassemble, handle,
transport, safeguard, store, acutate, service,
repair, overhaul, maintain, or operate the
system, subsystem, and item or component.
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Aircraft Maintenance Material End Item
Readiness List Program (AMAIRL)

The title of the overall Naval .Air Systems
Command Headquarters (NAVAIR) program
which provides the means for effective
m an age me nt o f aircraft ground support
equipment used for organizational and
intermediate maintenance.

Application Data fOr Material
Readiness List .(ADMRL)

A data collection whiclh contains a listing,
identifying each end item ofaeronautical ground
support equipment required for intermediate
and/or organizational level(s) of aircraft

'-maintenance. Allowance quantities are specified
for selected ranges of -each
aircraft/engine/system for which the end item is
required. This data is "stored" in computers and
serves ,as the base (source data) from which
appropriate data is extracted'for the production
of activity IMRLs.

Individual Material Readiness
List (IMRL)

A consolidated allowance list specifying end
items and computed quantities of aeronautical
ground support equipment required for
maintaining` material readiness of an aircraft
maintenance activity. IMRLs are constructed for
a specific intermediate/organizational aircraft
maintenance activity by extracting those
applicable portfons of the ADMRL. Each IMRL

contains a set of instructions explaining the use
and arrangement of the IMRL. The IMRLs are
produced by the Naval Air Systems Command
Representatives (NAVAIRSYSCOMREPs) upon
request of the cognizant Aircraft Controlling
Custodian of the_activity to be outfitted.

Aircraft Controlling
Custodians (ACCs)

Exercise administ7ative control of
assignment, logistfc support and employment of
aircraft as specified by the Chief of Naval
Operations.

a

A fmal combination of end products,
component parts, and/or materials that is ready
for its intended use, e.g., ship; tank, mobile
machine shop, aircraft.

Because stocks of GSE are so costly and
limited, issues are strictly controlled by item
and quantities as listed in the IMRL of zach
activity. Each organizational and intermediate
level aircraft maintenance activity is responsible
for continuous review of its IMRL and
submission or recommended revisions to the
ACC for appropriate action. Excess aeronautical
GSE is of special concern and should be taken

, care of promptly as follows:
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1. On-hand end items which are not
considered to be required, whether on an
authorized IMRL or not, shall be made the
subject of a recommended revision to the IMRL.

2. On-hand end items which are deleted
due to receipt of a nev/ IMRL shall be reported
by letter to 1tie ACC.

3. On-hand items which exceed the
quantity authorized by the IMRL shall be
reported by letter to the ACC.

'-
Just as there is no point iri having excess

GSE, it is equally', important to request an
addition to the IMRL'when needed. The request
shall be submitted via the ACC and must contain
full justification of thse, requirement for such
equipment.

All GSE ' must receive contihded
accountability while in use. The activity having
prime' custody of .the GSE is considered 'to be
the accountable activity. GSE furnished as
organizational property is accounted forj;y.:the
holder of such equipment. GSE furnisli0
received on subcustody is accounted fOr'SY the
supporting activity. .

Transaction reporting or selected GSE items
is sometimeS required. ACCs select the items of
GSE desired to be reported on a transaCtion
basis and publish appropriate instructions for
reporting.,(For further information on GSE and
the IMRL refer to NAVAIRINST 4420.1
(Series)).
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SUPPLY DISCIPLINE

A major responsibility of the electrician is
supply discipline which, under operating
conditions at- sea, sometimes proves to be
difficult. However, the impact of sophisticated
weapons and attendant high 'cost requires
intensified effort in material management in
order to keep the cost of maintenance as low as
possible while maintaining a high state of
readiness.

The electrician contributes to material
management by ensuring that (1) only necessary
and ,p roper replacement components are
ordered, (2) new components are installed as
soon as possible after receipt, ,and (3) the
defective components are turned in to the
supply system as soon as possible for repair. This
management of material can be aided further by
the repair of all components at the lowest level
bf maintenance having the capability, and the
prompt return of the RFI component to the
supply system.

When ordering components, the electrician
should not over emphasize the urgency-of-need
in order to get maintenance control-to assign a
higher priority than is actually necessary. Abuse
or the priority system dilutes the effort of the
supply system and wastes time which could be
devoted to actual requirements.

By consdientious effort of all supply and
maintenance personnel, cost effectiveness and
combat readiness can be maintained at desirable
levels.

Ma t erial .in excess of allowance or
departmental need should be returned promptly
to the supply department. Every attempt should
be made to return such material in a
ready-for-issue condition. Material returned to
supply is documented on DD Form 1348-1, and
in some cases, DD Form 1149.

URVEYS OF EXPENDABLE MATERIAL

Another method of expending-material is by
survey. A survey is the procedure followed when
naval property must be:

1. Ccindernned as a resUlt of damage,
obsolescence, or deterioration.

2. Appraised as a result of lost of utility.
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3. Acknowledged as nonexistent as a result
of loss or theft, necessitating the expenditure of
the accountable material from the recvrds of the
holding activity.

.The purpose of a survey is to provide a
record for the following:

- 1. An administrative review .of the
condition of material, the cause of the
condition, the responsibility therefor, and the
recommendation for disposition.

2. An,authorization tp expend the material
from the records on which carried.

3. An authorization to decrease the
monetary value of material in store.

Surveys may lie either formal or informal
depending on the degree of investigation and
control required. ,

Formal surveys are made by one
commissioned officer or by a board of three
members, one of whom must be a commissioned
officer. Personnel conducting formal surveys are
appointed by the ,commanding officer in each
case. The following officers may not serve on a
formal survey board:

1. The commanding officer.
The officer on whose records the

material being surveyed is carried.
3. The officer charged with the custody of

material being surveyed.

Whenever a formal survey is riot required,by
regulations or the commanding officer, an
INFORMAL survey is used. The head of the
department having custody of the material to be
surveyed conducts an informal survey.

Survey Procedures

Any person in the Navy who is aware of a
material condition that requires a survey may
initiate a request for survey. Normal'
requests are initiated by a section,' divi n, or
department head having cus si material
to be surveyed.

The survey procedure g erally consists of
the following steps:

1., Request for surve
2. Action by the ommanding officer on

the request for surv
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3. Report of survey by surveying officer or
board.

4. Action by reviewing authority.
5. Expenditure and disposal action.

Survey Request, Report and
Expenditure, NAVSUP, Form 154, is submitted
by the originator to the commanding officer via
the head of department and (usually) the supply
officer.

In routine cases, the initiator of the request
may make a recommendation as to disposition
of material surveyed. Where a significant amount
of money or personal liability may be involved,
however, this is better left to the discretion of
the survey board.

!Upon receipt of the survey request, the
commanding officer or his, appointed delegate
determines whether the survey should be formal
or informal and designates the officer(s) to make
the survey. A - cbpy (or copies, as required
locally)* of the iniiial stirv.ey is then forwarded to
the person or , group (normally supply)
designated as responsible . fOr preparing the
smooth survey form. The designated section
forwards the smooth survey to the surveying
officer or board.

The surveying officer or board makes a
thorough inspection Of the material. Condition
at the time of survey is determined, or if the
material is missing, an examination of the
circumstances attending the loss is made. Cause
and responsibility are determined, or when
responsibility cannot be fixed, a statement is
prepared showing why such cannot be done. A
full report 'is madOn the survey request in the
"Survey Report ariii,Recommendation" block,
including the fmdings'as to conditiop., cause,.and
responsibility, with a recommendation as to
disposition, replacement, or ,continuance in
service.

The survey report is then submitted for
review to the commanding officer or the officer'
ordering the survey if it was ordered by higher
authority. When the reviewing officer does not
approve ,of the action of the surveying officer or

-board; he- may cause another survey to be held.
In such instances the second survey always is
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formal. Survey reports normally are not
forwarded to higher authority except as directed
by current instructions relating to individual
items or material categories.

UPon receipt of the properly approved
smooth survey document, the supply officer
carrying the surveyed, material on his. records
Completes the expenditure sectionvof the survey
form and takes action to dispose of the material

-,as directed by the survd.

USE OF PUBLICATIONS

As a First Class or Chief Aviation
Electrician's Mate, your responsibilities in
connection with installing, adjusting,
maintaming, and testing electrical eqdipment
will be much greater- than they were when you
were a lower rated petty officer. You will be
required to have quick and accurate answers to
many questions. Since there is a wide, variety of
complex equipment, you cannot expect to have
a ready answer to all questions. However, you
can become familiar with the published
materials that contain the answers, and by so
doing you will be able to take positive action.

MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS
MANUALS

0

A Maintenance Instructions Manual (MIM) is
developed for each model of aircraff. Recent
manualt-are issued with the sections as separate
volumes to facilitate the use of the manual by
the different shops. The sections concerning
electric and electronic systemi maintenance and
viring data are of prime interest to the AE.

Location of components and instructions for
remOval and installation are included in the
manual. The wiring diagrams, power distribution
charts, and drawings showing the location and
connection of fuses and circuit breakers are,
valuable to the electrician while troubleshooting
in the aircraft.

Inforination on electronic equipment
maintenance is also included. The amount of
this information ,or the depth of maintenance
discussed will vary from one Manual to another,
and also between, equipments within a given
manual. Included in some manuals for
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organization maintenance are operational ktid
functional checks, -trouble isolation charts, and
adjustment charts. -The intermediate
maintenance section may contain information
for bench checks, troubleshooting; disassembly,
repair and parts replacement, and assembly
instructions. If special support equipment is
needed to accomplish the maintenance
described, a section on use and maintenance of
this support equipment may' be found in the
volume on electronic maintenance.

These manuals, when used in conjunction
with the Service Instruction Manual for the
electronic equipment, furnish the electrician
with information needed to 'properly maintain
the equipment.

Format for many of the maintenance
Instructions manuals, illustrated parts
breakdown, etc., are being changed to the

NAVAIR 00-500M (a manual publication)
contains a listing of the available publications in
microfilm format. This publication is prepared
in two parts: P,art I is a listing of Naval Air
Sy stem s Co m m and publications towing
microfilm cartridge number; Part II is a listing of
MIARS cartridge numbers and their latest film
dates. To determine the availability of a
publication in microfilm form, locate 'the
publication and , its cartridge number in Part I
and then refer to Part II for availability status.

EXAMPLE:

PART I

MANUAL'
NUMBER

CARTRIDGE
NUMBER

maintenance 'information <,,autOmated retrieval
systemyJiih will be discussed briefly in the
following paragraphs.

01-85ADA-2-1
01-85-ADA-2-2-4
01-85ADA-2-.5 4

A6.1
A6.2
A6.3

MAINTENANCE INFORMATION
AUTOMATED RETRIEVAL
SYSTEM (MIARS)

. The overall MIARS program involves
modernizing the NAVAIR techniCal manual
program by replacing hard-copy manuals with
microfilm .cartridges containing the same
it& rm at ion This program will signifi cant ly
reduce storage requirements, streamline change
and revision processes, and reduce overall
reproduction and distribution Cost. Most
existing naval aviation technical manuals will be
converted to microfilm format duirrig the next
few yearS. Technical manual information for

/future naval aircraft and related systems will be
produced and distributed piclusively on
miCrofilm. The basic elernent of the MIARS
program is the Microfilm yieWing and hard copy
producing equipment Which:has been specially
designed for use m the; fleet operating.
envirOnment.

To be effective in using :the "MIARS, ypu
must be thoroughly familiar with the microfilm
format used in the MIAkS on the weapon
system/equipment that you are maintaining, and
must possess a knowlgdge of MIARS equipment
operation:

PART II

CAkTRIDGE FILM
NUMBER DATE

A6:1
A6.2
A6.3
S3.7(c)

28 AUG.74
28 AUG 74

9 JUN 75

s NOTE: When no date appears, as, with the
cartridge numbered S3.7(c) above, it indicates
that the publication is NOT available at this time
in cartridge form.

The microfilm -cartridges (fig. 2-2) are
numbered according to a system consisting of
alpha-numeric characters that represent aircraft
type/design, engine type, level -of maintenance,
and work unit code identification. 4 1,
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Cartridge numbers starting with A6.;;1730.,
etc., identify, publicationi that art -applicable to
aircraft and engines, fespectiVely

Cartridge numl5,ers ,starting 'Mtn numbers 1.
thru 9. identify publications that* applicable
to work unit codes:

Aircraft Basic
%. Power Plants

m. Q.
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° The leVel of maintenance is identified by the
numbers right of the,decimal point:

1-299 Organizational
-300-599 Intermediate
600-899 Depot

Confidential cartridges are identified with
tile letter (c); enclosed in parenthesis, in the

r1ghthand position. .

EXAMYLES: ;
,

A6.301 (c:)

AiRCRAFT .TITCONFIDENTIAL
SECON. D CAlerRIDGE -4

1,14TERMEDIATE LEVEL'

20/ 273 Overflow cartridges are identified
1. letter in the right-hand position. This pverfloW is

required when a PUblication is too large for one
Cartridge.

FILM
TAB

Figure 2-2.Film Cartridge.

A

Propellers'tties
5. Instrumentation
6. Communications
# Navigation, Bombing Fire Control,

Weapon Delivery, ECM and
Photographic/Reconnaissance.

8. Missiles/Rockets /
9.. Miscellaneous Equipments/Systems

Cartridge numbers starting with SE 'and
numbers 1. thru 9. identify publications that are
applicable; to suppoil equipment work unit
codes:

SEl. Servicing Equipment ,

5E2. Handling Equipment ,

5E3. Test/Check/Calibrate/Inspection
5E4. Power Generation/Supply
5E5. Flight Reference Test and Check.

Equipment
5E6. Communications Test and Check

Equipment .

.SE7. Navigation, Weapon Control, Weapon
Delivery, ECM, SACE/VAST and
General Electronic Test and Check
Equipment (

5E8. Missile Test andptheck Equipment
5E9. Weapon Systep Peculiar

3 9
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EXAMPLES:

AIRCRAFT T= ,,'OVERFLCrW
ORGANIZATIONAt EVEL

UTILITIES

4.608

T-T-DEPOT LEVEL
NINTH CARTRIDGE

5E2.1

o

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT ORGANIZA.!
HANDLING EQUIPMENT TIONAL LEVEL

FIRST CAR-
TRIDGE.

)Each cartridge contains a table of contenth
frame listing all NAVA1R' numbers of manuals
contained in the cartridge, the titles, of, the
manuals, and locations of the manuals within
the cartridge by microfilm count ruithher.

The-equipment in the MIARS consists of the
automatic reader-printer and the- portable
reader.

The automatic reader-printer (fig. 2-3) will
normally be located within maintenance control
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216.239
Figure 2-3.Auto- R eader-Printer.

and/or the technical library of organizational
maintenance activities. It can also be located
within VAST Sites and selected prOduction wdrk
centers of The intermediate maintenance
activitieg. Its functions are subdivided intojhree
maj or sections; (1) film, transport and
projection, which positions the desired
micrOfilm frame for viewing; (.2) frame refrieval,
consisting of locating a particular film frame for
pisplay or printing as desired; and () printing,
which conSists of making manual type page
,copy 'of a selected film frame. This unit is 19"
wide, 36" high, and 24" deep, and weighs
approximately '200 'pounds. P&er requirement
is 115v, 60 Hz, single phase.

The portable reader will ,normally be located
in s ected Aocations of organizational
maintenIteacivitiës5 and ina be shared by
several work centers. It Provides the same
functions, as th automatic reader-printer except
for the prin g function. This unit weighs 40
pounds, is 16 1/4" wide, 19 1/2" high, and .

16 1/4" deep, and can be powered by (1) 115v,
60. Hz, single phase 115v, 400 Hz, single
phase,.(3) 12ydc, (4) 24vdc.

,CIPEitATION AND SERVICE
.1MTROCtION MANUALS

is
4 0

TheoNaval Air Systems Command procures
Operation and Service Instruction Manuals for
various avionics equipments. The Operation and
Service Instruction Manuals may be issued as
one combined manual or as separate manuals. In
some cases, where the equipment is installed in
only oone type aircraft, the Maintenance
Instrudions Manual for that aircraft will contain
the information normally found in the
Operation and Service Instruction Manuals. The
discussion in this course is limited to only a few
of the items contained in the manual.

Performance Specifications

As a senior AE; your responsibilities for
inspecting the wOrk,of others: will increase. The
Operation and Service Instruction Manual
contains charts or. sections on standards .the
equipment should meet if it is to be considered
as performing satisfactorily. The use of this
information i recommended to determine the
quality of your own work or the wlork of some
other. AE. The preflight cheas given in the
manual usually 'provide only an indic tion of
overall 'system operation and do not iindicate
how :rntich above , minimum standarjls. each
section.is, operating. There are some eqjiipmen,ts
that utilize line testers for this check; line testers
quite frequently are of the GO, NO-GO type.
This is the most basic of the performance r/
standards the equipMent Must meet.

.t-The preliminary oi. preinstallation inspection
is normally a bench test proCeslure for
equipment received frOin ,the supply *system or
from Itn intermediate maintenance activity.
Normally, this is ; also a check for overall
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operation of the equipment :nd is not designed
to check the equipment tor spedific circuit,
performance. .

Th e portion of the manua '. that gives the
performance standards for individual
sections of the equipment. itled either
"Minimuvi Performance Checks" or
"Specifications." These *dards are shop
procedures used to check theihdividual sections
of the equipment against the acceptable
performance levels. In addition to listing the
minimum acceptable performance levels, this
section gi'm', procedures for setting up the
equip, ' Jr test, the test equipment to use,
and the adjustments required to bring the
equipment up to standard.

Where the equipment fails to meet minimum
performance standards, a malfunction is'
indicated. Trouble analysis charts and alignment
procedures are included in the manual to assist
the electrician in locating and correcting the
malfunction.

Adjustments

The Operation and Service Instruction
Manual contains charts and instructions for
adjusting the equipment. One of these charts
will be found in; the organizational maintenance
section of the manual. The information given
will,conceln minor repairs ant adjustments.

The adjustments given in the field
(intermediate) maintenance section are more
extensive than those in the section on
organizational maintenance. Normally included
in this section are the complete alignment
procedures for each section or the equipment.
The instructions include the step by step
procedures and give the test equipment setup
required.

Special Tools

The Operation and 1Service Instruction
Manual furnishes a list Of special tools required
for maintaining, the specific equipment. The
electrician s hould check the applicab le
allowance list to determine whether the tools,
are available to his unit as organizational
prOperty or if it will be necessary to procure
them on custody from the supporting activity.

TECHNICAL DIRECTIVES
(CHANGES AND BULLETINS)

NAVAIR Instruction 5215.8 (Series) is used
in establishing a system to prom-ote uniformity,
in technical directives. This system is limited to
instructions of a technical nature which are not
contained in technical manuals and which
cannot be satisfactorily incorporated as revisions
to the manuals.

NAVAIRSYSCOM technical directives are
listed in NAVSUP publication 2002 section HI.
These are on separate microfilm immediately
followMg the last fiche refleCting stock numbers
for publications and forms. To adapt the
technical directives to the microfilm concept,
the directives have been c!Oed-rather than listed
by stock number. Thesecodes appear before
the directive number and are used ONLY with
the microfiche; they are NOT used in ordering,
or in the national stock numbering of the
directives.

The major codes assigned NAVAIR technical
directives are:

01
02
04

General Section
Aircraft/Airframes
Aircraft Target Drones and Guided

Missiles
05 Accessories
08 Aviation Armament (Aircraft

Armament)
10 Avionics

/12 Photographic Equipment
'14 . Power Plant Section
15 Propeller Section
20 Support EquiPment
25 Versatile Avionics Shop Test Section

(VAST)
30 Ship Installations
35 Aircraft Launching
40 Matting Service

Each major code is further broken down with
an additional numeric/alphabetic code which
identifies each specific type directive within the
major codes. A complete listing of the NAVAIR
technical directive codes is found in NAVSUP
publication 2002, entitled Introductloo to Navy
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Stock List of Publications anti Forms. A typical
direCtive code may be listed as:

02 2Y 62

Aircraft/AirframesJI I-- Directive number
C-130 Airframe Bulletins

Technical directives are issued as formal
( le t te r-t y pe ) a n d interim (message-type)
directives. A formal TD is a document issued as
a Change, or as an Amendment or Revision
thereto, and promulgated by letter. An interim
TD is a document issued as a Bulletin or Change,
or as an Amendment or Revisibn thereto, and
promujgated by message to ensure expeditious
disserniznation.

A CHANGE is a document comprised of
instructions and information which directs the
.tecomplishment and recording of a material
change, a repositioning, a modification, or an
alteration in the characteristics of the equipment
to which it applies.

A BULLETIN is an interim document,
compriSed of instructions and information,
wbich directs an initial inspection to determine
whether a given condition exlsts,-and directs an
interim revision to the TM series, if applicable,
for continuing inspections. It specifies what
action is to be taken if the condition is found or
not found.

An AMENDMENT is a document comprised
of information which clarifies, corrects, adds to,
deletes from, makes minor, changes in
requirements to, or cancels an existing TD. A
maximum of three amendments may be appfied
to) any 'I'D, each remaining in effect until
rescinded or superseded by a revision.
Amendments may not be used to cancel an.
amendment.

A REVISION is a completely new edition of
an existing Change or Bulletin: It supersedes the
original directive or revision and all existing
amend men ts.

Directive Categories

Technical directiveg are assigned a
"category" in accordance with the importance
and urgency of accomplishing the work

involved. These categories are Immediate,
Urgent, Routine, or Record Purpose.

IMMEDIATE ACTION.This type directive
is concerned with problems involving safety
which would probably6result in fatal or serious
injury to personnel, or destruction of (or
extensive dbmage to) property, unless corrected
within extremely narrow time limits. Immediate
Action directives involve the immediate
discontinued use of the aircraft; engine, or
equipment in the operational employment under
which the adverse safety cqndition exists. If
continued use will not involve the affected
component or system in either normal or
emergency situations, com-pliance may be
deferred until (but no later . than) the next

`periodic inspection for aircraft and engines, and
no later than 120 days from date of issue. These
directives are identified by a border of black Xs
broken at the top center of the page by the
words IMMEDIATE ACTION.
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URGENT ACTION.A directive of-tins type
also indicates a problem in safety conditions
which could result in personnel injury or
property damage unless corrected. The major
difference is that time limits are not quite so
close as with Immediate 'Action directives, but
are still narmw. Operating restrictions may or
may not be imposed.

The compliance requirement for urgent
action directives specify incorpbratipn of the
instructions not later than the 'next regularly

s scheduled rework or overhaul, or, for that
equipment not reworked or overhauled on a
regularly schedulQd basis, not later than 18
months after issuance of the directive. These
directives are identified by the words URGENT
ACTION at the top of the 'first page and a
border of black diagonals around the cover page.

ROUTINE ACTION.A directive of this
type is concerned with equipment or procedural
deficiencies of a material. (mechanical,
operational, or tactical in nature) where
uncorrected existence could constitute a hazard.
Routine catcogry is not assigned to interim
changes or bulletins. The compliance
requirement for routine and urgent action
directives is the same, except those routine
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directives requiring depot maintenance; they
may be deferred if seriously interfering with
operational cornmitment'S or schedules. These
directives are identified by the words ROUTINE
ACTION printed at the top of the cover paie.

RECORD PURPOSE.A directive of this
type is used when a modification has been
compbtely incorporated by the cOntractor or
in-house activity in all accepted equipment, and
when retrofit, is not required pf, repairables,in
the Navy's possession, 'Consequently,
compliance inforpation is not. applicable and
shall be indicated as such: These directilies are
identified by flit! words RECORD PURPOSE
printed in black capital letters at the top center

.

of the first page.

Obsolescent Type Directives

4:my directives which were issued prim' to
..t.mdardization of' the directives system are

still effective. The.se ip1Wle Aviation Circuldr
.Letters, Technical ( , Technical, Notes,
Airjr.aft SerVice' s, Aircraft- Service
Bulletins/' Electronic Material Changes,
Electronict Material Bulletins, and Aviation

strumett Bulletins. Although these directives
e no longer being issued,"those which have not

been cauceled or superseded are included in the
latest edition of NAVSUP 2002,' Section III,

Local Action

Upon receipt of a technical directive, either
formal or interim, the directive must be screened
by the maintenance activity to determine its
lipplicability to units or aircraft maintained by
that activity. If applicable, it is imperative that
.sstrict control and documentation procedures be
adhered to. These procedures are defined in the
current edition of OPNAV Instruction 4790.2.

MISCELLANEOUS PUBLICATIONS

'Mere are a great number of technical
publications, other than the maintenance and
service instructions, that thc AE will find useful
in performing his job. This section lists and
describes briefly a few of thesg publications. By
including this ty'pe of publiqtion in the shop

technical library, the supervisor will be providing
information that should increase the efficiency
of the shop.

. Electronics Installation and
Maintenance Book (EIMB)

The EIMB has been established as the
medium 'for distributing, in one convenient,
so uree , maintenance and repair policiesAt
installation practices, and ovierall electroni
equipment and material handling procedures:It
also contair 'ller selected information of

;general inte, to electrical and electronic
maintkmance personnel.

The EIMB is organized into a of
handbooks to afford maximum flexibility d
ease in handling. The handbooks are stocke4, and
issued as separpte items .so that activities
requiring extra copies of any handbook may
obtain them with relative ease.

The handbooks fall within two categbries
general infOrrnation handbooks, and
equiPment-oriented ;handbooks. The general
information handbooks cOntai n. data which are
of interest tO all perspnnel involved in,
inftallation and maintenance, regardless of their
equipment s'peciality. The titles of the various
general information handbooks' give only an
overall' idea of their data content; a more,
compkte description of each handboOk is
provided in the Generalkandbook.

The equipment handbooks are devoted to
information.On a. particular,. equipment class;
they provide general test procedures'
adjustments, general servicing information, and
field change identification data.

Below is a listing of the EIMB handbooks by
title:
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IIANDBOOK TITLE

(General Information Handbooks)

General

Installation Standards

Electronic Circuits

Test Methods and Practices
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Reference Data

EMI Reduction

General Maintenance

(Equipment-Oriented Handbooks)

Communications

Radar

Sonar

. Test Equipment

Radiac'

Countermeasures

Of particular interest to the AE is the
handbodk entitled "Test Methods and Practices."

. ',;
, .

Basic Theory 'and Application of
Transistors, NAVWEPS 00-80T-86

This manual is a basic course in the theory
of transistors. It begins with an introduction and
fundamental theory of transistors and proceeds
with explanations of amplifier fundamentals,
bias stabilization; -transistor analysis and
comparison, audio and tuned amplifiers,
wide-band oscillators, pulse and switching
circuits, modulation, mixing, and demodulation,
and ends with an introduction to additional
semiconductor devices.

This manual is eSpecially advantageous to
the senior 'AE who is preparing a program of
instruction on this subject for his men. The
information is preSented in a simplified form to
allow maximum coverage of information in a
unified manner.

The manual is divided into sections. Each
section prOvides test procedures for a sPecific
tYpe.of electrical power equipment. A complete
test proeldure for one basic model is given. The
test procedure for the selected model is the most
universal for the specific type of equipment. The

basic portion of each section contains the ,

following:

I . Description and leading particulars.
2. Typical test values.
3, Preparation for test, including any

necessary inspections, checks, or maintenance
operation4

4. DCtaifed te*.p-J3Y1-,;rep test procedures.

Tile seCtidns themanual are as follows:

. ThitdcAtiction.
2. Test procedures for d-c generators.
3. Te st p ro cedu res for d-c voltage

regulators.
4. Test procedures for a-c, d-C generators.
5. Test procedures for a-c generators.
6. Test procedures for a-c voltage

regulators.
7. Test procedures for inverters.

Electronic Circuit Analysis,
NAVAIR 00-80T-79, Vols. I and H

This Manual is published in two volumes and
provides the electrician with reference
information on the fundamentals of electronic
and electrical circuits. It includes information
such as electronics mathematics, d-c and a-c
circuits, measuring instruments, transistors, and
other electrical and electroRic applications.

Reduction of Radio Interference
in Aircraft, NAVAIR 16-1-521

The_ jit4pose of this manual' js -to present
information which will serve aS a.guide' to the
aviation industry and fo,;, haVal aircraft
maintenance activities for achleveinent and
maintenance of the lowest practicable level of
radio interference in naval aircraft. It may be
used as a guide to enable you to determine the
type,of interference, to locate its source, and to
prOyide a means for its elimination or
suppression. Thp information is presented under
the following headings:
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1. Purpose.
?. Types. and effects of radio interference.
3. Sources of radio interference.
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4. Interference coupling.
5. Basic installatiOn planning for radio

interference control.
6.' Radio interference reduction

components; their selection, application, and
installation.

7. Bonds and bonding.
8. Shields and shielding.
9. Testing for radio interference.
10.Maintenance aspects of radio

interference.

Nan, Safety Precautions for
Forces Afloat (OPNAVINST 5100.19)

This manual type publication was developed
in:-support of the policy and continuing efforts
of the Navy to promote and maintain safety at
sed. It 'applies entirely to operations afloat and is
the first separate formal safety precautiorts
manual developed for forces afloat. It containg
generalized and specific precautions within
several areas.

. The generalized safety precautions provide a
bage for developing supplemental precautions.
Soitie.,,chapters of the manual are quite specific

.2 and ::.require special attentiOn of personnel.
Anyolved:Oth the specific operations.

. .

:*Chapier five, entitled Eectrical/Electronic,
ii""nientioned here' as it contains general
precautions applicable to all hands. It addresses
warnings and precautions to be taken when
working with electronics and portable power
tools, and information on the treatment of
electrical shock.

The manual points out (hat it is the
responSibility of supervisory perSonnel to ensure
that .their subordinates are instructed in and
carry out all applicable safety, precautions.
However, each individual is yesponsible for
knowing and observing them. ,

A knowle4ge of information contained
within the nAn'ual, and practice thereof, will
enhance personnel safety and preserve material
and equipment' while contributing to the
operational readiness and effectiveness of the
unit.

Safety Precautions for
Shore Activities (NAVMAT P-5100)

The purpose of this manual is to present the
safety precautions applicable to Navy shore-'
activities, including shore (field) activities of the
Oper'ating Forces and fleet schools. The safety
precautions given in this manual are of necessity
basi-c and general in nature, and are not inclusive
of all conceivable operations and functions
involved in the great variety of shore activities.
In many instances references are made to other
publications for detailed safety precautions
applicable to specific operations.

The senior AE should become very familiar
with the contents of this manual. It is the
responsibility of supervisory personnel to see
that safety precautions are strictly adhered to:
Continuous cooperation and vigilance of all
personnel, are needed to see that all operating
p ro ce d u res ancl work methods do not
unnecessarily expose personnel to injury, or
property to loss or damage.

FILING AND MAINTAINING
PUBLICATIONS

A stead,y stream f technical',
correspondence, directives, an publications is
received by the Avionics Division. A system for
filing this paperwork and disseminating the
useful information must be established if full
value of these sources is to be realized. In order
for the information to be of value to the
division, it must be brought to the attention of
the personnel in the shop. A routing system
within the shop will provide for dissemination of :
the information to all persOnnel :Conee:rried....
Particular attention must be :paid to ennrinit::7,
that TAD personnel are brought iip ,tb ',date
periodically and as necessary. ,.; . :.'. '. ';. 1 ..::.:'..

There is a great deal oc technical ir!forthatiori
received concerning the many pie-CeS, of
equipment. The file locatiOn of this information
must be known and accessible so the idividual
assigned to repair or test the equipment will
have all the necessary information available. ,

The avionics shop, iri conjunction with the
quality assurance division, should establish and
maintain a dispersed techniCal library within its
spaces. The shop's technical .library should
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consist primarily of a complete and current set
of letter publications and technical manuals
pertinent to equipments and aircraft serviced by
the shop.

The technical library should be kept in an
orderly fashion and its facilities made (readily
available to all assigned personnel. General and
little used material should be filed in the division
or shop office, and the manuals should be filed
in the shop.

For larger activities, or those where many
people utilize the same technical library, it is
imperative that a checkout system be instituted
for certain publications:This system will enable
an interested individual to locate 'needed
publications checked out by other personnel. It
will also, 'aid in maintaining a ,complete and
current library:

.1:t.epOrtirik Of Errors in Manuals

A part of the NAVAIR program to improve
qhe quality and accuracy of its technical markuals

, s encourages its users to report errors and

discrepancies. The basic reporting dOcument is
the Unsatisfactory Material/Condition Report
(UR), OPNAV Form 4790/47. Detailed
pro ce d ures for the preparation, security
classification, and mailing of completed URs are
contained in the current OPNAV Instruction
4790.2 (Series).

SECURITY OF CLASSIFIED
PUBLICATIONS

Security is One of the Chief responsibilities
confronting the Avionics Division. Although
security is tk duty and responsibility of `111
hands, security rests heavily upon supervisks
because of the classification of the equipments,
systems, an0 publications with which AE's work.

For detailed information on security consult
the Department of the Navy Information
Security Program Regulation (OPNAV
kistruction 5510.1). Excerpts from this manual
can 'be found in the AE 3 & 2 rate training
manuef in the chapter entitled;SECURITY.

4 6
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CHAPTER 3

AIRCRAFT ELECTRICAL CONTROL AND DISTRIBUTION

In recent years, the ac power sntems in
naval aircraft have assumed greater importance
as part of the aircraft's functioning equipment.
The trend in electrical power systems is away
from direct-current systems and toward
alternating-current systems. More specifically,
the trend is almost entirely toward polyphase ac
systems for the generation and distribution of
electrkal power.

The weight-to-performance ratio is of prime
importance in the design of all airborne
equipment, and this applies to electrical power
components as well. This fact has a direct
bearing on the reasons for using polyphase
systems instead of single-phase systems. A
3-phase aC generator of given weight and
dimensions may have up to a 60 percent greater
po'wer rating than a single-phase machine of the
same physical size and weight. This same
apprOximate power rating applies also to ac
motors.

Another important consideration is the
conductor weight of the distribution system. To
conduct an equal amount of power, the 3-phase
system requires only about 75 percent of the
copper weight that is required for a single-phase9
system. IP,

Also, the pulsating load on a single-phase, 4e
generator is reflected in continuous pulsations Of. ri4
the input drive shaft speed and torque. In%ao,
3-phase generator, individual phase power is
pulsating, but the total power of all three phases
is more constant if the load is balanced.
Consequently, the load on the generator drive
shaft is relatively constant.

The .basic ac funCtiont,
characteristics, and definitions necessary for a
complete understanding of aircraft electrical
power generating systems are found in Basic
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Electricity, NAVEDTRA 10086 (Series), and
should be studied in conjunction with ihis
chapter.

GENERATOR CONTROL

When speaking of ac generator control, we
are speaking primarily of three sep4tts.4 areas;
frequency control, voltage control, 75'r the
switching action necessary to turn the generator
'output on or off. Frequency control is
accomplished by controlling the speed of the
generator through the use of any of several types
of constant speed drives.

Voltage control can be accomplished in
either of.k. two different methods. In sMaller
generator systems, such as inverters,. the output
voltage play be controlled by maintaining the
constant C:urrent, i.e if the generator load is
reduced,' a device in the voltage regulator
increases the load (decreases resistance) which,
in turn, ilds the voltage at a constant value.
This typli6f voltage regulation is limited to
smalllpad;and therefore is not discussed further

this '.eb.,,ter. The second type of voltage
regulati olves changing the current in the
ac, StNhat the induced voltage
r nstant.

I 4 tching.action'of a generator control
be either the simple movement of a

' switch to turn the generator on or off, or it may
also include the.devices, necessary to detect and
proteCt both. the. 'aircraft' and the generating
systeni frcim faults in the system. The* faults
ma inClUde ot'ier and under frequency.,over ahd

..,UndeeybItage,, Shorted or:open feeder cables, or
a, phase sequence itnalfunctidn:

More sophistiCated controls are necessary
. When, a '''twp-orinoie generator system is

,
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operated in parallel (bus-tied, where more than
one generator is supplying the same load at the
same time). Although parallel generator
Operation is not used in present day.aircraft, it
has in the recent past and could be again should
the technology be improved. Parallel 9.peration
of ac generators is covered in Basic Electricity,
NAVEDTRA 10086 (Series).

FRtQUENCY

Until recent years, any demand for a
cOnstant-frequency ac power supply in an
aircraft was usually satisfied by one or more
inverters. Constant-frequency delivered by an
engine-driven generator was, difficult to obtain
because of constant changes in the engine's
speed. The problem of increased weight
precluded for a time the use of a device to
convert variable, engine rpm into a fixed
generator-drive rpm. However, as the power
de manded fro in fixed-frequency systems
increased, the size of the inverters also increased.
This trend continued until the weight of the
inverters, plus the extra weight required in their
dc power supplies,' became as great as the
combined weight of the ac generators and their
constant-speed drivers. Thus, constant-speed
engine-driven ac generators were made feasible
and came into use. Since the introduction of
constant-speed engine-driven. ac generators, one
of the AE's duties is fo become familiar with the
frequency controls of these systems.

, None1eCtiical Frequency Control

lir:most instances,...ao. generator frequen
controlled, by a 141Whanical.: governor hich
controls the s-speed ..141,..(helirinie mover. riving

instilliti3Onti;;;Oeatrical fee itiency
OrrActign !e,' ot ust?d. Wicre ....

cOnipreSSe,d '..(4ibiliose used , je t engine,.
in the. form oe.,.:

cdropiegsed ai. tak.eiØfom the compressor
cJion .of tiie'.fjgThAr generator speed is then

controlled by the litriount of air passed through
the turbine.

Another engine-pdwered and mechanically
speed-regulated ac generator drive is the type
used on the A-4E aircraft. This assembly consists
of an engine-driven transmission and an integral
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lubricating system. The assembly's input rpm
varies with engine Spee.d. However, its output
rpm is held within a narrow speed range by the
assembly's speed change mechanism.

Electrical Frequency Control

Newer aircraft and avionics equiprfient
require clOse tolerance frequency control that
the mechanical constant speed drive, cannot
provide alone. Electrical "fine tuning" of the
mechanical governors is employed Bea* they
are inherently more sensitive tO" frequency
changes than mechanical controls. An electrical
type system is also more easily controlled from a .

refnote location by use of a Servo loop. The
schematic in figure 3-1 represents such a syStem !
that is in current use.

1'The line voltage, whose frequency is to bet
regulated, is connected across the primary of,
transformer TI which has two secondary
windings. Each secondary circuit consists of .a
series circuit comprised respectively
inductance, capacitance, rectifier, and one-half 1

of potentiometer RI . The series combinations of
L2 and C4; and LI and C5 -are each 20 hertz
away. from resonance when the linefrequency is
400 hertz. Capacitors CI and C2 filter the ripple
output of rectifiers CR1 and CR2, so that a
smooth dc flows. inward from opposite ends of
RI . The center:tap of RI is a common return
for both rectifigi§.

When ' the' frequency is 400 Hz, the
impedance of ,L1 and C5 is equal to that of.L2
and C4 because both are being subjeoted to a
frequency, that is 20 Hz away from their

!resonant frequencies. Assume line frequency ,
rises tO..4.10. Hz. L2-C4 is now qnly 10 Hz off ,
TreSohance:,, So its impedance decreases. However,,e,
-LtOl.isiow 30 Hz off resonance, and its !..

Artipedance.': increases. As a result, a greater
voltage, appears across the upper half of RI than !
atrOss!'the lower half, and dc flows throUgh the
saturable reactor control coils CW1, CW3, CW4,
and CW2. These coils are wound so that with a
given direction of dc flow, their effect is to
increase the inductance of the SRI .and 5R4
load windings, while decreasing the inductance
of the SR2 and 5R3 load windings. ail-rent:is
effectively cut off through SRI and 5R4, so that
ac flows only through a series path comprised of
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Figure 3-1.Electrical frequeky sensing and control system.

411SR2, the motor control winding, 'SRI, and
ground. The resultant -motor rotation is in a
direction to lower the prime mover governor
setting, and thus bring line frequency back down
to 400 Hz.

If a drop, rather than rise, in line frequency
initiates a control cycle, the control coil current
is in an opposite direttion. SR2 and SR3 are cut
off, an alternating current flows in the series
path of SRI, the motor control field, 5114, and

ground. It is significant to note that for >a,given
diration pf:contiOl -coil dc, a given alteration of
applied. line lioltage flows 'upward thiough the
mot.Q(Control winding. Had cantro),pail cic,bcen
reversed, that same alterafion wbuld haNie flowed I.

doWnwahl. Thus, the direction of the induction
motor's field rotation, and consequently its
shaft rotation, is controlled by the direction of
the saturable reactor control winding current.
The direction of the control winding current is
in turn controlled by line frequency.
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The system just' described is more sensitive
and ,maintains closer Trequincy control than any
mechanical control system in current use. Thu*
it fulfills the requirement' of close automatic
frequency control; It also provides the required
Means 'of remote manual frequency control.
Manual frequency adjustments are mak simply
by moving the wiper of Rl awayjimm th
center, in whatever direction frequ6ncy must.be
changed.

VOLTAGE

".

Until: the ,aa terierifor came into popular
the carbon pile voltage regulatpr was used

almost exclusively. The carbon pile voltage
regulatOr, howeVer, has several olisadvantages
when used in our modern aircraft power ,
generating systems, including. a 'slow reactiOn
tithe and a high failure tate:- rly aitcraft. had ,

electrical power for 'instnzmentation,
;

od m.
..,174,<

?

-

.1.44

communications, and some small motorid,
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which 'requ'ired only approximate voltage levels
and fluctuations, were tclierable. In modern .
aircraft, such as the F-14 with its ewo 75-KVA
generators, large electrical loads may be turned
on or off at random, but electronic and radar
sySteins operating from the same power source
may be severely damaged by voltage fluCtuations .

or spikes that rapid load changes create.
Carbon pile voltage regulators, because of their
mechanical operation, also need frequent
adjustments to stay within tolerance., .

The static regulator overcomes most of these '
disadvantages in that it has no moving parts, and
through the use of transistors and/or magnetic

,Amplifiers it can be made compact and relatively
lihweight. The next paragraphs discuss static .

rQuIalors.

Stalk Regulators

The static voltage regulators explained in
this section 'consist of the following circuits:
highest-phase takeover': (HPT); Zener diode
reference; transistor preamplifier; 3-phase,
half-wave, magnetic amplifier; and Stabilizing
circuits. In the circuit des6riptions and theory of
operation, refer to figure 3-2.

HIGHEST-PHASE, TAKEOVER.--The HPT
sensing circuit -utilizes highest-phase take6ver
voltage ,Sensisrig. It consists of .autotransformers,
rectifiers; anT inductor, ai:id.a capacitor. The
Voltage regulatof functions to 'rpaintain a
Constant voltage aCross capacitOr C101.

014

ZENER DIODE REFERENCE-The Zener
diode reference .cireuit cOnSists -of two diodes
and 'a resistor.: The. tioltage ;a'crosS the Zener

odes remains almost constant kegardless of the
voltage regulator input voltage. The resistor

.absorbs the line voltagd variatioris..

TRANSISTOR PREAMPLIFIER.The
transistor preamplifier consist's-of two transistor.s
and two windings oC, a magnetic amplifier. An

=inductor and" a*.capacitor "form a riPple filter to
. the input base of "one transistor. Two resistors

are sed as gain-Stabilizing resistors in the
transistor emitter circuit to stabilize gain against
temperature changes. Rectifiers are used' to

45
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prevent transistor breakdown by limiting'
base-to-emitter voltages. l'!.

4,

% THREE-PHASE, HALF-WAVE, MAIGNETIC
AMPLIFIER.The 3Lphase, half-wa4' magnetic
amplifier consists of three windings. Resistors
ensure that each amplifier'gate nding delivers
an equal shate 'of the magnetic,a plifier output
current} A Cipaeitor is used. as a radio noise
filter, while a resistor is useqls'a current limiter.
The input' to the °j-phase, half-wave magnetiC '..?
amplifier is supplied frOrn the 3-phase line
voltage. The Output from the magnetic amplifier
controls regulator output. This output is fed to
the static exciter.

. A ,
,

'STABILIZING CIRCUITS.1-The stabilizing
circuit consistsof a lead network (comprised of
a 'capacitor arid voltage divider) and:a lead-lag'
fieework (a capacitor, resistor, transistot, and. a
filter capaCitor). The stabilizing circuit permits
fast regulator respOnse with good stability.

THEORY OF OPERATION.;-.The static
voltage regulator (transistor/magneiic amplifier
type) supgies :a control signal to the static
exciter that .:reitilates generator output. This
contiol signat is developed in the following'
manner. The output of autotransformers TI-151',.,
TI02, and T103-..of reCtifiers CR104, CR105,
and CR104; ,And; of inductor L1041 is
pioportional ."to ',the average of the three
line-to-neutill: voltages. The output of
autotrahsformers" T.I01;,. T102, and T103, as,
rectified by CR161.-; CR102, and CR103,..
represents the peak of, each line-to-neutral
voltage. During normal operation (with balanced
or -moderately unbalanced loads) the peaks of
the outputs of CR101, CR102, and CR103 will
be slightly tinder the voltage from the outpu
side ol' L104'.to .ground. ItHerice, C101 will be
charged up tO,a level representing ,ihis average
Value, grid the regulator will reginafethe average
yalue of line voltage. DUring operation with a
large unbalanced road, the voltage 'of one of the
lightly- loaded phases will tend to 'rise
'considerably, thus causing one of the peak
voltages from CR101, CRI02, or CR103 to
exceed the average voltage output of L104.
Capacitor C101 will then:be charged up to tliis
peak value ancrthe regulator will reguhrte-end
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tend to,limitthe, rise of this Voltage. This circuit
is'so designJd:that the highest-phase takeover is
gradual and the:point of takeover is not sharply
defined.. (Note that inductors L101., L102, and:
L103 are radio noise filters and,do not form an
essential part of the HPT sensing eircuit.)

The actual voltage being regulated is the
voltage between R104 and ground, in the
Voltage divider (R101, R102, RI 03, and R104)
that is connected across capacitor' C101. This
vbItage is compared with tke voltage to ground :1
to form an error signal. This' error signalis then
fed to the transistor preamplifier and from there
to the magnetic amPlifier SX201 to control the
regulator output. Resistors R102 and R103 ars
used to adjust the line 'voltage to the:desired
valueZeher diodes CR109 and CRI 0 fbrin the
reference voltage. The voltage drop across,them
is almoSt Constant regardless, of operating
cbhditions, once the system voltage is built up.
Resistor R108 limits the current through tkese

' diodeS and absorbs the line voltage variatidns:
It should be noted that both the voltage

dividef circuit (R1.01 to RI04) and the voltage
referehce circuit (CR109 and CRI10) are bath
connected to the HPT output. Thus; the same dc

, 'voltage will appear across both circuits. Should
the 3-phase line vortage rise approximately 2
volts line-to-ground, the voltage rise will be

-Approximately 2 wilts dc. Because the voltage
drop across the Zener diodes is constant, any
change in voltage will be developed aeross g108
and applied to the base of Q102-. The same
potential with respect to ground rises by the
ratio of the value of R104 to the sum of the

, values of R101, RI 02, R103, and RI 04, and'is
applied to the base of QI01. The ratio of R104
-to R101 through R103 is approximately 16%.
An error signal of 0.32 volts (1 6% of 2 volts) is
then applied to the base of transistor QI 01 in
the transistor preaniplifier. A more positive
potential of 2 volts is applied to the base of
Q102. The transistor preamPlifier is so
connected that when the base of QI 01 is more
negatiye than the base of Q102,.as it-is when the
line voltage rises, it will allow less current to
magnetic amplifier SX201. and control winding
El. At the same time QI 02 will allow more
current through control winding F2. This
difference in control winding signals causes the
output' of the magnetic amplifier to increase,

therebk returning the line voltage to normal.
Coaersely, a decrease in line voltage will tend
tO reduce the potential. Thus, the base of 0101
mill be at a higher potential than the base of

'Q10,2, and a difference signlwill be supplied to
the Tragejp amplifier causing it to decrease its
output. Thi urn, will tend to raise the line
voltage.

Th,re are' a. number of other components
asso,ciafed With the transistor preamplifier. They
are: inductor. L105 and capacitor C203, which
form a ripple filter on the input base of Q102;
resislors k106 and R107, 'which are
gain-stabilizing resistors placed in the transistor
emitters to stabilize transistor .gain over the
equipment's operating temperature range; and
rectifiers eR107 and CR108, which prevent
transistor breakdown py limiting base-to-emitter
voltages.

The magnetid amplifier used to control the
regulator output is a 3-phase, half-iiwave type,
and its input is supplied from 3-phase line
voltage. Rectifiers CR204, CR205, and CR206
Pe-- 'so connected that current is_ fed, to the

mplifier gate' windings Al , B1 , and Cl during
the negative half -of the cycle. By contrast,
current flows in the HPT circuit only during the
positive half of each cycle. During the portion of
each half cycle in which the aMplifier
gate winding fires,-a heavy pulse of current will
flow through the regulator senking leads. If1the

' sensing lead impedancs is high, this current will
cause an instantaneous &Orrin the voltage 'at the
regulator end of the sensing leads. If the
magnetic aMplifier was cbnnected so . that
current flowed to the amplifier during the
positive half of each cycle,' this voltage drop'
would affect the Voltage seen by the HPT circuit
,and cause erroneous. regulalibn. However, the
HPT circuit will not see voltage drops present
during the negative half cycle.

Other components associated with the
magnetic amplifier are: resistors R210 R21
and R212-7- which ensure that ,ea magn
amplifier gate winding delivers an equal share of
Idle magnetic amplifier output current; radio
noise capacitor C210; current,limiting resistor
R209; rectifier CR202; and resistor R207,.which
limit peak current, through CR202.

'47
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CIRCUIT PROTECTION

With the incorporation of high-capacity ac
power systems in naval airdraft, there came the
_accompanying .prOblems of protecting botH the ,.
aircraft and its ac system from a numbefof

; possible fault conditions. Such fores5.eah1e
:0OnditiOns included power feeder cables shorting

:e to ground (ground fault), improper:, system
Voltage, (voltage fault), and improper sYstem
frequency (frequency fault). A discussiOtt'O'i
each type of fault follows. ;, '

Ground-Fault ProteCtion

-This.itYpe' protection comes into use after a
. ground fault has occurred, mainly to prevent fire
.or damage to the, aircraft. The primary function*
of protectiVe networks or devices is Usually to
disab'ke a faulty power -SySteni klowever',, some),
devic-A designed to provide this. Protection also
have a Secondary feature, that Of isolating only
the damaged or faulty portion of a system, when
possible, thus permitting continued use of the
undamaged portionN:. These May be referred to
as dual-function deviCes.

Single4uriction drvices do not permit
continued44 of the undamaged portions, but
function 'only to disable and isctlate an entire
power system when a-fault occurs anywhere in
the system's protected .portions. These portioii .
include only the generator, its power feedei
'cables, and the bus to which it is connected.
(Branch circuits coming off the bus have their
Own fuses and circbit breakers.)

4
The type of device to use in a particular 'ac

Power system is dictated by the nature ,of the
equipment supplied by that particular system.
All such equipment must fall into at least one of
the following Categories:

1. Vital elluipment required at all times to
maintain controlled flight.

2. Equipment' needed to perform the
aircraft's ., mission., but not °necessary for
controlled flight.

3. Convenience equipment not neceSsary
for either of'the aboVe-mentioned items.

Obviously, single-function devites could not
.be used in systemS supplying power lot ategory

48
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208.77
Figure 3-3.4A) Single-function protector; (B) dual-

funCtion protector.

(1) equipMent. On the other hand, it would not'.
be necessary to employ dual-function devices in
systems suPplying power for. category (3)
equipment. The choice of device .for category.
(2) would depend on the impoitance of 'the
aircraft's missiork.,An additional featui'e 'of both
dual- and single-function devices and networks is

.their fail-safe design. This feature is incorporated
'wherever possible. If a protective deVice,
or network iS 'fail-safe, this means that the
protected ac power system is riot disabled
should the protective equipment itself fail.

Figure 3-3 illustrates two typical methods
currently employed , to provide:- ground-fault
protection. Both parts (A) and' (B) depict only,
one phase of a three-phase generftor system,
where each phase is identically protected. Part
( A ) i s. a differential-relay single-function
method, and pdrt (B) is 'a fuse megh
dual-function method. In *part (A), the two
current transformers are connected" in,
opposition, and their resultant voltage at the
differential relay isi zero. If either the hot feeder
cable or the groVrid feeder cable 'becomes
grounded, then the currents through the two ;
cables are unequali and this results.in unequal
current transformer outputS voltages. The

eso
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Figure 3-4.Overso

unequal voltages cause the differential relay to
engrgize, which disconnects the generator field
excitation and removes power from the ac

-power contactor relay (shown in the power
onenergizedcondition). This is a single
function fault circuit in that it disables the
entire 3-phase generator by removing the
generator field excitation,.even though them was
a fault in only one phase of the generator.

Part (B) of figure 3-3 is the dual-function
method. If a ground fault occurs on any one of
the three parallel feeders, the fuses at the ends
of the faulted feeder open. This isolates only the
faulted feeder line, allowing continued use of all
three phases of the generator.

Under/Overvoltage-Fault
Protection

Under normal conditions, system ac voltage
is controlled by the voltage regulator. However,
to cope with foreseeable voltage-fault conditions
not con& by the regulator, provisions for

-

,

0
OFF/ RESET

GEN CO NT
SW,

e protector circuit.

28 VDC

208.78

backup voltage-fault,protection are needed-in ac
power systems. These provisions are made in a
number ofdifferent ways, for different aircraft,
and the best way to familiarize yourself with

_any partioular method or device is to congilt the
Overhaul InstruCtion Manual, or the
Maintenance Instructions Manual.

One means of obtaining overvoltage
,,protection is by the use of fuses in the power
feeders. These are the same fuses which also
serve as ground-fault protectors. The ampere
rating of these fuses is such that nontransient
over-voltages cause sufficient overcurrent to
open the fuses, before serious damage occurs.

Where an overvoltage tripping relay
protective device is used, its general circuitry is
usually similar to that shown in figure 3-4. The

average of all threerphase voltages is induced
into the secondary of the step-down transformer
and applied through the full-wave rectifier,diode
matrix to the coil of the trip relay. Trip voltage
adjustment is mad-el-with Rl . When a highvoltage
fault occurs, the trip relay removes power from

49
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Figure'3-5.-Undervoltage protector circuit.

A 't

the AC POWER' CONTACTOR relay and
supplies its own holding 'Circuit. The generator
will remain off the line until the generator
control switch is moved to OFF/RE,SET,then
back to the NORM pcition, or when power is
removed from the aircraft and reapplied.

Since an overvoltageis'normally the result of
a voltage regulator failure, some aircraft
installations, particularly multigenerator
installations, do not have a reset capability for,\
an overvoltage condition. There is-usually a time
delay network somewhere in the trip relay
circuit to prevent the relay from energizing on
t7:insient or sPike voltages. A

dervoltage fault protection can be
provided by a similar circuit; however, different
conditions must be considered. An undervoltage
may be caused hy a faulty voltage regulator, a
f'au lty (shorted) lOad, or under normal
oonditions when the generator (and prime
mover) is being-shut down. The load is usually
protected by a fuse or circuit breaker: However,
there are parts of the power circuit that are not
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protected. If a large load (current) is imposed on
the generator by a faulty circuit breaker ar fuse,
or a bus is shorted to ground, it can be

.extremely dangerous to the system, the aircraft
afid -the crew even thciugh the undervoltage itself
is not dangerous. This is the type of problem
that the undervoltage protection circuit must
protect against'.

,Relatively harmless undervoltage conditions
occur from adding large loads, such as

turning on hydraulic pumps of electrical heaters,
but with a properly functioning voltage
regulator thrtime period of the undervoltage
will be very short in duration. To prevent these
voltage spikes from causing the generator to
drop off the line, a time delay that may range up
to four or five seconds is included in the
undervoltage circuit. A prolonged undervoltage
condition, however, will cause the generator to
trip off the line and the GEN CONT SW (figure
3-4) must be placed in the OFF/RESET position
and then back tot NORM to enable the
generator. To satisfy the requirement that the
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circuit must be fail safe, the relay must, be
deenergized when the ternlinal voltage is at the
proper level and energized when the voltage
drops below the undervoltage limit.

hi' figure 3-5, the full wave rectifier bridge
output dc .voltage is monitored by the trip
amplifier thrOugh the time delay. R1 sets the
threshold level at which an undervoltage will

the trip relay to energize. Once energized,
the trip relay -has its own holding circuit, 'from
28-VDC through the GEN CONT SW the relay
coil contVs and coil, to grotmd. The generator
,may be connected back to the buses by pracing
the GEN CONT SW to OFF/RESET and 'back to
NORM. However, iPta.uridervoltage still exists,
the circuit. will 'trip the generator off. the
line.

Underfrequency
Fault Protection

During certain phases of ac generator
operation, it is necessary to, pl, ent the
generator's output from being connected to its
normal loads. One OT r he nioSt common of these
is during a low-frequency output condition, such
as when the generator has been started but has
not reached full speed. Another is when the
generator has been shut down and slows below a
safe output frequency. The generator may be
connected or disconnected, as needed, through
the use of any 4.of a number of
frequency-sensitive devices..-

The simplest of these employs a speed
switch which closes when the ac generator's
prime mover attains a safe speed (frequency).
This speed switch, simply opens or closes the
circuit to the main ac power contactor. In
general, a mechanical ,speed-switeh controllea
circuit is not as sensitive as an electrically
controlled circuit, so it is used where the
allowable frequency range is relatively wide.

Where frequency protection must be limited
to a narrower range of generator speed, the
electrical type is generally used. The operating

"etiinciples of the most common electrical types
are similar to those of tkie simplified circuit
shown in figure 3-6.
, °Capacitor C1 and inductor L1 make up a
parallel LC circuit that is tunid to 490 Hz. At
resong'nce, impedance of the' LC circuit is

TQ AC POWER
CONTACTOR COIL

208.79
Figure 3-6.Electrical.underfrequency protector.

maximum, which causes a small voltage drop
across RI and a large voltage drop across the
LC circuit (EAB). Since EAB is large, it causes a
sufficient amount of current to flow through the
TRIP RELAY coil to cause it to energize and
supply power to the AC pOWER CONTACTOR
coil. When line frequency decreases, the parallel:
LC circuit comes out of resonance, and the
decreased impedance causes more voltage drop
across RI. EAB decreases as XL decreases and
Xc increases, causing a lesser current through
the TRIP RELAY coil. The TRIP RELAY
deenergizes. This in turn opens the main AC
POWER CONTRACTOR, and the ac generator is
disconnected from the bus. Coarse adjustment
of the trip frequency is made with RI, and fine

-adjustment is made with R2.
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Phase Sequence Protection

When a load is to be shared by two ac
generators, or where a given load may be
supplied by more than one generator at different
.times,, prAvisions must be made forindicating
relative gNierator phase rotation prior to
connecting an ac generator to the bus. A
common situation where such protection is
needed is where an external ac power unit may
be connected to an ac system normally supplied
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Figure 3-7.Phase sequence relay.

by the aircraft ac generator. If the aircraft ac
Senerator is connected to the load with a
positive (ABC) phase rotation, it is not allowable
to use an external power unit with ,a negative
(ACB) phase rotation. A phase
sequence-sensitive relay designed to prevent this
is shown in figure 3-7.

The unit consist of three filter networks. one
sensitive only to a positive phase sequence, and
the other two sensitive to a negative phase
----.-1q ence. The output of two of the networks,
marked POS. and NEG. operate their associated
oils. When the ac phase sequence at terminals

, B, and C is in the proper direction, the POS.
Coil is energized. . If the phase sequence is
reversed, the NEG. coil is energized. DC voltage
from the COM. terminal is connected either to
the POS. SEQ. terminal, or NEG. SEQ. terminal,
depending on which i-elay coil is energized.
Thus, external power contactor K I may be
closed only when the external power source has
the correct phase rotation. The third filter
network is sensitive only to a negative phase
rotation, and provides a voltage for a light or
other warning indicator.

5 8,
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POWER DISTRIBUTION

After the ac voltage is produced and
controlled to the proper voltage and frequency
levels, another system is used to supply the
voltage to each separate load. The electrical
power is supplied to a bus system that will
eventually supply the individual load. This group
of buses is called the power distribution system,
and is different for each type aircraft or
weapons system. Priorities are established and
assigned to each bus so the equipment that abus
supplies will operate only when that bus is
powered. Assignment of priorities to the various
buses protects the loads on those buses from a
faulty generator, and at the same time the
generator is protected from a faulty load or,bus;

Priorities are established by the flight crew's
need of the components or systems. For
instance, the instruments required to monitor
engine performance and flight attitude are
connected to the bus having the highest priority.
Lighting and air conditioning are examiiles of
equipment that may be put on a bus with the
lowest priority. Tables 3-1 and 3-2.list avionics
systems that are powered by the power
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Table 3-1.P3C AC Bus Distribution

MONITORABLE ESSENTIAL AC 1)(JS
AIR CONDITION INSTRUMENTATION
AIR FOIL TEMP AND HEAT CAUTION
ARA-50 AMPLIFIER
ARA-25A/50 ANTENNA
AUX VENT ACUTATOR
EMPENNAGE DEICING TIMER MOTOR
FLT STA N AND CABIN TEMP CONTROL AND

IND ATOR
ROSSFEED CONTROL

I TANK SHUTOFF VALVE CONTROL
FUEL QUANTITY INDICATORS (FLIGHT STATION)
ICE DETECTOR
RED EDGE AND POST LIGHTS FOR OVERHEAD,

INSTRUMENT, AND PEDESTAL PANELS
LANDING LIGHTS
F,D.I. (PILOT AND COPILOT)
NESA WINDSHIELD
OIL COOLER FLAP CONTROL
TEMPERATURE DATUM CONTROL
TORQUEMETER
VERTICAL (STANDBY) GY RO
WINDSHIELD WASHER PUMP
26 VOLT INSTRUMENT TRANSFORMER NO. 1,AND

NO. 2
PILOT AND COPILOT RED INST LTS
WINDSHIELD WIPERS
XMFR RECT NO. 1
NAV/COMM BARO ALT VIB
ESS LTG & IND CONTROL
HSI MODE LIGHTS
FLT DI R PWR

28V AC FWD LIGHTING XFMR
C/B PNL RE p EDGE
DOME AND FLT CAPT READING
RH PITOT IITR
STEP LIGHT
SEXTANT
ROCKET SIGHT
TAXI LIGHTS

° WHEEL WELL LIGHTS
WING AND TAIL LIGHTS

ELECTRONICS
DOPPLER NAVIGATION RADAR
UHF-1 TRANSCEIVER
VHF/VOR-2 RECEIVER-TRANSMITTER
HF-1 TRANSCEIVER
ARN-87 BEARING CONVERTERS
INS 1
RAWS (1 AND 2)
VOR-1 NAVIGATION RECEIVER
CENTRAL REPEATER SYS
HSI CONTROL (PILOT, COPILOT, AND NAV/COMM)
NAV INTERCONNECTION BOX (BUS 1 AND 2)
TACAN
TAS
DATA LINK (DATA TERMINAL SET)
COMM SYS SEL
HF SECURE VOICE
UHF SECURE VOICE
BARO ALTIMETERS ENCODER (PILOT AND COPILOT)

ARMAMENT
MISSILE AN/ARW-77
JETIISON PROGRAMMER
DOORS (SONO WITH PRESS)
SONO SET

26 VOLT INSTRUMENT TRANSFORMER NO.1
BLEED AIR MANIFOLD PRESSURE INDICATOR
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26 VOLT INSTRUMENT TRANSFORMER NO. 1Contintted
FLAP POSITION INDICATOR
HYDRAULIC PRESSURE INDICATOR SYSTEM

NO. I
LEFT EDC AIR PRESSURE INDICATOR
NORMAL BRAKE PRESSURE INDICATOR
OIL COOLER FLAP POSITION INDICATOR (ENGINE

1 AND ENGINE 4)
OIL PRESSURE INDICATOR (ENGINE I AND ENGINE

4)

26 VOLT INSTRUMENT TRANSFORMER NO. 2
EMERGENCY BRAKE PRESSURE INDICATOR
FUEL CROSSFEED MANIFOLD PRESSURE

INDICATOR
HYDRAULIC PRESSURE INDICATOR SYSTEM NO. 2
OIL COOLER FLAP POSITION INDICATOR (ENGINE

2 AND ENGINE 3)
OIL PRESSURE INDICATOR (ENGINE 2 AND ENGINE

3).
RIGHT EDC AIR PRESSURE INDICATOR

START ESSENTIAL AC BUX
TURBINE INLET TEMPERATURE

MAIN AC BUS
EMPENNAGE DEICING (PARTING STRIPS)
FEATHER PUMP (ENG NO. 1 AND NO. 4 ALT)
FEATHER PUMP (ENG NO. 2 AND NO. 31
FORWARD FUEL TRANSFER PUMP
XIMR RECT NO. I
FUEL PUMP NO. 1 AND 3
FUEL D MP JETTISON PUMP
FUEL FL W INDICATOR
FUEL QUANTITY INDICATOR
(FUELING PANEL)
HYDRAULIC PUMP NO. 1
OVERHEAD LIGHTS
PROPELLER SYNC CONTROL
SIDE WINDSHIELD HEAT POWER

ELECTRONICS NO. 1 FEEDER
CREW LIGHTING (NAV/COMM & SS3)
LORAN RECEIVER
IFF INTERROGATOR
HF-2 TRANSCEIVER
ECM
KEYBOARD SECURITY UNIT
ON TOP POSITION INDICATOR (OPTI)
AUTOMATIC PILOT SYSTEM
TELETYPE SYS
UTILITY OUTLETS
SEARCH RADAR
LLLTV
MAD/SAD
BT RECORDER

ELECTRONICS NO. 2 FEEDER
PILOT'S DISPLAY
DATA LINK
FWD CAMERA
AFT CAMERA
INS-2
LADDER
TIME CODE GEN

° DIFAR
UHF-2
SONOBUOY RECEIVERS
UTILITY RECEPTACLES
SON0113
SS1 & 2 LIGHTING
EDGE LIGHTING (TACCO STATION)
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Table 3-1.--P3C AC.Bus DistributionContinued

ELECTRONICS NO. 3 FEEDER
LOGIC UNITS (1, 2 AND 3)
MAG TAPE TRANSPORTS
UNIVERSAL KEYSETS
MULTIPURPOSE DISPLAYS
AUX READOUTS
SIGNAL DATA CONVERTER
SCAN CONVERTER
ORD IND PANEL
PILOT KEYSET LIGHTS
COMPUTER
RADAR INTERFACE

FLIGHT ESSENTIAL AC BUS
APEX-141 RADAR ALTIMETE
IFF TRANSPONER PWR
ATM IND, VERT GYRO
LH PITOT HEATER
FDI (PILOT AND COPILOT),
OUTFLOW VALVE OVERRIDE
PILOT AND COPILOT READ INST LTS
ATTD IND, GYRO HORIZON
GYRO HORIZON (STANDBY)

distribution system in the P-3C aircraft. Many of
these systems are not applicable to other Naval
aircraft. As suillAt would be inappropria'te to
have the same bus system in all types of aircyaft.
The following'is a discussion of a representative
.power distribution system used in the P-3C.

P-3C POWER DISTRIBUTIO&

The P-3C contains four identical and
interchangeable 115-volt, 400-Hz, 60-KVA
generators. Three of the generatorsare identified
as No. 2, No. 3, and No. 4 to correspond to the
aircraft engine they are mounted On (the No. 1
engine does not have a generator). The fourth
generator is installed on- an aim/aft-mounted
auxiliary 'power unit (APU). and is called the
APU generator. Voltage and frequency control
and fault protection of each generator is
provided by individual supervisory panels.
Operation of these panels is discussed in Chapter
7 of Aviation Electrician's Mate 3 and 2,
NAVEDTRA 10348-D. AC power can also be
supplied by an external source through the use
of an external power receptacle.

Three identical transformer-rectifiers (TR)
and a 24-volt battery supply the dc power for
the aircraft. TRs No. 1 and 2 are capable of
supplying dc power for the entire aircraft, but.
TR No. 3 may supply dc power only for the

MAIN AC BUS B
AFT FUEL TRANSFER PUMP
CABIN EXHAUST FAN
EMPENNAGE DEICING (CYCLE POWER)
FEATHER PUMPS (ENG. NO. 1 AND 4)
FLOOR HEATERS
HEAT EXCHANGER FANS
FUEL BOOST PUMP NO. 2 AND NO. 4
GALLEY POWER
HYDRAULIC PUMP NO. IA AND NO. 2
PROPELLER ICE POWER AND TEST
SERCIVE OUTLETS 9

WALL HEATERS
XMFRIECT NO. 2

AFT LIGHT TliANSFORMER
BOMB BAY, LAV AND GALLEY LIGHTS
SERVICE AND CIRCUIT BREAKER PANEL

LIGHTS
28V AC LIGHTING BUS
ROTATING BEACONS

essential bus. Input to the TRs is 115-V, 400-Hz,
3-phase from the ac generators. The battery
provides emergency power and is able to supply
an inverter which supplies ac power to crtain
critical instruments. The battery can also be
used to start the APU.

Bus Logic

In the P-3C, there are three steps in the
priority system for the ac . buses, plus one
special-purpose bus. The bus priorities are
assigned in the following order:

1. FLIGHT ESSENTIAL AC BUS
2. MONITORABLE ESSENTIAL AC BUS

' 3. MAIN AC BUS

The special-purpose bus is called the START
ESSENTIAL AC BUS and powers only the
Turbine. Inlet Temperature indicators. The bus
must be available not only during start but any
time the engines are operating, as the TIT
indicators monitor the operation of the engines.
The engines will still operate without this bus
being hot, but an important means of
monitoring engine performance is lost. The
engine temperature_ must .be monitored during
starts so that an overtemperature does not occur
and cause damage to the engine or start a fire in

54-4a,
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'Table 3-2.P3C DC Bus Distribution

r

MONITORABLE ESSENTIAL BUS
AMAC POWER AND COM L
AIR CONDITIONING BLOWER CONTROL (L AND R)
ANGLE OF ATI'ACK
AIR MULTIPLIER VALVE
APU ESSENTIAL BUS FEEDER
AUX VENT
BOMB BACK LOCK POWER
BUS A AND RCS B CONTROLS
COMPASS LIGHT
CONSOLE (PILOT, COPILOT RED EDGE)
EDC DISCONNECT L AND R
EDC DUMP L AND R
EMER ENGINE SHUTDOWN CONTROL 1, 2, 3,°4
ENGINE ICE CONTROL
FIRE DETECTORS
FIRE DETECTOR HORN
FIRE EXTINGUISHER SYSTEM
FLIGHT IDLE STOPS
GENERATOR 2, 3, AND 4 CONTROLS
GENERATOR 4 TRANSFER
HYDRAULIC PUMP NO, IA CONTROL
NESA WINDSHIELD L AND R
OIL TANK SHUTOFF VALVE CONTROL
POWER SENSING
PROP FEATHER CONTROLS NO. 1 AND NO. 4
RUDDER BOOST SHUTOFF VALVE ,

WARNING LIGHTS (RED)
IFF TRANSPONDER CONTROL PWR
IFF TEST SET
SIGNAL LIGHTS
TURN RATE GYRO (PILOT AND COPILOT)
RAWS (1 AND 2 TEST)
ICS AND LIGHTS (PILOT, COPILOT)
FLIGHT DIRECTOR

ELECTRONIC PWR NO. 1
COMM SYS SEL
NAV INTER BOX
CENTRAL REPEATER SYS

- DATA LINK (DATA TERMINAL SET)

ELECTRONIC PWR NO. 2
TACCO STA FLOOD LIGHTS
TAS
HF-1
TACAN
VHF/VOR-2 RECEIVER/TRANSMITTER
VOR-1 RECEIVER
INTERPHONE
DOPPLER RADAR
UHF-1 -
UHF SECURE VOICE
HF SECURE VOICE
INS-1
ALTIMETER VIB(PILOT AND COPILOT)

ARMAMENT JETTISON
BOMB BAY DOOR CONT
BOMB BAY, STORES
JETTISON CONTROL
LEFT WIND JETTISON
RIGHT WING JETTISON

APU ESSENI1AL DC BUS
DOOR POS LIGHT
EXH DOOR ACT.
FIRE DET. HORN
FIRE EXTINGUISHER

AUTO CONTROL
AUTO RELEASE

MANUAL CONTROL

APU ESSENTIAL DC BUSContinued
MANUAL RELEASE
INTAKE DOOR ACTUATOR

START ESSENTIAL DC BU§
PRIMER CONTROL
FUEL AND IGNITION CONTROL
START CONTROL

A FUEL SHUTOFF VALVES
TEMP DATUM CONTROL
BLEED,AIR FIREWALL SHUTOFF VALVES
FUSELAGE BLEED AIR ISOLATION VALVES
INVERTER POWER

GROUND OPERATION DC BUS
APU CONTROLS
EXTERNAL POWER
HYDRAULIC PUMP CONTROL NO. 1B .
HYDRAULIC PUMP POWER NO. 1B
OIL QUANTITY INDICATORS

55
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FLIGHT ESSENTIAL DC BUS
IFF EMERGENCYCONTROL/ZERO POWER
COMMAND BELL .

FLIGHT STATION UTILITY LIGHTS
GEN 4 AUX CONT
GRND OPER BUS RELAY
INVERTER RELAY
PROPELLER PITCHLOCK RESET
TURN RATE GYRO (PILOT) .
SECURE VOICE ZERO

MAIN DC BUS
RACK OVERHEAT., .:"1'

BOMB BAY HEAT CONTROL .

CABIN EXHAUST FAN CONTROL
COUNTING ACCEL .

DUCT OVERHEAT TE§T
EMPANNACE DEICING CONTROL
EXTERIOR-LIGHTS .
FIRE EXTINGUISHER CONTROL (ALT.)
FREE AIR TEMPERATURE INDICATIO
FUEL BOOST AND TRANSFER PUMPS CONTROL
FUEL DUMP SWITCH AND DUMP VALVE-7
FUEL INLETaVALVES AND REFUEL CONTROL '
FUELQUANTITY SYS TEST
GROUND AIR SENSIK
HYDRAULIC FLUID QUANTITY
HYDRAULIC PUMP CONTROL NO.1 AND NO. 2
LANDING GEAR CONTROL
LANDING GEAR INDICATION AND WARNING
L AND R FLAP BK
LATCH AND RELEASE :
LOAD MONITORING CONTROL
.LOAD MONITORING RELAYS
LOW RPM SOLENOID
NEGATIVE TORQUE SYSTEM CHECK
OIL QUANTITY AND TEMP INDICATORS
PROPELLER AND WING ICECONTROL
PROPELLER AUTOFEATHER
PROP FEATHER CONTROLS NO. 2 AND NO. 3 '
PILOTS DISPLAY CONTROL
PROP SYNC.
UTILITY RECEPTACLES
SIDE WINDSHIELD HEAT CONTROL
ROTATING BEACONS °

_

ARMAMENT
ARMAMENT POWER
BOMB BAY DOORS
KILL STORES
KILL POWER RELAY
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-9 Table 3-2. P3C. DC Bus DistributionContinued

ARMAMENTContinued, ,

SEARCH STORES
SEARCH POWER REL41.7',',7., <ft,
TO/WEDO
SONO RE,LrASE LETW
KILL STORES POWER WilIWILAND BOMB BAY)

MAIN DC ELECTRONIc .*FEE1:111..t71
EWD CAMERA 4'4

. AFT CAMERA
ADE
UHF GLIDESL0PE
DATA LINKt. .
TACCO STA tIG.I-1T AND ''
TACTI,C AL .DISZPAY.; PI LOT
DPS PWR
COMPUTE

MAIN DCELECTIp4*-ITEDLIIi:sN0. 2
DIE4R

,E tCORDER
SS1 A lkiD 2 lIt1ITS'
SONO WAP

MAIN DC ELECTRONIC VEEDER NO. 2Continued
SONO JUNCTION BOK

MAIN DC ELEFVRONIC FEEDER NO. 3
LADDEKCONTROL
INS.:2"CONT ;
EDGE:LIGM,LIT $410 OBS STA
SEAVI;RADkjt.'' 4
ECM
IEE INTERROGATOR
LLLTV SERVO
11E-2
BIT RECORDER

.MAD
SAD
AUTOPILOT
0 FPI .
UHF DE
MK R BEACON
SS-3 LIGHTS
NAV/COMM LIGHTS
UHE-2

7.7

the ,naCelle:' 'Bfen if all four generators tail. the
START FSSENTIAL A. BUS -can still be
powered from:the aircraft battery through the
use of an emergency inverter. By _enabling the

.-bus to be poWered by the battery, engine starts
may be accomplished even..when no external
-source bf 'electrical Power (orAPU.) is available.

The. FLIGHT .ESSENTIAL AC BUS powers
equipment that is netessary. for the saft
operation of ,the aircraft (table 3-1), (The
aircraft can, be flown, under emergency

,conditions, eVen without the FLI(1HF
',.hSSENT1AL.. AC B_U.S..) The FLIGHT

PSIS4NTIAL AC BUS can receive power froin
.a'reorwerational generator, but is :the last .bussto
4ose Kwer when-a;multiple ac generator .failure
occurS;.4-The eqUipMent ,it Supplies is primary
for airbillft operation under, certaih .operational
conditiAs.

The MONITORABLE ESSENTIAL AC BUS
powers systems and equipment. that are essential.
for .the efficient operation of the aircraft.
Operation of this bus is necessary for_the aircraft
to complete its mission, It- supplies all primary
navigation and. communications systems. If the
bus loses poWer, the aircraft must land at the-
nearest available airport.

There are° two MAIN AC -bu'Os'.;i11 the
P-3CMAIN AQ,BUS A and MAIN A(JJS B.

These two 'buses have the same priority and
power high :usage and "nice to have" systems

7 and equipment; i.e., back-up coMmunications
and navigation systems,' deicing systems, and
hydraulic pumps. These systenis are the least

'necessary, or would be the most damaging to the
electrical power system shouId a failure occur.
They are last on the priority list.

The -three major buses in the dc power
distribution syltem have the same priorities
assigned as 'the :ac system. The :FLIGHT
iESSENTFAL ac BUS has the highest priority,
the MONITORABLE ESSENTIAL DC BUS the
econd highest p,riority, aryl the MAIN DC BUS

has the lOwest priôçity. -With the generators
operating, the FLIG ESSENTIAL DC BUS is
connected Ao both the MONITORABLE°
ESSENTIAL DC BUS (rectified ac 'generator
power or external ac power) and to the battery.
Since the battery voltage iS less than the,
rectified ac voltage, the battery is kept in
charged state; and if the generated voltage fails,
the battery will take over automatically

There are° three special-purpose buses in .the
dc power distribtition system. The START
ESSENTIAL DC BUS is the most important of
these and po,;,ers equipment necessaty to start
the aircraft engines. If the generated dc voltage
fails, or if, ,the APU And an eZternal source of
electrical power is not available to startNthe

56-
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Chapter 3AIRCRAFT ELECTRICAL CONTROL AND DISTRIBUTION

eng4neS, the START ESSENTIAL DC BUS may
be powered from the batterY.

The equipment supplied hy the GROUND
OPERATION DC BUS is necessary only when
the aircraft is not airborne. It is :powered by
either the battery or by rectified ac until the
nosegear uplock switch is *actuated. In order to
receive external electrical. power, or .to start the.
APU, this bus must be hot..

The APU ESSENTIAL DC BUS is'powered
byr the MONIfORABLE ESSENTIAL DC BUS
whenever that bus is hot..The APli ESSENTIAL
DC BUS may also be powered by the 6ROUND
OPERATION DC BUS so that the AFT may be
started from the battery. The cOntrols "for

. operation of the APU are powered from the
GROUND OPERATION DC -BUS. .1-fowever,
shutdown and emergency power for the. APU,
such as fire detection, fire extinguishing and
exha4 -door operation, niust be available even
if the GROUND OPERATION DC BUS is .lost.

Operation

9 With only the battery connected and no
other power applied to the aircraft, the FLIGHT
ESSENTIAL DC, the GROUND OPERATION'
DC, and the APU ESSENTIAL DC buses are hot
(see fig. 3-8). By having these three buses
powered, (1) power is enabled from an external
source, (2) the APU may be started and
electrical power supplied through its generator,
or ,(3) the aircraft engines may 'be` started and
electrical power supplied from them. The
aircraft battery alone should not be used to start
the engines except in an eYtretne emergency.
Since pneumatic po,wer is also required to start
the engines, an external source okair is required
even thoxigh the aircraft battery .can be/used as
the only source of electrical powen

EXTERNAL POWER.When an eXternal
source of power is applied to the aircraft, dc
power is taken from the GROUND
OPERATION DC BUS external power control
circuit breaker and suPplied to the external
power switch ,. on the flight station overhead
control panel. When fhe external power switch is
placed in the ON positidn,'dc poWer is supplied
through shorted pins E and F in the external
pow,er cable to the external power monitor.

When the Voltage, frgquency, and phase
relationship Are within tolerance, the monitor
will supply power to the coil of transfer r
No. 4.

When transfer relay No. 4 energize A,

contacts supply 3-phase ac power throtkg1,,11;
deenergized contacts of run-around relay No.41 ".*

energizing run-around relay No. 2. The energithti''
contacts of rnn-around relay, No. 2 supply poWlr
to energize the essential ac bus relay No. 2 andi4414
the 'essential ac bus monitoring relay (on 11-16
condition that the essential, bus !monitoring
switch On -the - flight station oVerheacl: control
panel is in the ON position). The No. 2 relay
suPplies powel to the FLIGHT ESSENTIAL AC
BUS. The monitoring relay supplies power to
the MONITORAI3LE ESSENTIAL AC4BUS arid,
through deenergized contacts -of the inverti
'power relay, tp the START ESSENTAIL AC
BUS.

DC power is then developed by TR-3 from
monitorable essential ac power to supply the

;MONITORABLE ESSENTIAL DC BUS. The
MONITORABLE ESSENTIAL DC BUS supplies
power through 'Blocking Diode No. 2 to. the
FLIGHT ESSENTAIL DC BUS and the
GROUND OPERATION DC BUS.- The' APU
ESSENTAIL DC BUS is powered from the
MONITORABLE ESSENTIAL DC BUS through
energized contacts of the power-sensing relay.
The START ESSENTIAL DC BUS is also
powered 'from the MONITORABLE
ESSENTIAL DC BUS through deenergized
contacts of the Inverter Powei*JaY. Blocking
Diode No. 1 prevents current 'horn flowing to
'the main dc buses.

Power is supplied from the bus A contfol
circuit breaker on the MONITORABLE
ESSENTIAL DC17,US, through the A Bus
Monitoring Swit(th, through the deenergized
contacts of the Auxiliary Control Relay (ACR)
in the #2 generator supervisory pagl, to the 2B
coil of Transfer Relay 2. TV'armatures of
transfer relays No. 2 and No. 3 ate pivoted so
that only one set of contacts (i.e. 2A or 2B) maY
be made at any one time. When power is
removed, the contacts return to the position
shown. E)aernal electrical power is Touted
through energized contacts of Transfer Relay 4,
through deenergized contacts pf Transfer Relay
6, and energized (2B) contacts of Transfer Relay
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'2. to the MAIN AC BUS A. Transformer-rectifier
I then developS the dc power to Supply the
MAIN DC BUS.

The bus B control 8circilit breaker siipplies.
power through the .B Bus'1VFonitoring Switch,
through. the No' . 3 gettrator supervisory panel;
to. the 3B coil. EXternal poweris then suppliqii
WA:nigh Transfer Relays 4, 5,! and -3B to the
MAIN AC BUS B. TR 2 changes the MAIN AC:
BUS 13 power to dc and also supplies ihe MAIN
DC BUS At this time .all of the yower

o distributiOn,buses are being powered.

APU GENERATOR.When the APU is
started, the APU supervisory panel controls and
monitors .the operation of the .generator. When
the generatbr is able .to accept the load, the.ACR
(auxiliary control -relay) energizes, oPening the

_contacts that supply power to the Gen. 4
Control Aux Relay. Deenergizing GenA'Control
Aux Relay, deenergizes the Transfer Relays 5 .

and 6. .

If generator No. 4 is not available (Transfer
Relay 7-) and no external power is applied
(Transfer .Relay 4), power is supplied to the
run-around relays: Assuming that generator No.
2 is not available, Run-around Relay I will be
deenergized, and- ac voltage from the APU
generator will energiZe Run-around Relay 2,
supplying powe'r to .the essential ac buses and
the dc buses.°The bus A and B control circuit
breakers on the MONITORABLE ESSENTIAL
DC BUS supply power thragh the bus A and B .

monitoring switches to the B side of Transfer
Relays 2 and 3:The APU generator then powers
allac and dc busesj

GENERATOR NO. :'2.When generator No.
2 is available load, the ACR relay in the No.
.2 generator supervisory panel , energizes.
Rectified dc power from the PMG 'is supplied
through the Bus A Monitoring Switch and
through closed Contacts of the ACR relay in the
supervisory panel to tfie ,2A side: of Transfer
Relay , 2. Transfer Relay 2 supplies power to
MAIN AC BUS A. With the Essential Bus
Monitoring Switch on the flight station overhead
panel in the ON position, Essential, AC Bus
Relay 1 energizes. and MAIN AC BUS A
supplies power to the MONITORABLE
ESSENTIAL 'and START ESSENTIAL AC
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buse. TR. 1 supplies the; MAIN -DC BUS from
the MAIN ACSBUS A, and TR3 supplies the
essential dc buseS from the MONITORABLE
ESSENTIAL 'AC BUS. ,

The aCs..:'.41/Oltage,... -ti:om generator No.
energizes RV-around Relays 1 arxi 2 to supply
.power to the FLIGHT ESSENTIAL AC BUS.
Cul-rept from the Gen 4 Transfer circuit breaker
on ,the MONITORABIX ESSENTIAL. DC 'BUS
flows through the .d'&neigized contacts 'of the
ACR relay in, the APthsupervisory panel (APU
not available), through deenergized contacts of
Transfer RelaY 7 (generator No. 4 not available),
through deenergized contacts of Transfer Relay
4 (external power nbt available) to energize Gen
4 Control Aux Relay. Power from the energized
contacts of Gen 4 Control Aux Relay energizes
'Transfer Relays 5 and 6. Generator 2 'power is
then supplied through energized contacts of
Transfer Relay 5, through energized Transfer
Relay 3B (energized. by dc power from the Bus
B Control circuit preaker on the
MONITORABLE ESSENTIAL DC BUS) to the
MAIN AC BUS, B. TR 2 provides a parallel or
backup source of dc power for the MAIN DC
BUS from the MAIN AC BUS B.

GENERATOR 'NO. 3.Generator No. 3
supplies power to any or all of, the ac gnd dc
blises, just as any of the other generators. If it is
the only operating genelator, it supplies power to
the MAIN AC BUS B via the A contacts of
-Transfer Relay 3. FLIGHT ESSENTIAL AC.
receives its bower through deenergized contacts
of Run-around Relay 2 and energized contacts of
Essential AC Bus Relay 2. The MAIN AC BUS
A, MONITORABLE ESSENTIAL AC, START
ESSENTIAL AC, and all a the dc buses (from
'their appropriate TRs) are powered through
Transfer Relay 6 and the B side of Transfer
Relay 2.

0

If both generators No. 2 and 3. are operating,
generator No. 2 supplies- the FLIGHT
ESSENTIAL /MOUS through' the run-around
relays. Generator No. 2 also supplies the MAIN
AC BUS A, the MONITORABLE ESSENTIAL
AC BUS, START ESSENTIAL Ac BUS, and all

the dc buses through the appropriate TRs.
uenerator No. 3 supplies only the MAIN AC,
BUS B and thq MAIN DC BUS.(through TR 2)2,
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GENERATOR NO. 4.---Generator No, 4 is
the standby generator. When generators 2 add 3.
are supplying the load, generator 4 is available
,but does not feed any. bus.° When generator 4 is
available to supply a load, the ACR relay in its
supervisory panel energizes. The Gen 4 Aux
Con t c ir cu i t breaker on .the FLIGHT
ESSENTIAL DC BUS supplies iNower" thr.ough
the energized contacts of the ACR relay to -

energize Transfer Relay 7. Energized contacts of'
'Transfer Relay 7 prevent Transfer ,Relays5 and'
6-from ballig eneilized. Transfer Ei'play 7 also ts,

gives generator 4 priority over tile APU
e'generator.

In the normal flight condition, generators 2,
3, a,nd e operating and the APU is shut
dow generator 2 fails in flight, generator4 °

will 'asSinne its load. The "ACR relay in the
generator 2 supervisory panel deenergizes and .

removes ,power from Transfer Relay coil 2A.
Deenergized contacts of the ACR relay Connector-
pcover from the 'Bus A Control circuit breaker.*
on Vie MQNITORAISLE ESSENTIAL DC BUS
tothe 2B coil. AC power is connected through
Transfer Relay 6 and the B Contacts of Transfer
Relay 2 to MAIN AC BUS A, and "through
contacts of the Essential AC Bus Relay I to the
MONITORABLE ESSENTIAL `AC BUS and,the
START ESSENTIAL "AC BUS. Run-Around

l also deenergizes when generator 2 fails. .

Deeneygized contacts of Run-Around Relay I

connect geuerator. 4, to the FLIGHT
ESSENTIAL AC BUS.

Assuming that fhe three engine-driven
generators are operating nOrmally and generator ,

3 failsgenerator 4 takes 'over the load for
generator 3. Generator 4 supplies pOwer through
deenergized contacts of Transfer Relay 3B to
the MAIN AC BUS B. Generator 2 supplies all
other buses.

-. In the .eyent 'that both generaiOrs 2 and 3 fail
in flight, generator 4 will supply the entire
'.electrical load for the aircraft through the same
. relays that were, discussed earlier for opetation
cr L

, Nirith external_ power.ana the APU. When either
generator 2 or 3 fails, the APU may be started to

'..proVide an additional electrical power sOurce in
tlie'event generator 4 fails.

If geherator 4 is the,only generator available
yin flight, the APU is started as, a backup for
generator 4. Under this c6ndition, generator 4

supplies the entire eiectricalload and the APU
remains as a backnii'only. If generator 4.,fails,
the entireelectriCal load is switched'immediately
to the APU generator. .

In the event that all, four generators fail in
flight, the. Inverter Battery Test Switch may be
held in ,the teSt 'position, dr the engine start
iselectdr may be. positioned to any. engin0; ,to
energize the inverter poWer,relay. Battery power
is thensupplied fromahe FLIQHT ESSENTIAL
DC BUS through. tqe Inventer Power. Relay
contacts to the START .ESSENTIAL- DC,BUS.
The START ESSENTIAL AC BUS is. pAered
.from the emergency inverter and contactspf the '
Inverter Povier Relay. 45

,

ELECT.RICAC FIRE
EMERGENCIES.Fires in flight' can bp , yeiy
hazardoys, and electrical fires', may be exi:remely
hard to find. In the 'event of a fire in flight; the
Bus Monitoring switches 'and, the generator,
controNwitches on the flight station ,overhead
panel may be turned .off in a sequence to isolate
certain portions of the eleCtriCal distribytion
system. ' . . . . e

The A Bus Monitoring Switch is firSt to be
turned OFF, Whieh inteTrupts dc .pOwer to
Transfer .elay 2, removing power frOm MAIN' -

AC BUS A and disabling TRI'he Essekial AC .

Bus Relay -2 deenergizes and connects generator
2 power from the run-arOund relai;Jo 'the ..
MONITORABLE and START ES§ENTIAL AC
buses. TR 2 continues to power the MAIN,DC
BUS.frorn the MAIN AC BUS B. Only_MAIN AC.
BUS (Kis lost. , ;

L--0.

If the 'fire. dos pot stop or Is,' still :not
located, the .B.Bti..1'.'s;f4nitoring Switchis tabled
oPF. Power to Transfer .Rtlay 3 is irernoved,
which disables MAI1'4,.. : S B and fR.-'2.

,

8ince TR I 'Was disaIpled , hen the' A Bus. . .

Monitoring Switch was'it.irned OFF, the 'MAIN
DC BUS is disabled. den'eratOr .2 continues to
supply the essential° vac '17,.uses thibtigh the
run-around relays. TR 3 po0r.s the,essential.dc
buses, is prevented from sUpplying the MAIN
DC BUS by Blocking DioditkNo: '1..:GeneratOr 3

.arid 4 are not:connected to any bus.at this time;,.
however, all' three generatOrs are supplying. ac .
power from their respeCtive engine nacelles 1.1P i

to the transfer relaYs whiCh are located. in dile
cabin area. ' . '
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The next step is to turn off the control
switches for,generators 2 and 3, which renioves
the field voltage from the, generators. This shuts
off the genetator voltage at the generator rather
than in the cabin. When generator 2 is not
available, Run-Around Relay 1 deenergizes to.
'pick up the generator 4 voltage to supply the
essential ac and dc buses.

The next, step is to ture.n, off the Essential Bus
Monitoring Switch. 'This .deenergizes. Essential
AC Bus ,Relay 1 and Monitoring Relay, which
removes power from the MONITOgABLE and
STARVESSENTIAL AC BUSES .and from TR

'3. The FLIGHT ESSENTIAL AC BUS is
supplied by generator 4 through deenergized
Run-Around Relay 1, Run-Around Relay 2, and
energized Essential AC Bus Relay' 2. When
power is removed from TR 3, power is also lost
t6 the MONITORAtLE ESSENTIAL, START
ESSENTIAL, and APU ESSENTIAL DC
BUSES. The battery supplies uninterrupted

;

'6B.

power to the FLIGHT ESSENTIAL DC BUS;
however, while ihe aircraft is still airborne, the
Ground Bus 'Relay remains energized and the
GROUND OPERATION DC BUS' is without
power. Blocking DiOde.2 prevent§ the FLIGHT

4 ESSENTIAL Dr BUS from poweriong the other
essential dc buses. -

The final' step in securing .electrical pbwei is
to ttirn generator 4 OFF. 'The 'Generator 4
Controf Sviitch in the OFPposition removesAe.
'generator field excitationwhich tops curient
flow at the gepem4r arid rernoves power frm
the FLIGHT ESSENTIAL AC BUS. Tile only ,.
possible ac power is from the emergency inverter:
to the START USSENTIAL'AC BUS when,an
engine is selected with the Start Selector Switchl
or if the Inverter test Switch is placed in the-
TEST position. bc" power Is available to the
FLIGHT ESSENTIAL-AC trUS only; hoWever,

'bittery pOwer may be supplied to the GROUND
OPERATION DC BUS and APU'ESSENTIAL
BUS and/or START,ESSENTIAL DC BUS.
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CHAPTER 4

AIR DATA COMPUTER SYSTEMS

Aircraft that operate below an airspeed of
approximately 0.9 Mach are able to use raw
pitot and static pressures to develop sufficiently
accurate indication's of airspeed, altitude, and 'r
rate of climb. Aircraft operating in this sPeed
range utilize the pressures that are sensed by the
pitot-static ports.

Modern supersonic aircraft that operate in a
much larger speed range require more accurate
presSures; particularly in the high speed ranges',
where pressures: are built up on the external skin
of the aircraft. These pressures cause a distortion
of the normal flow of air and cause false
pressures to be sensed by the pitot-static syste
which then supplies erroneous inforraiqfio

,the flight instruments. The altimeter, for
instance, may indicate' in excess of a 3,000-foot
error. A 3,000-foot error in altitude is
intolerable and could put an aircraft in an
extremely dangerous position.

The systems used to compensate for altitude
and other pitot-static errors is generally called
air ,clpta computer systems (ADCS). Many
variations exist in both the name of the systems
and the methods in which the data is developed.
The system used in the F-14 is strictly a digital
computer system and is referred to as the central
air data computer (CADC). The system u0ed by
the S-3 is called an airspeed altitude computer
set (AACS),-which is also a digital computer but
very different from that in the F-14.

The system used in this manual to illustrate
the operation of a typical air data computer is
the one used in the F-4 Phantom II. ThA system
uses an analog computer and is referred to as the
central air data_computer.

61

PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION

The cerktral air data computer receiyes
in for m a tio n f ro m pressure-sensitive and
temperature-sensitive units mounted op external
°points of the aircraft. It then compensates for
inherent errors and transmits the corrected
information to other systems in the aircraft.
Concurrently, it detects any changes in pressure
and temperature information ,and converts these

to usable signals which are transmitted along
ith tht pressure and temperature signals. The

electrical signal outputs are representative of
altitude, Mach number, true airspeed, angle of
attack, total temperature, and impact pressure.
There is also a pneumatic output of corrected
static pressure, which is used by the cockpit
instruments (barometric altimeter, airspeed. and
vertiCal speed indicators) and by scime modules
within the air data computer.

There are four data inputs supplied to the
CADCtotal pressure, indicated static prwssure,

.indicated angle of attack, and total temperature.
Command and test signal inputs use the available
raw and corrected primary daia for making
functional tests of varitus CADC outputs. The
complete input and output signal groups can be
ken in figure 4-1,

Table 41 is a list of symbols referred to in
this chapter, and their respective definitions.
These symbols should be studied carefully to
enable the reader to gain a complete
understanding of the remainder of this chapter.

COMPONENTS

The central air data computer iA an
electromechanical ,onalog computer, composed
of4.44 base assembly.(chassis) and, the computing
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INPUTS

TOTAL PRESSURE
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NTRAL
'AIR DATA
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COMMAND
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TRUE AIR-SPUD OUTPUTS
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MACH-HOLD COMMAND
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BUILT-IN-TEST COMMAN9

FOK TESTING AMCS ONLY

at,

STATIC PRESSURE COMPENSATOR FAIL-SAFE INDICATION

CHANGE IN LOGARITHM OF TRUE STATIC PRESSURE OUTPUT

CHANGE IN MACH NUMBER OUTPUT

FIXED ANGLE-OF-ATTACK CORRECTION OUTPkITS

FIXED TRUE AIR-SPEED OUTPUT

FIXED LOGARITHM OF TRUE STATIC PRESSURE OUTPUTS

FIXED TRUE STATIC PRESSURE OUTPUTS

Figure 4-1,CADC signal input andputput data.

sections. Th'.chasafis contains all the'
interconnecting . harnesses, and provides the
housing for the modular computing, sections. Six
major modules and ,their associated amplifiers
and circuitry are discusSed in Ihis chapter. The
six mftjoi modules are

I. Static pressure' compensator
2. Pressure ratio transducer
3. Logarithm pressure controller
4. Total temperature and true ' airspeed

servo module
.5. Mach sector assembly module
6. Computer gearbox module

The utilization of plug-in modules assures easier
maintenance of the system. Figure 4-2(A) shows
the top, rear view of. the CADC; figure 4-2(B)
shows the bottom.view.

Both electrical and pneumatic ;power are
required for" operation of the CADC. The

.sr
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required electrical power is 115 volts, 400-Hz,
3-phase, and 28 volts dc. Other voltages are
applied to output potentiometers within the
CADC b'y the systems that require CADC data.
Povvkr is connected to the computer in such a
way that should there be a power failure, the
system IV automatically provide incorrectee
outputs w the instruments and supported'
systems. This is ,called a fail-safe system and,
when failure occurs, is indicated by a caution
light in the cockpit. The pneumatic power
required is from 14 to 250 psig, and is supplied
by the engine.

INPUTS

Figure 4-3 shows part of the input data, the
pitot-static system, the F-4. Notice that all
static pressure routed to the flight instruments
must first pass hrough the CADC. This
schematic shows pneumatic inputs only; both

62
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, Table 4-1.Symbols used with CADC

Symbol

ADC
ADCS
AEU
AMCS
AOA
APCS
BIT
a i

a T
A
ERTT
Hp
Ln
LnPs
LnQc
LPC
Mn
Pa,

Pe
Pg
.Po
Pr
PRS
PRI
Ps
Psi

.Pt
Pv
Qc
0 R
SP('
SPS
TT
Ve

Definition

Airdata computer
Air data computer set
Altitude encoder unit
Airborne:missile control system
Angle, of attack
Approach power compensator system
Built in test
Indicated angle of attack
True angle of attack
IncreAental change
Eledtrical resistance temperature transmitter
Barometric or pressure altitude

,Natural logarithm
.Logarithm of true static pressure
Logarithm of imRact pressure
Log pressure controller
Mach number
Ambient pressure
Exhau: pressure
RegutatL I pressure
Pressure i arievacuated bellows
Engine bleui air
Pressure rat! sensor
Pressure ratio t i er
True static pressure
Indicated static pressure
Total.pressure
Regulated pressure (< ambient)
Impact pressure
Ramp angle
Static pressure compegsator
Static pressure sensor
Total temperature'
Equivalent velocity
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( 8 ) 6 14

1, Gearbox module.
2. Pressure ratio transducer module.
3. Log pressure controller module.
4. Total temperature amplifier module.
5. True airspeed amplifier module.
6. Pneumatic connector.
7. Electrical connectors.
8. Power transformers.
9. Static pressure compensator amplifier module.

10. Log pressure controller amplifier module.
11. Gearbox potentiometer cover.
12. Mach sector assembly module.
13. Static pressure compensator module.
14. Jet ejector.

15. Pressure regulator.
16. Total temperature and true airspeed servo

module.

a

01.

13

208.81
Figure 4.2.Central air data computer. (A) Top

rear view; (8) bottom Wow.
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pneumatic and electrical inputs are di
below. The command.inputs shown in fi
are discussed under operation later
chapter.

Indicated Static Pressure

Indicated static pressure is the atmospheric
pressure as sensed at a point on the aircraft
which is relatively free from airflow
disturbances. At subsonic speeds, static pressure
error is small and of little significance; but at
trahsonic and supersonic speeds, extreme static
pressure errors are sensed,at the static ports. The
error magnitude is regarded as the ratio of true
static pressure to indicated static pressure, as
related to Mach number and angle of attack.

Total Pressure

Total pressure is the sum of static air
pressure and the pressure created by the motion
cif the aircraft through the air. Total pressure is
sensed by the pitot tube, which is the same as
the more familiar termpitot pressure. Total
pressure is relatively free from error arid is
therefore uncorrected.

Total Temperature .4
Total temperature is the temperature of

ambient air plus the temperature increase
created by the motion of the aircraft. Total
temperature is sensed by .a platinum resistance
element inside an aerodynamic housing placed in
the airstream. The resistive element, whose
resistance varies with temperature, acts as the
variable portion ol a bridge circuit.

Indicated Angle of Attack

The aircraft angle of attack is the angle of
the aircraft in relation Ap the direction of
motion of the aircraft. The angle-of-attack probe
senses the angular direction of air relative to
longitudinal datum line of the aircraft. The
angle-of-attack input to the CADC is in the form
of voltage per degree of indicated angler of
attack.

OPERATION

The purpose of the centr r data computer
is to convert pnedmatidl!lpressures from the
pitot-static systems into usable electrical' or
pneumatic signals and mechahical gear positions

rt
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Figure 4-5.--Static pressure cornpensator curves.

or motions. Figure 4-4 is a data flow diagram
which gives an overview Of system operation. As
can be seen from the diagram, uncorrected static
pressure (Psi) is supplied directly from the static
ports to the static pressure compensator (SPC)
within the CADC. Psi is used as a reference and
is compared with Mach number (Mn) and angle
of attack (ai) to develop corrected static-
pressure (Ps). Ps is' then, supplied to the pressure
ratio transducer (PM') and the logarithm__
pressure con(troller (LPC) within the CADC, and
to the cockpit flight instruments.

.In the LPC, On9umatic,, inpui Ps is converted
into two mechanical outputs and an electrical

Orie mechanical output repretents Ps
and the other mechanical ontput,,represents the

1 8 2 0

208.84

natural log of Ps (LnPs). The electrical output
also represents LnPs.

In the PRT, pneumatic inputs of Ps and Pt
(total pressure) are compared, producing a
resultant mechanical output of Ps/Pt. Each of
these functions is explained in detail in t his
chapter.

Static Pressure Compensator

As mentioned previously, both Mach
number ayld angle of attack can cause significant
errors in the static pressure system. In(licated '

static pressure .(Psi), as detected by the aircraft
static ports, deviates from true static pressure;
these deviations have *a definite to
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,

Mad'!" number and angle of attack, which is
shown by the graph in figure 4-5.

The 'graph (fig. 4-5) shows the amount or
indicated static pressure. error for five different
angles of attack, which range in aircraft speeds
from Mach 0.2 to. Mach 2.0. Although the error
curve, for each angle of attack is definitely
different from each of the others, a radical

68
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deviatiori occurs for all of them durihg transonic
speeds of the aircraft. From approximately
Mach 0.94 to Mach 1.06,- the Ps error increasps"4'

.more rapidly than at any other speed. Tbe static
pressure compensator must correct these-mors

iso that true stItic" pressure is available to the
remainder of the sygtem and the airdraft. Figtire
4-6 is a schematic diagram of the static pressure
compensator.,

0
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Chapter 4AIR DATA COMPUTER SYSTEMS

Figure 4-6 shows how the SPC produces true
static pressure by regulating the case pressure
within the SPC so that it becomes true static
pressure. This is.'clone by comparing indicaied
static pressure with case pressdre; cOmpensating
for aircraft speed and angle of attack, 'then'
changing the case pressure as required. If case
pressure is too low, a pressure line is opened
until true static pressure is reached. If case
pressure is too high, a vacuum line is opened
until the proper amount of pressure is released.
Fail-safe circuitrN provide's for direct transfer of
Psi to the Ps load lines in case of SPC" failure.
Should-a malfunctiob cause pressure to build up
inside the SPC case, a pressure-relief valve opens
to prevent damage to the SPC.

The, heart of the SPC, is the 'force balances,
instrument, or balanced beam. It receives the
coMmand (or compensation) signals in the form
of a change of fulcrum and actuates the control
valves for pressure oAvatuum as-needed.

in more, detail; Psi from the static pressure
port's of the aircrattis aPplied to the SPC via the
input 'line 'Shown in' the upper right.portion of
figure 4-6. The input line is connected to the
fail-safe solenoid valve and to the Psi diaphragm.
At thediaphragm, case pressure (Ps) opposes Psi,
resulting in the difference force of Psi/Ps being
appliedlo the beam at point B,.

At point A, an evacuated bellows, whose
expansion is deterniined by Ps, applies a
downward force on the beam relative to Ps.
When the fdrce Psi/Ps, multiplied by the
distance to the' fulcrUm, is equal to the force Ps,
multiplied by, its distance to the fulcrum, the
beam is balanced. This signifies- -.that case
pressure is accurately regulated andis true static
pressure.

Should ,the fulcrum position be changed, ihe
beam will tipin response to the unbalance. For

, example,' if 'the B end of the ,ipeam tips
downward, it indicates more pressure is needed
inside the spc. The physical arrangement is such
that, when the beam' moves downward, the
flexure attathed to the beam also moves
downward', on.enirig the *control valve to the Pg
(highei presiure) 1 jne. Thii allows presturized air
to enter the case until'Alie beam again becdmes
balanced, closing the Pg control valve: Had the B
end,, of "the beam moved upward, the cause
would have been excessive pressure inside the

L'ase. Therefore, the flexure would h4re moved
upward, opening the valve to the Pv .(vacuum)
line, letting out the excess pressure, until the
beam is rebalanced.

As was mentioned4earlief, indicated static
preskUre will deviate fwm true static pressure
while the aircraft is in flight. At transonic and
supersdnie' speeds, the deviations wilt be greater
and will vary with aircraft attitude. Because of
this, SPC corrections must be made a function
of both Mach nurriber (Mn) and indicated angle
of attack (ai), The circuitry shown in the loWer
half of figure 4-6 illustrates how this is

accomplished.
For explan.atory. purposes, resistors Rl 5,

R33, and R37 can be disregarded. They are
calibration resistors and their presence is of no
concern - a t this time. The wipers of
potentiometers R36 and R32 are positioned by
two Mach function cams, fl (Mn) and f2 (Mn)'.
Their electrical outputs are coupled to opposite
sides of the/ C potentiometer, in the
angle-of-attack transmitter. Thus, the voltage
applied to the potentiometer equals f /f2, or the
voltagè difference between the wipers of R36
and R32.

Since the f I and 72 function cams are
revolved by rotation Of the Ps/Pt (Mach) shaft;
positioning of the two potentiometer wipers is
related to Mach number. Therefore, at zerii.
Mach the two wiper voltages are :equal;
:indicating no airspeed and no voltage...drop
"4:tfi.
,,across the angle-of-attack potentiometer.' :As
air'speed is increaSed,'. a voltage differential
betWeen the wipers causes current floW through
the angle-of-attack potentiometer. The
angle-of-attack of the aircraft determines the
position of the wiper on the potentiometer. It
should be noted at this time that all three
angle-of-attack potentiometer wiPers are driven
by rotation of the angle-of-attack probe, but
only the C potentiometer is used here.

The indicated angle of attack deviates from
tkue angle of attack' while thp aircraft is in flight
iter the same reasons that Ai dev*tes from Ps.
431kcement of the angle-of:attack probe on the
,IiNaft and the effecti of airstream buffeting

erroneous indications. Because .these are
effects, it is, pdssible to comPensate fOr-

hem: Function cams fl and f2 ire machined-in
such atway as to correct the two 'deviations
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(intercept and slope), and maintain the correct
ratio of output voltage per degree of angle of
'attack across 'the. ai potentiometer which
supplies the Mach correction voltage for the
SPC.

The correction (or command), signal. is
_applied to the servoamplifier, andis amplified to
drive the .servomotor. The .mechanical, output
from the motor operates a tachometer-generator
(for servoamplifier feedback) and, rotates the
gears -Ariving the jackscrew. A.s. the jackscrew
turns, the fulcrum carriage is movld toward the
desii$d pbsition. It can beseen in figure 4-6 that
the carriage is mechanically linked to the slider
on followup resistor R48. R48 serves as a
feedback resistor whose output is fed to the
servoamplifier to cancer, the effects of .ihe
command signal when the fulcrum is at the
correct position.

OFF

Case pressure is supplied to the Ps load lines
through the normally energized fail-safe solenoid
valve. If the SPC fails, the .solenoid valve is
deenergized and Psi is connected into the Ps
load. Should .this occiir, a warning light in the
cockpit indicates the failure. Included in the
fail-safe circuitry is a time:delay relay and .a
holding .relay. The static pressure, compensator
fail-safe circuitry can be seen in figure 47. After
0:13 second, the time-del4 relay drops out if the .

beam becoines unbalanced or if the 115-volt ac
supply to the fulcrum-positioning servo is
interrupted. The holding relay (which controls
the solenoid valve) deenergizes if the 28-volt dc
pOwei 'is interrupted or if.the time-delay -relay
trips.

. Tfie manually operated RESET switch,
located in the cockpit, permits control of the
solenoid valve. If the malfunction causing the

.relay to trip has cleared, the solenoid valve can

RESET

*COCKPIT
SWITCH

28 VDC

et.

6

28VDC a

5 4

SOLID-STATE _2

TIME- DELAY 0?..74174VDC
RELAY . ]

- I

I

E.' L9

K'3"
SPC--7

FAIL-SAFE.
SOLENOID

VALVE

,BEAMSTOP

LIMIT
SWITCHES L

.

Figure 4-7.Static pressure compensator fail-safe circuit.
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be energlze.d agthn by this reset switch. However,
if the malfiinctiori still exists, the reset switch
will have no effect.

To supply air pressure that is higher than
anibient for use by the SPC, engine bleed air (Pr)
is coupled to theb pressure regulator. There, Pr
'become pg, an is compared with the SPC case
prssure by m ans of a bellows-diaphragm
arrangement and Igulated to maintain a correet
Pg to Ps ratio. It s then connected to the Pg
colitrol valve. A,P output &dm the pressure
regulator is also sfed to the jet pump to develop
vacuum pressure (P . Pv is deVeloped by the
venturi effect in the:jet pump and is connected
to the Pv %calve in the SPC. .

Pressure °Ratio Transdu

represents the ratio'bSe st4ic pressure to total
pressure, or POt.

Ale the left *side of the-TRS (fig., 4-8,1 is an:
E-cOre transformer, which 'derives its nanle froln
the core . shape. The cenier leg of , th&
transformer; which is shorter tham ,the two
outside legs, holds the exciter winding, to which
400-Hz ac is applied: The pickup windings on
the two outside legs are "series-connected, but are
wound in opposite directions. An iron armature ,

on the end of the balanced beam is suspended
between the- fwo outer core legs, adjacent to the
center leg. When thebeam is balanced, the space .
between the inovable iron core and 'eaah of the
outer legs is equal. Because the two.Windings are
wound in "oppOsite directions,and connected in
series,b voltage induced in the two winglitgs are
1,800 out of phase and equal in aniplittMe. As a
result, they cancel eachopther and produce no
appreciable output signal:

If thefl beam is unbalanced by a change in
either Ps or Pt (or both), the iron core will be -

moved 'closer to one of the two outer Windings
and farther away from the other. The permeance
of the magnetic paih from' the center leg
through the movable core and back,through the
'outer leg is directly . affected by- distances
Thel-efore, as the core moves closer to one of the,
oUter legs, the induced signal increases in the
nearer winding and decreaSesj.n_ the winding
farther from the rnotble core.

Becalispytlx j.rielp,ced voltages in the two
windings ,on-:,titg*ter legs are 1800 out of
Phase, ttif*1.4n-toutput voltage is equal to
the d1ffeityp,J4tweeri ttie two; .witha*the

_amplitude representative of the amount of iteain
displacement. The phage of the outputisthat, of
the larger VoLtage And indicates the direction of
beam displacembnt.

EXtrnalito the PRS, .but within the. PRT,
are the servoamplifier,:servomotOr, and gears
required' to correet bean; displacement, and
furnish the output of. Ps/Pt (Mach). TrAr

-----operation is veil *similev.to .thal;-Of the servO.:-
loop Within the SP,C. A.,11 'error signal iS

: to ethe .of the servoainplifier, and is

arnplWed to drive the seriothotor. The direQtion
'of servomoteir rotation is determined by the
phase of th, input error signal. While driving the
,gears in the proper' directi n to rebalance the
beam aria conrt the 'Mac7 output, the motor

The correct angula displacemel of ,the
Ps/Pt shaf i is one of the basic operations Of the
computer, ro it provides the Mach number and
Mach hold :output refere ce.. The Mach output
from the pressure ratio transducer is derived
from the inputs.öf Ps (corrected static pressure)
and Pt (total pressure), \ince the . difference
between the two pressures s directly attributed.

-,. to'aircraft speed.
As in the SPC, a forte ba anced instrument js

used in the pressUre ratio transducertp establish
the mechanical reference pOint, for:. compared
pressures. However, the PRT. utilizes. the
balanced beam in a manner\ slightly different
from that used in the SPO. Since the pm-
produces a mechanical instead of a pneurnatic '
output., a beanr imbalat is d,ete,Cyi
electrically,' the. signal' ii a plified, and a
servomotor drives a gear train to produce both
the Mach output and 'the beam virrection...1
Figure 4-8 is the functional.diagrm Of the PAT.

Pressure difference, sensing.Occurs in. the
.: pressure ,ratio sensor (PRS), a .plug-in unit

, Mounted ihside the PRT. CorreCted static'.
ot 'pressure and total pressure inputs are applied

pneumatically .to the PRS, with Ps 6ntering the
case and Pt applied to a differpritial -Pressure,

7 bellows. COrreCted, Statie 'pressUrg controls the
ex'pansion of an evacuated bellol, w0c4;exerts
a force equal to static pressure on one end of the
lalanced beam.. On the other, end of the beani,
the differential bellows applieS a force equal to
Pt-Ps. The point of beam-balance, therefore,

4.
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4Evacuated °
Bellows

"KM
"1.1111%.9!

1

Pressure Ratio Senior .

\\\

NtoChometer
Generator

Servo
motor

.6,11V
,CR,t

Idler Gear

also drives a taCho
is applied- ,to 'th
feedbaok fo stabitf

, When \the. car age is driven to. the proper
pbint to. Tebalance the beam, the signals indnced

*the two outer windings qf the E-core
tranSfortriei, .once. again become ' equal and

canceling each other. Since no error
signal. is* applied to the Sql116-0 amIifier, theinotor
stop's and- the Mach 431,1tptlit''.(Ps/Pt) shaft is. :
positioned at the correct angular displacement.'

.Y/'

Mech..
Stop ,

f\ssy.

Figure 4-8.Functional diagram of the pressure ratio trarisOucer.

etef-generator whcise.butput
ervoarnplifier as-an, inverse
-the servo operation.

Logarithm PreSsure t,ti:Ofler
.

To supplya usable altitude referente for the
automatic fliglit and missile.;Controksysthms, it is
necessary to convert static prespre. frOin its

.

1? 208,88

. Pr.?pneu atic form to aa mechanic
our

tput
r e preSentative of Ps. Because logarithmit
quantitieS can;beomultiplied or divided by simple
addition ari0 subtraction, and file natural
logarithm' o'f static pressure varies in an almost
linear manker with altitude in feet, -a logarithrir
pressure controller (LPC)91s.tIsed.

rdP PUTPUtS,7The .outpyts .of tile 1.,P
are. (1) ajhart rotatibn equivaledetollie natUral
logarith of sta4_ pressure, (LnPs); (2) a.shaft
rotation. eq[iivalent, to static. pressure (Ps.), (3) a ,
synchro output (LnPs) to the altitudf-,enooding -

Unit, and (4) a Synchro output equivalent to
incremental changes in the .natural fogarithm of
static pressure (anPs).

- 6 ,
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Figure 4-9.Functional diagram of logarithm pressure controller.

LPC OPERATION.Operation of the -LPC
(fig. 4-9) is quite similar to that of the PRT. In
each unit a plug-in pressure sensor is used, and
each sensor operates on the balanced beam
principle. The major difference between the two
units is that only orie pneumatic input is applied
to the' LPC, requiring a different method of
applying torque to one end of the balanced
beam.

Corrected static pressure from the SPC is
supplied 'to the static pressure sensor (SPS)
inside the LPC. The expansion of an evacuated
bellows, which exerts pressure on one end of the
balanced bear*, is affected b'y the amount of Ps.
As illustrated in figure 4-9; Pressure is exerted

on the other end of the beam by a torsion bar. If
the two applied torques are equal, the beim is
bdlanced and there is no output.,

0

Should an imbalance occur, the,beam moves
in response to the strongest applied torque. This
causes the movable core (on the end of the
balanced beam) to nioVe closer to one of the
two E-core transformer pickup coils, and farther
away from the other. fhe resultant outputsigaid
is coupled Jo the external servoamplifiet,
amplified, and connected back , to tile.
seryomotor which drives the gear train td;
rebalance the beam. As with the TRT, the LPC
servomotor drives a tachometer-generator which
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supplies an inverse feedback to the
servoamplifier for motor stabilization.

The SFS, carriage assembly has a noticeably
different structure from that of. the PRS
carriage. This structure .difference consists of a
torsion bar applying fprce at one end of the
beam and a linearizing cam to vary the amount
of torque applied by the torsion bar. It was
mentioned -earlier that the natural logarithm of
static pressure; varies in an ALMOST LINEAR
manner with altitude in feet. The linearizing cam
'compensates for the slight nonlineafity so that a
true logarithmic output is obtained.

To qbtain the Ps shaft output, a pair of cam
gears, cut to produce the antilog of LnPs,
translates rotation of the LnPs shaft into Ps
rotation. A mechanical ,stop is included in the
LPC to limit rotation of the LnPs 'shaft to a
range of -1,000 feet below to +70,000 feet
abovarinean sea level.

In addition to the twsb Mechanical outputs,
the LPC cthitains three synchros that provide
electrical outputs. One syrichro provideS-a.signal
representative of ALnPs. An electromechanical
clutch keeps this synchro distonnected from the
LnPs output shaft until ALT HOLD mode is
selected in the automatic flight control system
(AFCS). When this occurs, the command signal
energizes the clutch, which mechanically
connects the synchro rotor to the output shaft.
The rotor then rotates with altitude changes and
provides an electrical output that is an analog of
LnPs. The phase of the output signal indicates
the direction of altitude change. The, synchro
has an incremental range of plus or minus',200
feet of altitAide at sea level.

The other.two synchros are both connected
to the attitude*"encoding unit (AEU). The AEU is
a dual-purpose electronic unit providing, the
transponder/IFF with a digital input in 100 foot
increments- capable of from -1,000 feet below to
+80,000 feet above mean sea level. It also
provides an electrical synchro signal to the
pilot's and. RIO's servoed altimeters. There are
three pbssible inputs to, the pilot's and RIO'S
al t i m e t e rs first and primary being the
servosystem made up of the synchri
transmitters ifl the AEU and the synchro
receiveis ih the swarate altimeters. If the AEU
or its associated circuitry fails, the altimeters
will revert to the Ps pneumatic input. The

TAS

ME'

;KAI

Tt

Figure 4-10.TAS and Tt servo module.
208.90

fail-safe circuitry in the SPC will automatically
revert the altimeter inputs to Psi if the SPC fails.

Tt and TAS Servo Assembly Module

The total temperature and true airspeed
servosyst9Tls are combined in a two-part module
(fig. 4710. hich may be,removed from the ADC
as a st. unit. One part of the-module contains
Tt components; the other contains TAS
components.

' Total temperature shaft mechanization is
obtained as shown in figure 4-11. The Tt
circuitry consists of a balanced bridge in which
the magnitude of current is a function 'of total
temperature, and a servosystem which converts
the electrical signals to a mechanical 'output. The
mechanical ,,output is then .converted into
electrical signal inputs to the ramp control
system. The ramps,0 which are variable intakes,
control the velocity of the intakt air being
inducted into the engine when the aircraft is
flying at supersonic speeds..

8 4
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A

Figure 4-11.Functional dtagram of Tt shaft meChanization.

Excitation voltage is applied to the bridge
circuit froin transformer T13, which produces
current in each half of the bridge. When the
bridge is balanced, the two -servoamplifier inputk
(one from each side of the bridge) will be of
equal amplitude and there will tfe no error
signaL

-Error (or temperature change) signals -are
introduced intb the bridge ,circuit by the total
tempera/tire sensor, which is contained in an
aerodynamic probe mounted in the airstream.
The temperature S,ense.d ,by the total
temperature sensor is tke sum of the ambient
terfiperatuce and the temperature produced by
the deceleration of the flowing into the
probe. Since the speed o sound is dependent
upon absolute temperat , and the sensor
element resistance vari as a function of
temperature,any tempe e change resylts in a
change of bridge balance and, 'therefore, a
change of bridge current. The imbalance creates

TO
LEFT, RAMP

CONTROL
AMPLIFIER

TO ,
RIGHT RAMO N.

CONTROL
AMPLIFIER

TO
DUCT TEMP

HI LIGHT

.208.91

tt rts.mr-
a difference voltage between', the two
servoamplifier idputs. The ampiitude of the
difference voltage is prop,ortionaito the amount
of temperature ,variation, and ihe-,%polarity
indicates the direction of variation.

Since the computation of true airspeed
requires total temperature information as well as.
Mach number, some of the circuit components
used for Tt mechanization are also used in the
TAS bridge. This may be seen in figure 4-12.

The theory of operation is similar to that fOr
the Tt bridge circuit; however, the TAS bridge:,
has two variable reference signals (Mn and Tt)
instead of one. ,Bridge circuit excitation is

supplied by transformer T13, Which °also
supplies excitation for the Tt bridge.

As illustrated in figure 4-12, the TAS
servoamplifier inputs are taken from the wipers
of- R29 and R6OA. Positioning of the R29 Niriper
is determined by a Mach function cam, thereby
makingthat servoamplifier input a function of

,, 75
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both Mach number and to-tal temperature. R60A
is the fonowup potentiometer. Its output is
electrically referenced to the angular position of
the TAS output shaft.

The TAS output shaft is d
.nianar ,,as is the Tt output
angular shaft position repres
airspeed.

in the sable
shaft, with the

sntative of tr ie

Additioual potentiometers a 1Tthwitches
whose outputs are controlled by the Tt and T,AS
shafts.are labeled accordingly in both figiare 4-11
and figure 4-12.

'Mach Sector Assembly Module

The :Mach sector assembly module contains a
series of cani-operated potentiometers. The cams.
are mounted on the gear-driven Ps/Pt shaft as
'shown in the block diagram in figure 4-13. Table
4-2 lists the MaCh potentiometer functions.

Computer Gearbox Module

The computer gearbox performs meet) *cal
computations in response to sh.aft totzition
4nputs from the PRT and the LPt'. The PRT
input is a function of Mach (Ps/Pt shaft) wd the
LPC supplies Ps arkl LnPs rfferencl The
computer gearbox may be understood rifore
easityu if discussed operation by dperagien.
Therefore, refer to both figure 4-13 and 4-14.

Ps POTEKTIOMETER ASSEMBLy.The
two potentiometers in the Ps potentiometer
assembly .(fig. 4-13) provide the .AMCS with
electrical signals.proportional to static preS'sure.-
The tap outputs supply a voltage equal .to a
known static ,pressure for AMCS
(BIT) functions.

LnPs POTETiTIOMEk ASSEMBLY.Thv'
LnPs Potentiometer assembly provides etectrical
outputs proportional to the natural liogaritlam of

) TO MS
INDICATORS

Figure 4-12.Functional diagram of TAS shaft mechanizatipn.
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4-2:04VIach potentiometer functions
.

Item Ni:5%. Function

RI6
RIT

.,.
',..t .:'. ..,,:,:',I.Ised:',torpplyN,Ia"ch number cortec1ion,to the true 'angle-of-attack

', oütput,'&ircui;

R26 -..Outpt1Q-sse dules the yaw ra,e:0na1 to the'flight control group
ftm Mach number.

,. . .

R28 OutpuLII, sqiedules the, signal from output number 9 with Nfach
num1Sea.,to filrnish the flight control group With an altitude hOld

... 15441.. D.

...
R29 ,Useel,t9.suit'OY Mach information to the true airspeed servoarnplifielr.
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Figure 4-14.CADC geaibox module.
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static pressure. Outputs from both R2OA and
R2OC go to the ,AMCS a'nd each- .has taps to
furnish BIT altitude voltage to the AMCS. R201)
and R2OE are not used at the present time.

ALTITUDE- SWITCHES.The altitude
switches consist of three ,i:am-operated switches
that are also driven by the LnPs shaft. The cams
are situated in the correct positions to .actuate
the switches at specific altitudes.

POTENTIOMETER ASSEMBLY.The Qc
potentiometers furnish electrical ; outputs
representative of LnQc to the automatic flight
control 'system. The wipers of the .Qc
potentiometers are. driven by the LnQc 'shaft.
LnQc shaft rotation is. derived from two
methanical inputsone from the LnPs shaft, and
the other from the- Ps/Pt shaft. The ,LnPs input

,r4
from the LPC is coupled by a spur gear to orie
input o( a mechanical differential. A cam on,the
Ps/Pt shaft generates Ln(Qc/Ps) Which is inseged
at the opposite side of the differentiaAghe
LnQc output shaft drives the three wit3ersif the
potentiometer assembly, which are used gY the
AFC&

MACH SWITCHES.Mach switches S9 and'
SI 0 are actuated by their associated Mach
'function cams. The switches are set to open and
close at specific Mach numbers.,

MACH ERROR OUTPUT.Mach error
output information' to the AFCS is transmitted
by the rotor of synchro transmitter B3 which is
connected to the Ps/Pt shaft through the
electromechanical 'clutch (L8). When MACH
HOLD is selected at the AFCS, the clutch

OPEN .OPEN

EQ(IALiZER

PCANE R
INPUT

g-
EQUALIZER

.EP

1 FEET
BELOW SEA LEVEL ABOVE 5EA LEVEL

OFF
C.P.S

ALT. RATE X1000 FEET/MIN
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ALTITUDE eIRSPEED

4 ©
HIGH lOW LOW

CD

LEAK TEST

POWER
oN 0

CONTROL

ALTITUDE Xl000
FEET

g
PLiMP

OFF ELAPSED
HOURS.

0
AIRSPEED KNQTS

Figure 4-15fiPneumatic test set TTU-205B/E.
.v.
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engages and any movement of the Ps/Pt shaft
rotates the synchro rotor. The electrical synchro

'output signal will indicate any Mach deviation
from the engage reference.

ORGANIZATIONAL LEVEL
PERFORMANCE TESTS

Maintaining the CADC system at the
organizailitmal maintenance '',1eyel is limited to
checking the operation of the 'S`ystem, isolating
,the fault, and correcticig the fault by replacing,
faulty line replacement units or by repairing
interconnecting lines and connections. Modular

'repair of the CADC is done by the intermediate
level maintenance activity.

80

TEST 'EQUIPMENT lop

In order to make performance tests on the
central air data computer,' set, / a variety of
portable line testers, simulators, and equipments
are utilized. Primarily, the line testers consist of
pneumatic testers for supplying pitOt and static
inplits, a high Pressure dry air source as a
substitution for engine ,bleed air, an electrical
test set which simulates the various, computer
functions for checking computer potentiometer
outputs, a true airspeed tester for checking the
true aitspeed portion or the computer sets and
indicators, etc. There-are a number, of 'different
types of: electrical and pnevimatic line, testers
that are' interchangeable on some aircraft
models while other aircraft models specify

208.276
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particularrline testers to be used. Therefore, it is
-tutiecessary to check the appropriate Maintenance
'iinstrtictions, Manual in order to determine the

proper testers to be used.

a,
Since . there hre some duplications in line

testers, only one testcr of each general eategory
is discussed.

Pneumatic Test Set

Pnetimatic Test Set TTU-205 B/E (fig. 4-15)
Ibis the test set most commonly used in

performing tests on the pneumatic portion of
the central air data comptiter. It has replaced the

4

V14Opneumatic tester in Inost operating
sqUadrons. It supplies pitot and static pressure
inputs to the computer for siinulating various
altifildes and airspeeds. It is also,'used to perform
leak.; tests in the "computer :and-, the aircraft,
pitot-static system.

Environmental Pressure SimUlator

E'n vironmental Pressure Simulator'
8.M-355/ASM-62 (fig. 4-16) i used in
conjunction with the Pnedmatic Test Set,

.TTU-205 B/E, in providing the CADC With the
requin./.0 pneumatic inputg: It provides dry air
exhaut pressure (Pe) at sufficient volume and

AIR DATA
r-COMITVIL IT --I

0 0
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Figure 4-17.Central vir data computer test set TS-2,357/ASM-269A..
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Figure 4-18.Aut6matic altitude reporting encoders'and altimeteii test set, TTU-229/E.
. _

pressure for the static pressure compensator
(SPC). The Psi input/output is not normally
used at this time.

)),.ir Data ComPuter Test Set .

Air fiata Compu'tei-est Set
TS-2357/ASM-269A (fig. 4-171 is .tised in
conjunctift with the pneumitic tester for
checking the computer Potehtiometer outputs.
It tests the computer tunctiOns.,'for various
specified input data of angle of 'attack;.absolute
temperature, airspee41, andAtude. It contaMs a
seqion for teSting the aftitilde eticoder output.

Automatic Altitude Reporting
Enthders and Altimeters Test Set

_

Automatic Altitude Reporting Encoders and
Altimeters; Test 'Set TT1429/E (fig. 4-18) is
used in corkjunctiOn with, Air dap Computer
Test Set ASM-269A to test the output of the
gADC syster4 altitude encoaer .unit (AEU). The
§y-nchip output ot the ° Aft); represtnting
pressure altitude, is monitored on the test set

compared with the cockPits indichtors. The
:max-irinirn error allowed throuthoutthe range of

70,000 feet is ±15 feet trom7 the tist get
altitude. The Adigital output of the AEU if also

82.
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208.279
Figure 4-19.Tkansducer'simulatbr SM-410/ASM-195.

..
monitored to determine if the cared! AEU
information is being supplied to The IFF.

. It .

Transducer Sifinditor

The Transducer Simulator (fig. 4-19) 'is
attached to the angle-of-attack transmitter on
the aircraft when the CADC is ,to be tested.,,
Through use. of 'the Transducer Simulator,
accurate angle-of-attack Information may be
supplied to the CADC.by 'using the 'calibration
marks on the face of the simulator.

TEST PROCEDURES

In performinefunctional tests on the-CAI-XI,
refer to, the apbropriate maintenance data for
the .aircraft, model, and configuration On which
The tests are to be performed. Fdllow the proper
test sequence as. given sin the maintenance test
data, and correct each fault before proceeding fo
the next test. In general, the proper order. of
functional tests :is to begiii with a pneumatic
leak test,' then work, through all the-
potentiometer and switch checks, and finish
with the static pressure compensator check.

Figure 4-21f shows-a typical pneumatic test
hookup on an F-4 'aircraft, and figure 4-21
shows the hookup for Air `Data---Test Set
TS-2357/ASM-269A.
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CHAPTER 5

ATTITUDE/HEADING REFERENCE
BOMBING COMPUTER SYSTEMS

An attitude reference bonibing pompufer
system is essentially two systerns combined into
one: (1) an all-attitude indicating or display
system, and (2) a low altitude bombing system.
The all-attitude indicfrting portion of the system
gives the pilot a visual display of heading; pitch,
roll, .,11..d ralr9f-turn. The 16W altitude bombing

,portion of the System enables the pilotto
perform accurate low altitude bomb deliNv
maneuvers which consit of Oko prinr,t

. niethods of bomb delivery: (1) a low angtr.
bomb release (loft bombing). and (2) a high
angle bomb release (over-the-shoulder bombing).

The attitude reference bombing computer
system : disCussed in this chapter is the
AN/AJB-7. which is installed in the F4-J
aircraft. The. AN/AJB-7 is similar to its
predecessors, the AN/AJB-3A an -3, which are
installed in the F4-B and the. A , respectively.

. The 'all-attitude indicating syttem of the
AN/AfB-7 is similar to many of the attitude
flight reference systems found in the later types

vand models of Navy and Air Force, aircraft.
Esse n t ia 11 y , the difference between the
AN/AJB-7, 4A, and -3 systems and Other similar
attitude flight reference systems is that the AJB.
sys ,4ris have the additional cap`abilify of
peMminglOv-attitude bomb delivery.

.
ATTITUDE liEFERENtE BOMBING

COMPUTER SET AN/4PB-7

Attitude Re
AN/AJB-7 is
with a speCial

nçe Bombing _Computer Set
-ittitude reference system
tIse bomb director. The

all-attitude reference system provides,the pilot
; with an atiturate display of aircraft attitude

- through 3600 in pitch, ion, and aiiniuth. The

86
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special pu)pese bomb ..director .provides the
°commands for6xecuting the bombing maneuver
'and fOr automatic 'bomb release.

The computer set, in addition to its.0mary
functisi., provides :.attitude information to
other Nircract associated systerns such as the
autopilot and the missile contlorsystem:

ALL-ATTITUDE DISOLAY SYSTEM

-
servo-controlled readout sphere to present a
cOntinuous all-altitude display to the pilot. The

-attitude .indicator, which houses the sphere, is
mounted on the instruTent panel, directly in
front of the pilot-. AnyNven attitude of the
airtraft is presented to tiie pilot via the sphere,
which is capable of rotating 3600: about the roll,
pitch, and azimuth axes. Any complex attitude
assumed' by the aircraft is thus graphically
presented to the pilot. One reference point for
this all-attitude determination Is obtained from
the displacement gyroscope assenibly, -The
gyroscope mount is properly ,oriented and
precisely aligned tO the longitudinal and lateral
axes of the aircrafte Figure 5-1 is an illustration
of the attitude inditator.

Azimuth Display

The AN/AJB-7 uses a three-axis

ie

Azimuth or heading information is displayed
by vertical marks in 50 increments horizontally'
about the center of the attitude indicator
sphere. 'The azimuth information maSt be
supplied by one of three referentces selected by
the mode switch on'the compass controller: (1)
unstabilized magnetic heading from the flux
valve, (2) stabilized magnetic heading,, or (3) by
using the directional gyro only, as, a heading
reference.
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208.118
Figure 5-1.Attitudd, indicator flagi and pointers.

'Aircraft attitude is displayed on the ,sphere
of the attitude indicator thrOugh 3600 of pit,ch

A

when STBY is selected on the primary:standby
switch osn the compasi controller. When the
compass controller primary-standby:switch is in
the PRIM position, 'pitch ;and roll refeience

and, ro11:4Also,.aircraft rate-of-turn is displayed informatiOn is supplied by the geocentric
by a rate-of-turn pointer located:on the attitude,: Vertical Flight- Reference Set, AN/ASN-70,
indicator jusitelow the attitude sphere. Ovhich is discussed in the latter part of- this

chapter.
OTE; The F4J model aircraft also'
ns a pilót's-stahdby attitude indicator and,

.,,, 'tyro, lbeated in the displacement gyro assembly4w.sear cockpit remote attitude indicator. Both of
k.

PITCH AND ROLL.7Pitch and roll
reference, information is supplied ,by the veytical
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these indicitors receive pitch ant&Toll attitude
reference information from the ANOAJ13-7 ,

° displacement gyfo assonibly regardless' of the
position- selectede- by the compass sontroller
PRIM-STI3Y sv;itch:.

. RATE-OF-TtIRN.The rate-of-turn pointer
on the attitt4 e indi`cator receives rate:of-turn
reference inf ation from the rate gyro
transmitter. The rate gyro transmitter senses the
direction and rate of aircraft turns about the
aircraft yaw axis and tranS this rate-of-turn
infOirnation to the indicat
vpltage. proportional to t

LOW ALTITUDE
BOMBING FUNCTIONS

r in the forrn of a de
rate of aircraft turn,

There are fouebombi
aVailable ror a bo*mbing ru
over-the;shoulder, (3)
over-the-shoulder, and (4) dire
selected-by positiOning the bom control switch
4)n 'the aircrft main inst t panel. Once
initiale-ok any libmbing, run (except direct). may
be tancNed tfy releasing the bomb button,
yawing the airbraft more than -300, or placing
the bomb control switch to the OFF position.

g functions ol- modes
(-1) 1oft, (2) timed

iristantaneodS.,
The mode is

ROLL OOT

Loft.
( -

A loft bombing run is a -low iltitudeilow,
angle release bombing run. A typical loft'
bombing ran is illustrated in figufe 5-2. The,
identification point (IP),4_PULLIIP5,time interval
(TI), and LOW ,ANG4E release setting are set in
before the run is initiate& The pilot depresses
the 'pickle button over the identificatioit point
'which centers the horizontal and vertical flight'
director pointers on the attitude indicator. One
second before the end Of the preset,PULLUP
-time interval, a short warning tone burst is
produced in the headsets. Ai the end of the
timed interval, the 'LABS lamp lights and a
continuous tone is produced in the. headsets.
The. ;pilot immediately begins pullup and flies
the aircraft so that the horizontal afid Vertical
pointers remain centered. The hbrizontal anii
Vertial pointers determine the ac uracy 'Of the
bomb drop; the closer to the 'ce ter position
both are kept, the more accurat the drop will

..

TO:.maintain the horizontal.director pointer .
on center requires that the.pilot linearly iperease
the pitch attitude until the' aircraft pulls 4 g's
after 2. seconds. The.verti(al director, poingr is
sensitive to bank and yaw deviations and will be
displaced fibril anter an ainOunt proportional

7 vtt

. 1 SEC,--..

WARNING TONE

4

7-7

V

/,
"--

)4
LOW ANGLE
RELEW

X-1111111 X
RUN-IN

41s I.

5-2.Loff bombing run using Irnmelrnann maneuver.
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HIGH ANGLE
RELEASE

t.%

to the deviation. '!it1tie, bomb is automatically
released at the preset 'release angle. Upon release
of the bomb the JABS lamp goes out, the
steady tone ceases;L'and the vertical director,
pointer is deflected, ou,t 'Of view. The pilot
continues to hold the bomb button depressed>
and, continues 'ttie Immelmann maneuver,
keepin k. the horizoi,1141 flight, director pointer
Centered until inverted flight is reached. Upon
reaching invelted flight, the.-.pilot releases, the
pickle button ana, rolls The aircraft out,

.coMpleting the, Maneuver,

Figure 5-3.Timed over-the-shoulder bombing run.

Timed Over-the-Shouick

')The.timed 0er:4he-shoulder bornbing run is
a low-altitude; high angle release. bombing run.
typical timed over7the-shotilder bomb, ru
illtistratedin figuic-5-1. It is essentially the atne
as a loft, run except that bomb release is set in
with' the flight dkectOr bombing comptirter
HIGH ANGLE contraand the r*ase occurs at
an aircraft :pitch angle greater than 900. ''The
bomb :Grosses the aircraft'fath after the aircraft
hag made its escape.

89

0

-

tantaneous Ovefrthe-hotader

.The instantaneous over-flie-§houkter.method
of 'bOmb delivery does ,nOt require'
ideritification -Point or a timed interval. _The
bomb '.button is depreped direCtly Over: Ige
target-, and pullup is begun-immediately. B-6.01b
release, . as in timed over-the-shoulder; is
obtained at an angle greater than 900 , and the
bomb follows a similar trajectory. ,

Direct
G

The direct methOd of bomb delivery is
initiated by the pilot by selecting DIkECT on
'the bomb Control panel. The bomb is released at
the instant the pilot depresses the pickle (bomli)
button7- .

ESCRIVIr OF COMfONENTS

Aircraft 'Accelerometer

.4
14

The aricraft acceleromet9r ppvides an
'output voltige that is proportional-to a linearly'
applied acceleration alonk its sensi4e axis. This
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axis is noiinal; ( perpendiCula&. fo ..ihe
iongifudinal .axiS of.; the aircraft...The :aircraft
accelerometer supplies g infOrthation to the
flight = direCtor , bombirig. ..iS
functionely 'part of the'BOMBING,GOIT. ,

Ampllfter=POwer Supply-.

-The ''amplifier-Power suppiY provides -the
neCesary sgrydarnplifliers and' pdwer
re4uireine.nts for proper operation Of 'the-,

. tyrpscOpe..- "prhe aniplifer:power 'supply- contain's .-
= tithe-delay, relays that ccintrol theapplication44f

spin and eyection potentials to the gYroscope.
1' .This. 'Unit is :fUnctionalt, a part of phe

ATTITUDE REFERENCE GROUP.

black. A climb attifUcle indicqted byElling
the top of the sphere ,toward the viewe or
dOWnward, which .causes- . the white- lack
'demarcation line (artificial gorizOn) to move
downward. The display in figufe 5-1.. ws, the
aiicraft in a slightly nose low, 200 ri 131 wing
down attitude on a 270° heading. T attitude
indicatorislunctionally a part of th DISPLAY
GROUP.

Bomb Release Anpe Computer
. .

.

'The bomb release angle computerp-K-vrdeS
bdinb release and relay sWitching at preselecte'd
pitch,.angles. . In addition, .this unit- resolves
displacement giroscopesasSembly output signals
into. aircraft 'roll and yaw signals. The servo loop
contained in the bomb releaSe angle computer
amplifies :.'and follows' 'the pitch information
obtained" from the displacement gyrOscope.
asSembry. The: yesulting gear-t ain rotation

... positions the potors .6f.a controyfransfomer, a
lontrol transmitter,. and q - resolver. The
gear-train actuates a ±-20? switch and a low angle
and a high angle releas,e slkitehr, .

1-ligh and low angle ige.rtion control knobs,
k with ' their aisociated digiVi readout counters,

1
'make up the front-path!1 Ctntrols of the boinb
release angle comPitter. This,unitis functionally
considered part of the ifilOMBING GROUP. "

ed,

Attitude Indicator .44

The at ti.t nde indiptor contains an
all-attitude indicating sphere and flags and
pointers whose spedialized indicating functions
are shown in figure 5-1.. An amplitier-power
supply assemity, attaChed to the rear of the
attitude indicator, 'is a 'piggyback' unit which
contaitis a power.stthply and the pitch, roll, and

,azimuth,servoamplifiers. -

The sphefe is assembled from two
halvesthe upper portion, which is white in
colOr, represenls the sky; and the bottom half is

e'

10 1
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ComPass Acl'apter-compensator

6Thb coMpass adapter-ompensator processes
heading information from bibth the compass
tratismittet and the displacement gyroscope

.1iSeibbly. 'The .compass, adapter-compensator
aiiniuth 'modes are Compass, directional gyro,
and, slaved. Open printed circuit' boards,
ineertonnected by flexible printed Wiring, are
useil for , the° servoaMplifiers, derbOdulators,
pdwer supplY, and synchro., assemblies. The.
'coMpass adapter-cornpensator also cOntains 24
:cotpensating potentiometers° for flux .valve

...,cleviation compensation -and a. BIAS
DEGREE/HOUR adjustment for compensating
the, average precession rate of the directional
gyro. The compass adapter-compensator is
functionally a. part of. the HEADINQ
REFERENCE GROUP.

Compass System Controller

The compass ,system controller,\ is used
primarily to control the azimuth systexn.,The
various positions of 'the mode switch on the
controller activate relays in the compass
adapter-co mpensa tor, thus selecting the
operating azimuth modecompass, directional
gyro, or slaved. Selection of primary (PRIM) and
standby (STBY) attitude inforreation is also
provided by the coMpass system coirtioller.

A spring-loadad, self-centering, push-to-turn
type of set heading (SET HDG) control is
pro,yided to manually initiate a movemenOn thp
azirrinth4 gear train. The PRIM-STBY switch

cl

tects either the AN/ASN-70 or the .
plotement gyro as a source of attiiude

information. The PRIM position provides
AN/ASN-70 rolL and pitch attitude information .

to the attitude indicator and to the radalosystem.
A latitude (LAT) compensation control and an
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asSociatied N-S hemisphere switch are provided
on the, front of the compass controller. This unit

a part, of the HEADING REFERENCE
'GROUP.

CoMpass Thnsmitter

Tik cOmpass tonsmitter, which is a flux
,vae or direction-sensing device, accurately
detects ifs alignment relative to the horizontal
component of the earth's magnetic field.

,

'The penddlous sensing mass of the flux valve
has a miniMinn of 27° of freedom or swisng in all
directions. The flux *valve limitations or
disadvantages include inaccuracies that result
from- excessive turns or abrupt attitude changes.
Inaecuracies also result from distoFted magnetic
Ace fields found above 700 latitude or near
large iron deposits. The flux valve, which:is most
useful when, employed in conjunction With,the .

displacement iyroscope assemblY (slaved mode);
also serves as an emergency source 84. heading
information in `the compasS mode. The compass
transmitter is a part of the /BEADING
REF;ERENCE GROUP.

bisplacement Gyroscope Assembly

th e Iisplacement gyrosCope asseMbly
consists of, twOlgyrosLthe' vertical gYro and the
directional .gyro. , The', gyros , are Mounted in
Myltiple gimbalis.supported by a common outer
roll gimbal. This arrangement prevents
"giln b a I-locking" the vertidal gyro. The
displacement gyro. is a 'functional part of the

'ATTITUDE REFERENCE GROUP.

Fligilt Director Bombing Computer

'. The flight director bombing computer
;provides a de ignal, proportional to roll 'and
yaw, for steeri g information during a bombing
,run; a tic igfia1 proportional tb the g ,error; a
1200-Hz frning and. pulkip tone; and: a heading

.'sYnchroni ng signal for Yaw input to .the bomb
release ,a gle 'coniputer. The flight director
bombing:
'GROUP:

omptiter is a part of the BOMBING

1 Timer

T e interval timer is a timing device which is
.Manually adjustable from 0 to 30 seconds, in
increinents of 0.1 second. The required time
setting for fhe bombing run is determined by the
predicted flying time from the identification
point to the pullup' point. The timer clutch is
engaged when the store release button is pushed,
which cOmmenCes timer rundown. This unit_is a
part of rhe BOMBING GROUP.

Rate Gyroscdpe Transmitter, .

The rate gyroscope transmitter provides a dc
signal that is proportional to" the ..,?rate of
displacement ,aout the vertical axis of the
aircraft: This output signal is applied to the
rate-of-turn pointer on the attitude indicator.
The rate gyroscope transmitterwhich shbuld
not be confused With the switching rate
gyroscopedetects and provides an immediate.
output when the aircraft yaws; it is an indicating
device, whereas the sWitching rate gyroscope is as
the name implies:a switching device. The ratd
gyroscope transmitter is considered a part of the
DISPLAY GROUP.

Remote Attitude Indicator
. ,

The remote" atlitude indicator presents a
visual display. of ail-craft pitch and roll. It
contains a roll control transformer, a roll
servoamplifie ,r with its ossociated trim
potentiometer (on the rear of the unit),.and a
Motor-generator combinatiOn for driving the
sphere about the roll axi§. It also contains a
pitch control transformer, a pitch.servoainplifier

land associated trim potentiomeier (on the front
of the unit), and a motor-generator combniation
for driving the sphere about its pitch axis. An
OFF or failed conditibn is. indicated by' a flag.

The remote attitude indicator does not have
360° of freedom in pitch; however, by utilizing
an illusion at a pitch angle approximating 90°,
pitch angles greaterthan 90° can be visualized.
After rotating approximately 90° in pitch, the
sphere is rotated 1800 in-roll. At this point the
piteh phase and the rotation of the pitch drive ,

are reversed. The resuh,;as far ,as .the vieer is 1
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concerned, is as if the sphere,moved passed 900
in pitch and continued toward 1$00..

The remote attitude intlicatotis functionally
:a part of the ATTIT DE- REFERENCE
GROUP.

1

Standby Attitude Indicator

The standby attitude dicator presents a
visual display of aircraft r411 and pitch attitude
through 360°. This 2-incir attitude indicator,.
'located at the lower left side of the main
attitude indicator, receives the same attitude
reference information as the remote attitude
indicator located in the rear. cockpit. The standby
and remote indicators receive ONLY AN/AJB-7
displacement gyrdscope'roll and pitch attitude
information. The standby attitude indicator is
functionally a part of the DJSPLAY GROUP.

Switching Rate Gyroscope

The switching rate gyroscope interrupts gyro
erection and slaving circuits when the aircraft
rate-of-turn i's equal _to or greater than 150 ptr'
minute. , This switching action (1) reduces
vertical. yro (located in the displacement gyro)
errors cat ed by turn-acceleration forces acting'
upon the vity-sensitive erection switches, and
(2) minirhizes azimuth slaving errors w,hich
occur-when the pendulously.suspended magnetic
detector.' (flux valve) swings too far from
yertical. The switching sate gyroscope is
considered a . part of the ATTITUDE
$REFEREN6E GROUP.

MOIIES OFDPERATION

In 'the followin,g discussion on the M.9des of
operation of the /AJB-.7, refer to figures 5-4
and 5-5 which show the forward and aft cockpit
controls and indicators in the F-4J aircraft.

PitCh and Roll Attitude \lode

There are two sourCes of pitch an& roll
attitiide reference infotmation supplied to the
attitude indicator (forward. cockpit): (1) the
vertical fljght reference *set when prirnary mode
is selectea, and (2) the displacement gyroscope
assembly when standbit' mo- de' is selected. The
PRIM-STBY mode switch is a two-position
rotary switch located on the compass system
controller.

..$

The stindby and remote attitude indicators
receive their attitude reference information from
the displacement' gyro regardless of thp position
of the PRIM-STBY mode switch. ;

shOuld be noted that whenever there is a
primary;standby mode transfer, the attitude
indicator may 8i may not" undergo a 180°,
change in pitch, roll, and azimuth. This is
normal operation. In either case the sphleie
ontinues to display the correct attitude.

Sonte models of the F-4 aircraft employ. ,a
GYRO' ERECT switch (fig. 5-45, which is a

;two-position switchone position for normal 4
erection voltages to the displacement -gyroscope
and the other position for fast erect voltages'..lrf
normal erection .the displacement gyroscope
gimbals are returned to level at a rate of 10 to 2°
per minute; with the gyro erect switch in FAST,
.the displaCement gyroscope gimbals are rettrrhed

. to level at a rate of .15° per minnte. The purpose
of FASI. ERECT is to quickly erect the
.displacement gyroscope gimbals to the level
position- should they become unlevel during -'

severe aireraft maneuvers. The FAST ERECT
position is a momentary on switch position, and .

it should not be held in that position' longer than
60 seconds. Failure to heed this caution 'may
damage the displacement gyroscope leveling
torquers.

'AZim\lth Modes

Tfie azimuth sys:tem ma operáte in any of
three modscompass, directional gyro, or
slaved. ,The mode is selected, with the mode
switch on the compass syAemcontr011er. The
mode sWitch also has a spring=loaded SYNC

J.p03iTfl3Tr$Q provide manual fast synchronization
in the slaved mode. The following paragraphs

Nole that the horizontal situation indicatok
(HSI) and the bearing,distance heaaing indicato?
(BDHI) 'are shown in figures 5-4 and
respectively. They "are not part of .the
AN/AJB-7; they are part of the TACAN.
However, their heading information is supplied
by the AN/M*13-7; therefore, as far as the AE is

- .concerned,' they serveas compass repeaters.
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208.1
Figure 54.Controls and indicators, forward cockpit.
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Figure 5-5.Controls and indicators, aft cockiiit.
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provide, a brief descripttbn of the three azimuth
tildes and their operating instructions.

COMPSS MODE.The compass melde
utilizes mainetic heading information' from the
compass transmitter (fInx ve) only.This mode
is an emergency modo and is Used when the
directional gyrb (in the disp acement yroscope
assembly) malfunctions. yhen compassniode is
selected, the interlock with the AFCS 'opens
automatically and prevents application &erratic

\ I magnetic heading signals to the flight control
group.
_I Compass mode is selected .as follows: ( 1 )
Turn the mode switch on the compass system
controller to the COMP position, and (2) place
the PRIM-STBY switcto the PRIM position.
Note that if PRIM isM-ot selectp:I, the attitude
indicator will cbritinue to display displacement
gyroScope information.

DIRECTIONAL GYRO MODE.Tiie
directibnal gyro mbde utilizes change of heading
(ya*.)Ntrifprmation from the _directional gyro in
the displacement gyroscope assembly. When the
directional gyro mode is initially selected,
aircraft heading must be manually set into the
azimuth system with the SET HDG control on
the compass system controller. The\ directional
gyro m&de is used in areas where the earth's
magnetic flux lines pre distorted or Mien the.,

flux valve malfunctiofis. ,.. -..,,,

To select directional gyro .mode, (I) pike
the mode switch to Db; (2) press and turn the
SET ,HDG control until the attitude indicator
Sphere indicates actual aircraft heading; and (3)
insure that the N-S switeh is set to local

he'miszlhere, turn the.- LAT control to local
latitucP, and readjust it for each 50 change in
latitude.

NOTE: Failure to set the N-S switch to local
herriisphere adds to the heading error produced
by apparent precession. If the ,N-S switch cannat

-be set to local hemisphere, turn the LAT control
to O..

SLAVED MODE.The slaved mode ritilizes,
magnetic heading fro'm the flux valve .and change
of heading (yaw) from the directional gyro. The
flux valve signal 'serves as.the reference ar(s1 the
gyro yaw signal provides stabilization apd fast

followup. hould the change.of heading signals
.from the two sources differ, the flux valve signal
',determines the final magentic heading output
for the system. Because system accuracy
depends u,Pon the condition of the earth's
Magnetic field, the slaved mode should not be
used in laVtudes greater than 70°, in areas where
the, ssagnetic field is distored, or when the flux
valVe malfunctions.

To select slaved mode proceed as follows:

1. Turn the mode switch op the compass
system controller to the SLAED position.

2. Allow 10 secon4 for automatic fast
synchronization, and cl*ck the SYNC IND
meter for center sCale indicatign. There will be a'
slight deviation of the needle lrom center scale
indichtion. This slight deviation of the needle
from, center position is corrected by the normal
sync rate.

3. Momentarily place the mode switch to
the SYNC. position if the-SYNC IND needle is
off centerafter aircrall turns and mhneuvers.

Bombing Modes

There are four bombing modesloft,
instantaneous over-the-should'er, timed
over-the-shoulder, and direct. The mode is

.seleeted by placing the LABS-OFF-DIRECT and
7
-- the INST 0/S7LOFT switches on .the main

instrument panel to the desired positions.,
Before takeoff, the following formation

. must be known: target information and
bombing mode to be used, run-in altitude, speed
and heading, time interval from the
identification point to the pulliip point, and the
releaseangle.,

NOTE: The bomb release angle must be
adjusted for any gyro,pitch error that may exist.
The gyro pitch error correction is obtained from
the Pitch Synchro Output Correetion Chart on

\JI the displacement gyroscope assembly case. to
make the correction, add algebraically the gyro
pitch error correction to the required bomb

_

release angle.
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PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION

Before discussing the principles of operation
of the AN/AJB-7; the reader should be familiar
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Figure 5-6.Block diagram of the all-attitude reference system.

with the blocleCliagrams in figures 5-6 and 5-7.
Figure 56 Lliows the block diagram of the
all-altitude reference system, and, figure 5-7
shows the block diagram of the bombing sysiem.

Displacement Gyroscope Assembly ,

The displacement gyroscope assembly, the'
heart of the system, consists of a vertical
gyroscope and a directional gyroscope Which are
rnounted within multiple, intqacting gimbals;
gyro torquers; pickoffs; and dssociated çrvo
loops. All the components aie mounted wit 'n

AM FIER
COMPUTER

TACAN
RECEIVER

1NANSMITTER

208.123
r

sekled cohtainer which also serves as the gyro
fthme. Figure 5-8 shows ,the gyros', gimbals; and
associated servo loops.

VERTICAL GYROSCdPE.The vertical
gyroscope consists of gYro spin motor, B101, an
inner roll gimbal, a vertiCal gyro pitch gimbal, an
outer roll gimbal eo--mmon to both gyros), an&
the displacement gyroscope frame. The frame is
mounted tp the displadement gyroscope
assemTly case and, therefore, follows,all aircraft
maneuvers. The outer roll. gimbal, which is
mounted in the frame, may *rotate 3600 about
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.,. the roll axis, but it forrows the aircraft4'4d Pitch.
d0 yi,aw. The vertical -gyro pitcji4rilbal,

mounted in the outer roll gimbal may rot te:,.
3600 about the pitch axis,- but it:follOs-, o4fter ' '
roil gimbal movements in roll and yaw.'Phe 'ro l''
spin motor may rotate ±85° in roll, but it
follows the vertical gyro pitch gimbal it-; ,pitch

-'-'. and ygaw. Mechanical. stops (not shoy'vn) limit the : t.

Movement of the inner toll gtmbali tp pttvent
alignment of the vertical gyro spin axis to the
'vertical gyro gimbal pitch axit. Such i- an z- ,

aligntrient' would allow the vertical gyro giiribah
kb spin about the pitch-axis (gimbal lock). 'i . co

LABS
LICHT *

208.124

DIRECTIONAL GYROSCOPE:The
difeetional gyroscope consists of gyro silin
triotor B20l , a leveling ,gimbal, an azimuth

and a' directional gryo pitch gimbal. The
directional gyro pitch giMbal, which is mounted
in the' outer roll gimbal,' may rotate 3.6 %. abou,k
thi tcfi axts, but it follows the outer roll
griribat 10 roll and yaw. The azimuth giinbal,
mounted in the djrectional gt pitch gimbal,
?nay -Yotate 360° about the yaw axis,' but it
follows he directional gyro' pitch gimbal in
?itsh and roll. Directional gyro spin' motor B2d1
is mounted in the azjrriuth giiitbal; it fiay fotate,

9711.
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Figure 5-8.Displacement gyroscope assembly.

±85° about the Toll axis. Mechanical stops (not
shown) prevent gimbal lock.

GYRO 'START AND ERECTION
CYCLE.The purpose of the start and erection
circuitry js to provide accurate pitch, roll, and
azimuth inforgnation in the shortest possible
time.' The method in which thi's is done is
discussed in the following sequence (fig. 5-9.).

I . During the first 12 seconds after the
application df power, the outer roll gimbal is
driven or "caged" to a position which places the
pitch gimbals of the Vertical and directional

YAW

SIGNAL

DISPLAY
PITCH

SIG NA L

208.125

gyros parallel to the aircfaft pitch axis; the
power OFF flag in the attitude indicator is in
view; the spin, motors of the vertical and
directional gyros are accelerating slowly; vertical
gyro pitch erection and directional gyro azimuth
synchronization are occurring rapidly.

NOTE: Gyro spin- motors are run at a slow
rate to facilitate the fast pitch erection of the
vertical gyro and the fast azimuth
synchronization of the directional gyro. During
this time interval, there is no pitch erection
voltage applied to the directional gyro servo
motors and no roll or leveling erection is taking
place in either gyro.
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2. From 12 to 60 seconds after application
of pOwer, the outer toll gifnbal remains "caged";
the power OFF flag in the attitude indicator
remains in view; full torgue voltage is applied to
the gyro spin motors; leveling erection occurs;
high pitch and roll erection takes place; the
directional gyro pitch gimbal is servoecl to the
vertical gyro pitch gimbal -position; and fast

, azimuth synchronization is still taking place.
3. After power has been applied -for- 6a-

se4ondscompleting the start cyclethe outer
roll gimbal is servoed to the inner roll gimbal
position; the power OFF flag is deflected out of

go.

FAILURE FLAG (OFF FLAG)
IN VIEW

OUTER ROLL GIMBAL CAGED
TO GYRO FRAME

view.; the spin motors continue to receive" full
torque voltagel; leveling erection continues; and
normal pitch and roll erection and normal

' azimuth synchronization take place'.

GYRO LEVELING.The Vertical gyro roll
and pitch erection circuits erect the spin axis of
the vertical gyro to gravity-vertical by leveling
the inner roll and vertical gyro pitch gimbals.
Roll and pitch electrölytic switches, mounted on
the inner roll and vertical gyro pitc'h gimbals
respectively, sense unlevel conditions of the
giMbals and activate ,torquers. The torquers

FAILURE FLAG---)14our OF VIEW

004

HIGH VG PITCH ERECTION VOLTAGE - I

(50 VAC)

ROLL I HIGH RO ERECTION (50 VAC) '144- ERECTION -114- EKCN/N RATE 15"/MINUTE
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DG

4-LEVELING
CUTOUT

GYRO
4. MOTORS

EXCITATION I
GYRO MOTORS EXCITATION

LIMITED

, DG LEVELING

NORMAL

OUTER ROLL GIMBAL
UNCAGED AND SERVOED -110
TO INNER ROLL GIMBAL

PITCH AND ROLL
ERECTION VOLTAGES
REDUCED ,TO NORMAL
(15 VAC)
EIIECTION RATE
20 / MINUTE

0 12 60
SECONDS

Figure 5-9.Displecement gyroscope sun cycle.
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precess the gyro tJ level the gimbal until the
corresponding elec olytic switch is leveled.

The direction I gyro leveling servo loop
erects the spin axis of the directional gyro to a
le'vel -position (horizontal). The leveling lamp,
DS2.10, moUnted olk the azimuth gimbal,
activates the photocells' through the shutter
mounted on the directional gyro leyeling gimbal.
If the gimbal is not level; the photocells receive
unequal amoud& of light and apply different
signalS to the leveling modulator. The leveling
moditlator detect's the difference and develops a
signal which, when amplified, drives the leVeling
torquer in the direction required to level the
gimbal. Whep the photocells receive equal

- amounts of light, There is no output from the
leveling modulator.

The directional gyro pitch gimbal is servoed
to- the vertical gyro pitch lembal so that their
pitch gimbals are perpendicular to each other.
Since the vertical gyro pitch gimbal is
maintained horizontal to the Surface of the
earth, the directional gyro pitch gimbal' is
maintained perpendicular to the surface of the
earth by maintaining its pitch gimbal
perpendicular to the verticargyro pitch gimbal.

DISPLACEMENT GYROSCOPE FAILURE
WARNING.Under the following conditions, a
failure, flag OFF indication in the attitude
indicator will be 'produced, warning the pilot
that his attitude information is unreliable:

I. A voltage at the centertap of the vertical
gyro three-phase spin motor BIOl caused byloss
or reduction of one of the excitation phases, or
by a defective B101 winding.

2. A large roll error signal, obtained, at the
input of the roll amplifier, which signifies that
the outer roll gimbal is out of correspondence
with the inner roll gimbal.

3. A large pitch error signal, obtained from
directional gyro pitch servocontrol transformer
CT B2I I, signifying that the directional gyro
pitch gimbal is out of correspondence with the
vertical gyro pitch gimbal.

Attitude Indicating Functions

The following description of the attitude
indicating functions is made under the

assumpt ion that the compass contr011er.
.PRIIM-STBY switch is in the STBY position. ,

When the switch is in the PRIM position, the
,AN/ASN-70, instead of the displacementsi.yro,
furnishes the attitude reference information.'

INDICATOR ROLL SERVO LOOP.The
roll attitude- reference sigrial 'is obtained from
the displacement gyro outer roll gimbal control

.transmitter. This signal is applied to 'a roll:,
control transformer loaatek in the attitude-
indicator housing.,Tlie signal is stlinuned with, ;.

rate and sphere position fgedback signals
through a loll amplifier to the control phase of a
motor-generator. The output of the roll
a mplifier drives the motor of the roll*,
motor-generator, which is geared to the
indicator sphere and the rotor of the roll control
transformer, until the error signal in the roll
control transformer is reduced to a null. This
results in the servo loop being at rest in a new
position. The generator of the roll
motor-generator provides an inverse feedback
signal to the input of the roll amplifier which is
proportional to the speed of the motor. This
serves to damp the servo loop, providing
maximum sensitivity, without overshooting. A
roll potentiometer on the back of the indicator
is used to compensate for any small errors (up to
±2°, made by maintenance personnel only) in
the servo loop or in the displacement gyro
installation.

INDICATOR PITCH SERVO
LOOP.Operation \qf the pitch indicator servo
loop is the same in principle as the roll servo
loop. 'However, _the pitch servo loop has an
added function which is pitch trim fade. The
pitch trim fade circuit offers a cOntinuously
variable pitch trim sensitivity which is maximum
at 0° and 180° pitch:attitude, and zero at the
80° climb and dive attitudes. Included in the
pitch trim, fade circuit is the PITCH TRIM
resistor, which is an operating adjustment
mounted at the front the attitude indicator.
The PITCH TRIM contlui is used to adjust the
sphere to a zero pitch indication for easy pilot
reference whenever a positive or negative angle
of,..attack must be assumed in. order to maintain
a 'constant cruise altitude. The purpOse of the
pitch :trim fade circuit is to gradually and

,
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smoothly remove the effects of the filth seping
on the indicator pitch presentatiorr when the
aireraft goes into a climb Of dive maneuver.

The , pitch tririn fade resistor is variable
through 3600, and it is geared to the pitch servo I.

train. Its output is transformer coupled across
the PITCH TRIM potentiometw At 0° and
1800 pitch, maximum voltage is- cetupled Lross

', the PITCH TRIM potentiometer; and at the 80°
points, /the iroltage across the PITCH- TRIM
potenti4nneter

,INDICATOR AZIMUTH 762.V0*
LQOP.--Operatton of 'the azimuth s6rvo looti is
the same as the roll loop except.that it receives'
its input .informatiOn from, aziniuth cohtrol
differential.transmitter CDX B208, located in

,
the., compats adapter;. CD.Zi'. B208 receiVes an

44tlectrical input frord tile.,,,flisplacement gyro
azimuth synchro and a meehabical input from
the cOmpass adapter slaying and correctiOn
servomotor., The 'ompass )adaptor function is

A '-eicplained in th tii§cussi4 pp 'the azimuth

Azimuth System
..4°"'4

In, the following discussion on the azimuth
system, referto figure 40.

o

DG MODE OPERAT1ON.In the DG mode
of operation, only gyro azimuth information is

displayed on the attitude indicator sphere. In
this..mode, a heading reference is obtained by
manually slcwing the attitude indicator to the
desired heading by the SET UDC switch on the
compass controller. Apparent .and 'real drift
compensating circuitry is titiliied in the DG
mode of operation to minimize the effects of,
known directional gyro drift errors.

Referring to figure 5-10, note that two
azimuth transmitters, CX B212 and CX B211 in
the displacement gyroscope, supply azimuth
information to the comRass adapter. Azimuth
control transmitter CX B212 supplies azimuth
information, to the attitude indicator azimuth
servo loop through azimuth control differential
transmitter CDX B208 ii DG mode operation,

'CDX 8208 has a mechanic,a1,input to its rotor
which compensates for dirtctional gyro.drift.

\
Azimuth c§ntrol transmitter CX_ B211

supplies diractional gyro aziinuth information to
the gyro actuated servo loop within the compass
adapter. The gyrolactuated servo loop prOvidesa
number of functions which are discussed_ in
detail below.

,*
Gyro Acluated Servo LOOP.-14- the

mechanical rotdOtator relationship )of :gyro
control transformer ,CT 8266 in Vit.coinpass
adapter is not in cOnespondenee
rdtor-stator relationshirt:'of azimtitfi -control
ransmitter CX 81 1 in The displacement gyro,
an error signal will beipplied to the input of
azimuth amPlifier Al. The push-pull output-of
amplifier Al is applied to .the control winding of
t he 2-phase servomotor of azimuth
motor-generator MG201. The output of the
motor is .geared to heading data transmitters
B202, B203, B204, and B205; tO the wiper of a
distributor potentiometer in the 24-point
compensating network for the flux valve; to the
rotor or compass control transformer CT B207;
and to the rotor of gyro control transformer CT
B206. Also connected to the motor shaft is the
shaft of the velocity generator section of
M0201. The generator develops a voltage
proportional to motor speed whicti is fed back
to the input of amplifier Al 180° out'of phase
with the errv signal.

Assuming that the aircraft is initially steady
on a constant ;heading with the servo loop at
rest, the rotor-stator relationship of B206 will be
coincident with the rotor-stator relationship
trimsznitte4 ektrically by B211. If the aircraft
novAlnalc;OESY-W heading change,-this change ip
position belt,: the stable directional gyro and-

4,

the aircraft 11 be measured by B211 and
transmitted to- 8206. As the aircraft turns, the
error signal output from B206 is amplified by
azimuth amplifier Al and .drives MG201.
MG201 drives the rotor of 8206 to track"very
near the null, lagging just enough to maintain
sufficient error signal to keep the servo loop
moving. At the completion Of fhe 30° heading
change, the data shaft has moved 30° and
MG201 stops. The heading data transmitters
indicate the new heading.

GYro Drift Compensation.-5The directional
gyro, and therefore the reference signal from

101
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B206, is subject to two types of driftreal and
apparent. Real drift is caused by mechanical
imperfections in gyro construction. 'Apparent
drift is caused by rotation of ,the earth about the
"space reference", gyro' gimbal. Both types 'of
drift are compensated for to a large extent by
driving the stator of 13206 and the rotor Of CDX
B208 in the;direction and at the rate required to -
counteract the drift.-',

The signal for compensating "real" drift is
obtained. by setting the zero-center BIAS
DEG/HR adjustmeqt cOntror on the compasst
adapter to the dial indication equal in magnitude
but opposite in direction to the known
directional gyr/ drift. The signal 7for
compensating app ent drift is obtained at the
LAT control on the compass controller, whose
dial' is calibrated from 00 to 90°, since the
apparent drift is proportiOnal to the sine of the
latitude. The direction 'of apparent drift is

' opposite in the tWo hemispheres;.therefore, the,
N-S switch is provided on the corfipass controller
to teverse the phase of the latitude
corn ensation

e r9.al drift signal and the apparent drift
signal a summed and applied through closed
contacts of relay K903 4o the input of slaving
and correction preamplifier A3. The resultant
signal is amplified by A3, stripped of quadrature
voltages by slaving and correction
d e odulator-re modulator A4, and applied
through contacti of relays K905, K904, and
K901 to, the input of slaving and correction
amplifier A5. The push-pull output of .A5 is ;

applied to the control winding of slaving and
correction servo-motoi MG202. MG202 drives
the stator of B206 and the rotor of B208
t hro u ih a speed decreaser at a speed
proportional to the applied correction signal.

With 'the aircraft on a constant flight course
in respect to magnetic North, the directiostat
gyro within the displacement gyro is allowed to
drift both "real" and "apparent": The DG
output which is constantly changing a known
amount 'is compensated, for by servo loops

.
within the compass-adapter to maintain the
heading indicator on a constant heading.

SLAVED MODE OPERATION.=2In the
slaved mode of operation, the gyro-actuated
servo loop remains the same as that for free
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mode operation. The slaved mode operation
differs in that the actuating signal for the serv,o
loop which drives the stator of.. B206 is a

magnetic heading signal from the flux valve:This '-
servo loop is called the Slaving loop in slaved
mode operation and is a closed looP; that is, it is
mechanically linked back to the gyrolactuated
servo loop.

Heading initormation form the earth's
magnetic field is fed froT the flux valve 'to the
rotor of B207, which is the compass contrOl
transformer located in the compass adapter. CT
0207 has :two stator Winding§ which .are wound
900 apart. The error signal, which is applied to
slaving and correction preamplifier A3 through
the AGC Circuitry, is a sine fpnctiOn? while the
signal applied to deviation amplifier A2 is a
cosine function; that is, it is maximum when the
error (sine)'signal is minimum.

r-
.

Because of the saturation characteristics of
the flux valve, the error Signal is at a frequency
of 800-Hz. This 800-Hz signal must be% convetted
to a line referenced 400-Hz signal in order to
operate slaving. and correction motor MG202.
The required conversion- is, accomplished by
slaving and correction demodulator-remodulator
A4. The 800-Hz signal is demodulated to
*direction sensitive dc, which in turn is (
remodulated to provide a phase sensitive 400-Hz
signal at the output. The output cif A4 is-applied
through contacts of relays K905, K904, and
K901 to the. input of 'slaving and correction
amplifier A5 where it is* amplified and drives
slaving and correction Motor MG202. MG202
drives the stator of B206 and the rotor of B208
through the speed decreaser.

-

Automatic Gain Control.the' magnetic
field intensity varies at different geographical
locations, Causing variations in the error 'signal
for the same given amount of error. During
normal slaved mode operatiop, the voltage
induced in the cosine winding is proportional to
the magnetic intensity level.; This ignal .is
applied to the AGC network, thUs providing
,maximum attenuation of the error signal for
strong magnetic intensity levels and minimum
attenuation for ,weak magnetic intensity levels,
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acComplishing a relatively constant overall
'sensitivity.

,

tlux Valve CarripenSatiOn.--Flux :valves
cdttain tracking errors which cannot be
collipletely eliminated by indexing and magnetic
compensating adjustments. In order to further
reduce th, magnetic.heading.error, an electrical
24"-point flux valVJ compgnSatin'g network iS
employed. The network consists of a '3.60°.
continuous distiibutor 'potentiorneter Which is
mechanically, linked to otheclata shaft, hnd 24
de vi.a.tion compensation adjustm.ent,
potentiometers cOnnected actoss the Output of
deviation amplifier A2 with, their wipers,
conne,cfed ht. 15° intervals about the distributor'
potentionieter. The amount and direction of
deviation' corn'pensation- set in at a given 15°
interval is dependent upon tte distance. and
direction:the appficable deviation compensation

, potentiOmeter is moved from center.
If a fixed excitation voltage for the network

were used, the deviation compensation portion
of the signal applied to slaving and correction
preamPlifier A3, and thence the amount 'of
correction, would vary With field strength. In
otder to keep the correction sensitivity constatit,
therefore,',' the network excitation ;is derived
from thee output of dev,iation amplifier A2,
whichis proportional to field strength.

, Slaving Action.Assuming that the
directiOnal gyro. has drifted Out of
corres*Pkidence with the magnetic heading
reference, the data slraft will -tend to drive to
this false reference.. However, the rotor of
coMpass CT B207 is linked.to the data shaft and
is rotated an e4ual distance. This causes an error
signal at the input to the slaving loop, which
actuates slaving ,yand correction fierVomotor
MG202, driving the stator of B206 in the
direction to: reduce the error, resulting in the
data shaft being driven back into
correspondence,. wjth the magnetic heading
reference. In practice, the slaving loop is so tight
that the data shaft does not, get perceptihly out
of correspondence with the magnetic heading
signal, except during turns when slaving is
interrupted by the switching rate gyro.

When the aircraft nuns, no slaving takes
place. If, for example, the aircraft Makes a 300

I

hedding 'change, the gyro-actuated serr loop
will driVe the data shaft, an4thence the rotor of
BAP, 30°. However, the flux _valve, being
Mounted to the Iiirframe, rotates 30°: in the
eatth's flux field, keeping the input signal to the
.slaving loop at null. .

Past Synchronization arid Slewing.During
normal . slaving operation, the output of the
slaving and correction servOmotor is geared
down approximdtely"43,000 to 1111 the speed
de creaset. When' tli 'speed diereaser is
energized, the gear ratio is ,ehanged .!, to
'approximately 12 to 1, which greatly increases
the speed of rdtation Of the stator of B206 and
the rotor 'of B2.08 for a given output from the
slavink and orrection amplifier. The speed
decteher is energized Wh_dneyer SYNC is
selected by th compass controller 'mode switd
or whene'ver manually' slewing by the SET HDG
switch on the compass controller.

Fast ...synchronization is effected
dotomatically. during) the start cycle or whenever
the heading mode Is s,kitched from. DG to
slaved. FaSt s'ynchronization -mly 41so be
initiated manually be' momentarily placing the
compass controller mode switch in the SYNC
position when in the slaved mode.. When
switchirig from the DG mode to 'the slaved
mode, fast synchronization will continue until
the error signal is reduced to a very small value,
at which time normal slaving will resume.
Momentarily placing the compass controller
mode switch to SYNC 'will also produce fast
synchronization whiph continues until the
slaving error signal has been reduced to a very
small value, as for automatic fast

'synchronization:
Stewing is initiated' by depressing' the SET-.

HDG knob on the compass controller. This
deenergizes realy K904, shifts the speed
decreaser into high speed operation, and
connects the wiper. of the SET HDG
potentiometer to the input of the slaving. and
correction amplifier. The stewing direction and
speed are dependent on the direction and
distance the knob is turned from center.

COMPASS MODE OPERATION(T-In the
compass mode of operation, --directional gyro
azimuth control transmittei CX B21 1 is
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'disconnected from azimuth amplifier Al, and
flux valve heading information is COnnected in
its place. When the -compass mode is selected,
compass relay K905; free-slave relay K903, and
automatic pilot cut.out relay K907,-(not shown)
art energized. The flux-valve-actuated circuitry
is- copnected to the Al input. The motor of
MG201 will drive compass CT B207 to null out
any loop error signal. This loop is a highly
setsitive loop compared to the slaving loop,
Which is operated througharge ratio gear
reduction. Since the response is instantaneous,
no SYNC IND meter indication ar fast
Synchronization is required.

The attitude indicator azimuth servo loop, in
compaiS- mode' operation,1 receives heading
thformation from the output of heading data
control transforrner CT 8203, instead of CDX
B208.

t10 be deflected to the center of the 'attitude
indicator. One second before pullup 'time, the
interval timer supplies a ground for the I-second
warningrelay. The warning relay then supplies a
quarter-second 28-volt de pulse to energize the
tone relay in the flight director bombing
computer which applies i'1200-Hz tone in the
headsets.

CIRCUIT CONDITIONS AFTER
PULLUP.At theNend of he preset time
inter=-Val,- the timer provides a 8-volt-dusignal-
which energizes the LABS lamp; energizes the
tone . generator which produces a steady tone

. suntilvtthe bomb is released or caoice-led; energi,zes
',the displacement-gyroscope cage control relay

.which switches the .input at) the roll,servo loop
, to theInner roll synchro; starts:-the g programer

whichr furnishes pullup informAtion to the
horizontal direcior pointerz and switches
azimufh information to the vertical director
pointer. The pullup signal is also applied to one
side ot the low angle and high angle release
switches in the release angle computer, but the
,switches are open so to release' occurs at this
time.

Ftgure 5-1,1 shows the block diagram of...the
loft bombing functions from pullup to bomb .

release.
Referring to figure 5-11, during the interval

between pullup and bomb release, the loft
bombing circuitry may be considered a's

performing the folloWing two primary .and
independent functions:

1. Operation of the. horizontal director
l'!pointer, which supplies the pildt with pullup

information.
2. Operation of the vertical director

pointer, which supplies the pilot with roll-yaw '
attitude information. ,.

,
, .

, Horizontal Flight Director Po. inter
Operation.The g prowamer begins operation
when it receives the pullup signal from the
interval timer,. and it continues until the pickle

°switch ,is released. During the first 2 seconds
'after pullup, the g programer graduallylficreases
a programed 1-g signal to a 4-g signal. After the
initial 2 seconds, the signal level is maintained at
4 g's throughout, the yemainder of the maneuver.
The g levet being experienced by the aircraft as

A'utomatie Pilot Cutout.The autEtmatic
pilot is decoupled frorit the azimuth system (1)-
when operating in the. compass mode, (2) when
the SET HDG kno is depressed, and (3) during
fast synchronizatio . This circuitry is not shown .
in figure 5-10.

BOMBING FUN IONS AND
' SPECIAL SWITCHING

Loft Bombing Run

INITIAL CONDITIbNS.To set in the
initial conditions for a loft bomb run, place the
switches on 'the boMb control panel to the
following positions: LABS, . READY, ancr LOFT
(see fig. 5-4). Switching contacts are also closed
in*the multiple Weapons relay panel to complete
the circuit 'from the bomb release switch (pickle
button) to the interval timer, which will begin
rundown when the pickle hutton is depressed.

CIRCUIT CONDITIONS DAFTER
DEPRESSING PICKLE BUTTON.DePressini
the pickle button applied a 28-volt dc signal to
the interval timer and rundown begins
immediately. The 28-volt pickle signal is alsO

applied to the flight director bombir1g7computer,
causing switching which disconnects the
horizontal and vertical ;flight dirsctor pointers
from the biasine supply. Thisgallows the pointers
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Figure 5-11.Block diagrim of loft-bomb cifcuit functions at pUllup.

sensed by the accelero'meter is compared to the
progyamed g level. The resultant is applied to the
inpUt of g error modulator Al.' The. g error
modulator converts the ,signal to a 400-Hz ac
signal and then applies it to pitch- steering
amPlifier AS where it is amplified and' passed on
to the pitch demodulator. The, signal is
demodulated and applied toothe horizontal flight
director pointer in the attitude indicator. In
order to keep the pointer centered, the pilot
must enter into the loop as programed, then'
must hold 4 g's until inverted flight is reached. If
the g force as sensed by the accelerometer is less
than the programed g force, the pointer will rise
above center; if the accelerometer sensed g force
is treater than the programed g force, the
pointer will move below center.

Vertical Flight Ditector Pointer*
Operation.The vertical flight director pointei is

1 cr6

4

20t 1 26

controlled by the gimbal action in the
displa,cement gyroscope assembly: As the pitch
angld is increased, the displacement gyro inner
roll gimbal becomes less sensitive to aircraft roll
and more sensitive to yaw. At the same time, the
azimuth gimbal bek:ms less sensitive to yaw
and more sensitive to roll, until a:t 900 pitch the
inner roll gimbal would sense pure yaw and the
azimuth gimbal would sense pure aircraft roll. In
order to provide accurate roll and yaw signals
during bombing maneuvers, the information
from the' inner roll and azimuth synchros is
resolved as a function of aircraft pitch angle.
This is accomplished by yawroll resolver B612
whose rotor is mechanically linked to the release
angle, computer pitch servo loop.

Pitch CT B611 in the release angle computer
receives its input signal from VG pitch CX B113
through contacts of pitch phase 'reverse. relay
1(601. The B611 rotor output drives pitch
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mjidt MG601 via pitch amplifier A601. Loop
dardping :is provided; yjf. the - MG601 rate

- generator section. The rotor of CT B6I1 is
gearedjo MG601; and as the motor drives to
keep the CX out?ut signal at null, it also keeps
the loop data shaft in correspondence with the
aircraft pitth attitycle. Geared to this shaft are.
the high angIL and 'low angle bomb release '
switches and yaw-roll resolver B612.

The resolver is effectively a variable coUpling
transformer with two windings (inner roll and_ _
azimuth) on it§ rotorand two windings (roll and
yaw)0.90° apart on its statOr. An input signal ,

maY be applied to .each rOtor Winding 1and an b
output signal may be taken off each stator
winding. Since, the rotor of the resolver is linked

4o the piteh data shaft, the signal induced in
each stator -winding is a mixture of the two
input signals' as a function of pitch angle. At
zero pitch attitude, the roll signal induced in the
roll stator winding is maximum and'the aziMuth

,signal is minimum while the roll signal induced
in the azimuth stator winding is minimum and
tfiC azimuth signal is maximum. 'At 900 pitch
attitude, the reverse is true. However, provisions
are made to keep the inner roll signal from
affecting the azimuth synchronizing loop.

During all-attitude operation, the outer r011
gimbal is slaved directly to the inner roll gimbal
as previously explained. If an Irnmelmann
maneuver were performed, the outer roll gimbal
would have been driven 90° as the aircraft
approached vertiewHkght and an additional 90°
shortly after the aircraft passed through vertical
flight. The reason for this is that as the outer roll
gimbal piteh attitude changes, it must.be driven
further and further to null, out any slight aircraft'
yaw, until, it is driven 90° as vertiCal flight is
eached, The inner roll sensing reverses as the

\,

ircraft passes throligh vertical flight, causing the
duter roll gimbal to be driven an additional 90°

' while moving toward inverted . flight. After
rollout the outer roll gimbal is positioned the
same relative to both the aircraft and the earth
as it was prior to the performance of the
Immelmann maneuver. Because of the 180°
rotation of the outer roll gimt)al when going
from level flight to inverted flight, the resultant
pitch signal would approach 90°; and instead of
moving through toward 180°, it would return
toward zero. This condition is acceptable for

a.

, . .,

operating the attitude indicator sphere, sincelhe .
Sphere would rotate 180° in roll, providing the
same effect aS a 180° rotatio'n in pitch. Iff

However, LABS bombing operations require
a continuous pitch signal throughout the
maneuver until the bomb is released;. therefdre,
the Outer roll gimbal musthe maintained levgl in
roll: The actuatirlg signal for the displacedierit
gyro roll servo loop: in-stead of ,being applied
directly from ninner roll CX B102,`now come§
from the comhinaticm or roll Und azimilitb%
infori-nation Present in -the 13612- roll -otitPut"--
winding via roll amplifier A18.

, Since any errors present 'during the ,J

maneuver in either'roll or yaw are, corrected by.
; .rolling the aircraft, the tWo signals are Mixed

0

together and applied, toIhe attitdde indicator
vertical director pointer as a high sensitivity
error display. The roll signal is obtained from
outer .roll CX B311,1in the displacement gyro.
This signal. is applied, to the input of yaw-roll
amplifier Ag:

The yaw error signal is ,obtained from the
ya0 output winding of yawAroll resolver I3612
and applied to amplifier,A$1 'amPlifier A8, the
two signals are mixertfui '1..' the resultant is
amplified before beingArat rrner coupled:to
the input of yaw-r011M4461ator-A10. In the
demodulator, the signietils converted to' a

direction sensitive dc before being., applied
thrOugh contacts of bomb cancel relay K6 to the.
yertical director pointer.

Immediately.- before ,pullup, the pilot
assumes the required heading. This is the
'reference attitude from which any subsequent.
azimuth deviations are sensed. The'yaw input to
yaw-roll resolver B61,2 is obtained from azimuth
synchro B211 via heading synchronizer A17.
Before puilup, the heading synchronizer servo
loop is completed and any heading change
Sensed by CX B211 is nulled out at the heading
synchronizer CT rotor,, maintaining the.
required zero reference. At pullup, relay K18
energizes, removing the.excitation voltage from
the h e,a ding synchronizer motor, , which
deactivates the servo loop. Now, any deviation
from the reference azimuth attitude will appear.
as a signal in the azimuth input winding of
resolver 13612. The pilot must correct this
condition to return the vertical flight director
pointer to center. .
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The signal from inner roll synchro B102 is
cdupled to roll cancel relay driver Al 1. If the
aircraft yaws 300 or, more as it approaches
vertical flight, this signal will be large enough to
increase the 'A 11 output impedance sufficiently
to deenergize the roll cancel relay, w ch in turn
energizes the bomb. cancel relays, t us canceling
automatic bomb %lease. Releasi g the pickle
button any time after pullup will also cause
bomb cancel. In either case, ihe LABS lamp goe.s
out and. the 1200-Hz tone ceases.

CIRCUIT FUNCTIONS AFTER BOMB
RELEASE.As the aircraft increases its pitch
attitude, the low ,angle switth is 'driyen
correspondingly by th piteh data shalTIKthe
release angle computer. Upon reaching the
preset release angle position, the switch applies

lay K7. This
ignal to the

el, which effects a
release through the s fe-ready switch of the,

, bo b control panel. The LABS lamp will go out
due iri the same relay panel. This
switching action will also cause the 1200-Hz
tone in the headsets to cease.

28 volts dc tpriminb relea
applies the 28-voit'bomb
miscellaneous relay p

Energizing bomb .release relay K7 also
energizes bomb cancel relays K6 and KLO. Once
K6 and. K10 , are energized, they.. remain
.energized by hold-in contacts connected to the
pickle line. Energized K10 removes power from
the clutch and motor of the interval timer,
allowing it to reset. Contacts 4 and 5 of K10
open, removing the 28-volt dc pullup signal from
programer start relay K11, which is not
deenergized at this time since it is held
connected to the pickle line through its own
contacts 3 and 4. 'Xhe switching\ action, as a
result o f energizing IC10, also restores
displacement gyro roll and pitch erection and
azimuth system slaving; disconnects the roll
output of yaw-roll resolver B612 from the
displacement gyro outerroll gimbal servo loop;
deactivates the roll input to yaw-roll amplifier
A8; and reactivates the heading synchrOnizer
loop.

Energizing K6 switches- the vertical flight
- 'director pointer from the yaw-roll demodulator
...t8 the 28-volt dc line, which deflects °the poMter,

from view.

Resetting of the timer removes the 28-volts
dc from the section of the pullup line not.

, already broken by (the contacts of K10. The cage
relay and the bomb release relay are thus
deenergized. The -inner roll 'signal is reconnected.
to ,the input of the displacement gyro servo
loop, referencing the outer roll' gimbal directly
to the inner rolrgimbal. The computerlet now
has been returned to an all-attitude mode,
except that the horizontal pointer display
remains so that the pilot may complete his
m elmann maneuver.

Si ce bomb release (and therefor(boinb
talfcel and return to all-attitude operation)
occurs at a pitch angle less than 9, .it is-
unlikely that the DG pitch gimbal fids gone
throiigh 90° piteh. Assuming that it does not, no
change of state of the pitch segment switch will
occur. However, the outer roll gimbal will rotate
1800 whil9 going through vertical flight,causing
ihe roll segment switch to change stair After
rollout, the roll segment switch will return to its ;:%
original-state.

Release of the pickle button" removes th(V
energizing voltage from relays K6 and K7, and44
K I 0, and fhe horizontal flight director pointer
deflected out of view. All-attitude operation js
now fully restored.

Instantaneous and Timed
Over-the-Shoulder pombing Runs

In cm3parison to the loft method, no
identification point or timed interval is used in
the instantaneous over-the-Shoulder mode. The
pilot simultaneously depresses the pickle button
and starts pullup. For this reason the pullup Jine
is connected to the pickle line through the IST
0/S switch contacts of the bomb control p nel.
Otherwise, circuit conditions prior to and
immediately after pullup for both instantaneous
and timed over-the-shoulder modes are' identical
to the Mit method.
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Both modes differ from loft in that bomb
release and therefore bomb cancel occur after
the aircraft has passed throug11 90° pitch angle.
This has no significance except for release angle,
as far as the bombing circuitry is concerned; Its
significance is effected in the displacement gyro
gimbal action and the reltirjgyswitching.,
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'In the loft mode, the DG 'pitch gimbal does
not go thr_293.1 'h 900 due to the I80° rotation of
the, outerrolVgimbal. In the instantaneous and
timed. -,Over-the-Shoulder .modes,, the loop
reference signal, 'remains resolved to": gitie true
aircraft. roll infoimation through 90°Alerefor
no rotation t ilace.

If the ou 11 gimbalberore starting the
run is the positiOn shown in figtire 5-8, it is
necessar), to energize three relays ip. order to
energize the pitch and Yaw pheap reverse.relay
(not s`hoWn)- -These-are the 90 --pitch relay,- the

. .

for energizing the 'pitch and yaw phase reverse
relay.. Contacts of the pitch and .yaw ,phase
reverse relay in turn' apply 28 "volts, de to
.nergize twO pitch reverse relays and -a yaw

lase' revere relay. Contacts' of -t relays
p vide proper phasing to the inpu of he pitch
.stecring circuit, the bomb release angle
computer pitch servo loott, and the heading
synchronizing servo loop, resPectivelY: 'This
establishes.proper phasing-for the next bombing,

" run. ,

,--
900 roll at-Al the -±20° pitch relay. ,

When e arrEraf( reaches vertical flight, the .

:., pitch ,segmept--- swit,ch4will provide a 0ound,,
energizing the- 90° Pitch relay. Energizing the
900 ,pitch relay fulfills one of the three

i conditions required lo energize the pitch, and
yaw phase reverse relay. Also, energizing the.90°
pitch .relay deenergizes the azimuth phase
reverse relay which, in turn, reverses the sensing
orthe compasS adapter azimuth servo loop tO
correct for the displacement gyro azimuth
synehro not sensing the 180° heading change
wijien the aircraft passes through verticalflight.

-The attitude indicator displays the opposite side
of the sphere at this time, automatically
presenting the proper heading.

Upon releasing the bomb (assuming a release
angle greater than 90°), 'direct .control of the
outer, roll gimbal is returned to the inner roll
gimbal: Inversion of the outer -,roll gimbal in
pitch causes a sense reversal between inner and
outer roll gimbals. To keep the. voter roll gimbal
from driving 180° becaurse of t sense reversal,
phase reversing of the inher r I signal is effected
at this time.'This:is accomplished by the open
contacts of the .now deenergized cage relay,
which. removes 28 volts dc from the coil of the
roll phase reverse relay. ,

The aircraft continues the inside loop until
inverted flight is reached, then roils out, When
90° bank angle is ,attained, the roll segment
switch will provide: a ground, energizing the 90°
roll relay, which fulfills the .second of the three
requirements for energizing the pitch and yaw
phase reverse relay. If the maneuver has been,
correct, the aircraft will 1,, well within the lirnits
of the ±20° pitch st_vnent switch providing an
energizing path to ground for the ±20° pitCh
relay. This fulfihs the third condition required

The pitch and yaw phase re rse telay
rema,in energiied until andther.higl angle tielease
bomb run is completed; since it is held jWy
normally open contacts of the 90° pitch. MaY
and the 90° roll relay and normally closed
contacts of the,I20° pitch relay, all In parallel.

Direct Bombing Run

The direct method . does not require
computer set switching. Direct method is

'selected on the bomb control panel and, when'.'
the pickle button is actiiited, bombs are releosed
at that point.

Depressing the bomb yelease switch (pickle
button) releases the bomb'S' immediately when in
the direct bonibing mode if the SAFE, READY
'switch 'is in the READY position. The LABS
light does not light in the'direct mode deliverw
method.

f

Description of System Tie-In

-,,Thevertical reference set furnishes pitch and
roll information to the computer set when the
controller PRIM-STBY switch is in PRIM,
except 'that during bombing functions the
computer. set displacement gyro becomes the
primary refererta. When the PRIM-STBY switch
is in STBY theYdisplacement gyro is the attitude
reference for both all-attitude and bombing
functions.

, The remote attitude indicators use the
displacement gyro as a reference in both
positions of the PRIM-STBY switch. Their input
signal phase in both roll and pitch is reversed if
the position of the displacement gyro DG pitch

mbal requires it. The phase reversal is
accomplished by roll and pitch' transfdrmers in
the aircraft relay panel operating in conjunctidn

109,
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with the displaCement gyro DG pitch gimbaf90'
pitch switch, the plf,ch phase reverse relay:in.tlid
Sight director bombing computer, and
reyersing relay in the aircraft relay pappl..

Magnetic heading information> is sensed
the flux valve and applied to the .'cornpas

..adapter. The Compass ..adapter sends::
Co-rnpensated Magnetic headingjnformatiori t6
the hearing-distance-heading indieator .(111:11-1A

- the horizontal sltudihon .intlicafor* ttre."
amplifie r c4inn puter, the Jfight 3'directoi
.computer, and the control thpplifiet. ,

The BDHI and the HSI preSent a'Compass
#11 'card disp14: The amplifier., computeconyerts

the magnetit );46ading information td true
heading. The flight director computer uses' the
heading information for bomb mode operation.

The control amplifier provides attitude
reference signals to the automatic flight control
system. It contains relays Which are operated by
the 90° pitch and 900 roll switches- nf..thew
displacement gyro to provide correct odtput
signal polarity. An interlocking signal from the;
corriputv adapter removes the compass adapter'.
heading signal'when it is:erratic.

1

!

VERTICAL FLIGHT REFERENCE
- SET AN/ASN-70

.

4 The 'Vertical Flight Re,ferenc Set (N/FRS)
AN/ASN-70 Currently in use on. th -4f aircra(t,
furnishes aircraft ,pit,ch and rolL attitude;..
flightpath angle, and vertical adceler'atiOn
information on the "F-4.1.weaponS system.

The reference set has been developed to
provide tl.k necessary verticalitY for highly
accurate attitude sensing during clynami.c flight

,conditions. Longitudin41 and lattral
accelerations, . which normally cauSe. errors in,

;gravity-sensing vertical gyroscoPe erection
,systems,, are compensated for in the reference
set.

SYSTEM COMPONENTS

The vertical flight reference set .(fig. 5-12),
consists of two units-Lthe vertical .

reference, sensor and the Vertical flight reference
compuier. The serisor is mounted on -top of the
cOmputer to+ conserve space and wiring.
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SENSOR

, ONPUTER

Pa.120
Figure 5-iiVertical Flight*Relferende Set ANI ASN-10.,

,
.\

The sensor' is a herrnetically sealed unit
containig a vertical gyroscope (gyro) 'and a
geoCentrio pendulum control (pendulum)f in a ,
common roll gimbal (fig:5-13). The pendulum is
stabilized in pitch by a pitch gimbal which LI
servoed to the gyro, The 'pendulum'providei the
netessaty erection signals to the vertical gyrd
tdriitiers to maintain the gyro at true' vettical. A
roll and pitch stabilized vertical accelerometer
mounted in the sensor proyides an odput of
vertical acceleration which s available lor other
subsystpms and- is used by 'the coMputer for
flightpath angle computations.

P Tho computer is a,.nonhermetically sealed
unit cOntaining alr necessary electrodics for
Operation of the reference set. Circuitiy and
IneChanizatiot aresprovided for flightpath angle
and vertical velocitY computation. The
computer tircuitry isitirranged in modular form
fen eak, maintenance.

' TJi ,computer has twelve 'plug-in sealed
modules and ten repairable printed circuit
hoards. The printed circuit boaids are wired into
the Chassis circuits through,stud terminals but
may, .b4,tlisplaced sufficientlyito provide ficcess
to the mounted comments.

.11
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Fihure 5-13.Functional diagram of reference set.

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION

-Geocentric Penduluni

The pendulum is the vertical sensor of the
reference set. Unlike conventional gravity
sensors, it is not subject to verticality errors
caused by longitudinal and lateral accelerations.
Basically, the pendulum is a pendulous
gyroscope with a variable speed %pin motOr.
With this figuration, the pendulum can
compensate ior accelerations due to changing
aircraft airspeed and turns.

Longitudinal accelérations °occur as the
aircraft airspeed changes as a result of changes in

TRUE AIR SPEED

208.130

engine power setting, pitch attitude, or flight
conGguration (fig. 5-14). When airspeed changes,
the pendulum has a tendency to swing away
from vertical in the opposite direction of the
accelerativ. If the aircraft accelerates forward,
the pendulum tends to swing rearward; slowing
the aircraft causes the pendulum to tend to
swing forward. Since the spin axis of the
pendulum is perpendicular to the line of flight
and the spin motor spins in the direction of
flight, accelerating the spin mptor causes the
pendulum to swing forward, and decelerating
the spin motor causes the pendulum to swing
rearward. By accelerating or decelerating the
rotor prbportionally to changes in airspeed, the

I I I
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SPIN
MOTOR

INNER
GIMBAL

SUMMING
NETWORK

SPEED
PICKOFF

GROUND-
SPEED

ERROR

PENDULUM

TR = TA

TA

(A) LONGITUDINAL ACCELERATION

NOTES.

TR TORQUE, REACTION

TA = TORQUE, ACCELERATION

Tp = TORQUE, PRECESSION

TC = TORQUE, CENTRIFUGAL

(B) CENTRIFUG1. ACCELERATION

Figure 5-14.--Geocentric pendulum. (A)1Longitudinal acceleration. (13) Centrifuge acceleration.

two opposing forces can be kept. equal and the
pendulum niaintainecl vertical during

)ongitudinal accelerations of the aircraft. For
example, if the airspeed increases, the tendency
of the pendulum to swing rearward 'can be
canceled by proportionally accele!rating the spin
motor. With sufficiently accurate sensors and
proper circuit calibration, the pendulum can
maintain a high dhree of vertical accuracy
through a wide range of accelerations.

Verticality errors which would be caused by
aircraft turns are canceled-by the pendulum's
gyroscopic pro p.erty of precession. By adjusting
the spin motor speed, and thereby its angular
momentum, the precession torque of the
pendulum can be kept equal to the centrifugal
force of the turn, and the pendulum remains
vertical. If the pendulum were strictly pendulous
without any gyroscopic properties, the
centrifugal force of the turn would swing it
o'utward during turns. The amount of this

. deviation from vertical would be determined by
the .pendulosity of the pendulum, the airspeed,
and the turn rate.. On the other .hand, if' the
pendulum were, purely gyroscopic wi,thaut any
pendulosity, it would be precessed about the
longitudinal axis .by air&ft turns about the
vertical axis. The amount of this precession
torque ois determined by the angular momentum
of the spin motor and the turn rate. Since the

112
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spin axis is perpendicular to the line of flight
and the spin motor spins in the direction of
flight, precession is always toward the inside of
the turn. Therefore, the outward swing of the
pendulum caused by the centrifugal force of a
turn can be canceled by the precession torque of
the pendulum when these two forces are equal.
To keep these two forces equal, the speed of the
spin motor is kept proportional to the airspeed
(the turn rate acts equally on both forces), and
the pendulum remains vertical during turns.

The analytical expression for pendulum
compensation of verticality errors caused by
turning is

where

H

(4)

P=
Va =

1-1w = P,Vaw

angular momentum of the spin
motor
aircraft turn rate
pendulosity
airspeed

As in the case of longitddinal accelerations,
airspeed is the horizontal component qf aircraft
speed, so at flightpath angles other than
horizontal, the horizontal component must be
computed.
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Spin Motor Speed control

The speed coritrol circuit operates to keep
the speed of Vie pendulum spin motor
proportional to tfile horizontal component of
airspeed. The two inputs to the circuit are
pendulum spin motor speed and resOlved
airspeed. The resolved airspeed is the command
signal whiCh determines spin motor speed, while
the spin mbtor spe.ed input is fed back to
maintain spill motor speed with a high degree of
acCuracy. (See fig. 5-15.)

The airspeed input signal for the reference
set comes from the airspeed potentiometer in
the aircraft's central" air data computer. This dc
input is amplified for the speed control circuit
by dc amplifiers A21A1 and A21A2. Cosine
potentiometer R220 resolves the airspeed signal
into its horizontal component. It is a cosine
wound resistor with its case on the outer roll
gimbal and its wiper arm attached to the
pendulum pitch gimbal. During horizontal flight,
the output/input ratio of the cosine
potentiometer is 1:1, or the output is the same
as the inpia. As. the aircraft pitch attitude

CADC
TAS

7 5 V DC

B.I. T
SIMULATED
AIRSPEED

D-C AMP
A21 A2

cc,

D7C AMP
A 21 Al

GYRO
PITCH

"deviates from horizontal, the output of the
cosine potentiometer decreases by the cosine of
the pitch angle. This horizontal component of
airspeed is applied through a speed control
calibration adjustment resistor to modulator
A20. In the modulator, a 400-Hz signal is
generated which has an amplitude proportional
to the magnitude. of the dc input signal. The ac
output of the Modulator is amplified through
three stages of amplificationpreamplifier A13,
servo amplifier A19, and speed control output
amplifier Al 1 before being applied to the
pendulum spin motor control winding. The
pendulum spin motor is a 2-phase motor with its
fixed phase winding powered by 115 volts,
phase A. The speed of' the spin motor is
proportional to the amplitude of the 0 to 27
volts ac applied to its control phase. Since the
ampitude of the power applied to the control
phase winding is proportional to the horizontal
component of airspeed, the speed of the
pendulum rotor is, in turn, proportional to the
horizontal component of airspeed.

Feedback to maintain spin motor speed
accurately is accomplished by a spin motor

"ENDULUM PITCH GIMBAL

/ -.PENDULUM/
COSINE /

POT

444111 A-14

R 220

Z1

D TO A

CONVERTER

M9
SERVO-

AMP

A 11

SPEED
CONTROL

ENDULUM

SPIN
MOTOR

A 20 A 13

MOD PREAMP

A113

DRIVER
AMP

OUTPUT B 103

A ED2
SPEED

PICKOFF

1..TRANSFORMER

T5

Figure 5-15.Spin motor speed control block diagram.
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speed pickoff, conversion circuitry, and signal
mixing just ahead of the modulator. Speed
pickoff A202 is a winding placed close to the
rim of the spin motor. As the spin motor spins,
slots in its rim interrupt the induced field of the
speed pickoff. These interruptions generate a
pulse train in the speed pickoff. The pulse
repetition rate is proportional to the speed of the
spin motor. The pulses are amplified by speed
control feedback preamplifier 412. Driver Al 8
differentiates the pulses into positive and
negative spikes. The time constant of the driver
is sufficiently fast so that the highest possible
pulse rate will not cause limiting of the spikes;
therefore, regardless of pulse rate, all spikes
contain the same amount of power. The digital
to analog converter, Z 1 , operates basically as a
pulse counter, generating a dc voltage of a
magnitude directly proportional to the pulse
rate. This dc fsedback signal is the opposite
polarity as the airspeed dc command signal.
When the two mix at the input to modulator
A20, the resultant signal keeps the spin motor at
the command speed. The command control is
fed through a speed control calibration
adjustment resistor which sets the ratio of the
command signal to the feedback signal 'so that
spin motor speed control is accurate for various
combinations of attitude and airspeed. It is
adjusted at 50 percent airspeed (750 knots) for
50 percent rotor speed (approximately 3,300
Hz).

A low speed cutoff circuit (not shown in
figure 5-15) disables the speed control output
amplifier, All, below 75 knots. The dc signal
representing the horizAntal component of
airspeed is applied to the relay driver. Below 75
knots, 28 volts dc is applied to" the low speed
cutoff relay. When the low speed cutoff relay
energizes, one set of contacts removes the
28-04A dc B+ power from Speed control output
amplifier All, while another set of contacts
remoVes the power from the spin motor fixed
phase winding.

Erection
es,

The erection system operates in three modes
to erect the vertical gyro in the sensorinitial
erection, precise erection to pendulum vertical,
and emergency operation. To meet the operating

requirements of these modes, two independent
erection systems are utilizedelectrolytic
erection and pendulum erection.

The' electrolytic erection system is 4itllized
for initial erection and emergency operation. It
senses vertical with electrolytic switches and
uses its own pitch and roll torquers to erect the
vertical gyro. Each torquer is a 2-phase wound
motor segment which uses the appropriate
gimbal as its armature. Each electrolytic switch
operates in a phase shifting network with two
capacitors. Tilt of the gimbal unbalances the
resistance of the electrolytic switch whiCh shifts
the phase of one leg of the network to lead and
the other leg to lag, energizing the torquer in the
appropriate direction for correction.

For initial erection, the electrolytic erection
system utilizes a sequence of power application
to erect the vertical gyro with a minimum of
nutation during acceleration of the gyro' rotor to
operating speed. When the rotor has reached
operating speed and the vertical gyro is erect,
the electrolytic erection system is disabled and
the pendulum erection system is activated.

After the initial 60 seconds, the pendulum
erection system takes over erection to reference
the vertical gyro to the pendulum. If in this
mode the vertical gyro drifts from vertical in
roil, synchro control transmitter B102 generates
a comparable-error signal (fig. 5-16) whicli is
amplified -by roll driver A6 and roll output
amplifier AS. Motor generator MG410 is
activated by the error signal and drives the outer
roll gimbal s0 that it tracks the vertical gyro roll
gimbal. Torquing of the outer roll gimbal
displaces the pendulum pickoff, A201A and B,
from null. The primary of pendulum pickoff
A201B is connected to the outer roll ginibal
through the pendulum pitch gimbal, so that it is
displaced from the null position (under the
secondary of pendulum pickoff A201A) when
the outer roll gimbal moves. The primary is
excited by phase A and a quadrature voltage,
phase A-90°. The phase A is used as the pitch
erection channel reference, while the phase
A-90° voltage is the roll channel reference. The
pendulum pickoff is limited to 2° of deflection
from null by the pendulum housing. Error
signals from the pendulum pickoff are amplified
by erection amplifier Al6A1 and, applied to
both pendulum torquers on the vertical gyro
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Figure 5-16.PenduluMserection block diagram.

gimbals. Because pendulum pitch torquer B1 1 1
and pendulum roll torquer B310 on the vertical
gyro gimbals are referenced the same as the
pendulum pickoff, phase discrimination occurs

. at the torquers, and nly the appropriate
torquer is activated by the error sign41. When the
pendtilum pickoff is deflected in \roll, phase
A-90° error signal activates pendulum roll
torquer B310 to precess the vertical gyro roll
gimbal until the vertical gyro is bnce again
vertical with respect to the pendulum. When
verticality is achieved, all error signals reduce to
null.

If the vertical gyro drifts in pitch, synchr
control transmitter B112 on the vertical gyro
pitch gimbal transmits this new angle to synchro
control transformer B221 on the pendulum
pitch gimbal. B221 develops an error signal
which activates motor generator MG310 through
pitch servoamplifier A7. MG310 drives the
pendulum pitch gimbal so it tracks the vertical

gyro pitch gimbal. Movement of the pendulutn
pitch gimbal displaces pendulum pickoff A201
in pitch. The phase A pitch error signal
generated by the displaces' pendulum pickoff
activates pendulum pitch torquer B1 1 1 on .the
vertical gyro gimbal through erection amplifier.
A 1 6A1. The vertical gyro pitch gimbal is
precessed by B H1 until it erects the vertical
gyro to pendulum vertical, and the error signals
reduce to null. Vertical gyro verticality errors
which are other tii)an directly along the pitch or
roll axes are resolved by the gimbaling into
colllibgonal (perpendicular) components, and
prOliortional corrections are made by the pita
and roll erection channels.

The vertical gyro is continuously corrected
for earth profile errors by an airspeed input
applied to erection amplifier ,A16A1 (fig. 5-16).
The horizontal component of airspeed is applied
to chopper Al6Q3 to convert its dc magnitude.
into, a comparable ac amplitude. The chopper is
referenced to phase A so that the° earth profile
correction will operate only the pendulum pitch'
torquer. The Phase of this signal is such that the
vertical gyro pitch gimbal is always driven in the
dive direction, and it is attenuated to the level
where the vertical gyro pitch gimbal makes jus,t
the right correction for the speed at which the
aircraft is following the curvature of the earth.

, The verticality, error signals from pendulum
pickoff A201 are interrupted anytime the
vertical gyrO roll ,or pitch gimbals exceed an
angle of 40° from .their normal position:This
erection cuiout places the 'vertical gyro into free
gyro operation -to avoid excessive gimbaling
errors which devehip in the erection system at
large displacement angles: The cams and
"sWitches for erection cutout are located on the
vertical gyro gimbals.

In the event the ieference set should develop
a malfunction, the system automatically
switches to electrolytic erection. An external
ON-OFF switch in the cockpit is provided to
applY a ground to erection relay AlK3. This
disables the pendulum erection system and

° reactivates the electrolytic erection system if
this mode is desired. When this witching takes
place, the electrolytic erection system operates
on its normal erection rate of 1.5° per minute.'
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Figure 5-17.Pitch and roll signal flow.
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Roll and Pitch Signal Channels

The reference set provides two roll and two
pitch output signals. (See- fig. 5-17.) The roll
outputs come from- two synchro transmitters,
B312 and B3131 mounted between the ends of
the outer roll gimbal and the frame 'of the
sensor. The pitch outputs come fram two
Synchro transinitters, B112 and B113, mounted
between the vertical gyro pitch .gimbal and the
outer roll gimb,al.

Since the outer roll gimbal is servoed to the
vertical gyro roll gimbal, it accurately tracks the
vertical gyro roll gimbal, and the roll output
synchros aare in turn referenced to the vertical.
gyro rah gimbal. This servo loop is interrupted
during the initial 60 Seconds of erection to level
the outer roll gimbal to the frame and allow the
vertical gyro to erect. The vertical gyro roll

. , gimbal is ,referenced to the pendulum by the
,- *erection circuit described previously. An output
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to the alarm monitoR is taken from transformer
T4 to provide a warning of roll servo failure.

The pitch output synchrovare referenped to
the vertical gyro pitch gimbal which, in tarn; is
refefenced to the pendulum bY synchro control
transformer ii221 on the pendulum pitch
gimbal. The pitch servo is disabled during the
initial 12 seconds of the erection cycle to allow
the VG motor to accelerate and the gimbals to
stabilize before using synchro control
transformer B221 to provide a warning of pitch
servo failure.

Flightpath Angle

Accurate flightpath angle (FPA) information
is vital to some modes of operation of the
aircraft. The flightpath angle is the angle of
climb or dive of the aircraft velocity vector. The
flightpath angle computer channel uses airspeed,
barometric altitude, and verticaP accleration
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Figure 518.Flightpath angle coMputer block d6grarn..

inputs to develop an ac output proportional to
the flightpath angle. In the computer, the
airspeed along the velocity vector is compared to
vertical velocity to derive flightpath 'angle. (See .
fig. 5-18.)

The analytical expression forthd-titlivation
of flightpath angle is

7 = sin'
Va

where

7 = Flightpath angle

sin = angle whose sine is

2 = Vert ic4s1 velocity

Va = airspeed

The comp.uter accomplishes its solution by
transposing 'terms and solving Va sin 7 Z .

°When airspeed times the sine of the flightpath
angle equals vertical velocity, the servo loop is
posifloned at the flightpath angle.

A dc airspeed signal is obtained from the
airspeed potentiometer in the central air data
computer. This input is amplified by dc
amplifier A21A1. The output oNhe dc amplifier
is applied to one end of sine potentiometer

.iMP1R1 and the _input of dc amplifier A21A2.

F LIGHT-

LINEAR PATH

5C/CI .111.
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' 208.135

.
DC ahiplifier.A21A2 reverses the polarity of its
input and applies its output to the, other end of
the sine potentiometei. Therefore, the sine
potentioMeter has the opposite polarity of the
airspeed signal applied to its two ends. The
Tnter of the sine' potentiometer is grounded',
and the wiper arm moves in a .900 arc in each
direction from the grounded center tap..It is a
sine wound potentiometer so that the output is
the full airspeed voltage at 900 and decreases by
the 'sine of the flightpath angle to 0 volts at 00
The Wiper arm of, the sine potentiometer is
driven by the flightpath angle servomotor. The
dc output 'from the wiper arirl of the sine
potentiometer is applied to chopper GI which
converts the dc signal to ac for use %by the
flightpath angle gervo.

The vertical accelerometer is utilized for
determination- of the vertical velocity signal. -

Vertical acceleration is applied to integrator
amPlifier A1OA2 through a voltage, divider
netwoialc .(Al OR15, A 1 OR16, and -Al OR17): The
output of 'Al 0A2 is vertical velocity which is.,
scaled and fed to sunlit-ling amplifier Al 0A3.
The oUtput of Al 0A3 is Utilized- in the
computation of flightpath angle.

barometrib altitude is uied in the virtical
velocity ciratiit for long terin stabilization dining
constant vertical velocity ;Conditions 4s follOws:1
The output of sumMing amplifier A1OA3 is fed
to integrator amplifier Al;OAt which produces

117 .","
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Figure 5-19.Alarm monifor block diagram.

.computed altitude. This signal is then compared
with' barometric altitude signal at amplifier
A 1 0A3. The difference between these-signals is
then used to) correct the vertical velocity output
of Al 0A3.

The computed vertical coniPonent of
airspeed signal from the sine potentiometer and
the vertical velociW signal from 'summing
armilifier Al 0A3 are compared at chopper G1
These two signals are connected series opposing
so that current flows in the primary of
transforrher T6 only when there is a difference
in their values. Inequality of the two signals
de,elops an ac error signal in the secondary of
2'6, which is applied to the gain control circuit
for limiting of amplitude changes. Preamplifier
A8 and servoamplifier Al 6A2 provide power to
the flightPath angle motor which drives the sine

.\

FLIGHT PATH ANGLE CIRCUITS'
411.-

208.136

potentiometer until its output eq'uals the output
from the summing amplifier. At this time, the "
sine potq11Imeter is positioned at the
flightpath gle. Since the lineartransformer
also driven y the flightpath angle motor it. .

develops an ac output whose amplitude and
phaseare indicative of the flightpath angle.

4D.

Alarm Monitor

The- alarm monitor (fig. 5-19) Provides
warning in the event of a failure which would
produce unreliable indications from the vertical
reference set. It monitors 3-shase ac. power,
28-volt '4:lc-power, positive and negative 28-volt
derived dc, positive, and negative. 15-volt
regulated dc,, pitch serv6 channel, roll servo
channel, and flightpath angle computer. If any,
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of these functions fails, the ilarm. monitor will
cause warning flags iff the indicator to appear
and the PRIM GYRO OFF' light to illuminate.
The system will th_T automatically switch to
electrolytic erectipn.

In mnormal operation, the alarm monitor
circuit holds relay A2K1 energized. Relay A2K1
in turn holds relay A2K4 energized. These two
relays control power OFF' and displacement

arriing flags in the attitude indicator, the PRIM
GYRO OFF light on the right-hand console
caution lights panel, and the erection relay. If
there is a failure in the reference set, the alarm
monitor Allows these two relays to deenergize.
This causes the flags to appear in the attitude
indicator, the warning iight to come on, and the
system to revert to electrolytic erection.

The alarm monitor monitors the neutral leg
of the '3-phase power applied to, vertical .gyro
rotor B101. If any leg of the 3-phase power fails,
current flows in the neutral line. This current
flow is sensed by the alarm monitor which
operates the warning flags and light.

In the event of failure of the aircraft 28-volts
dc, the power relay, K3, will deenergize,
interruPting the 3-phase ac power. Interruption
of the ac power will cause failure 6.f.the positive
and negative regulated 28 olts dc and the
positive and negative regulated 15 volt's dc. The
regulated 28 volts dc is monitored by 28-volt dc
monitor A17. If the positive, regulated 28 volts
dc drops below 15 volts, or the negative
regulated 28 volts dc drops below n volts, the
alarm monitor oPerates. The positive and
negative replated b5 volts dc is monitored by

.15-volt dc Monitor' A9. If ,the regulated 15 volts
dc drops below 9 volts, the alarm monitor
operates. For the initial 6Q seconds of operation
of the reference 'set, the negative rekulated 28.
volts dc is returned to ground through resistors
located in 28-volt dc nrOnitor A17, and the
contact of the 60-secone thermal start cycle
relay. The alarm monitor" sees this,condition as a
failure of the negative 28 volts deiri'd keeps file
warning flags in view for the initial 60 seconds.

The pitch Signal chAnnel is monitored at
yitch servo CT B221. If the pitCh channel
malfunctions, the error 'signal in 3221 'wig
become excessive. The alarm' monitor opqr4es
when the error builds up to 10°. The, rolliigrial
channel is monitored in a similar mani*r

416

transformer T4. The alarm monitor ,operates
when the roll error reaches 3°.

Flightpath angle computer failures are
detected at either of two pointsat, feedback
integrator A 10A1 or at preamplifier A8. If the
vertical velocity computer 'malfunctions,
feedback integrator AlbAl will draw iextessive
current, causing the alarm monitor to operate.
Excessive servo loop errors will' cause excessive
Output from preamplifier A8. This condition
also causes the alarm.monitor to Operate.

Built-In Test Circuit

The bUilt-in-test (BIT) circuit works through
the alarm monitor (fig. 5-19) to indicate
whether the pendulum spin motor speed control
circuits are operating .correctly (fig. 5-15). If the
speed control is not operating correctly, the.
alarm monitor will cause thewarning flags and
light)to indicate failure when the BIT check is
performed. If the 'speed control is operating
.correctly when the BIT check is performed, the
warning flags.will wave and the light will flash
on and off at a steady rate.

When the cockpit mounted1 BIT switch is
placed in INTERNAL position, lay A 17K2 is
energized and thermal relay K4 be s to heat.
Relay A 17K2 substitutes the 7.5-volt dc signal
for the airspeed input signal to the speed control
circuit. This simulated airspeed signal will drive
the pendulum spin motor at 50 'percent speed
(half speed produces approximately 3,300 pulses..
per 'second). Thermal relay K4 has a 60-second
delaY to allow the circuits to stabilize prior to
testing. At 60 seconds, the contacts of K4 close
and relay A 17K1 energizes connecting the BIT
circuit to the alarm monitor. Pendulum spin
motor speed is monitored by the BIT circuits at
transformer T5,.This variable rate pulse train is
monitored by BIT discriminator/sumMer
circuitry A17. BIT sense level potentiometers on
the A17 card adjust the high and low speed
limits. If the spin motor speed is too high or too
low, diodes conduct and develop an output for
the alarm monitor.

When the spin motor speed is within the
specified limits, there is no output from the BIT
discriminator/summer. With no output from the'
discriminator/summer, the ' ,alarrn monitor
&energizes relay: .A2K1.,-When relay A2K1.,

4+,119
4.31 A
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Figure 5-20.VFRS block diagram.

deenergizes, it provides a discharge path for a
capacitor in the discriminator/summer. The
tapacitor discharges until it reaches a level which
permits the alarm monitor to reenergize relay
A2K1. This circuit continues tO cycle, waying
the flap and flashing the warning light to
indicate that the pendulum spin motor speed
control is operating correctly. If the spin motor
iS operating too fast or too slow, the output of
the BIT discriminator/summer causes the alarm
monitor to keep relay A2K1 deenergized, keep
flags in view, and keep the warning light lit.

The BIT check is the only test performed on
$ the VFRS at the organizational level of

maintenance. If the VPRS fails the BIT check,
the referenpe set, sensor, and computer must be
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removed as a unit for repair and calibration at an $

intermediate level maintenance actiyity.

The "VTERNAL" p`asition on. the BIT
switch is uked for applying an external*ignal for
calibration purposes, which is also performed at
the intermediate, or higher, levél,- of
maintenance.

Power Distribution

The reference set uses 115-volt, 400-Hz,
3-phase wye-connected power and 28-volt dc
power. This power enters the computer through
the contacts of a power relay. Aircraft-supplied
28 volts dc holds the power relay energized
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whin a ground is applied to the relay from an
external ON-OFF control circuit.

The computer derives positive and negative
28 volts dc and positive and negative regulated
15 volts dc from the 3-phase aircraft power.
These regulated voltages are used in circuits
where power variations would degrade
performance. The unregUlated-28-volt dc aircraft
power is used primarily where . considerable
current is required, such as for energizing relays
and for amplifier output stages. Q

When power is initiallY :applied to the
reference set, a 12-second thermal delay relay is
activated by 115 volts, phase C, and a 60-second
thermal delay relay is activated by 115
volts, phase B. As the normally closed contacts
of these relays open, relays in the erection
circuit are operated to produce the results
described \earlier.

SUMMARY OF VFRS OPERATIO

Figure 5-20 provides a simplified functional
block diagram, of the VFRS. The functions of
the major circuitsoutlined by a single lineare
as follows:

1. 'The power distribution circuits receive
aircraft power, modify that power to system
requirements, and distribute, the power to the
system.

2. The start cycle relay circuits control
power application to the vertical gyro and to the
gyro erection circuits to'ensure proper eredtion.

3. The electrolytic-controlled erection
circuits initially -erect_ the gyro to a spin-axis
vertical position.

4. The roll channel provides the system roll
output signal, and incorporates a servo loop to
position the outer roll gimbal.

5. The pitch channel provides the system
pitch ouiput signal, and incorporates a servo
loop Wposition the pendulum pitch gimbal.

6. The pendulum-referenced erection
circuits assume control of gyro erection
a p proximately 60 seconds after power
application to the 'system, and maintain the spin
axis vertical.

7. The spin motor speed control circuits
control pendulum spin motor speecl to
counteract the effects of acceleiation on thez
pendulum.

8. The, flightpath angle computer circuits
re ceive airspeed , altitude, and vertical
acceleration signals and compute the flightpath
angle. Airspeed is also applied to the spin Motor
speed control circuits.

9. The failure monitor monitors various
parameiers throughout the system and activates
indicators in the event of failure.

1 3 3 -
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CHAPTER 6

INERTIAL NAVIGATION

The introduction of inertial navigation
systems into naval aircraft has -creaftd a whole
new set of problems in operation, maintenance,
and deck handling. This chapter discusses the
fundamental concepts of a semianalytic inertial
navigation system, and othef types of inertial
systems are discussed at the end of this chaptet.l.
A block diagram description of a typical inertiall .

navigation system is included in Aviation
Electrician's Mat; 3 & 2, NAVEDTRA 10348

,

FUNDAMENTALS OF INERTIAL
NAVIGATION

Much of the Material that follows in -this
chapter is reprinted by perMission from
Fundamentals of Inertial Navigation, published
by Litton Systems, Inc., co.pyright 1.969. ,

Navigation may be defined aS the process by
which one, directs a vehicle from one point to
another. Basically, navigation can be divided
into two categories: .(1) position fixing and (2)
dead reckoning. In die first category,, position is

, determined by your position relathe
positions of known objects such as stars add'
landmarks. The most common example of this is
celestial navigation. Loran is,another example of
navigation by periodiC position fixes. The
second category, dead reckoning, is the process,
of estimating your position from the following
known information: .

1. Previouify tnoWn position.
" 2 .Course*,.;.: °,

-3.: Speed.
4. Time elapi41.

Examples of thiS category are the Doppler radar
ahd the inertial navigators. .

#
1st

-AR

.11 .
All navigation lystems, except inertial, rely

on some bit of information -external to the
vehicle to solve its navigational problem. In this
respect the inertial navigator stands alone. It is
completely self-contained within the vehicle, It -
is independent of its operating environment,
such as wind, visibility, or aircraft attitude. It
does not radiate RF energy; therefore, it is
impervicius to countermeasures. It does not
depend on ground transmission or any other
outside sburce to determine its iWantaneotis
position. The inertial rtigator simple makes use
of the physical laws 'of, motion that isieWton
described threl centuries ago.

BASIC PRINCIPLES /

Perhaps the most important part of,

Newtonian physics on which the concepts of
inertial navigation systems are based is described
by Newton's First Law of motion: "Every body
continues in its state of rest,. or of uniform
motion in a straight line, unless it is compelled
to change that state by forces impressed on it."

. The full meaning of Newton's First Law is
not easily visualized iri the earth's reference
frame, for Newton's laws apply in an inertial
reference system. An inertial reference, system
may be defined as a nonrotating coordinate
frame, either stationary or moving linearly at a
uniform speed, in which there are no inherent
forces, such as gravity.

A simple test of, whether one is in a ,true
inertial system can be made by having the
observer release an object and observe its
mbtion: If the object is released' without
imparting any acceleration to it, the object will
remain in its position relative to the observerqf
the' object is thrown, it will continue on an

122
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undeviating path at a constant sPeed. Such a
system can" exist only in empty space; far from
any mass, for ,all masses contain giavitational
forces. A reference system attached to the earth
can/closely approximate'an inertial system when
theigravitational force On a body is balanced out
by a second force. For example, an>-6bject
sliding on.4 flat friCtiriless plane on the surface
of the earth would move in. a NEARLY straight
line.with a NEARLY constant speed, as seen by
an observer in the earth's coordinate system,

NOTE:. The word NEARLY is vphasized
beCause the object will deviate slighM from its
straight-line motion because of the earth's
rotation abbut axis.1"-

.

..ITewt6's" SeCond: Law7pf,..,Fiption shares
iniPortance with his First. LaNO: in, the inertial
ilavigator; for it is ; evAon'S-Second Law that
the' inertial. navig is based on. Newton's
Second Law of rn ion states: "Acceleration is
proportithial to the.resUltant force and is in the
same) direction as)his force." Thus, the Second
Law i Written

F = force
m = mass
a = acceleration

,

Now, the physical quantity in the foregoing
equation in which, the inertial navigator is
interested is acceleration; because from
acceleration, velocity and disPlacement can be
derived. For example,*consider this fact: Before
an object can change its state df rest or state of
motion, it must first experience an acceleration;
and since acceleration is a change in velocity and
velocity ' is a change in position; 'then
acceleration is a change, in the Change of
position. However, before any, change, can have
meaning; miist include the unit time.
Therefore; a change per unit of, time is defined
as a mte-of-change..-Thus, a rate-of-change of
displacemeKt is velocity; a rate-of-change of
velocity is acceleration; and a rate-of-change of a

rate-of-change of displacement is acceleration.
Written mathematically,

ds

dt

(12s dv

dt2 dt
a,

whereds/dt fs defined as the rate-of-change of
displacement "s" with respect to time and
d2s/di2 is the rate-of-change of the
rate-of-change of displacement "s" with respect
to time-. ,

The equations given abOve are from calculi:is,
and are called derivatives. The act Or,privewof
44king derivatives is d' differenliation. In
calculus,lhe a pro ss that, reV'erses the
operatic:in/of dfferentiation is called integration.
Differentiation is thefirOCe 0 f investigating orwcomparing hofr one phys cal property-varies
with respect t another; in gration, the reverse
of ,differentiat is thelvocesVbf summing 'all
fate-Of7chang s 'That dkccur within the limits
beinitpestig ted.

The inertial nayigator is not a differentlating
device; it is an integrating device. Ho*ever,
tibfore integration can be done`, a rate-of-change
must first be supplied. Thus, the inertial
navigator,'when stripped to its barest essentials,
is a detector and an integrator. It first detects**
changes of motion, and then it integrates these
changes of motion with time to arrive at
velocity, and again with' time to arrive at
displacement. .

undamentals of Integration°
-

Since the inertial navigator is partiy an
integrating device, a simplified expltnation and
an applied example are given. Fiist, consider the .
integrals of acceleration and 4olocity given as

'where

123
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fa at = v
fv dt = s

ffadt4t = s

= displacement
v = veloCity
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= acceleration
f - integration symbol
dt = tune differential

The in:egr4 )pequations show that 'when
acceleration is-integrated with reSpect. to time,
the result is velocity; when velocity is integrated
with respect,.to. time the result is displacement.
Also, when acceleration iS integrated' twice
(dOuble integral) with respect to time, the result
is displacemen t .

Recall from elementary physies that
acceleration whose, units are ft/sec2, multiplied
by time, in seconds is velocity in ft/sec. Also, .

that velocity (fl/sec) multiplied by .time (sec) is
displacement (ft). The integration of,
acceleration; for example, is the Mathematical
process of-summing all minute acceleration-time
increments over a given time period, the result
of which is velocity over the same time.period,
The same process done on velocity gives
displaceMent or distance traveled over the same
time period.

An example of how a simple single-axis
inertial navigator works is illustrated as follows:
A man has an acceleration detecting device;an
integrating device, and a displacement readout
device strapped to his back. The acceleration
detecting device is capable of detection only
along one line and is oriented in the backpack so
that it detects accelerations when the man is
moving forward .,z) backward, but not sideways
or up and down (bobbing). Figure 6,4 is a block
diAgram of Rich a device.

If a man starts at reference point A, noting
the reading on the displacement readout device
atthat point, and walks to point B, then stops,
the readout .clev?ce will indicate the new
position. The distance travelediidirectly, from
point A to point B added to thirréference
noted at point A will be indicated the
displacement indicator. The man re ros to
point A by walking backwards so not to
disorieni his simple inertial device. t point A
his readout device indicates the ue that was
choSen as a reference, which, is e displacement
at point B ntrius the, distance traveled directly
from point1B To point A.

Figure 6-2(A) is' a graph f1the deteeted
acceleration;. (13) is the velocity curve btained
by integrating the acceleration curve h6 vriin

4, 0

-ACCELERATION

DETECTOR

0

I TIME

ist: IN'TEGRATOR

fodt v

1 TIME

2nd INTEGRATOR

fvdt s

DISPLACEMENT s

INDICATO4

208.161
Figure 6-1.Simple single-axis ibertial navigator block

diagrani.

(A); and (C) is the displacement curve obtained
. by integrating the velocity curve shown in (B).

All three curNes are plotted as a function of
time.

The acceleration curve (fig. 6-2(A)) begMs at
tirne to as the man begins his walk from point A
in curve (C). The acceleration at time to-has a
value of al a, it remains at that value Jintil°
time t1, where the man ceases to acceleraty;
therefore, acceleration goes .td zero. At this
point, a steady velocity is reached. The man
continues Walking at a, constant veldcity until
tiine t2 where he be.t.6 stop., The
Acceleration detector, detects an acceleration
equal in value to al, but its direCtion is opposite.
This acceleration is constant from tMe t2 to
time t'3, going to ze,t6'at time t3. The man IS
now stationary and standing at -hi§
destinationpoint B.

Now, look at the-velocity curve for the time
interval to to t3, which is the result obtained
when aeceleration is -integrated .'over the same
intervalTit is the output'of :the first integrator
frorn to to t°3. During the interval to to t
velocity is,changing in an increasing or positiVe
direction. Thfl. means that an sa'cceleration is
taking Place and .4 positive. Velocity is constant
during Ane interFal 11 to t2,' which means that
acceleratiOn is ZOO. At tiMe t2,'velocity begins
to decrease: which meinS that An accelerationis
again takingiplace. In-this case:the adceleration is
VegatiVe. -At time t3, both, acceleration and ,
velocity are zero:

Sirice the inertial navirtor's purpose is to
keep track of position and not- total distance
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Figure 6-2.Intsgpation of acceleration and velocity.

traveled, it integrates all values of acceleration
(positive and negative) detected over the time
interval. Therefore, it is the net value of
acceleration in which the inertial navigator is
interested. For instance, in the time interval to
to t3, all accelerations that occur over the time
interval are summed, which gives a net value at
time t3. In this case, integration of acceleration
(curve (A)) is the process of summing the area
bounded by the acceleration curve and the time
axis, where the area above the time axis is
positive and the area 'below the 'time axis is
negative. Since the area above the time axis is

208.162
(A) Acceleration; (8) velocity; (C) displacement.

equal to the area below the time axii, the net
value of acceleration for the interval to to t3 is
zero. The integral of acceleration for the interval
to t3 is therefore zero, which means that the
velocity at time t3 is equal to the velocity at
time to, which in this easy§ zero.

Now, integrating velocity from time to to t3
(which is the job of the second integrator) gives
B units of displacement dn the displacethent axis
at time t3. The displacement readout device
changes continuously, as long as the second
integrator produces -an output. The second
integrator ceases.to produce an output when the
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first integratdr (velocity) ceases to produce an
output. The velocity integrator continues to
produce an output until it receives an
acceleration which balances out the initial
acceleration, thus producing a net acceleration
of zero. The readout device stops at the point
where the net acceleration is zero. Until this
condition is reached, the readout device
indicates continuous change in displacement.

The return trip is described as follows: The
man pauses at point B for time interval t3 to t4,
then begins walking backwards to point A at
time t4. The acceleration detector detects an
acceleration -a2, which is negative and slightly
less than the previous aCceleration, -al . At time
ts a steady velocity is reached and acceleration
goes to zero at this point. Note also that velocity
is now negative since the direction of travel is
reversed. Since the magnitude of acceleration,
-a2, is less than that of a l , maximinn velocity on
the return trip is less and, therefore, the time
required to return to point A is greater. This is
shown by time interval- t4 to t7 greater than
time interval to to t3. When the man is nearly at
point A, he begins to stop, which is at time t6,
producing an acceleration a2 as detected by the
acceleratio, n detector. Fle comes to a full stop at
time t7 where his detector detects zero
acceleration. Since the net acceleration over the
interval is again zerci, the output of the first
integrator (velocity) is zero; the output of the
second integrator tdisppeement) stops with the
displacement readouc device indicating the
reference value that was originally noteil at
point A.

The simple inertial navigator just described
will detect and compute all changes in
d s placement PROVIDED the acceleration
detector (accelerometer) retains its straight-line
orientation and all motion is along a straight litie
passing through the reference or initial point.

With this simple inertial navigating device,
the. man is restricted to navigation along a,
straight line, and on the return trip he must walk
backwards (unless he unstraps the device from
his, back and sets it down, and then turns around
and straps it to hies chest, then proceqls walking
forward).

Two-Axis Inertial Navigation System

Suppose, for example, that the earth is flat.
If so, position can be determined by the use of a
system of coordinate axes. This system of
coordinates is defined f' two sets of parallel
lines (x and y) in will, n one set of lines is,
perpendicular to the other set of lines,
forming a grid network over the earth's su.

Now, if two sin*-axis inertial "navi
devices are used, pos4ion on /the plarie (flat
surface) can be determined by shnply
maintif ng p r orientation of each,
accelero er's sC tive axis relative to the
coordinate system. That is, one accelerometer is
mounted a platform so that its sensitive axis
lies along ttç x-:axis, and the other accelerometer
is mounted n the same platform so that its
sensitive axis lies along the y-axis, thus
maintaining their axes mutually perpendicular.
The accelerometers will then sense any rate of

2nd. INTEGRATOR

fvydt 2 y

DISPLACEMENT
ALONG Y

ACC Agin a

PLATFORM

A cos a
X

ACC
let. INTEGRATOR

faxdt v,
2nd. INTEGRATOR

fv, dt r

DISPLACEMENT

ALONG X

208,183
Figure 8-3.Two-axis inertial navigation system, block diagram.
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Figure 6-4.Two-axis inertial platform in a plane coordinate system.
(4?

change. of-+,:!elocity along the cobrdinate axes.
Figure 6-3 is a block diagram.of a simplified
two-axes inertial navigation system,

, .

Figure 6-4 is an, illustration of ,the7'i1ertial"
platform mounted on -a vehicle maving Over a
plane coordinate system. Note that the platform
and accelerometers remain oriented with ,the
coordinate axes regardless of the heading of the
vehicle. Displacement of the vehicle Over ije
grid system is represented bji the vehicle's
gound track, which' ean be located by the x, y
coordinates at aiiy given time.. The
x-displacement is pkftted left/right, and the
y-displacehrtent is plotted top/bottom on ilw
page. Time is referenced to the xKixis.

Figtre 6-5 is an illustration of a typlcal set
of acceleration and velocity curves obtained

208.164

.from the inertial navigation system shOWn in.
figure 6-4.

Referring to figures 6-4 and 6-5, the
tiperation Of the plane inertial navigatiorrsystem
is explained as .follows: The vehicle is aligned
(initialized') 'on the coordinate system with a
displacement of 3 on the x. and y axes; that is,
both x and y displacement indicators are set to
read 3, ,At tirne t3, the vehicle experiences an
acceleration, A, in a direction of 45° from the
x-axis. ,The accelerOmeters detect only that
portion of the acceleration (hat lies along .its
sensitive axis; that is, the x-accelerometer
detects the component of acceleration along the
x-axis, whiCh is A cos a, and the y-accelerometer
detects the component' of tA 'along the y-axis,
which It A sin a. The vehicle Continues in a
direction of 45° until time t IS, at which time it
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Figure 6-5.Acceleration and velocity curves.

begins a turn to the right. Since the sine and
cosine are equal to each other at the angle 450
(which means that the acceleration and velocity
along the x-axis is equal to the acceleration and
velocity along the y-axis), the displacements
along x and y are equal at time t15, which is.x =
15 and y = 15.

. At time t15, the vehicle begins a turn to the
right, completnig the turn at time t20. The new,
direction is 'parallel tO the x-coordinate and
perpendicular to the y=coordinate. Referring to
figure 6-5, the time interval t 15 to t20 shows
that the x-accelerometer detects a positive
acceleration while the y-accelerometer detects a
negative acceleration. If the speed of the vehicle
is maintained constant throughout the turn, the
detected acceleration results from a velocity
alange which is due to a change in direction
rather than a change in ,speed. This acceleration
is called RADIAL (centripetal) acceleration, AR,
and is directed toward the center of the turn and
perpendicular to tangential velocity, VT, as

128
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shown at coordinates (17.5, 17) in figure 6-4.
Had the speed not been constant during the
turn, a tangential acceleration, AT, would have'
occurred, which would be parallel to the
tangential velocity (VT) vector and normal (at a
right angle) to the radial acceleration vector
(AR). Its direction would depend upon whether
the speed was increasing or decreasing, positive
or negative. Had the acceleration which resulted
from the vehicle turning been due to both a
change in speed and direction, the
accelerometers would have detected the x and y
components of the ,resultatt of the two
accelerations. ,

The important:point to note about detecting
acceleration a an accelerating body is that the
accelerometergletecf:only the component of
the resultant acceleration along their sensitive
axis. The acceleronieters have no way of telling
whether the detected velocity change is due to a
speed change or a direction change or both; nor
does it matter what forces cause the velocity
changes.rThe end result is the same provided the
accelerometers maintain correspondence with
the coordinate axes, .

Referring to the acceleration and velocity
curves in figure:6-5, 'the, integration of the
X-component ofaccelerationl for the interval t15
to t20 shows ran incrae in the x-component of
velocity and, PieiefQrq; Si corresponding increase
in displaceineni-ilOng the -XtaXis. Integration of
the y-component of iCcelesation over the- same
interval shows that the velocity goes to zero at
time t20; therefore, the displacement along the
y-axis ceases to change. Hence at time t15, the
displacement is (15,, 15); at time t20, the
displacement is (20, 15); at time t25, the
displacement is (25, 15), etc.

The inertial navigation system just described
will navigate very well On a flat surface;
hover, to navigate on the earth requires a
highly complex inertial system. The earth of
course is not flat, and it is not exactly round
either. Its radius pat the poles is less than its
radius at the equator. It also spins about its
polar axis and orbits around the sun.All of these
things must be taken into account Ai corrected
for (except the earth's motion in orbit around
t4c. sun) before navigation on the" earth by
inertial means can be realized. The earth's
motion about the sun does not affect tin earth
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inertial navigatistem because `this motion is

translational which is shared equally by all
points on the eaiztji.

BASIC SYSTEM COMPONENTS

The inertial navigation: system. measures
aircraft accelerations to continuously compute
aircraft velocity and change in present position.
These measurements are made by precision
inertial devices mounted on a 3-axes stable
element which is, in turn, part of a four-gimbal
structure. The four-gimbal structure allows the
stable element to move 3600 of freedom about
the three axes.

Two gyros provide gimbal stabilization
signals to maintain the stable element level with
the earth's surface and aligned to true north, and
to measure aircraft pitch and roll attitude. The
inertial characteristics of the gyrosc es
employed in the system are used to define a
mAntain the _reference axes for relatively long
periods of time and with great -accuracy. With a
gyro stabilized platform as a reference, it is

possible to accurately detect the desired
componen,ts of motion in any direction usirig
precision accelerometers, and analog or digital
icomputers.

Accelerometers

The prirnary data source for this methOd of
navigation is the accelefometer. -IT,Iiree
accelerometers, mounted on the stable element
between the gyros, provide output signals
proportional to total accelerations experienced
'along the three axes of the stable element. The
accelerations are computedtO produce aircraft
velocities and change'. in, position

An acceletdmoter ednsists dfg a pendulous
mass which is flee to rotit.te.,ahoUt.a pivot axis in
the instrOmene, 'Figure.; 676. ShOik,s-.one form of
this devico. It 'lids an:,cjeCtildal .piekoff which
converts the rotation Of the:Anass: about the
pivot axis to an output signal. An .aeceleration of
the device to the right causes the pendulum to

.sWing to the left, thereby providing an electrical
pickoff signal which causes a torquer to restrain
the pendulum. The pickoff signal is supplied to a
high gain amplifier, and the outpUt of the
amplifier is connected to the torquer on the

TORUUER
MASS

ELECTRICAL
ACCELERATION

OUTPUT
SIGNAL

SENSITIVE
AXIS

PIVOT

PICXOFF

AMPLIFIER

208.166

Figure 6-6.Typical torque-balanced accelerometer.

accelerometer. The operation of this feedback
loop is such that when an acceleration is present,
a voltage is sent to the torquer .Whieh hOlds the
pickoff signal at a null under: the- idhience of

, the ., ipeasUred acceleration:.,::f he 'voltage is
:PrOporkiOnartd, the:-.ineasured acceltration and

.. ProvideS, the elecirical output acceleration signal
, ..wh*iS..SUAlied tdtkie computer.

Itig.-,fi.e.ce,1eititneter cannot distinguish
HietWeen the aCcekration of the vehicle and

gravitational acceleration. Therefore, if the
accelerometer is tilted off level, as shown in
figure 6-7(C), its output will include a

., component of gravitational acceleration as well
as vehicle acceleration. To obtain the correct

.
vehicle acceleration in the horizontal plane, it is
necessary: to hold the sensitive axis of the
accelerometer normal to the gravitational, field,
as shdwn in figure 6-7(8).. , .

If the accelerometer is mounted on a

platform (stable element) in such a way that it is
always held level, the' accelerometer measures
true aircraft acceleration in a horizontal
direction, along the sensitive . axis of the
accelerometer. By mounting another level
accelerometer perpendicular to the first one (x
and y axes), the total true acceleration in a
h o ri zontal plane is determined for any
movement in any d'rection. _

In tegrat ors

To convert the measured aCceleFation to
aircraft position information, it is necessary to
process the acceleration signals to produce
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Figure 8-7.Principle of accelerometer. (A) Accelerom-,
eter' at nUll; (B) true acceleration; (C) spurious accelera-

. tion due tolravity.

velocity information, and then to process the
velocity information to obtain distance traveled.
An analog type intedator is shown in figure 6-8.
It is *an electromechanical device which rebeives
an electrical input (acceleration or velocity) and
produces a shaft speed proportional tO the
input. The shaft angle is the output of the
integrator; and it is the mathematical integral of
the input. If the input is acceleration, the output

INPUT
SIGNAL

RATE SIGNAL

AMPLIFIER MOTOR

SUMMING
POINT

TACHOMOTOR

OUTPUT

-
POTENTIOMETER

(PROVIDES OUTPUT PROPORTIONAL
TO SHAFT ANGLE)

. S

208.168
Figure 6-8.Analog integrating device.
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'Figure 6-9.Basic inertial navigation system.

is velocity; ifothe input is velocity, the output is
.distance.

If ()he the horizontal aecelerometers
points ifortlicthe other one will always point
east. By7` connecting the accelerometer outputs
to integrators as shown 'in figure 6-9, distarice
traveled in the north-south and east-west
directions can be determined. The importance of
maintaining the proper accelerometer pointed
north, and of maintaining 129th accelerometers
horizontal-IV the earthis surface, is apparent. If
the, accelerometers tilt, off level, gravitational
components will be measured and navigation
errors will result. A. third accelerometer is
sometimes mounted on the stable element in the
vertical plane to determine vertical acceleration.
The gravity component is subtracted from the
output of the accelerometer by the computer.
The reiulting signal represents actual aircraft
vertical acceleration. Vertical acceleration is
supplied to an integrator in the attitude
computer which computes vertical velocity.

Platform Stable Element

Proper orientation of the accelerometers is
maintained by mounting them on a stable
element together with gyroscopeS, which are the
sensing elements for controlling the orientation
of the stable element. The stable elemeilt (fig.
6-10) is mounted on gimbals which isolate it
from angular motions of the aircraft.

130
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Figure 6-10.Simplified platform stable element.
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GYROSCOPES.The stable element
co ntai.ns two identical- floated,
two-degree-of-freedom gyroscopes, mounted one
on top of the other in a dumbbell configuration
(fig. 6-10), with their spin axes horizontal and at
right angles to each other: The wheels in these
gyroscopes, which spin at WO speed, resist any
effort to .change, the orientatiou of Iheir spin
axes. .

Figure 6-11 shows .a two-degree-of-freedom
gyro and a single-axis stable platform The
*pickoffs on the gimbals within the gyro produce
electrical signals if the gyro case ;is moved from
its mull position with respect to the gyro motor.
With the gyros mounted on the stable element,
any displacement of the stable element from the
frame of reference will. be ,,sensed by the
electrical pickoffs in the gyfoscopes. The signals
thus created are used to drive the' platform
gimbals to realign the stable element.

PLATF.ORM GIMBA.L
ST RUCTURE.Figure 6,1q illustrates the
four-gimbal platform configuration actually used
in Mertial navigation sYstemi. The stable

GYRO
PICKOFF

BEARING

STABLE
.ELEMENT AMPLIFIER,

ACCELEROMETEFf

MOTOR

element is mounted in the ,gimbal ,structure so
that regardless of what maneuvers are rriszle by
the aircraft, it retains the original orientation,
thus serving as a levet mount for the
aCcelerometers. An aziinuth gimbal permits the
aircraft to change heading withput affecting the
orientation of the stable element. A pitcii.ginibal
removes the effect of aircraft pitch, an1:1 a roll
gimbal eliminates the effects of rod. An extra
roll gimbal- is provided which prevents the
occurrence of gimbal lock during,certain aircraft
maneuvers and Makes .the system truly
all-attitude. Referring to. figure 6-12, the inner
roll gimbal Is provided to prevent gimbal lock,
which would cause the stable element to tumble.

lock occurs when two of the gimbal axes
beCome aligned4atal1et4o.each other, Causing
the stablk eleinent tO lose; One of its degjeeS of
freedorri: When the,airerpffgotceeds 90° in, pitch,
the outer 'toil, gimbal is ibtated through 180° .

the ginibal_spe Oriented.sO that aircraft attitude
and headinern4 ,b6;sensed 'by measuring angles
between the gimbals. Synchros transmit this
information to.the attitude indicator and,othp
systems in the-aircraft.

Platform Orientation.Tigure 6-13(A)
illustrates the apparent- rotation of a stabilized
platform located at the equatpr. As §hown, the
platform will remain fixed with reSpect
to inertial space, but it wi,ll appear to rotate with
respect to the surface of the earth as the earth
spins about its polar axis. This is undesirable
from the point of view of navigation, since the-
accelerotheters will not remain horizontal to the
earth's surface, thus producing gravitational.
components of acceleration in the , outputs of
the accelerometers.

Consider also what happens to a stable
element which is aligned Properly -at the
beginning of a flight as.theaircraft flies Over the
surface of the eafth.- If 'the *craft .flightpath is.
straight north,'-from ,the equator tO the north .

pole, as shown figurer,6;14(A),. the aircraft. :
"sees" a continuing pitctt maueuVer. At the pole,
instead ol.-the OlAform 'being , level with the
surface of the earth, it would now be tilted 90°
off level. e

208.171 Gyro Torquing Computations.To
Figure 6-11.Single-axis, gyrostabilized platfiorm. overcome the problems that arise from platform

. ,
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'AZIMUTH GIMBAI,..
PgiNTING TO

. 1-RUE NORTH

6-12.--Gi mbal flipping 4cyn.

theros/copic principle o, .

tly utilizing the gyroscop
precession as the .aircraft flies o
earth, it is possible to-apply a c
to the appropriate gyro akis, tb
the gyros tó maintaki the . ita
horizontal to tie earth's siirl'ace
north.. Opeilatio\n of .the 4platfor
earth rate ana aircrift r 610.5011.
shown in. Cigures 6-1 1W 0414

-

208.172

4,-. l''' An analog ora digital.computer is used to
'develop the sigiIals necessary to properly,torque .

thc gytos. Th correcifons for earth rate depend

4.-

bn the aircra
..14',

t's posifion on the earth's surface.
Ihe analog corrections are derived from highly. -

* ;. ur4tet potentiorheters Vich produce
-..,-.,d poin ',,: gonoifibtric functions of aircraft positio,n. Tiie '

With iirop' A, . , o'ntiothdteis are driven by the position
Correction ;*4'.* . ggrator shafts. To maintain the stable element

... , ,tiented to the north reference, torquing

; . #
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t=

t=12 HRS

Figure 6-13.Earth iate torquing. (A) WithOut gYrr.; 'tOrquing; (B) with gyro;torquing;

208.173

Figure 6-14.Aircrait rate torquing. (A) Without gyro torquing; (B) with -gyro torqUing.
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LINEAR MOTION

a

LINEAR MOTION

ANGULAR
MOTION

mg cos el

( B )

Figure 6-15.Simple pendulum.

corrections are also applied to rotate the interpret gravity accelerations
platform about the vertical axis.to compensate acceleration of the aircraft.
for vehicle velocity.

Schuler Pendulum

A pendulum is any suspended mass, free to
rotate, about at kast one axis, and its center of
gravity is NOT- on the axis of rotation.
Therefore, any pivoted mazthat is not perfectly
balanced is, by definition', a pendulum. The
inertial platform is a pendulous device and,
therefore, behaves as all pendulums behave.They
align to the dynamic vertical ,when at rest, with
the pivot axis and the center of gravity both in

. line with the gravity vector and with the center
of gravity on the bottom. Also, they tend to
break into their natural period of oscillation
whenever the aircraft is accelerated.

Pendulous oscillation is periodic angular
motion having the gravity vector as its midpoint.
Periodic motion around the local vertical
produces obvious errors frOm an inertial
platform since misalignment relative to the
horizontal plane introduces gravity components
on accelerometer inputs. The system will

mg cos 62

2.08.175

a horizontal
he 'Schtder

pendulum is a specially const e idulum
that does not possess the un ed oscilla
motions of non-Sciiuler pendulums. .It is a
special case o(f both the simple and the
compound pen ulums, which is illustrated in th:
following discussion on simple and compound
pendulums.

-

S IMPLE PENDULUM.The simple
pendulumiconsists of a small body suspended by
a weightleSs string. The motion of the simple
pendulum is both periodic and oscillatory. The
period of the simple pendulum is given by the
mathematical formula:

T = 27r

where
sz

I .= time of one oscillation in Seconds
L = length of the string
g = local gravity. ,

The above formula shows that the period of
a -imple pendulum is proportiobal to the square

135
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root of the length of the susPending string. The
longer the string, the longer the period.

A ,property of the simple pepdulum-that is
very useful in the constructiag of an inertial
stable element is shown in figure 6-15., Two
penchilums are suspended by strings of different
lengths, and the point of suspension ot. each is
adcelerated hdrizotitally by ,,equal forces. The
inertia of the "bob" resists the change in its
state of motion; causing the "bob",to lag behind
the point of Suspension:This action produces an
angular motion of the pendulurn with respect to
the local gravity vector. Figure 6-15 shows that
the .length of pendulum'(B) is longer than
pendulum (A,a, and angular motion of
pendulum (Bi is less tha pendulum (A), for a
cdrresponding linear motion of the suspension
point. Therefore, the lOnger the suspending.
stringt .the less the angular motion of the
pendulum for a given., linear motion of- the
suspension point...

Now, consider what, would happen if the
suspending stripgwere long tnough tb Maintain
the "bob" at .the center of the earth and the
suspension point were transported horizontally
along theTarth's surface (fig. 6-14(B)). Since tite

LINEAR MOTION

"bob" is hypothetically at the center of the
earth, which'is also"the seat of the earth's gravity
field, an acceleration of the,:pOini.of suspension
along the darth's surface would .nierely realign
the suspending string with the new local gravity
vectoi...Threforf, the angular motion of the
pendulum with respect to the gravity vector for
any horizontal acceleration of the suspension
point is zero. This particular pendulum is called
the "Schuler pendulum," which is illustrated in
figure 6-14(B). It gets its name from the German
engineer, Maximillian Schuler; who solved the
probleni of oscillating shipboard gyrocompasses
in the early 1i0O's. Of course, Schuler could not
use the simple :pendulum itself to solve this
oscillating problem, for that_, is obviously
impossible. He used the principle of the..simple
pendulum to construct a pendulum thatreactdd
like a siinple pendulum whose length was equal
tO the radius of the earth, which is
approximately 3,440 nautical miles long and has
a period of oscillation of about 84.4 minutes.
Since the perio,d ,of oscillation of a pendulum is
proportional to the square root of its, length, any
pendulum constructed to oscillate with a period.
of 84.4 minutes would have an equivalent length

LINEAR MOTION

%.

M I I
ANGULAROTION I

It I

CENTER OF I

IOSCILLATION
11

(B )

Figure 6.16.Compound pendulum.
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of approximately 3,440 nautical miles. Such a
pendulum is the Schuler pendulum, which is a

'special case of the compound or physical"
pendulum. Figure §-I 6 illustrates three examples
of compound pendulums.

COMPOUND PENDULUM.In figure
. 6-16(A), the pivot point is farthest away from

the center of grbity, which is repiesented by
distance d; in (B), the pivot point is closer to jhe
'center of gravity than in (A), but farther a ay-
than the one ,shown in (C) which iS pivote at
the center of gravity.-'
_ The pivot point of each'pendulum shown in
figure 6-16 is given the same acceleration;
therefore, each pendulum possesses the same
linear motion at' its pivot point. Yet, each
pendulum has a different angular motion. Note
that, as distance d decreases, the angular motion
of the pendulum with respect to the local
vertical (gravity, vector) decreases and distance L
increase-S. 'Distance L, is the distance 'from pivot
pOint P to th center of oscillatipn, point 0.
Note also, that S thdpivot point awl the center
of gravity co together, the equii,alenty
length L of the pendnlum becomes longer.

. Figure :6-16(C) shows the pendulum pivoted at
the center of gravity., in which case there is no
angular motion of the pendulum and the
equivalent length L is infinite. Therefore, it is
not a pendulum; it is a perfectly balanced mass
which has an infinite period of oscillation. Thus,
if it is possible, to constnIct a pendulum of
infmite equivalent length and period, it is also
possible to construCt tine that has an eqUivalent
length of 3,440 nautical miles. Such a pendulum
would be pivoted at some distance d from the
center of gravity which would be a distance
greater than the one in figure:6-16(C), but _less
than the one in (B). When it is pivoted at a pOint
where the pethod of oscillation' is found td.be
84.4 minutes, ., the equivalent length will be
approximately 3,440 nautical miles longhence,
a Schuler pendulum.

. The stable elernent is essentially a Schuler
pendulum; however, it is not entirely
mechanized by 'mechanical, means, as was shown
in t he foregoing discussiOn an SChuler
pendulums, for .the earth's radius Varies with.
latitude: The earth'S radius is greater at the
equator than it.is at the, poles,. Por this reason

LATITUDE
LINE

:41.3EARTHslizOTATION

I POLAR AXIS

OPERATIONAL LIMIT
INERTIAL NAVIGATION

eSYSTEM APPROX 80°
LATITUDE

Nia.00AL VERTICALi
(GEOGRAPHIC Oa'.

GRAVITY)

LONGITUDE

LINE

,208.177
Figure 047.Frame of reference.

the stable 'element utilize what is known as
_ SCHULER TUNING. Schuler tuning is a process

of torquing the platform top position normal to
the gravity vector by signals received fiorn a
computing loop as the stable element is
transported over the earth. Schuler tuning. is
discussed in more detail later in this chapter.

Frame of Reference

The frame of reference about which the
inertial navigation system measures acceleration,
to define the instantaneous position of the
aircraft, is the conventional' latitude-longitude

.cOordinate system (fig. 6-17). The, local Veitical,
I, established and maintained by the inertial

navigation system, is the gravity Vertical and is
coincident with the geographic vertical. The
inertial navigation system is oriented to the true
north reference by _sensing the motion of the
earth rotating on the polar axis. The frame of
reference defined is horizontally aligned in a
plane parallel to. the 'surface of the 6arth: and
oriented to true north.

ESTABLISHING ;THE i.EFEREI9CE.It
may be seen from figures 6-10 and 6-17 that, by
'establishing the frame of reference, three
perpendicular axes of the stable element will be
aligned automatically to the hoiizontal
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coordinateS! of the latitude-longitude

,alig ed with the local vertical, the Y axis
system; that is, the stable element Z

axis is
is aligned northsouth and, therefore, coincident

.:with lines of longitude, and the X axis is aligned
east-west coincident with lines of latitude. In all
calCulations, X axi$ is positive east, 'V axis is
yositive north, inikZ axis istpositive awa9 from
the center of the edith.

A pair of two-degrae-of-freedOm gyroscopes
is used to establish and maintain the stable
element to . the frame of:reference. 4kin
t wo-d e greeeof:freedom gyrokope hs .o;

oensfrive 'aXesr it is necessary. that twO tiich
gyroscopes (fig. 6-10) be used, with' the. :
:redundant uPper gyroscope Z axis norutilized.
They are physically moUnted on the -stable
'element, so that their spin axes are
perpendicular in the horizontal plane with this
arrangenint, alignment of the upper gyroscope
spin axisnorth-south will automatically align the
lower gyroscope spin axis east-west.

The stable.. element containing the

. system, which is 'a series of interloc g rings
gyroscopes is supported by the Olatforgiinbal

' that isolate the stable elenient from afrcraft
motion and disturbing forces. Thus), the
gyroscopes control the stable element. However,
if a free gyroscope is Oriented so the
spin axis aligns eaSt-west in-a horizontal plane,,
the gyro will precess in respect to the earth's
il.lrface due to the ,earth's rotation about its
polar axis. In order to maintain an earth
reference, the gyro- must be torqued 'opposite
and equal to the apparent precession. The upper
.(XZ2) and lower (YZI) gyros are,affeeted. by
the earth's rotation. Corrections for earth
rotatitm are applied to the 'Y and- Z1 torquing
coils (ZI, and Z2, are caged together and both
will respond accordingly). The X tofqoing coil is
not used for earth rate corrections. ..

To establish an learth frathe Of referenae, the
gyroscopes are controlled by continuously*
computed signals that introduce forCeS (torque)
to cause their spin axes to precessp ,the desired
'direction. This torque is ill the fOrm of direct
current signals applied to 'torquing coils
mounted on the gyro float assembly. A magnetic
field is created which aids or opposes the
magnetic fields of the permanent 'Magnets
mounted on the end bells ,which effectively

I

',torque the gyro and cause the spin axis to
precess to the desired orientation.

The fiiit: step' in establishing a frame - of
reference is tick level/ the stable element by
aligning it to the local vertical (gravity veetor).
This is accomplished by torqUing the XZT: dnd

:;YZ2 gyros to rhOve the stable element -untilthe
X and Y accelerometers cease to sense any
aceeleration caused 'by gravity; . that is, the
outputs frail the accelerometer§ provide the,
torquing.signals for the.-gyros. During this time,
and at all times while,operating, computed earth

-rate torq g signals (wy and wz) are:,uf
continuousl '.7applied to 'the Y and Z axes

';.`..(orquing Coils-of the lower, gyro. The magnitude.
of these earthrate torquing signals is resolved by
c O rhpu t i 4, I he v e rt ical and horizontal
camponents of earth rate as a function icif.
latitude,

. :,As previously shown,.the upper X axis gyro ,.
is not affected' by the rotation of the earth
and, therefore,- no compensating earth rate
torquing signal is applied tp this gyro. After the
stable element is established at a rough level .

position, the X axis torquing-signal, consisting of'
earth rate acceleration only (which is a measure,
Of stable. eleirient unlevelness), is used to drive
the stable element in azimuth to null this signal
(fine alignment). At that time, the",X gyro's spin '
axis ip aligned to thie north and the frame of
reference has been established. This alignment
condition will remain Until the intertial,
navigation .system is manually sequenced to the
navigate position. , t

MAINTAINING THEr, HORIZONTAL
REFERENCE.LWhen the aircraft remains
stationary or moves at a constant velocity, the
accelerometer outputs are zero; but if ithe
aircraft attitude changes while maintaining 'a
constant speed, the accelerometers on an'
unsfabilized platform sense an acceleration due
to gravity. Wee the accelerometers cannot
distinguish gravitational accelerations from
horizontalnaccelerations, the integrators develop
a fictitious velocity with a corresponding
distance error. It is essential, therefore, that the
acceleroineters: be held in a truly horiiontal
reference' plane that is always independent of
the aircraft attitude.
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This is a fundamwtal requirement of the
inertial navigation system, and the accuracy with
which the horizontal reference is maintained will .
determine the' overall performance capabilities
of the system. A gyro stabilized platform
mounted in a gimbal structure serves as a inertial
reference and, in additjon, accurately defines
directional reference for the coor,dinate system.

With the platform installed in the aircraft
and aligned along the Y axis, it will remain level
regardless of aircraft attitude. The instant the
aircraft begins to change attitude, for example in
pitch-(fig. 6-18), the platform gyro senses this
angular movement and begins to precess at a rate
proportional to the pitching rate. A pickoff coil
on the gyro axis senses this movement, thus
changing it to a voltage, which is amplified and
fed into the pitch gimbal servo drive motor. The
motor rotates the stable element .exactly equal
and opposite to the aircraft angular motion. As a
result,.it continuously precesses the gyro to its
neutral or level position, thus maintaining its
outputsignal at null.

Regardless of 'any new .pitch attitude pie
aircraft assumes, the, gyro will keep the stable
element level, since this is the only position

. which allows its output signal to be at null. In
actual practice, the stable element is maintained
level and is also aligned in azimuth by a similar
method in yaw and roll. This is necessary so that
the sensitive axis of the north-south
accelerometer iS aligned true north-south and
the east-west accelerometer is aligned true
east-west. The stable element is then accurately

PICK OFF COIL

I5V

FLOATED GYRO

PL ATFORM
Pi TCHES

+T AXIS

PITCH GIMBAL
SERVO DRIVE
MOTOR

MOTOR RETURNS
PITCH SERVE/AWL PL ATFORM TO LEVEL

o

208.176
Figure 6-18.Gyro maintaining inertial.platform level.

f.

alignedlo the three coordinates: north (Y axis),
eastt (X axis), and up or true vertical (Z axis).
This arrangement allows the accelerometers to
accuratey detect air'craft motio4.

MAINTAINING THE VERTICAL
REFERNCE.Ttie stable elementsmust remain
perfectly level or the acceleronieterbwill Sense a
false acceleration due to a component of the
earth's gravity. Sinte the gyros try to maintoain
th6ir inertial p&ition in space and not with
respect to the local krtical, this causes the
-stable element to drift off level as the airtiiaft
inoves over the curvature of the earth (fig. 6-14).
This situation would allow a buildup of very
large errors in velocity and distance. This
conditioft Oevelops whether or not the aircraft is
moying over the earth's surfaca, because the
earth's rotation alone will develop the samelkype
of errors.

The stable element rmist always be
perpendicular to the local vettical or, in other
words, the gyros must be caused to precess in
such a manner as to maintain the stable elerhent
level, as the aircraft moves, with respect to the
center of the earth. In this way the sensitive axes
of the accelerometers are maintgined horizontal
to the earth at all times and respond onlyp the
horizontal coMponent of acceleration.

MAINTAINING THE FRAME 'OF
REFERENCE.Accuracy in maintaining the
stable element to the frame of referetite
determines the overall performance capabilities
of the system. Gyro torquing rate signals gre
continuously computed to maintain the frame
of reference. After alignment, the inertial
navigation system is manually sequeneed to its
operating cohdition (navigate); and if the
aircraft were to remain stationary, the gyro
torquing rate signals would consist of earth rate
only. However, as the aircraft moVed over the
curvature of the earth, the stable element earth
reference would be lost as the gyros precessed
due to vehicle 'movement, as shown in figures
6-13 and' 6-14. Therefore, acklitional gyro
torquing signals are continuously computed
within the inertial navigation system to
compensate for the vehicle's movement. They
are aircraft rate torquing signals and depend on
tit velocity of the aircraft in respect to the
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frame . of reference: that 'is, cast-west 'velocity
and north-south velocity. The angular rate (co) is
directly proportional to the velocity of the
aircraft along the periphery of the earth.
Aircraft rate torquing is applied to both gyros so
that they will precess about all three axes (X, Y,
Z) to continuously maintain the frame of
reference.

Deriving Velocity and Distance
c

t The inertial navigation system is capable of-
accurately detecting acceleration of the aircraft,
and with the use of precision integrators,
determine aircraft velocity and measure distance
traveled. Accelerations are measured in urWs of
ft/sec2 by the ac.celerorneters;_ but-Joil.tt log
computation, the accelerations are deve d in
volts per g of acceleratiu fbrce. The velocity
integrator integrates ti% ac4lerating force to
o htti n v e lo city ; thi 4isfance integrator
integrates velocity to -atain . the distance
traveled. --It' There- are two velocity integrators in the
systein to obtain Vx and Vy along the two
horizontal axes and two distance integrators to
obtain distance traveled along the two
horizontal axes. .In addition, some inertial
navigation systems employ one bther velocify
integrator to obtain Vz along the vertical axis. '
Accelerometer Output Corrections

The arrangement of the accelerometers with
their sensitive axes horizontal and perpendicular
to one another is perfectly suited to navigation
over a stationary plane or over flat terrain
moving at nniform speed in a straight line. The
earth, however, is a rotating sphere and, insofar
as the inertial platform is concerned, only points
along the equator can be considered to possess

411" uniform linegr motion. ftere, and only here, the
accelerometer signals can be translated directly
into position information. Since very'vew flights
are carried out exactly along the equator, it is
necessary to provide an automatic device that
will alter the accelero eter signals so that thet
system.reports meani gful informatior,. .The
corrective device is purely electrical. All or part
of the circuitry is active whenever a velocitY
signal voltage is present anywhere north or south

of the equator. These circuits utilize the velocity
signals, modified according to the latitude of the
aircraft position, to insert artificial acceleratiOn
signals to those already in the accelerometer
output circuits.

The circuits are divided logicallysome are
devoted to centripetal effect, some to e'oriolis.
It should - be noted, however, that the
cortections are complementary.

Although it is' convenient to assign a separate
purpose to the circuits, as in the following
discuSsions, the functions overlap, and it is not
entirely, accurke to consider them separately;

-CENTRIPETAL CORAFC-
TION.Centripetal correction differs:4pm that
of the Coriolis correction in that, it has
no relationship to earth dynamics. if the earth
vfere stationary, it would still be .necessary to
i4sert centripetal correction voltages to the

.accelerometer signals to'obtain an acourate'plot
of any course that does not exactly coincide
with one of the earth's coordinate great circle
routes; that is, an exact polar or an exact
equatorial orbit. On a great circle route. a route
that ultimately circles earth center, every linear
acceleration, initiates motion; but unless the
route is due north:south or directly along the
equator, 'the system is incapable of plotting it
accurately from the "raw" accelerometer signals.

The orbit resulting from linear acceleration,
and the logic Of applying centripetal corrections
to obtain an accurate plot of track, can' be
understood if one considers any simple
circumstance involving a single acceleration and
the inertial reaction. For example, if a perfect
bowling lane were built completely around the
earth at the equator, a bowler could
theoretically stand behind the pins, roll the ball
in the opposite direction, and (after a few rears'
time) get a perfect strike on the head pin. 1311,t if
the lane were built on latitude 10°N, the ball
would -invariably veer south; and after. a few
thousand yards would fall into the right-hand
gutter if rolled east or into the left-hand gutter if
thrown westin both cases, the south gutter.
The reason for this phenomenon is evident in
the consideration of a lane built on a latitude in
the Arctic only a few byards from the pole. Here
the curve of the lane is obvious, and it is readily
apparent t if the ball is accelerated due east it
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Figure 6-19.Centripetal'correction along latitude.

will in fact follow, in inertial ace, a straight
course that intersects the outsis utter. If the&
ball is to r011 at uniform speed and remain in the
alleyr-a uniform north acceleration force inugt
be exerted on;the ball in transit. Note that in
this case the north acceleration is a corrective
force and does not produce north velocity with
respect to the alley.,

As illustrated in figure 6-19, a north-south
accelerometer aboard an aircraft circling the
pole finds the same phenomenon. In a
steep-banked turn, the centrifugal force tends to
deflect the north-south accelerometer. It blindly
reports a steady north acceleration, and a
growing north ve city. is recorded when, in fact
only east velocity e ists.

The fault does.n t lie in the accelerometers
but in the nonlinear attern of the accepted
geographic coordinate stem to which the
platform is slaved. The coincidence of earth axis
and pole seems to imply earth dynamics in the
phenomenon, but actually this is not a factor. If
the coordinate systems were shifted to place the
pole at New York and New York were used as
the focal point of one accelerometer axis of an
inertial navigator circling the city, the

208.179

accelerometer sensitive to this axis would report
acceleration toward it.

In a spherical coordinate system, any linear
vehicle acceleration that initially affects both
accelerometers will NEVER result n . the
vehicle's reaching the pole. The vehicle will
follow a great circle track that first approaches

°one of the poles, will fly due east or west for'a
brief period, and will then depart the pole as
shown in figure 6-20.

Although the velocity resulting from, any
given acceleration is initially computed correctly
with respect to space, the direction of the speed
must be constantly altered if the navigational
system is to accurately report a great circle
course that crosses both latitude and longitude.
On such a course, the aircraft does not turn as it
does following a \ line of latitude, and
consequently it does not generate qnifornily
false north acceleration signals. The centripetal
correction circuit does;. however, continue to
"plant" signals of acceleration toward the
equator. This has the effect of altering the
reported speed (the result of velocity along bOth
axes); and since no actual acceleration has taken
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208.180
Figure 6-20.Platform on great circle route.

place to cause a speed change, it is apparent that
the centripetal correction circuit nmst
simultaneously plant a positive acceleration in
one axis if it plants a negative acceleration in the
other. Therefore, when a portion of the north or
south-velocity is, canceled, the system, must add
a sufficient increment of east or west
acceleration to allow the reported total speed to
be unchanged while the reported direction of
flight is "bent" toward the equator. As shown in
figure 6-20, after a single north-east acceleration
has occurred, the north vector becomes
progressively shorter. Note that the resultant
speed vector is always of the same magnitude.

In summation, it can be said that an east or
west acceleration in either hemisphere contains a
"hidden" element of acceleration toward the
equator, and the centripetal correction simply
acts to reveal this element. If the aircraft
velocity is anything but clue north or south, in
the northern hemiiphere the ce tripetal
correction "manufacturers" a southl elocity
component. In the southern hemisil ere, it
manufactures a north component.

CORIOLIS CORRECTION.As mentioned
previously, the scope of the centripetal
correction, limited to transmitting the effect of
linear acceleration to the resulting track over a
sphere, makes no allowance for earth dynamics..
Since the earth rotates toward the east, all
points on the surface possess a constant
tangential velocity that is maximum along the
equator and progressively less at higher latitudes.

Tangential velocity is a linear quantity and
refers to the speed and direction an object
would. travel in a straight line if freed from the
earth's gravity. An object near the equator
travels about 1,000 miles per hour in a circular
path, 'but if freed from earth's gravity and
atmosphere, it would travel at 'that speed in a
straight line away from the earth (on a tangent
to the earth). Its tangential velocity is -1,000
miles per hour. If the object is moved 'toward
the north pole, its speed in circular travel will
decrease as it approaches the pole, and will be_,-
zero when placed exactly over the pole.

Although it is true that the earth has a
trajectory in space, ,,this motion is of no
importance to the inertial navigation system
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because it is shared by every point on the
sphere. The only variable involved is the
variation in the earth's tangential velocity at
different latitudes. While the accelerometers do
not automatically make allowance for this
variation', it must be taken into account.

The need for such an allowance is
graphically illustrated in an example in which an
inertial navigator, totally devoid of any Coriolis
corrective mechanism, is put aboard a trails; in
the northern hemisphere,. aligned, and
transported north. If it is assumed that the train
is located at a latitude at which the earth's

tangential velocity is 800 knots east during the
alignment, it is obvious that the train's eastward
velocity 'must be constantly reduced as it
progresses north. This is the same thing as saying
that an acceleration is occurring.

Since the train is constrained by the track, a
force from the east will be exerted on the wheel
flanges. This force is sensed by the east-west
accelerometer as acceleration to the west, and a
growing west velocity computed. As indicated
by figure 6-21, 'an aircraft flying north deirectly
along a moving longitude meridian will subject
the east-west accelerometer to this same force as

TANGENTIAL VELOCITY
AT TERMINAL LATITUDE
EQUIVALENT TO 600 KNOTS
EAST VELOCITY.

T TERMINATION OF FLIGHT
WITHOUT CORIOLIS
CORRECTION,SYSTEM REPORTS
200 KNOTS WEST VELOCITY,

TANGENTIAL VELOCITY AT
TAKEOFF LATITUDE
EQUIVALENT TO BOO KNOTS
EAST VELOCITY.

ACCELEROMETER REPORTS
DECREASING EAST VELOCITY
AS ACCELERATION WEST ( TO
THE LEFT), GROWING WEST
VELOCITY IS COMPUTED.

AIRCRAFT TRACK
IN SPACE DESCRIBES
TURN TO LEFT AS
AIRCRAFT FOLLOWS
ALONG MERIDIAN

;

Figure 6-21.Coriolis effects.
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Figure 6-22.Coriolis and centripetal corrections.

its course in space is altered to the, left to
compensate for the decreasing eastward velocity
of the earth's surface.

If either vehicle (train or aircraft) travels
north and stops at a latitude where the earth's
tangential velocity is 200 knots less than The
tangential velocity at the point of- its initial
alignment, the velocity computer will continue
to report that the vehicle is traveling west at 200
knots even through it is perfectly static.-
, The Coriolis correction prevents this

circumstance, from occurring by creating exactly
enough east acceleration signal to offset the
continual west acceleration signal generated by
the east-west accelerometer as it travels _north.
The east and west accelerations cancel, and no
change ih longitude is reported. Of course, if,the
.aircraft makes the return trip, the platform
begins the trip under the delusion that 600
knots east is zero velocity and, as it travels
south, the increasing earth tangential velocity
causes it to constantly report east acceleration.
In this case, the, COriolis correction also reverses;
that is, it manufactures a west acceleration that
exactly voids the east acceleration.

208.182

Note that in both the foregoing cases,- the
Coriolis correction has supplied an artificial
signal of aCceleration to the right side of the
actual track. This is the nature of the Coriolis
correction, regardless of the direction of,travel
in the northern hemisphere. When ,the -.47424 is ,

roue east along a- latitude line, as i trated,hk
Tigure 6-n, the centripetal correct4oltstJte.
increment of 'north acceleration-te PY
the aircraft speed; the Corioli .:tortectiotr-
accounts for the additional force generated by
earth rotation. For example, if the earth's
tangential velocity at latitude "L" is .assumedto
be 700 knots and aircraft speed is 350 knots, it
is obvious that the total speed is 1,050 knots:
Centripetal correction offsets -the acceleration
caused by the centrifugal force of a 350-knot
turn of this radius; Coriolis correction offsets
the force of a 700-knot turn..In this case, the
two corrections are summed.

If the course is reversed and the plane -flies
west, the corrections become ppposite in
polarity7the centripetal signal is still south, but
Coriolis is north (to the right of the track)and
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'Figure 6-23.Simplified Schuler tuned loop, platform
level.

therefore only a part of the larger correction is
effective.

Sihuler Tuned Leop

The Schuler tuned loop is a closed loop
circuit between the accelerometer, velocity
integratO, and stable element; It is designed to.
preVent*enormous .velocity and distance errors

". caused bY misalignment 'of th*stable element.
Figure 6-23 illustrates,a simplired Schuler tuned
loop with the platforM aligned.

The Output', of. e accelerometer is
integrated to provid :3-Felocity signal. The
velocity signal is Multi ed by 1/R, where'R iS
equal to the earth's radius, .thus :deriving an
angular velocity about the earth's surface, V/R.
This angular velocity, is then used to torque an:
integrating gyro and cause the platforin; to'
precess about the earth'Sikurface at the same rate
that it iS being transporied over the:. surface,

'TO ,
DI SPLAeEMENT

> INTEGRATOR

?08.184.,t,
Figure 6-24.Simplified Schuler loop, platform'dolevel. desCribed.

A

21

TIME IN MINUTES

208.185
Figure 6-25.Schuler tuningacceleration errors vs

velocity errors.

thereby maintaining the platform normal.to the
local vertical.

There are two such loops in an inertial
navigation system,, one for the north And the
other for the east: The accelerometer in the
north loop Senses north-south aCcelerations., yet
the gyro in the north loop, senses east-west
angular ratesthe vehicle's angular movements
about the east-west axis.

By convention, accelerometers and gyros are
named according to the direction of their
sensitive or input axis, and the inertial or
Schuler loop takes: the nanie of its
accelerometer. The north loop contains the
north accelerometer and the east gyro, While the
east loop contains the east accelerometer and
the north gyro.

With the platform initially unlevel, as shown
in figure 6-24, the accelerometer senses a
component of gravity; g sip 0. This signal is
integrated, _resulting in the velocity signal VO.
The velocity :signal then causes the, gyro to
precess in a clockwise direction. When the
accelerometer is. positioned so as to sense zero
grayitY; the:velocity output continues to torque
the platfórni ,in a clockwise direction, causing
the accelerometer to now ser0 a gravity
coinponent of the opposite polarity. This signal
CaUes the'velOcity signal to decrease to zero 'and
then to bidld uzin the opposite direction and
preCeSs the *form in a counterclockwise
direCtiOn. , The oscillation set uP by this
mechanizatkOn has a period of 84 minutes, equal
fo that 'olL the, Sehuler pendulum. Figure 6-25
shows the titiildup and decay of acceleration and
velocity. eh:Ors as a r lt of such errors as just
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ALIGNMENT

A,s has been said before, inertial navigation
depends on integration of acceleration to obtain
velocity and position. In any integration process,
the initial conditions must first be known, which
in this case are velocity and position. The
accuracy to which the navigation problem is
solved depends greatly upon' thetiaccuracy of the
initial conditions. Therefore,- system alignment is
of paramdunt importance.

Basically, system alignment consists of
creatini a coincidence between the blatforni
axes and the computer axes. This can be done
by rotating either or both systems. There are
two general metheds of accomplishing this
condition: (1) The system is slaved to an
external.reference source, or (2) the system may
have the built-in, .capability to sense
misalignment and correct itself. Of course;
combinations cif both these methods can be, and
often are, used.

External references take three basiC forms:
terrestrial, celestial, and inertial. The terrestrial
system uses surveyed lines, benchmarks, plumb
bobs, and bubble levels. These methods result in
level accuracies Of about 10 seconds of arc and
heading accuracies to 3 minutes of arc. Celestial
information is usually obtained from star
trackers and radio sextants with accuracies to 10
seconds of arc. When an inertial system is used
as a source, the accuracies afe dependent ution
its initial source and of course the length of time
since it was last aligned. Such a method is
usually -used for mobile alignment where
primary sources cannot be used.

The use of an .external reference system
requires Aransfer devices to transmit the,
reference information' to the system: The
transfer devices 'take the form of optical or
electromechanical. Optical devices include
theodolites and putocollimators; the

* electromechanical devices are synchro-resolver
or digital type. Optical methods\ are able to
produce accuracies of a few seconolt of arc, but
the electromechanical methods are only good to
about 30 seconds of arc.

In self alignment, the inertial sensing
instruments mounted on the platform sense the
deviation from the desired position. In order to
determine the orientation of a three-axes

4

orthogonal (perpendicular) coordinate system, jt
is necessary to have at least two noncollinear
(not paraltel) reference vectors. For self
alignment, the earth's spin vector and thsonass
attraction gravity vector,serve this purpoW The
self 'alignment puts less rfquirements o& the
comPuter, because the accelerometer outputs do
not have to be resolved into components of
gravity and vehicle acceleration. If the
accelerometers and gyros are' mougted on the
same element, then their relative position can be
fixed and does not have to be computed.

Self alignment is often divided into two
modes (1) Rough or course alignment
(sometimes called caging), and (2) fine
alignment. Fine alignment itself is divided into
two modes, leveling and gyrd compassing.

Rough Alignment

The purpose of rough alignment is to
provide a convenient starting point for the later
phases of alignment. In most cases, thp gimbals
are slaved to their own synchro outputs or to
some external source which has a paiticular
orientation with respect to tilt vehicle. The
duration of rough alignment is controlled by a
timing network and in most cases is
approximately one-half minute long. --

Fine Alignment (Leveling)

Fine alignment or leveling is accomplished
by rotating the platform axes to the computer
axes. For a locally level system, this is done by
placing the X and Y accelerometer axes
mutually perpendicular to the gravit vect
Since the accelerometers are mounted at nOt
angles, a motion about one axis will cause the
other to go through an angle with respect to the
gravity vector. Therefore, by connecting the
output of an accelerometer in such a-way as to
torque abolpt its perpendicular axis, it can slevj
itself to, ff null positionwhew it senses no
-componont ,of gravity. As pointed out earlier,
the device which can be torqued about an axis is
a,gyro. In this case, the gyro which is torqued is
the onelensitive about the axis perp,endicular to
the accelerometer being leveled; that is, the Y
(north) gyro torques the X (east) accelerometer
to level, etc.
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Figure 6-26.2-Typical leveling loop..

The accelerometer will provicle4a dc voltage
that is proportiOnal to the sine of the off level
angle. In the leveling mode° this voltage is
amplified and applied to the gyro whose
sensitive axis is -perpendicular to the sensitive
axis of the accelerometer. (See fig. 6-26.) In
other words, the output.of the X accelerometer
is applied to the Y gyro and the output of the Y
aceelerometer is applied to the X-gyro.

either case, the position of th
platform will be. known, Figure 6-27gus a
typical hydirig alignment loop..

In a north peeking platform, the,
rotation is utilizecl to align the platforM
north. This is accomplished by using

.4= of the Y accelerometer and applyin
08.11.86 t9r.quing coils' of the Z (azimuth) and

( e a st) gyros. Ai fhe beginningo
rocorn-phss phase (after the =-Rfhtforrns%it

le eled), ; the stuble 'element is tofquedilt-.
azimut-h to null out the resichi.al gytti
torquing rate. lf, at this time, WO atIe eleineA *'
is not aligned to true north, iti**-441-t1,1t duto
-precession of the gyros. The:-- st4Wielemtnt
deviation from the level position isfsMS: dd by y!he
Y acceleronieter because cif gxitY:t ttie,out
of the accelerometer is thet: us4:to-torqtie tTe
X gyro until the stable elernt ntlekirVeled and, at',
the same time, to torque th Z gyit in azimuth.
The process continues untiDthe.stable element is
aligned to true north.Gyrocompassing

5

, As previously Mentioned; any gyro which
does not have its spin axis parallel to the earth's
spin alxis will 'apparently precess with respect to (
the earth. The rate at which it precesses is
proportional to the angle between its spin axis
arid- the: earth's spin axis. This angle can be
resOlved into twb components. Since the gyro
spin axis lies ,iiNthe level plane previously
established, one ainponent can be found which
is in the plane itSelf. Now it is only necessary.to
fmd the angls between 'the spin axis and a vector
in the levellSlarie which intersects the earth's
spin vector. After these two angles have been
found, it can he said Ahat the exatt position of
the platform axis is known..

It can be seen that the rate at which the gyro
in citiegtiOn appears tqPrecess is equal to neos
sin a Where

S2 = the earth's rate of rotation
latitude 0

a = the angle the platform Mikes
with true north

Now the spin axis*.of this, gyro can either be
torqued to a place where this tenth goes to zero
(a = 0) or a torquing term can be develoRed in
the cOmputers equal to this and then applied to

,..,

Once the platform is aligned, the SysternQis-
switched from the alignment phase to fhe
navigation phase of operation. In the navigation
phase, the stable :element would maintain an
orientatio.n with reference,, to free space if it -

were not for coirections 'supplied by the:
computer:- The computer maintains he stable
element level with respect to the rth and

ti

oriented to true north. If ot, the
accelerometers sense gavity in additiOn to
movement of the aircrafil Coriolis, Centripetal,
and earth rate cOmtctions are computed and
nsed to hold the statikellbent level 'and,aligned
to. true north. In ti&leavigation phase of
operation, the.-orientat. to true' north is
dependent on -the, original 4.lignecl pOsitiOn .arid
the coMputedcorfeCtions. ...,4,

A' N

Figure 6-27.Typical heading alignment loop.
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Alignment at Sea

4The problems that arise in aligning an
aircraft inertial navigation system at sea are
much more complex than alignment on a fixed
earth base, even 'though our inertial reference
another inertial navigation system of very hi

,

accuracy, which is available aboard aircr
l'carriers. The inertial navpion reference system

ahoarsl aiicraft carrieriwis the S'hips Aircraft
Inertial Navigation Alignment Console
(SAISAC) and the Relative Velocity Computer
(gvc). Even, though 'there are outlets on the
flight deck that make it convenient to pipe the
ship's inertial navigation reference information
into the aircraft inertial navigation system, one,
major problem still remains which makes proper
alignment difficult. The accelerations
experienced by -the ship's inertial navigation
accelerometers located below decks and remote
from the aircraft are not the same accelerations
eiperiended by accelerometers in the aircraft's
inertial navigation system located on the flight
deck. -

COARSE SEA ALIGNMENT:During
coarse sea alignment, the best available true
heading is derived from the SAISAC and the
RVC. Aircraft carrier true heading is supplied to
the RVC where, a manually selected aircraft

2 heading angle with respect to the aircraft carrier
is inserted. The combined signals are then

I supplied to the heading computer in the
aircraft's inertial navigation system, thus
concluding the coarse sea alignment.

FINE SEA ALIGNMENT.During fine sea
1. ment, the accelerometers sense the aircraft

tarrier movement in addition to gravity., Since
onl\J the gravity comppnent is used in the
leveling, the accelerometer output caused by the
aircraft carrier movement is cancelled by
continuou'sly computed corrections supplied by
the SAISAC and RVC. The accelerdmeter error
signals are integrated to supply a velocity, The
reference velocity supplied by the RVC during

- sea alignment, which is actual aircraft velocity, is
'subtracted from the accelerometer derived
velocity. The differenc& corresponds to the
gravity component sensed by the accelerometer.
It is amplified and applied to the torquing coils

of the gyros. The( gyro pickoff signaN are
,processed to cause the gimbals to rotate and
Cancel the pickoff error signals. The stable
eleinent is torqued until the accelerometers
indicate a null or level condition.

TYPES OF INERTIAL
NAVIGATION SYSTEMS

Basically, inertial navigation ,`systems can be
classified under two broad types: pure and
hybrid.

The types of pure inertial navigation systems
are analytic, semianalyfic, geometric, arid
strap-down. k -

The types of hybrid inertial navigation
systems are radio inertiaL.Doppler inertial, and
stellar inertial.

TURE INERTIAL .

NAVIGATION) SYSTEMS
tzs,

Analytic Inertial Navigation System
. .

9
The analytic system utilizes a platform with

a fixed angular reference to some point in
inertial space. No attempt is made to force the
accelerometer input axes into a preferred
alignment with respeCt to the ,earth. This
method does not require gyro*torquing an4as a.
result, the platform is subjected to errors of gyro
drift only.

Because the plat orm remains rigid in space
and rotates abou the earth, th e. output
accelerations becom complex. They essentially
consist of two major accelerationsthe actual
acceleration of the vehicle, and the gravitational
acceleration of the earth. For ndvigation
purposes only1 the aircraft accelerations are
required and wanted; therefore, the gravitational
accelerationnust be canceled out. Yet, this e
cancellation is difficult to obtain because the
earth's gravitational acceleration is not unitorm
and therefore an enormous amount of data must
be sthred in- the computer to effect this
cancellatfon.t

; The' significant disadvantages of the analytic
inertial navigation system are the result, of
rnaintaining.the accelerometers referenced to a
fixed point in inertial space. As the stable

. 148.
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.

element is transported about the earth, the
accelerometers are required to seine not only
aircraft acceleration, but the7 omponent of the
earth's gravitational ri as well. The
aOcelerometers required. f Ins system must
h e a wide dynamic rangeUS 11 as a high

all accuracy. The most As klious Problem,'
ever, is the cancellation a tlie..grayitational

ccelerations. Irregularities in Atheearth's shape
and* mass cause variations in tb,,avitational
field; therefore, the cancellitial .of tlitse
variationt requires a fomplex computer with a
very-large storage cap4city,

-.SeMianalytic Inertial --

Navigation System

The siana1ytic sytfeni maintains the stable
gement normal to thern earth's gra'vitational
vector at all times, as was discussed previously in
this chapter. In this syst'em, the computer
converts the output accelerations of the stable
element tO angular velocities. These angular
velocities are then used tOlorque the platftrm
gyros and Maintain theslatform normal to the
earth's gravity vector.,

To prevent the-platform from praessing off
level due to the earth's rotation about its polar
axis, the computer also develops signals equal to
the angular velOdity° of earth resolved 4nto the
system axes and applies them to the gyro
torquers. A typical simplified block diagram of a
semiinalytic inertial navigation system is shown
in figure .6-28.

In a semianalytic inertial system, the
platform is aligned normal to the gravity vector,
and it may or may.not be aligned to true north.
The output of the north accelerometer is sent to
an integrator where it is summed Ath
acceleration correction terms to derive a true
vehicular acceleration over the earth's surface.
This acceleration signal is then integrated ,with
'respect to time, deriving the north velocity
component of the vehicles track. Through
scaling,...the velocity term is converted to an

e; semianalytic system is the inertial
navigation system most commbnly in Use today;
All naval aircraft that presently use inertial
navigation systems use this type either as a pure
sjr St em or in conjunction with another
navigation system as a hybrid system The chief
advantage of this system is that the platform.
gimbal structure .is sirriple, and the computer ,
functions are easily attained by either analog or
digital means.

NORTH
PCCEL.

EAST

AZIMUTH

NORTH GYRO

EAST
ACCEL.

PLATFORe

101 VELOCITY INTEGRATOR I

akCcELERATION

CORRECTION

r-tr

n

LATITUDE
FUNCTION

GENERATOR

4
4
4

DISPLACEMENT
INTEGRATOR

ICCELERATION .

CORRECTION

_VELOCITY INTEGRATOR I

-O. LATITUDE

11 EARTH'S ANGULAR'
VELOCITY

DISPLACEMENT
INTEGRATOR

Figure 6-28.Typical semianalytic inertial navigation syltem, block diagram.
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Figure-6-29.Transport of the geometric system's stable
element.

1-

, .angular velocity and integrated to provide a
r osition readout in the form' of latitude: In

addition, the north angular velocity is ,used in
the latitude function generator to develop
accelerom er cOrrection terms and a gyro
torquing sigta1 for the east gyro. :

The output of the east accelerometer is
summed with acceleromete; correction terms
and integrated to provide an east compdnent of
the vehicle's track. Through scaling, the velocity
signal is converted to an angular velocity and is°
sent to the latitude function ge Ief- tor where itt
is. used to develop acceleromete Correction
terms and torquing signals for th north gyro
and the azimuth gyro. In addltipn, the angular
velocity 4.is, integrated to develop a position
readortit-in the form of longitude.

Geometric Inertial
4:Navigation System

0 . .
. I

The geometric system utilizes a gyro System
which, as in tile.analytic system, is referenced to,
inertial sP,ace in nonrotating '. plane. The
accelerometers, however, Are mounted on 4

1/4

gimbal structure in such a manner ,as to remain
normal to the earth's gravitational field.

Figure 6-29 shows the relationship of the
accelerometers and gyros as the platform moves

jlover the surface of the earthAhen the platform
is aligned at the eqUator and is then moved
north, the gyros maintain their position in
inertial space. The accelerometers remain in a
plane tangent to the earth's surface at all timei..

The main advantage of this system is that
th e. gyros are-not torqued. 'llereTore, scaling of..
the gyros is not critical.

The major disadvantagev-is econbmy. Die
. 'cost of mechanizing theesystem requires a high

degree of acuracy in positioning the latitude and',
longitude gimbals. The semianalytic system
requires much less przisiyil-to achieve similar --
accuracy.

Strap-Down Inertial ,
Navigation System

In . the strap-dawn system, the gyros and 3 .

accelerometers are inounted directly to the
frame of_ the vehicle. Its principal use is in
ballistit- missiles arid _spacecraft. This . type Of
system can be 'mechanized 'for use inJ raft,
but the present state, of technology
more feasiblcto use one of. the 'other type
systems for airdraft use.

The strap-down system requires' complex
digital computers; analog computers are not
accurate 'enough for use in this:system.

The computer in the strap-down system '

rePlaces the gimbal structure just as the gimbal,
structury replaced the physiCai ,length of 'the
Schuler_ pendulum. . Figure 6-30, shows a
simplified block diagram of a strap-down inertial
navigation system.

In the strap-down system, fhe gyros provide
angular /rates which -are then converted to.
directi nal cosines (i.e., space vectors).. These t
sr s are used to determine the attitude of the
ve1icle with respect to" an. inertial frame of
ref rence. The ;,00rdinate- converter, utilizing

puts from accelerometers s4and the
diTectional cosine converter determine
accelerations:along the inertial reference axes.
The p o o c onverter accepts -inertial
acceleration and altitude information to develop ,

Cartesian, coordinates representing the vehicle's

. .150
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GYROS ACCELEROMETERS ALTIMETER

QIREtTIONAL 1
LATITUDE

1. COSINE COORDINATE -- POSITION VECTOR

CONVERTER CONVERTER COMPUTER' SOLVER

LONGIPUDE

.; figure 6-30.Strpp-dovun inertial navigation system.

position in inertial sPaCe. These vectors are then
sent to the vector solver wliere thiy are'summed
to provide readouts of latitude arid longitude.

Alignment or the strap-down 4system is
accomplished by' supPlying the directional
cosines, of, the vehiCle-frame, with respect to a
desired inertial reference,. to the coniputer. No
physical orientation of thE vehiCle is required. :

HYBRID INERTIAL
NAVIGATION SYSTEMS

; The hybrid system.: is :a combination (if
inertial nayjgation systein .and some other type
of navigation ,system for the.purpose of updating
or improvinglthe aceuracy of the inertial
navigation sytem. In other words, the purpose
of' the hybrid inertial q:S.tem is to cpmbine two
navigation sYstems in such a nianner_as to retain
the good characteristics of both.

There are. twolYpes 'of updating processes
used'in hybrid systems. One type isthe damping
efeet wiuch cornfiat'es the inertial ground

foMies',WIth the. -ground velocities, of some
ther, system. The. -error, -oz. difference between

the tWo.,veiocities, is, Used lo.damp out platform
errorS. l'Ae other type iS the:reset method..7his
methOd'Ignores, the orientatiOn of theplatform
and merety resets the position of the .veldeity
shafts p'eriodically'

Radio Inertial

The radio inertial system is a systenf
employing an inertial navigation system which is._
updated or damped perioclitatlY by a poSitioning:
system sticli as LORAN:" 't

Radio and inertial navigation systems have
complementary chatacteristics that can be
integrated to provide performance
characteristics and capahilities beyond the
performance of eithef system. The inertial
,navjgation system is ,used to carry the radio
skstein through areas of poor radio reception,
and, the long term errors, of the , inertial
navigation system are taken out by the fadio .

system in areas where radio reception is good.
In a typical radio inertial navigation systent

LORAN is used to damp the inertial velocities,-
and update the present position. The LORAN
signals used are differentiated position changes
of the hyperbolictime-difference measurernents.

k When the LORAN position changes are resojved
I into velocities, they can be' compared with the

inertiatvelocities and used for damping.

Doppler Inertial

The Doppler inertial is a system employing
an inertial navigation systeni Which is damped

-by the ground yelocity, signals deVeloped by a
Dolppler radar syttern. In this ,tYpe of system,
the use of accurate Fodridspeed information
from a Doppler radar g-ysteris used tdliamp the
inertially derived grounA yelocities. '

the Doppler ,radariavigat)On system
determines groundspe,e; ipy cOmputing the
agarent freqUen0 shift reflected
eltctarnagne tic adiation. f:.Depend,iqg upon the
e1OW.:$2,f the thiUe fu*.the.type of terrarn,

the, AcdurdeS; ,rnay.1)e order of a couple of
feet *I- stkond. beaVautage of this source of
yptdOty is mc falt thaj othe error, is not
cUm.ilative and; therefore, it can be' used to null, .

3
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Figure0-31.Simplified diagrams of hybrid inertial systems. (A) POppler inertial; (13) 'stellar inertial.

ihose errors' ink- the inertial syStem which are
cumulatiye. The velocek-Tbtained from the
Doppler radar are referenCed-,'to the vehicle axes.
These velodities ate usiially designated heading
and drift. In alder to develop north-south and
east-west velocity correction terms, the Doppler
°terms are resolved by the true heading angle of
the-vehicle. These velocities are compared with
the inertial velocities, and the difference is used
to damp the Sc4ler oscillations of.the system.

Stellar Inertial

Stelfer Inertial is a- system- employing an
inertial navigation system and an optical star

tracker system used to eliniinate the effects of
gyro -drift on the inertial. platform. In this
system, stellar obseriations Ae used to update

, any present position error in,the inertial system.
The requirements' for accurate star infdrmation
are as follows:

.

1- An up-to-date star catalogne,
)2. A reliable time standrd.

-A.well aligned astrotracker which-can
stabilized from vehicle motion.

The first two requirements, are relatively
easy to obtain, and the third is, the limiting
factor on the accuracy. Each arc second of
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telescope misalignment will cause 100 feet of
position error; hence, for half-mile acouracY, the
alignment must be below 30 seconds of arc. In
practice the astrotracker is directed by signals
from the inertial system to a particular elevation
angle and relative bearing of a reference star.
Next, a. search pattern is conducted until.the
astrotracker locates the particular body. After
location, the difference in directed and actuat.,
elevation and relative bearing is computed; thiir -
in turn, is used to update present position.,

Figure 6-31 shows a simplified 'block
diagram of a Doppler inettial system and a
stellar inertial systerri.-:

Note that in the Doppler inertial system the
output of the Dopplitt radar is a 'velocity
function which is supplied to the second
integrator of the inertial system, thus producing

4

a distance traveled when integrated. The steller
inertial systern receives position information
from the astrotracker which is supplied directly
to the position indicAtor.

FUNDAMENTALS SUMMARil

The combination of accelerometers dnd
gyros mountecr ion a stable element, which is
continuously held level with respect to the earth
and continuously holds alignment in azimuth to
a true north orienyion (or a known position
with' respect to true north) regardless of aircraft
attitude, provides the basic fundamentals from
which the inertiil navigation system derives all
navigation computations. The computer receives
accelerometer outputs, and velocity is computed
by integration. Velocity is then integrated to
compute distance.
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CHAPTER 7

AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTRO*1_ SYSTEM

The first electronic automatic flight control
system (AFCS) to be installed in naval aircraft
was the Eclipse-Pioneer P-1 automatic pilot. The
P-1 was a closely integrated system which was
ideally, suited to the requirements of the then
current aircraft. It served the dual purpose of
providing direction and attitude indications to
the pilot as as stabilization signals for
autopilot control.

While highly satisfactory operation was
obtained in the earlier aircraft, tests indicated
that the system did not provide adequate
control, nor did it provide all of the desirable
features needed for later aircraft. Hence,
deyelopment of the Eclipse-Pioneer P-3, the
General Eletrric G-3, and the Sperry S-5 was
undertaken:

'4 During the period of transition from the P-I
autopilot to the P-3,. G-3, and S-5, considerable
changes developed in naval aircraft. The jet
engine produced greater speed ranges and higher
control forces, which required the installation of
boost or full power surface control systems.
Also, many aerodynamic and control system
changes were made to obt'dIn the specified
performance characteristicS. In many cases these
,changes necessitated corresponding changes in
automatic flight control systems (AFCS).

It is suggested that you review the
information in the AFCS chapter of AE 3 & 2,
NAVEDTRA 10348 (Series). The chapter

control §ystems: However, with a knowledge of
the basic functions of the autopilot and some of
the newer developments, this chapter will
familiarize the AE with the operation and
function of the newer types, A typical system,
the AN/ASW-16 which is used in the A-6A
ail-Craft, has been selected for discussion in this
manual. To provide the AE with an
understanding of the overall operation and
relationship of the AFCS and other aircraft
systems, the modes of operation are discussed
first; and second, a functional description of the
system components is given. The remaining
portion of the chapter is devoted to a discussion
of the theory of operation.

MODES OF OPERATION

The Automatic Flight Control System
AN/ ASW-16 is an electromechanical
error-sensing, coupling, shaping, and amplifying
system. In general, it consists of three main
control loops that correspond to the aircraft
control axesrudder (yaw), flaperon (roll), and
stabilizer (pitch). The system provides three-axis
stability augmentation, attitude control, and
automatic flightpath control of the aircraft. The'
system can:. be operated in any one of the
following seven modes:

I. Stability augmentation.
Attitude hold.
Altitude hold,
Mach hold.
Return to level.
TPQ-l0 (radio receiver ground control

steering). th

7. Command(including roll- and
ivcommands from the ballistic computer set or

discusses the aerodynamic theory of fixed- and 2.
rotary-iking aircraft, as well as the operation of 3.

, in automatic flight cor*ol .system in a typicir 4.
Navy fixed-wing aircraft. The chapter also 5.

--discusses automatic stabilization equipmeni 6.
found in a typical Navy helicopter,

It is beyond the scope of this training
manual to discuss all types of Vomatic nig*
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Chapter 7AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM

automatic landing system (ALS) data link
inputs).

Each of these modes is manually selectable
by the pilot if the AFCS interlocks are satisfied.

The ALS data link, TPQ-10, and command
modes are.' not presently implemented in the
aircraft. However, the system does contain the
necessary circuitry to be used with ALS
equipment .when it is installed. The overall
relationship between the AFCS and the other
aircraft systems is illustrated in figure 7-1. A
brief discussion of each of aie operating modes
is presented in the following paragraphs.

STABILITY AUGMENTATION MODE

The stability augmentation mode performs
four specific functionSpitch, roll, and yaw
damping, and turn coordination. The three-axis
damper automatically reduces.aircraft motiOn in
each axis by positioning the stabilizer, flaperon,
arid rudder in proportion to aircraft pitch rate,
r,611 rate, and yaw rate, respectively. Signals from
rate . gyroscopes are used to command control
surface positions through electrohydraulic
actuators. Stability augmentation also positions
the rudder, through the rudder actuator, in
response to aircraft side acceleration.

ATTITUDE HOLD MODE

The attitude hold mode is the basic,
handS-off mode of oPeration. While operating in.-
this mode, the pilot may, if he desires, initiate
roll and pitch maneuvers using the aircraft
control stick. (This operation is actually a
submode. of operation' tvithin the major mode
and is described later.) Three-axis daMping is
alsA provided while operating in the attitude
hold mode.

The rudder (yaw) axis is controlled in this
mode in .the same manner as it is in the stability
augmentation mode.

The stabilizer (pitch) axis maintains the
re fe r e n ce p i t ch a t t itude and furnishes
,continuous Sutomatic pitch trim. Pitch, attitude
hold is accomplished by commanding' stabilizer
position proPortional, to Pitch. attitude (rate and
displacement) from, an, established r&ference
attitude. The rate signal is d6ved from.* pitch

rate gyro, and the displacement.sitgnal is received
from the inertial navigation systein (INS). These
signals position the stabilizer through the
stabilizer electrohydraulic actuator. Automatic

'pitch trim is, accomplished by repositioning the
cockpit control column and linkage to establish
the trimmed stabilizer position. The AFCS
senses sustained electrically held surface position
and repositions the control colunin and linkage
through the electromechanical trim actuator,
thereby eliminating the requirement for
sustained electrical input.

In the operation of the flaperon (roll)
axis, there are two possible configurations under
control of the AFCSroll attitude hold and
heading hold: Roll attitude hold is accomplished
in the same way as pitch attitude hold, with the
flaperon being positioned as a function of roll
rate gyro and INS° roll attitude error
information. In order for the AFCS to assume
the roll attitude hold configuration, the aircraft
bank angle 'must be greater than 50 when the
attitude hold mode is selected. If the bank angle
is less than 50 when this mode is selected, the
aircraft is automatically leveled and the heading
hold mode is engaged, The reference heading is
maintained by commanding bank angle as a
function of heading error. The heading error
signal is derived from the aircraft's inertial
navigatioh system. The actuator positions the
flaperon through linkage and through the
flaperon power actuators.

With the AFCS.'in the attitude hold mode,
the pilot can initiate roll and pitch Maneuvers
using the aircraft control stick. Force-sensitive
disconnect switches within the control stick
cause the AFCS to revert to the stability
augmentation mode when control stick force is
applied. The attitude hold mode is automatically
reengaged when the aircraft maneuver is
completed.

When the stick is moved laterally
out-of-detent, the roll damper signal is rernoved
from the AFCS. The roll rate signals are
removed by an easy engage circuit within the
AFCS for the duration of the laterally applied
force. Removal of the roll damper signal
eliminates damper resistance to the i; ommand
roll rate. When the, stick is returned to lateral
detent, the roll damper signal is reapplied
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Chapter 7AUTOMAT1C FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM

smoothly to the desired level through the AFCS
easy engage circuit.

ALTITUDE HOLD MODE

Automatic barometric altitude- hold is
accoMplished by commanding pitch attitude
proportional to displacement and rate,deviations
from the reference altitude Jn addition,
sustained altitude errors are cOrrected by
integration of the displacement elrfOr.
displacement signal (derived from a clutched
synchro in the aircraft air data computerY,ithe
rate signal (derived through integration of the,
accelerometer transmitter signalnorinar
acceleration), and the integrated displacement
signal are summed and used to command aircraft
pitch attitude in the sense that reduces the
altitude error. The stabilizer is pOsitioned by the
electrohydraulic stabilizer actuator.

MACH HOLD MODE

Mach hold is accomplished bY commansking
aircraft pitch attitude that reduces Mach error,iii
the same manner as altitude error is reduced lin
the altitude hold mode. The dis

'Is derived from a clutched refe
the air data computer. Sustaine
corrected by integration of
,error; and vertical path.
through integration of the
.transm1tter signal.

RETURN-TO-LEVEL MOD

nt signal
o in

ate
ement

ovided
ometer

Th?ei .returg4O-level m
selected by %the pilot (or
comManded by' the ballistic

manually
autoNatically
puter in the

command mode) inany attitud 'iprovided the
system interlock figittions ate s4isfied. Manual
'selection of this mOdetof c9ntr61 results in the
following programmed sequdince: s

,f

1. Disconnect roll attitude hold, and level
th4jatrcraft in roll. 6

1. 2. Engage beading hold when the bank
Angle is.reduced to 5°.

ts
3. Disconnect pitch attitude', altitUde, or

ch hold; and leVel the aircraft in pitch. 41

4. Engage pitch altitude hold- when pitch
angle is between 3° and 7° nose up.

TPQ-10 MOIJE

This mode of operation is manually selected
by means of the TPQ-10 engage switch on the
ground controlled bombing system (GCBS)
control- panel. Steering command signals are'
generated by the heading computer module of
the air navigation computer in response to

* sigtag transmitted from the ground data link
transmitter to the aircraft radio receiver. The
resulting heading error signal is reduced to zero
by commanding bank angle as a function of
heading error (as in heading hold),-thus changing
the aircraft heading in response to gFound
commands.

COMMAND MODE

In the ,command mode of operation, fully
automatic hands-off control of the aircraft is
a chieved by the AFCS in response to

*programmed ballistic computer.set Oit'}ufi .e-
ballistic computer provides steeritig ebbi:" tit's
in the form of roll cOrdmánds lirnited'to tit°, 2

IN yelocity inputs, .i-and normal-acceleration-.
monitored g-cOmmanci inputS. (Pitch coMmandei-',;:.,-
may be insittecr with the pitch axis in:, the
attitude, altifudy, Or Mach hold configuration.) '
closed loop glpontrol i$, aoeved in the AFCS
by .compari g the g-ciStnrnand sig4I VVith: the,
normal ac elerometer transMitter signal.. '..this
error signii is integrated and used. to command. '
stabilizemOsiiion. In the Command.mode, thei
AFC the additional capability of accepting
rolltiv. 1 1-t,-.c.o.tnmands from an airborne data

I;Ik °' itqn1a tic landing systeM (ALS)
oper

417447'
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)4,14

FUNCTIONAL OPERATION OF
SYSTEM COMPONENTS

(.0:he auitimatic flight contr61 system consists.
417 the air nayigation coniputer, an automatic
p'Hot engaging controller, rate gyros; a
positioning transducer, the aircraft control stick,
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and i:onAipl stirface actuators. Although the
n avigatlix?computet is, the major system
component, it is described' last since inputs to,
the . computer come from many, of .the other
system components. By giving a description of
the other components first, it should' be easier to
understand the operation of the computer.

DIFFERENTIATING
LEVER

Figure 1-2.Stibilizer actuator.

ACTUATORS

PARALLEL MODE

208.139

The actuafOrs in, the systegi can be divided
into three gampsstabilizer,foctuator group,
flaperon actuator group (consisting of flaperon
actuator and flaperon autopilo and
rudder actuator group. Except the autopilot

158
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Chapter 7AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM

actuator, each of the actuators is a tandem
arrangement of two double-acting power pistons
mounted on a common rod. Each ot. the
a uators is discussed under the appropriate

mg.

1:040-Actuator

Stabilizer actuator (fig. 7-2) controls the
"iii,ovMent of the stabilizer in response' to

mechanical commands from the pilot and to
eleetrical commands from the AFCS. A valve
section on the cylinder houing contains two
tandem power valves (shuttle'valves) that meter
flow from two separate hydraulic systems toothe
cylinders. The valve section includes the power
(shuttle) valves, electrohydraulic servo 'valve,
series (mode) and parallel (mode) solenoid
valves, servo ram,auxiliary lever, and mechanicah
input lockout pistons. The, stabilizer actuator
operates in three modesmanual, series, and
parallel.

In the manual mode, the., pilot's movement
of the control stick éontrols- the, shuttle valve,
which ports hydraulic fluid' to the actuator
cylinders.

Wten the stabilizer actuator operates in the
series mode, the series solenoid valve is

controlled from the automatic pilot engaging
controller. In the series mode of operation,
input signals from 'tlie AFCS may be used
independently or summed with,the control stick
movement to position the'stabilizer.

When the stabilizer actuator operates in the
parallel mode, both the series and parallel mode
valves are energized. As in the series mode,
electrical signals from the AFCS operate the'',
electrohydraulic servo valve, which drives the
shuttle through the serVo ram, auxiliary lever,
and mechanical inPut lever. Inner loop feedback
is again accomplished by the position sensor on
the serv904-am shaft. Since the mechanical input
point is locka, stabilizer movement produces
no mechanical feedback to the valve. The outer
loop feedback is accomplished electrically by,
means of the' positiOn sensor. This unit is

mechanically linked to the ,stabilizer actuating
arm to sense motion of the stabilizer. During
manual and series operation, an electric clutch
disengages the position sensor and centering
springs hold its rotor in the null position. When

'EXTEND
HIGH SPEED'

BRAKE

BRAKE

208.140
Figure 7-3.Trim actuatir.

the valve input point is fixed, motion of tlie
stabilizer actuating arm drives the control
linkage, and the pilot's control stick follows
surface position. Full surface authority iS

available in tliiS mode of operation.
s

STABILIZER TRIM ACTUATOR.Two
modes of trim actuator operation are
pro'videda high-speed manual mode and
low-speed AFCS mode. The two-speed actuator
(fig, 773) consists of two 120-volt, 400:-Hz,
single-phase snotors, a motor brake, gearbox,
and screwjack. A ball-detent slip cltitch is alsb
included to prevent excessive actyator loading.

High speed operation o. the actuator is
controlled by the manual trim buttonlocated on
the aircraft control stick. Low spee'd Operation is
controlled by the automatic pitch trim circuitry
of the AFCS. Pie motor and gearing associated

159
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with the automatic circuitry drive the actuator
at a trim rate that is approximately
one-twentieth the manual rate. The slower rate
for automatic trimming is required for stable
system operation.

The actuator output Moves -the control stick
through an artificial feel bungee. Adjustable
stops incorporated in the screwjack sleeve of the
actuator provide mechanical adjustment.

The brake assembly, which is an integral part
of each motok is released upon application of
power to the nilotor.

POSITION. TRAN'SDUCER.The position
transducer (fig. 7-4), is a linear transducer that
transmits stabilizer position to the AFCS when

Oahe stabilizer actuator is operating in the parliel
mode. The transduc,er contains a linear
transformer, a mechanical recenterinF device, an
electromechanical clutch, a gear teain, and'an
input shaft. The transducer input shaft is
mechanically linked through adjustable linkage
to the stabilizer.

Input shaft rotation is,transmitted through a
clutched gear train to the rotor windings of the
linear transformer. The dc operated clutch and
the parallel solenoid of the stabilizer actuator
are simultaneously energized through the AFCS
interleck circuitry. The rotor excitation voltage
(26 volts ac) is centertapped from the air
navigation computer. Rotation of the
transformer rotor induces a signal in the stator
windings that is proportional to stabilizer
position. The stator output-signal is fed back to
the stabilizer AFS servo loop. A tentering
spring within the transducer returns the rotor to
the electrical zero position when the clutch is
.deenergized..Rotation of the input shaft with
the clutch deenergized does not affect ,

transducer operation.

160
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Flaperon Actuator

Each flaperon attuator (fig. 7-5) is a tadem
arrangement of two double-acting power pi ons
mounted on a common roil. A valve section on
the cylinder housing,contains two tandem pOwer
valves that meter flow from separate hydraulic
4;sternS to the cylinder. Inputs are introduced at
the valve shuttle from tile flaperon gearing
mechanism through -the load relieving bungee
unit. This actuator.. is similar sin design and
function to the stabilizer actuator.

Flaperon Autopilot Actuator

The flaperon autopilot actuator (fig. 7-6)
controls the movement of the flaperons in
response to mechanical pommands from the
pilot and,1 to electrical commands from the
AFCS. The flap'eron autopilot actuator casists
of a series mode solenoid 'Valve, electrohydraulic
servo val;re, actuator pistons and rod, seties link
with transducer; and input and: output levers.
The actuator operates in two modesmanual
and series.
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DIFFERENTIATING
LEVER

OAD RELIEVING
E,I,JNGEE

r.

INPUT #

VALVE INPUT

LEVElq

r.*MHT SYSTEM
PRESSURE

RETURN' FOLLOWUP
LINKAGE

FLAPERON
BELLCRA'NK

POWER PISTON

Figure 7-5.Flaperon actuator.

. In the manual mode, the series mode
solenoid valve is deenergized, and no fluid is
ported to any portion of the actuator. The series
link cylinder contains two spring-loaded pistons
that clainp to the series link rod whenhydraulic
pressure is removed. The entire series'link then
becomes a rigid connection between the inpot
and output levers. Input motions from the
control stick are then' transferred directly from
the input lever' tO 'the output lever through The
series link. The actuator piston rod is free io.idle
in this mode !and is suppbyted by bearings to
minimize friction:,

°When operating in the series mode, the series
mode valve is energized from the AFCS cockpit
controller. This ports hydraulic system pressure

TO
FLAPERON

208.142

-

to the electrohydraulic servo valve, the 'actuator
cylinder, and the series link.

Rudder ActuatOr,

The yer actuatoa- (fig: 7-7) is similar in
design function to ' the stabilizer and
flapcgono., actuators. A valve section on the
cylinder housing contains two tandem power
valves that . meter flow from, the :seParate
hYdraulie sYstems to the cylindeis. The assembly
includes a power shuttleqalVe, electrOhydriulic
servo v,alve, series (mode) solenoid 'vAlvet servo
ram, and mechanical .input and differentiaOng
levers, This 'actuator operates in two
modesmanual'and series.
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Figure 7-11r-Flaperon automatic pilot actuator.
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When operating in the Manual mode, the
seigs' (Mode) solenoid valve is deenergized and,
,no fluidils ported to the servo valve or the servo
ram. Centering spfing& hog the servo ram at.
neutral," thereby fixing _the position of the
auxiliary -link. Rudder-pedal motion is
introduced through the input lever, to the shuttle
valve to port hydraulic' fluid:to the power

f cylinders. A differentiating lever 'TS'Iims' the
rudder position with the rudder-pedal position
to stop the rudder at the. desired position.

A cam stop arrangement (not shown) limits
rudder' movement, to ±4° displaoement from
neutral for clearl' flight .configuration(wkeels
and flaps up). These stops are-,on thg actuator
and act on, a roller on *the input lever to .the
shuttle Valve. SinceOhis lever repreSents the
summing point :for the rudder-pedal 'and. the
AFCS rinputs, the total rudder motion slue to
both rudder-pedal -And AFCS innts cannot :

exceed the 4`?' limit.

When operating in the series mode, the

, SENSORS

The AFCS receives error or correction
signals front the Sensiors (auxiliary and AFCS)
for , flight stabilization, attitude hold, and
flight-path control:. (See fig. 7-,8.)

The AFCS.kignal coupling channels amplify,
shape, and mix the 'error and correction signals.

to provide a proportional deflection of each-of
the aircraft,control surfaces. The control system,
divided into the AFCS servosystern and the
aircraft control system, provides the
electithydraulic and mechanical coupling to
deflect eaCh control surface. The AFCS
servo systeM provides electrohydraulic POwer-
amplification of the shaped error and comrhand
information for each aircraft control axis. Each
a ir craft 'Control system (hydraulic power
actuator ind control linkages) is.propórtionally
driyen by the output of the appropriate AFCS
servosystemOr through linkages from the pilot's
manual inputs (stick Or rudder pedals). `-%

- The AFCS sensors consist of the folloiing
components:

energized series solenoid valve ports pressure to ,

the electrohydraulic seryo valve and to the 1.
Unlock section of the serVo :ram. Electrical .2.
signals from the AFCS are applied to the coils Of .1 3:
the torque motor in the seri/0 valve. Hydraulic 4.
preSsure fro'm the servo valve varies with the " ,. 5.
differential current input'. This pressures drives

_theservo ram, which is connected, through
infe.rmediate :links to the differentiating lever:,
Vhf,i lever 'sums serVo-ram inputs with
sudder-pedal inputs, introducing an error signal

.`:;:4;t6'. 'the shuttle valve; through the input lever.This
displacement ports hydraulic flow to move the
pistori rod, in turn reducing the error to zero
through the differentiating feedback link.

^ A transducer on the centerline -of thmervo
rain provides serVo-rain-position information tb .

the.. AFCS/ The seiies moc1,5 authority of the
±4°- o£ rudder'. motion -from the

t-tv rnmanded positiOn..,, In the dean
,configuraiion, this authority restriqed to a
maXimUrn. of 4° from neutral by the learn stop;

,
..°A. summary of the electrohydraulie actuator

operation, tying together aCtuator and AFCS
operating rodes, is shown iVable 7-1. 1.7 7

.r.

4
- In. additittn to the' AFCS sensors, the ic,steni
receives inpuls from auxiliary sensors,' .whieh
consist of the fallowing:

. .
BallistiC.comPUter set: .

2. Inertial naVigation systein.;
3. data computer..
4. lkiind contrblled bombing stem.

Rate Gyircope .

Lateral accelerometer.
Normal accelersimeter.
Roll rate gyrb.
Yaw rate gyro..
Pitch rate gyro.

4.4

164

. .
Aircraft 'yaw; pitch,. afld r011' rates are

detected and measured :by rate gyroscopes:
The§e rate data Oellupplied -to the air ntiviptipn
cornputer for ihree-axis- daMping. Thel rate
sensing deViCe foreach of ihe three ake onsists
of a miniature rate gyro (fig. 7-9). ol14egro
B I , pitch gyro B2., and yaw, rate gyro B3 aee
physically , identical, integral assernblis. They
differ only in respect to calibration, alipment,

04
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/\, Table 7-1.Summary of actuator operations

AFCS
Mode of operation

Actuator operation . Actuator manual inputs .

Stabi4tr Flaperon
autopilot

Rudder

\
St ilizer ti Flaperon Rudder

. ;., .,autopilot

Stability augmentation
.

..

Series

,
.

Series .

-St-eries Control stick . Contirol stick kudder
. pedalst

.

Attitude hold
Altitude hold -
Mach hold

. Return to level

Series
Series
Serie

'',yaralle

Series Series
. The axes revert to AF.S2,

control on release of
the control stick or uy ,

controller switching. .'- (None)
.

gl .

Series
,

Series

Command ' Parallel Series Series 11

Ground controlled,
BOmbing (TPQ-1 0)

Series , ,,.

Series
Series

. Series-
.,,

Series
Series '

range, sensitivity, and natural feequency. Each
gyro measures angular "rate by the-proportional
precpssional lorqUe generated by the r rate of
rnovement about the gyrb inpht axis.

Internally, Wach rate dro Consists of a small
Yiscous-damped, sirigle-degree-of-freedom gyro
-(stator, rotor,' and gimbal) with, a differential
'transformer Aloft'. The gyroscopic elerhent of
each gyro is the spherical rotor of a synchronous
mator.The rotor is mounted in a 'ginibal frame
and is, spun at high speed about AS spin axis. The
gimbal is flexible and is free to rotate about an
output axi,s which i pefOhditular to"both the'
Spin axis °and the input axis. The rotational
freedom about this axis is Onited by` á' torsion
restoring, spring 0'14, couples thegimbal to the
case. Between the giMbal and case is'a viscoUs
damper. The.gyro gimbal also" carries the pidkOff
rotor' on'an extension along its output. axis. The
pickoff senses the relative angular disPlacement
of gimbal and case:.

;Tile schematic eepresentation of each rate
:.grro (B102. and B3) i% shown in:figure 1-9.

,-The ,statOr ,winding Of mottr robei
26-voll,40044z,single-phase 'excitaVorl.: Sin

.0t the: gyro -motor is operated from single-phase
- vOltage, its leading motOr phase is connected to,
; the' excitation supply thrOugh.'a I.0-microfarad

capacitor (C I , C2, and C3): The pickOrf primary
is , excited with voltage from. ,the motor

..

excitation through choke. Ll. This choke
compensates for pickoff gain changds produced
by excitatioh frequency and by temperature
variations. It also reduces the effect of harmonic
distOrtion in the excitation supply.

With the pickqff rotor in its zero or neutral
position, the mutual inductance is zero; a
current flowing ip the pickoff primary causes
essentially no voilage in the secondary (output)
winding. As the pickoff rotor is turned one way
or the other by gyro. gimbal deflection about its
output axis (due to the _lairs of gyroscqpic
precession), a proportional mutual- inductange'
(positiye OP negative, depending . upon the */
direction of deflection from neutral position) i

,introduced. Hence: a voltage proportional:to thi
; mutual inductance is produCed in the pickdf

secondary due to a current floWing in its
Primary. The outPut voltage is proportional tb'
the aiwraft's angular yelocity' input to the gyro -

m * 'particular axis. For calibrati9n, resistor
RI and apacitpr C4: are:coimected across the
roll iite gyp 'Output, (igsistorrR2 Sand capacitor
CS ;,atid eonntrtted .similarly for tit; _pitch rate

:gyro;-,and resis`tor arid' capacitor C6'fOr the
yiW rate gyro). ,

Y

Accelerorneter Trahstter
Two' accelerotheters- are ,,used in 'the

AN/ASW-16 AFCSAhe lateral and' normal,
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Figure 7-8.AFCS simplified schematic diagram.

accelerometers. The` lateral accelerometer
generates 'a signal proportional to aircraft lateral
acceleration and is usedlior turn coordination,
The normal accelerometer' generates a signal
pebportional to the normal (vertical)
acce.leration that it used for, altitude or Mach
hold vertical path 'damping, and also-ls the
g-command reference. The two accelerometers
are physically the same, and their,operation is

Therefore, anly the lateral
accelerometer is discussed.

The lateral. accelerometer ts shown in figure
7-10(A). A cutaway view -pf the lateral
accelerometer is shown in figurt 7-10 (B). The
unit consists , of a cast hdusing assembly, a
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sensitive element assembly, 4Dellows, and
calibration resistors (R51, R52, arid R53). The
sensitive element assembly has an E-pickoff, an
armature and armature support, flexure springs,.
and a backplate% The sensitive element assembly
ahd bellowS are sealed inside the housing, which
is filled with damping fluid. The damping fluid
provides viscous damping during motion of the.
armature. The lateral\ accele'rometer is calibrated
by means of null shift and range adjustments,
selected resiStors (R52 and R53), and variable
resistor R51.

The E-shaped core o the E-picko4,(fig. 7-10
(C)) has' an excitation winding (winding A) and a
compensation winding (winding B) on the center
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Figure 7-8.7-AFCS simplified schematic diagramContinued.

leg, and a signal output winding (coils A and B)
on each of the outer legs.

Excitation voltage (120-volt, 400-Hz,
single-phase) is applied to winding A (in series
with resistor R52). The signal output windings

,(coils A and B), differentially connected to yield
a null output under tatic (zero g) conditons,
produce a phase-sensitive output acceleration
signal.

As the aircraft accelerates in the sensitive
(lateral) direction, the suspended armature tends
to remain behind due to its inertia, thus varying
the reluctance of the magnetic circuit set up by
the E-pickoff windings and' armature. The
armature completes the magnetic circuit through

208.145.1

a small airgap. The relative motion between the
armature and E-pickoff varies the reluctance
tlirough the signal output windings, which
results in a signal that is prbportional to
acceleration. In operation, /he output voltage. is
either in phase or 180°, out a phase with the
excitation, depending on the direction of;

. a

acceleration.
4

4

AIRCRAFT CONTROL STICK

The aircraft control stick (fig. 7-11(A))-
composed of a handle (pilot grip) and c
assembly and a transducer housing. The ha
and c)ble assembly contain the following

167
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ChMer 7-AUTOMATIC FLI

switches:'. Osewheel steering,' Weapon/release,
trim, ,attaek cOornit, :uncage boresight, and
autopilot off. P(611 atid pitch cokrol forces,.
apiplied by the Pilot, are, transited, .to ihe
aircraft control 'linkage viathe tr sducer. The
stick provides the pitch and,' roll switching for
control stick stgering. .

The operating nags of the aircraft control'.
stick are shown4i = figure 7=1 I (B). A spherical .

bearing at the top of tlf transducer pen-nits
moving the lindle in any direction with respect
to the transducer housing. Mgvin'g the. handle in

. one direCtion,causes Ai shaft 46 moe, in the
opposite dirti'on.A1The ggaft iS _held in,central
position by mean§ of fot:erodlhaped fitimary
Spring&. .Beariw agIinst the.,lower ,end of the
shaft are four srwiteh acttorS.

Moving theahaucpe beyond ,tbe..detent fOrCe-
position causes. the ,sliaft tq contact a ritcg-

holding foUr seconcrary/ sptingS. If, the appliedT
force is increased furtnet, rtvmovement is' ,444

communicated to the trafisducer Oeve and -

thence through' the transeleer liotismg to iihe
control Column. ' .,41,

The shaft and dstIciat pW,ts
sufficient weighLto. terbalFcMhe handle .

about the spherical btaring, Aurne. that a-force
is applied to the harklle fOr ichdo action aS':
shown in figure 7-11 (B). W iat rough
a swJtch actuator to close.. switch 52, therety -.
prOiriding -a .pitchdown+ intelfoekitig syStem
disconnect signal. Further- movemen,t of the
handle, beyond the ti ransducer
me anism, cars movernent,..o control
coin . If the Pilot pulls the 41t.to 'hirrra

1 switc (located opposite S2)-inosed,'proyiding
a pitehup interlocking signal. When the litirce is
'removed (mak, the handle; s ft ft, etu4ed
-to central .position. by the sprin
pilot forces the handle to the le itch
closed for a left-roll interloWsignal. If the. stick
is moved to the right; a switch iS Closed for a
right-roll interlock signal.

The .two pitch disconneq. -switches (§itii
pitchup; S2, pitchdown, fig. 7-11.(C)).* both
single-pole, double-throw swftcheS. th ' no
force applied tO the stick, an open' cir texists
between terminals A. and B: When a force
(pitChup or pitchdOwn) equivalent tO or treater
than 1.1 .± 0.2 pounds is applied to the sticliql
continuity eXists between terminals A d B. r

4 CONTROL SYSTEM

iitiz two roll disconnect switches,(S3., roll right"
S4, rOtleft) are similar. With no force. applied: tO
the stick, an open circuit exists ' between
terminals C and D. When a roll force (for loll-.
right or roll left) equivalent to or greaterithart-,
1.1 ± 0.2 pounds is applied to the stick, continu-
ity exists between terminals C and D.

The autopilot off switch (S11, fig. 7-11 (0.))
is a normally closed, momentary-break-contact,
pu button switch. With the switch in2the:
no ally cloSed position, 'coritintlity e:Xists, 4" e

bet en pins A and B: . :

.Th uncage Nresight switch '(S 12): is. ,a
momentary:open-Contact, normally.
pushbutton itch. ''/With the switch. in ,,the
normally, clo)K1 posttion;
between pinS NO D. .4

The nosewheel steerinq swiech: ('$.13)' is
md'inentary-c100:-contacto' norn1ly Opien;
pushhutton swftce-:With
normally oPen positieia, an roNn cirCUit ets
between pins E and F. "'

The -weapon release,: sWitcli (SI42,is a

push§,uttOn, momentary-clo'Se-rcontgt ually
oPen ;switch. With thef,,kitch_
Ren T:osition, 411 Qitscr{. cfrcuit.existi:lietween
0Ins

theAri;An sWitch eS15) is aldtir-waY button
type. Vith the switch, in the neutral (center)
poSitic?,n an :Open, circtil&-eiists"1:betAe,eli pins L

K; N, P. With th& trrm button
mo or ntietiP tniffibutton displackl down),
eb-11- ity M; with
the Ai*: pitttOli /moved for 'nose own trim
(1444ton 14p1aced up), Ceintinuity eXists between
pins arrrP; With'the ti-cm button displaced to -
the left, contirruity,pisiibetween pins L and N;
and with._ fe tr ttOn' dirlaCed to the right,
dontinin ';ocist weep Pins. L,and K. ,

The ck 'cornr0 switch (S16) is a

two-positiOn, double-pdle;'0dOttble-throw, trigger
switch. Witt 'the Switcli:in the normally, open '
position, an yei cifpult exiObeVkeen pins R
and T ande, S. Wlien the trigger is.squeezed
tO first positidn, continuity ekists between14i

41i

pin U and S., ,When the trigger is further
AiNueezed to thwecond position; continuity also
ftists litween pins R int! T.

The AFC$ functionS of the switches in the
airlift., control stick are presented in table 7-2.
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Table 7-2.Fupction of switches in aircraft control stick

Switch Nomenclature Purpose Settings and functional indica,tions

S1.1 AUTOPILOT
OFF
switch

Emergency disengage
switch for all AFCS
switches.

Momentary on switch. (Diagonal striping of yellow
and black.) Actuation causes all controller switches
to disengage or move to OFF positions automa-
tically,

S1t Triniswitch , Position'stabilizer and
flaperon control sur-
faces for desired trim.

Forward, nosedown trim; aft, nosenp trim; leftleft
wing down trim; right, fight wing down trim.

,

S2 . :`**- Stick pitchdtwn
detest switch

F.-

,

,.

. .

Disengages pitch axis
attitude control and
roll damper for
manual override stick

- steering,

-

/

Pilot force (1.1 lb) actuates the switch which cuts oul
AFCS attitude control for the duration of applied
stick force. If AUTO/STAB-AUG switch is in AUTC
mode, and either ALT or MACH switch is engaged,
only the 'AUTO switch will remain engaged upon
application of stick force. If the command switch is
engaged, and the ballistic computer operation in
effect, the command switch remains engaged so
that ballistic computer set operation is automat-
ically restored upon release of stick force. If the
command switch is engaged, and ALS data link
operation is in effect, the command switch dis-
engages uporf application of stick force and may be
manually reengaged after release of stick force.

S1 Stick pitchup.
detent switch.

Disengages pitch axis
attitude control for
manual override
seck steering.

(See S2.)
1

.

,
.

S3 Stick roll'right
detent switch,

.

.

;

t

Disengages roll axis
attitude control
for manual over-

-,ride stick steering,

.

Pilot force (1.1 lb) actuates the switch. The switch .

cuts out all roll damper attitude contiol for the
duration of applied stick force. If the command
switch is engaged, the switch will remain engaged
so that roll command operatjon is restored upon
release of stick force. If TPQ-10 ENGAGE switch
is actuated, it disengages upon ipplication of
stick force. -

S4

,

Stick roll left
*detent switch.

..

..

Disengages roll axis
attitude'cotitrol
Auld roll damper

. for rmittual over-
ride stick steering.

. .

(See S3.)
, . .

W't

.

8 .3-
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Chalker V-AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL:SYSTEM

AUTOMATIC PILOT
ENGAGINg CONTROLLER

.

The automatic pilo ngaging &introller,
located in 'the co,ckpik is a . pilot-operated
switching device thatrris used to select
operational modes. (See fig. 7-12elleswitches
of the cOmponent serve as manually operated
interlocks in establishing the circuitry required
for systeni operation in acdordance with the
operational mode selected. The controller
consists of three solenoid-held toggle switches
(ON-OFF, CMD, and 'AUTO/STAB-AUG). two
sojenoid-held, square pushbutton switches (ALT
and MACH), and a round, momentary-on
pushbutton switch (RETURN TO LEVEL). The
edge-lighted panel incorporates seven inbedded
panel lamps.

The ON-OFF switch: (S26) is a Magnetic
hold-in toggle switch. This switch, used to
engage interlock ciicuitry and to apply 28-volt
dc interlock voltage to the AFCS, has in ON and
an OFF position. With the switch in OFF
position,' continuity exists between A and -F;
with the switch in ON position, continOity exists
between A and E. With pciVier applied, the
28-volt dc power is applied to pin,A,and routed
to pin E when the switch is moved from OFF to
the ON position. In nonpal system operation,
this voltage is applied to external interlock

,circuitry. The switch is Magnetically held in the
ON position, and retunis tO OFF only when
voltage is removed: oL when the switch-holding
solenoid is manuallAKerridden.,

The AUTO/STAB-AU(j switch, (S4), is a
magnetic hOld-in toggle swifch. Chis'switch, used
to engage the attitude holVinod contains an
AUTO and a STAB-AUG posit' AVitfh, the,
switch in STAB-AUG (dis ngag 'Position,
continuity exiSts between z and 1. With the

_switch AUTO position.ontinuity exists
betweenikb and H.. With power appliedVhe
28-volt dc on 13in b is route&tto pin H wheruthe
switch is Tnoved from STAB-AUG position to
AUTO position. The switch is magnetically )ield
in the AUTO . position and returns to
STAB:AUG only, when voltage is removed or
when, the switch-holding, solenoid is manually
Overritiden.

The CMD (command) switch (S21) is a
magnetic hold-in toggle switch. This switch, used

,

to engagd the command mode, contains an ON
and an OFF Tosition. With the switch in OFF.

sition, continuity exists tetween S and U;
ith the switch in ON position, continuity exists

between S and T. With power applied the
28-volt dc on pin S is, routed to pin T when the
sitch IS moved from the OFF to ON position.
In normal system uoveration, 28-volts dc is
applied to pin d .through the external interlock
circuitry. The switch is magnetically held in the ;
ON position and 'returns to OFF only when
voltage is remov.ed from pin d or when the
switch-holding sylenoid is manually overridden.-

The ALT switch (S is a magnetic hold-in,
square , pushbutton switchThsed to engage the ,

altitude hold mode. With the switch in the
disengaged (not depressed) position,.iontinuity
exists between K and M. With the sWitch in the
engaged (depressed) position, cf ntinuity exists
between .L and M. With power applied, the
switch applies 28-yolt dc to pin L when the
switch is depressed to the engaged position. The,
switch is magnetically held in the engaged
position and disengages only when voltage is

:

removed. -

The RETURNq LEVEL switch (S24) is a
momentary-close round -pushbutton switch used
to engage the automatic return to level flight
mode. With the switch in OFT (not depressed)
position, continuity exists between X and V.
With the switch in the engaged (depressed)
position, continuity exists between V and W.
With or without power applied, the switch
returns. to OFF position when depressed and
released.

The MACH switch (S22) is a magnetic
hold-in, 'square pushbutton switch, used to
enpge the Macth hold mode. With the switch in
the disengaged (not depreSsed)
continuity exists between, P and R. With the
switch in the engaged (depressed) position,
continVy exists between N 11111d P. With' power
appliUr and the switch depressed to the engaged
position from the disengaged position, 28-yolt t
dc input from pin is applied to pM N. The
switch -is magnetically .held in the engaged
poSition and disengages only when voltage is

" removed. -

173
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("hapter 7 .:-AUTOMATIC ,FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM

AIR NAVIGATION COMPUTER

Since all qpCrational functions of tlae
automatic flight control system aie channeled
through the 'ecimpdter, it iS the heart of the
entire system...The computer T;ouples., shapes;
and amplifies stability augmentatibn and
automatic flight control signals. These signalswe
used to .operate`, the actuators Próviou'ily
described. AC control inputs, and error signal
inputs are aecepted ,from auxiliary subsystems
and serisors. these inPuts aie obtained fFom the
inertial navigation system, ballistic computer, air
data computer, ALS data link, and radio
receiver. InPuts are also obtained from .pitch-,
roll, and yaw actuator position sensors and from
AFCS sensors, including the normal and lateral
accelerometers and the rate .gyroscopes. XC
excitation voltages, are also., supplied by: the
computer to all of the cOmponents and
adxiliary equipment which supply 'inputs to the
A FCS. Signal swiPtOing operations are
controlled by the computer through an
interlocking relay arrangement in connection
with the controller mode selection switches.'
Provisions for gain adjustments of the majcir
system parameters are providCd through .a

calibration board mounted on the front of the
computer. ,The computer is_compRised of. an
equipment rack ap l. seven amplifier modules.
(See fig: .7-13.) Edell of: the seven modules
contain Submodules, some of which are identical
and ate interchangea1 rtween modu10.

71.

'Comind Coupler Module

Command and sensor signals from varibus
sensors and reference units are received by thé
command coupler. These 'signals are summed,
shaped, amplified, and limited, and then
dittribUted to other:.circuitry for execution of
the commands.1'o accomplish these functions,
the command coupler contains circuitry for the
following functional channels:

,

1. Altitude: Mach, ad pitch command
channel.

2. Vertical path damp ng channel.,
3. Turn'coordihation hannel:

Lateral path chann 1.
e.11.

. C-command channel.
. Flaperonlimiter channel

Each of the, channels is illustrated in,figure
7-.14. During the follo*ing discussion; reference
shou10 bmade to this illustration.

g

;',ALTN,ITUDE, MACH, AND PITCH
cOMMAND CHANNEL.Altitude, Mach, and
,,Pitch command 'information errof:signals are
'aptflied to demodulatormodulator Z100-5. In
the demoddlator portion, the inPut signal is
converted to dc which is proporticinal to the ,
input, with the p'61arity dependent on the phase
of the input. The output of the demoddlator is.
passed through a low-pass filter (C5011) to the
input of the modulator. The modulator converts
the varYing dc signal to a modulated, 406-Hz
signal. The output. of the modulator is passed
through a limiter which limits its magnitude.
The limite ac ignal is fed to the AF(S
servosystein o es ablish as. pitch attitude; to
ccimmand a new tell attitiide, or to bring the
aircraft back to th established referenee.

VERTIC'iL PATH DAMPING
CIIIANNEL.--the normal aecelerometer and the
(1cos P) are signals applied to
demodulator-modulator Z100-7. The signal is
converted to dc, passed through high- and
low-pass filters (C5017 and C5018,
respectively), and modulated. The high-pass
filter (C5017) is used to '.block steady-state
inputs' such as nulls. The lOw-pass filter (C5018)
is Used to provide a low impedance path to
ground fOr high-frequency signal inputs (noise).

The ac output signal is *fed to the pitch
computer, operatihg as an integrator to 'provide
vertical path damping in the altitude hold and *
Mach hold modes.

TURN COORDINATION CHANNEL.The
lateral accele'rorneter signal is applied to the
demodulator sectioh of !Z100-8 ,;,vhere it is
converted to dc. Thjs dc signal is fed to a
displacement section' and an integral section. In
the .displacement 'sectioh, the dc'signal is filtered
with- ti short time. constant filter (R5012 and 4
C5016) to éliMinate :noise. The signal is then
converted ,to ac in the modulator section. of4!1;..;,i;
Z100-8. In the integral section4he dc signal is

175
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. AVIATION ELE6-RICIAN'S

' 1. f)itch computer amplifier.
2. Flaperoh (roll) servoamplifier.
3. Stabilizer (pitch) servoampleier.
4. Roll computer aMplifier.

, .

5. Rudder (yaw) .servoamplifier.
6. Heading computer amplifier.
7. Commara coupler amplilier:
8. Equipinent rack.

Figure 7-13.Air navigation computer:

*Ikl filtered hearily ,(R807, C5014, and C5015> and.
then converted.16 ac in thAthodulator section of
Z800-2. The divlacement and integral signals
are, then sumMed at 'the input to .the buffer
amplifier section of Z800-2. The cornbin d
signal is fed to the AFCS serwAystem to pro ide ,

rudder deflections foeturn ioordination.
,

208:151

L'ATERAL PAH CHA L.Heading
computer control trap former hed reference.
(through the air ata mputer Mach.

,potentiometer and 3,g, ethitter allower)
command' isig.nafs, are,applia :to

idembdulator-Modulator Z100-4: The 'particular::,
deperttling On AFCS mode, is converted
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..
to dc, filtered, modulated to 400 Hz, . arid
limited. A maximum bank angle is established
bY_ the limited ontput of Z100-4. This output, is .

fed to the' roll ,coiripuljtr to command, bank.
angles:proportional to the error signal!,

. G-COMMAND . CHANNEL.--LThe normal
accelerometer Signal and the 4-comniand signal
.(through,. contacts of K5053), are' applied to
demodulator 4100-3. 'The 'error signal is :

convtted4Ô dc and Mere& hevily in the same
manner as: in ,the integral section cif .the turn
coordination channe.V.ift is then converted to ac
in the modulator ttkction of Z8004 and
amplified in' the amplifier section of Z800-1:
The reSültant output is fed to the -AFCS to
command st4bilizer motions piOpdrtionaf to th
integral of g=commanIt error.

.

F LAPE RON LIMITER CHANNEL.--:te
gyro and roll computer attitude reference signals
are.. applied to amplifier liditer Z1400; These'
signals are amplified ij 'the amplifiersection of
Z1400 and- applied t. 'the limiter section of
41400 to assure- 414 the flappron authority
limit is not eXceeded.

Roll Computer Module

The roll computer amplifier module' accepts
inpUts from the aircraft roK attitude reference
and from the command coupler lateral path
channel. The module output is,,apPlied tothe
ro ll servoamplifier module to command aircraft
roll through flaperon deflection. The modnle
incOrporates a synchronization channel
comprising 'a Motor amplifier' and seriro
assembly. The servo consists of a motor
tachometer driving a control transformer,- a
Sine-cosine resolver, and roll-pbsition-sensing
se c t or sWitches Ahrough a reductibn gear train.
(see fig. '7-15.) In -addition; the module
incorporates. roll synchrofiization monitor
circuitry, pitch-up conipensation cirpitry for.
turns, five relays, and a poWer'Supply.

-In the roll attitude . synchronizing
configuration;. relays K3001, K3003, a4d'K3004
are deenergized.,-The control transforiner;which
iS connected, back-tozbackowith the roll syncbro
transmitter of the 'inertial navigation *syStem,
senseS changes tri' the roll attitude of the aireraft. .

The resulting error signal is fed to the input;

of
the motor amplifier. The amplified signal drives

-the motor tachometer,..which in'turn drives the
control transformer through a ..525:1 gear ratio,
'theieby maintaining .the control 'transformer
o utput at a null. In Order tO keep this closed
servo- loop stable, the Output cif the tachometer
s fed .back and sumiiied at the motor amplifier
input to provide the necessary damping. ;

The attitude hold mode iS engaged via the
AUTO position of tho- AUTO/STAB-AUG
sWitch on. the controller when the' .aircfaft roll
'attitude is greater than 5°. as sensed -by the
sector switch. .RelAy K3001 is, 'energized; :
clamping tlit motor, .thereby preventing any
further synchronization and establishing a fixed
roll reference. Deviations abbut thiS reference
attitude, are sensed by the control, transformer
and fed to the AFCS servosYsiem o perform 'the
necessary correctiite anion to maintain the

Hreference attitude. -
The- heading.' hold,- configuration and Wing

leveling are automatically. SelectedDwhen .the .

attitude- hold mode iS engaged with the-aircraft
roll attitude between zero. and 5°. In tips mode,,

-relay K3001 is *energized; unclamiiing the
mOtot; and relay K3004 i energized, inserting.,
the sine output Of the roll Computer resolver .

into the input of the motor 'amplifier. The ;

heading computer reference is ,clamped
Means of interlocking. relays. Reyiations,from
this reference 'heading are sensed by theloaced
heading Computer control trgnsfotmer and fed
tb the input or the:'. roll 'computer motor
amplifier, thereby driving the 'Motor, whiCh in
turn drives the resolver and the Control
transformer., .

The re'solver sine output is fed back to. the
motor, aMPlifier input' tocancel the error signal
from the -heading 'computer control transforrner,
and the roll computer, -control transformer
output( is fed to the AFCS servosystem to
establish an hcraft bank angle. The resulting
bank changes the. aircraft heading, thereby
redncing the heading -error until it is zero, A
wings-level Condition is.: then eitablisfied. In the.
TPQ-10 mode, the heading compute': (operating
'as an integrator) generates -heading emirs
propbrtional .to grouud cbmmands t are
inserted as inputs' tei the roll comp er '(in a
manner identioal to the heading hold ode) to
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Figure 7-15.Roll computer module block diagram.

command bank angle proportional to heading
error. Roll command inputs to the roll computer
also cause the servo seCtion to function in a
manner similar to that described for the heading
hold mode; that is, command. bank angle
proportional to input roll command error.

In the roll back mode, the sector switch
assembly, which rotates with the sine resolver,
measures angular role.displacement from level
flight. The upper limit on roll attitude hold is
±600. When the attitude hold mode is engaged
with the roll attitude greater than -±600, relay
K 3003 i s e nergized through cond ucting
segments on the sector switch. The resolver sine

4tis

II Cos 01

TO INTERLOCK
RELAYS

TO MO
SMOSYSTIA

STSTErA
INTERiOCK

208.153

output is fed back to the motor amplifier inpUt
through a limiting network (CR3012 and
CR3013) to 'establish' a roll back to 600. The
control transformer output is fed into the AFCS
servosystem that commands flaperon deflection
to roll the aircraft back towards 60°.

"The roll computer is clamped when the roll
attitude returns to 60°, and this attitude is
maintained as described in ..the attitude hold,
mode discussion. When the return to level switch
on the, controller is depressed, -relay K3003
remains engaged (roll angle greater than 60°) or
will become engaged (roll angle less, than 60°)
through rack interlocking relays. The aircraft
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Figure 7-16.Roll servoamplifier module block diagram.

rolls back at its established rate until the bank
ingle is 5°, at which point the heading hold
function of the attitude hold mode or roll
command in the command modes is
reestablished.

derived . rom the cosine winding of the servo
cThe (I-cos (1)) turn Compensation signal is

section resolver. This winding provides an
output voltage proporti,dn9.1to the -cosine of
angular roll displacement from\level flight (cos
46). The signal is series-summed with transformer
T31301 to provide a.net output of 'zero volts at
,zero roll attitude (.0 = 0°). For roll displaCemerf
from level flight, this net output is then
proportronal to (1 - cos 0). Resistor R3015 and
capaiitor C3012 correct the phase of the
resolver to facilitate the summation with T3001.
'Resistors R3018 and R3021 adjust the output -
of .T300I to provide for a..cancellation of the
zero attitude resolver output-.

..
,
-1/4. The sensitive relay aniplifier receives -a,
J..... constant input from the control traniformer.

When _roll displacement between the stable
platform rdll reference and the control
transformer exceeds 2°, the output signal from

It
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the amplifier energizes relay K3006, preventing
engagement of the AFCS AUTO switch.

;Roll Servo Module

The roll servoamplifier module (fig. -7-16) .

receives a rate gyro input, which is shaped anct,
mixed with command and feedback signals for ,
roll axis control. The output is supplied to a
hydraulic servo-valve actuator Which Moves the
flaperon s as, reqUired.

The input from the roll rate gyro is a 400-Hz
signal whose phase and amplitude are dependent'
upon the direction and aenotint of gyro
precession. The input signal jscoupled to the
demodulator section of Z100-2, where it is
compared witha .400-Hz reference voltage and
changed to'a varying dc signal. The amplitude of
the demodulator outpUt is proportional to the
input, and the polarity is dependenf upon the
phase. Capacitor C1053 offers coupling between
the demodulator and the modulator, wiping out
the d'c level caused by steady-state (constanit
amplitude) signals. The varying dc is converted tot
a modulated' 400-Hz output, with zero outputo.
for steady-state inputs. Sincethe demodulator :(
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is sensitive only to voltages in phase, or 1800 out
Of phase with the reference, voltage, quadrature
voltage rejection takes place and theoutput is a
"clean"-signal.

The summing--lunction. parallePsilms the
'input from the wipe-out. channel withotIier roll',
command and feedback signals, as :shown in
figure 7,16. The summed voltage is' Pp lied to
the input of the actuator drive ainplifier se4ion,
where it is demodulated (again with ititiadt'attisee,
rejection) and changed to a vary* da.; The .(K
voltage is converted to ari'ac nnal ehtptitAvhic
couples to preamplifier Z200-2,7 a three-stage,

. class, A aniplifiei, with a grounded emitter
output. .

. The torquer'drive amplifier operates a serVo
valve in the flaperon actuator to furish

.necessary aileron control. ,

Since the pitch servo module and ,The yaw
,servo module are identical and interchangeable'

, With the roll servo module, they are not
discussed. ,

Pitch -Co mpu ter. Module

The pitch: computer amplifier module
accepts 'inputs, from, the altitude sensor, Mach
sensor, pitch attitude reference, and:Command
coupler normal accelerometer channel's. (See fig.
7-17.) The oUtput of the module is applie&to
the pitch servoiniplifier:Ynodule to command
aircraft pitch thzo* stabilizer deflection. The
module incorpOrAtoji servo channel comprising
a motor amplifier land a dual gear ratio servo
assembly. The servo consists of a' Motor
.tachometer that drives a control transformer an&
a 'pitch, attitude po§ition-sensingisector switch
through a dual-ratio gear train.

. The gear ratio is changed through action of a
solenoid-operated gear shifter mechanism. hi
additiOn,' the module incorporates dual-purpose
relay circuitrij for pitch; synchronization
monitoring and automatic :stabilizer trim
functions, ten relays, and a power supply
submodule card. The internal __constructions and
submodUle cards . of' the pitch Computer'
amplifier module. are similar to 'those. of the roll
computer and roll servoampiifier module.

In the Pitch-attitude synchronization mode-,
relays' K4001 and K4006 Wt. 7-17) are
deenergiied. The control; ttesirmer, Which is

connected back4O-15ack with, the transmitter in
the inertial navigation systern, senses changes in--
the pitch attitude of- the aircraft. The reSulting
error signal,is fed back to the input of the motor

- amplifier. The amplified signal drives the motor
tachometer, which in turn drives the control.
transformer through the 1,540:1 gear ratio,
thereby maintaining the contr#1 transformer
output at a null. In order to keep:this closed
servo loop stable, the output of, the tachometer
'is fed back and summed at the *tor n1ifier
input to provide the necessary damping.

In the attitude, hOld mode, relay :1(400Iis
:energized hence the rnOtOr is .clamped, This
prevents any further' attitude synchronization
and establishes a fixed pitch referenCe.
Deviation§ about this reference, attitude are
sensed by the Control transformer and fed to the
-AFCS servop/stem to perform, the necessary
corrective action to maintain the reference
attitude.

In the 'altitude and Mach hold mode, relay
K4001 is deenergized and K4006 ,is energized.
This allOws ihe servo section to run open loop
and act as 'an electromechanical inteirator. The
solenoid in the dual-ratio. 'servo assembly is
energized, and the gear ratio is changed to
85,906:1. Any altitude or Madh errorsignal that
may exist at the input to the motor amplifier is
integrated by driving the control transformer in
a direction to yeduce the altitude or Mach error
to Zero,, thereby altering the aircraft pitch
attitude to maintain the reference altitude or
Mach number. .

In the pitchbaok mode, the section switch
assembly, which rotates with the control
transformer, establishes thw limits of angular.

_ pitch displacement from level flight. The)limits
on atiitude hold are +25° (up) and -60° (down)
from,leverflight. When the attitude hold mode is
engaged. with the: pitch attitud e. in excess of
either 4:25° or -60°, relay K4003 (+25b)* ,or
K4004_ (-60°) is energized via two conducting
segment§ on the switch assembly. In addition,
relay -K4006 is energized,, thus stOpPing
synchronization; and- relay K4001, is
deenergized, unclamping the motor input. When
either relay K4003 or K4004 is energized, a
fixed voltage is applied to the motor amplifier
input fr6m transformer T4001: This voltage
c au se s t he m o t or to run at a rate
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(predeterniined) at which the tachometet witput
cancels ,the s level tv'oltageinput..,- Tiie' lesulting
control transformer outputisfed into:the AFCS
servosystem that commands the aircraft to pitch
back toward._ either +25° or -60°..:The pitch,
computer. motor'i§ claniped and the lever voltage
removed when the pitch attitide ;eachs +25°. A

or -600. ThiS attitude; will then bcmaintained
described above under a(titUde hold <Mode
operation: '1 . o

When the return to A leVel .sWitch , On Ahe ;

controller is depressed, relaY, K4003; or 14004
will remain energized.(froin pitch angles ,gi-eater
than +25° or'260°) or become ';energized (Trbm,
pitch angles las' than *It 5.° or -60.°) throUgh.
rack interlocking relays (aftercOrnpktion ofroll'
return-to leve)),. The aircraft 'wilrpitch back at'
it established :rate until. the Pitch 'attitude is',+7° .

(returning from pitchup angle) or +3b, (returning:
from.PiSchdown angle). The, pitcnback rate has
been set t04 result, in. maximum positive
inCremental load faCtor o(approkintatelY 33:g.
when pitéhing back .from negative itch angles., ,

and .maxinitim negative 'inpreinental load: factor. ;
of 1 g when 'pitching back Horn, positiVe pitCh'""
angles..

,
; ,contacts -to drive 411. heading computer .in the

,

T.PQ710 integrator*infiguration.
The servo sec1`i0f, Of the heddin

(fig. 7118)1 is operatie- during the foil
mode and/or conNurations of the AFC
,operation; heading r synchronization, headin
hold, and TPQ-10 tnCide.

In the heading .sYnchronization mode, relays
K8001 an,d K8003 are deenergized. The control'

, transfornier, Wnichl is connected -ba'ck-to-back
With the' 'heading transmitter in the inertial
navigation -iystem,:senses chariges,in the heading A,

.attitude of the aircraft. The resulting.error signal
is fed bae'k to Ihe' input :Of, the motor amplifier.
-The ...amplified signal drives the MOtor
tachOmefer, Which in Ulm drives the contrpl
transformer through the. 5,974:1 gear ratio, ,

.theiebY maintaining ',the control .transforrner
p null. To keep this closed servo loop

stable.ihe output of the tachometeris fed back
o .9nd jstimMed at the Motor amplifier .,input to

provide the neCessary dampMg.
Inthe heading hold mode, relays K8001 and A

'.. Ic80-63, are energized:. Hence, the motor is
ilaniped. This prevent§ any furthef heading

." syncfitonization and establishes a fixed heading
rgfefence.'. Deviations about this reference are
,Sensed by th'e /control transfOrmer'and fed to the

,2,4FCS conirOl sYstem ,throCign. the lateral path
channel' of ihecommand coupler and Of the roll. .

A. Computt'r,wch e.stablishes a bank angle
proportional ,,to headingerrOr to perform the.
neCeisary a'orrective, actiOh, and maintain. the

',heading reference.
tn the TVQ-10

etleigiednd K8003 is dee
rthe' servo sectipn :to. run 'open
. an etectai-MeillianiCal integrator. ,

forili of "400-1-li- puAei) reteived
, 'AFC'groundAte'ontrol telay are fed t

amplifier' that drives.7the 'control tra

puter
IL

, '

Heading Computer Module
'I 1 ..

The, heading computer antlifier Module (fig. ;

7-18) adcepts signak 'froth The heading attitude
. reference' and fro6 ihe radio receiver. Tne

output of the' heading compUter. amplifier '
module, parameter-controlled .by a Mach
potentioMeter,' isi.applied -to the' lateral path\
channel of. the 'command coupler to.command
roll coniputer .shaft.1- Position .prOportional to
heading. error. Heading correctio0s are' made' by
commanding 'aircraft roll through Alaperon
.dèflections. The module .intOrporatq ... a
synthronization Channeli ,consisting of a motor
amPlifier and a servo assenNy, cylich follows up
the heading 'data 'transmitted from thee' inethal
naNigation systeM. .

The servO assembly consists of a niofor
tachometer that drives a control' transformer,

, through 2ireduction gear 'train. yherodule als'o
r contains heading synchronization., rnonitor
circuitrY; a 'Power sUpply; and three relays. In
addition, the module provides a 400-Hz .signal-'
that is routed through radio receiVer 'relay

4

relay k8002 is
gized. This allOws .

oop and da as
gnats (in'. the

hioukh the
the motor

sformer.
The conctroltransfornier output.' is .fe through
the fater:arpathcliaAancl Of the. ComMand coupler
to ',the cOrtiputer-,(whieh functions the *same

:;.as it,does in theA.hratling hold mOde)' tO.roll the
'aircraft, tkefeby changing heading. '

, `tA-,e
,

ThtORYCIF -OPERAIION
f

The AFCS, is...a..40.0-Hz-informationarrier
system with': positioning,. type , seryosyStems.
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Control and feedback signals are comNneil by
using parallel summation techniques. 13:aralle1

summation is' accOmplished by injedting ac
%signals through . relatively high impedance ;
'resistors 'to , low input impedanc,e transistor
summing amplifiers.'SYstem gains are estahlished
by selecfing apprOpriate i.imming resistors (the
higher- the- resistor, the lower the gain). Control
signal- sh'aping i accomplished by passive RC".

networks. Prisir to -shaping, ac signals are
conver,ted, to dc by transistorized,
amplifier-demodulators. The shaped dc signal is
reconverted, to a 400-1-1,z --signal by. ',half-wave'
Modulators for ac parallel "sumniation.- The
resulting at signal is converted to a proportional
mechahical output b.y the AFCS seryosystem.
The.servosystem.output'is.mechanically summed
(in the actuator series configuration)' with= the

a

manual control system
control surface. .

NOTE: The air data computer Contains six
dynamic-pressure 4-potentiometers and one

. Mach-number potentioMeter -for 'gain.
:programing. Q-potentiometers ,No. 1, 2, 5, and 6.
are used for parameteri control of AFCS
g-rornmand, turn coordination, roll rate gyro,

jand pitch-up, . turn - compensation -signals,
respectiVely. Vpotentiometers No. '13 arid 4,
Provided for snaping of AFCS yaw-and pitch
rate gyro signals, are not usedl in the present
AFCS configuration. The MACH- number
potentiornetet is used for shaping of AFCS
heading error signal.

Signal flow theory ofoperation is developed
for each aircraft axis (rudder; flaperon, and.
stabilizer). The AFCS operation,.in:eacb axis is

SYSTEM
INTERLOCKS

208.156

inputs to Position th,e
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divided into operating modes. However, to aid in
understanding, the ,...AFCS servosystem and
aircraft conitol system are discussed separately
befoie proceeding with the theory or 'operation
in the operating modes.

A summary of AFCS opera,tion, tying
together, the 'AFCS operating modes, switching
requirements, and signal data, is presented /

irrtahle 7-3 following the signal flow -discussion. /

RUDDER AXIS SIGNAL- OPERATION

Two p-rimary control functions are provided
by the rudder axis-yaw damper and coordination
of 'turn maneuvers. The selection of these .

funclions is obtained by engagement cif the
ON-LOFF switch on the controller..

A diagrain illustrating rudder axis signal flow
is shoWn in figure 7-19. The combined servo and
control system is a surface ositioning device

; where sensor and control inputs are summed at
sumiping junction 2 of the figure to command*
surface *position. '

The rudder IkFCS servosystem- consists of
the actuator 'drive amplifier section of the yaw
servoamplifier and thdAFCS portion of the
rudder electrohydraulic actuator, as shown in
figtire. 7-19. The actuator drive amplifier rejects
quadrature voltages and amplifies and converts
input ao:=;control signals to dc signals.. The dc
output Polarity is dependent upon the inpUt
signal phase relationship. The actuator drive
amplifier dc output is fed to the actuator
electrOhydraulic servo- valve. The valve
commands actuator mechanical output at an
initial 'rate, and in a direction dependeht on the
polarity of the dc :signal input: The actuator
position / sensor `:*,develops an ac signal
proportional to acttiator mechanical output.
This position feedbacic signal .closes the AFCS
servoSystern, loop (4umMing junction 2);
providing rudder. , ,ct.uator or position.
proPortional to the ac\pal input. When the
poSition_sensor output 'cj el he net input to
summing junction 2, 111 eby reducing the
actuator drive output t9 z., volts, the actuator
stops moving. Balance pote' 9rneter11.1072Y is
surrimed with the feedback signal. This
pOtentiometer is required ft:. .r4nnove electrical .
and mechanical imbalances.'" and thereby
eliminate engage errors.

- The AFCS output and the manual
rudder-pedal input are mechanically summed in
a series arrangement (summing junction 3). This
series arrangement prevents surface deflections
due to AFCS electrical inputs being reflected at
the rudder pedals. Both electrical and manual
inputs can be, injected simultaneously, with tir,
resultant surface deflection being the sum of the
two. The mechanical summation of 'the two,
inputs is fed through the control linkages to the
power actuator. The rudder actuator does not
operate in parallel; it is capable of manual and
series operation only. The -series mode is, the
AFCS operating mode of the actuator.

NOTE: When an 'actuator operates in series,
the applicable aircraft control surface As
positioned through its electrohydraulic actuatpr
so that no motion is transmitted bad; to the
stick. Only the stabilizer actuator has a parallel
operating mode. In this'configUration, aircraff
stabilizer motion is. transmitted .through
mechanical linkage to the stick. The stabilizer
actuator operates in the parallel configuration
'during the g-command and return to level modes
of AFCS operation.

The AFCS can command* up to -±4° of
rudder surface4movement through the power
actuator. The rtidder pedal is mechanically
limited to coAnand ±35° with flaps or gear
doWn (landing condition). In the
clean configuration (flaps and -gear up), the
rudder pedals can command -±4°.

The_ rudder axis functions identically in all
modes tO provide yaw damping and turn
coordination.

Stability augmentation' mode engagement
energizes the actuator solenoid yalve to permit

-hydraulic flow, and releases the -mechanical lock
on the rudder actuator, allowing automatic
rudder control to provide yaw damping and
coordination pf turn maneuvers.

Ya'w Damper

The yaw damper function providd a rudder
deflection'proportional to and opposing aircraft
aniular ydw rate. The stability sensor forkthe
yaw damper is the yaw rate gyro portion Of the
rate gyroscope. ,The sensor output is shaped in
the yaw rate gyro wipe-out channel before being
inserted into the rudder AFCS servosystem

185
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Chaptcr 7 AUTOMATI1C FLIGHT CONTA SYSTEM

, \
(input. summing junction 2). The wipe-out
Channel is a high pass filter. that eliminates yaw
damPer opposition to sustained manual 'and
automatic turn commands. The wipe-'out is

accomplished by conVerting the Sensor it: signal
to a dc signal in the demodulator section of
de odulatOr-modulator .ZI00-2 and rPlying it,

k

to a 2-second RC lead networ.. The signal is
reconverted to 400'Hz in the nodulator portion

2/

'of Z100-2 for parallel summation with other
Inputs to the VECSservosystem.

.

Turn Coordination

TurD coordination functions to provide
rudder control proportional to. aircraft side
accelerations (accelerations along either wing).
Side dccplerations can occur in straight-and-level
flight '(from rudder mistrim) or in -tarns (from
the aircraft turn coOrdination. requirements). An
ae - igiial, proportional to aircraft side
acceJ'eration, is . deriVed from the
center-15f-grayity-mounted: lateral accelerometer:
This.: signal is fed W the. rudder AFCS
servbsystem via the turn coordination channel of
.the _Command.' ebupler. module: This channel is
divided into two signal path sectionsone
selction for displacement control and the other
for integral control. The displacement control
commands rudder positiOn..proportional to side
aceeleration, but, this ,.aloffe..could not. satisfy'
steady:state coo:rainatfOneontrol requirementS
without affeeting,.'Ve. short-period stability.
Therefore, the displacement .gain is augmented
b`y the integral cbntrol *to satisfy the
'maneuvering...cooidination requirements with
minimum effect on lhe short-period response..

The turn. coordination channel uses
demodulator Z100-8 (fig. 7-19) td='.convert the

.

lateral accelerometer ac signals- to dc signals
prior tO sectionalizing, ',the signals. The
displacement section filters this dc signal wi.th
pasSiVe RC network -(0.1-4oncl time constant).
to remove signal noise and modulates it at
Z100-8, to 400 Hz for summatiOn with the
integral section output buffer amplifier Z800-2
(summing junctidn 1). .The integral section
heavily filters the 'dc signal with- an RC lag
network (30-second -`) time. constant) and
modulates it at Z800-2. to 400 Hz for
summation'- with the displacement signal at

summing junction I. The conibined
coordination signal is. -amplified at Z800-2,
shaped, ',fed through the data computer
dynamic-pressure control, and summed with the
wiped-mit yaw rate gyro signal at the input to-
the AFC,S Servosystem (sumniing junction- 2).
The air data computer parameter control is a
50,000-ohnik potentiometer in which the
resistance increases linearly ... with dynamic
-pressure (q). The lqw-clynamic-pressure end of
the potentiometer "(zero-resistance) is tied to
signal ground through resistor R7020 and is tieN
to ..tie 4potentiometer arm through resistor
R7058. The values af resistors R7020 ai4d
I3/7058 may be 'varied to shapeche control gain
.parameter as, required.. The) control gain that
results is inversely proportional, to dynamic
pressure. 0.

FLAPERON fOCIS SIGNAL
OPERATION ,

Eight primary functions are pro,ided by the
flaperon axis as 'follows:

. Roll damper
2. Roll attitude synchronization.
3. Roll attitude hold.
4. .Heading hold.
5,. TPQ-10 commands.
6. Ballistic computer Set roll commands.
7. Return to level.
8. ContFol stick steering.

Selection of these functions is governed by,
,the switches on the controller, the TPQ-10
'engage switch orythe ground eontrolled bombing
system panel, or by application of'rhanual forces
to the aircraft control stick. The flaperon axis
signal flow diagram (fig. 7-20) presents signal
flow frOrn sensors to the Ilaperon. control'

_surface. The combined ervo and control system
is a surfaCe-ppsitioning device where sensor and
control inputs to summing junction 7 command
Surface position.

The flaperon servosystein AFCS ''funCtions
siinilarly to ',the rudder AF,CS kvosystem in
that electrical inputs. (sumining junction' 7, rig.
7-20) result in actuator displacement. However,,,
the flaperon servosystem is physically different
from the rudder servosysteM. There are two

187'03
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identicaloower actuatbrs associated with the
flaperon aontroi systemone to.power each se,t ,
of t perons, and an autopilot actuator which
drives the flaperon power actuators. The
autopilot actuatox is capable of only manual and
series operation.

The flaperoh, power actuators operate with
mechanical feedbck so that AFcS or manual
iriputs.. result . in a proportional actuator.
displacement. The control liiikage between the -
autopilot actuator and the power actuators.
restricts Operation of the power acivators so
that AFCS or manual stick inputs deflect only
one set of tlaperons (right or left) .at any one
time. The phase of the AFCS electrical input
signal determines which flaperon power actuator
operates.

Unlike .the rudder system, the manual stick
input is applied through the position sensor
Within the actuator. The relative position of the
stick and the -sensor (summing junction 8)
genera t es an electrical signal which is
algebraically added to AFCS inputs' at the
servoamplifier (summing junction 7). The AFCS
flaperon travel limit (±12.5° about the engaged
position) is established by the flaperon. hither
ZI400. If the surface authority limit is exceeded
(due to a malfunction of series mode limiter
Z1400), one Of the two autopilot actuator
flaperon authority limit switches is actuated.
The contacts of these switches are located in
series with the holding solenoid of the ON-OFF
switch. Actuation of either flaperon authority
limit switches will cause the ON-OFF switch to
drop . out to the OFF position, thereby
disengaging all'automatic control.

The flaperon servosystem balance
potentiometer (R I 073R) signal is adjusted to
compensate for the electrical and mechanical
imbalances at initial system installation and
during specified maintenance procedures. This
phase-reversible signal is injected at summing.
junction 7.

Stabiliti Augmentation Mode

Stability augmentation mode engagement
releases the series link lock on the autopilot
actuator, allowing series type automatic flaperon
axis control tn provide roll damping. Roll
attitude and heading synchronization operate to

automatically synchronize the flaperon axis to
the roll attitude and heading .of :the aircraft
durirk ,,the Stability augmentation mode and
prior to the attitudehold mode.

-ROLL DAMPER.The roll damper function
provides a flaperon deflection (rolling moment)
proportional to and opposing aircraft angular
roll rate. The stabilitY sensor for the roll damper .

is the roll - rate gyro (fig. 7-20). .The sensor_
.output is parameter controlled, shapecl in -the
roll rate gyro wipe-out channel, prid then limited
before being inserted into.the flaperon AFCS
servosystem (input summing junction 7). The
sensor signal is fed through the air data
computer dynamic-pressure control. Operation
of the air data computer parameter control was
previously discussed.

The parameter-controlled roll rate signal is
applied through easy engage circuit Z1090 to
the wipe-out channel. The easy engage circuit
removes the Toll damPer signal when the control
stick is moved. laterally out-of-detent. When the
control sticA* is returned to detent, the roll
damper signal is reapplied smoothly, to the
desired level through the easy engage circuit.

The wipe-out channel is a high pass filter
.that eliminates roll damper opposition to
sustained bank commands (manual a
automatic). the wipe-out is accomplished
converting the sensor ac signal to a dc sign in
the demodulator section of demod ator-
modulator Z100-2 and applying to a
2-second RC lead network. The signal is
reconverted to 400 Hz in the modulator portion
of Z100-2 for parallel summation with 'other
inputs to amplifierlimiter Z1400 (summing
unction 6). The shaped roll rate signal is
amplified and limited by amplifier-limiter Z1400
and parallel summed with other inputs
(summing junction 7) to the AFCS
servosystem. The* limiter portion of Z1400 limits
the AFCS servo input to the actuator drive
amplifier so that the flaperon surface deflection
'does not exceed the established flaperon limits.

ROLL ATTITUDE SYNdHRO-
NIZATION.The roll attitude reference for the
AFCS is obtained from the back-to-back
coupling of the inertial navigation system roll
a tt i tu de tran'smitter to the roll
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computer control transformer. The roll
,computer amplifier module (consisting of an
electromechanical servo assembly that drives the
roll control transformer, an electrical sine-cosine
resolver, and roll attitude sector switches)
provides continuous r011 attitude -Synchro-
nization prior to- and during the stability
augmentation mode. The control transformer
senses changes in the aircraft roll attitude and
develops a proportional error signal.

This signal is fed .to the roll computer itotor
amplifier input (summing kinction 51 via
'deenergized rela8s K3003 and K3004. The
output of the motor amplifier drives the roll
computer servo assembly until the control
transformer output is nulled. A portion of the
servo assembly tachometer signal, whose output
voltage is proportional to motor speed, is
parallel summed with the control transformer
input to dainp the servo loop. The roll computer
servo assembly is aligned so that its shaft
position (relative to the inertial navigation
system resolver) and its sector switch orientation
correspond directly to aircraft roll attitude from
level flight.

HEADI NG S Y NC HRONIZATION.The
heading reference for the AFCS is obtained from
the back-to-back coupling of the inertial.

'navigation system heading reference transmitter
to the AFCS heading Computer control'
transformer. The heading computer amplifier
(an electromechanical servo assembly which
drives the heading control transformer) provides

, continuous heading synchronization prior to and
during the stability augmentation mode.
(Heading synchronization is accomplished in all
operating modes of th,e AFCS except heading
hold and TPQ-10.)

The control transformer senses changes in
aircraft heading and develops a promtional
error signal. This signal is fed to the heading
computer Jnotor amplifier input (summing
junction 15) via 'deenergized,. relay K8001. The
output of the motor amplifier drives the heading
computer servo assembly until the control
transformer output is nulled. The heading
computer ,servo assembly shaft position,
therefore, corresponds directly to aircraft
heading.

The heading synchronization unction is
monitofed continuously and auiomatically
within the heading computer. The control
transformer output is coupled ,to the heading
computer relay' amplifier (Z1300) which is

calibrated to energize its output relay (K1301)
whenever the heading synchronization error
exceeds ±2°. Contacts of relay K1301 are
included in the interlock circuit for the
AUTO/STAB-AUG switch. These contacts of
synchronization monitor relay K1301 are
bypassed when the 'attitude hold mode is

,engaged.

Attitude Hold Mode

Selection of the attitude hold mode via the
controller AUTO/STAB-AUG switch provides
roll attitude hold or heading hold in addition to
roll damping. The roll damper function for the
stability augmentation, mode is identical to the
attitude hold, mode. Roll attitude
synchronization is stopped, and the roll
computer control transformer error signals are
applied to the AFCS servosystem. The roll
attitude existing at the time of attitude hold
mode engagement determines the nature of 'the
flaperon control functioe of the AFCS. These
functions are either roll attitude hold or heading
hold.

ROLL ATTITUDE HOLD.The roll
attitude hold configuration is engaged when the
attitude hold mode is selected and the airdaft
roll attitude is greater than 50 and less than 600 .

Aircraft roll attitude displacement and rate
deviations are sensed and used to
proportionately position the flaperons to
maintain the reference (engaged) aircraft
attitude. Engaging the AUTO/STAB-AUG
switch on the controller stops aircraft attitude
synchronization and clamps the roll computer
(provided the existing aircraft attitude is greater
than 5° and less than 60° as sensed by the roll
computer position sector switches). This
damped ,computer position establishes the
reference roll attitude. Deviations from this
attitude are sensed by the locked roll computer
control transformer. Hence, the inertial
navigation system roll attitude transmitter
deticts any aircraft roll attitude change, which is
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then transformed to a proportional ac signal by
the_ control transformer. This roll attitude
deviation signal, is fed through, energized. relay
K1010 to the input of the amplifier-limiter
Z1400 (summing junction 6), where it is
amplified and limited. (See fig. 7-20.) The
output from Z1400 is then fed to the flueron
AFCS servosystem (summing. junction 7) and
commands flaperon deflection in a sense to
maintain the reference \attitude.

The use of a relatively high attitude gain,
required to -maintain tight attitude control,
dictates the need for aircraft attitude rate
information for mode stabilization. Therefore,
signals proportional to roll rate, derived from
the roll rate gyro, are summed with the control
transformer attitUde signals (summing junction
6) to provide the phase lead required for stable
system operation. The roll rate gyro signal is
parater controlled and then shaped in the roll
rate gyro wipe-out channel ahead of the
a m plifier,limiter input summing point to
eliminate oppositioh to sustained roll rate
commands. The wipe-out circuitry (high pass
filter) is identical to that used in the'rudder axis.

The upper limit on roll attitude hold is 60°
either side of level flight. If the aircraft attitude
is greater than 600 when the attitude hold mode
is selected, the AFCS will roll the aircraft
automatically back to, and hold, 60° roll
attitude. Attitude synchronization is continuous
for all aircraft attitudes, thereby aligning the roll
computer shaft to the actual aircraft attitude.
The roll computer resolver is connected directly
to the electromechanical servo assembly shaft in
a manner to produce an output from the sine
winding that is a measure (of shaft rotation, and
hence of roll attitude displacements from zero
roll attitude (wings level).

If the aircraft attitude is greater than 60°
when the attitude hold mode is selected,
attitude synchronization stops and the roll
computer remains unclamped because of the
interlocks associated with the roll computer
attitude sector switches. The resolver sine
output is inserted into the roll computer
(summing junction 5) in. place of the control
transformer signal (relay K3003 is energized)
and is summed with the full tachometer output
(relay K3005 is energized). (See fig. 7-20.) Zener
diodes CR3012 and CR3013 are used to limit

the- resolver sine signal to a value approximately
equivalent to the resolver otitut at 45° of roll!
The divided sine signal, in 'conjunction with the
full tachometer feedbatk, establishes the
coinputer motor noll-back, rate in a direction
dependent on resolVer 'signal phase: As the
motor is driven, the contlrol transformer develops
an output *signal to conimand flaperon
deflection (via energized relay K P010 and the
servosystem) , which rolls the. aircra.ft back
toward 60°. The roll computer is clamped by
actiortpof 'the attitude Sector switch interlocks
when a roll comptiter shaft position. of 60° is
achieled. The airaraft continues to roll until its"
.attitude becomes 60°' and :the control
transfomer output is nulled. This attitude is.
maintained in the saif' manner as that

.

192

previously described for rd 'attitude hold.
??!

HEADING HOLD.Selection of the attitude
hold mode with the aircraft roll attitude, right
or left, between 0° and 50 results in automatic
wing leveling and heading hold engagement.
Heading hold is accomplished by commanding
bank angle proportional to deviations in aircraft
heading from the reference. The roll computer
attitude sector switch detects the aircraft roll
attitude between 00 and 5° and supplies
ex citation continuity to interlock relays.
Contacts of these relays open the roll computer
motor clamp circuitry, insert the roll computer
sine output to the input of the motor amplifier,
energize the heading computer clamping circuit,
and select the clamped heading computer
control transformer heading error signal.

The roll computer is driven by the unlimited
sine resolver output in a direction to reduce its
output to zero, which corresponds to 00 of roli
attitude. The roll computer control transformer
produces the command input to the AFCS
servosystem to provide proportional flaperon

'deflection for wing leveling. As the wings level,
heading error signals, derived from the heading
computer control transformer, are fed to the
input of the roll computer (summing junction

via the air data computer Mach potentiometer
and the command coupler lateral path channel.
This input drives the roll computer servo
assembly until the sine'resolver output c cels
the heading input. The angle through which the
roll computer servo assembly shaft (and,

0 08
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therefore, the control transformer) rotates is
directly prioportional to heading error.

The aircraft (and., the inertial navigation
system roll transmitter) rolls in response the
control transformer error to reduce, the error to
zero. The resulting bank angle is.in a direction,to
reduce.the heading error. Since the established
bank Agle is proportional ta heading error; the
bank angle is reduced as the heading 'err* is
decreased until a wings-level condition

,

established at A reference heading.
Th

-

e lateral 'ith Channel in theteading-loop',--
provides lfeading error, . signal, filtering 'and,
limiting. The ac heading sigdal error is applied at -

: summing junction 4, converted, to dc by the..
standard 'deModulatOr (part of b100-4),. filtered
with'an RC lag,network having a 2-secondr time
Onstant;" and modulatd, to 400 Hz for signal
'suarimation at tlie input to the roll computer

' tauniming junction S). (See fig.. 7-20.) the
,maximum outputtof the modulator (part of

7100-4) is established by its excitation voltage.
ta this application, full output of this modulator
.(fatern1 path channel) is equivalent to 30° of
ban1' Lateral path channel input command
autfiarity is thereby limited to a maximum of
30° of batik. A Mach potentiometer and an
emitter-follower (Z5050) are located between
the heading error output and the lateral path
Channel. input. The Mach potentiometer, located
in ..the air data computq; continuously adjusts
the heading gain as a function of aircraft Mach
number to obtain constant dynamic response
ovfr the airspeed range. At low airspeeds, gain of
the command coupler module is increased to
cause an increased control surface movement.
The emitter-follower (Z5050) provides an
impedance match between the Mach number
potentiometer and the lateral path channel
inputs thus allowing' the heading, gain to bc a
linear function of Mach number.

Altitude and Mach Hold Mode

The altitude and Mach hold function is a'
longitudinal control function (stabilizer axis).
The flaperon control axis functions
independently of the altitude and Mach hold
control. The lateral mode (attitude hold or
heading hold) existing at the time of altitude
and Mach hold engagement is retained.

TPQ-10 MODE

The' .TPQ-10 tnode proVides a ground
controlled vectoring (or steering) capability .for
close support bombing attack. The system
includes a ground radar, a ground computer,
ground iata%nk-fransmitter, radio 'receiver, and
an airbOrne )c-band beacon (for low-angle and
long-range t-traCking). During TP0-10 mode
control,Ittleaiperift:(tracked by radar) is always
under ground 6onimand, which may require a ,;''

vcf;P:.
re et-run-tojarget-or-eonmandedAsite-r---Inp4H-k

!information to the AFCS cOnsists of the closttr4-:
of one of two sets of relay-contacts of the radiqie
receiver. One set of relay. 'contacts commang...
correction to the left; the other set commands
correction to the right. Closure of either relay is
intended to command a correction of from 0.10
to 3.0° Per pulse. Relay closure signals, when
required, are transmitted at a rate Of '1 .per
second.

Selection of the TPQ-10 mode is
accomplished by the pilot, using the TPQ-10
engage switch (solenoid-held toggle switch) on'
the ground controlled bombing system (GCBS)
control panel. In order to engage the TPQ-10
mode of Operation, the AFCS must be. in the
attitude (heading) hold mode or command
mode, with the aircraft bank angle less than 5°.
Selecting the TPQ-10 mode while in command
mode drops out the command (CMD) switch,
thiis disengaging the command mode. If the
aircraft bank angle is greater than 5°, the
TPQ-10 engage switch will not hold in and the
roll attitude hold mode will be retained.

When the appropriate conditions are met
and the TPQ-10 mode is engaged, relays K8001
and K8002 are energized. These relays unclamp
the heading computer, switch the heading
computer. control transformer heading error
siinal to the air data computer Mach
poteptiometer, and convert the heading
computer to an electromechanical integrator (by.
removing the heading control . trans font*
feedback loop and selecting makimum
tachometer output). The radio receiver output
signal . is inserted into the heading computer
(summing 'junction 15), through. the TPQ-10
AFCS/ground control,relay. (The relay prevents
inter4ction between other TPQ-10 ground
stations transmitting to other aircraft at the

193
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same .carrier frequency bul,different code, and is
energized by a radio receiver coding section in
conjunction with the pilot's manual selection of
the proper code.) J

Out-of-phase and in-phase 400-Hz excitation
Voltages to the 'radio receiver left-right relays are
supplied by transformer T8010, located' in the
heading computer. A ground 'command to
change heading results in the closure of one of
the radi6 receiver relays 'for a length ,of time
determine'd by tiro' ground basecL_cpmputer,
Integration of the. signal input pulses is
performed by the heading computer at a rate of
30 of heading computer shaft rotation per'
se c oijd . Th e h e ading computer control
transformer is thereby rotated, Producing a
heading error signal which iS fed to the,inpu,t of
the roll compAr (summing junction 5) via the
air data 'computer Mach 1:5otentiometer and the.
co mm an ds co u pier lateral path channel.
Continual heading correctionS May be applied to
the aircraft by ground transmitted signals,
resulting in radio receiver output pulses of 1/30-
to 1-second duration, correspohding to 0.10 to

- 3° of heading change at a rate ,or lpulse per
second.

t-wa

data link phase: The followin
presents the AFCS command mode.

disc,ussi`on

ROLL COMMAND PHASE. o establ
the roll command phase; the AFC must be
the attitude hold mode (or a higher mode) prior,
to engaging the cmp switch on the, controller.
Engagement of the CMD switch wi
in the TPQ-10 mode' of operation
TPQ-10 engage switch and
disengagement of -the TPQ-1
28-voll roll-command-availabt

Command Mode

Selection and engagement of the command
mode disables roll attitude synchronization and
applies roll computer transformer error signals
to the AFCS servosystem. Three lateral
command mode control phases hare provided in
the AFCS: a roll command phase, a retprn to
level phase, and an automatic landing Syjitem
(ALS) data link command phase: glie \CMD
solenoid-held toggle switch on- the AFCS
controller selects the command mode. Selection
of the roll command return to level or ALS data
link command phase is accomplished 'by
energizing the appropriate AFCS interlock .

circuits with 28-volt dc interlock signals
generated by the ballistic computer. Generally,
when the command mode is selected, the roll'
command phase is assumed. The AFCS operates
in the roll command phase until a signal (28
volts dc) is fed to the AFCS from the ballistic
computer. The AFCS interlocks use this 28-volt
dc signal to establish the return to level or.ALS

tO
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h the AFCS
rops out the
results in
e Also, a

signal from
the ballistic computer mast be p sent in order
to latch the CMD switch. hen the roll
cornmahd phase is engaged, rel y K5654 (fig.
7-20) it enogized, switching the roll cofnmand"
transingter output into the later. 1, path charilnel
input through resistor- R7015. A this point, the
AFCS functions in the same anner as 'the
heading hold mode, excpt that the lateral path
chanriel filter time constant hanged from 2
seconds to 0.06 secohd, th Mach number,
pOtentiometer is bypassed', d the 'heading
computer synchronize% aircra t heading. The
difference betWeen aircraft he ding and desired
heading is computed by the allistic computer

,and inserted into the AFCS as a roll command.
This input drives the roll comPuter Servo
assembly until the sine resolv r output cancels
the roll command. As'stated i the heading hold
dis'cussion, AFCS bank comma ds are limited to
a maximum of 30° by the lat ral path Channel
output voltage limit.' The ballistic
computer-commanded maneu ers may consist
only of relatiVely simple roll co mands to guide
the aircraft to its target, or t ey may take the
form of complex operations su h as a LAB (low
altitude bombing) maneuVer. The discussion
thuS, far pertains fo the rejati ely simple toll
command maneuver.

If a LAB maneuver is inv lved, then the
following discussion is applicable. The LAB
maneuver requires ballistic comP,uter sequential
control of both lateral and longitudinal aircraft
axes to ,pitch the aircraft ill, and over
longitudinally and to return it tO, a wings-level
condition laterally. The flaperon axis retUrn to
level phase rolls the aircraft back to within 5° of
wings-level attitude and then initiate's the, `4.
pitch-level phase (iA the stabiliZer axis) toretuin
the aircraft to a pitch-level conditiOn.
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The LAB sequence of ,operationsprts with
, the AFCS in the command mode. Ballistio

computer control signals in the lateral ,path
channel guide the aircraft to its target. Stabilizer -
axis control in the- form of g-commands -(also ,
from he ballistic -computer) is active. At the
proper time (detertnined by the\ ballistk
coMputet), the aircraft is commanded to start its
up-and-over maneuver. As the. aircraft reaches, a
pitch angle of 90°, inertial navigation system

intiated and the 90°-flip sensor op the
INS attitude reference sends a 28-volt de signal
to the AFCS. ;This 'interlock signal energizes.
relay K1007 (fig. 7-26), removing roll computer
control transformer error signals from the AFCS
servosystem. Relay K3004 is also deenergized,
which simukaneously removes lateral path
channel inputs' froin the roll computer and

-reverts the roll computer to sits roll ttitude
synchrOdization configuration, aligning the roll
Compute.rto.the slewe'd INS reference.'

. -

At the same time, the excitatiort to the
electricarresolver is reversed sO that its phase is

*correct for inverted bight. When thelttoll
computer has aligned itself to within 2° of the

.INS -reference, the 90°-flip relay. K1007 is
deenergized, restoring roll computer control
transformer error signals to the AFCS
,servosystem... Also, relay K3004 is energized,
thus reverting ballistic computer control to the
roll axis. The reversed pha.Seexcitation to the
electrical resolver remains. The aircraft
continues along the flightPath computed bylthe
ballistic computer and in an inverted attitude.
When the aircraft attitude iS wjthin 50 of the
proper pitch angle, the ballistic coniputer
removes the g-command longittidinal input. In
order to complete the LAB maneuver, the
aircraft must be rdiled back to a straight and
level' attitude. TherefOre, immediately after the.
ballistie computer g-commana is removed from
the AFCS, the ballistic computer generates a
28-volt dc interlock signal pulse to initiate the
return-to-level phase.

RETURN:TO-LEVEL PHASE.When the
aircraft is in position to return to level (as
determined by the ballistic computer), a 28-volt
dc signal pulse is fed from the ballistic computer
'to the AFCS interlock system that establishes

the return to level phase. In the flaperon axis,
thi§ 28-volt dc signal is used to, energize relay
K300.3 and to deenergize relay§ K3004 and
.1(5054. (See ;Fig. 7-20.) Thus, w)ien' the roll
co9aputer is,. switched, to the retuutto-lovel
cofffiguration, the aircraft rolls ba6k to- its
normal flight attitude reference. Relays' K3003
and K3004 complete the roll computer loop
around the electrical sine resolver through -the .

roll rate limiter composed of diodes CR3012
and tR3013 and resistor R3,016: The limited'-'
resolyer sine output is inserted into the' roll
computer.(surnmingjunction 5) and is summed
with the full, tachometer, output. The algebraic
sum of the two signals establishes the computer
motor roll-back rate. The direction ,of motbr
rotation depends on the initial, resolver output
phase. As , the motor is dfiven,Ae control
transformer develops an Output signal to
cominand flapeton deflection via, the AFCS
servosYstem. The aircraftfolls in rbsponse to the
control transformér signals- so that the control
transformer output is nulled. Relay K5054
removes the ballistic computer roll colnmands
from the inpitt of the lateral path channel. The
roll CoMputer sector .switch detects when 'the
aircraft has, rolled back to '5° and supplies
excitation continuity to the interlock relays.
Contacts of these elayS bypass the roll limiter in
the roll comp er and insert the ballistic
computer r 1,e ands through the lateral

tspath$Chia . :94 'A. r011 computer. The lateral
axis co rts to its initial condition,
that is, 1 and .phase., 4 4)

ALS DATA LINK PHASE.The ALS data
link phase is e§tablished in a manna identical to
that used to establ'sh, the roll command phase.
The essentiaL1t1Terenbetween the two 'is in
the AFC nterlocking circuits. When the roll
comman phase i,s operative; the pilot may
assume Manual 'control of the 'aircraft (if he so
desires) bV inserting commands through the
stick without the necessity of reengaging the
CMD switch on the controller at the conclu§ion
of manual cgntrol inputs. The AFCS
interlocking circuits prevent this from being
done in the ALS data link phase. Hence, it is
then, necessary for the pilot, to reengage the
CMD switch and thus reassume the ALS data
link phase if manual control is used.
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The ALS automatically tracks approaching
.'aircift with. radar. The instantaneous position

coordinates of the aircraft are' supplied by the
radar to a Carrier-based flightpa th computer
that compares actual flightpath to a desired
flightpath..Control signals are tranSmitted by
radio to' the aircraft for both lateral and

longitudinal correCtions as a function of the
error between actuakaYlei desired flightpath. This
radio information is .converted to electrical error
signals in the ALS data link (decoder-encoder) in
the aircraft tasu-13-i commadsignals to the
AFCS. Lateral Control signals are applied to the
latefal Path channel.-,Longitudinal control signals

, are applied to the altitude,,-Mach, and* pitch
command channel. Ballistic conwuter 28-volt dc
intetlock signals, fed to the AFCS interlocks, set
up the appropriate signal flow riffigurations to
maintain control throughout tile ALS approach
and landing operation. Lateral axis control is
identical to that used' in the roll Command

. . Nphase.

Return-to-Level 14ode

The return-to4evel Mode is selected by
engaging the return-to-level pushb non switch
on the controller. In order 11t6 establish the
return-to-level mode, the AF S must be in the
attitude hold, heading hold, TPQ-10, altitude
hold, or. Mach hold mode prior to engaging the
return-to-level switch. With the AFCS in the
TPQ-10 mode, engagement of the return-to-level
mode disengages the TPQ-10 mode and provides
heading computer synchronization on aircraft
heading. In the heading hold mode, engagement
of the return-to-level mode unclamps the
heading computer and also results in the heading
synchronization configuration. Roll 'attitude
synchronization is disabled, and roll computer
control transformer error signals are applied to
the AFCS servosystem. Two return-to-level
phases are provided in the AFCS-a roll-level
phase and pitch-level phase.

Starting from any roll attitude, the roll
return-to-level function atomatically rolls the
ai rcraft to a wings-level co dition and concludes
the operation by putting the AFCS flaperon axis
control ih the heading hold mode. " 12
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Control Stick Steering Made

The AP:CS is implemented for control stick
steering; that is, pilot-applied stick force causes
the system to revert to the sability
augmentation mode while the aircraft ,'is
maneuvered manually. With fhe attitude hold
mode engaged, application of lateral stick fdrce
( 1.1 -±'0. 2 lb) sufficient to actuate the
force-sensitive switches in the stick remOyes the
roll attitude reference and the roll rate damper
fronr-the--systenr--dernerp..zes-re1ay-K404-0 (-fig.
7-20), and the roll and heading computers revert
to the "3/richronization mode. Continued force
results in a manual input to the flaperon control
sy'stem (summing junction 8) producing flaperon
deflection and an aircraft roll rate. While the
stick force is applie, the AUTO/STAB-AUG
switch on the controller remains .engaged, and
the. AFCS provides yaw and pitch damper
control. The roll damper function is deactivated
by the easy engage circuit Z1090 tu. eliminate
damper resistanceNto the commanded roll:rates.5
Also, the .roll daniper, 'signal is reapplied

.

smoothlJhrough_ tIie,. easy engage .circRit
41090. The easy engage circuit Z1090 allows
the roll rate signal to increase to the desired level
with a .fime constant of 0.32 second. In the
fldperon 'axis, the manualley commanded roll
attitude is continuously( synchronized (as in
heading) as described previously. If attitude hold
or the cdmmand modb-had been selected prior
to the application of lattral stick force, their
respective engage switches would not disengage
with stick force application. Upon release of the
stick, the attitude hold or c9inmand mode is
automatically reengaged and normal operation
of the particular control mode is resumed
(except for the da4 sink phase). If lateral stick
force is applied while in the ,TPQ-10 Mode, the
TPQ-10 engage swiich will drop out,' thereby
disengaging the TPQ-10 mode. Subsequent
release of the stick reestablishes the attitude
hold mode.

STABILIZER AXIS
SIGNAL.OPERATION

Nine primary functions are provided by the
stabilizer axis:

1. Pitch damper.
2. Pitch attitude synchronization.
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3. Pitch attitude hold.
4. Aufothatic Pitch trim.
5. Attitude. hold
6. Mach,hold.
7. Command mode., .
S. Return-tSevel.
2. Control stiCk steering.

110,TE: A. general' description -of, the
command an.d return-to-leyel modes was gii'ren jp
the' flaperdn: axis diséOssion and is not repe&red

:Selection of, the Stabilizer functions is

controlled by. the switcheston.the controller-or .
the, application of manual Tomes to the aircraft
Control stick. The stabilizer axis signal flow .

diagram (fig. 7-21) presents stabilizer signal flow
from the senSors to the stabilizer 'cOntrol

surface.
f .

f
.

As in the otheroakes, the combined servo- :.
and' control-system is -a surface-pósitioning
device wberefgensor inputs to inminfng junction
13 command position of the control surface. -

The stabilizer axis servosystem funCtions
similarly to the rudder and flaperon AFCS
servo-systems in that electrical inputs (summing
junction 13) result in stabilizer displacement.
However, the stabilizer servosystem is physically
different from either the rudder or the flaperon
,servosystem. The single stabilizer
electro-hydraulic actuator is capable of manual,
series, ,or parallel operation. The series and
parallel modes are the AFCS operating modes of
the actuator.

In the series mode, the power actuator
6perates with mechanical feedback so that
electrical or manual inputs result in a

proportional actuator (and surface)
displacement. In this configuration, stabilizer
actuator electrical inputs deflect the stabilizer
control surface without moving the control%
column. Similar to the rudder axis, the stabilizer
'series' mode mechanically sums the manual and
electrical inputs to the power actuator (summing
junction 14) and has an electrical control surface
authority limit (1.2°) about the engaged
position. The manual surface authority is

mechanically limited to command 2° up, I0.7V
dOwn in the clean' condition (flaps and gear up),
and 2° up, 23.75° down in. the landindcoindition
(flaps or gear down)..

The parallel mode is asibmed whena,28-volt ,

dc solenoid internal to the actUatbr, is !,

energized. 'This -action Converts the actuator. to
the, parallel mode configuration and allows
electrical inPuts, to contrd the stabiliz
position. Energizing thiS '.sdletioid, activates :a
hydraulic,- craMp . that centers and locks the
manual inPut linkage to the actuator Output and

. removes the niechanical feedback from around
tjie power acttiator. In this configuration,

, manual inputs can be inserted only by overriding
the manual lockout device. Electrical inputs are
fed; yia the AFCS, to, the actuator. The
hydfaulic.clamp deactivates thebseries sensor; In
order td restore the combyied seri/13 and,Control
syStem to:A-positioning type system, the parallel
poSititin* sensor: iplutched into the servo loop
and 'Provides an ac signal:.-koportional tO
stabilizer, position.

197

This ac signal is fed back to the AFCS
servosystem input (Summing junction '13). The
clutched surface position transducer supplies an
output only in the parallel mode c9nfiguration.
The transducer clutch and,the acttlator parallel
mode solenoid are energized simultaneously by
the AFCS interlock system in the g-command or
pitch-command phase of the command mode, or
when the return-to-level mode is selected.
Control signal inputs to the stabilizer AFCS
servosystem (summing junction 13) are canceled
by the transducer as the surface is deflected
proportionately. In this mode the manual
control column is connected directly to the
surface, and surface deflections resulting from
electrical control signals move the control
column proportionally.

The stabilizer servosystem has a balance
potentiometer (R1071P) similar to that used for
the other axes. It is adjusted at initial system
installation and at ,subsequent specified
maintenance . operations to compensate for
electrical and mechanical imbalances. This signal
is injeaed at summing junction 13.

213
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Figur! 7-21.Stabilizer axis signal flow cli gram.

Stability Augmentation Mode

Stability augmentation mode engagement
energizes the actuator solenoid valve to permit
hydraulic flow and releasesIthe mechanical lock
on the stabilizer actuator,.allowing series type
automatic.stabilizer a)6s control to provide pitch
damping. Pitch attifude synchronization
operates to automatically synchronize the
stabilizer axis to the pitch of the aircraft during
the stability augmentation mode and prior to
the attitude hold mode.

PITCH DAMPER.The pitch damper
function provides ''a stabilizer deflection
proportionate to and, opposing aircraft pitch
rate._.The primary function of the pitch damper
is to dampen pitch-axis oscillation. The stability
sensor for the pitch damper is_ the pitch rate
gyro. The sensor output is shaped in the pitch

198
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208.160

rate gyrcrWipe-out,channel before being inserted
into the stabilizer AFCS servosystem (input
summing junction 13). The air data computer
parameter control is identical in operation as
previously discussed.

The wipe-out channel is a high-pass filter
fliat eliminates pitch damper opposition to
sastained pitch rates. The wipe-out is
accomplished by converting the sensor ac to dc
in the demodulator section of
demodulator-mOdulatit Z100-2 and appfying it
to a 2-second RC lead network. The signal is
reconverted to 400 Hz in the modulatot portion
of Z100-2 for parallel summation with other
inputs to the actuator drive amplifier (summing
junction 13).

PITCH ATTITUDE SYNCHRONI-
ZATION.The pitch attitude reference for the
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Figure 7-21.Stabilizer axis signal flow diagramContinued.

AFCS is obtained from the, back-tQbaCk
edupling of the inertial navigation sMem tt c
attittide transmitter to the AFCS computer
amplifier (pitch computer) control transformer.
Thp pitch ,computer, consisting of an
electromechanical dual ratio\ servo assembly
which drives the pitch control transformer and
pOsition sector switches through a dua1 ratio
gear train, provides continuous pitch attitude
synehronization prior to and during the stability
augmentation mode. The control' transformer
senses changes in the aircraft pitch attitude and
develops a proportionate error signal.

This error signal is, fed to the input of the
,pitch com 13 ter motor amplifier (summing

junction 12, fig. 7-21) via deenergized relay
K4006. The otor amplifier output drives the
2-phase instrument servomotor 'through the

1
208.160.1

high-speed' gear configuration, maintaining the
control transformer outpuit at null. Integral with
the motor is a tachometer that 'generates a
voltage proportionate to ,motor speed. The
tachometer output voltage is summed with the
control transformer input to damp the/ servo
loop. The pitch computer is aligned relative to
the INS and position sector switch orientation,
so that its shaft position directly corresponds to
aircraft pitch attitude from level flight. The
functions of hç pitch computer sector switches
and the low eed gear configuration are not
required in tl e stability augmentation mode.

In stability augmentation mode, thepitch
synchronization function is continuously and
automatically monitored within . the pitch
computer. The control transformer output is
coupled to a phase-sensitive relay amplifier via

6
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e'k,deenergized relay K1009. The relay amplifieL
.energizes either elay. K4008 or K4009
idepending on signal input phase).if the pitch
computer fails to syncpronize to within 2° of
the .eircraft's -pitch attitude as' sensed by' the
control transformer. When either relay is
energized, the attitude hold mode cannot be
energized. If synchronization i§ satisfactory and
the attitude hold 'mode is engaged, relay K1009
is energized and
m

t he phae-sensitve relay
apliqer is then .,,swit-hed tO function as', the
aut atic pitch trim L trol circuitry.

'Attitude Hold Mode

Seleetion. of Vie attitude hold mode alloviis
asstomatic stabilizer. 'coatrol to provide pttch
,damping and pitch 'attitude hold. The attitude
hold mode i§ identical ti1 the, pitch- damper
function previbusly describe7d for the stittbilitk
augmentation'. M'ode. Pitch attitude
synchronization is stopPed, and the pitch
computer coatrol transformer error signals are
applied to .the- AFCS servosystem. The aircraft
pitch attitude is maintained by commanding
stabilizer position proportional to pitch attitude,
displacement and rate errors. Automatic pitchi-

These..pitch attitu'de deviatiOn signals are fed
to the input of thesliibilizer AFCS servo system
(summing junaion 13), through 'energized relay
K1004 and Mninand stabilizer deflection in a
sense to maintain the refeeence attitude. (
fig. 7-21.) The use of .relatively high attit de

.gains, required to maintain tight attitode
.. control, dictates the need for aircraft attitude

rate information for mode stabilization.
Therefore, a signal proportionate-to pitch rate is
derived from. the _itch ratsivro and summed
with the control trapsformer attitude signals
(summing junction 13) to provide the phase lead
(and, therefore, damping) required for able
system operation. The pitch rate gyro signal is
passed through the -pitch rate gyro wipe-out

'channel ahead of the suinming point tO
eiliminale opposition' to sustained , pitch rate
commands. The,. wipe-out cirCuitly (high-pass .
filter) is identical to that used in the rudder and
flaperon axes.

The upper limits of pitch attitude hold are
+25° pitchup and -60° pitchdown from Ievel
flight. If the aircraft pitch attitude is greater

1%'either limit when the attitude hold mode is
tre'; ified, it will automatically pitch back to

t., +259 or -60°, depending on the repectivetrim functions in this mode a' nd in ail exceeded. Attitude synchronization issubsequent controller-engaged, series-actuator
operating modes.

PITCH ATTITUDE HOLD.the pitch
attitude hold configuration is engaged Ehen the
attitude hold mode is selected. Aircraft pitch
attitude displacement and rate deviations are
sensed and used proportionally to position the
stabilizer to maintain the reference ,(engaged)
a`ircra ft attitude. Engaging Ole
AUTO/STAB-AUG switch on the .'controller
.disableS attitude synchronization by clatnping
the pitch computer. Clamping is accomplished
by short-circuiting the servomotor control field
(reify K4001 energized). The clamped computer
position establilliess the reference attitude.
Deviations from this attitude are sensed by the
locked pitch computer control tran§former. The
INS pitch attitude transmitter detects the
aircraft attitude changes which are then
transfOrmed to proportional ac signals by the
.control, transformer.

kV
tTh'itinuous for all attitudes, thereby aligning the
pitch computer shaft with the actual aircraft
attitude. When the AUTO/STAB-AUG switch is
engaged, the attitude sector switches (conne,cted
to the pitch computer shaft) energize relay
K4003 if the pitch attitude is greater than +25°
up, or relay K4004 if the pitch attitude is
greater than -60° down. Relay K4006 is

- energized, removing the control transformer
input to the pitch computer, thereby stopping
synchronization and switching to full
tachometer feedback. Relay K1004 is energized,
inserting the control transformer output into the
AFCS servosystem (summing junction 13); and
the level circuitry voltage is inserted into the
pitch computer (summing junction 12). The
phase of the level voltage depends on which
relay (K4003 or K4004) is energized.
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The level voltage establishes the pitch
computer motor rotation rate Which commands
an aircraft :pitch' rate towards . level via the

2 1. 6
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control transformer input to the AFCS
servosystem and.the aircraft control system. The
level voltages are adjusted to provide a
maximum normal incremental acceleration of
'approximately +2.5 g when levelirtg to -600 and
-0.8 g wheif leveling to +25° (in the high speed
flight con tion). The pitch computer is clamped
and the 1 vel yoltage removed when the shaft
position ot the sector switches indicates +25° or
-60°. The aircraft will pitch uritil its attitude is
in agreement with the pitch computer shaft
position and-the control transf iner output- is
nulled, recentering the AFCS serv system. The
qt-ch attitude -at either +25° r -609 'is'
maintained in the sa e. manner as d scribed for
pitch attitude

AUTOMATIC PITCH TRIM.Pitch trim is
prov automatically when the attitude hold

aged..Automafic trim is operative for
1 series operating mod s of ,,the stabilizer,

actuator with the exc of stability
augmentation. The automatic pitch trim
function relieves the AFCS frpm holding a pitch
error and from holding AFCS actuatOr
displacement to provide the sustained stabilizer
deflections required to compensate for trim
shifts due to changing flight conditions. This
relief is accomplished by repositioning, the

, control column and linkage to hold the required
surface through the action of the stabilizer trim
actuator on the stabilizer artificial .feel bungee,.
This automatic pitch trim functioh aisures that
the stabilizer control system is trimmed; This
reduces the possibility of a disengage transient
due to mistrim when the attitude hold mode is
disengaged.

\
When the attitude hold mode is engaged,

manual trim cutoff relay and relay 1(1009 are
energized. The manual trim cutoff relay switches
the input (excitation) to the stabilizer trim
actuator from the stick-manual trim button to
the AFCS jautomatic trim circuitry. (See fig.
7-21.) Relay K1009 switches the input to the
pitch computer phase-sensitive relay amplifier
circuitry from the pitch control transformer
output to the AFCS actuator series position
sensor output. When the aircraft trim,condition
alters, due to changes in flight .conditions, .a
pitch attitude change results. The pitch attitude,

...

change is sensed by the-pitch computer control° .

transformer, which commands-stabilizer suiface
deflection- in a sense to maintain the reference
pitch attitude. A pitch attitude error '(from the-
reference) pipportional to the anitude change
results in a steady-state surface deflection. jitiY.'
deflection is sensed hy the series position_snsor,
which produces a proportional output, voltage.

. .
.

- , The position sensor output. is fed to the input
of the pitch computer relay -amplifier ria relay,:
K1009., When thc position:volt* exceeds the

llrelay amplifier/ puzin v61tage (equivalent .:to
approximately p'.-1° ofIstabiliZer), and depending
Dp. the.Alkase of thiiinput (phase determines -
direction, of suiface deflection), eithei elax
K40.08 pr relay K4009.is energized. Contacts of
these relays in turn apply 120-volt tc eZcitation
to the low speed windings of the, stabjlier trim.
actuator. The direction in Which t the
electromechargal screwjack trim actuator
moves depends on whethet uP. trim or .down
trim is energized.

j4
,1The stabilizer trini actuatolf "Output moves

the aircraft's control mn via the stabilizer
artificial feel bungee. As noted in the Stabilizer
aircraft control system discussion, control
column movement is summed with the AFCS
output at the input to the power actuator. The.

. control column input due to the trim actuator
motion commands surface deflection in the
same direction as that resulting from the
actuator displacement. Th increased surface
deflection reduces the a titude error, which
decreases the signal i ut to .the AFCS
servosystem. This decreased signal input returns
the actuator tOwaTds its neutral position and
decreases the seried position sensor output. This
action conlinues until the actuator apprOaches
the neutral position. At this point, the.position
sensor voltage -reaches the relay amplifier
dropout voltage, thereby stopping the trim
actuator. fhe net result . is that the surface
position required for trimmed flight is obtained
froM control column inputI a9d the. AVCS .
servosystem operaths about4 its neutral , (no

, input) position.
.,

The stabilizer trim actuator has Separate
\QT...wal and AECS input vindings to provide a
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' two-speed capability:The AFCS automatic ,trim
int) u t h as a trim speed approximately
one-twentieth of the Manual rate. The slower
rate associated with automatic trim is required
to assure stable syste tion.

Aliitudel-hed Mo

,, 'The AFCS provides longitudinal ,flightpath
control to the 55rometric altitude`existing at-the
time :of altitude hold* mOde 'engagement. At,.
altithlre'S beloW 5,000 feet,1 the barometric
altitUde error. ignal modified in 'the-air data

7----comphter by zt radar altiineter climbidive signal
to correct for altitude hol&deviations caused by
ambient harothetrie pressure lcharrges. 'The
altitude hold function 'is, acoomplished by'
commanding pitch , attitude proportional: to
altitude displacement, integral, and rate errqr
inputs. The altitude hold mode is selected Via
the-ALT sivitCh on the controller:

Seleetion of the altitude hold mode
energizEs relays K1017, K1040, KI070, K4002,
and K4006 (fig. 7721), engages the 'air data
coinputer altitude sensor clutch, and converts,
the pitch computer ,ihto an electromechanical
integrator., Contacts of relay K1017 switch the
engaged altitude sensor output into theinput of
the altitude, vIach, and pitchQp1mand channel
(summing A ction 9), an into the input of .the
pitch 'co uter (summing junction 12).
Confacts o relay e1040 switch the pitch
comPuter rb1ance adjust potentiometer
(R10 e) ihtb the input of the pitch coMputer
(su ming' junction 12), Relay 1(4002 cbuples
the v rtical path ,dainping channel output into
the ifçh computer (summing junction, 12).
Relay iOO6 removes the cOntrol transformer
input- to he pitch computer enabling it tr4un
open loop (integrate),"and 'switches in th,p, full
tachometer signal. In addition to breaking the
position feedback (removing . -the control
transformer input), the, pitch computer
reduction gearing is increased (by applying 28
volts dc to the gear_change9ifrom 1,540:1 to
85,9001 to achieve the\ required slow
integiation rate.

An ac signal -.proportional to altitude
displacement frost-- the barometric reference,

" 1 8

'derived from- the clutched, spring-centered
transducer in the air .data computer, is used to
establish the displacement and ,integral error
confrol signals.- The displacement control is
,accomplisyeq: by .,conimanding pitch'. attitude,
proportiOalCto the altitude sensor output.. The
sensor 'signal Is. fed thfough the. altilude, Mach,
and Pitch-cornmand channJ 'o the input of the

stabiliZer AFCS ,servo, m: The altitude,
Mach, and pitch-command channel filters , and-
limits he.input error signal.

In iis, channel, the Sc. senSor signal is
dernodulated, -fi41;ed 12-second time' constant
'RC lag circuii), and Mo'dulged to 400 Hz for
signal summation _at the input to. ihe AFCS
servosysteM .(supming junction -13):' Filtering
this signal minimizes.the ankle-oi.-attack effects-

- on the altitude displacement control. signal. The
-output.. response from the 'AFCS servosy.stem
commands stabilizer di lacement,'which results
in an aircraft pitch fte. The aircraft4 pitch
attitude changes 'until the attitude errqr signal
input (from the pitch computer control
transformer) to summing junction 13 cancels the
altitude error input, thus returning the surface
to neutral arid stopping the pitch attitude/J.?
change. Pitch attitude change,proportional to
altitude error,' maintains ,t1-}e barometric
refeiçnce. 'The nfaxim,urn pitch attitude
conuilanLfroM the altitudeajcement signal
is limitea4 -p-413.5° of pitch%Ttitude because:of
the altituda-, Mach, and pitchommand channel
limiter. /

, .
, If the altitude hold mode were engaged with

the -aircraft in other than fevel flight, and the
altitude displacement error were the ohly,
cOntrol, a sustained altitude error (standoff from'
the reference) would result. Asstming the
aircraft was in a climb at the time of
engagement, the altitude hold function would
try to maintain the climb attitude, and the
altitude error signal would try to change tbe
attitude sufficiently to return the aircraft fothe,
barometric referenee. An altitude error sufficient
to change the aircraft pitch attitude to level (nO
further increase in altitude) would be requited
to cancel the pitch control transfOrmer output_
resulting froth the attitude change (climb to
level). Ultimately, an altitude signiLand attitude
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signal would be summed at summing junction 13
to produce a zero input to the servosystem.

Disengagement of the altitude hold mode
deenergizes relays K1040, K1070, and K4002.
Relay K1070, however, has a time delay circuit
which holds it energized for 2 seconds after
interlock voltage is removed. One set of relay
K1070 contacts applies the full pitch computer
tachometer signal to be summed into the pitch
computer (summing junction, 12) for 2 seconds.
During this 2-second period tie pitch computer
smoothly synchronizes to a° null, thus removing
the integrator output and providing altitude
hold mode easy disengage. Relay K1070 also
holds relay K1004 energized for this 2-second
period to prevent the pitch computer control
transformer output from being switched out of
the AFCS servosystem until it is properly
synchronized.

The use of relatively high altitude hold gains
(required for tight altitude cOntrol) and the
added lag contributed by the displacement signal
filter dictate the need for aircraft altitude rate
information for mode stabilization. An altitude
rate signal is developed by integration of aircraft
normal (vertical) acceleration, which is summed
with the altitude displacement and integral
signals to provide the phase lead (and, therefore,
path damping) required for stable system
operation. The cen ter-of-gravity-mounted
normal accelerometer provides the signaj
proportional to aircraft normal acceleration.
This signal is fed to the pitch computer

, (summing junction 12) via the vertical 'path
damping channel. This channel is a high pass
filter that wipes out steady-state input signal§
such as noise and nulls. It consists of a
demodulator (Z100-7), and RC lead network
(257second time constant), ' and a 400-Hz
Modulator. (Z100-7). In the control frequency
spectrum, the, output of this channel is
proportional to altitude acceleration. This
output signal', converted to an altitude rate
signal by integration through the pitch
computer, commands pitch attitude
proPortional to altitude rate deviations.

A signal proportional to the ai#raft bank
angle, derived from the cosine winding of the

roll comPuter resolver, is summed with the
normal accelerometer'signar at the input to the
vertical path damping channel (summing
junction 10). This signal is calibrated to provide
a p pro x i mate cancellation of the normal
accelerometer output resulting from aircraft
turn maneuvers, A turn command (aircraft
bank) produces a change in aircraft load factor
(normal acceleration) which is sensed by the
normal accelerometer, thus causing an output
corresponding to a nonexistent change from the
reference altitude. Cancellation of this signal
eliminates the erroneous altitude change from
the reference that this signal would command.
The wipe-out action of the vertical path
damping channel eliminated the steady-state
effects of mismatch between the resolver, and
accelerometer signals.

In conclusion, the AFCS barometric altitude
control commands aircraft pitch attitude. The
pitch attitude is proportional to integral plus
displacement signals at the low frpguency
portion of the control spectrum and
proportional to only displacement signals in the
midfrequencies. jt is proportional to
displacement plus rate signals id the high
frequency, portion of the control spectrum.

The AFCS Aovides longitudinal flightpath
control to the Mach number existing at the time
of Mach hold mode engagement. The Mach hold
function is accomplished by commanding pitch
attitude proportional to Mach . number
displacement and integral, and to vertical path
rate deviations. The Mach hold mode is selected
via the Mach switch on the controPer. The
theory of signal operation of the Mach hold
mode is the same as for altitude mode and is not
repeated.,

Control Stick Steering Mode

The AFCS is implemented for control stick
steering; that is, pilot-applied stick force reverts
the system back to the stability augmentation.
mode while the aircraft is maneuvered manually.
With the attitude hold mode engaged, application .

of longitudinal stick force (1.1,1b) sufficient to
actuate the force-sensitive switches in the pilot's
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Table 7-3.Summary of AFCS operation

Mode of operation Switching and signal data , Signal input axis

STABILITY AUGMENTATION
.

Damper

,
'. -

Attitude synchronization

Heading synchronization
^ .

1
./ .

Controller:
ON-OFF switchON
AUTO/STAB-AUG switch4
STAB-AUG

Rate gyroscope:
sRonlla,yaw, and pitch rate

Inertial navigation system:
Roll angle and elevation

4 angle signals
Inertial navigation system:

True heading signal

-------

Rudder, sthbilizer,
flaperon

Rudder, stabilizer,
flaperon

!,

Flaperon .

.

ATTITUDE HOLD
p'

Roll attitude hold ,

'
Automatic pitch trim

1

,

Pitch attitude hold .

.
Heading hold

.

-,"

,

Controller:
ON-OFF switchON

' AUTO/STAB-AUG switch
AUTO

Aircraft:
Roll attitude more than 50
but less than 60°

Inertial navigation system:
Roll angle signal

Stabilizer actuator:
Series sensor position
sigpal

Aircraft:
Pitch attitude between +25°
pitchup, and -60° pitchdown

Rate gyroscope:
Pitch rate signal

Inertial navigation system:
Elevation angle signal

Aircraft:
Roll attitude between 0°

0and 5 ,

Inertial navigation system:
True heading signal

. -----
,

Flaperon

.

Stabilizer

Stabilizer

-----

-------

Flaperon

-------

_

-

ALTITUDE HOLD

,

' Controller:
ON-OFF switch-0N ,

AUTO/STAB-AUG switch
AUTO °

ALT buttondepressed
Normal accelerometer:

Normal acceleration signal
Air, data computer:

Altitude error signal

.

Stabilizer

,

'4

,

.

r

.
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Table 7-3.Summary of APCS operationCOntinued

Mode of operation Switching and signal data NSignal input axis

MACH HOLD Controller:
ON-OFF switchON
AUTO/STAB-AUG switchAUTO
MACH buttondepressed

Normal accelerometer:
. Normal acceleration'signal

Air data computer:
, Mach error signal

Stabilizer

-

,

------
.

-----
,

RETURii TO LEVEL

.

,

Controller:
ON-OFF switch=ON
AUTO/STAB-AUG switchAUT9,
RETURN TO LEVEL switCb
depressed

NOTE: At completion of the return
to level maneuver, the flaperon and
stabilizer axes revert to the heading,
hold and pitch attitude hold modes,
respectively.

Flaperon and stabilizer

,

COMMAND

Roll command

°

Controller:
ON-OFF switchON
AUTO/STAB-AUG switchAUTO
CMD switchON

Ballistic computer set:
Discrete (28 volts dc) roll coin-
mand available signal
Roll angle command signal

Inertial navigation system:
Discrete (28 volts dc) 900 flip-
ping signal (inverted flight)

.

Flaperon

-

-----

RETURN TO LEVEL

G-command
,

Ballistic computer set:
Discrete (28 volts dc) return
to level signal

Ballistic computer set:
G-command signal

,

Flaperon and stabilizer

Stabilizer

GROUND CONTROLLED
BOMBING (TPQ-10)

.

'

. ,

I

Controller:,
ON-OFF switchON
AUTO/STAB-AUG switch
AUTO

.

Aircraft:
Heading hold configuration

GCBS control panel:
TPQ-10 ENGAGE switchON

Flaperon

.,

---
,
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stick removes the pitch attitude reference from
the system (deenergizes , relay K1004), and
causes 'the pitch computer to revert to the
synchronization phase. Continued force results
in a manual input to the stabilizervireraft
control sy stem (summing junction 14),
producing -stabilizer deflection and an aircraft
pitch rate.

While the stick force is applied, the
AUTO/STAB-AUG switch on the controller
remains engaged and the AFCS stability
augmentation mode functions, as described in
the .stabilizer axis discussions, 'providing pitch
damper control. In the stabilizer axis, the
manually commanded pitch attiludp is
continuously synchronized as dik. ribed
previously. If the altitilde or Mach hold mode
has been selected prior to the applicatiorii of
longitudinal stick force, the respective engage
switch will disengage with stick force
application, thus removing the particular control
function: Upod release of the stick, the attitude
hokl mode is automatically reengaged in the
pitch :attitude hold configuration. If the
comrhand mode (via the CMD switc,h) has been
selected prior- to the application of longitudinal
stick force, it remains engaged and the Command
mode control function ahtomatically regains
control upon release of the stick (except for the
ALS data link phase). A summary of AFCS
operation is prekented in table 7-3.

Ltr

2 2 2

AFCS INTERLOCK

The interlock provisions of the AFCS
establish the system configuration and function
eonsistent with the selected operating mode.
Each mode is interlocked to prevent selection of
incompatible functions. Visual indication of the
current operating mode is presented by
controller switch identification..

The AFCS interlock system generally
operates off the 28-volt do supply. The mode
select switches on the controller\ are
solenoid-held toggle and-, pushbutton §witches,
with the exception of the return-to-lerel sw\itch
which is the momentary-on, pushbutton type.
The "solenoid.held type Of switch is ideally suited
to interlock systems in' that' the' golenoid
excitation may be applied directly through the
respective switch or 'indirectly through relays
and/or other switches. Therefore, the switching
voltage and the solenoid voltage may 1:le one and
the same, eliminating the possibility Of selecting
an incompatible mode. Most of the signal a!nd
interlock switchingds accomplished by operation
of standard double:pole; double-throw relays.
All the switching relays are in th,e computer,
with the Majority of them located in the
electrical equipment rack, and the remainder

o within the various modules of the computer.
Detailed theory of operation of the interlock
system and circuitry is found' in NAVAIR.
01-85ADA-2-5.1.
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CHAPTER 8

POWER PLANT AND, AIRCRAFT
ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS

There have been vast improvements in
aircraft design, construction, and 'functional
purpose since man's first flight. A man sat in an
open seat, had someone else start his engine, and
his only means of controlling the aircraft were
the engine thlottle and a simple surface control
lever. We have progressed from this stage of
flight to the present ever-changing stages of
space flight.

Through necessity, because of increasing
complexity Of navaLaircraft, a pilot must be able
to start and gontrol his engine or engines, and
monitor their performance. At high level flights
and speeds, -he must be able tovinterpret all
performance indications'ind make changes and
adjustments to his numerous controls for
optimum mission performance, including
emergency procedure opmationsL .when
necessary. To function properly under these

: circumstances, the pilot must be in a
pressurized, temperature-controlled
environment.

This chapter includes the description,
principles of operation, snd application of
yarious power plant and aircraft environmental
systems found in,modeni naval aircraft. Systems
covered include engine temperature and variable
exhaust nozzle control systems, engine
performance indication and warning systems,
electrical starting control _systems, propeller
feathering and synchrophasing sY'stems, and
aircraft pressurization and cabin temperature
control systems.

, VARIABLE EXHAUST NOZZLE
CONTROL SYSTEM

The variableexhaust nozzle control system
(fig. 8-1) is composed of electrical, hydraulic,

6

and mechanical components which position the
variable exhaust nozzle for exhaust gas
temperattire control and optimum thrust at all
power settings of a turbojet engine. Nozzle area'
is changed , according to engine operating
cDnditlons in order to obtain the desired thrust
while maintaining safe operating conditions
throughout the engine.

The nozzle area is scheduled by the nozzle
area, control. The control uses three signals
(power lever position, nozzle position, and
exhaust gas temperature (EGT)) tolegulate the
output of the nozzle pump. The power' lever
position, transmitted to the nozzle area control
by the power lever linkage flexible cable,
chedules the nozzle almost full open, up to and

at idle rpm. When the power lever is advanced
from idle, the nozzle closes to a smaller area
(often referred to as the cruise area) following a
mechanical schedule.

As the power lever is further advanced, an
electrical signal from the temperature amplifier
causes the torque motor in the control to
override the mechanical schedule. From this
point until military temperature is attailed, the
nozzle modulates according to a schedule
determined by exhaust gas temperature and
engine speed. This schedule permits rapid
acceleration of the engine on a power lever burst.
When military operation is reached; the
temperature amplifier changes the signal to the
torque motor and regulates nozzle area to
maintain the desired steady state EGT.

The temperature amplifier receives a
millivoltage from the engine thermocouples in
order to derive the controlling signal that is
transmitted to the" torque motor in the nozzle
area control. The thermocouples measure the
EGT after the exhaust gas exits from the
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'TEMPERATURE 1

I
AMPLIFIER 1

TO NOZZLE
POSITION
INDICATOR

Tis

THERMOCOUPLES

DRAIN TO SUMP
VENT LINE

NOZZLE
FEEDBACK

CABLE
NOZZLE ,

ACTUATOR

I
' CONTROL

ALTERNATOR

SERVO
FUEL

'NOZZLE
AREA

' ".-CONTROL

FUEL RETURN
NOZZLE

ACTUATOR

MAIN LUBE AND'
HYDRAULIC FILTER

FUEL DRAIN

TO SCAVENGE

NOZZLE PUMP
HYDRAULIC
ELEMENT

MAIN LUBE AND
' HYDRAULIC PUMP

T
HYDRAULIC
OIL INLET

HYDRAULIC PRESSURE

RELIEF -MALVE

TO SCAVENGE

031K,c,IN

13111SNINX

HYDRAULIC on.

FUEL

RETURN OIL

Cr= FLEXIBLE CABLE

Figure 8-1.Variable exhaust nozzle control system.

thirdstage turbine wheel. A signal that varies
with temperature is sent to the temperature
amplifier, . and another signal is sent to the
exhaust gas temperature indicator in the
cockpit. On an afterburner light, the rate of
change of engine speed is sensed in the
temperature amplifier through the frequency of
the power, that operates the amplifier. This
power is generated by the control alternator. A
circuit in the amplifier modifies the signal to the
torque Motor according to the rate of change of
engine Speed. This modified signal schedules the
nozzle open to reduce the speed rollback. A

NOZZLE
ACTUATOR --v\/\

208.210

potentiometer, mounted on the nozzle feedback
shaft in the nozzle area control, transmits a
signal voltage of nozzle area to the nozzle
position indicator in the cockpit.

The variable exhauit nozzle is a
converging-diverging type nozzle which changes
the exhaust escape area to control exhaust gas
temperature aind provide optimum thrust at all
power settings. The'assembly is composed.of an_
internal primary nozzle of 24 flaps and an
externaLsecondary 'nozzle oN( 24 flaps. The flaps
of the. primary nOzzle are hinged to the rear
flange (*the tailpipe. The secondary nozzle is
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secured by a stationary support shroud which is
mounted onto the tailpipe by four brackets. The
shroud is slotted to provide for thermal
expansion and affords pivot points for the flap
actuating mechanism. The primary and
secondary flaps are linked together and
controlled by foui synchronized hydraulic
actuators. When the flaps are in any position
other than fully open, the primary flaps deflect
the exhaust gases to a converging or narrowing
stream. At the same time, Secondary airflow
along the outside of the engine is directed into
the area between the primary and secondary
nozzles. This forms a cool air cushion on the
inside of the secondary flaps arid maintains
convergence 'of the exhaust stream. When the
nozzle is fully open, the primary flaps do not
deflect the exhaust gases and the exhaust stream
is unrestricted. For a given power setting, the
exhaust gas temperature is increased by,
decreasing the nozzle area.

CONTROL ALTERNATOR

The control alternator generates the
electrical power . that is supplied to the
temperattire amplifier:The control alternator is
a single-phase ac generator with an 8-pole,
permanent magnet rotor. The drive shaft is
provided as part of the gearbox; therefore, the
control alternator has no bearings and requires
no lubrication. The stator winding is potted to
protect the winding if oil leaks across the drive
shaft seal. The control alternator is engine driven
from the rear face of the transfer gearbox.
Output voltage and frequency are proportional
to engine speed.

THERMOCOUPLE HARNESS

Thermocouples convert heat energy froth
the engine-exhaust gaseS into electrical signals
which are used to indicate and control the
engine o perating temperature. The
thermocouple harness consists of two
half-sections. Each section contains six probe
assetriblies connected ))), formed, rigid piping. A
probe assembly is comprised of a junction box, a
harness mounting nut and flange, two
looP-junction thermocouples, insulation and a
housing to support the thermocouple wiring,

and a cylindrical shield to protect the
thermocouples.

The assembled half-sections make up two
independent thermocouple circuits, with each
c irc u it c o ns is ting of 12 thermocouples
connected in parallel. The harness is mounted on
the turbine frame so that the probes extend into
the exhaust gas flow slightly downstream from
the No. 3 turbine wheel. In the thermocouple
harness the thermocouples are combined into
two circuits. The output of orie circuit is routed
to the temperature amplifier for use in
controlling exhaust gas temperature. In this
circuit the reference junction (needed for proper
thermocouple circuit operation) is located at the
temperature amplifier connector. The second
circuit supplies a signal to the exhaust gas
temperature indicator in the cockpit.

For a review of thermocouple circuit
operations, refer to AE 3 & 2, NAVEDTRA
10348 (Series).

TEMPERATURE AMPLIFIER

The temperature amplifier transmits an
electrical signal to the torque motor in the
nozzle area control. This signal varies according
to changes of engine -speed and exhaust gas
temperature in order to actuate the mechanism
of the nozzle area control which, in turn,
schedules the area of the variable nozzle. During
engine operation, fuel flows through a manifold
on the, underside of the amplifier to cool the
internal components.

During operation of the temperature
amplifier several separate units or modules inside
the amplifier, ahd two Components outside the
amplifier, function to produce the fmal output
signal that is transmitted to the torque motor.

The temperature amplifier is shown
schematically in figure 8-2. The amplifier
contairis a power supply transformer,_ a
rectifying and voltage regulating circuit, and
magnetic amplifiers to control the exhaust gas
temperature. The thermocouple signal, which is
a millivolt signal, is proportional' to the exhaust
gas temperature. This millivolt signal is fed into
the amplifier at Jl. ,

The' control alternator supplies a voltage
which is applied--to the primary of the power
transformer. The output of one secondary
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The variable exhaust nozzle control system
just discussed pertains to turbojet engines. In
comparison, the variable exhaust nozzle control
system used on our newest turbofan engines (TF
30 used in the F-14A aircraft) is used for
maximum thrust efficiency while in flight during
afterburner operation; and when the engine is at
ground idle on the deck, the nozzle is scheduled
wide open to reduce engine residual thrust.
Opening of the nozzle during afterburner
operation§ is basically controlled by throttle
position and the turbine pressure ratio of the
engine. 'Engine temperature is controlled by the
fuel control. Since this is a hydromechanically
controlled unit, the only electrical compohent is
the nozzle position transmitter, which is used
for a cockpit indicator, located on the exhaust
nozzle control.

AUTOMATIC TEMPERATURE
CONTROL SYSTEMS

As previously mentioned, a control del/ice is
a device which governs in some predetermined
manner the electric power delivered to an
apparatus to which it is connected. An
automatic temperature control sjrstem is an
example pf such a device. Automatic
temperature control systems are used on modern
aircraft to control engine 'temperatures and
dabin and vent suit temperatures.'

Engine temperatures are usually controlled
through the use of fuel trimming circuits, while
cabin and vent suit temperatures are regulated
through *the use of sensors and transistorized
bridge ciruits. Cabin and vent suit temperatures
are covered -later in this chapter. A typical
engine temperature cOntrol System is discussed
in the following paragraphs. -

A

ENGINE CONTROL SYSTEM

The engine control system used on a
turboprop engine permits the operator to
control engine speed (in the taxi range only),
turbine inlet temperature, and torque through
the use of power and condition levers. These
levers are connected to each engine coOrdinator
by pushrods, sectors, cables, and pulleys. When
the engine is operating in the flight range, engine

.\

speed is constant. Engine power is controlled by
increasing or decreasing fuel flow, which results
in a corresponding change in turbine inlet
temperature. The system installed in the E-2
aircraft is electromechanical . and provides
electronic fuel trimming.

The main components of the engine control
sygtem are as follows:

I. Power levers.
2. Condition levers.
3. , Engine coordinators.
4. Temperature datum controls.
5. Turbine inlet thei}mocouples.
6. Temperature datilm switches.

The block diagram of an engine control systenie
is shown in figure 8-3.

Power Levers

The power levers (one of each engine) can be
moved separately or both at the same time to
control engine power, within a range of settings
from REVERSE (reverse thrust) to MAX
POWER (takeoff). Switches within the cockpit
pedestal are actuated by the power levers to
supply electrical power to other systems. A
detent at the FLT IDLE position prevents
inadvertent movement of the pbwer levers
below FLT IDLE (while airborne). To move the
power levers to the taxi range,Pthe levers must be
raised f,rom the detent. During a
catapult-assisted takeoff, a retractable catapult
grip aids the pilot in maintaining the power
levers at MAX POWER.

Condition Levers

The condition levers (fig. 8-3) are hext to
the power levers on the cockpit pedestal and
'have FE ATH, , GRD STOP, RUN, and
AIRSTART positions. Switches actuated at each
condition lever position complete eletrical
circuits for other systems. Each condition lever
has a detentrelease handle wllich must be lifted
to move the levers to' different positions. A
detént holds the lever at FEATH, GRD STOP,
or RUN. When the 'condition lever AIRSTART

21 1 '
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Figyre 8-3.Engine control system block diagram:
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position is selected, the propeller unfeathers and
the enginestarting cycle begins. The lever' must
be held in the AIR START position until the
engine, speed reaches 100. percent rpm; when
released, the lever springs back to RUN and
remains there for all normal operation. When set
to RUN, the condition lever positions the
mechanical linkage to open the fuel shutoff
valve. A mechanical stop in the pedestal prevents
both condition levers from being.set to FEATH
at the same time. When iet .to FEATH, the
condition lever electrically and mechanically
closes the corresponding fuel shutoff valve and
feathers the propeller. At GRD STOP, the
condition lever electrically closes the fuel
shutoff varve to shutdown the engine.

Engine Coordinators

The coordinators (fig. 8-3)- are mechanical
devices that coordinate the power and condition,
_levers, the propeller, the fuel control, and the
electronic fuel trimming circuit. One engine
coordinator is mounted on each fuel control.
The main components of a coordinator are a
variable potentiometer, a discrhninating device,
and a cam-operated iwitch. A scale calibrated
from 0° to 90° is attached to the outside case; a
pointer is secured to the main coordinator shaft.
Pushrods connected' from the, coordinator to a
cable sector transmit power and condition lever
movement to the coordinator. Power lever
movement transgrfed to the coordinator
changes the Osistance of the variable
potentiometer and changes the desired
temperature reference signal to the temperature
datum control. The cam-operated switch
switches the temperature datum control from
temperature limiting to temperature controlling
when the power lever is moved above. 66°
coordinator indication and if engine speed is
above 94 percent rpm. Movement of the power
lever is transmitted to the coordinator and then
to the propeller and fuel control through a series
of rods and levers. When the condition lever is
moved to FEATH, the disciiminating device
meehanically positions the propeller linkage
toward feather and closes the fuel shutoff valve
in the fuel control, regardless of power lever
Setting.

213

Temperature Datum Controls

The temperature tdatum controls (fig. 8-3)
are electronic units that automatically
compensate for changes in , fuel density,
manufacturing tolerances in fuel controls, and
variations in engine fuel requirements,between
engines. With the, power lever above 66°
coordinator (temperature controlling range) and ;
the TEMP DATUM switch in AUTO, the
temperature datum control compares the actual
turbine inlet temperature signal and the desired
temperature reference,signal. If the differencels
greater than. ,1.9°C (4.5°F), the control
electrically signals the temperature datum valve
to reduce or increase fuel flow to the engine, as
required, to bring the turbine inlet temperature
to the desired value. A damping voltage is fed
back to the control from a generator within the
temperatue valve motor to prevent
overcorrection and stabilize the system. When
the engine speed is above 94 percent rpm and
the power lever- is below 66° c6rdinator
(temperature limiting Pange), the normal limiting
temperature is, autOmatically set at 978°C
(1,792°F). However, When the engine speed is
below 94 percent rpm, regardless of power lever
position, the limiting temperature, is set 'at
830°C (1,524°F) to. prevent excessive turbine
inlet temperature during starting and
acceleration When the compressor bleed valves
are open.

Turbine Inlet Thermocouples
. .

Dual-unit thermocouples (fig. 8-3) are
radially mounted in the turbine inlet case cif
each engine. The junction portion of the
thermocouples orotrudes through the case to
sense the gas tdinperature,,before the gas enters
the turbihe section\ Four leads, two of Chromel
and t wo of Alumel, connect to each.
thermocouple to form-tivo independent parallel
circuits. One circuit-is connected to the .cockpit
turbine inlet terfiperature indicator', the other

, circuit supplies the temperature datum control
with temperature signals for the electronic fUel
trimming circuit. As the gases. heat . the

ithermdcouples; an electromotive fO r e generated
in the thermocouples is transmitted hrough the
connecting wiring harness to the cockpit
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indicator and the temperature datum control.
4 Because the thermocouples are wired in parallel,

the average temperature of the thermocouples is
transmitted. If one parallel circuit fails, the
other circuit is not affected.

Temperature Datum Switches

The-left and right engine temperature datum
(TEMP DATUM) switches are on the engine
controL panel in the cockpit. Each switch has
AUTO and NULL positons. (See fig. 8-3.) When
the switch is set to AUTO and tgiengine rpm is
above. 94%, and the engine coordinator is above
66°, the temperature datum control compares
the turbine inlet temperature (represented by
the output of the turbine inlet thermocouples)
to a reference temperature (represented by the
output of the potentiometer in tWcoordinator).
If the temperatures differ, the temperature
datum control electrically signals t e
temperature datum valve to bypass more or le
fuel from the engine to keep turbine inlet
temperature at the selected value.

If the electronic fuel :trimming circuit
malfunctions, the TEMP DATUM switch niust
be set to NULL. The circuit is thereby
deenergized and turbine inlet temperature is
controlled by the fuel control through
movethent of the power lever. Overtemperature
protection is locked out and the turbine inlet
temperature indicator must be continually
monitored to prevent excessive turbine inlet `1
temperatures.

ENGINE PERFORMANCE INDICATING
AND WARNING SYSTEMS

In the S-3 aircraft numerous engine
performance indications are grouped in such a
way that the observer can easily Monitor and
compare the operations of both engines at a
glance. Some of the vertical scale indicators
illustrated in figure 8-4 not only show .

comparative scales between number .1 arid
number 2 engines, but have monitor circuits that
activate warning lights when out-of-tolerance
conditions arise. Refer to AE 3 & 2,
NAVEDTRA 10348 (Series), for internal
vertical scale indicator operations.
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FUEL FLOW INDICATION

The fuel flow indicator (fig. 8-4, (1))
contains two independent channels that indicate
the rate of fuel flow of each engine in pounds
per hour (pph X 1000). A fuel flow transmitter,
located on each engine, senses the fuel
consumption rate.

E5ch fuel flow transmitter contains two
pulse generation pickups. The two pickup
exciters are mechanically coupled by a spring.
One pulse generator provides the reference pulse
and the second pulse generator provides a
lagging pulse when fuel is flowing through the
transmitter unit.

The amount of time lag between the fwo
pulses (a pulse train) is proportional to the
amount of fuel flow. Each channel of the
indicator contains the necessary circuits to
Monitor this pulse train Signal from the fuel flow
transmitter. This signal is applied to an
electromechanical servoamplifier circuit That
moves the indicator display tape to the proper
poSition.

RPM INDICATIONS

TVo engine speed indicators are used in the
S-3 (fig. 8-4, .(2) and (6)). Gas generator speed
indicator NG indicates the speed of the engine
gas generator. The gas generator is Made up of
the compressor, combustor, and the two-stage
pressure turbine of the engine.

.A tachometer generator, mounted on the
engine, hits an aa` output with a frequency thatis
proportional to gas generator rpm. The indicator
has a separate channel for peach engine that
converts this signal into 'indicator ouiput
readings expressed in percent of total rpm (% X
10). When van engine's gas generator speed
exceeds 100%, a yellow 'warning light for that
engine (3) illuminates at Ole top of the indicator.

Fan-speed indicatoelNIF indicates the speed
of, the . engine's f0. A. fan-speed transmitter is
mOunted on the, front frame assembly Of the
engine. The transmitterconSists of a permanent
mapet surrounded by a coil of wire. This
pickup unit is positioned near ferrous nuts on
the fan shaft. The proximity of these nuts,
rotating past the magnetic field of thickup
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1. (FF) Fuel flow indicator. 5. (ITT) Overtemperature warning light
2. (NG) Gas generator speed (red).

indicator. 6. (NF) Fan speed indicator.
(NG) Overspeed caution light 7. (NF) Overspeed caution light

(yellow).
. (ITT), Interturbine temperature

indicator.
8. Takeoff rpm indicator marks..

208.284
Figure 8-4.Engine performance indicators.

transmitter, genera es 28 pulses for each
revolution of the shaft:

The. pulse, train output from the fan-speed
tAismitter is applied to ihe proper channel of
the"' indicator for that engine: This sigrial is
processed and converted to a proper indication
output digiPay,(RPM X 1000). Also contained in
the ,indicgtOr is a reference generator and tuned
)ogic circuit that illuminates a yellow Warning
light (7) in the event of a fan overspeed.

The takeoff rpm indicator marks (8) are
movable markers that are mechanically adjusted

before takeoff. They are used by the flight crew
to emphasize the rpm limit. This is necessary
because of different fan-speed maximums for
different takeoff power settings."

INTERTURBINE TEMPERATURE
INDICATION

Interturbine temperature indicator ITT
indicates to the pilot and copilot the
interturbine temperatt of both the left and
right engines. Ai1 assembly of five
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thermOcouples on the left side of,the engine is
used for engine temperature 'sensing. The
thermocouples are connected in paraflel; thus,
the voltage transmitted to the inferturbi&
temperature indicator is the average output of
the thermocol,,le assembly.

Each channel of the indicator contains the
necessary electronic and mechanical devices,
including a cold junction compensation cirduit,
for proper indicator display it, degrees Celsius
-(°C X 100). A monitoring -circuit also
illurninates,a red overtemperature warning light
(5) if 00 _interturbine temperature exceeds

,
specified

TIREAVARNING,SYSTEW
'

A schematic diagiam ,or a fire 'tliefection
system is shown in figure 8-6. A tyPical fire
warning sensing element consists of a Inconel
(nickel, chromium, iron alloy) tube enclosing
two Inconel wires that are separately embedded
in a specially formulated ceramic electrolytic
substance. This ceramic substance has physical
and electrical properties such that it has a high
resistance at temperatutes below an, overheat
condition temperature, has a marked decrease in
resistance at temperatures :a-pproaching an
oVerheat- condition, agii withstand heat--
transients of 3,000°F and' above:

When the temperature reaches an overheat' :7
Condition, the resiStance of the ceramic .(iore:
decreases so, tlfaka snAll Current flows' betwe4
fhe wires. The4 coirt4,I units, which are:;
ate-sek, sitiVe' and transistor operated, monitor.
he _reilstance of the sensing elements and are
riggred by a 'drop in resistance of the sensing
lement.

The' control unit circuit consists of a, relay
contiolled by a bistable multivibrator and a
regulated power supply: Transistors Q101 and
Q102 make up, the vibrator- circuit which causes

Fire detection systems 4..hai'ttbe me al,
esSential warning device in almost eve y naiaI
aircraft. The sYstem warns the flilot by
illuminating a "fire warning liglit" henever
there is a fire or an overheat condition i gine (
nacelles or cavities. FiguFe 8-5...shows a ijpical
jetengine fire detection sensinkAcuit.

.s

Figure 8-5.Jet engine fire detection sensing circuit.
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relay 1(101 tO energize when the circuit is
triggered. Transistor Q103, resistor R107, and
diode CR108 are used to maintain voltage
regulation because the circuit is sensitive to any
voltage variations at the sensing elements.
Capacitor C101 is the circuit eletnent which
provides rate sensitivity.

When the fire detection test 'switch is
actuated, 115-volt ac power is routed to the fire
detector test relay. Energizing the fire detector
test relay shorts the inner conductors together,
simulating a resistance reduction in the sensing
elements. All the control units then function as
if an actual fire or overheat condition existed.

ENGINE START CONTROL SYSTEM

In discussing an engine start control system,
what is commonly referred to as engine starting,

C.,

ignition, and fuel contr. )1 systems will be
combined. This will give a better picture of how
these systems interrelate than if discussed
separately. The T-56 engin ed in the P3C
aircraft is used as the trai vehicle in this
discussion. Refer to figure' table 8-1
throughout this discussion.

(4,)

DESCRIPTION OF MAJOR COMPONENTS

Air Turbine Starter

turbine starter (not shown in fig.
8-7) 1, pneumatically driven and mechanically
connected to the engine through a gear box. The
air turbine starter is operated by compressed air
from an external gas turbine compressor (GTC),
the internal auxiliary power unit (APU), or
bleed air from an operating engine. The
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Table 8-I.Engine starting sequence

10.

ENGINE RPM

16%

10% 20% 30% 40%

65%

507o, 6070 70%

94%

80% 90%

STARTER CRANKING ENGINE NOT CRANKING ENGINE

STARTER CONTROL VALVE
. i

ENERGIZED DE-ENERGIZED

FUEL CONTROL SHUTOFF
. V4LVE

DE-ENERGIZED ENER.

GIZED

. ,
,

, DE-ENERGIZED

FUEL FLOW TO FUEL
NOZZLES

NO ' YES 1 i
, .

4i.

IGNITION RELAY DE-ENERGIZED ., ENERGIZED ,i:, DE-ENERGIZE

IGNITION EXCITER DE-ENERGIZED - ENERGIZED
,

fr., DE-ENERGWE
4

MANIFOLD DRAIN
soLENoinVALVE

DE-ENERGIZED ENERGIZED '''tt.4".§,;kiiiGizE
_

. ,,

MANIFOLD DRAIN VIALVE: ,' . OPEN
, CLOSED BY SOLENOID AND HELD CLOSED BY FUEL PRESSURE

.

PARALLELING VALVE
SOLENOID

,

'DE-ENERGIZED

s

, ENERGIZED DE-ENERGIZE

PARALLELING VALVE OPEN . CLOSED OPEN

FUEL PUMp OPERATION SERIES PARALLEL SERIES

',

PARALLELING
LIGHT

, OFF ON, WHEN SECONDARY PRESSURE

EXCEEDS 150 PSIG

OFF

ENRICHMENT VALVE
SOLENOID

DE-ENERGIZED

..
ENER-:.
GEED'

,
..: DE-ENERGIZED
\

ENRICHMENT VALVE CLOSED OPEN

I

OPENED BY.SOLENOID AND CLOSED WHEic FUEL PRESSURE EX(
51 Isl.

.D. VALVE TAKE^

SOLENOID
!

ENERGIZED
DE

Gri

% TAKE'POSSIBLE : 5% , 4

TEMP, LIMIT , START LIMIT 830°C 10

5TH & 10TH STAGE
BLEED AIR VALVES ,

, OPEN CL
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Table 8-1.Engine starting sequence

16% ,

Woi 20% 30% 40% 5(7% 60%
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compressed air is routed through a manifold,
through' an engine isolation bleed air valve, and
through a starter control valve into the starter's
turbine;

The engine start switch, located in the
cockpit, controls the opening of the starter
control valve which allows compressed air to
enter the air turbine starter. A holding solenoid
connected through the speed sensitive control
holds the engine start switch on until the engine
speed reaches 65% rpm.

Speed Sensitive Control

The speed sensitive control, located on the
engine, contains internal switches which activate
at three predetermined intervals relative to the
engine's normal speed-16%, 65%, and 94% of
engine rpm. Activation of these switches
controls numerous operations in the engine start
cycle.

Ignition Exciter

The iinition exciter.is a dual elecfronic
ignition unit which utilizes. 28-volts dc throUgh
the ignition relay and steps up the voltage to a
proper level for firing the igniter plugs. (If
necessary, refer to AE .3 & 2, NAVEDTRA
10348 (Series) fOr ignitei plug operation.) The
exciter unit containg two identical circuits, each
one independentl5i Capable of firing its own
igniter plug. The: ignition relay is energized
through the speed sensitive control so that the
exciter is in operation between 16% and 65%
rpm.

Entiine Fuel Pump and Filter

-..T:he, :fuel pump and high-pressure filter
aSsernhly is attached to the rear of the

.

ncessaries.;gase and consists of a centrifugal
puinp, two gear-type pressure elements,

and a high-pressure filter.
Fuel entering the pump assembly passe's

through the centrifugal boost pump which raiseS
the pressure to a minimum value. Fuel passes''
through the low-pressure filters before going to
the secondary element. There is a differential
pressure switch connected across,the inlet and
outlet of the filters. If the pressure differential

exceeds 7.5 psi, the switch closes and completes
a circuit to a filter light at the flight deck. Fuel
then flows to the primary element and through
the high-pressure filter assembly before entering
the fuel control. Both the low- and high-pressure
filters have bypass valves which open if the
filters become clogged.

The capacity of the pump primary elements
is 10 percent greater than that of the secondary
element. If the primary element should fail, the
secondary element will provide sufficient flow
to operate the engine.

During engine starting, the elements operate
in parallel to provide sufficient fuel flow at low
rpm; at other times they operate in series.
Parallel Operation occurs during starting when
engine Speed' is. between approximately 16% and
65%,. rpm, both elements are operating
properlythe paralleling light will be on between
16% and 65% rpm only. If the secondary
element has failed, the light will never come on;
if the primary element has failed, the light will
be on above 65% rpm.

Fuel Control

The fuel control is mounted on tlie`;
accessories drive housing and is mechanically
linked to the coordinator. The fuel control 7.

provides a starting fuel flow schedule which, in
conjunction with the iemperature datum valve,
prevents overtemperature and compressor surge. !

The fuel control is scheduled 20 percent
richer than the nominal-engine requirements.: tO.'
accommodate the temperature datum ..'yalVe
which bypasses 20percent of the control'olafpUts,:
when in the null position. This excess .flos,V tc;H
the temperature datum valve gives... it, the:
capacity to add as well as subtract fuel rtp.
maintain the temperature scheduled.'-by:
coordinator and the temperature datum control.

The fuel control includes a cutoff valve fori.
stopping fuel flow to the engine. It can be
actuated ellher manually or electrically. When
starting :the engine, the cutoff valve remains
closed until the engine reaches 16% rpni. The
speed sensitive control then opens the cutoff
valve, permitting fuel to flow to the engine.
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Fuel Nozzles

The fuel output from the temperature
datum valve flows through the fuel manifold to
the six fuel nozzles. Fuel flows through both the
primary and secondary nozzle orifices during
normal operation, and through only the primary
orifice at low fuel flow rates.

Fuel Control Relay

The fuel control relay is a EAILSAFE-type
relay that is energized when the FUEL and
IGNITJON SWITCH is in the OFF position, or
when the propeller is feathered. With this
arrangetent, the engine can still operate if
electrical power is lost during flight. If the pilot
wishes to shut the engine down, he can do so by
placing the FUEL and IGNITION SWITCH in
the OFF position, or by feathering the prppelle.r.
Power, islhen directed to the FUEL COftfkOL
SHUTOFF VALVE which closes and .:stop011
fuel to the engine. (

Starting Fuel Enrichment

:The primer switeh (with two positions, ON
and springloaded OFF) operates the fuel
enrichment (primer) valve to provide increased
fuel flow during engine starting. ,In addition to
the normal fuel flow through the fuel cdntrol, a
bypass line allows pump dis'charge fuel to enter
the system downstream of the metering portion
of the fuel control,- but upstream of the fuel
control cutoff valve. This fuel is directed to the
temperature datum valve, and then to the fuel
manifold and nozzles. The primer switch must
be placed in the ON. position and held there
prior to the engine reaching 16% rpm. Further,
it must be kept ON until the fuel control cutoff
valve opens:at 16% rpm or enrichment will not
occur. The enrichment '(primer) valve closes
when fuel pressure in the fuel manifold reaches
50 psi. Fuel enrichment is needed only in very
cold climates.

TeMperature Datum' Valve

The temperature datum valve is located
between the fuel control and the fuel nozzles. It
is a motor-operated bypass valve which responds,

. , .

to signals received from the temperature afnm
control. In power lever positions between 0° and
66° the valve remains in a null position and 'the
engine operates on the fuel 'flow scheduled by
the fuel control. The valve remains in the null
position unless it is signaled by the temperature
datum control to limit turbine inlet.
temperature. The valve then reduces the fuel
flow (up to 50 percent during starting, 20
percent above 94% rpm) by returning the excess
t o the fuel pump. When turbine inlet
temperature is lowered to the desired level, the
temperature datum control signals the valve to
return to the null position.

In poWer lever positions between 66° and
90° the temperature datum valve acts to control
turbine inlet temperature to a preselected
schedule corresponding to power lever position.
This is the temperature controlling range. In this
range the valve may be signaled by the
temperature datum control to 'allow more
(higher temperature desired) or allow less (lower.
temperature desired) fuel to flow.

Drain Valves

A spring-loaded, solenoid-operated manifold
drain valve is iocated at the bottom of 'the fuel
Manifold. It drains the fuel manifold when fuel
pressure drops below 8 to 10 psi, miniirtizing the
Lnount of fuel dropping into 'the combustion ,

liners while the engine'unit is being stopped.

Compressor Bleed Air Valves

To reduce the compressor load on the;
starter, air is bled from the fifth and terithsta0,
of the compressor through eight pofts on'rni*
compressor housing. During starting, the b*e4
valves are held open up to 94% rpm by,e;
compressor air pressure. At 94% rpm the Sir.4
sensitive valve ports compressor discharge air to ''
close the bleed valves.

'

ENGINE START CYCLE OPERATION

The following sequence of evçits are typical
of a normal engine start Cycle. 'External
compressed air and electrical power are being
applied to the aircraft, and all other system
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switches are in the proper r:osition for an engine
start.

The operator places the ENGINE START
SELECTOR SWITCH to the ENGINE NUMBER
1 position. FUEL and IGNITION SWITCH,
ENGINE 1 is placed in the ON position,
deenergizing the FUEL CONTROL RELAY.
This allows power to pass through the contacts
of the FUEL CONTROL RELAY, the 16%
SPEED SENSITIVE CONTROL SWITCH, and
the FUEL MANIFOLD PRESSURE SWITCH to
energize the TEMPERATURE DATUM RELAY.

dhen the ENGINE START SWITCH is
depressed, current flows through the ENGINE
START SWITCH, the ENGINE START
SELECTOR SWITCH, the STARTER
CONTROL VALVE, and the 65% switch in the
SPEED SENSITIVE CONTROL to ground.
Current also flows through the ENGINE START
SWITCH holding coil to ground through the
same 65% switch in the SPEED SENSITIVE
'CONTROL.

With power applied to the STAR(TER
CONTROL VALVE, the valve is opened. This
allows compressed air to flow to the air turbine
starter, and al.so closes the contacts of the AIR
VALVE POSITION SWITCH. The yellow
STARTER VALVE 'LIGHTS illuminate to show
the, operator the STARTER CONTROL VALVE
is open. The air turbine starter now causes
engine rotation.

If fuel enrichment is needed the PRIMER
SWITCH must be depressed and held in the ON

,position until the engine reaches 16%. Power is
then supplied through the PRIMER RELAY
contacts and the TEMPERATURE DATUM'
RELAY contacts, energizing the PRIMER
VALVE SOLENOID.

When the engine reaches approximately 16%
rpm, the SPEED SENSITIVE ,CONTROL_
mechanically actuates the 16% witch ,from
'<16% to >16%. Power is then roiited .thretifth
the <65% switch' contacts, energizing the,
IGNITION RELAY. Power then flows throiigh
,the IGNITION RELAY contacts, energizing the.
.Ftm, PUMP PARALLELING SOLENOID, the.

. DRWVALVE SOLENOID, and the IGNITION
EXCITER. Power is also sent to the FUEL
CONTROL SHUTOFF VALVE, allowing fuel to

-,enter the engine fuel manifold. Extra fuel for
fuel enrichment (if used) is sent to the

temperature datum valve. The TEMPERATURE
DATUM RELAY is maintained energized by a
holding circuit that consists uf the lower
TEMPERATURE DATUM RELAY contacts and
the FUEL MANIFOLD PRESSURE SWITCH:,

As engine speed increasesthe fuel presslre
increases. When the fuel manifold pressure
reaches 50 psig the FUEL MANIFOLD
PRESSURE SWITCH opens, causing the
TEMPERATURE' DATUM RELAY to
,deenergize, stopping fuel enrichment. When the
secondary fuel-pump, pressure exceeds 150 psig,
a paralleling light is illuminated to show the
operator that the fuel pump is operating in
parallel.

At approximately ,65% rpm the 65%
switches in the SPEED SENSITIVE CONTROL
open to deenergize the IGNITION RELAY. The
IGNITION RELAY removes power from the
IGNITION EXCITER,' the FUEL PUMP
PARALLELING SOLENOID, and the DRIP
VALVE SOLENOID. The fuel pump now
operates in series and the DRIP VALVES are
held closed by fuel pressure in the fuel manifold.
The STARTER CONTROL VALVE and the
ENGINE START SWITCH lose their coMmon
ground, and current flow ceases through those
circuits. The STARTER CONTROL VALVE
closes, stopping air flow to the air turbine
starter, and the ENGINE START SWITCH
opens. The AIR VALVE POSITION SWITCH
opens, causing the STARTER CONTROL
VALVE LIGHT to go out. This completes the
engine-start cycle. ,

When engine speed increases above 94%,
contacts. in the SPEED SENSITIVE CONTROL
(cix.cuit not shown), deenergize the temperature
datum valve take401ehoid,:veduCing the amount

, of fuel tOce caliiitq144)404.(50% to 20%. The:
..fifth ajd-tenthstAgej1aed ' 'air valVes .are :also
.clOset '4;t pcovier.:40er is
adizinced VO';:,46';',4fit'coordinator traNiel;;,tbe
terapifit 'irri is switched from the',
temperaturej1IiiiIiipgMnge of operation to the

:remperattirr" '0 ling range of operation..

AIRCRAFT PROPELLER
SYNCHROPHASING
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The propeller synchrophaser system
discussed here is. common to the P-3 and C-130
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aircraft, which use T-56 turboprop engines. The
purpose of this discussion is to explain the
electrical operation of controlling and
synchr'ophasing the hydromatic propellers of
multiengine aircraft.

-PROPELLER GOVERNOR
. ;,

A.,Ordpeller governor is a control device that
is used, lc, control engine speed by varyinfg the
pitch of the propeller. Increasing the propeller
pitch adds load on the engine in terms of
increased thrust of the propeller, thereby
reducing engine speed; 'conversely, decreasing
the propeller pitoh reduces engine load and
therefore increases its speed. Hence, engine speed
is a function of propeller pitch. Furthermore, if
the propeller governor setting rep-141,0.dd:
unchanged, any variation of power prodtuked.by....
the engine is, translated into a corresii.9nding
variation of propeller tgrust by varying; the.::
propeller pitch while engines speed 're,main '

constant. Optimum efficiency of an engine,is:,:
best 'Mind When its speed is constant;
therefore, the propeller governor serves in
achkving dngine efficiency.

The pitch of hydrothatic propeller blades.is
-varied hydraulically by porting oil that has been
boosted to the required pressure onto the
propeller piston which is located in the propeller
dome. The action On the piston is transmitted
through a geared cam mechanism which rotates
the propeller blades to the pitch desired.

The governor is the constant speed control
device used in conjunction with the hydromatic
propeller. The butput oil of the pump can be
airected to either the inboard or the outboard
side of the proPeller piston.

Propeller operation .is divided into., two
separate rangesthe flight range, which includes
the takedf r011 after the power levers are moved
forward fOt,lalceoff, and the ground operating.,
range in which the power levers are aft of the'..,
flightidle gate. In the ground operating tinge
(taxi range), propeller blade angle is determines!
directly by the power lever position throqgh.a
hydromechanical system which meter§ 1. bit,.
pressure to either the increase or decrease.sideOf
the propeller dome. AS the power lever is moved
forward, tdWard FLIGHT IDLE, there is a
simultaneous increase in blade angle.and increase
'in fuel flow to the engine to, provide the

increased power demanded. As the power te'ver:
is 'moved aft from FLIGHT 'IDLE, blade angle
decreases and fuel flow, decreases, thus reducing
power. As .blade angle decreases to the- point at
Which the propeller is delivering negative thrust,
fuel flow, begins to increase. Reverse power
continues; to indease until the power levers
reach the full;,aft `poSition. During-operation in
the ground operating range there is no electronic
governing.

In the flight range of operation; when the
power lever is forward of the flight-idle gate, a
flyweight governor driven by propeller rotation
mechanically controls propeller speed. In.
normal'operation the pitch-change oil is directed
through the feather valve to either the
increase-pitch or .decrease-pitcb portion of the

,.:pr,Oneller, so that approximatelY 100 percent
. -5 .

Om' is,maintained. .

'SYNCHROPHASING

The synchrophaser has different functions;
depending upon tici mode of governing selected
by the flight crew. In 'a mechani'cal governing
mode, the Synchrop.haSef does not function and
the mechanical governor controlS blade pitch,
and hente ,prOpeller rpm, during flight. In a
normal, 'governing mode, the synchrophaser
supplements 'the mechanical governor Azyp

limiting engine transient speed changes fra%
rapid power lever movement, or to changes in
flight conditions affecting propeller speed.

In a synchrophasing governing mode, the
synchrophaser supplements the mechanical
governor by maintaining all propellers al the
same rpm and, furthermore, by maintgining a
preset phase relationship between the No. 1

blade of the maSter propeller and the No.. 1
blades of each of the slave propellers. This serves
to, reduce noise and vibration in the aircraft. In

the synchrophasing mode, the synchrophaser
, also provides,:the limiting of..transient, speed

Changes.asit does in norMal governing.

1/ESCRIPTION OF
MAJOR COMPONENTS

.

The synchrophaser system consists of four
main units: (1) the pulse generator, (2) the
phase and trim control, (3) the speed-bias servo
assembly, and (4) the synchrophaser. (See fig.
8-8.)
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Pulse Gerierators

The pulse generator provides the,.
information neded by the synchrophaser
system' to produce speed and phase control of
the aircraft propellers. Each,propeller has a pulse-
generator which consists of a permanent magnet
mounted on the propeller spinner and a
stationary coil mounted 'in the governor control
in close proximity to the, rotating permanent
'magnet.' A pulse is genirated each time the
permanenfmagnet passes by the coil; in other
words, one pulse is generate(' for each revolution
of the propeller.

Phase and Trim Control

.The phase and trim control functions as a
means of setting the phase relationships between
master arid islave propellers, and as a means of
trimming the Master engine. .

%. 'The phase and. trim control consists of Seven
potentiometers which receive a fixed d6 voltage
from the synchrophaser. The wiper of the
master trim Potentiometer supplies a yoltage
through the master select switch to the
synchrophaser to-trim the' speed of the master
engine. The other six wipers are connected to
relay contacts which separate the wipers into
two groups of three per group, corresponding to
engines 1, 3, and 4 when engine 2 is masterid-
engines 1, 2, and 4 when engine 3 is ma ter.
These wipers supply bias voltages to the, phase
'correction circuits of the synchrophaser to set
propeller phase angles.ocother than 00

Speed-Bias Servo Assembly

The speed-bias Servo assembly functions as a
means Of, tan. slating synchrobhaser electrical
signals into a mechanical bias on the speo?fier
spring in the mechanical governor.

The synchrophaser supplies the electric
motor with a reference voltage which is '900
out-of-phase with the aircraft 400-Hz source.
The synchrophaser also supplies a cohtrol
voltage which is either in-phase or 180°
out-of-phase with the aircraft 40b-Hz source.
Hence, the in-phase control voltage lags the
reference voltage by 900 and results in
counterclockwise motor rotation - when viewed

from the output gear of the electric brake. The
180° out-of-pha'se control vOltage leads the ,

refereno voltage and causes clockwise rotation.
The amplitude of the control voltage determines
motor speed and torque output.

The motor drives a .reduction gear train _.

which in turn drives a potentiometer wiper and
the electric brake. The,potentiome,ter receive's a.,
fixed dc _supply froni the gynchrophaser across
its resistiVe element. When the ,motor rotates, the
wiper transinits a corresponding feedback
voltage to signal winding No. 2 of theMagnetic
modulator. 'The electric brake has a clutch ,

controlled input and output :shaft. The output
shaft drives a lever which biases the speeder
spring in the propeller governor. tnergizing the
clutch deconPles the twd shafts, locking the _

output shah and leaving the input shaft free to
turn.

The Synchrophaser

l

,. .

The synchrophaser has four channels (only
two channels are shown in fig: 8-8) whia

, correspond' to the aircraft's four engines. Each
channel has a push-pull power amplifier which
feeds the control Winding of its corresponding
servomotor in the speed-bias servo assembly.
The inputs to the pnsh-pull amplifiers ate

, furnished by magnetic Modulators which use dc
control current to piovide a phase and
a mplit ude contr011ecl ac output to the
amplifiers.- Accordingly, all synchrophaser signal
ihputs are changed by the synchrophaser to dc
voltageeproportional to the'error before bein'g
applied to the modulator. The modulators are
the signal summing devices for the two__
operational modes of the synchrophaser.

The magnetic modulators function on a core
saturation ,basis. Each modulator consists of a dc
bias winding, 400-Hz excitation windg, and
two control ings (signal winding N6. 1 and
signal windi No. 2). With no signals applied
elseWhere, the 400-Hz excitation voltage appears
as a 400-Hz output of negligible amplitude due
to the current in the bias winding. Any current
in either or both,signal windings will change the
output. The magnitude of the current in the
signal windings controls the amplitude of the
output; the direction of the current controls the
phase of the output. Thus, current from pin 10
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to 9 in winding No. 2, and current from pin 8 to,
7 in winding No. 1 of any modulator produces a
1800 oukof-phase, voltage, with respect to the
excitatictie voltage. Current in thp .Opposite
directioh in the signal windings ;:,produCes in
in-phase vohage. Simultaneous currentsilowing
in opposite directions in the two signal windings
produces a signal which is the algebyaic sum of
the Nit) generated signals. The moudlator thus
produces a 40041z signal'which is either in-phase
or 180° out-of-phase with the excitation voltage.
This signal is amplified and fed to the
servomotor control winding. The 400-Hz voltage
in the reference winding of the servomotor is,
app *ed through a ,series capacitor which iives
the (voltage a 90° phase shift with respect to the
aircr ft power source. Appropiiate signals to the
'modulators Can cause' clo.ckwise or
counterclockwise rotaticrti of the motor because

1
of the phase difference in the -motor windings.
The use of the two signal windings in the
Modulators along ' with appropriate relay
switching permits the two modes of Operation of
the synchrophaser=normal governing mode ind
synchrophating mode.

OPERATIONAL MODES

The normal governing mode is used to
provide improved engine response to transient
rpm changes. In this mode, the synchrophaser
receives signals from the ,power lever

, anticipation 'potentiometers and the engine
tachometer generators. Signals from these result ,

in a temporary resetting of the mechanical
propeller governor to compensate for power lever
changes and engine speed changes, thus limiting
engine overspeeds or underspeeds.
- The synchrophasing "mode is °used to

synthronize engine speeds, to 'regulate propeller
phase angles, and to maintain the limiting
features . of normal governing mode. In the
synchrophasing mode, one engine (2 or 3) is
selected as the master. The master engine
operates. in normal governing mode While the
other three engines (slaves) follow changes in
speed or phase of the master within preset
limits. (Fig. 8-8 shoWg the synchrophaser
contcol schematic diagram with engine No. 2
selected as master and engine No. 3 is slave.

Slave engicies 1 and 4, whicg operate the same as
slave engine No. 3, are omitted for clarity.)

Normal poyerning Mode
J

.In normal governing mode, the propeller-
governoi switch is in the NORMAL positionnand
the power lever switch is closed, thus providing
reference voltages to the servomotors. The
synchrophase .master switch is OFF and the
PROP RESYNCH switch is in NORMAL. All
relays are deenergized, resulting in the speed and
phase error circuits being grounded. Each phoe.:,
and speed-error signal side of every magnetic
modulator signal winding No. 2 (pin 10) iS
terminated on a dummy goad (2g. 8-9) within
the synchrophaser, While the other side (pin 9) is
connected to the feedback ciicuit in the
speedAs servo assembly. The controlling
signals are 'applied to signal winding No. I (pin
.8) of each modulator. All channels function
identically while in the nOrmal governint mode.

a

THROTTLE LEVER AN'TIC1-
PATION.Any power lever movement
capes ,a change in dc voltage at the anticipation
pOtentiometer wiper which serves as a voltage
divider for the RC circuit. The charging voltage
for the capacitor is directly proportional to the
position of the power, lever. The change in
charge ,on the capacitor is directly prOportional
to the rate at which the power, lever is moved. If
the power lever is moved to decrease engine
power, the capacitor charges up to' a more
positive voltage value, resulting in a current from
pin 7 to pin 8 in signal winding No. 2 of the
magnetib modulator. A lagging voltage surge
appears in the servomotor control winding,
causing counterclockwise rotation which resets
the mechanical governor towards decrease pitch
to compensate for the reduced power setting. As
the servomotor rotates, the feedback .

potentiometer begins cancelling the error signal
by causing a current in signal winding No. 2 such
that its 'magnetic. field is in opposition to the
magnetic field produced by the signal current in
winding No. I. This stop's 'the servomotor. As
the anticipator capacitor continues to charge to
its new peak value, the current in signal winding
No . 1 decays to zero. The feedback
potentiometer, Still applying voltage to signal'
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CHROPHASER 0.018

SPEED AND PHASING SIGNALS

4-26 V

Figure 8-9.Power lever anticipation and speed derivative circuits in normal goverping mode:

winding No. 2, results in a leading voltage to the
servomotor control winding and returns the
motor to its original position; which corresponds
to a zero-volt feedback potentiometer position.
Had the throttle lever been retarded very
rapidly, the peak voltage would have overconie
the reverse bias on diode, CR620 (fig. 8-9),
which would limit the signal yalue to prevent
overcompensation toward a flat blade pitch. For
an increase in engine power the capacitor
discharges, causing a current in the opposite
direction in -signaP winding No. 1, which results
in a temporary resetting. toward increase pitch.
The amount of reset in either Case depends on
the rate at which the leverls moved. Mechanical

PULSE
GENERATOR

208.226 .

stops in the speed-bias servo assembly limit
speed resets to plus 10 and minus 10 percent
regardless of the applied signal. Furthermore,
stops in the propeller control valve housing
linkage reduce the limits io plus 6 and minus 4
.percent.

LIMITING, ENGINE TRANSIENT SPEED
CHANGES.The speed derivative circuit in the
synchrophaser (fig. 8-9) senses ,changes in engine

;rpm and produces output signals which dampen .
the engine rpe.changes:4The'speed derivative
circuit does this ,by translating the frequency
changes received, from one phase of the
tachometer genefator into signal voltages. Ile
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magnitudes of the signal voltages vary at the rate
the tachometer generator freputkncy changes.
The signal voltage is fed to signal kiAnding
of the magnetic modulator where. it is sunimid
and sent to the push-pull ampaier, It is then
amplified and fed to the servomotor conttol
winding. The servomotor adjusts *tension of
the speeder spring which initiates a change in
propeller pitch, thus dampening the change in
engine.rpm.

The action of the speed derivative circuit is
furfher described as follows: The vbltage
produced on the collector of transistor Q603 is
prop6rtional to the output frequency of the
tachometer generator. When engine rpm is
constant, the voltage on the collector is constant
and capacitor C621 is charged through resistor
R634 agthsignal winding No.. 1 of the magnetic
modulator. Current in signal winding No. 1

decays t o zero as the charge on capacitor C621
reaches the potential on the collector of
transistor Q603. When engine rpm changes, a
change in the c011ector voltage of transistor
Q603 proportional to the change in tachometer
generator frequency causes capacitor C621 to
change its charge at the rate in whfch the
tachometer generator frequency is changing.
This-produces a current in signal winding No. 1
whose magnitude varies at the rate at which the
engine is varying offspeed, and whose direction
is such that the amplified signal in the servo-bias
assembly control winding drives the servomotor
in a direction to dampen the drift in engine rpm.

Speed error signals in signal winding NO. 1
from the speed-derivative circuit are canceled in
the same manner as anticipation signals from the
anticipation circuit are canceled.

The speed-derivative and power-lever
anticipation circuits are much -more sensitive to
engine rpm changes than the flyweight speeder
spring in the mechanical governor. Therefore,

governing action of the flyweight and
4,teeder spring improves the mechanical
governor's response to changes in power-lever
lettings and to changes in engine rpm.

Synchrophaser Mode

In adding synchrophasing to normal
governing mode, either ENG 2 or ENG 3 is
selected by the synchrophase master switch (fig.

8-8). When the master engine is selected, relays
.are energized which remove the dummy loads
from signal winding No. 2 of all magnetic
modulators, except the modulator of the master
channel. Also, the outputs of the speed-error
and phase-error circuits of each synchrophaser
channel .(except the master) are removed from
ground and connected to signal winding No. 2 of
their respective modulators. While the slave
engines are in synchrophasing the master
engine remains in normal gove, lung mod, ) nly.
Essentially; pulses from the 'ast are
formed into sawtooth waves a:.
with the .pulses from each of the sla V engines in
the respective slave channel sampling circuits. if
slave pulses are 'not in phase with the master
pulse (sawtooth), errors are detected in tile
respective synchrophaser channel. The errors are'
then fed to signal winding No. 2 of the channel
magnetic modulator where they are summed
with any error signals that may .exist in signal #
winding No'. 1. The resultant of the error signals
is amplified and fed to the control winding of
the respective speed-bias servomotor, which
alters the tension of the slave governor speeder
spring, _,thus correcting for engine speed
differences and propeller blade angle errors.
(One channel of the synchrophasing circuit is
shown in figure 8-10.)

Phase- and speed-error sensing is described in
the following paragraphs.

SAWTOOTH FORMERThe pulse from
the mater pulse generator' is
transformer-coupled to the sawtooth former,
whereas t he slave pulse generators are
trasformer-coupled to the channel sampler
circuits: Figure 8-11 (A) and (B) illustrates thf
master pulse and the resultant sawtooth formed .
in the sawtooth former.

SAMPLING CIRCUITS.Pulses from the
three slave engines are coupled to the grids of
the sampling circuit tubes, while the sawtooth
voltage is applied to the plate of one tube and
the cathode of the other tube in all sampling
circuits. The positive goitng portion of the slave
pulse places the tubes in a conductive state.
(Since sampling is the same in all channels, only
one channel is discussed.) Referring to figure
8-10, if the sawtooth is at ,zero potential at the
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Figure 8-10.--Synchrophaser schematic diagram, synchrophaser mode (slave channel).
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Figure 8-11.Master and slave pulse comparisons.

time the slave pulse occurs, neither tube
conducts and no signal is applied to the phase
difference and, speed-error circuits. If the
sawtooth is in the positive region at this time,
tube V205 conducts. The corresponding voltage
changes are applied to the grid of phase
difference tube V206A.

The nature of the sampling action can be
seen by referring to figure 8-11. The time
interval between master pulses is the time
intervIl for 3600 of propeller rotation as shown
in figure 8-11(A). The time interval of the
sawtooth which is generated by the master pulse
is 3600 as shown in (B). The half-time interval,
or 180° position, is the sawtooth zero potential
point as shown in (C). When the slave ,pulse
occurs at the zero point, the propelleis are
on-phase and there is a 1800 phase difference
between them. All references to slave pulses are
given with respect to the 360° interval, and the
point of occurrence of the slave pulse

230

250

(0)

208.228

determines the magnitude of signal developed in
the sampler circuit as shown in (D). This signal
represents the phase difference between
propellers.

NOTE: Since the propellers are four bladed,
the relative blade position between the master
and slave propellers tis exactly the same when the
slave propellers differ from the master by
one-half revolution. Therefore, a 1800 phase
difference is considered as an on-phase condition
in pulse comparisons.

PHASE DIFFERENCE CIR'CUITS.The
phase difference circuits receive the voltages
generated in the sampling circuit at the grids of
the respective tubes. With' 'a 180° phase
difference signal at the grid of V206A (fig.
8-10), the voltage at the wiper of potentiometer..
RP251 is adjusted to null or zero volts. This
voltage changes proportionally with the grid
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signal from the sampling circuit, and hence
represents the phase difference between
propellers. The effect of this voltage on
synchrophaser output is discussed subsequently.

OFF-SPEED CIRCUITS.When the,
propeller goes offspeed, the sampling circuit
senses the condition as a sharp voltage change.
(When the slave propeller is on-speed, the slave
pulses occur at the same time interval in each
successive sawtooth cycle.) When an underspeed
or overspeed condition develops, thet slave pulse
occurs at a different position for each sawtooth
cycle until, at one point, the slave pulse falls up
or down the sawtooth (fig. 8-12). This can be
thought of as a phase error which occurs too
rapidly for the phase-error circuit to compensate
for. During an underspeed condition, the voltage
applied to the phase difference tube..suddenly
changes from positive to negative. (See fig.
8-12(A).) For an overspeed condition, the

MASTER

SL AVE

voltage suddenly changes from a negative to a
positive.

The action of the 'off-speed circuit is
described as follows! The underspeed voltage
change registered in. the plate ircuit of the
phase difference tube is coupled to.-the offspeed
circuit by capacitors,C253 and C254. (Refer to
fig. 8-10.) The voltage change in the plate circuit
is positive and the reverse bias on diode CR251
is reinforced, but the reverse bias on diode
CR252 is momentarily overcome, allowing
capacitor C255 to charge positively. Capacitor
C255 discharges slowly through its parallel
resistive network and maintains a grid bias on
the off-speed tube V206B. (For an oversPeed,
diode CR251 conducts and charges capacitor
C255 negatively.) Successive sharp voltage
changes add 'to the, charge on capacitor C255
until the off-speed condition is,corrected. Like
the phase difference circuit, the off-speed circuit
has a zerb-volt adjustment potentiometer in the

MASTER

SLAVE.

(A)

(B)

Eigure 8-12.Off-speed pulse comparison. (A) Slave underspeed; (B) Slave overspeed.
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Figure 8-13.Simplified schematic of signal summing.
-

cathode circuit. The pulsating voltage generated
at the wiper, by the, changing grid bias on the
tube is called speed-error voltage. The effect oof
this voltage is discussed subsequently.

SIGNAL SUMMING.As shoWn in figures
8-10 and 8-13, the phase difference and
speed-error voltages are coupledto the signal
summing point. Also connected tb this poir4 are
the limiting circuit, the phase-control
potentiometer, and magnetic modulator signal
winding No. 2. Any difference in potential
between the signal summing point" and the
feedback potentiometer causes a current in the
modulator winding. This results in motor
movement which, in turn, causes the feedback
potentiometer to null whatever potential is at
the summing point.

PHASE-ERROR CORRECTION.When the
slave propellers are not on-phase, Ihe phase

SPEED BTS
SERVO ASSY

FDBK POT.

26

208.230

difference voltage acting through the averaging
circuit to the summing point causes speed-bias
servomotor rotation to correct the off-phase
condition, provided the phase control
potentiometer (fig. 8-13) is set for zero volts. In
this case the phase difference voltage actually
represents phase error. However, if it is desirable
to have a slave propeller maintain a specific
angle of lead or lag with the master, propeller,
then the phase control potentiometer is adjusted
to cancel the phase difference voltage at the
summing point. For epmple, to maintain a slave
lead of 100 from the 1800 position of the master
pulse, the phase control potentiometer is
adjusted to cancel the phase difference voltage
which is generated when the slave propeller leads
the master propeller by 10°. Thus, when the
slave propeller leads by 100, the net potential at
the summing point is zero and the speed bias
servomotor will. not move. When the slave
propeller changes from the 100 lead condition,

, 232 ,

252
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the' phase difference v Rage changes, and the net
. potential at the s'mitjn g point is the difference

between the phase con.trol potentiometer setting
and the phase difference voltage. This is ho4 the
phase-error voltage and its magnitude depends
on Ole slave propeller's degree of lead or lag
from the 100 lead condition.. The inanual phase
cotrOl is adjustable to allow a slave lead Q r lag
of 45°.

SPEED-ERROR CORRECTION.During
the phase-error correction, Zener.diodes VR405
and °V.R408 isolate the speed-error

Apotentiometer from the signal sumniing point.
When an off-speed occurs, these diodes conduct,
connecting the speed-error circuit to the
summing point. For large speed errors, the
speed-error signal is a pulsating dc of very low-
frequency. At the same time, the phase-error
signal is a rapid dc step pltage consisting of
sharp potential changes which trigger the
speed-error circuit. The dc step vOltage changes
developed iri the cathode circuit of V206A (fig.
8-10) are averaged and effectively blocked by
resistor R268 and capacitor C251. The sharp
potential changei passing resistor R268 and
capacitor C251 are leaked to ground by resistor
R272" and capacitor C256, leaving the
speed-error signal in control. When the engine
reaches 'on-speed condition, but is still
out-of-phase, the speed-error signal drops off
until a point is reached where the Zener 'diodes
stop conducting and the phase error signal
assumes control. N)?

TWO-PERCENT LIMITING.The potential
at the sumining point is 1imi d to plus or minus
5 volts by the limiting circuit fig. 8-13, R442,
R443, R444, R445, CR409, an CR410) which
clips any signal outside of the rang limit. In the
case of the off-speed circuit, this li ited signal t

provides only enough amplified outpu to drive
, the speed bias servomotor to correc \ for a

two-percent speed change..This occurs because
the motor movement results in a feedback
voltage which cancels the speed-error signal.
Thus, the slave propeller., cannot follow large`
speed changes of the master engine, preventing a \
slave from following an overspeeding or
underspeeding master.

Resynchrophasing

The need for resynchrophasing arises from
the nature in which phase'.angle correction
circuits operate. As phase errors occur, the
servomotor rotates to correct the error. At the
same time, the feedback potentiometer moves
arid cancels a portion of the error signal. As the
phase error is corrected, the phase-error signal'
decreaseuuntil it :matches the feedback signal.
When this occurs, the,potential at the summing
point is zero and the motor stops moving,
leaving a portion of the error uncorrected. This
is:insignificant for errors which occur about a set
pointleading and lagging errOrs. Howevr, -for
errors that continually occur in one direction,
the uncorrected error accumulates and it can
become large enough to reduce the efficiency of
the system. To overcome this, a procedure Is
provided whereby the bias on the mechanical
governor is locked \Vhile the servomotor:
recenters at a 'zero-volt feedback position. This
is called resynchrophasing.

The resynchrophasing operation is as
follows: While in synchrophase moAe, the proP
resynchrophase switch is placed in the
RESYNCH position. This energizes the electric
clutch-brakes on the slave engine 'speed-bias
servo assemblies. The brakes lock the output
shafts and the clutches decouple the input arid
output 'shafts, leaving the input shiafts free to
turn. Locking the output shaft retains whatever
mechanical .109:1C)present on the mechanical
governof: 4tj;lie- sanig 4ime, relay K503 ..(fig.
8-8) is en- .V4-44klopens the signal winding
No. 1 ci & Afle rnagoetic modulators. (The:
master ch\arinel remiti§ in normal governing.,
mode through a parallel ground provided bk the
master relay to signal winding No. 1 of the
master channel modulator,) An instapt later' Ja
time delay sufficient to assure brake sand chitch
actuation before allowing the recentering
action), relays are deenergized to ,remove-the
phase- and speed-error circuits (rom the slaVe
channel magnetic modulators aria connect the,
dummy loads. The only input to the slaw
channel magnetic modulators is now the .
feedback potentiometer acting into the dunrinY
load through signal winding NO. 2. A signal is
then generiated,, driving the motors .until the
feedback -voltage is zero.- When the prop
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resynchrophase switch is released, all circuits
return to the synchrophasing mode. The
accumulated phase error can now be corrected.

TROUBLESHOOTING HINTS

When a trouble occurs in the electrical
controls of the propeller system, the first step of
troubleshooting is to determine which part of
the system is malfunctioning. This can be
determined by completing an operational check.
The next step is to refer to the electrical
schematic and the troubleshooting chart found
in the Maintenance Instnictions Manual for the
aircraft, and then proceed to analyze the
trouble.

Table 8-2 is a typical troubleshooting chart
which illustrates a systematic approach for
isolating faulty components or wiring in the
synchrophaser system.

PROPELLER CONTROL SYSTEM

The propeller control' system on the P-3
aircraft uses systems similar to those already
discussed in this chapter. It is an integral part of,
or works in conjunction with, the temperature
datum control system, the propeller
synchrophaser system, and propeller, governing
system. The discussion that follows is primarily
concerned with propeller, pitchlock, negative
'torque system, feathering, unfeathering, and
autofeathering operations. Refer to figure 8-14
throughout this discussion.

PROPELLER

The four-bladed propoller converts engine
shaft horsepower to thrust. The propeller
consists of two principal sections: the rotating
section 'comprises the blades, bub, spinner, and
the dome which houses tilt pitch changing
mechanism; the nonrotating g'ection contains the,

Table 8-2a.Synchrolihaser system troubleshooting

Trouble

I. Steady overspeed or under-
speed ori one or 'more

W.. engines in synchrophasing
mode.

Probable cause

t Pulse generators.

Remedy,

a. If condition exists /on a slave engine,
check slave pulse input to synchro-
ptiaser. Adjust coil to magnet clear-
ance replace parts, Or correct.air-
craft wiring problem. '

b. If condition exists on all three slaved
engines, check master pulse input to
synd*ophaser. Adjust coil to magnet
clearance, replace parts, or correct
aircraft wiring problem.

c. If there is noproblem withpulse inputs,
;replabe the synchrophaser.

2. Steady oversPeed or under-.
speed on one engine in
normal governing.

Speeti bias servo as-
senibly feedback

z

.potentiameter.

5 4

/, °a. Open circuit to feedback potentiometer
on troublesonie engine. Check for
continuity from the synchrophaser
connector to the potentiometer. Re-
sistance intothe feedback potentiom-
eter should be approxMately 7 to 10
kilohms. \la .
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Table 13-2b.Synchrophaser system troubleshooting

Trouble Probable -cause RemedY

2. Steady overspeed or under-
speed on one engine in
normal governingCon-
tinued.

b. Wiring re sal in feedback potentioni-
eter Cirdtrit. RemOve propeller con-,
trol valve housing cover. Check volt=
age polarity at potentiometer.
Voltage at blue lead terminal should
be positive with respect to ground,.
Voltage at the red/white lead termi..-
nal ghould be negative with respect
to ground.

Synchrophaseir. Replace synchrophaser.

Resynchrophaser
circuit.

Brake-clutch not being energized or not
operative. Check for approximately-1=28
volts across red/yellow and gray (gill)
leadstobrake-clutch. The voltage must
be present on engine No. 2 when
master Np. 3 is selected, and on engine
No. 3 when No. 2 is selected. The voltage
must be present on engine No.l'and No..
4 when either master is selectei:land the
resynchrophase "switch is actuated. If
voltage is not present, checls switches
and aircraft wiring and 'repair or re-
place.. If' voltage is present, check to
see if the brake lever is locked in posi-
tion when voltage is applied and is re-
leased when voltage is removed. If not,
replace propeller control valve housing.

3. Slave will not syntho-
phase with one of the
master s.

Pulse generator. Check pulse input.to synchrophaser from
the troublesome master. Adjust coil to
magnet clearance, replace parts, or
correct aircraft,wiring problems.

.

Synchrophase
cmaster switch.

Check switch for correCtwiring and trans-
fer of circuits. Repair and, replace.

Synchrophaser. Replace synchrophaser.

4. Slaves will not synchro-
phase with either
master. (Does not
follow master
speed changes.)

Power source.
if o

Check to see that synchrophaser is receiv-
ina 115-volt,.400-Hz operating voltage.
If not, check aircraft wiring and circuit
breakers. If voltage is present, check
fuse on the front of the synchrophaser7

Synchrophaser.

235
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Replace synchrophaser.,
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nchrorlhaser system troubleshooting

Troublij

5. One slave will sitt synchro-
.

phase (stay s at one .speed).
01

Probable ause

Speed bias servo,
synchrophaser,
propeller gov-
ernor, or °.
throttle lever
switch.

): 9Remedy

The tro,, st, be isolated'. Pe'rform
a' fuel to and pitch lock test on
the alit `;'iri ngine. If engine oVer-

. 9figrmal for thie test, the
sivitc 4the Servomotor reference
winding , the seryo is-gbod, and
0e sync Aser Amplifier iS good.,
Th ;:Serveicfback potentiometer cir-
c'Ult. or . té aAise generator may be

!;c.14.7S.ini#O e:,.Clieck pulse input from
affected én net-6 syncfirophaser. Checi

-tier.ciback psitenlio meter per trouble No. 2
"Ogs: tabte. If t4se checjE good and

ith Wel to)iping coheck iS gOod,. replace
the:4iy`nchrOphaser. Thiel topping 'test
is nOt npr nt, perform continuity checks
on aircraft 'Wiring and switches to theay,

V.,7A.ervomotor ieference winding. If this
good, replace the synchrophaser and

,kerform another fuel topping test. If
response is. not normal, check continuity
to servo control winding. If good, re-
place theo propeller control 'valve
housing. ^

)

,- .6. Master cannot be trimmed .

with phase and trim
control.

,7. OVerspeed or upderspeed
for throttle chop or
bur st. Response same
as or worse than
mechanical governing.

Phase and'trim
control or
synchro-
phiser.

Throttle anticipa7
tion potentiom-
eter wfyn-
chr oplisagre

,

Y4' ,

Select other master. If this, master, can be
trimmed, replace the synchrophaser. If
both masters Cannot be trimmed, replace
phase and'triin control. If replacement
does not correct trouble, check aircraft
w iring.

Remove propeller control 6.1.ve housing
cover. Observe that servomotor rs-
sponds to throttle movements by driving
the output leiier. If no action'is present,
run a continuity check from the synchro-
phaser connector to the throttle anticipa-
tion potentiometer. Resistance across
potentiometer should be approximately
250 kilohms. Check wiper to ground re-
sistance. using a 2-kilohm resistor in
series with the metero. Set the. throttle
at full reverse. Resistance should be
approximately 252 kilohms. Slowly ad-
vance the throttle to takeoff. Resistance
should decrease smoothly to a value of
approximately 2 kilohms. Slowly retard
throttle to reverse. Resistance should
follow by increasing smoothly to approx-
imately 252 kilohms. If _olien is found,

236
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Table 8-2d.Synatrophaser system troubleshooting

Trouble . Probable cause- Remedy _

I
4.

.

check aircraft wiring. If good, replace
propeller control valve,Housing. 1.f re-
sistance change is not smooth and con-
tinuous, replace valve 'housing. If no
problem ca n. be found, replace . the
synchrophaser. t

.

8: No speed stabilieation.
Cycles required to

' settle at governing rpT
are the samoras in

. mechanical governing
after a speed change.

,

Tachometer gen-
0

erator or 6yn-
chrophasey.

L

.

4

Check for tachometer generator voltage
at synchrophaser cwmectar .with pro-
peller at 100" percent rpm. Voltage
should be approximately 16- to 23 volts
rms. If no voltage or out.of limit volt-

. ..
. age, check aircraft wiring or replace

tachometer generator. If 0 voltage is
present, replace synchrophaser

9. Erratic governing
in synchrophasing

,mode or in normal
governing.-

..

-

.

.

Intermittent open
or short in
circuits.

t
-

tzp

.
' g

a. his type of trouble must be found by
carefully checking for loose contacts
on all accessible connectors and
components of. the system.. Poor
connections are a likely cause of.
the trouble.

,

.

b? Other possible causes are in intermit-
tent throttle anticipation potentiom-,
eter, servo feedback potentiometer
or phase and trim control potentiom-

_ eter. ,

c. When erratic governing is noted on all
engines, it is possible that voltage

.
transients in the 115-volt, 400-Hz
supply to the synchroPhaser are
causing the trouble. Check 'supply
voltage. 1

10. Small steady-state
Changes of 1/2 to
2 percent in.en-

, gine speed in
synchMaphaqing
or nor mal
governing,

Phase and trim
control.

,

l

'..)t
,

.
,

a. If changes occur in synchrophasing on
all engines, phase-,and trim control
or wiring betweenphaseatnd trim coo-
trol and synchrophaser may be the
problem. Check wiring. If wiring is
good, replace phase and trim control
or the synchrophaser.

b. If changes occur in synchrophasing on
one engine, check pulse to synchro-
phaser for affected engine. .

2 5,7
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Table 8-2e.Synchrophaiff system troubleshooting

-

00.
mall *steady-state
'Altianges of 1/2 to 2

rcent in engine
4 4peed in synchiophas-
v ne or normal govern-

iugContinued.
if, A6

Trouble ,Probable cause Remedy
A

Synchrophaser . If changes occur in. synchrophasing or
normal gOferninvon all engines regard-,
less of selected: master, replace
synchrophaser.

j:)eect bias ,se'rito
assembly.

,

11.. Oscillations in engine
speed in synchrophas-

. .ing or normal govern-
ing.

Pulse gegerator.

If changes occur in syne:tirophasing or
normal governi9,g on One engine, servo
assembly cluteg may be-sliving. This
can be determined by perforrning a fuel
tapping and pitch lock test. 4 shift in
governing rpm after the test is completed
indicates a slipping clutch. Replace the
propeller, control'valve housing if this
is the case. .

If, oscillations occur on all engines and
only with one master, check the pulse
from that particular master. Adjust
coil to magnet gap or replace parts.

Taph generator. If oscillation occurs on one engine when
in synchrophasing or normal governing,
check tachometer generator. Excessive
wear or play in the shaft or rough bear--
.ings can cause a variable frequency in-
put Which the synchrophaser interprets
as change in engine speed.. Replace the
taChometer generator if any of the fore-
going conditions exist.

pressure and scavenge oil pumps, the governOr
control mechanism, and the spinner afterbody.
It is a constant-speed, full-feathering, reversing
propeller, having the added features of pitchlock
(to prevent excessive overspeed) and a
combination synchronizing and synchrophasing
system.

LOW-PITCH STOP ASSEMBLY

A mechanical stop assembly in the propeller
dome is set to maintain a minimum desired
low-pitch blade angle. When the power levereare

238

positioned below ..28 degrees, a cam operated
backup valve in he propeller housing directs
control oil pressure to collapse the low-pitch
stop levers. The blades move tciward the-reverse
position as directed by the power lever Beta
schedule.

II/ETA FOLLOWLfP SYSTEM.

The Beta followup syStem provides a
variable hydraulic low-pitch stop. At the
FLIGHT IDLE power lever position, the Bei
followup stop is set at about 10 degrees -blao
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angle; the mechanical low-pitch stop is set at 13
degrees. The purpose of the Beta followup stop_
is to provide a secondary low-pitch stop. As the
.power s' lever, is moved toward TAKEOFF
'position and the blade angle increases, the
mechanical low-pitch stop remains fixed at 13
degrees,tut the Beta follolwUp control programs
the hydraulic stop, in relation to powgr lever
Position to a maximum of 22 1/2 degrees. At
this point, if a sudden engine failure 'occurs and
.the negative-torque system fails to operate, an
4xcessive reduction in blade angle and associated
'violent yawing4s prevented.

, PITCHLOCK

A hydraulic, speed-sensitive pit ehlock
mechaniun is contained in the propeller

.asSembly to prevent overspeeding. It is
'completely, automatic ,and .prevents -further
-decrease' in blade antfle' when engaged..
Automatic engagement can .occur in two ways:
',first by loss of control oil pressure, and §econd,
when rpni exceeds approximately 103.5%. The

,pitchlock *governpr, sensing the overspeed,
allows the pitchlO'ck teeth to engage, preventing
further decrease lin blade angle. Due to the
design of the teeth,, the blade angle can increase
if the northal governing control i5 restored..

Blockout Ranges

There are certain, blade angles where
pitchlock does not operaq. The pitchlock teeth
are.: mechanically held apart from 'a plus 17
degrees. to thinus.14 degrees. This,allows for rpm
surges as blade. angles are reduced during
approach,Jand landing. -Also, pitchlock is blocked
out,at blade angles between 57 degrees nd 86

' dlgrees -(full feather).,-.This is necessary in order

the power lever 'is retard very rapidly into The k
Beta range and the blade angle decrease is not,'
quick enough, as in the case of an aborted
takeoff and landing. In this condition the
amount of fuel scheduled will cause engine
speed to increase above 103% rpm.

Fuel Governor ind Propeller
Pitchlock Test Switch

.Four .t wo-popion (TEST-NORMAL)
switches, one for each.propelfer, are located on
the. engine check panel. When a, switch "is
actuated tO TEST position., the propsaller
speed-bias servo motor receives a contintlbus
overriding signal which drives the mechanism,
full travel toward decriase pitch. This effectively
resets the propeller governor to a speed of
approximately` 106% rpm to permit a ground
check of the pitchlock . and fuel governor
functions.

NEGATIVE TORQUE SYSTEM

The negative te.,rque-system (sITS) protects
the' airdraft from evessive drag by limiting the
negative torque from the propeller to a
predetermined value range of -150 to -500
indicated horsepower. During a negative torque
condition the NTS provides A mechanical signal;
overriding the governing action of the propeller
and increasing the blade angle. When the
propeller blades reach a position where the
propeller no longer is developing negative
torque, the propeller' governor retains control
and maintains 100% rpm. In the event the
negative torque condition persists, a cycling
action. will continue from the mechanic§1 signal
to propeller governor, and Vice-versa, until some
corrective action is taken.

to dgcrease blade angle for, air starting. Blade
,

angles will be less than 57 degrees at 405 knots WO Warning Light ' 's
t , :or limit Mach,Speed.

INOP Farning light illuminates
Pitchlock Reset ' :Ii rf f.-:,' -! when.4he 45-degree air4art blade angle circuit is .

. .1,,..energized. The airstart blade angle system is
A reset iystem is -'in'cdeporated tiMseset...:, a itsi;nstglled, to limit negatiVe horsepOwer during

pitchlock up to`...'1019% riRrit "d-f. bl-adeA.O1ev4,..., in-flight unfeather operatiOns with failed NTS.
...

above 10, degrees with thg 0:00 ipief be0i14,4g !:1°, The blades, upon reaching 45 degrees, energize
... degrees pordinator. Thi?i14)94. rprirnt:iiiirof the. airstart blade limit circuit, actuating the

. thr pitchiock,is..inomentryInecessary when feather valve to the feather position. The blades
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moving toward the feather position open the
circuit; deenergizing the feather solenoid valve.
The result of this action is a cycling of the
blades around the airstart blade angle switch.
For ground unfeather operation,. the airstart
blade lirnit switch is bypassed by actuating the
feather pump pressure cutout override switch to
the OVERRIDE position while the propeller is
unfeathering.

PROPELLER FEATHERING'

_ Feathering is initiated by pulling the engine
emergency shutdown handle, by autofeathering,
or by depressing the feathering switch button. It
is accomplished hydraulically by the feather
valve directing oil directly to the propeller. All
other control functions are bypassed.

Normal Feathering

Feathering is normally accomplished by
pulling the engine emergency shutdown handle.
Pulling the handle mechanically .positions the
feathering valve and electrically energizes the
feathering button solenoid. Also, current is
furnished to the auxiliary pump, and to the
feathering solenoid which hydraulically
positions the feathering valve to feather the
propeller. When the propeller has feathered
fully, feathering oil pressure buildup operates a
pressure cutout switch, causing the auxiliary
pump and feathering solenoid to be deenergized.
The feathering button light then goes out.

FEATHER PUMP PRESSURE CUTOUT
OVERRIDE SWITCH.A nushbutton type
switch (is located odjacent to each feather
button. Actuating the override switch bypasses
The feather pump pressure cutout switch,
permitting continued operation of the feather
pump in the event the feather pump operation
terminates before the propeller blades reach the
full feather position.

FEATHERING SWITCHES
(BUTTONS).Four guarded feathering switches
(buttons), one for each engine, provide an
alternate method for feathering the propellers.
Pressing ,a button to FPATHER cuts off fuel
electrically, energizes the feather solenoid, and

energizes the feather pump motor to feather the
propeller. The propeller is unfeathered when the
button is pulled to unfeather. The center
position is for normal. propeller, operation. A
light in the feather button lights when the
circuit to the feather pump is energized.

Automatic Feathering

The automatic feathering system 'performs
its function by energizing the feathering button
holding coil (pulling in the feathering button).
This occurs when the autofeather arming switch
is in ARMED and loss of engine power results ipt
a large decrease in propeller thrust. This systern
is used during takeoff only, and functions above
60 (±2) degrees coordinator setting. Only one
propeller will feather autcrmatically.

AUTOFEATHER ARMING SWITCH.An
autofeather ARMED-OFF switch, located on the
autofeather and rpm control portion of the
pilot's overhead control panel, provides the
control for the autofeather system. During
normal operations, with the switch in the
ARMED position, all power plants are protected
by the autofeather system. With the switch in
the ARMED position, the autofeather armed
lights are illuminated and electrical power is
supplied to the potVer lever quadrant
autofeather arming switches. Both the arming
switch and the power lever quadrant switch
(activated at 60 degrees) must be closed before
the thrust sensitive signal device can cause
propeller autofeathering.

A,UTOFEATHER-SYSTEM
INDICATORS.Four green indicator lamps, one
for each propeller, illuminate to indicate that
each individual propeller autofeathering circuit
is armed. They are located on the pilot's
overhead control panel. Also, should a propeller
autofeather, its light will temain illuminated and
the others will go out.

Unfeathering on the Ground

\
The 'propeller is unfeathered by holding the

feathering button in the unfeather position. The
airstart switch (in the propeller) limits the blade
angle decrease to 45 degrees. For further
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decrease in blade angie, the pressure cutout
override button must be held in.

PROPELLER CONTROL OPERATION

In illustrating typical propeller control
operation, it will be assumed.that the engines
have been started aikcj are operating in ate taxi
range (throttles between .0, degrees and 34
degrees). Each power leVer controls propeller
blade 'Pitch ,and engine fuel flow through

,,Jiydromechanical linkages. If d throttle is below
28 degrees and the blade pitch angle is above 10
degrees, the PITCHLOCK RESET VALVE
SOLENOID (fig. 8-14) is activated, resetting
pitchlock up to 109% rpm.

As the throttles are advanced above 34
degrees into the flight-idle range, propeller pitch
is controlled by the flyweight propeller
governor. This governor increases or decreases
blade pitch to maintain 100% rpm by directing
fluid through the feather valve. The temperatufe
datum s-Ystem controls proper engine
temperature operation.

When the piloi is ready for takeoff he placeg'
the AUTOFEATHER SWITCH in the ARMED
position. As the throttles are advanced beyond
75 degrees the NUMBER 3 POWER LEVER
SWITCHES close to the HIGH POWER position.
If .a propeller's thrust drops below 500 pounds,
the THRUST SENSITIVE SWITCH closes. This
energizes the. AUTOFEATHER RELAY. Power
is routed through the AUTOFEATHER RELAY
contacts to energize the FEATHER SWITCH
PIJLL-IN AND HOLD-IN SOLENOID. The
AUTOFEATHER RELAY loses its power from
the FEATHER SWITCH, but the FEATHER
SWITCH remains energized rough a holding
circuit. Power is routed rom the energized
FEATHER SWITCH thro the contacts of the
FEATHER 'CUTOUT RELAY to the FEATHER
PUMP POWER' RELAY, supplying 115V,
3-phase power to the FEATHER PUMP
MOTOR: Power is also supplied to the
FEATHER VALVE SOLENOID through the
FEATHER CUTOUT RELAY. The FEATHER
VALVE SOLENOID causes oil to be routed in
such a way that the propeller begins to feather.
The fail-safe-type FUEL CONTROL RELAY is
also activated by power from the °F EATHER

SWITCH, causing the ENPNE FUEL
SHUTOFF VALVE to clost.

As -the propeller feathers, the.BETA CAM
SWITCH closes when the blade angle goes past
74 degrees. The FEATHER MOTOR CUTOUT
SWITCH closes /hen the propelleeriaches full
feather, and the oil pressure iricreases. This
completes a circuit which'causlts the 4ATHER
CUTOUT RELAY to energize, deenergizing the
FEATHER VALVE SOLENOID. Besides cetting
out the FEATHER PUMP POWER RELAY, thee
e n e rgi zed FEAT HER CUTOUT RELA17?""
maintains its own holding circuit. This
completes the autofeathering cycle. The
FEATHER SWITCH will remain energized as
long as the engine is feathered.

If the engine is shut down by pulling the
4MERCENCY ENGINE SHUTDOWN
HANDLE, power from the EMERGENCY
ENGINE SHUTDOWN RELAYS (there are two
switches and two. relays for each engine's
EMERGENCY SHUTDOWN HANDLE) is

, directed to the FEATHER SWITCH PULL-IN
AND HOLD-IN SOLEN01. The engine is shut
down and feathered as de§cribed above. Also, if
the FEATHER SWITCH is pressed in, its own
holding circuit is activated, causing the feather
cycle operation to take place.

If the flight crew c,hooses to restart the
engine during flight, the FEATHER SWITCH is
pulled out to the UNFEATHER position and is
held there. The FEATHER CUTOUT RELAY is
deenergized, and power is provided to the
FEATHER PUMP POWER RELAY. The
,FEATHER PUMP MOTOR pressure builds up
and oil is directed to the decfease pitch side of
the propeller dome; causing the propeller to
start unfeathering (the FEATHER VALVE
SOLENOID is not energized).

When the pitch of the blades decrease to less
than 45 degees, the BETA CAM AIR START.
SWITCH closes, completing the path for current
through the AIRSTART CONTROL RELAY.
With the AIRSTART CONTROL', RELAY
energized, a circuit is completed for the
FEATHER VALVE SOLENOID. This causes the
propeller bladips to start back toward the 'feather

'position. TheBETA CAM AIRSTAkT SWITCH
opens, causing the AIRSTAkT CONTROL
RELAY and FEATHER SOLENOID VALVE to
open. This causes cycling of the blade pitch
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around the airstart blade angle (45 degrees), and
causes the NTS INOP warning light to flash. The
light blinks because of the blade pitch cycling
action. This is an indication to the flight crew
(hat the FUEL AND IGNITION SWITCh should
be turned on for engine starting. .

PRESSURIZATION AND AIR
CONDITIONING

The air conditioning and pressurization
systems of modern aircraft maintain the cabin
an d equipment at specific pressure and
temperature levels during flight. The system
supplies conditioned air for heating and cooling
the cabin, crew spaces, and various electronic
equipment.

The majority of air conditioning systems
installed in modern aircraft utilize the air cycle
system. Some aircraft utilize the vapor cycle
system, which uses a liquid refrigerant similar to
that used in a common household refrigerator.
Operation of the air cycle and vapor cycle
systems are discussed in A.E 3 & 2, NAVEDTRA
10348 (Series).

A brief discussion of the cabin and
equipment air conditioning and pressurization
system installed in the A-6' aircraft is presented
in the following paragraphs.'

CABIN SYSTEM

The primary function of the cabin air
Conditioning and pressurization system is to
maintain cockpit temperature and pressure
within 'certain parameters for crew safety and
comfort. To accomplish this, the system forces a
mixture of dehumidified refrigerated air anfl hot
engine bleed air through cockpit diffusets. The
temperature of the mixture is automatically
maintained through a continuously selective
range by a temperature control system
consisting of tempepture sensors with
atfociated flow controlfalves and an electronic
controller. Cabin pressure is controlled by a
pressure regulator and a safety valve, with a
manual dump control associated with the Safety
valve. The block diagram for the airflow of the
cabin air cwiditioning anti presiurization system
is shown in figurc 8-15.

2 6 3
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System Controls

The air conditioning control panel is shown
in figure 8-,16. Three siiitches and one conerol
knob on the panel control the air conditioning
operation.

The air conditioning master switch is a
two-position, (NORM and OFF) toggle 'switch
guarded to the NORM positon. Placing the
switch to NORM opens the main bleed air
shutoff valves, if the engine is providing air at 8
psi or more, and causes the air conditioning
caution light to go off. Hot engine bleed air is
now available for,, operation of the various
environmental systems. Placing the switch in the
OFF position closes the shutoff valve, thus
shutting off the supply of hot engine bleed air to
the environmental system. A spring-loaded guard
over the air conditioning master switch prevents
inadvertent operation of the switch to the OFF
position.

The .cockpit switch is a three-position toggle
switch marked ON, OFF, and RAM AIR. With
an engine running and the air conditioning
master switch at NORM, placing the cockpit
switch ON engages the air conditioning and
pressurization system by energizing the dual
temperature control valve and opening the cabin
bleed air shutoff valve. Depending upon the
setting on the automatic temperature control
thumbwheel, conditioned air flows into the
cockpit. Placing the cockpit switch OFF closes
the cabin bleed air shutoff valve and drives the
'dual temperature control valve to the full hot
position. This prevents any airflow to the
cockpit: The RAM AIR position closes the cabin
bleed air shutoff valve and drives the dual
temperature control valve to the full hot
position. Ram airflow is then controlled
manually using the MAN/RAM AIR switch.

The MAN/RAM AIR switch is a
four-position toggle switch marked AUTO,
HOLD, COLD, and HOT. The AUTO position is
selected to enable the,dual temperature control
valve to accept inputs from the automitic
temperature control thumbwheel. Placing `the
switch to HOLD' removes the dual
control valve from automatic co trol. The
switch is spring-loaded to HOLD when AUTO is
not selected, Motrigntarily holding the switch in
COLD or HOT alters the positions of the hot
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208.287
Figure 8-16.Air conditioning control panek,

and cold sides of the dual temperature controlvalve to change the cockpit air temperature.
When released, the switch springs back to HOLDand the dual temperature control valve remainsfixed. The COLD and HOT positions should be
toggled intermittently to avoid overshooting the
desired temperature. With RAM AII1 selebted onthe air conditioning cockpit switch, airflow is
controlled manually by the ram air switch whichopens and closes the ram air valve.

The, automatic temperature control
thumbwheel enables the crew to adjust thecockpit air t emperature. With the air
conditioning controls appropriately positioned,the thumbwheel ma be moved to any, settingbetween 0 and 14 Rotating the thumbwheel

'automatically regulbtes the openings of the hotand cold sides of the dual temperature control
. valve, thus varying the cockpit air: temperature.The temperature may be selected within a rangeof 600 to 80°F.

System' Opezation

When the cobkpit switch (fig. 8-17) is placedin the ON position, contact 3 removes power

from the cabin bleed air shutoff valve which
opens, allowing hot air to flow to the dual
temperature control valve. Simultaneously, asecond portion of the ,cockpit switch, which isganged to the first, connects the center tap of
the MAN/RAM AIR switch through energized
contact 3 of the air conditioning control relaythrough the COLD side of the cabin ductthermal switch, through contact -4 of the
COCKPIT SWITCH, to the control phase of thedual temperature control valve. Contact 1 of the
cockpit switch supplies power to the coil of the
air conditioning control relay when the cockpitswitch is in either the ON or OFF position.
Contact 2 of the cockpit switch (in either theON or OFF position) supplies 120 volts to the
close winding of the cabin ram air valve. A phaseshifting capacitor supplies power to the openwinding of the same valve, which drives thetwo-phase induction motor to the full closeposition.

In the air conditioning mode (cockpit switchON), hot engine bleed air flows through the--cab.in shutoff valve to the dual temperaturecontrol valve where it is mixed with refrigerated,
dehumidified air.' The cabin temperature controlsystem automatically maintains the cabin at aselected temperature b.y continuouslymodulating the dual temperature control valve.The modulating signals are cabin temperatureerrors that are translated into error voltages bythe cabin temperature sensor. These signals aremodulated and amplified by the cabin andventilation suit temperature controller, andtransmitted to the controL winding of the dual

temperature control valve; the hot side of thevalve starts to close and the cold side opens untilthe selected cabin temperature is achieved. Inorder to prevent temperature hunting by the
, cabin temperature sensor, the cabin duct dual
temperature sensor anticipates changes in cabintemperature by sensing changes in the duCtintet
temperature.

The dual temperatare sensor transmits err& °signals to the cabin and ntilation suittemperature controller enev,er the
temperature of the cabin air sit changes.'Tlie .magnitude of the transmittid "endsupon the rate of temperatursylri. WhsIccabin duct inlet temperatuir exceeds 121% C(250°F), the over-temperature s`d.its.' b'r portibn "

;
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this sensor transmits a fixed signal through the
temperature controller to the control winding of
the dual temperature control valve. The valve is
driven to the full cold position until duct
temperature returns to normal, then automatic
control is resumed.

An additional override to the cabin
temperature 'sensor is provided by the cabin duct
thermal switch. This temperature-sensitive
switch closes when the- duct inlet temperature
exceeds 121.1°C, or the dual temperature sensor
malfunctions. During these conditions, 120 volts
ac is supplied from the
ENVIRONMENT/SEATS CB (fig. 8-17) through
the HOT side of the cabin duct thermal switch,
through contact 4 of the cockpit switch, to the
control winding of the dual temperature control
valve. The valve is driven to the full cold
position. When the cabin duct inleetemperature
is reduced to 121.1°C the switch goes to the
cold positicin and automatic temperature control
i§ again resumed.

In the automatic mode, cockpit temperature
is selected by positioning the AUTO TEMP
CONT thumbwheel. This fixes the output
voltage of- the bridge circuit in the cabin and
ventilation suit controller. The signal is
amplified in the "eontroller and transmitted
through contact 4 of the air conditioning relay
to the AUTO position of the MAN/RAM AIR
switch. The signal travels back through contact 3
of the air conditioning relay_to the COLD side
of the' cabin duet thermal switch, then through
the cockpit switch to the contr91,winding of the
dual temperature control valve.

Manual control of the cabin air conditioning
system is acquired by momentarily positioning
the MAN/RAM AIR switch at COLD or HOT. In
the COLD position, power is supplied from the
ENVIRONMENT/SEATS CB through contact 1
of the air conditioning control relay, through
the, MAN/RAM AIR switch, through coritact 3
of the air conditioning control relay, through
the. COLD contacts of the cabin .duct thertnal
switch, and through contact. 4 of the cockpit
switch to the control winding of the dual
temperature control valve. This voltage lags the
fixed phase voltage by 900 and drives the
two-phase induction motor so that more
refrigerated air and less hot air is allowed to
enter the cabin. The yalve will continue to move

until the switch is released, after which the
switch returns to HOLD and the valve remains
fixed.

When the MAN/RAM AIR switch is toggled
to the HOT position, power is taken "fi-om the
ENVIRONMENT/SEATS Cil" through the
reversing transformer, throne'. Contact 2 of the
air conditioning control relay,- through the.
MAN/RAM AIR switch, through contact 3 on
the air conditioning control relay, through the
COLD contacts on the cabin duct thermal
switch, apd through contact 4 of the -cockpit,
switch to the control winding of the dual
temperature control valve. Because the voltage is

cirouted -through th0- reversing transformer it is
shifted 180° and the control Winding voltage
leads the fixed-phase voltage by 900. This causes
the valve to drive in a direction so as to decrease
cold air and increase hot air to the cockpit.
When the switch is released, the valve remains
fixed.

Under any of the previously described
conditionsin either the automatic or manual
modefailure of electrical power to the cabin
and ventilation suit temperature controller, or to
the dual temperature control valve, will cause
the valve to remain in the positioh it was
maintaining at the time of electrical failure.

The cabin, may be ram air ventilated by
placing the cockpit switch at RAM AIR. With
the canopy closed, this action deenergizes the air
conditioning 'control relay, closes the cabin
bleed air shutoff valve, 'and .drives the dual
temperature control valve to the full hot
position. This effectively blocks the flovi of
both hot and cold bleed air to the cabin,. Either
crewmember may control the degree of ram air
ventilation by depressing the MAN/RAM AIR
switch to either HOT OR COLD. The HOT
position drives the cabin ram air valve toward
the closed position, restricting the ram air flow,
and the COLD position drives the cabin ram air
valve toward the open position, increasing the/
ram air flow. Any position of the cabin ram air
Valve from full open to full closed may' be
selected.

Cabin pressurization is automatically
initiated at 8,00q, feet; the cabin pressure is
maintained it 87000 feeF until a pressure
differential of-5 psi is reached. Thereafter, the
pressure'differential is maintained at 5 Psi.
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The'pressure schedule maintained by the
.

cabin ,prissure regulator. This' vaive allows the
air passed into the cabin air conditioning system
to exhaust into the nose cornpartmerit. From sea
level to 8,000 feet, the exhaust flow is
unrestrieted. Above- 8,000 feet, the valve closes

down, restricting the exhaust flow Ontil a cabin
pressure equivalent to 8,000 feet' altitude is
maintained. The cabin remains at' this pressure as
the aircraft climbs until a cabin-to-ambient
pressure differential of 5 psi is reached. Beyond
this altitude, the valve regulates the exhaust flow
to maintain this constant pressure differential
throughout the remaining altitude range.

N cabin pressure safety valve is provided to
limit cabin pressure In the event of regulator
may unction: This valve limits the
cabinttoirnbient pressure differential to 5.5 psi.
The ''CABIN' DUMP switch permits eithe
crewrnei4er -to dump cabin pressure throu
the cabinlsafetOialve. Placing the CABIN DUMP

..switch at ON completes a circuit to the solenokl
on the cabin dum p. valve which opens the cabin
safety valve.. 6

EQUIPMENT COOLING SYSTEM

Ram air is the primary means of ventilation
for the forward and aft equipment
compartments. Ventilation of these
compartments is controlled by the ram air
thermal switch, the equipment cooling valve, the
forward compartment ram air valve, and the aft
compartment ram air valve.

When the aircraft is in flight, the equipment
'cooling valve is closed and,the forwarcl and aft
compartment ram air valves are open. Under
these conditions, the right forward and aft
equipment compartments are ram air ventilated.
When the temperature in the right wing ram air
duct reaches 46.1°C (115°F), the equipment
cooling valve opens and the forward and aft
compartment ram air valves close. This permits
moist, cooled bleed air to flow into the right
forward and alt equipment compartments and
ensures adequate cooling when ambient air
temperatures are excessive.

The equipment cooling system flow diagram

System Operation

With anj engine running, the equipment
cooling sys(em is automatically engaged when
the AIR COND MASTER switch is placed at
NORM. (See fig. 8-19.) Under these conditions,
the circuit from the 28-volt dc essential bus
through the AIR COND circuit breaker to the
solenoid of the engine bleed air shutoff valve is

complete, and bleed air flows to the air cycle
refrigeration unit. The discharge from the
cooling turbine supplies the cooled bleed air .

used by the equipment cooling system..
When the aircraft is airborne and the ram air

temperature is below 46.1°C 15°F), voltage
from the 120-volt primary s is fed through the
EQUIP COOL circuit breaker, the
overpressurization relay, and the unoperated
ram air, thermal switch to the equipment cooling
valve, the, forward compartment ram air valve,
and the aft compartment ram air valve. The
equipment cooling valve is operated to the fully
closed position and the, forward compartment"
and aft compartment ram air valves are operated
to the fully open position. Ram'air flows to:Jhe
right forward and aft equipment compartments
and the cooled bleed airflow is shut off.

When the ram air temperature , exceeds
46.1°C, the ram air, temperature thermal switch
operates. Voltage from the 120-volt primary bus
is fed through the EQUIP COOL circuit breaker,
the overpressurization relay, and the operated
ram air thermal switch to the equipment cooling

the forward compartment ram air valve,,
. an the aft compartment ram air valve. The

equipment cooling valve is operated to the fully
open positionand the forward compartment and
aft compartment ram air valves are operated to
the fully closed position. Undried, cooled bleed
air flows to the forward and aft equipment
compartments and° the ram air to these
compartments is shut off.

When an overpressurizdtion condition occurs
the pressure switch operates, closing, the
overpressurization. relay. Voltage from- the
120-volt primary bus is fed t11ough the. EQUIP
COOL cirCuit breaker and the dverpressurization :
relay to the equipment cooling valve, ithe

' forwarcLcompartment ram air valve, and the aft
compartMent ram air valye. The equiPment
cooling valve is operated to the fully open1-is shown in figure 8-18.
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Chapter 8POWER PLANT AND AIRCRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS .

. 4 i

poSitiori and the forward and aft compartment
ram air valves'. are operated to thO. fully closed.
position. Under these conditions, the,

:Overpressure is dumped into the forward an'd aft
equiliment compartments. .

The computer presSure regulator maintains a
pressure of 2- to 3 psi in theequipment
line. 'The:: presSuie regulated, partially-dried
cooled breed' air from the regulator Is
automatieally mixed. with controlled quantities:
of hot bleed air bY the servocontrolled computer
temperature controlvalye. This valve modulates
in response to temperature signals sensed in the
computer 'inlet. -duct by .the computer
e mperature sensor; to maintain a fixed

computer duct temPerature of 440 ± 2.8°C (400
±5.°F). The temperature controlled air flows

Ofirough the BallistiCs Computer Set., Sonic
venturis located in- the ballistics computer
outlet duct and the transmitter modulator inlet
duct lirnit the Llow of cooling air.

A safety overrid e:. for the computer
temperature control valve is provided by
including the , computer cooling shutoff valve
upstream of the computer teinperature control'
valve. If the computer duct temperatureexceeds
65.6°C (150°F), the comPitter thermal switch
opens, deenergizing the computer overheat
indicateir relay and, completing the circuit to the
COMPUTER OVERHEAT Caiition light. Voltage
froth the 28-yolt egsential dc.buS'is fed, throhh
the .AIR COND : circuit breaker and the
computer overheat indicator relay. Thig is done ;
to -energize the Computer cooling, control, relay,
thereby closing -the computer cooling shutoff
valve. If the computer duct temperature,drops.
below 65.6°6 the contactsfj the computer.
thermal switch close, energizing,: the C mpUter
overheat indicator relay 'and interru the
cinuit to the COMPUTER OVERHEAT caption
light. The computer cooling conthi relSy
re Mthis energized tiim.lugh9 the computer
emerioncy coolihg switch and its 'own tonfacts:!
When. the CMPTR ,EMER COOL .sWitch is
mOmentarily to RESET, the_ computer
cooling' contr. relay becomes deenergiled;
completing the dircuit:to ,0iien the computer
coOling. shuioff valve.. If°. the COMPUTER .

OVERHEAT caution light should cycle odand
off indicating a constant overheat condition, the
computer cooling shutoff valve can be

*.

pelmanently closed by placing the CMPTR
, EMER COOL switcli to ON.. This allows
uncontrolled, cooled bleed air to, be ducted to
the Ballistics Computer.

,Air, exhausted from Ballistics Computer Set
and from the cockpit is circulated through the .

less critical electronic equipment compartments.
The direct cooling reqdirements of the CNI ,-
equiprnent in the aft equipment compartment
are suPplied by dehumidified, pressUre-regulated
air tapped downstream of the computer pressure'
regulator.

CABINAND VENT SUIt
TEMPERATURE CONTROL
SYSTEM .

'
ine cabin .and° vent suit tem erature

controllei is a transistorized electronic device
: that operates on fp v, 400 Hz. Maximum

power consumption is-28 ratts.
Electrically, .the controller consists Of two

channelsthe cabin temperature channel and,the
ventilated suit channel...Both channel's operate in
_basically the same manner, Bri4ge.,cirCuits
'compare temperature selector and temperature
sehsor reSistances, which are representative of
Selected and actual temperature conditions; and
generate a 'resultant dc error Voltage.4The
error voltage is then 'modulated and amplified.
The resulting ac signal is the output of the
confroller and has phase and -voltage .

characteristics proportional to the magnitude Of,
the dc error sigeal. It is fed sio the 2-phase
servorriotor the' appropriate cOntrol. valve to .
eoritinuouslr diilate the valve to maintain the

. selected tem ture.
*The cabin temperature channel., Of the

....teMperature contr011er. utilizes. three 'biidge
'Circuits to. maintain Cabin temperature; (Ste fig.
.8,20.)teleetitin of the desired tem'perature with
.tlio'scabin temperature seleator varies rOistance
^of One leg of the Qabilitemperattire bridge. Til;
varyjng Cahin teMperature; Varies ;the resistinCe
of the .cabin s or in thq seCond leg Of, the

4 ^bridge'cirChit: Y ; a:selectqd teinperature mist
be accompanie by 'a 'change of dab'
temperature to Provide. bridge balance betwe n
the cabin sensor and. selectorc!. WheneVer. bridge
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Figuie .Catip temperature channel.

imbalance exists, the resulting dc voltage is ac
modulated by the modulator circuit, amplified
by the cabin :amplifier, and fed to the control
valve servomotor to either increase or decrease
cabM temperature.

The function of the cabin`duct limit bridge
is to limit the temperature of the cabin inlet air.
A diode biasing network permits the cabin duct
limit ,bridge to override the cabin temperature
bridge when the dlict temperature limit is

'CABIN DUAL
TEMP CONT
,, VALVE

,M; :1 .

1- -r*: r-40. B +
. -, I t.4 --* I

i SI. 4.- ..r.....
1 .

:

4 J T., r. -, -
I, - 1

1
-$

4

attained. The resulting dc voltage is fed to the
mbdulator circuit, to the cabin amplifier, and to

control valve servomotor to decrease cabin
erVrat ure
" he cabin duct anticipator bridge functions

v4th sudden changes of air temperature in the
-in air inlet duct. This is 'accomplished by

Capacitor-coupling the error voltage to the
modulator. When the, cabin temperature is being
held at the selected tempefature with constant
cabin inlet air terberatures, the anticiPator
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bridge is in balance. Should duct temperature
suddenly increase or decrease with all other
conditions remaining the same, the anticipator
bridge is unbalanced and an error voltage is
supplied to the modulator ciruit. The resulting
athplified signal regulates the cabin control valve
to return the duct air to its original temperature.
Error voltages caused by imbalance of the cabin
temperature or cabin duct limit bridges.override
the cabin duct .anticipator bridge, provided the
duct air temperature error is gradual or small.

Qne additional error voltage is
capator-coupled to the modulator dircuitthe
voltage change that is proportionate to the rate
of change of the feedbatk 2otentiometer of the
cabin "dual temperature Tontrol valve. This
Voltage change is applicable only when the valve
is being regulated (the feedback potentioineter is

.J

-208.214

rotating). Therefore, the error feedback voltage
seen at the input of the control is proportionate
to th rate of change of the 'feedback
poteritiometer. Once regulation of the valve has
started, #'the° rate-of-change voltage from the
potentiometer reduces the initial starting voltage
to the control valve actuator inotor, thus
slowing valve actuator rotation.

The ventilated suit channel of the
temperature controller utilizes but one bridge
circuit to maintain suit temperature. (See fig.
8-21.) Operation or this bridge is similar to that
of the cabin temperature bridge. TheresuiV
temperature selector resistance in one leg isl-
balanced against the suit duct temperature
sensor resistace in the opposite leg. Imbalance
betWeen these legs of the suit temperature
bridge xesults in a dc error voltage, which is ac
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modulated by the modulator circuit, amplified,
and appliedoto the suit temperature control valve
to alter suit air temperatures.

Rate-of-change voltage from the feedback
potentiometer in the ventilated suit temperature
control valve is capacitance-coupled to the

<,

modulator circuit. As in the cabin temperature
channel, this voltage is presprit only when the
valve is being actuated. It reduces the intial
starting voltage to the valve once -actuator
rotation has started, thus slowing actuator
rotation.
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CHAPTER. 9

MAIN1MANCE TECUNIQUES
9

The supervision of maintenance on
electrical/instrument equipment is a major
responsibility of senior AE's. The job of
supeevision is a many-sided task. Some of the
techniques will have been learned through past
experierfee. Others will have to be learned during
actual supervision of maintenance. Still other
techniques may be learned from self study
courses and technical publications.

Three general objectives of shop supervision
are listed below and discussed in the following
para4gaphs. The supervisor may be able to add
to this list after a detailed study of his own
specific duties and responsibilities. The
objectives are:

1. To operate with maxinium efficiency
and safety/

2. To oarate with minimum expense- and
waste.

3. To operate free from interruption and
difficulty.

.

Operating with maximum efficiency and
.safety is dependent to a large extent upon how
conveniently the workspaces and equipment are
arranged in the shop. Making a drastie
rearrangement to improve the utilization of 'a.
single" piece of equipment may not be
economically feasible. However; a drastic:change
which results inimproved utilization of several
equipments may be worthwhile. The new shop
supervisor will want to make an evaluation of
the existin shop layout to assure himself that
he has the most efficient arrangement possible.

A superviser shotild know his men's
limitations and capabilities. He should use the
capabilities of his best mon in a twofold manner.
-Whenever possible he should assign a well

qualified man to do a certain job and add to the
team other individuals who are less qualified.but
who are professionally ready for advanced
on-the-job training.

The supervisor must anticipate the eventual
loss ,of his mosf experienced workers through
transfers, &charges, etc., and offset this by
establishment of an effective and continuing
training program. In addition to raising the skill
level of his division, the training program will
ensure thatoqualified personnel will be ready fop
advancement exam tions.

A shop .safety program must be organized
and adminiitered. Current Navy 'directives and
local policies are quite specific as to _the
establishment of safety training progams.

Keeping accurate and complete records is
another factov-in the efficient operation of a
shop. This inclifdeS records of usage data, work
accomplishment, and personnel. progress. The
most efficient reCordkeePer is one who lias
enough records withouVhaving his files bulging 0,
with useless and outdated material.

A knowledge of the prinCiples of marAour
accounting is necessary in ale efficient
utilization Of 'the manpower -available. The

.superVisor should schedule his workload in suph
.;:a Way that planned absences ofikey Workers will
not unduly interrupt the daily routine. When
scheduling the workload, .he should keep in
mind the skill level required for the various
tasks, and assign individuals to jobs in such a
way that the work may still progress if any
worker is-unexpectedly absent.

Operating with minimum expense and waster
is our second objective. The shop supervisor has

! responsibility for ordering and accounting for
aircraft ;spate parts and material. He must
impress upon_his men the need for being thrifty
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in the use of these materialS. There are many
ways to economize, and the supervisor and his
1,enior petty officers should always be on: the

:alert for opportunities to point out these ways
.1 to the less experienced individuals:

Meeting the third objective depends largely
*von the availability and condition of tools, test
lqviipment, and maintenanck publkations. A
smoothly fiinCtioning shop. Will have all its
ecripment in good workinkoider. Tools will be
in good condition, of the proper type, and hi
sufAcient Auantity, for the number .of .men
assigned. The maintenance Pliblication, file will
be Cbmppte with tlV latest publications
covering all equipment: and systems the shop is
responsible for maintaining. °

T,h e $hop- functyns may be 'further
smoOthed by the 5tdiGet delegation of

.!: authority to individuals next inseniority to the
',Lsilpervisor. Delegation Q authority does not
/4reliev0 -the supervisor of nw final responsibility

wqrk accomplishment. It is primarily a-
irteans_. of relLevag the su'pervisor of 'details.. A
SdRei'vlsor wfit allows himself 'to become too
involVed with' detail§ loses his. effectiveness as
suPPvisor.

ORGANIZATION OF MAINTENANCE
AND REPAIR FACILITIES

As previously stated, the job of a supervisor
is a Many-sided one. It has a particular
impprtance with respect to the operation of a
maintenance and repair facility. The superviSor
should fully understand 411d appreciate the
responsibility he holds as a member of the
organization. He must be able to identify each
of his duties with respect to the mission of the
organization, not an easy task in a field as
complex and variable as the work of a
supervisor.

SHOP LAYOUT

The supervisor's first assignment in shop
layout may be either the initial planning for a
new repair facility or the modernization and
improvement of an existing facility. In either
case the supervisor's,goal is to utilize space as
efficientlY as possible.'

The following paragraphs discu'Ss some of
the areas to be considered When planning shop
layout. They are not to be considered as an
exhaustive listing of all the problems that will be
encountered, or as the only solutions to the
problems. They are, however, a representative
listing of some of the basic afeas to be
considered.

Purpose of the Shop

One bakic consideration in planning a shop
layout is the pufpose of the shop. When more
than one space is available, the supervisor must
deCide which shops will occupy the spaces and,
if necessary, which will have to share spaces. Of
two available a.eas, for -example, one may be
unacceptable as an electrical shdp if the shape of
one or the areas precludes the placement of large
items of test equipment. ThiS space, however,
may be ideal for the instrument shop. **-

Where one shop is readily accessible cal .the
hangar deck level, and access to another involves

, climbing a ladder or traveling a .considerable
distance,. the relatiiie size and weight of
components would be an 'important point to
consider.

Another factor to coisider is the cloe -
proximity of rotating or s 'tching devices that
might cause interference. This would be more
objectioable in its effects" on some equipment
than on others.

Security of Classified matter may be a
consideration in determining the usage of the
particular spaces. If the amount of classified
equipment is such that a separate shop can be
efficiently,utilized for it, the problem of control
of classir4d publications and material wilt be
greatly reduced.

B e nch Arrangement

Following the determination of which shops
are to occupy what spaces (or areas within a
space), the next problem is the arrangement of
test benches and test setS within the shop.
Proper placement of test benches and test sets
can do much to increase the efficiency of the
shop.

The supervisor's first step in planning the,
arrangement of test benches should be to fully
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familiarize himself with the power distribution
system. Placement and grouping of the
particular test sets and equipments can be
accomplished only within tile limits imposed by
the power distribution sysken. In planning for
neyt installationk the superyisor'should utilize
the Design 1011eide for Avionics ,Shop Power'
D$Fribution,1AVAIR 01:4A-512.

Some tesibeti.ches and their ' related
equipments havekextremely high usage or weat
inherent danger iiiq e 411 Placing these away...

s. .,,,.from heavy traffic IA 1, entranc4 offices,
or tooj issue iooms wb ,=''ff -:' sable'.

6Sufficient workspa be illotted

V equiPment, tools,j4,
jacent to the test
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anently mciunt,,r, f

,. .'`, ,4;

*4 ,...:,2

.
e lis0. of

: I

dynarnotors, ..e a ... o i 4 .0bn I ted
',. , .,.., ,.

e accessible :. ' We'll Ailficrettls
',... ',1 4 :: Aftlat:t.;;f.

e

,fr,,,,'
,...

. i
4 4 ,..
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..,,t

X 1"'k21,- , ....

a ii:teiyir, of mirSafur-,-, .. ,.., ,4.0
..,-,,.., -.1.t.

44 (OD deMokshould be,e iven. to Me:As, mew
Of sPestatlighting. A .

. kialitheri donsideratiOrl,in4plaCing iiarticiilat
teat bie,LIT'esliA their retationSW,,,ide4sirable:,.!or
tinAsfrAble,i,;to certain: .perrnaeite,,ntlOnsfalled ,

iteinsi-I.h.e. ,location 'Of air. outlets', electrical
eqiiieineht. - leaning: facnies, .Machines, or
device's ,that zlitl2f4ttseinteiterene; are some
.of theltenisima he conSilered.

Illk, *separate. shop is pot' utilized for
i cl'as fied equipments; then plasernent,of these
t/ equipments in a sectiOn f thefsh* where ;the
'4.physii'm layout lends itself 'to Ai:lititig, .',cp.U.

'ebnirollingaCcess j ablei' , .-- , .

..4. . 4--
,

:

re. t r

hop H6upekeeping.,

lAt't crean o erly shop , .re Cts rg-40d
tv,14.

`supe istal;The superOar has espohilbility,
for otiginatmg and pi1Mshmg ce g 6 s and

redules. Insetting 4,t he shOP:4, ass nts
and work scheditlekifthe supe?visor
time for schedulecfRibaning. The kvailability oY
sufficient c1eonin6
Seheduled cleantg

ft the supervisor.

ear to accomplish (the
also, the respontibility Of

'S

,

Proviang proper and adequate wage
space for tools, test equipment, pub tons,..)

and other materials when not in im can do
much to aid in keeping an orderly slio)?;

In shop housekeeping, as well as other fields
of responsibility, the constant search for
'problems and the timely solution thereof are
prime functions of a good supervisor.

CARE OF TOOLS AND
TEST EQUIPMENT

,

/Oilltenanee of electrical/instrument
equiprnent requires, a large ,antount of expensive ,
and delicate.test :equipment, special tools, and
common 'rhandtools. Ar.vailability of tools and
test ,equipment, in. good 'condition and proper
working order, can do much:toThelp meet the
work schedule and, add to the quality of the
work. Taots 'and ("Mir Uses, NAVPERS
10085-B, contains information ,on the proper

and use of many tools, as,' well as
tinidrmation on basic skills irp.using hiridtools .

intruction manuals supplied with.each test
eqUipMent 4contairu seetions devoted to the
proper cart of, and proper operating procedures

sPecific equipment, and usually for test
equiPmerit in general. By utilizing these sources
of inforMation, the, supervisor can emphasize
pr6Per use and care of tools and equipment
This -emphasis can be achieved in both safety
and,, technical lectures, but the most effective
mettiOd is ip?' making proper usage and
procedures: n inherent part of on-the-job
tra g, j instructions and explanation, and
'"'-tadaç superyision.

Applicable allowance hsts specify, the type
'd quantity of tools and test equipment a shop

owed. The allowance lists. should be
ecked with a current inventory, and any

made up as soon as possible.
BoY Organizational and intermediate level

maintenance activities are ,on a tool control
program whictribased on the instant inventory
concept..

Each organizational work center has a tool
iik d on the work center' or work package
cOn t. The list, ,contains the work center -
clesignatdr, tool nomenclature, National Stock

.Numper, and contract/vendor part nuniber. Tool
storage tis in silhouetted tool containers so that

,
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all tools have individual Aations to highlight.,
the fact of a4missing tool.

Prior\ to' Work on the aircraft,. the work
center,vpervisor or collateral duty inspector

itfventory jointly with the assigned
tecimiCian, of 'tOol containers to be used on a
job. UnnecesSarY.tools Will not be carried on the
job, Upon job coMpletion another' joint
inventory will be held.. Signing of the

the inspector and
ification that the
e accOunted, for,

tenance action
.maintenake

,

'maintenance actiOn form
krwork 'center supervisor is c
job is complete and all tools
If'any tool,- is missing, the 'in
form. will n'o.t be signed and, th

.1,,\ officer will benotified.
,.

% SAFETY.

t.,

It, has been stated .ttrt' "WhO,Ahe increased
complexity of our 'Modern aircraft is a factor, it

s' noted that a large ,number of
maintenance7ericir-cauied accidenti and
incidents are clue-,. '11)ot Ltoi Complexity or
equipment, but 'to' ladk oC.supervision arid ,

technical knoMedge.'1,Atariyijinstakes are simple
ones in routine inainterianC6. '

Safety in airCraft' matntenance depends.
largely, upon.:,,A4 superviSory ,syersonnel.
Standards, of ,qualitywhia they establish and
maintain are directlyeeilectedln the quality of
aircraft maintenahee: The ,,Primary duty of
senior petty officers is t&iiiipervise and instruct
others, rather thaVto become totally engrossed
in .actuarproOctiori.ttempts to perform both
tun t WariablZr result in inadequate

6 tt 4, supervision- ,-'and otater chance of error.Operational '1.6:adMess of the , rnaxittkum ,s-Supervitors:l 'must zercise -mature judgment' nutOer of aircraft is nec,essaty if naval aviativn
-'Wen. asgigning_personnel to maintenance jobs .

w is to successfully pCifarin its mission. keepiofg, CofkisikleratiA rap be given to each man'sairCrAct in top operating cOnditian is thet,
, eXperience; trairitag; and ability.f ction of naval aviation maintenance , SOmetimes overlooked in a maintenanceersouriel. t i esSential- fly maintenance work ' O'grat, a the considerations generallyAlEse rformecl without iniry:to Orsonnel and' : he,term "human factors." Theodan quipMenfind aircraft.

. fattorki,,are important In that they deterinine ifal/instrument main/enance diyidtiaLis ready and physically able to do
'-e to- the'

Elect

. ,

re 404p15,work; !the equipment' and toolk,,, - wockizarfely. ,, and with quality. SuperviSory
,-s-pergo el 'should be constantl}c aware i';ff.. ;lye61,,,-,1e variety of mateTigls:required to, conditions sUch as general health, physical andper orm many -:;.%-epairs and thaipteriance , nrental, ,fatigtie, unit and indiviftitictiotis.'='' Factors which can funetion' th..,. -7",:,- training 4n6I 'experience levels ofincrease orilecrease these haza re: .,:..

-;',-,,:' other conditions which can cont

sow .extent, naturally halardbps- du

ual morale,
ersonnel, and

bute in varying
1. ekperience lieve and': mental.,, cregfeeSJOnsafe work. Not only is it important

4 ,

attdes' b signed personnel. .1: 54-: - - ; ,.... that 'proper tools and protective clothing and
The quality of siaterviii he4n oi t

;A
. equipment be available for 'use, but also the

maintenance tIgks.
9 ,. ; ...

ugg inclactridation of altpd
ortantisingle,step -i'

nconditiotts.- ; .

The. concept of 'maintenance sa

.1

IS

should
extend beyond', concern for injury. ,to ground
crew4Perskiner and," amage to equikent and
aircraft. Safe work% bits gd hand-in-
flying gafet -IFools left in rafte,' roper
torquing:, Of steners,, and 10:' housekeeping
around áircrft ean causs conditions which may
claim the lives of flying Petennel: Safety en the
iround is equally as-important aOsafety in the

5t4,air. .

9 insistence by maintenance supervisors that they
F.;..AR,E used is of utmost importance.

It is a contMuing duty of every person
connected with aircraft maintenance to try to
'discover and- eliinhiate unSafe work practi s.
Accidents which are caused !by such practi es
may nof take 'place until a inuch later date a d

' theie sederity cannot be ° predicted. The
corilequdnces may range from simple niaterial.'
failure to a major accident resulting in serious
injuries or fatalities.

There' are several areas in which Ahe shop
supervisor can . effectively work to minimize
accidents incident to ail/raft maintenance.
Among these are continuing inspections of work-
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1

areas, tools, and equipment; organization and
administration of safety programs; and correct
interpretation of safety directives and
precautions, and energetic and imaginative
enforcement of them.

Inspection of Work Areas,
Tools, and Equipment

The supervisor should diligently inspect
work areas, tools, and equipment to detect
potentially hazardous and unsafe conditions and
take appropriate corrective action. The AE may
be working in the shop, in the hangar, or on the
line, and all the'se areas should b7 included in the
superyisor's inspection.

Fire and explosion hazards present a serious
problem. NO SMOKING rules should be
enforced, as should the rules for operating
electrical equipments during'fueling *operations
or at other times when it would be hazardous.
Grounding wires should be used when and where
prescribed. Spilled oil, grease, and chemicals
should be wiped up immediately, and the rags
used should be placed in covered metal
containers.

HandtoOls should be in good condition, of
*the proper type, and used only for the purpose
for which they were intended. Tools and Their
Uses, NAVPERS 10085 (Series), provides

#xtensive coverage on safe use and care of
handtools.

Power tools should be inspected frequently
for condition of cord, and -to ensure the
three-wire cord and three-pin plug are utilized to
minimize the possibility of electrical shock. ,

When 'replacing a three-wire cord/plug (see
fig. 9-1) examine the socket/plug carefully and
you will find that,one of its two terminals for
wire is bright in color, usually nickel plated or
tinnect The white wire always connects to this
terminal-. Another wire, usually black, goes to
the natural brasS colored terminal. The third
prong of the socketklug is round or U.shaped,
and is used to4onnect the third wire, which is
green (sometimes green with a yellow stripe).

One exception to the use of three-conductor
grounded Cord concerns plastic-cased. tools
(drills, sanders, grinders, etc.) that haye ,been
developedto eliminate the risk of electric
shock. In these tools Me shafts and chucks are

Att

USE THE CORRECT PLUG !

, SAFETY
GROUND

PIN

MAkE CERTAIN THAT THE,TOOLS
YOU USE HAVE A SAFETY PLUG
AND CORD WITH INTEGRAL 3

GROUNDING CONDUCTOR.

GROUNDING BLADE

40.67
Figure 9-1.Typical Groumling Plug.

isolated electrically from the drive m'otors. DO
NOT replace the two-condlictor cable on
plastic-cased tools with three-conductor cable IF
the plastic-cased tool has an information plate
on ij. stating that "grounding is not required."!

4Mnsure that equipment is used only by
ualified personnel, and that all safety devices

and guards are installed,.in good condition, .and
uSed in the prescribed manner.

tlectrical maintenance personnellrequently
encounter dangerously high . voltages, and
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idlArence to all electrical safety. precautions
must bs required of all personnel. Refer to Bask
Electrtrity, AVPERS l 86 (Series); arid the

issuerpf Aviation rician's Mate 3 & 2,
;Vs*r specific electrical safety precautions.
air By frequent inspections of work areas the

superviAr can discover unsafe work habits of
assigndif personnel as .well as unsafe conditions
that exist. This is important since some yOung
and inexperienced personnel, in ,their conbern
for optimum functioning of equipment, may
neglect the safety warnings found in the manuals
for the equipment.

4

Organization and Administration
of Safety Programs

The safety program. for electrical
maintenance personnel should be conducted /
with the purp se of making each electrician an4
electrical safe specialist, trainecito recognize
and correc nsafe conditions whenever they
may occur. Spasmodic drives on accidents
cannot substitute for adequate training, as they
tend to be, quickly forgotten; new situations'
arise every day and biing new dangers... Wo
methods which do not expose' personnel
unnecessarily to injury or occupational healt
hazards must be adopted. Instruction in
appropriate safety precautions is required, and
disciplinary action should be taken ir cases of
willful violations.

The shop safety program generally involves,
three areas.of attentionthe posting of the most
important safety precautions in appropriate
rillticel; the 'incorporation of safety lessons in the
fl training.p.rogram, and frequent checks

unizlerktariAng during the day-fo-day
supervisioAff viork:

ostenafety precautions are more effective
if ey may be easiljf complied with. For
exa ple, 'a sign in the batterpshop requirihg use
of ttgoggles and Aives when handling batteries
cad. also point out the location of the gloves
and goggles.

Fixed posters,and signs shq4i be renewed
frequently and not allowed to become rusty,
faded, or covered with dust and dirt. General
safety posters on bulletin boards and other
places should be rotated often to stimulate
interest. Appropriate safety posters may be

obtained from the squadron or unit safety
o fficer.

Formal safety training sessions should utilize
films, books, visual aids, or any other suitable
technical material. The men should be told more
than just what ,to do, or what not to do. Each
safety subject should be explainain detail. The
re ults of unsafe acts lare usually dramatic and
e ily remembered. Causes of accidents and
co4itributing factors .s13ould be reviewed and
ana'tyzed. Many gOod ideas for accident
prey tion have been developed in training
sessions devoted to such analysis.

An extensive series of lessons may tie
developed over a period of time as latent hazards
are recognized,', and this will a4d in keeping the
sessions,interesting while avoiding too frequent
repetition.

It may be well to mention the new man in
the *op at this point. A, separate safety
indodim. ation lesson which covers all the major
hazards of the shop should be given the new
man as soon as he reports for work. No
sapervisor with an effective safety program and
an excellent shop safety record wants to take
the chance that-the new man will be hurt before
attending the complete ,i'geries of safety lessons.

hi the third area of safety program
administrationfollowup, the supervisor will do
well to delegate authority/ to his subordinate
petty officers to assist hiin in-monitoring the
program. The attitude of subordinate petty
officers toward safety regulations ,is important.
The junior petty officers should respond more '
readily to the safety program when given
responsibilities in the training of new men than
when the plea for observance of safetir
precautions is made solely on the basis of their
personal protection.

Also incluaed in the followup area is a
responsibility of the shop supervisor to inquire '
as quickly and thoroughly as possible into the
circumstances of accidents and reports of unsafe
practices, and to take conrective action or make
recapmendations to c mpeterit authority.

Interpretation of Safety:
Directives and Precautions

26o.
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The items in the various safety directives and
publications are designed to cover' usual
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conditions in naval activities. CoMmanding
officers and others in authority are authorize4
and encouraged to issue special precautions tot&k__
their commands to cover local conditions,anor,
unusual circumstances. The shop supervisde
must include both of these in the administration
of his shbp safety program.

Safety,: directives and prec9tions should be
followed ' to the letter in their specific
applidation. Should any occasion ari. in which
any doubt: existS as to the application of a
particular directive orprecaution, the measures
to * be taken are those whiCh will achieve
maximum safety.

. When new safety posters or precautions'Illi
posted, it is the responsibility of the shop
sapervisor to correctly interpret their
application to his men. In this way he will be
able to achieve a unity of thought and actiOn in

servance of the rçqui±ed safety rule.
The organization's qfety officer is available

to assist in interpreting nd suggesting ways of
implementing various safety, directives and
precautions.

TRAINING PROGRAM .

The'Navy places great emphasis on effective
and continuous training. As a supervisor you
have a regular and continuing responsibility for
the training of others. An efficient training
program will do much to alleviate the loss-when
experienced and highly skilled persphnel are
transferred.

The organization's operational readiness
depends- largely on the capability of the
maintenance department. In turn, an: important
part Of the maintenance departmerit'Vwork is
perforthed. by the AViation Electrician's Mate.
Consequently, the quality and scope of' your
training program have a real effect vtIn the.
organization's effectiveness.

The senior Petty 'officer, as a-'s*Upervisor,
must be able to organize' and conduct an
efficient shop training program.

Organizing a Shop
Training Program

The first- phase ii organizing a training*
programsshoukl :be to determine its objectives.

On the .sh`dii level, these objectiVes should be as
follows:

... 1. Training of rhen on subjects of a general
nature as specified by the Manual of Navy.
Enlisted Manpower-and Personnel Classifications
and Occupational Standards, NavPerg 18068
(SerieS). This training is intended primarily to
aid the men in rate advancement.

2. Trainihg of men on specialized subjects;
namely, the circuits and equipment used in the
squadron aircraft. This ,training is intended
primarily to improve their daily working pro-
ficiency, and improved proficiency is generally
of more direct benefit to the squadron than
rate-advancement training. .

The second phaie in developing a training
program includes a considerable number of
steps. The most important of these are:

I. Evaluate each-man to be instructed, for
,, the purpose of determining the starting level of
the subject matter. For instance, if one or more
of the men have never attended a seryice school,
he must be instructed at the basic level of
fundamental electr-city. 3 .

. 2. List the suVjects to be_taught. Inclusion
a a mi.ber.of the ..i ms .on this list will be
dictated .by the -Manu - of Navy Enlisted
Manpower and Personnte Classificgtions and
Occupational Standards, Navpers 18068 (Series).
These -Will be general subject's, a 'very few of
which are eleCtron ,theory,,. Ohm's law,. capacitive
and inductive characteristics, and fimdamental
transformer theory. The retnainder of the list
will be made up of specialized items pertaining
only to the particular squadron's aircraft. '

3: Search, out - reference books or
publiations which cover all the items of the
foregoing list.' The latest revision of
NAVEDTRA 10052, Bibliography for,Advancement
Study, is useful in this connection. At
this same time, the subjects should be arranged'
in the most logical sequenCe for teaching:

4. .Prepare a lesson plan for each subject.
When the lesson plans are comOeted, they will
have to be approved by the mairitoanee officer,
because he is officially responsible for the
contents of such training programs.

5.. ProCure space, for.' carrying out thee.
, lecture tYpe portion of-the program. This will
usually be in the electrical shop. However, if
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other space is available, such features as possible
seating arrangements, ventilation, lighting, and
outside noise levels should* be considered in
selecting the proper Place.

TRA1NING METHODS.Training' methods
coyer a large field, which is e course of study in
itself. A 'closer arid, Tote detailed study of this
field is made in the Manual-for Navy instructors,
NAVEDTRA 1107. 'Also; the latest editions Of,,

the Military R equ iretrzenth training Manuals,
NAVPERS 10054,:''Zi1005'6, 10051, , and.
NAVTRA 10115 'all contain information. on

.; training:
Only .the simplest methods of training are

mentioned, here, but these 'should be,sufficient
for informal, shop4eVe1 instruction.

The first lesso ip the tram g program
should ilea] with el ctrical fundamen als. These
serve to prepare the men for the subsequent
'teaching 'of specialized equipment.
Pundamentals will be tauht,rnostly by lecturing
and using a chalkboard to- illustrateimp rtant
points. The instructor must keep in mind ming
this, stage that he is: teaching general, pri4lciples
and terms which will be usedverbatim wjien he
teaches 'specific circuits' later on. The i tructor
must Cover s'uch4 fundamentals a's
, electromagnetism sand magnetic eplifiers so
thoroughly that no question as to their
operatifig prineiples will, arise when they ake
later encountered in equipment.

Teaching fundamental's on the *shop level is
more dif4cult than at service schools, because
the instruktor probably will not haVe the means
to make demonstrations, or to set up lab
'problems'.

. At its best, classroom instruction is limited
in effect. Useful 'and practical knowledge is
pined by tW;.trainees when they apply
fundamental0 and theoretical 'teachings to actual
equipment.. When .commencing instruction on
specialized . squadron aircraft equipment, the
training methods must be thanged somewhat. ,
These' changes involve, breaking each losoninto
font steps when teaching equipthent. These steps
are:

1. E x tensive circuit tiheory and unit
function, referencing the approPria'te Service
InstrUction Manual.

2. Operation and observation of the
uipmtnt in action, perfo

lfe *rcraft, under sppe

3: Making calibration o
only when 'such adjustment
and under supervision.

d by the trainees

adjustment, done
actually needed,

4. Signal tiacing, trouble isolation, and,
parts replacement, done when actually needed,
and undler supervision.

El:1th equipment lesson should deal wit
only One circuit or set at .a time, and as mans f
the f*going four steps is possible shoul
carried out in turn. In most cases only, st ps r
and 2 will be carried out as.routine inst tion.
Then, when a discrepancy report on a circuit
which has been taught I through steps,,,I and'2 is
received,- one or.more of the etrainees may
accornpan an experienced supervisor to th&
:aircraft. and carry out steps 3 and 42 This
method of training is thus seen to serve a dual
purpose; trains the men to do a job (the second
time Without direct supervision), and also
routine maintenance work is accomplished.

-

TRAINING MATERIALS AND, AMS..A
limited number of training materials are used in
a shop level training program. It may pot be
practical to build visual aids such as .mockups
and models, aS is done in service schools. The list
of materials for the trainees probably will
include only note pads, pencils, and as mE-y.

- study texts as can be procured from yarious
Sources. The instructor's essential materials will'
include lesSon plans, training records, a .

chalkboard, and chalk. The required materials
= will depend mostly on each individual-situation.

For instance, if a squadron is constantly thoving'
the chalkboard should be portable, akd should 41

fit iii a cruise box: For teaching at a shore ,

activity; the' chalkboard could be larger and
permanently attached to-a bulkhead.

A ,etfective shop tiaiin.pr6grar.n may be
further enhanced by the us of training aids. The
supervisor should always be oru,the alert fort"
material that- can' be utilizid as training aids. He
must be aware of 'the' existence of applicable
training films and, it they;are available, schedul,k2
them lor showing in conjiniatiOn sPecific
lessons. -
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Types of Training°

SCHEDULED TRAINING.Prepare
flexible training schedules. In case of bad
weather, operational commitments, and other,
unit demands, it can be revised as necessary.
However, when the time of day and the day of

ft_the week have been fixed and the schedule does
not bave /o 1e changed for .one of the reasdns
listed above, adhere to the schedule.

NONSCHEDULED tRAINING:This
,conSkts Mostly o f on-the-job training;

vOn4he-job training is prediCated upon the
system of learning by doing. This system
emPloys a small class comprising an experienced
electrician (instructor), and a striker or strikers
(trainees), who work together to correct
deficiencies in particular equipments. This type
of training has a 'dual advantage in that= the,
necessary maintenance is accomplished athng
with the required training. The instructor
explains clearly, the complete procedure he is
following while performing the maintenance;
and questions the, trainee throughout the
procedure. Thus he iS able to instruct and to
determine the trainee's progress. The instructor-
will gain in/ experience, 'confidence, and
leadership: There should be a complete record
kept of all on-the-job training.

T AINING RECORDS,. \-From the'
foregoing, it ° is apparent that people may,
become trained, to varibus levels on equipment..
,This is true because some may miss lessons at
timeS. There is also,the probability of personnel
turnover. Obviously)" you must see that' a
training record is carefully kept on each man,.
with an entrytmade each time he has undergone,
instruction... .

S.PECIALIZED MAINtENANCE
TRAINING:The supervisor, can 'do much to
improve the performance4vel of his men by
ma kim um u t ilization of the specializecV
i;.aintenance training that is available. This'',
includes Naval.Air Maintenance-TraMing-G-roup
units, C-type schools, etc. .

The Naval Air Maintenance Trainint Group
provides.;on-site tr Mg for officers and enlisted
personnel in the Operation, maintenance, and

repair of aeronautical weapon systems and
associated equipment.

The F ASOTRAGRUs (Fleet Aviation
Specialized Operational Training Group)
provides instruction of Fleet personnel in
courses covering operational and _tactical
employment of specific equipment and systems.
Information regarding availability of courses is,
contained in the CONINAV-
AIRLANT/COMNAVAIRPAC 1500 (Series)
Instructions.

T he NAVAIREWORKFACs (Naval Ail.
Faciities) provide certain speci ed

tra ning. fox military personnel in he **
maintenance of modern aeronautical we on
systems. This training is not intended -to
duplicate any 'present courses of instruction
provided by the NAMTRADETs (Naval Air
Maintenance Training Detachment), but is
intepded to supplement Ihe other training
courses. Most courses are of short duration and
emphasize troubleshooting, alignment,
specialiied training, and bench work on various

. -accessories and. components. These courses are
tailored to the operational requirements of the
Fleet and' the Training Commands and are listed
in NAVAIRSYSCOMREPLANTJPACINST
1500.2 (Series). / ,

I n, addition to utilizing the schools
?.. mentiOned above, -the quality of Maintenance

training can be enhanced by utilizing_the
assistande offered.by Naval AviatiOn Engineering
Service linit (NAESU) engineers in the training

.tarogram.
e ' .

SUPERVISION OP REPAIR WORk

One, of the most important duties of'a senior
AE is that- of ,sdpervising repair work. The
electrical/instrunient supervisor is responsible
for th& electrical/instrument work performed on

alhelineas.wcll as thatperforniecrin the shop._
One of the most important , aids in

superv ion is a. job'. plan. Mien, setting, up a job
plan,,c nsider these questibns,:

1. Whatis the Jo ?,
2 How ean it he accOmplished?
3. HowmaWmen are required r
4. What tools- and-materials are ftece'ssary1 4'
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Detailed responsibilities of the
.electrical/inStrument shop supervisor include
analysis of reported discrepancies, scheduling,
job priority, assignment of personnel, checking
work in progress, and inspecting completed
work.

ANALYZING DISCREPANCIES

Knowledge of the Causes of previous
discrepancies plays an' important role in the
evaluation of newly reported discrepancie
Work centers are not required to.maintain a fil
of past VIDS/MAF discrepancies after the MDR-

. kis verified, aS maintenance control retains these
for a minimum of three months. Maintenance
control 'also retains completed calendar,
phase, and special. inspection records and
completed checkflighf records for a minimurn of
6 month's. All of these could prove helpful in
analysis of repetitive discrepancies or in
establishing trends.

Another source of information is the service
publications distributed by some of the.
manifacturers.' These publications will not be
used in lieu of -the Maintenance Instructions
Manuals, but they still provide valuable servicing
and troubleshOoting -hints as well as 'siinplified
operational analysis.

Each .shop should have a qualified
representative available 'during the pilot/crew
debrief after each flight. This will assure a bend
understanding of the reported discrepancy,
Which is essential for effective troubleshooting.

JOB PRIORITY AND SCHeDULING

Determining which jobs ,should be
perforthed first -is one of the major ,
responsibilities of the! supervisor. This iS an
impoitant phase of the work, fot these decisions
deterinine the use of faCilitiesmen, material,
and machinery. Routine work. presents no
particular problem to-a well organized shop, but
rush jobs can cause much confusion unless they
have been thought4hrough and steps haVe been
taken to see thatthe work follows weli founded"

,
principles. i

,

, Why, scheduling woe*: .ensure (if practical)
that the men or crewst will be. working on,
different types of jObs. ft- a nu ber of.men or

I,..
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crews are assigned to the same type jobs there
may be an overdemand for certain test
equipment, toolsr,ind. WOrkspace. This often
results in confusion and loss of time. '-

It is also important to schedule activities so
that work is; accomplished in the proaer ,

sequence. This is- especially .important if you
have me working on different phases of the

:same j
uture jdb assignments should be included

he work schedule so, that time will be
ted to accomplish them. This may make it,

iftdessaly to rearrange the present work schedule
to eniure that SPecial jobs will not interfere with
the accomplishment of routine work.

ASSIGNMENT OF PERSONNEL

°:-In distributing work, be fair to all the men.
It is a natural inClinatioh,..and a part of every
person:s makeup, to. giVe .the breaks to the
people he likes. The important thing is to realize
that you have this inclination, and to control it.

Avoid having man do all the work of one
:type just becaUse he happens to be an expert in
that particular phase of the work. Pass the work
around so that each man has an opporninity- to
deve"lop his -skill in all phases of an electrian's
job. Assiign strikers td assist with various kinds

work so they wilfgain experience on all kinds
o jobs. .

Rotating assignments makes the° work niore
interesting for the men and, in addition, .ketter
qualifies them, for advancement in air*.
Another good reason for rotating assignments is
that if one highly skilled man does all the work
of a certain type; the shop will be at a great
disadvantage should he ever leave the Crew.

The man who is going to dO the repair- job'
may require detailed instructions on how the job
is to be perf*rned. The senior AE should be
careful to see, that the man fully 'understands
what he is going *do, so as to prevent any
mistakes due to misunderstanding of
instruttiOns. The amount of instruction depends
upon the luldwledge and experience .of the man
concerned. If he is an experienced rated man, it
may only be iecessary to tell him what repairi

< must be accomplishe . IneXperienced men will
need additional instructions on what test
equiPnient to use, and the proper procedure
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to follow. Men should Understand that:they are
free tO ask qiiestions "hi case they are,in doubt
about any details in doing their assigned work.

In addition to giving instructions ori how a
job should be accomplished, it is'also advisable
to be sure the worker underStands the
importance of the job, the origin of the job, and
the 'part thit each person will play M
accomplishing the work. In general, mem are
intefested in why a job is netesSary and hovi it is
to be -accomPlished, and will usually turn out
better work when .they have a clear pictureof
the total job. ,

CHECKING PROGRESS OF WORK

The assignment of work is onlY the first steP,
in pi-Ocessing a..job. The AE who is in charge
must know his.'Inen.-He should have a fairly,'
good idea-of each man's Skill and ability, as well
as each man's knowledge "regarding the operation
of equipment arid the accomplishnient of repaie
work.'A

'The best way in which the AE Supervisor can .
obtain this knowledge 'is to make frequent
inspections and check 'the progress of work
being performed. In that way; he will .have a
good idea as to which jobs, or ,Which men,
require the most supervising.

"When checking on the progress of Work, the
senior At should be'sUre the men are observing
proper safety precautions: in regard to
themselves and the equiprrient they are
operating. In addition( fie should see that each
man is using the: proper tOols, and note the
quality .of w-orK being performed.

In case of any doubt, the supervisor ;hould
check...to s'e4 that tile men understand his

..instructipns ploperly 'and are doing the work
correctly. If 7.4*Vessary, he. should provide
additional instructions to give a better.
understanding .of.the "ob, or to improve ,
Workmanship. By frig ntly talking to the Men
and answering theirquestions, the superuisoi- can
prevent work and material from being WiSted; 4s. :

could bi the case if he were not available* give.
the Correct details. ,.` A...

CompliCations niay, develop on some repairs
which may -requite additional ',planning and
reiised repair procedures. .By 'obserVing; the's,
progress,of"thewarious jobs,;and whither any are.,

.

5, '

ahead or behind 11* plamed sthedintthe
supervisor will' be able Wochange the schedule in
order to prevent "bottlenecks."

1

INSPECTING COMPLETED,WORK
1

) When ab has .been,completed, the senior ,

AE" should ensure that the work is.inspected as
required remembering that OARs' or eDQARs,
are lequired to.londuct, final inspection of all
maintg.nance/Ms which at their. completion
require an aircraft to have a ,furictiorial
checkflight. .;

The inspector is responsible for deterMining
. ,

Aether, the repair jOb, .friduding repla-Cerhent
,

parts, meets the folldwirig s:

1. Have the telliaired parts been correctly
installed in accordakice with inStructions%,

2. Is the repaired item or replacement part
free from defects in (feat...1-end workmanship?

3. Have all parts1W aCcessorieS. to the
repaired equipment b en replaced or Teinstalled
correctly?

. 4. Has the proper, replacement part been
used in makinit repairs?' .

5. Has the part or item been prdperly
clieCked and certified ready for service?

The existence of la properly functioning
quality assurance 'diyisidir in no 'way decreases .

the responsibility of tpe shop supervisor for the
quality of work accomplished. Since the work
was performed by shop personnel under: the
direct supervision; bfthe senior AE, the quality
of 'the Work is fundamentally a shop
responsi'bility. ;:.

Functionalthe-ckflight

Airboro, 'electrical/instruntent equipments
arethoroughly checked:after repairs, both in the
shop and on, ground test. >after reinstallation in
the'' aircraft Mowever,"Sorrie c1typesXf repairs are
not considered Complete until the 4quipment's
performande is Proved in actUal flight.

Che4flight checklists are promulgated by
-direction of,F, the Cominander,
"NAVAIRSYSCOM, and issuedi as NAVAIR
01-xxx-1-6, NATOPS,FtmctiOnal Checkflight
Checklist. Additional requireinents may be,
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imposed by operational commanders as necessary
for enviroRmental conditions and aircraft types.

Checkflight checklists shall contain
provisions for recording:

1. Required instrument indications.
2. Satisfactory or unsatisfactory

performance of all listed items or systems.
3..Detailed comments and

recommendations, concerning the flight.

---Completedcheckflightchecklistsshalt be
retained in the aircraft maintenance files for a
minimum of six months, or for one
calendar/periodic inspection interval, whichever
is greater.

MAINTENANCE PROCEDURES

Performance testing data, along with other
maintenance information, is covered in the
Maintenance Instructions Manual for each
particular electrical/instrument equipment. This
information has been wiitten to enable the
electrician to make an intelligent evalUation of
the operating capabilities of that equipment; at
the same time, the data serve as a gage for the
measurement of equipment efficiency. The
standards are designed to ensure the equipment
operates at maximum efficiency at all times, and
to reVeal any: change from this optimum
performance, thus indicating the need for
corrective measures.

The information presented in these manuals
gives the electrician a. step-by-step performance
check with all the test. connections and test
equipment 'clearly indicated fol0 each step.
PerformanC'e .testing is discussed to show the
relationship between that type of testing and
p re v e ntive maintenance, as a means of
emphasizing that the final results may indicate
the need for corrective maintenance. Both
preventive maintenance and corrective
maintenance are discussed in the following
paragraphs. Troubleshootingconsidered as the
principal form of corrective Maintenanceis
analyzed in detail.

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE

The best maintenance work is preventive in
nature, potential failures being detected. and

corrector before they have a chance to develop.
Preventive maintenance is defmed as- those
measures taken periodically, or when needed, to
achieve maximum efficiency in performance, to
ensure continuity of service, and to lengthen the
useful life of the equipment or system. This
form of maintenance consists principally of
cleaning, lubrication, and periodic inspections
aimed at discovering conditions which, if not
corrected, nlay lead to malfunctions requiring
major repair. ` .'

Inspections and Tests-

Inspections fall into two . main categories. i
First, there is the regular visual inspection of the
mechanical aspects of the equipments. This is
conducted for the purpose of finding dirt,
c o rro si o n , loose connections, mechanical
defects, 'and other sources of trouble. Second,
there are functional inspections that are
accomplished through periodic-,tests and through
less-frequent bench tests. To realize the most
effective results from the regular functional
inspections, a careful record of the performance
data on each equipment must be kept. -

The value of performance data records is 4

demonstrated in a number of ways. Comparison
of data taken on a particular equipment at
different times reveals any slow, progressive
drifts . that may be too small to show up
significantly in any one- test. While the
week-to-week changes may be slight, they
should be followed carefully so that necessary
replacements or repairs may be made before the
margin -of performance limits is reached. Any
marked variations should be regarded as
abnormal, and should e, investigated

thimmediately. Anoer adv ge in : keeping
systematic records of performance and'servicing
data is that :maintenance personnel more, radly
develop familiarization with the eqqbArit ,

involved. The accumulated,etxperience contained
in the records furnishes a iLuide to swift and
accurate troubleshooting. ,,

i) The actual work of testing and serviciis. .

well as that of recording' performance
should be done systematically. While a yogi
sequence of steps is required, this ,Ooes not
imply, the rigid necessity of making only a
step-by-step progression. Working, within the
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.overail.. pattern ,. of Procedure, maintenance
persOnnel should analyze 'the results obtairied.'
and eliminate unnecessary steps.

'CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE

Corrective maintenance ipoonsists or thes (
\location and correction of trobbles whenever a
)enuipment or system fails to function proper

. Location of the trouble includes... evaluating
reported discrepancies, folkowed by
troubleshooting.

The tibuble may be corrected by mechanical
-or electrical adjustments, or it inay be necessary
to replace one .or moreparts.

' °.
Evaluation of Reported Discrepancies

, .. 4 .

"._ . Quality assurarkVinspections. Highly
, 1:qti Tied' teinor elect4ciirns should be, provided

..tp .. conduct thorpugh inspections -on all
uipment prior tO installafiQn in the aircraft.

_

When a discrepancy is turned inNther by
crew debrifing ofon'a "gripe Sheet," the first
thing to determine is whether the syetem or
equipment is actually faulty. A mistake, often
made, is in removing the equipment from the
aircraft before checking it.

The senior AE should have a prescribed
procedure for electricians to follow in checking
a discrepancy, on equipment installed in an
aircraft. Some suggested procedures that will aid
in evaluating.discrepancies are:

1. Visual inspection. A vistial inspection of
the equipment in .the aircraft may disclose
frayed ot broken wiring, loose, connections
(electrical and mechanidal), - or open circuit
protectqrs, which could Cause the malfunction.

2. Operational check. An operational check
of the) system can aid in analyzing" the
discrepancies and pinpointing the trouble to a
°particular unit. In some cases, it may -disclose
improper operating proceduresespecially with
newer type equipment or new personnel.

3. Performance checks. The use, of portable
test equipment, built-in .meters, and special test
equipment installed id some types of aircraft
will aid in making a performance test of the
systeni .in the , aircraft. Performance testing,
mentioned in the fust part of this chapter,
should be . of great help i.n localizing the
discrepancy to a particular unit which can' be
rimoved from the aircrafr for repairror in some
cases, repaired in the aircraft.

.This tivakity control inspection should, be a-
comtkination of the ,inspection,
operaliOnal check, and performance check. This
intspeetion Will ascertain that eacll equipment is
in proper operating order and completely
mission ready.

Troubleshooting

Corrective maintenance is, for the moitiArt,
concerned with troubleshootings,' which can be'
further .diyided into, two phases. The first phase
is system trouble'shooting. It Is based on the
starting procedure, and is designed to locite.the
unit in which the, trouble exists.

The second phase is .unit troubleshooting,
and is designed to locafe the trouble in the unit
in which it, occurs. In rare 'cases it is passible to
determine which- -unit Is at fault 'without
following the system trotibleshootimmethod to
isolate the unit. However, most .of the time it-ki's
impossible to determine Which unit is at jault
until the systeril' method has" been employed'in
whole or in part.

t-
-

TROUBLE ISOLATION.When abnormal
operatiorhas been taced to a patticult stage'ar
to a functionally related grbiip of tages, its
cause must be further isolated and identified as
dtie to a particular faulty component or group..
of components. To ido this it may, be necessary
to disaisemble the equipment, either in whole or
in part. After disassembly, the trouble may be
immediately apparent through a mere visual
inspection, whereupon till trouble -should be
corrected by,repair or replacement.

If the trotible iinotlimmediately apparent, a
more derailed procedurillshould be followed to
isolate and repair or replace the -actual , circuit
component responsible for tbe failure. This
procedure consis4 of yoltage and 'resistance
checks, etrefornranalysii, and finally, repair' or
replacement of the defective component

Supertisory peitonel .should ensure that
detailed 'trouble iso'ktion procedures ;are in
accordande with the apPlicable ciirient Service

d
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Instruction Manual .for the equipment, 1;eing
;quire&

, VOLTAGE MEASUREMENTS.z-Since most
; Arouble encountered in electrical equipment and

dystems, either result from° abnormal voltage or
produce 'abnormal Voltages,voltage
mdasurements are, considered an indispensable

, Wisin locating trouble. Testing techniques that
Measurements also have the

ailvanr that circuit operation is ) not
AiterruPt4.pint-to-pointvoltage measureMent
charts whi4h:'ontain the normal :operating
voltages encoMitered in the various stage's of the'
equipment. are Ivailable to the electrician.- These
voltages are usually measured between the
indicated points and ground uMess otherwise
stated.

When voltage measusements are taken, it is
considered good practic'e to set the voltmeter on
the highest range initially so that any excessive
Voltage * a circuit will not damage the meter.
To obtain increased accuracy, the voltmeter may
then be set to the designated range for the
proper comparison with the representative value
given in the voltage charts.

If the internal resistance of the voltmeter, and
multiplier is approximately comparable in value
to the resistance of the circuit under test, the
meter will indicate a considerably lower voltage
than the actual voltage present when the meter
is removed from the circuit.The sensivivity ( in
ohms-per-volt) of the voltmeter used to prepare
the voltage chart is always given on the charts.
Therefore, if a meter of a similar sensitivity is
available, it should lie used so' that the effects of
loading will not have to be considered. '

When checking voltages, it is important to
remember that a voltage. reading can be obtained
across a resistance, even if the resistance is open.
The resistance of the meter and the multipliers
forms a circuit resistance when the meter probes
are placed across the open resistance: Thus, the
voltage across the component may appear to be'
normal when the meter is connected, and
abnormal when it is disconnected. If the voltages
apPear normal on a suspe. "ed faulty stage; the
next step would be to perform a resistance
check of that stage.

NOTE: Certain precautions are presented in
Basic Electricity, NAVPERS 10086 (Series), as

general safetY meaures 'pertinent .ta the
measurement of voltages. Supqrvisors siAould

. ascertain that these. precautions' are adhered to
by personnel who are responsible for the
maintenance. Of electrical/instrument equiprneht.

(',RESISTANCE MEAS1VRE,!-
.

"MENTS.--:Defectiye,componentt scan uaittilly be
by measuj,e(nent of

the dc resistance, between various points ih the
circuit and a rererence point' or points (uSually

7giqund). *This true because a fault will
generally *produce a change in resistanCevalues.

...Point-to-point 'resistance "charts Can . be used
advantageously at: this time. The vaiuet
Unless otherWise stated; 'are measured between
the indicated points and ground. ,

Before making resistance. measurements; the
electrician should-make sure thalthe powei to
the equipment under test has, been turned° off.
Since an. 'ohmmeter is essentially' .a low-range
voltmeter and a battery, _ an ohmmeter
connected to a circuit which alreadylas voltages
in it may be seriously harmed. Theiiointer may
be deflected .off-scale, and the meter movement
may be permanently damaged. \*

Filter capacitas. 'mist be discharged 'before
,

making resistance measurements. This is
e xtremely important When testing power
supplies that are disconnected from their loads.
If a Capacitor discharges through'ihe meter, the
surge may burn .out the meter movement..
Furthermore, with a Circuit containing a
charged capacitor' y endanger the life of the
person making the test.

WAVEFORM COMPARISON.The
measurement and comparison of waveforms are
considered to be very important parts of the
circuit analysis used in troubleshooting. In some
circuits (for example, pulse circuits), waveform
analysis is indispensable. Waveforms may be
obServed at test, pOints shown in the waveform
charts which are part of the maintenance
literature for the equipment. It should be noted
that the waveforms given in the 'instruction
books are often idealized and do not show some

. of the details which are normally present when
the actual waveform is displayed on an
oscilloscope.
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, By 'cornparfrig .the observed waveforM .with, the type of .circuit *being 'traced .

the reference waveform, faults "cah be localized t diseretsaheis nqt regarded cas elgnifi
rapidly. A departure from the normal waveform the nhture of- ta- discrepancy indi
indicates at fault that/ is located *betweeriithe4. operation:of the equipnrent. In
point where the ,wavefactrm is last seen tci: be should not be wasted_ in 'sear
nOrmal and the point Wlierelt ia obiervecialoibk when relatively min& diffellinces
'alinormal.. . . between the referinat' way*

hen waveforms associated - with d-bY tost .

multivibrator, such as the gunfiring interlock, or
a similar circuit are observed to be *normal,
reilace theassociated component before making mPalmr Unit8
further tot& . ,

. itC there is no trouble present in an The demand for smal/ main
equipment or system, a waveform observed at a in naval:aviation has) led' tr1ze
point in the equipment should closely resemble techniques. Miniature and

, the reference waveform given for that test point. components and modular cit.
The reference waveform supplied with , ,Modular assemblies of today in
maintenance literature are the Criteria of proper subminiaturized features which
equipment performance. However, test training,- facilities, and
equipment characteristics or usage can cense maintenance::
distortibn of the olikrved waveform: even A , weapon system is no m
though the- equipment or system is operating
normally. Several of the most common -causes Of
these conditions axe summarized as follows:

.1. The leads qf the test oscilloscope may components .at the lowest' pra
not be placed, in the same. manner as those '; maintenance. This. component
preparing the reference waveforms, or the lead encompasses' thOse functions', p
lengths may differ Considerably. This "is depot, intermediate, and
particularly significant in the case, of shielded 'maintenance. .

,

than its components. Oecause 'of
has provided guidelines for

saeronautical components to fin
effectiveness of a, weapon Syste

able orcui
conitruction
crominiathre

Is now exist. .

rporite several'
require special
uipment ,: for

re deimndable
this, NAVAIR

e, repaif: of
rove thelost

by, kepaning
ical level of
Pair Pfogthn

ornied
ational

test leads, where the capacitance per unit length The groiring emphasis com esi:And
is.a factor.

2. A type , of test oscilloscope having
different values of input- impedance, -different
sweep durations, or different frequency response
ma5 lave' been used.

The equipment operating (and servicing) provided by the .NAMTDs or an'
controls may not have settings identical to those contract& course approved mnd p
used when the referenCe waveforths _were NAVAIR. Following initial
prepared: This )ccmditiOn tia normally Alo be certification as repair technicians,
expected' when servicing'', aotustments ate made qualifications and iitoficibicy Will be
in terms of their` effect on the shape and periodically to_ ensure adherence °to
'aniplitude of an obsered waveform.' standard&

.4. The vertical or horizontal amplitudes of
the reference and test patterns may not be-
proportional. This will produce apparent
differences between the wavefOrms when
actually there is no difference.),

Whether or not a minor waveform
discrepancy may be. disregarded depends upon

-'!
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miniaturizatiou has increased att.& point wh4e
a. specialized technique coupled with patience
and dexterity is required in maintaining these .

circuit&
rersonnel are trained through fon4 courkes.

eRuivalerit
ovided by

al*.
P MeV
redliecked
stablished

).

. 7

While it is true thal: special tooli and.
techniques are required, it is also true that'

, satisfactory repairs can be mad tO any
'miniaturized circuit by using just Ij little care
and common sense. Actually, a, little
experience, repairs can be made as asily as in
conventional assemblies, ofttin ore easily
because of improved accessibility.

t
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In . addition to personnel certification,
Miniature component repair Will be

, accomplished Only by activities which have been
certified as having the capability.

"RE'PA.IR -0.F, DEFECTIVE
COMPONENTg.One Of the tine-c.onsuming
elements of trOubleshooting is the identification
of specific ootaponents. In conventionally wired
equipnient, components are not always easy to
locate; eyen the circuitry. in the chassis can
becoMe confusing since related components are
often positioned" iitdeentralized areas of the
chassis:

, In equipment which includes printed circuit
boards, identification of circuitry tand
components may be relatively simple. This fte
of circuit const ructidn allows uniforM
placement of components and complete
sectionalization of related circuitrY. Just a
quick, once-over glance Of such circuitry is often
all that, an electrician requires to 'formulate th4
overall layout of the chassis in his mind and
quickly fo4415 his attention on the area of
particular 'CoACern. .

. ,

Many of fhe'Comnierciil ruanufaCturers have
deyeloped Methods ot'quick_ identification. One

:of the most cônimon -ways is to impose a grid
Over_a drawing of the 'boardi hild then furnish a
table, which Has. the partioCation. Another
technique is to number ppints of interest on the
schematic, then provide a pictorial% guide to
locate the points on the board.

Circuit tracing of the printed wiring board
. -may be simpler than that of comkritional firing,

, due to increased uniformity. If the .wirir board
. is translucent, a 60-watt light bulbç place4

underneath the side being traced will facilitate
circuit tracing. Test points can be located in this
manner without viewing both sides of the libard.

. Resistance or continuity measurements of
coils: resistors, and some capacitors can be made
from the component side of the -board. In some
cases, a magnifying glass will help in locating
very, small bieaks in the wiring. Voltage
measurements can be made on either side of the.
board. However, a needlepoint probe is needed
to penetrate the protective cOating on the
wiring. Hairline cracks can be,located by making
continuity checks.

A number of general precautions ate
necessary when working with_ modular
assemblies. Supervisory personnel should take
steps to ensure that-the electridian& in their shop
or inaintenance crew knoW and understand the
rules set forth iii the following paragraphs:

-, 1. Observe power supply Polaritiei when
... measuring the resistance of circuits of modular

aiseMbliei containing transistors, or '-other
semicon'thictors, Such ,paria 'are polaritY and

.;
voltage sensitive. Reilersing the voltage applied
to a transistor or other semiconductor will ruin
if very quigki.

. 1

Since transistors and 'similar components
require different poWer. supply Connections, ,

personnel ,who Work : with theSe parts must
always be alert' in ionnocting ;test equibment.

.palse sure that the correct polarity and range are
observed. Recheck the work before turnintOn
the Power-;-the wrong polarity Willdeatroy the

, ,part. .
'2: Avoid .applying ac power oPerated test

4quipiuent - or soldering iron without fifill,

making certain that Towerline lealeage current i's
not excessive. Use of an isolation transformer is'

,,

a- good 'precaution to einploy with ill test
equill'ment apd soldering irons operated on ac .
poWer, unless it has been determined that the
equipment contains a transfdrmer 'in its power :
supply O.shoWs `no current leakage. With all tqst
equipment (whether transformer-operated or
not), it is good practice -to 'connect a common
ground lead first from the ground of the circuit
to be tested, and then to the ilest equipment
ground.

3. Avoid using too much heat, as solid-state
parts and their associated circuitry are extremely
sen live to heat. Heat sinks/shunts should be
ap 'ed and shields inserted to protect adjacent
p any' time repair or removal of. a part
reiluires the use of a soldering iron., ., .

4. Avoid application of too high a signal
from test equipment. The safest prOcedure is to
start with a low outPut signal setting, and then
proceed to apply the' required signal leYels. Be
sure: that the signal ipplied ia below the rating
given for the circuit under test. Relatively high
current' transients can occur ',when test
equipment is connected to a circuit . where
low-impedance paths ekist.
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5. AVoid moving 'loose connections;
disconnecting Parts, inserting or remov,liig
transistors or similar componentt and changing
modular units 'while -the equipme t power is. o.n ,

or while the circuit underiest: Moving a loose
.connection, or an); Of the- actions mentioned,
may:cause an induCtive kickback. This can bp
prevented 1y being sure that all -parts in the
circuit are secure before starting the test Or
turning on the equipMent 'poWer. Be sure to
remove fill possible capacitance charFt 'from .
parts .and test equiPment before apply_ing them
to a modular assembly. When Changing modular
assemblies, be, sure the equipment power is off.'

. -

DRAWINGS AND SCHEMATICS
.

The senior AE will fmcr: a twofold use,for his -.

ability to properly inteipret schematics and
drawings. The need to interpret' -driwingi and
schematics Will continue ; to be a part of
accomplishing- his maintenance tasks. In'
addition, the senior AE willberequired to assist-
the less experienced men in interpreting
schematics. qften when working with the less
experienced men, the need for simplified
versions of these -schematics and draWings will
arise.

INTERPRETATIONS

Instruction manuals used by, -the AE may
contain. diagrams of variot4 types; among these
are schematic diagrams, block diagrams, wiring
diagrams, interconnecting cable diagrams,
mechanical drawings, and combinations of some
-of these types. These diaFams are normally used
to-Rresent a. great deal of information in' asmall
space, or to clarify complex and detailed written.
explanations. The ability to correctly interpret,:

-these diagrams will, to some extent, determin'e
the 1 ev el of technical knowledge and
understanding the senior AE cariachieve.

Schematics

Electrical and electronic Ichematics will
comprise a large portion, of the diagrams the
electrician uses. Symbols are the building,blocks
of the schematic. The AE should be familiar

with the basics symbols from past experience.
-The increatsing use cif. semioOnductors has added
ne* symbols, 'and' future 'developments will
undoubtedly add ,insife. A study of new Symbols
and a review' of Ale Olden standard symbols
should be helpful tbIthe.A.E:

A list of 'staridard,wmbOls can be found in
the publication IEEE No:, 315 entitled IEEE
Standard and American -National Standard
,GRAPHIC SYMBOLS fpr ELECTRICAL AND
ELECTRONICS DIAGRAMS. This 'manual has
been: 'adbpted for Mandatory use by the
Department of Defense. .

4nother basic consideration in Schematic
interpretation is reesignizing specific type
circuits. Here again it may be advisable for the
AE to review the basid circuits using electron
tubes, se in fc onduCtors, or the two in

. combination. The basic tralning manuals (Basic.
Electricity, ,NavPers 10086 (Series); and Basic
pectronics, NavPers 10087 (Series), are sources
of review material for these circuits.

Drawings

Inc d in the drawings used by the AE are
rblock . diagrams, 'signal flow charts; wiring
diagrath and mechanical drawings. As with
schematis, the- electrician will be familiar with
some of these drawings from past experience.
The use of block diagrams and signafflaw ,charts
to present the overall picture of equipment,
function is wideipread: Although these do not
contain the details so' * often needed in
accomplishing maintenance tasks, they are of
great value in fulfilling training reiponsibilities
and hi providhig overall- continuity when
Working With partial schematics.

Wiring diagraMs, especially in some current
aircraft and equipment, have become quite
complex. With the emphasis now pJaced on
integrated. electrbnic systems, a review of wire
and cable identification markings and s mbols
that show the interconnection of units SIbuld be
useful to most electricians.

The use ,of mechanical drawings and the
° inclusion of mechanical functions on Mlectronic

diagrams is increasing. This is due, in pt, to the
increased use of coMputers and utomatic
devices' (electronically controll d and
mechanically bperated).

T..
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The eletrician Must understand mechanical,
,sYmbols and basic mechanical principles in Oircle.r
to brarrectlIr interpret these drawnigs. The basic
training ,courses are source of useful
information in this field.

MAICliklG SIMPLIFIED VERSIONS

.4! Making simplified versions of draWings is not
'as. nevi to the AE as some may"think. Each tune
the instruCtor draws a circiit to explain. a point
about a large schematic, he in fact making a
'siinplified version of the scheinatic. The
electrician may make Simplified" Versions ot
-drawings for. variOus reaions: tO xplain a
portion of; the drawing' while wO g with
some.one; in connection with the forinal training.'
program; or quite -often as a means of better
understanding a complicated drawing himself.

When'. Making a shnplified version of a
drawing, use standard syinbols, especially in
drawings used/or training. .

There are many possible ways to simplify a.
drawing. The AE must_ .cletermine why the
diagram nee& simplification; this reason may
indicate liow to go about making the simplified
version. ,

While simplification is uitially thought of as
reducing the whole into parts, there are cases
wher dombining drawings makes them mere

sil
inexpe
1..edraw
batc gircuit

understood. In working with
enced ,men, it,cniay be necessary to

cult to more closely resemble the '
f thistype.

hECIAL TENANCE PROBLEMS.

Ajllie ceiling for air On pxtended flights
ha.s been\raised higher and many new
types of bperating and maintenan roblems
have develdkd. Some of t the various.. types4
equipment involved are generators, .voltage-
regulators, electric motors, and solenoids.
Electric brush s on generators, inverters, electric
motors, and o er, rotating electrkal. machinery

40,000 feet). problem has been ated
wear away, very pidly at high altitudee4rid

in brushless genera ors which are used dost
modern aircraft' Some of the .,other
equipmentinverters, otors, etc.are Operated

within, a iiressurized environment, which is less
detrimental to brushes than if operated at actual
aircraft altitude. ,Furthir still, special brushes

_have been developed that have longer life at high
altitude than before, Thus, upon brush

. replacement it is necessary that You utilize.the
proper type brush.,

While most switches will' break a. oircirit
safelY at tea level, their contacts may born and
in some cases.even 'melt high -altitude. It has,,
been found that double-break contact switches
somewhat alleviate Ahis fault.Since .eiectric and .,

electronic systems uSe special design switchea for
high altitude operation, when making a
replacement it is necessary to lite the proper
tYpe. .

Other items that often fail during high
alti tu de flights aye electrical plugs and
re c eptacles. A ....yiltage breakdown occurs
between the pins and shell along the surfaci of
the insulating in Aerial. Thyresult is a burned
plug. ;This hap ns. betause the breakdown
voltage is less at high -altitude. For examPle, the
breakdown v ge for a-1/4411th airgap is about ,

3.7' times greater at sea level than at 40,009. feet.
This 'condition may be overcome by sealing

the connector With a potting compound: This
reduces the probability of arc-ov r between pins
or between pins and the shell p,e4.ectric:
connector since: the dielectric charact&litics of
the -connector are-- hnproved. Thii
compound also pro,tects the. connectors froM
.corrosion or contamination ,- by excluding
metallic particles, Moisture, and aircrafefltilds.
For information' regarding the 'iiiptitation .of a
sealing compound-consillt the instrUctions issued

..with the sealing coMpound.

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

. .

In recent; years the effect Of environmental,..
conditions up n the operation of electronic and.,'
electrical ment has greatly increased the
maintenarice oblems,of the eleCtrician. These
peculiar condltibqs may be groUped Under the
major headhigi o altitude, temperature, and...
hunidity. At the extremes of these conditions
sPecial, .maintenance and operating -,procedures
are required. Equipments-requiredtd function at
these extremes frequently fail due to the effect
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of decreased air denOty, radical temperature.
changes, and Moisture..

Continuous damp, warm air causes
condensatilm of atmospheric moisture within
equipment unless units are hermetically sealed
or the interiors are heated with relatively
mOistine-free air. Moisture forms leakage paths
and causes corrosion. These climatic conditions
promote rapid fungus growth which in itself has
a corrosive 'effect on materials such as Wire,
switch contacts, and other metal, parts.

Adverse Climatic ConditiOns
and Their Effects

./

Humidity it a term describing the amount of ,
water vapor in the air. it islisually expressed as a
percentage of the total amount of water the air
can, hold at a given temperature. Thus, -50
percent means the air contains one-half the total
water it can- hold, and .100 percent means it
contains all it is capable of holding. Air can hold
more water as its temperature increase In
tropical areas the humidity varies betWeen 60
and 100 percent. This:high humidity accounti
for the condensation of moisture, or sWeating on
various parts of electrical and electronic
equipments when they undergo temperature
changes. Moisture reduces the insulating

Variations of temperature cause Mdisture to
be breathed through any small cracks,, pinholes,
or vents in the equipment. As the temperature
rkes, the air inside a piece of equipment expands
and 4,4 expelled, in part, throbgh the openings
and trents. When the temperature falls, the air -
inside the equipment contracts'and outdde air is
admitted, through all Openingi and vents. Thp:
moisture which is breathed Ydestroys the
insulating qualities of dielectrics and Corrodet
metals. .

FUngus is a form of plant life whichfeeils on
materials of vegetable and animal,
including paper, cotton, etc., ,and'iuch
dead . insects. and Other fungi, Thede may be"
spread by wind, dust, dirt, and insects; such as
ants, flie, and mites. Growth play take ptace on,
materials other than thoSe of organic origin if a
spot of dust or other nutrient substance is
present. Fungi thrive hi the high hinnidities and
temperatures. Fungus groWth causes decay;
accele5ates the .detorioration of s insulating
materials, and short circuits items such de relays,
jacks, and keys. Pungus growth in aircraft fuel
tanks, especially. theones using jet'fuel;presents
special problems which, left, unattended, can' .

cause much work for the AE in tlie maintenance -
of fuel quantity circuits. p.. .

Electronic and lectriCal package
coinpartments cooled by am air or compress,orqualities of intulation Materials and results in- bleed air- are Subjected to -the same conditions' arc-overi and shorts betWeen terminals. The !. " -.Common to engine and aCcessOry cooling.vents-----water vapor also penetrates into the body Of and engine frontal areas;.. While the . degree of

'-'. inaulatiOn, . is absorbed, and causes° siinilar expo,sure is less because of a lower volume of air '.
effects.,High humidity also causes, corrosion of passing throuili , the special design 'features, metals. Other sources. of moisture Which Cabse : incoliyarated to prevent water formation in thedeterioration include fog, salt tpray, and.rain. ' enckised sPaces, this is still a' trouble area that '

. In general, equipment may entounter requires. , special attention. Circuit breakers,
extreme .., ternperatures,. possibly 'ranging from contact Pointa, and switches art extremely
minus 65°F to 135°F, under various climatic sensitive to -Moisture and corrosive attack and
donditions of .' high .humidity, fog, rain, salt should' be inspected for these conditions as
/spray, salt air, cold, insects,. fungi, and: dust. \,':' thoroughlY as design permits during routine
High temperature and moisture yapor cause

' rapid corrosion. Fungus and bacterial growths- produce acids and other products which speed
corrosion, etching df_surfaces, and oxidation.
This interferes with-the operation of moving
parts, screws, etc., and causes dust between
terininals, capacitor plates, and other parts,'
which produces noise, loss in sensitivity, and
aro-overs.

. .

checks. If design features hinder examination of
these items while in the installed 'conditiOn,
adidritage should be taken of component
reinovals for other reasont, with areful
in spe ction for corrosion required before
reinstallation. Treatment Of corrosion in

-electrical and electronic components should be
performed only by, or under the direction of .

perSoimel familiar With the flinch-on of the unit
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involved, as conventional corrosioii treatment
maybe detrimental' to some units.

Even though protective paint sYstems and
extensive sealhig and venting-provisions are used
in battery compartments, these compartments
continue to * corrosion problem areas. Fumes
from Overheated battery electrolyte are difficult
to contain and will spread to all adjacent
internal cavities, causing rapid corrosive attack
on unprotected sgrfaces. 'If the battery
installation includes an ex ternal vent opening on
the. aircraft skin, these areas should also be
included in flie battery compartment inspection
and Maintenance procedure. Frequent cleaning
andeneutralization of acid clepoSits in accordance
Witi instructions in the maintenance
instructions manual will minimize corrosion
from, this cause. This will continue to be a
serious problem area until all battery
installations are replaced with some type
emergency backup generator system,

Climatic Deterioration Prevention

Most new eekuipmentt is given a climatic
de terioration p entiok treatment %dick
provides reason ble degree of proteCtiOnd
against "fungus grow , moisture, corrosion, salt
spray, insects, Cold, desert heat, etc. --The
treatment involves th use 'of a lacquer' or
varnish coating material plied with a spray gun
or brugh. Detailed.instru ions dealing with the
treatmpt of corrosipn pr. lems May be found
in Co r r osion Control or Aircraft, NA
01-1A-509.

RADIO NOISE INTERFE4REN

Suppression of radio interfere is a task of
firsi .importance to maintenance pe sonnel. The
problem has increased proporfon to the
complexity of both the electric syste and the
electronic equipmentVhe aircraft, th engine,
the electric system, and the electronic eq pment
are involved in the problem, Almost every
component of the aircraft isa possible sou e of
radier-iliterferen% which is the main fact in
preirentling the VOeration -of receivers at 11

sensitiyity. All persdnnel concet1d should
fathiliar with the problem of radio noise an

1 how to eliminate it.

The overall effect of radio interference of
any kind is to ith-pairin 'deteriorate, the
performanee and reliability Of radio and
electronk Sets or systems. 'Thee interference may
act directly _by . actual deterioration .of the
equipment response, or indirectly by Wearing
down the patience and tolerance of the. human'
operator. Either way, the resIlt is the same,
since dombe efficiency isinatenally, reduced.

The AE should know tbe following:

1. What radio iliterference is.
2. Where the interference originates.

.3. .How it gets intequipment.
4. How to identify it '

How to suppress it at its sOurCe.
6. How to segregate its path_ of entry into a

reCeiver.
7. How to prevent its entiy into a receiver.
8. Whatt Considerations enter into the

design of an interference-free equipment.
9.. How to position. andkinstall electrical and

electronic deviCes to preclUde radio noiie
generation.

This, information is presented in detail in the
publication, Reduction of/Radio Interference in
Aircraft, NavAir 16-1-521. Some of the most
important of this information is presented
briefly in thef011owingpages.

Sources of Radio Noise

Sources,of radio noise are divided into three
general groupsatmospheric static, precipitation
static, and manmade radio noise. .

ATMOSPHERIC STATIC.Atmospheric
static, or "atmospherics," is a burst of RF
energy caused by electrical disCharges in the

, atmosphere. Although the frequency spectrum
of atmospheric' static is very, wide, only
frequencies in nd below the high-frequency
band propagate far envugh to be very
troublesome at long distances from the electrical
disturbance: Therefore, UHF an4 VHF receivers
are seldom troubled atmospheric static.

- Reduction of such 'static is obtained by the use
..of freqtcy modulation,. directional antennas,
and., doise-limited circuits. Frequency
modulation is not used extensively in aircraft
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radio cinmunication because of lite bandWid
revirements.

?

RECLPI1ATION STATIC.--Precipitation
static is caused by the development- of large

4-static charges on the aircraft when is flO
thyough snow, rain, ice crystals, or dust clou s. switching devices, pulsed electronic equipments,

aircraft can build up 5, charge of several transmitter spurious emission, ignition systems,
undred thousand volts in a few second& The propeller control stems, receiver oscillatOrs,

resulting high-voltage gradients at extremities :nonlinear elements, c powerlines, and voltage
and sharp points exceed the breakdowndtrength -regulator& The AE is not concerned with all

air and cause noisy corona discharge& The; these sourec4,Those with which he should be
ventional radio antenna, which Must 'stand familiar are hrfehy disctissed .

ay from the body of the aircraft 6 be of

which h is' responsible is not causing the
trouble.

MANMADE RADIO NOISE.The principal
sourcei of manmade radio interference in
aircraft are rotating electrical machinery,

Ieffective height, is exposed to high e ectri .L:-c ' :.. Rotating electric machines are a inajoi
field& This nrans that corona dikharges ccUr source .of radio interference. The types of

; first in the antenna system, he very place thati ,,, interfering voltages generated by dc machinesl
most sensitive to ribise. cipitation static . are:
reduced by using a comple ely insulated antenna
systemthat is, by using highly insulated wire
instead of bare wire, and by insulating all
connections and supports for the antenna wire.
P re cipi ta tion static is reduced also by
eliminating all sharp metal projections from the contact between brush and corhmutaior. This is
aircraft and by installing dischargers, which\ , usually called sliding contaet interference .
quietly discharge accumulated static charges at a \ I c. Audiofrequency htim (conimutator -
high rate. A discharger consists of V, ripple).
silver-impregnated cotton wicking 'encased in a \ d. Radiofrequency .: and static charges
flexible plastic tube with an aluminum mounting built up on .the shaft and rOtor assembly. ,.
lug. The many fine high-resistance fibers provide \ Direct7eurrent motois used in ' aircraft
t:multitude of disChSrge points. The rbsulting
discharges are quiet up to véty high currents.
For detailed information on preCipitation static fi
refet to Installation and \' Maintenance
Instructions Manual, ti-Precipitation St

,

System, NA 164-5\18. \
The effect of p 'recipitation static is. a lou

hissing or frying nie from the speaker or
headset of the radio e uipMent and interference
(grass) on the picture' tube of visual outinit
receiver .&.,..As an AE, you should not be too
concerned with precipitation 'static since it is
produced only when the aircraft h flying. Also,
the preventive measures that are taken are the

? primary responsibility of other ratings. However,
the AE should be aware of its characteristics
because there is the probability that he may be'
asked to correct for radio interference that is
caused by precipitation static. Unless .the
electrician knows its charatteristics, he cannot
determine for certain that` the equipment for

a. Switching transients as the brush
moves from one commutator bar to another:
This is usually called coMmutation interfeTence.

Random transients caused hy varying

sterns are of three general typesseries woundo
nt wound, and perrnanent magnet field. The-

\ windings of both series- and shUnt-wound
..,--Th`otors afford some 1.`Padding" or filter action

against tranient voltages -fienerat&I by, the
brushes.-- The permanent-magn'et motor's lack of
such inherent filtering makes it a very commVr
source of interference. It must' be emphasized
that the size of a dc Motor 'has little bearing
upon its interference generating "charagtelistics.
The smallest motor aboard may -Well-be the
worst offender. ,

The output of an ideal ac generator is a`pure
sitie wave. A pure 4ne-wave voltage is incapable
of producing interference except' at its basic 'I
frequency. However, the ideal waveform-
difficult to .producei espeCially , in small
machines. Practically all types of ãc power._
generators currently used in naval airCraft haVe
been proven tO 'be potential sources of
interference at other than the output power
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frequencies. This interference may be produced'
,byjiarmonics of the power frequency, caused by
poor, Waveform; bY commutation interference
(series-wound 'motors); and by sliding contact

r interferences (alternators and series-wound
moiors). It should be noted that ac Motors that
do not use 'brUshes are almost never sources of
interference.

. 2. Switching devices make abrupt .changes
in electric circuit& Such changes Are
accompanied by Vansients capable. of interfering,
with the operation of radio and electronic
systems. The, simple occasionally, operited
manual switch is :of little conieguence as- a

. source of interference. Examples of frequently
operated switching devices capable a
appreciable or serious interference are relays,
vibrators, and thyratrons. :

Since 'relays are used almost exclusively to
control- large amounts of power with relatively
small amounts of :poWer, they I are always
potential interference sources. This is especially
true when they are used to control inductive

cuits. Relay actuating circuits should not be
o flooked aiinterference sources,because even
tho the actuating currents are small, the
induc nces of .the actuating coils ard Usually
quite It is not unusual for the control
circuit o a relay to produce mOre interference
than the co trolled circuit.

Thyratro s are gasilled, grid-controlled,
electronic switching tubes _Which are used, for-\rean'y purpose& mong the most common uses

, are keyer tubes i radar mOdulators, rectifiers in
regulated power: . supplies, rectifiers in
servosystems, and ielay application& TheAcurrent in a thyrati llon. is- either a N or all
OFF; there ;is no in-between. :Since e time
required t'o turn a thyratton ON is only a few
microseconds, current waveformS in thyratron
circuits are always sfeep frOnted. As a result;
they are rich in radio interfere4e energy. .

3. Ignition systems for inte1nal coinbustion
engines . produce pulses 'of energy capable. of

.. Oferfering with radio .reception at all
freqUeicies in,turrent use. The phySical layout
of the ignition's distribution Systerti is such as to
offer : a, yety favorable radiation ,system, The
lengths Of wire between the distributor and the
pltigs become very effective, -,antennai -at
wavelengths. shorter ; than about ten times the

\
41'

length of the lead. Further; the ...radial
arrangement of the wires assures polarization in
all planes..

Unless effective preventive action is takenr)
ignitfon sy'stems are highly potent sources Of.
radio interference capable cif complete
destruction 'of radio reception within their

.effective fields. Fortunately, the problein of
ignition interfererke is> a very Old b e with a- ,1/4
long history of development, ort, and .

.( improvement. Current aircraft engine ignition
systenis are completely enclosed in, metallic
shieleing harness'es. ithese shielding harnesses are
so effective (when Otoperly maintained) that th
ignition interference problem has been-redu
to a secondary problem of proper mainten ce.

4. Propeller systems,, whether. hydraulically .

or electrically operated, are potent generators of
radio interference. This interference may' be
derived from propeller pitch control motors and
solenoids, governors and associated 'relays,
synchronizers and aiSociated relays, deicing
pners, and relays for power equipment. .

Propeller contr 4 equipments' generate clicks
and transient's as often 8 10 iimes'per second. .

. The audiofreque cy envelo e of commutator
interference varie from a. lut 20 to 1,000 Hz.,
The propeller dei g t er generates intense
impulses at a m "rate of abdtit Cper
minute.

Values of current in the propeller systems
are relatively high. The geneAted interference
yoltages areherefore severe. They, are cap4b1e of
producing moderate interference at Iredliencies
below 100 kilz and above abotttot nyegaherti,
with .severe interference at frequerleiesitriattlie
between these. extremes. 4`

5.' A nonlinear element may be, defined as a
conductor or semiconductOr whoselresistance or
impedance varies with the voltage applied across
it. Nonlinear elements that,gnay -cause radio
inttrference in aircraft, in, the order of their.
commonness, are overdriVen vacuum tubes,
oxidized or corroded joints, cold solder joints,
and unsOund welds. In the presence of strong
signals, a nonlinear ,element behaves as a
detector or mixer,.producing harmonics and sunt

`g;,and difference frequencies from signals applied
to it:

6. Alternating-gurrent power soprces
produce radio interference of a broadband
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nature.. Iri ao powered equipments, ac hum may .

appear 'at. the'. Poiver frequency Or at the
rectification ripple en`cy. The recitification
ripple frequencY :.! gie power frequency
firms; the num . -,,V;;;;;' : 'I.-Normally, aircraft
systems utilize on sc et- and 3-phase sources
it 400 Hz.' -,-,FulfLwave rectification of
d4le-phase, -40041z power gives: a ripple
friquency of 800 frli; a 3-l1phase source yields"
2,400 Hz. This ripple can produce interference
varylng fro'in41' annoyanae to complete
umseliability of equipnigit, depending on its
-severity:and it coupling to 'susceptible elements.

,Carbon-pile and iransistorized voltage
regulators are used in naval aircraft. PI-

The carbon-pile is primarily used ,in
regulation of the older ac systems. It dontrols
the generator field resistance by magnetically
varying the compression of a stick of carbon
NIntfers. If properly adjus ed, rid arcing occurs
and the onlyJinterference oltage generated isj
result of thermal agitati within the Carbon
pile. It is seldom severe. pe Of regulator
not a serious go o rf ce.

sistorized regulator' ii used 'in
mo ern aircraft. This regulator,. having no
moving parts (except the exciter control relay),
creates virtually no electrical interference. The
regulator senses the generated outoit Noltage
arid, comPares it to a refe?ence voltage. The
difference is applied tO a control amplifier
section.of the regulator as an -Error voltage. This
error voltage s amplified 0,and sent to the
generator fielkd circuit, cauting the output
voltage to return to a preset value.

Manmade radio, noise is caused by electrical
transients which.Occur duringlthe operation of
electrical or 'electronic- equiNnent. In brief,
imanmade radio noise is generated whenever an'
electricalcircuit is opened or closed abruptly;

'such is by a relay, corrimutator, or other'
make-and-break devices. A similar condition
eiists when large amounts of current are
periodically and abruptly itarted and stopped, as
in radar circuits, An elect& spark is a generator
of electrical disturbances trhich appear to cover
theentire ra&oirequency spectrum. -

SUppressiOn Of Manmade

p.

Radio Noise ""
,

Su4ressionof radio noise has ;Hlvanted to
the point where the Proper application of
available techniques' ensures that receiving
equipment install .in the aircraft operates at
optimum effIeiicy, The suppression or
elimination of manmade radio noise is .based on
the premise that if- marimade it can be
rnanzcorrected. Four types Of suppression
techniques are' involved.

,
ISOaTION.Isolation is the eisiiit and

most practical method of ,1 'radio -.. noise
suppression. Isolation revolves aroimd the
possibility of separating the source' of radio "

noise from the' input circuits of the receiving
equipments affected. As every radiOlioise source
can be considered a small transMitter, it is
obvious that . the radio ndfse source and leads
carrying radio noise energy should be kept as far
away from receiver antennas or, lead-ins as
possible. In many' cases, the r'idio noise in a,.
receiver 'ivy be enthely eliminated simply, by
moving the, antenna lead-in wire just a few
inches aWay from the source of radio noise. The
value of sugicient separation brtween sources of
radio noise and receiver input circuits is not apt
to be overemphasized A e isolation method of
radio noise suppression is *ery popular as it has
-the advantages of not requiring any additional
material or adding any additional weight

BONDING.Bonding is a pvery necessary
,

means of radio noise : control. It provides
grounding Of all insulated. cOnducting objects to
the structure of- eiiir`eget. -When conducting
objects are nO grounded, fItght through
precipitative eather conditions causes
high-voltage charges to build up on those
objects. Repeatedly; the voltage becomes high

--. enough to spark over to cian adjacent ground
member, or the objec*- dk4arges to the
airroundine air by corona yconduction. Either
mode of dfichargb causes considerable radio

,

- .
noise. - .,

Other important functions of bon ing are to
- protect the airrft a'rl perunnel from lightning., .

' dischar y equalizaffon of potentials 9
produ d which might cause arcs kid sparks.in

.4,
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the aircraft structure, to proide a homOgeneous
counterpoise for radio transmission and
reception, to provide power current return
paths, and to provide a short path for, bypassing..
RF noise. All electronic equipments should be
grounded to the aircraft ticture. This may be
accomplished by using *short bond straps or by°
sheets of high conductivity (copper or
aluminum) metal where it is impoSsible to use a
short bond strap - -

All 1--WT---jumpers must bi-keTit as. short
and direct as possible:When p,racticable, these
jiimpers are not to exceed ,3 inches in length.
The, use of two or more standard length jumpers
in series to make up the necessary length is not
'allowed without approval from the proper
authority. (Additional information cah be found
in NAVAIR- I -1A-505.)

SHIELDING.Shielding Is one of the most
effective methods of suppressing ,radio noise.
The primary object in shielding is to electrically
"bottle up" the radio frequency noise energy. In
practical applications, this Means that the radio
noise energy must be kept flowing along the
inner surface of the shield. The use of good'
shielding is particularly effective in situations
where filters cannot be used, or where the filters
are not particularly effective when they are
used. A good example of this is where radio
noise energy radiates from a radio noise source
and the radiated energy is .picked up by the
various circuits that eventually connect to the
receiver input circuits. kis obvious that it would
be impractical to filter a number of leads or
units 'that are influenced by the radio noise
energy; hence, the application of effective
shielding at the noise source itself is advisable
for it elhninktes the radiated portion of .ihe
radio noise energy by confining it within the
shield at its source.

,having frequencies' within one or more
fr eq u e ncy: b and s and which attenuates,
;substantially 'electric waves hav other
,frequencie0 The size of a fllt :441/P/
widely,. depending on the. voltage,. ':intrrent
requirements as well as the degree of a tionrev
desired. Filters are usuallY inco . in
equifment knoWn to- generate radio
interference, but these filters ire often '
inadequate, and in many cases it it neeessary to
add-external- filteli to these equipments:11*a
especially' true, if the source of interference is
coupling interference to paths of entry to .a
receiver other than the powerline

The types of filters used in the rechictiOn of
radio interference vary with the application, but
each of the geneial filter types may be found to
be particularly adaptable to some specific
situation. Most of the electrical devices
connected to powerlines have features required
for their operation which are conducive to the
generation of xadio interference. The
interfesence generated by these devices, unless
properly attenuated, is impressed upon the
powerliries and conducted ,to the receivers. It
may . also be Conductecl into the receivers by
inductive coupling to other wiring associated
pith the receivers.' This interference, Unless
attenuated . by means of filters, is then

.transmitted ,along these powerlines, entering the
receivert at the powerline input; , or this
inteiference may .1ie. radiated somewhere along ...
the powerkines and enterthe receiver by means
of the antenna system.

Filters are of -four kinds and are defmed as
follows:

k Low-pais filter, which introduces inegligible
attenuation at all frequencies belowi4 certain
frequency, called the cutoff frequency, and
relatively 1 high attenuation lit all higher
frequencies....

High-pass filter, which introduces negligible
-1-----attentration --a11:-L-freqUeneies--abovi4-1--

certain frequency, called the cutoff ,frequency,,
and relatively high 'attenuation at all lower,
frequencies. . #4

Bandpass 'filter, which introduces negligible
attenuation at all frequencies within the 'range
between two frequencies, .and ,relatively high
attenuation at all other frequencies.

FILTERING.Radio interference as
radiated-or'oonducted from a- soureemay-be-of-s-

single frequency or maY cover an extended band
of frequencies. When bonding, .shielding, or
isolation of the source proves ineffective at a
means of reducing radio interference, it becomes
necessary to .empldy fllters to accomplish this
reduction. A filter. is defmed as "a selective
network which transmits freely electric waves
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Band-elimination .filter, which introduces
negligible attenuation at all frequencies outside a
certain range, and relatively high attenuation at
all frequenCies inside that range. (NOTE:, For
information that covers the theory of operation
or these filters refer to' Bask Electronics,
NAVPERS I 0087.(Sertes)).

The normal characteristiCs of a filter are
obtained only when the filter- is properly
terminated in its characteristic impedance.

radio' interference attenuation. In this
method,-the radio noise energy passes through
the capacitor to 'ground and then back to its
source. This short-circuiting effect is due to the
fact that the capacitor offers a very low
impedance path across the noise source
terminals.

A given capacitor is effective in bypassing
only a limited ;range 'of radio interference
frequefiCies because of its internal inductance

A wave trap is a firter or network especially
designed to rejept certain-frequencies, or bands
or frequencies. Networks of this type may be
installed at the antenna of the transmitter or
'receiver in order to attenuate frequencies
outside of ,the assigned' frequency range ,of the
equipment. All such networks must have low
insertion, loss, r attenuation, for the pass
frequencies. In the design and construction of
wave traps, the insertion loss is usually below 2
db.

There are two -tiasic circuit configurations
for filter networks, the pi:section and the
T-section. Each may be 'brgicen down into half
sections which have an inverted L-shape and are
known as L-section filters. If a number of pi- or
T-sections are connected in series to form a
filter, the resultant network is called a ladder
network. Apny of the above circuit
c on f ig u ra t i on's may be used for radio
interference elimination.

In general, the Use of simple capacitor filters
is to be preferred over that of the more
complicated network filters in cases where this
type of filter provides the required degree of

and ,the inductance of the connecting leads. The
inductance of 'the capacitor depends upOn its
capacity, the material of whichit'is fabricated;
and the length of the connecting .leads. The
capaCitor leadi are- the major Contributors to thl
inductance of capacitors. For these reasons,
small mica capacitors with short leads are more
effectiVe' as RF filters at high frequencies than
large paper capacitors with normally long leads.

dr Electrolytic capacitors should nevetibe ueed as
RF filters because of the (lamer dr dielectric
breakdown.

The popularity of the capacitor type filter is
due to the fa that the current used for
operati n o e radio noise source does 'not
have to through the filter. The only energy
passing through the filter is the radio noise
energy. The most important limiting factor in
the choice of a capacitor type filter is the
breakdoWn voltage rating of the capacitor. It
must be well above the voltage used to operate
the source of radio noise to be filtered. For
example; where a 24-volt source of noise is to be
bypassed with 'a capacitor, the working voltage
of the capacitor should be at least 50 volts.
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TEST EQUIPMENT

,

In preVious chapters of this manual certain
maintenance practices, equipment, and systems
have been discussed. This chapter supplements
the chapter on ground support equipment in
Aviation Electrician's Mate 3 & 2, NAVEDTRA
10348 (Series) in discussing test equipment used
to maintain avionics systems. The chapter in the
3 & 2 manual covers a good all-around selection
of aircraft support equipment used both at
organizational and intermediate levels of
maintenance..

New aircraft just coming into the fleet, such
as the S-3 and F-14, are designed so that their
avionics components can be tested by an aircraft
installed internal computer. A test program may
be initiated by the electrician from a test panel
in the cockpit or electronic bay. A complete self
test of the system will be performed, and
discrepancies can be identified by indicator
lights, measuring instruments, or by displays.
Through the use of troubleshooting charts in the
Maintenance Instructions Manuals, malfunctions
can be isolated to a particular component.

The malfunctioning component is then sent
t o the intermediate maintenance activity
through the supply system, where it is put on a
test bench. All new avionics equipment must be
designed to be compatible with the Versatile
Avionics Shop Test Equipment (VAST). VAST

, is discussed in Aviation Electrician's Mate 3 & 2,
----NAVEDTRA-10348(SerieW-and

discussed in this manual. One important feature
of VAST, however, is that new programs are
being written so that versatility is expanded to
include new equipment plus components and
systems from older aircraft. Thus, a majority of,
the older types of test equipment designed to be4
'used for a particular component or system at the

intermediate level of maintenance are being
slotvly phased out.

PURPOSES OF TEST EQUIPMENT

General -purpose test sets are those items of
test equipment used in the performance of a
specific type of test on a variety of electricial
equipment. In general, these sets include such
items as meters, signal generators, oscilloscopes,
vactium tube and semiconductor testers, etc..
Each of these types is available in a number of
models; each with its own set of applications
and limitations. One or mote models of each
basic type are normally available in each
maintenance shop. The particular models
available in a given shop are governed by the
equipment to be supported.

Special purpose test sets are those items of
test' equipment used in the performance of a
variety of tests on a specific type of electrical
equipment

MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

The term "measuring instruments," as used
in this discussion, includes only that class of test
equipment which measures the basic parameters
of electrical equipment. The basic parameters

--116-1161thge, --Current; resigtitat, paw, ahd
frequency..

Several of the measuring instruments
commonly used by the Aviation Electrician's
Mate are discussed in publications listed in the
Bibliography for Advancement Study,
NAVEDTRA 1.0052 (Series). For instance, such
basic measuring instruments as voltmeters,
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ohmmeters, amineters; meggers, .wattineters,
frequency meters, and power factor meteniare
discussed ill Basic Electricity, NAYPERS10086
(Series). Transistor testers, tube iesters,
oscilloscops, and signal generatorfte discussed
in Basic.Electrorsics, NAVPERS 10087 (Series),
Volumes I and II.

Electronic meters discussed in this chapter °.
are the phase angle voltmeter, the differential
voltmeter, and the digital multimeterA new
measurement conpept - called' . timetdornain .

reflectometry is also iscussed in this section.

,PHASE ANGLE VOLTMETER

The (A,erall accuracy of many 4ctronic
components is determined by measurifl1phase
dngles in computing transformers, co puting
amplifiers, and resolver systems. In the p4it, one
of the most common methods used for
measuring phase shift or phase angles between
signals' was observing patterns on an
oscilloscope. With this method, it was hard to
determine small angles, and difficult to translate
various points into angles and iines of angles.
The most limiting factor in using oscilloscope
patterns developed when one of the signals
contained harmonic distortion or noise.

In any complex waveform containing a
fundamental frequency and harmonics,
measuring phase shifts presents problems. In
most applications, interest lies in the phase
relationship of the fundamental frequencies,
regardless of any harmonics which may be
present. One of the requirements of a phase
measuring device is to measure the phase

208231
,Figura 101.Phase angle voltmetsr, block diagram

difference between two distiete frequencies,
regardless -of the phase and emplitude of other-
components of the wavefOrni. , ..

The basic block diagram of a phase angle
voltmeter is ihoWn in figure 10-1. Tfiere are two
inputsthe signal. and the refeitnce. Both
channels contain filters which giss Only the .

fundamental frequency. °Harmonics are 'highly -.

attenuated: Each channel has * .variabje
amplitude control and tinplifieit to increase the
varieiy of signals that Can-be checked. -

A calibrated phaseishifter is inserted into the
-reference. 'channel; that ..chanriel signal, can be
phase shifted-46 correspoijd to the other' -
channel. Thia isletpcted in the phase detector .

and observed on .the Meter;
The calibted,iphase shifter made up Of a

sWitch (w1103e' eositiOn', cortespOnda, to the Ob.,
90°, .180% pid shift.) anc14`, , 4

potentiometer (whose dial Is calibrated ',from '0° -*
tO 90°). The,tptal phatiek shift Made tip of the,
sum of the tWo rtidings.

, ,
The . phase .1110410r. Is a ,bdianced %dtpde

bridge type,' Wein r.' Its outptft Is 1;tproportional to the,, amphtude4imes the,,
cosine of the angle or p differenca.betWeen .

the signal input and the refeience
If the reference input la phase shifW. until It

is hi phase. or 180° out Of phase with tliedignal
input, the outPut from the phase detectpf4i
proportional to the signal 4riput amplittldeXt.O.
cosine of the angle is. unitY). If the, reference
input is phase shifted,until it is 90° out of phase
with the signal input, the phase detector output
is zero (the coaine of the angle is zero).

The point at which the two signals are in.
phase or 180° out of phase is the point of
maximu,m deflection on the meter. The
difference between the in-phase and the 180°
out-of-phase points is in the direction in which
the needle swinpnot the distance it swings, As
the point of maximum deflection is approached,
the rate of change of the meter reading decreases
becaute the cosine has a small rate of change
near 0°. This makes it diffiCult to read the *exact
point of maximum deflection..

Because the sine has a maximum rate of -
Chan e as it a . . aches 90° (and thus gives a
bet er, ind ication on the ?meter), most
cOrimercIal voltmeters are set to determine, the
po t at which the_ signals are 901. out of
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phase-"quadratbre." When the voltmeter is set
for this point, there must .be some way of
converting the phase shifter 'reading so that it.

. shows the corfect amount of phase shift rather
than 900 more or less thau the actual amount.

- Some *confusion exiat5.:*.:t1tis area because'
s,different manufOureit :haVe different methods

determinirit'lh,signal quadrant.
.14trugaCturers alsoOliffer,OW,Whether the final
tea dingis . a leadint_pr. a lagling_phaseshiftThis

-, means Atie electrician mti§f,hefamiliar with as
. many `,.t'yfies of phase .angle voltmeters as the

Nilvy-14k1h the field. He cannot assume that the
methöd he uses to determine phase angle on one
typ e. aft meter can be used on another; nor can
he assume that, because one meter gives him a
fading angle . between signal and reference
waveforms, another manufactureei meter also

-gives leading phase 'shift.

DIFFERENTIAL VOLTMETER

difference between unknown and reference
voltage as small as 0.01 volt causes full Scale
meter deflection.

At hull, the differential voltmeter presents.
.an "infinite" input impedance to the voltage
under measurement, almost completely
eliminatihg circuit loading.

The differential voltmeter is .a able
precision item of t t equipmeni. Its Aeneral

'function is to comp e an unknown voli ge with
an internal referenc4 voltage, and to iSiicate the
difference in theik values. The /differential
voltmeter in most common use in Navy
applications is the 803D/AD (fig, 10-2),
manufactured by the John Fluke Co. The
remaining portion of this discussion is based on
hat instrument.

cfThe 803D/AD can be used as an electronic
voltmeter, as a precision potentiometer, and as a
megohmmeter. It can also be used to measure
the excursions of a voltage about a reference
value. Ease of operation, inherent protection
from . any accidental overload, and high
reliability of readings are additional advantages
of the instrument. It ,is accurate enough for
precision work in calibration laboratories, yet
rugged enough for general shop use.

The heart of the unit is' a precision 500-volt
dc reference power supply. This 500 volts can be
precisely divided into increments as small as 10
microvolts by means of 5 voltage dials.
Unknown ac or dc voltages are matched against
the precise internal voltage until no deflection
occurs on the panel meter. The unknown voltage
is then simply read from the voltage dials. In the
highest null sensitivity range, a potential

A -ftrncti*1--scternatic--diagram- of--the-
dif
The

11,

eter is shown in figure 10-3.
ciEt divisions are as follows:

dc feference power supply.
2. (40Orilioltage divider network.
3. NTVM.

Chopper-amplifier., ."
5. Convener arid converter Power. supply.

The system '
separate commo
return for the'',

try is designed with two
urns. One of toliese, the
?ter power supply and

reference power sUpply, provides a safety factor
frm personnel and a capability for measuring a
potential difference between two voltages. The
other, which is qthe common return of the
VTVM pawer supply, is connected to the known
reference voltage -output from the precision
voltage divider network. This arrangement
provides a 'constant, dc voltage Of +108 volts
across the differential amPlifier regardless of the
dc.potential applied to the srid.

DC Reference Power Supply

A full wave rectifier with its associated filter
network supplies a dc voltage of approximately
1,000 volts to a conventional electron controlled
voltage regulator. The regulated output is
maintained at 500 volts ±0.01 percent.

In the 500 VDC posiiion, the RANGE
switch (S2E) passes this 500 volts directly to the
precisiOn voltage divider. In the 50 VDC, 5
VDC, and 0.5 VDC 'positions, range resistors
controlled by S2F divide the reference voltage

, and 0.5 volts dc, respectively. In all ac
the RANGE switch, only 5 volts of

supply is used, due to the fact that
output of the ac to de converter is
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Figure 10-2.DIffereniial voltmetir, Model 4)03D/AD.
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SI
POWER SWITCH _S3

. . S2- . NULL SWITCH
' RANGE SWITCH

D.C.

0.8V, D.C.

5.ov, o.c.

iiictov,o.c.

soov,o.c.

0500V, A.C.

50.0%A.C.
5.0V, A.C.

VTVM

I 010V.

LOY

ecui.
p.m

POWER
RECEPTACLE

SIA

ii

CONVERTER

POWER SUPPLY

REFEF1ENCE

POWER SUPPLY

VTVM
.4 POWER SUPPLY

VTVM INPUT

RESISTORS
S2D

INPUT

RESIS TORS
S-3C SSD

PRECISION VOLTAGE

DIVIDER

VTVM

ifferential voltmeter, functional schematic diagram. .

Prefision Voltage

Each of, the four pre on voltages available
from the reference supp y must be madq
adjustable through a Pzecision divider string so
that unknown voltages may e nulled or
matched exactly. The five decade ibitistor strings
(fig. 10-4) accomplish this function.

The decade resistors are precision resistors
connected in series parallel. 'The 500 v d c
reference voltage is applied through the range
switch on the front panel to the highest digit of
the decade counter. In the 5190 v d c range, S4
establishes the 100's volt reference, S5 the 10's
volt reference, S6 .the units volt reference, S7
the tenths , (.1) volt reference, and 58 the
hundreths (.01) volt, reference,. The values are

. reduced by a factor of 10 for each SuCcessive
decade resistor. S4 is labeled "A" on the front
panel (fig. 10-2), 55 is "B", S6 is "C", etc.

208.233

Voltage is dropped 'through the decade
resistors so that the voltage remaining at the
output of S8 corresponds to the-voltage dialed
in. on the front ppele When the range switch is
moved to different range Positions,"lights on the
front panel illuminate to fix a decimal point
between the decades. When the, range switch is
placed in the 500 volt range 500 v dc is applied
to S4 and the decimal point appears between
decades "C" and "D", When the 50 volt range is
selected, 50 volts is applied to S4 and the
decimal point appears'between decades "B" and
"C"

All resistors of each decade are matched and
all decade's are, matched for each instrument,
providing an overall divider accuracy of 0.005
percent.

With the NULL switch in any mill range,,th e
output Of the precision voltage divider appears
at the grid of one-half of the VTVM differential
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+500v,O.C.

Figure 10-4.Precision voltage divider.

amplifier. A one two-hundredths ampere (5
milliampere) fuse protects this output.

Vacuum Tube Voltmeter
When operating in the differential mode,

output voltage from the precision vOltage divider
appears on the grid of V4B, one-half of the
differential amplifier. (See fig. 10-5.) The
unknown voltage appears on ihe grid of V4A,
the other half of the differential amplifief. Any
difference between these potentials is indicated
by the meter coupled between the cathodes of
V4A and V4B. When the output voltage exactly
matches thunknown, the meter reads zero and

0
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A KNOWN MOE OUTPUT
TO DIFFERENTIAL AWL. .
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208.234

no current is drawn from the source being
measured, because the same potential exists on
both sides of the input resistances.

When used as'a conventional VTVM, the grid
of V4B is connected to the 0-volt bus, or
negative binding post. When the range switch in
the 0.5. VDC position, the unknown voltage
appears directly on the grid of V4A and the
meter inticates the approximate value of the
unknowdrInput divider resistors maintain the 0
to 0.5 grid voltage range for all instrument
voltage ranges. The input resistance of the
instrument in the VTVM position is .10
megohms.

30,8
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KNOWN VALUE
FROM

PRECISION
VOLTAGE
DIVIDER

UNKNOWN

VOLTAGE

+I08V
1 DIGITAL M LTIMETER

The digital multimeter is- a highly accurate
and .reliable measuring,' instrument that is
generally used at the interinediate or depot
levels ''i?f maintenance; . Tie .instrument is

esirablefor use at these' leVels because it is easy
t use and' read. Even Though some digital
m eters are provided with a battery pack for
po operation, they are not normally used
at &ganizational level of Maintenance
becau they are so fragile:

Th Fluke Model 8100A (fig. 10-6) is
represen tive of digital multimeters presently
used in e fleet. It is a small compact unitv.weighing o y 10 pounds, includjng the optional
battery pac It is Capable of measuring ac and
dc voltages a maximum of 1,000 volts and
resistance to s Meg ohm. Standard features of
the Model . 0A-, include protection against
overvoltages, a selectable input filter,
adiopolarity, pus button function and range
selection, and a fu our-digit readout plus a "1"
in a fifth digit to in skate overranging. The unit
will operate from line voltages of either 115 or
230 volts at frequencies from 50 to 50011z. An
optional rechargeable rickle-cadmium battery
pack can power the unit for eight continuous
hours. Accessories and options besides the
rechargeable battery pack are a high frequency
probe, a high voltage probe, and switched ac/dc
current shunts.

+I08V

208.235
Figure 10-5.Differential amplifier.

Converter

All ac measurements are made by first
converting the ac input to a dc voltage. The
converter provides a maximum dc output of 5
iolti for a maximum ac input of 5 volts rms. In
the 5 VAC position, range switch sections of
S2A and S2B couple the converter amplifier
input directly to the binding post. In the 50
VAC and 500 VAC positions, input attentuators
reduce the unknown ac to provide a maximum
of 5 volts ac input to the first converter
amplifier.

The overall frequency response of the
converter is essen.tially flat from 30 Hz to 10
kHz.

DC Volts Section

The dc volts measurement section has fOur
range switches tor ±1, ± 10; ±100, or ±1,000 volts
with an accuracy of 0.(il% of the range selected.
On the 1 volt range, voltages are as low as 100i.iv
Can be measured. A sensing circuit Will detect
the polarity of the voltage on the HI :terminal
and display the polarity to the left of the
Overrun indicator. A maximum of 1,200 volts
may be applied to the unit in any range and of
either positive or negative polarity, without
damage to the meter. When a voltage larger ihair
the range selected is applied to the unit the
digits will indicate 11999 with the decimal point
positioned according to the range: The input
resistance is a constant 10 Meg ohm regardless of
the range selected. An internal filter may ,be
switched inline with the input to tlie unit to.
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"Vs

Figure10-6.Digital multimeter.

providp a more a.ccurate reading; however, when
this is done it Will take slightly longer to indicate
the measured voltage.

AC Volts Section
The pazameters of the ac volts section are

essentially the same as the dc section. It will
measure values between 100pv and 1,000 volts,

208.282

but has an overload capability up to 1,700 volts
peak value at a frequency between 30 Hz and 20
kHz. Accuracy can be expected up to 0.05% of
voltages with a frequency between 50 Hz and
10 kHz.,,, and 0.1% accuracy at frequencies
between 30 Hz to 40 Hz, and 10 kHz to 20 kHz.
The input impedance is one megohm shunted by
less than 30 pf.
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The 'resistance/ sectiOn is capable of
measuring between 0.1 ohm to 10 Meg ohms
with an overlange capaNlity of 20% of any
range. Accuiecy is to within 0.01% of the
selected range. The reistance section has an
internal voltage source that Produces variable
voltages at the input terminals equal to 1 volt at

; full range resistance: Le., if in the 1K ohms range
you are measuring a '1,000 ohm resistor, the
input terminals will have It iinpressed on -

them; if the range is 1 K and a 10,000.
ohm resistor is measure . input terminals °
will have 1. volt iniPresséd; I on' the, 10K 4hrns
range and /he resistor is 12, ohms, tlit input
terminals will haye vol impressed. A
maximum of 9 olts is impre d When the
terminals are ope . The resistarice scale also lzaa
an overload protection feature that protects4he
internal circuits up to 130' vrms in the IK ohms, .

range and up to 230 vrms in the ranges betv*ii
10K ohms and 10 Meg ohms.

TIME-DOMAIN REFLECTOMETRY

Tirne-domajo, reflectometry (TDR) is a
measurement "c6ncept beginning to be widely ,
Used in the analysis of wideband systemS. The '
art of determining tharaCteristics of,
electrical lines by observation of reflected'
waveforms is not new. For many years
power-transmission engineers have 'located
discontinuities in power-transmission systems by
sending out a pulse and monitoring the
reflections. Discontinuity is defined as any.
abnormal resistance or impedance that interferes
with normal signal flow.

TDR is particularly useful in analyzing
coaxial cables such as those used in \fuel or
oxygen quantity systems. The amplitude of the
reflected signal corresponds directly to the
impedance of the discontinuity, and the distance
to the discontinuity can be determined by
measuring the time required for the pulse to
travel down the line to the reflecting impedanse
and back to the monitoring oscilloscope.

The TDR analysis consists of the insertion of
a step or pulse of energy into a systetn and the
subsequent observation, at the point of
insertion, of the energy reflected by the system.

\
\

Millin\
\
\
\

Several arrangements are possible, bu\ the-
following procedure is used with the ne \ er,
specialized reflectometers. (See fig. 10-7.) A t
(or incident) step is developed in the pu
generator. This step then passes through a TE
connector and is sent into the system under test.
The sampling oscilloscope is also attached to the ,

TEE comieCtor, and the incident step, along
with' the ;reflected waveform, are displayed on
the CRT. Analysis of the magnitude, duration,
and shape of the reflected waveform indicates
the type of impedance variation in the system

\under tesi. f
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GENERATOR

Figure 10.7.Typical time domain refl
. .

229.21
r.

Resistive Loads

If a pure resistivt load is placed on the
output of the reflectorneter and a step signal
applied, a signal whose amplitude ii a function
of the resistance (fig. 10-8) is observed on the '
CRT. If the line 1s terminated in. its
characteristic impedance Z0) as shown in figure
.10-8, there will be no reflected signal and the
signal observed" on the CRT will remain flat; but
if the impedance (RL) at the terminatiOn is
greater or less han. Zo, then reflections
(standing walies) will exist. The amplitude of the
reflected signal is proportional to the value of .

RL. If ItL is greatifthan Zo, the reflected signal
will be in\phase with the incident signal, and
when epPlied to the. CRT, it will add to the
incident signal. If. RL is 'less than Zo, the
reflection Will be 180° out of phase with the
inCident signal, and ()when applied to the CRT
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229.22
Figure 10-8.Step signal-height variations resulting from different resistive loads.

will subtract from the incident signal. The
dotted lines in figure 10-8 represent the
composite signal fincident plus the reflected)
observed on the oscilloscope. The 'time from the
start of th 11.0o the reflection represents
twice the' diSt i tiosItto the discontinuity. This is
the time 4t, step to trivel down the line
to the dig and return.

It is good practice to separate the system
under test from the TDR, unit's tee connector by
at least 8 inches of 50-ohm' cable. Such a
'Separation moves the reflections away from the
leading edge of the step, so that bvershoot and
tinging are not superimposed on the observed
signal.

Reactive Loads

. The waveform of reactive loads (fig. 10-9)
depends upon the time constant formed by the.
load and the 50-ohm source. The series RL
network in (A) of figure 10-9 appears as an open
the instant the step voltage teaches it because
the inductor L offers maximum impedance to
the change in current caused by the step voltage.
Therefore, the reflected 'signal is in phase with
the step voltage and is additive. This explains the
sharp rise 'in voltage. However, 'as Soon as the
inductor saturates, the only opposition to

B

current is resistor R; and nce L saturates ata,
nonlinear rate, the voltage bps at a nonlinear
rate from the peak of the sp to the sa e level
as the flat portion of the step vo ge. At this
time the only load seen by the line is the
50-ohm resistor which . is equal to the
characteristic impedance of the line, and the
reflections cease until the next :step appears at
the termination and the cycle repeats itself.

The waveshape in figure 10-9 (B) can be
understood by remembering that L appears as an
oped to the fast rising step voltage the instant it
is felt at the termination; but as the inductor
saturates, it offers less and less opposition to
current until it is completely saturated (0 ohm).
Since the inductor is parallel to R, the
termination is a short and the reflected wave is
180° out of phase with the incident wave. Since
L saturates at 'a nonlinear rate, the voltage
declines at a nonlinear rate. A similar analysis
can be made of the transmission lines with the
RC terminations shown in (C) and (D) of figure .

10-9.
. .

The analysis just made of the different types
of 'discontinuities explains- the usefulness of
TDR. Not -only can a discontinuity be
determined, but through peoper analysis you can
determine whether it is tesistive, inductive, or
capacitive, and ,whether the reactance is in series
or parallel with the load.
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- Figure 10-9. .reactive lewd characteristics (time cojet -

TEST SETS

The purpose -of thii section is to discuss
some of the test equipment Commonly used in:
the. fleet. the discussion devoted to each pie6e

) of test equipMent is necessarily brief and is not
intended to provide complete Operati al orn
miintenance chits. That type Of informs ion can
be found in the Maintenance In ctions
Manual for the Aircraft; oi. the operator's manual

. for the test equipment. One of 1e best tool's for
roubleshooting airoraft systenj, however, is a
thorough knowledge of ,the system io be tested.
Troubleshooting charts -may provide solutions
for several test set indications, yet, there are
always Some indications that can be confusing
unless you are familiar with the operation of the
system under test and of the purpose and
circuitry of the test set. I
.SYNCHRO, ALIGNMENT
IET TS-714/U

Synchro Alignment Set TS-714/.IJ (fig.,
1910) is a Portable test set used to. check the

229.23

alignment of synchros or ,resolvers. It can be
used to align any 400 Hz synchro or resolver. In

:addition to its highbr sensitivity, the test setthas
an additional advantage over other methods fn
that the test set can also supplcr excitation
voltage for the synchro or resolver being aligned.

The test set basically consists of a bandpass
amplifier 'and power supply, a synchro or

-resolver eiccitation supply with outputs from 3
to 115 volts.rms (1, fig. 10-10) and switching
circuits. The output voltages from the synchror
or resolvers are applied to the amplifier, the
output of4vhich is fed to a, phase sensitive
detector circuit. The detector's output is
metered by the microammeter (2). A meter
switch (3) selects the meter serisitivity from 300
4olts full scale to 0,1 volt full scale, phis a
calibrate and off position..

The meter has a ZERO center scale and
indioates 0 when the synchro or resolver is
adjusted to either of its two nulls. The synchro

<or resolver is adjusted to a null poeition-with the
fimctiOn switch (4)in the ZERO position. When
the null is reached, the function switch is
switched to the POL position and hate is taken

290
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..

1. Excitation switch.
, 2. Microammeter.

4
3. Meter sepsitivity switch.
4. Function switch.

Figure 10-10.Synchro AlignmentSet TS-714/1.1 front Oen&

'
of the .meter reading.'Tlen the function siVitehg°
is returned to ZEkO p nd the synchrdqr
rotated 180° to its opp ite null. When, the
opposite null is reached, the function switclA
again switched to the POL position and a note
made of the reading. The correct null will be the
Cone indicating othe lower reading with the-
function switchiq the POL position. When the
synchro is adjusted to this, null,it is electrically
zeroetwith the correct polarity. ,

F r detailed instructions on the use; of the
TS-714/U, consult Operation and Serpice
Instruction Manaul, NA 11-70-FAG-510.

VARIABLE -ENGINE AM DUCt RAMP
CONTROL SYSTEM TESTER AN/PSM-19

Thii tester is utilized for functional and
maintenance teiting of variable engine air duct
ramp control systems.

The tester (fig. 10-11) is a portable unit and
consists of a plukin panel ho'used in an
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aluminum carrying 'case. The lid is detachable
and has provisions for cable and accessory
storage. The lid also contains a schematic

as well as a switch position-table:

The& set is designed to be inserted into
the air variable inlet duct ramp control
circuit. It serves as an aid during installation and
in the calibration of the system to the ramp
positiOn. It also Serves as an aid in the calibration
of the Central Air Data Computer (CADC)
output. The teit set is designed to be used as an
aid in troubleshooting the aircraft variable inlet
duct ramp system. Should a component failure
occur, the test set can be used to locate the
defective component. The test set is designed for
insertion in -series with the ramp control system
amplifier ind associated aircraft wiring.

The tester contains three instruments-a
ratiometer and two ammeters. The ratiometer is
used in conjunCtion with a dial switch to read
the various outputs from the system under test.
The ammeters monitor the differential current
across the actuator servo valves to indicate the
unbalanced condition necessary to cause
actuator ram motion and to read the unbalanced
current during a null Condition of the system
under test.

The rotary selector switch, located at the
loirer center portion of ths panel, has seven
positions including an OFF position. The
function of this switch is to select various
outputs from the aircraft inlet ° duct ramp,
control system so they may be read on- the I
ratiometer. The positions are as follows:

4

1 . The BAT TEST position checks the
output current from the ratiometer by utilizing
the self-contained 6-volt battery.

2. The' FB TEST (feedback test) position is
used to check the feedback potentiometer total
resisfance.

3. The FB RATIO (feedback ratio) position
checks the feedback potentiorneter ratio for any
given variable inlet duct ramp position.

4. The Fm RATIO (F Mach ratio) positiOn
checks the F (Mach) potentiometer output from
the aircraft's CADC system.

5. The Dr RATIO (ternperature ratio)
position is used 'to check the total temperature
potentiometer output from the aircraft CADC.

6. The ALTERNATE INPUT SHUNT
position checks the ramp control amplifier input
shunt resistors.

The panel containi eight toggle switches
which perforni the following functions:

1. The CADC BRIDGE, TEMP F.
MACH-In the aircraft poSition, allows normal
operation of the CADC bridge'for calibration of
the system. In the simulate position, simulates
temperature on F (Mach) inputs to the CADC;

2. SERVO VALVE, FIXED LOAD-In the
aircraft position, allows normal operation of the
ramp actuator servo valve for `calibration_of the
system. In the simulate position, Siniulatei
seryo-valve load for :bench testing Such as
presetting of the system's amplifier4rior to
installation in the aircraft.

3. FEEDBACK POT-In4he aircraft
position, allows normal , operation. of the
feedback ,potentiometer for calibration of. the
system. In the simulate 'posit* simtilates
feedback .potentiometer for bench fest purposes,

4. Thell5 V 400 HERTZ.-Used to connect
115-volt, 400-Hz, single-phase power to the
system during aircraft checks or calibration. It is
also used to apply an external sotirce of ilower
for bench tests or presetting the system
amplifier.

5. 28 VDC-Is used to .4elect internal
battery or external 287volt dc when used.

6. NORMAL ACER CKT, ACTR TEST-In
the normal position, allows normal operation of
the servo valve for ramp calibration. In the
ACTR TEST position, checks actuator operation
with a simulated CADC input to the servo valve
to isolate any malfunction of the servo valve or
actuator.

7. RATIOMETER, ACTR TEST-In the
ratiometer position, selects the ratiometer
readout Of the system outputs. It is also used to
operate the actuator when the NORMAL ACTR
CKT, switch is in the ACTR TEST position, for
isolating a malfunction of the actuator or servo
valve. ,

8.' RATIPMETER SENSITIVITY FINE,
COARV-In the COARSE position, keeps from
pegging the ratiornéter and makes the zero
adjustinent of the ratiorneter. In the, FINE
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position, it adjusts the ratiometer to the zero
position for a More accurate reading.

Fout dial type switches are also included and
perform the following functions:

1. FEEDBACK POTIs used to simulate
.the aircraft feedback potentiometer" for. bench
testing of the system's amplifier.

2 RATIOWTER ACTR TESTUsed inrconjunction with the ratiometer to read the
'Aircraft's outputs in resistance ratio or to
operate the actuators separately to isolate a
malfuncfion. .

3. tEMPUsed to' simulate temperature
outputs from the CADC bridge for calibration or
to simulate temperature input signals to the
amplifier for bench testing or presetting.

. 4. F (MACH)4sed to simulate F (Mach)
outputs. from the aircraft's' CADC bfidge for
calibration, or to simulate F (Mach) input signals
to the amplifier durik bench testing or
presetting.

Por more specific testing of any component
of the variable inlet duct ramp system, consult
the applicable Maintenance Instructions Manual.
For detailed use of the tester, refer, to the
current Operation and Service Instruction
Manaul, NA 17-15A-2 L

SYNCHROPHASER TESTSET

This test set (..fig. 1042) is desigind to test
propeller synchrophaser electronic units. The
test set generates all the pulses (dc and ac)
required to functionally test the synchrophaser
electronic unit completely independent of all its
associated components.

The test set is completely transistorized. Its
inulticircuit switches are specially designed for
simPlicity of operation. Each switch position
programs a particular test by connecting the
appropriate inputs to the synchrophaser and the
necessary meter required to verify the
synchrophaser perfoimance for the partialar
test.

The test set generates a master Pulse and a,
slave Pulse. The pulse, circuits are 'designed to
closely simulate the synchrophaser pulse input
under dynamic flight conditions. Different phase
and speed relationships of the master and slave
pulses in accordance with synchrophaser. test

Figure 10-12.Synchropheser test set.

specifications are programed by setting one of
the seleCtor switches for a, particular test,

. The output of synchrophaser associated
components is' simulated by the test set. It
provides a simulated tachometer signal and the
resistance of synchrophaser controls for .certairi'
tests. When programed by the selector switches,
these signals facilitate measurement of the
synchrophaser dynamic respOnie to off-speed,
Off-phase, speed reset, resynch, and .throttle
anticipation signals. .

Control adjustments are minimized. Only a ..
few of the automatically programed tattiequire
adjustinent of either of the feedback gain
p otentiometers. The accuracy . of' control
adjustment is optimized by designing the test Set
circpts .such that the few idjustments required
are null or zero settings on center scale zero
meters. .

4 A high degree of accuracy and repeatability
is a feature of the gain measuring circuits within
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the tester! Conventional gain circuits require
application and measurement of incremental
voltages to the synchrophaser for compariie
with resultant output voltages. The gam
measurement circuit employs a galvanometer,
demodulator, dc power supply, and calibrated
potentioMeter in a bridge circuit. When the gain
test is jrogramed by setting the appropriate
selector sWitch, the calibrated potentiometer is
rotated to null the galvanometer; with the
galvanometer nulled, the potentiometer
calibration gives a direct readout of amplifier
gain. This circuit avoids the inaccuracies of input
settings and error amplification of incremental

gain coni\parison and the possibility of ettor in
calculating the gain factor.

For complete instructions on this tester refer
to the current Operation and Service Inslitction
Manual, NW 17-15R-3.

ELECTRICAL COMPONENTS
CHECK-OUT TEST SET

The electrical components check-out test set
number 6799150 (fig. 10-13) is used for
maintenance and bverhaul .testing of T56
turboprop- engine electrical components. The
test set includes function switches, function and
power indicator, lights, a. dc ammeter, loading
resistors, test set-engine distribution box
interconnecting and power cables, and a
condensed operating chart.

The power requirement is 28 volts dc which
can be obtained from the electrical system on
the engine, provided power. is applied to the
aircraft. The test set Gan be 'used to check the
operation of the following T56 components:
Power lever switches; 2,200 rpm, 9,000 rpm,
and 13,000 rpm switches; Fuel manifold
pressure switch; Ignition exciter; Drip (drain)
valve solenoid; Ground start solenoid; Secondary
pump pressure switeh; Fuel shutoff 'actuator;
Anti-icing air solenoid; Ignition relay; Fuel
enrichment solenoid;. 2-Iro take solenoid; and
Pump-paralleling valve.

Consult the applicable aircraft Maintenance
Instructions Manual or the Handbook of
Operation and Service Instructions, NAVAIR
17-15AC4, for test procedures and procedures
to Observe in connecting the test set to the
engi0 under test.

TEST EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE

Figure 10-13.Electrical components c

Some of the test equipment diicussed in this
chapter require special maintenance techniques.
These have been mentioned as a part of the
detailed coverage for the specific equipments to
which they apply. In the following paragraphs a
more general discussion of test equipment
maintenance, applicable to most test
equipthents, is presented.
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TYPES OF MAINTENANCE

Maintenance personnel must be prepared to
repair and adjust certain types of test equipment
should they fail in operation. The trouble must
be located, and after repairs or replacements
have been made, the equipment must be tested
and adjusted to conform to the original system
specifications. Maintenance personnel must
endeavor to find the cause of equipment failure,
particularly when the trouble is a recurrent one.
The recurrence of a fault usually indicates that
the effect, not the cause, has been remedied.

As with the other kinds of avionics
equipment, the two basic types of maintenance
for test equipment are preventive maintenance
and corrective maintenance.

Preventive Maintenance

Preventive maintenance, as performed at the
organizational maintenance level is of major
i m po r tance. Preventive maintenance is a
systematic series of operations that can be
performed on all avionics equipment at regular
intervals. The purpbse of this maintenance is to
eliminate, whenever possible, breakdowns and
unwarranted interruptions in service. Through
careful and conscientious efforts it is possible to
keep this equipment operating at top efficiency,
at all times. By preventing breakdowns, valuable
time can be saved at various levels of
maintenance. The importance of this type of
maintenance cannot be overemphasized.
Avionics test equipment can be utilized only,
when the equipment is functioning normally and
at maximum efficiency. It is vitally important
that electricians maintain this equipment
properly.

These instructions have been compiled to
serve as a guide for a properly organized
approach to, preventive maintenance. It is
suggested that the general techniques outlined in
the following paragraphs be utilized whenever
pOssible.

FEEL.The feel operation is utilized to
check rotating machinery and parts that either
radiate teat or normally vibrate. This is a check

4, for overheating as well as for parts that are not
working.

NOTE: It is iznportant that the feel
operation be performed as Soon as possible after
equipment shutdown. This operation is always
performed before attempting any other
maintenance work.'

INSPECI'ION.This is the''most irnportant
operation in the preventive maintenance
program. An untrained .observer will have a
tendency to overlook minor troubles. It 'is
entirely possible that these troubles may not
cause equipment failure at the time when they
are first noticed, but after, long hours of
operation May be the cause of major
breakdowns. The electrician should make every
effort to become familiar with the complete
operating system ,and the indications of normal
functioning of the equipment.

Inspection of the equipment should consist
of carefully observing all parts associated with
tbeeguipment, noticing their color, placement,
tStatiof cleanliness; etc. 'When performing this
operatiOn, look carefully for the following
conditions:

1. Overheating. 'This is indiCated by
discoloration, blistering, or bulging of the parts.
Le ak age of chemi cal compounas from
containers such as eleetertic capacitors gives
warning of future breakdowns.

2. Placement. Careful observation as to the
position of all leads and cables should be made.
The original position of all parts anil
interconnecting leads is shown pictorially in the
manual for the equipment2_

3.. Cleanliness. Careft:il examination of all
corners and recesses in'the equipment for the
accumulation of dust should be made. All parts,
electrical connectors, and sOldered joints should
be free of foreign matter:

4. Tightness. All connections, mechanical
or electrical, should be checked carefully for
tightness.

CLEAN, ADJUST AND TIGHTEN.These
operations are 'considered to be self-explanatory.
Familiarity with the equipment and the service
manual will facilitate these operations. 6

CAPACITORS.Inspection of the terminals
of all capacitors for corrosion, loose
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connections, cracks, or signs of breakage should
be made. Capacitor mountings should be
carefully inspected to discover loose mounting
screws, studs, or brackets. Leads oniust be
examined for signs of poor insulation or cracks,
and for signs of decay. Frayed strands on the
insulation should be cut away.

Variable capacitors should be inspected for
any signs of foreign matter lodged between the
plates. The operation of the capacitor may be
checked by rotating the movable plates.

It is recommended that the plates of variable-
capacitors be cleaned with arpmall brush. In no
Case should the electrician use an object that
may vary the spacing between the plates.

RESISTORS.-All resistors should be
checked for signs of blistering, brealdng,
chipping, and discoloration. Carefully inspect
resistor leads ftor signs of corrosion, dust, or
foreign matter. Resistor leads may become
-broken at the point of contact with the resistor
body. Careful examination will reveal this
trouble.

Resistors may be cleaned with a soft brush
or a clean, dry cloth. When foreign matter is
unusually hard to remove, a suitable authorized
Solvent may be used. Do not attempt to remove
foreign matter from a resistor body by scraping.

-:FUSES.-Inspect all fuses mid fuse holders
for evidence of heat and arcing. Usually, burning
or overheating will take place when the fuse
does not -make tight contact with its holder.'
While fuses are removed, check for -signs of
corrosion, dirt and foreign matter. When
replacing the fuse in the holder, check for loss of
tension on replacing the fuse holder cap. Check
all wire connections to the fuse holder for tight
mechanical and electrical joints/.

SWITCHES.-Inspect/ carefully the
mechanical and electrical action of each switch.
This is best accomplished by placing the switch
in different positions while using your sense of
touch, sight, and hearing. Note the freedom of
movement and the amount of switch tension in
each case. Carefully examine multiple section,
switches to determine if the contacts are
touching and clean. Never attempt to pry wafer

'contacts apart. All rotary members should make
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good contact with stationary members on each
switch. , '

Carefully clean all rotarir switches with .At
small bursh. Authorized cleaning solvents may
be used on contact points when necessary.

POTENTIOMETERS,2 spect all
potentiometers for .cleanlinàS1d mechanical
action. Potentiometers are protected with dtist
covers. Do not remove these coiers. nen
evidence indicates that foreign 'matter exists -

within the potentiometer structure, send the
equipment to a proper maintenance activity for
replacement of the potentiometer. Exainine the
potentiometer structure for loose connections
and mounting nuts. Use a soft brush or a dry
cloth to remove dust and dirt from around the
potentiometer.

TERMINAL,BOARDS.-Inspectall terniinal
boards .for Signs of cracks, dirt, breakage, and
loose connections. Check the mounting
hardware for the terminal boards. Tighten the
.monnting hardware securely; when tightening,-,-
do not exert too muCh pressure..

Clean terminal boards with a soft brush. Do
not disturb e connections unless visuaL .

checks shoW. fa'
Check conditi of each wire lead attached

to- the terminals in terminal boards. Tighten
mechaniCal connect. rs and good electrical.
contact should result.

CONNECTORS AND ADAPTERS.4iispect
the exterior and interior of each conneCtor and
adapter. Look for any. signs of breakage or
cracking. C/ean each connector and adapter with
a dry, clean cloth.

CABLES AND CORDS.-Inspect carefully
all cords and cables for cracked or deteriorated
insulation. Frayed or cut insulation around
`connecting and suppOrting points is a common
type of failure. Examine, all insulation for signs
of oil and grease. .

Clean all dusts dirt, and foreign matter from
all Cables and cords. Dust and dirt commonly
hide defects in cable and cord insulation:

IALOT LAMPS.-Inspect pilot lamp
assemblies .for loose lamps, loose or dirty
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connectors, and loose mounting nuts. bispect
the pilot lamp for looseness of the glass
envelope. Tighten loose lamps in sockets and
clean electrical connections .to tile pilot lamp
socket.

TERMINALS.Inspect terminals
periodically for cleanlineis and tightness. When
replacing faulty terminal lugs,. use wily an exact -
replacement. Clean terminals with a stiff brush;
when 99rrosion is present, use crocus cloth.

CABINT AND CHASSIS,Inspect the
interior of the cabinet for cleanliness. Check the
control panel for ldose knobs and tighten all
loose setscrews on control knobs. Wipe all dust,
dirt, and foreign matter from the exterior and
interior of the cabinet with a clean, dry cloth.

4

GEARS.Inspect gear teeth on switch drive
me chanisms for cleanliness and ease of
operatidn. Clean drive mechanisms with a 'small
brush. If dirt accumulation is great, use an
authorized cleaning solvent.

Corrective Maintenance ,7

Correctilk 'maintenance is performed when
an actual trouble exists on the equipment. After
the repair has been accomplished, calibration of
the equipment is necessary. ,

The electrician is limiied to some extent in
the corrective maintenance, that he is able to
perform' on test equipments (and still have them
function accurately and reliably). This is true
principally because he does, not have the tools .
and equipment, and sometimes tk spare parts,
necessary for this specialized form of
maintenance. Therefore, the electrician should
realize the limitations imposed upon the repair
of certain test equipments, and in no case should
he attempt repairs --mg the applicable Service
Instruction Manual hasIbeen thoroughlY read.
Particular note should be made of possible
circuit misalignment or need for recalibration
resulting from parts replacement. In the
corrective maintenance section of the test

equipment instructions manuals,
troubleshooting charts are provided for the
dcalizatiOn, of trouble: When charts are supplied

they shobid be utilized for the correction of any
trouble.'=

REPAIR.In repairing equipment a. few
preliminarV tests, along with a logical procedure,
often se,rve to locate the sourcatof trouble
without the use of extensive test eqUipMent. In
many dues the reported symptoms, along with a
few- istute observations, will indicate the type
.and probable location of the trouble. Make
observations carefully, and keep the symptoms
constantly in mind.

The use of the senses of smell, sight, hearing,
and touch often localize the source of trouble
raeldly. Note unusual bdors, such as sealing
compound, which would indicate an overloaded
transformer; scorched paint, which could
indicate an overheated resistor; and burning
rubber, which might point to defective
insulation. If any component emits,any unusual
odor, the trouble might be in that part or in ihe
assocaited circuit. Examine for smoking parts or
sparking. NOtice whether wax impregnated
capacitors have lost any waxthis is usually
indicati've of a defective capacitor. Depending,
of coUrse, upon the type of test equipment that
is ;. faulty, hum, scratch noises, and other odd
sOUnds should have special meaning for the
electricime

CALIBRATION.Complete recalibration of
test equipment should not be attempted by the
electrician. For the most accurate calibration of
test equipment, precision meters, fiequency
standards, etc., must be used. These precision
equipments are not usually found in a shop
where maintenance of aircraft equirfment is
p e r kir med. A ccurate calibration of the
equipment requires the more complete testing
and calibrating instruments which are available
at a test equipment repair facility.

4-'

Calibration schedules which' have been
circulated to all fleet activities should be
adhered to in order that all test equipment will
be accurate.
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APPENDIX 1

U.S CUSTOMARY AND METRIC SYSTEM UNITS
OF MEASUREMENTS

HESE PREFIXES MAY BE APPLIED

TO ALL SI UNITS

Multiples and Submultiples Pikes

tera (tiro)
giga (ji'go) G

mega (mig'o) M*
kilo (0'6) k*
hecto (heletó) h

deka (dék;o) da

deci (des% d

centi (aril) c*

1 000 000 000 000 = 10"

1 000 000 000 = 10'

1 000 000 = 10'

1 000 = 103

100 = 10'

10 = 10

0.1 = 10-'

0.01 = 104

0.001 = 104

0.000 001 = 104

0.000 000 001 = 104

0.000 000 000 001 = 10-"

0.000 000 000 000 001 = 1041

0.000 000 000 000 000 001

*Most commonly used

milli (mill) m*

micro (mi'krii)

nano (nant)
pico (pikó) p

femto (fém'hi) f
atto (AV* ° a
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COMMON EQUIVALENTS AND CONVERSIONS

Approximate Common Equivalents

1 inch
1 foot
1 yard
1 mile
1 square inch
1 square foot
1 square yard
1 acre
1 cubic inch
1 cubie foot
1 cybic yard
1 quart (N.)
1 gallon
1 ounce (avdp).
1 pound (avdp)
1 horsepower

1 Millimeter,
1 meter
1 meter
1 kilometer
1 square centimeter
1 square metei
1 square meter
1 hectare t
1 cubic centimeter
1 cubic meter
1 cubli meter
1 liteit
1 cubic meter
1 gram
1 kilogram
1 kilowatt .

2

t common term not

- 25 millimeters
- 0.8 meter
- 0.9 meter
- 1.6 kilometers
- 6.5 square centimeters
- 0.09 square meter
- 0.8 square meter
- 0.4 hectire t
- 16 cubic centimeters
- 0.08 cubic meter
- 0.8 cubic meter
- 1 liter t
- 0.004 cubic meter
- 28 grains
- 0.45 kilogram
- 0.75 kilowatt

0.04 inch
- 3.3 feet
= 1.1 yards
- 0.6 mile
- 0.16 square inch
- 11 square feet
- 1.2 square yards
7 2.5 acres
- 0.06 cubic inch
- 35 cubicteet
- 1.3 cubic iards
- 1 quart (lq.)

250 gallons
- 0.035 ounces (avdp)

2.2 pouodslavirp)
- 1:3 horsepOwer

used in SI

Conversions Accurate. to parts Per Million

inches x
feet x 0.3048*
yards x 0.9144*
miles x 1.609 344 ,

square inches x 6.4516.-
square feet x; 0.092 903
square yardsa 0.886 127
acres x 0404 686
cubic inches x 16.387 064
cubic feet x 0.028 317
cubic yards x 0.764 555
quarts (lg.) x 0.946 353
gallons x 0.003 785
ounces (avdp) 1 28.349 523

- pounds (avdp) x 0.453 592'
horsepower x 0.745 7

millimeters x 0.039 37
meters x 3.280 84
meters x 1.093 613
kilometers x 0.621 371
square centimeters x 0.155'
square meters x 10.76391
square meters x 1.195 99
hectares x 2.471054
cubic centimetap x 0.061 024
cubfb meters x 35.31467
cubic meters x 1.307 951
liters x 1.056 688
cubic meters x 264.172
paint x 0.035 274
kilograms x 2.204 623
kilowatts x 1.341 02

- millimeten
migenineters

kilometers
ft. :square centimeters
- square meters
- square meters

hectares
- cubic centimeters

cubic meters
cubic meters

- liters
- cubic meters

inches
feet

- yards
- miles

square inches
- square feet

square yards
acres ,

cubic inches
cubic feet

- cubic yards
- quirts (lq.)
uw gallons
- ounces (avdp)
- pounds (avdp)
- horsepowerr-



Air data 'computer systemsContinUed
principles of operation, 61-80

components, 61-62
inputs, 62-64
operation, 64-80

Air data computer test set, 82
Air turbine starter, 217
Allowance lists, 21-22
Amendments, technical directives, 37
Appendix I, the metric system, 298-299
ApplicatiOn Data for Material Readiness List

(ADMRL), 30 ,

Attitude/heading reference bombing comPuter
systems, 86-121

Attitude reference bodibing computer set
AN/AJB-7, 86-110

all-attitude display system, 81588
attitude display, 87-88
azimuth display, 8647

bombing functions and special switching,
105-110 _

description of system tk-in, 109-110
direct bombing run 109 t,4.
instantaneous and timed OVer-the-

shoulder boinbing runs, 108-109
loft bombing run, 1054 08

description of components, 89-92
aircraft accelerameter, 89-90
amplifier-power supply, 90
attitude indicator, 90
bombing release angle computer, 90
compass adapter-compensator, 90
compass system-controller , po
compass transmitter, 91
displacement gyroscope assembly, p
flight director bombing computer,

91
interval timer, 91
rate gyroscope transmitter, 9

A C generator, 42-52
cirouit protection, 48152
frequency control, 43-44
voltage control, 44-48

Advancement, 443
how to qualify, 4-7

biblidgraphy for advancement study,

examination subjects, 13
leadership and supervision, 11
occupational standards manual, 7
opportunities, 13
personnel advancement requirements,

7-9
rate training manuals, 10-11
training, 11-12

AE rating, 2-4
Aeronautical allowance lists, 21-22
AFCS(see Automatic Flight Control System)
AHRS, 86-121 ,

Air conditioning and pressurization, 243-254
Aircraft Control Qistodians (ACCs),(30
Aircraft electrical control and distribution, 42-6,0

generator, 42-52
circuit protection, 48-52
frequency, 43-44
voltage, 44-48

power distribution, 52-60
P.53C power distribution, 54-60

Aircraft Maintenance Material Readiness List
Program (AMMRL), 30

Aircraft Parts, 27
Air data computer systems, 6145

organizational leVel performance teats,
80-85 .

test equipment, 80-83
test procedures, 83-85,
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Attitude reference bombing computer set
AN/AJB-7Continued

description of componentsContinued
remote attitude indicator, 91-92
standby attitude indicator, 92
switching rate gyroscope, 92

low altitude bombing functions, 88-89
direct, 89
instantaneous over-the-shoulder, 8-9
loft, 88-89
timed over-the-shoulder, 89

modes of operation, 92-95 ,

azimuth modes, 92-95
bombing modes, 95
pitch and roll attitude mode, 92

principles of operation, 95-105
attitude indicating functions, 100-101
azimuth system, 101-105
displacement gyroscope assembly,

96-100
Automatic altitude reporting encoders and

altimeters test set, 82-83 1

Aviation electrician's mate rating, 1-14
advancement, 4-12
advancement opportunities, 1-3-14
AE rating, 2-4
enlisted rating structure, 1-2
sources of information, I2-13

Automatic flight control system, 154-206
functional operation of system components,

componenti, 157-183
actuators, 158-164
aircraft control stick, 167-173
air navigation computer, 175-183
automatic pilot engaging controller,

173-175 --
sensors, 164-167

omods of operation, 154-157
altitude hold mode, 157
attitude hold mode, 155-157
command mode, 157
mach hold mode,-157
return-to-level mode, 157
stability augmentation mode, 155
TPQ-1 0 mode, 157

theory. of Operation, 183-206 -

AFCS interlock, 206
flaperon axis signal operation, 187-193
rudder axis signal operation, 185-187 /
stabilizer axis signal operation, 96-206
TPQ-1 0 mode, 193-196

Automatic heading reference system, 86-121,
Aviation supply, 15-18
Aviation Supply Office (ASO), 16

Bibliography for Advancement Study, 7
Budgets, operating, 17-18
Built In Test (BIT), 119
Bulletins and Changes, Technical Directives,

36-38

Centripetal correction, 140
Changes and Bulletins, Technical Directives,

36-38
Checkflight, 265-266
Circuit protection, 48
Codes, 27-29

maintenance, 28-29
recoverability, 29
source, 27-28

Component Control Section (CC$), 23
,Computer System, air data (See air data

computer systems)
Coriolis correction, 142

Differential voltmeter, 282-286
Digital multimeter, 286-288
Directional gyroscope, 97
Drawings and schematics, 271-272

interpretations, 271-272
drawings, 271-272
schematics, 271

making simplified versions, 272

Electrical componenta checkout test set, 194
Electrical control and distribution, aircraft, 42-60

generator, 42-52
power distribution, 52-60

Electrical frequency control, 43

End item, 30
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Engine control system, 211-214
condition levers, 211-213
engine coordinators, 213
power levers, 211
temperature datum controls,.213
temperature datum switches, 214
turbine inlet thermocouples, 213-214

Engine start control system, 217-222
description of major components, 217-221

air turbine starter, 217-220
compressor bleed air valves, 221
drain valires, 221
engine fuel pump and filter, 220
fuel control, 220-221
fuel control relay, 221
fuel nozzles, 221
ignition exciter,.. 220

. speed sensitive control, 220'
, starting fuel enrichment, 221

temPerature datum valve, 221
engine start cycle operation, 221-222

Enlisted rating structure, 1:2
Environmental pressure simulator, 81-82
Environmental systems, power 'plabt and

aircraft, 207-254 s

aircraft propeller synchrophasing, 222-234
automatdc temperature control systems,

211-214
engine performande ihdicating and

warmng systems, 214-217
Equipment cooling system, 248
Equipment surveys, 31-32

Fire warning system, 216-217
Flight control system, automatic, 154206

functional operation of system
components, 157-1 Sp

modes of operation, 154157
theory of operation, 183-206

Force/Activity Designator (FAD), 25
Frequency control, 43-44
Vuel flow indication, 214
Functional checkflight, 265-266
Functional Operation of system components,

157-183
actdators, 158-164

flaperon actuator, 160
flaperon autopilot actuatar, 16(}.161

3

Functional operation of system components
. Continued

actuatorsContinued
rudder actuator, 161-164
stabilizer actuatot, 159-160

aircraft control stick, 167-173
air navigation computer, 175-183
automatic pilot engaging controller,

113475
sensors, 164167

accelerometer transmitter, 105-167
rate gyroscope, 164-165

Fundamentals of inerdal navigation, 122-148
alignment, 146448

tlignmept at sea, 148 . .

fme alignment (leveling), 146-147
gyrocompassing, 147-148
rough alignment, 146

basic principles, 122-129
fundamentals of integratiOn, 123-126
two-axis inertial navigation system,

126-129'
basic system components, 129-146

accelerometers, 129
accelerometer output corrections,

- 140-145
deriving velocity and distance, 140
frame of reference, 137-140
integrators, 129-130
platform stable element, 130-1
schuler pendulum, 135-137
schuler tuned loop, 145-146

G

General control, 42-54
circuit protection, 48-52

ground-fault prbtection, 48-49
phase sequance protection, 51-52
underfrequency fault protection, 51
underground/overvoltage fault

protection; 49-51
frdquency, 43-44

electrical frequency control, 43-44
nonelectrical frequency control, 43

voltage, 44-48
static regulator, 45-48

Ground support equipment (GSE), 29-31
Gyros, 91-97

directional, 97
displacement hssembly, 96
rate transmitter, 910

50'.1
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Illustrated Parts Brealdown (IPB), 21
Individual Material Reiiness List (IMRL), 3P

,Inertial navigation, 1 22- 5$
fundamentals of inertial navigation,

122-148
alignment, 146-148
basic principles, 122-129
basic system components, 129-146

,types of inertial navigation systems, .
148-153

fundamentals summary, 153
hybrid inertial navigation systems,

1 51-153
pure inertial navigation systems,

148-151
Inspections, 265-266
Instruments:

attitude, 90
exhaust gas temperature, 207
fuel flow, 214
interturbine temperature, 215
remote attitude, 91
RPM, 214
standby attitude, 92

Interturbine temperattn4 indication, 215-21 6
Interval timer, 91

L.
Leadership and supervision, 11

Maintenance codes, 28-29
Maintenance Information Automated Retrieval

, System (MIARS), 33-35
Maintenance Instructions Manuals (MIMs),

32-33
Maintenance procedures, 266-271

corrective maintenance,. 267-271
evaluation of reported diserepancies,

267
modulaluniti, 269-271
troubleshooting, 267-269:','.

preventive maintenance, 266-267'
Maintenance technispes, 255-279

drawings and schematics,271-272
organization of maintenance and repair

facilities, 256-263

Maintenance techniquesContinued
special maintenance problems, 272-279

environmental considerations,
272-274

radio noise interference, 274-279
-1 supervision of repair work, 63-266-

Material control functions, 23-24
Material identification, 18-21

material identification aids, 19-21
Illustrated Parts Breakdown, (IPB), 21
NAVSUP publication 2002, 20-21

national stock numbers, 18-19
standardization of item nomenclature, 19

Material requisitioning, 22-27
Material control functions, 23-24 A
milstrip, 24-25

Uniform Material Movement and issue
Prioriti System (UMMIPS), 24-25

parts kit, 25-26
C kit - cure-date component kits, 26
0 kit - overhaul kit, 26
F kit - fleet,kit,,26

preexpended bins; 26-Z7
rotatable pools, 27
supply functiOns, 22-23 .

r_Measuring instruments, 280-290
Metric system, appendix I, 298-299
Milstrip, 24-25
Modes of operation, automatic flight control

system, 154-157
altitudehold mode, 157
attitude hold mode, 1 55-1 57
command mode, 157
mach hold mode,'157
return-to-level mode, 157
stability augmentation mode, 155
TPQ-10 mode, 157

Modular units, 269 \
Multimeter, digital, 286-288

National Stock Numbers'(NSN), 18-19
Navigation, inertia1,1 22-153

fundamentals of inertail navigation,
122-148

types of inertiarnavigation systems,
148-15

NAVSUP 2002, 20-21
.Navy rating examination, 13
Negative Torque system (NTS), 240
Nonelectrical frequency control, 43326
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1

, ,..,
Occ6pational Standards Manual, 7
Operating*budgets; 17-18'
Organization ordnaintenance and repair

facilities, 250-263
care of tools and' toil eqUipment,, 257-258 .

saf?ity, 248-26\1
inspection of wink areos,loolsond

equipment, 259-260 . .
interpretation of safetY direCtives and.

, J precautions, 260-261.
organization and administration of

safety programs, 260 .

shop layout, 256-257
bench arrangement, 256-257
purpose of the shop, 256
shop housekeeping, 257

training program, 261-263.
organizing a shop training progiam,

261-263 -
types of training, 263

Organizatiotiel level performance test, 80-85.

PrOstuization and air conditioning, 243-254
: oabin and vent suit temperaturp control

system, 251-254 '
cabin system, 243-248

system controli, 243-245
system operation, 245-248.

equipment cooling system, 248-251
,system operation, 248-251

Pro coiitrol system, 234-243
eta ighlowup system, 238-240 ..

low-Pitch*op apembly, 238
negatiVe torque4ystem, 240
NTSINOP warning light;_240-241'
pitchlock, 240

blockout ranges, ,24.0 ,

fuel,goveinor and proplilei pitOhlock:
lest sWitth, 240

pitchlock reset,.240
propeller, 234-238
propeller control operdtion,-:242-243 .

..

propeller feathering, 241-242
automatic featherinp.241
nornial feathering, 241 ..-. .

unfeathering on the grbund; 24-1=242
Propeller governoi, 2t3 4)-

Propeller synchrophasing,°.222-234
description of.majoi,compdnen.tsi,..223.:226
operational modes, 226-234
troubleshooting hints, 234

'Publications and supply, 15-41
Pulse generators, 225

Pressure simulator 81-82

/

PAR, 7-9
Parts, aircraft, 27
Parts kit, 25-26
Personnel Advancement Requiremenf(PAR),

7-9 _

Phase angle voltmeter; 281-282
Pneumatic test set, 81
Power distribution, 52-60

bus logic, 54-57
operation, 57-60
P-3C power distribution, 5460

Power plant and aircraft environmental systems,
207-254

engine performance indicating and Warning
. systems, 214-217

fire warning system, 216-217
fuel flow indication, 214
interturbine temperature indicatiOn,

215-216
RPM indications, 214-215

Preexpended-bins, 26-27 i

R

Radio--rrOise interference, 39-40, 274-279
Rate training manuals, 10-11
Rating examination, 13
ReCoverability codes, 29
Rotatable pools, 27
RPM indications, 214-215

S

Safety, 40, 258-261
Schematicsi.271-272
SChuler pelidulurn;'1.3'5-137
Schuler tuned kiöp, .145-146
Secwity of classified publications, 4) ,

Source Maintenance-and RecoverabAity codes
(SM&R), 27-29 .

Sources of information, 12-13
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Speed4Aas servo assembly, 225
Special maintenance problems; 27 2-279

- envisonmerital considerations, 27 2-274
adverse climatic conditions and their

effects, 273-274
climatic deterioration prevention,

274
radio noiseInterference, 274-279

sources of radio noise, 274-277
suppression of manmade radio noise,

277-279
I

Supervision of repair work, 263-266
anilyzing discrepancies, 264
assignment of personnek2(*265,,
checking progress of,WOrk, f65

completedENvOrk,- 265-
functi nal checkflight, 265-266

job priorit and scheduling, 264

Su Ply and publ cations, 15-41
accoUn ifor material in use, 27-32

rcraft parts, 27
ground support equipment (GSE),

29-31 '
joint service uniform Source,

Maintenance and Recoverability
. (SM&R) codes, 27-29
supply discipline, 31
surveys of expendable material, 31-32

aeronatuical allowance lists, 21-22
aviation supply, 15-18

appropriations, 16-17
....tplitrating budgets, 17-18,
l'organization and furiction, 15-1 6
responsibilities of the naval material

command, 16
material identification, 18-21

material identification aids, 19-2,1
National Stock Numbers, 1840
standardization of item nomenclature,

19
° material requisitioning, 22-27

material control funttions, 23-24
milstrip, 24-25
parts kit, 25,26
preexpended bins, 26-.27
rotatable pools, 27
supply functions, 22-23

security of classified publications,.
41

P;

SAply and publicationsContinued .

\ use of pubh tions,-2-2-41
filing and itnanóepubIicaticns,

40-41
Maintenance hkormaUon Antoniated

Retrieval stem 'MARS), 33-35
Maintenance Instructions Manuals

(MThis), 32-33
miscellaneous publications* 5-40
operation and service instruction
. manuals, 35-36

itechnfcg--directives (chanies and
ulletins), 36-38

Supply i/RepOrtSe-KeOtion (SRS), 22-23
Surveys Otexpendible material, 31-32
Synchro alignment set, 290-291
Synchrephakr test set, 293-294
Synchrophasing, 222-234

Technical directives, 36-38
Technical libraries, 40-41
Techniques, maintenance, 255-279

drawings and schematics, 271-272
maintenance procedures, 266-271
organization of maintwiance and repair

facilities, 256-263
special maintenance problems, 272-279
supervision of repair work, 263-266

Test equipment, 80-83;280-297
air data computer test set,82
atxtomatic altitude reporting encoders arid P

altimeters test set, 82-83
electrical-components check:out test set,

294 .

environmental pressitre simulator, 81-82
measuring instruments, 280-290

differential Voltmeter, 282-286,
digital multimeter, 286-288r
phase anile voltmeter, 281-282
time-domain reflectometry; 288-290'

pneumatic,fest set, 81
synchro alignment.set, 290-291
syhnchrophaser test set, 293-294
transducer simulator, 83'
variable engine airrduct ramp control

system tester, 291-293
Test equipment maintenarige,294-297

types df maintenance;295-297.
CorreC'tive maintenance, 291
preventive maintenahce, 295-257
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Thermocouples, TIT, 213-214
Time-domain reflectometry, 288-290
Training, 11-12
Traiiiing program, 261-263
Transducer simulator, 83
Troubleshooting, 26469
Types of inertial na tion systems, 14

fundamentals synunary, 153 ,,,

hybrid inertial navigation syste*1,51-153
doppler inertial, 151-152 ,

radio inertial, 151
steller inertial,-152-153

pure inertial navigation systems, 148-151
analytic inertial navigation system,

148-149
geometric inertial navigation system,

150 .
semianalytic inertial navigation

system, 149-150
strap-down inertial navigation system,

150-151

Uniform Material Movement and Issue Priority
System (UMMIPS);-2425

Use of publications, 32-41
filing and maintenance publications, 40-41
Maintenance Information Automaled

Retrieval System (MIARS), 33-35
Maintenance Instructions Manual', 32-33
miscellaneous publications, 38-4b

Basic Theory and Applicatiqn of
Transistors, NAVWEPS 00-80T-86,
39

Electronic Circuit Analysis, NAVAIR
00-80T-79, Vols, I and II, 39

Electronics Installation and
Maintenance Book (EIMB), 38-39

Navy Safety Precautions for Forces
Afloat (OPNAVINST 5100.19),
40

13.

Use of publicationsContinued .

miscellaneous publicationsContinued
Reduction bf Radio Interference in

Aircraft, NAVAIR 16-1-521, 39-40
Safety precautions for Shore

_Activifies (NAVMAT_P-S114),40
Operation and Service Instruction

Manuals, 35-36
adjustments, 36
performance specifications, 35-36
speCial tools, 36 .

reporting of errors in manuals, 41
technical directives,(changes and bulletins),

36-38
directive categories, 37-38
local action, 38
obsolescent type directives, 38

V

Vacuum tube voltmeter, 285
Variable exhaust nozzle control system, 207-211

control alternator, 209
temperature amplifier, 209-211
thermocouple harness, 209

Variable ramp tester, 291-293
Versatile Avionics Shop Test Equipment

(VASU 280
Vertical Flight Reference Set AN/ASN-70,

110-121
functional description, 111-121

alarm monitor, 118-119
built in test circuit, 119-120
erection, 114-116
flight angle, 116-118
geocentric pendulum, 111-113
power distribution, 120-121
roll and pitch channels, 116
spin motor speed control, 11 3-1 14

summary of VFRS operation, 121
Aystem components, 110-111

Voltage regulation, 44-48
Voltmeters, 281-286
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NAVEDTRA 10349-D

prepared by the Naval Education and Training Program Development
Center, Pensacola, Florida

^. ----.-.,-.-.
. Your NRCC, contains a set of.assign-

ments.and self-scoring ansWer sheets.
(peckeged separately). The Rate Train-,
ing Manual, Aviation Electrician's Mate
l&C, NAVEDTRA 10349-D, is your. textbook
tor the NRCC. Man errata sheet comes
with the-NRCC, make All indicated changes
or corrections. Do not-change or correct..
the textbook or assignments in any Other
way. '-

HOW TO COMPLETE THIS COURSE SUCCESSFULLY

Study the textbook pages given at
the beginning of each assignmpnt before
trying to answer the items. 'Pay atten-,
tion to tables and illustrations as they
cOntain a lot of information. .Making .

your own drawings can,help you understand
the sUbject matter. Also, read the.*
learning objectives that precede the
ets of items. The learning objectives'
and items are based on the subject matter
or study material in the textbook. The
objectives tell you what you should be
able to do by.studying assigned textual
material and answering the items. - -

At this point you should be ready
to answer the items in the assignment.
Read each item carefully. .Select the
BEST ANSWER for each item, consulting

,your textbook when necessary. Be sure
to select.the BEST ANSWER from the sub-
ject matter in the textbook. You may
M.scuss difficult points in the tourse
with others. However, the answer you
select must be your own. Use only the
self-scoring answer sheet designated
for your assignment. Tollow the scoring
directigns 'given on the answer sheet
itself Yrnd elsewhere in this course.

Your NRCC will be administered by
your command or, in the case of small
commands, by the Naval Education and
Training Program Development Center. No
matter who administers your course you
can complete it successfully by earning
gradeethat average 3.2 or higher. If
you are on active duty, the average of
your grades in all assignments must be

at least 3.2. If you are NOT on active
duty, the average of.your grades in all
assignments of each creditable unit must
be at least 3.2. The unit breakdown of
the course, if anyvis shown later under
Naval Reserve Retirement Credit:

WHEN YOUR COURSE'IS ADMINISTERED BY
IsOCAL COMMAND

As soon as you have finished an
assignment, submit the completed self-
scoring answer sheet to the officer'
designated to adminieter it. He will
Check the accuracy of your scOre and
discuss with you the itemA that you 6
not understand. You may wish to record
your score on the assignment itself
since the self-scoring answer sheet is
not returned.

If you are completing this NRCC to
become eligible to take the fleetwide
advancement examination, follow a sched-
ule that will enable you to complete
all assignments in time. Your schedule
should call for the completion of at
least one assignment per month.

Although you complete the course
successfully, the Naval Education and
Training Program Development Center will
not issue you a letter Of satisfactory,
comPletion. Your command will make a ;

note in your service record, giving you
credit for your work. \

s,

WHEN.YOUR COURSE IS ADMINISTERED BY THE
NAVAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING PROGRAM
DEVELOPMENT CENTER

After finishing an assignment, go
on the the next. Retain each completed'
self-scoring answer sheet until you
finish all the assignments in a unit
(or in the course if it is not divided
into units). Using the envelopes pro-'
vided, mail your self-scored answer^
sheets to the Naval Education and Train-
ing Development Center.where the scores
will be verified and recorded. Make
sure all blanks at the top of each

330



answer sheet are filled in. Unless you
furnish all the inforthation required,
it will be impossible to given you credit
for your work. You may wish to record
your scores on the assignments since the
self-scoring answer sheets are not
returned.

_The_Naval Education and,Training
Program Development Center w211 issue a
letter of satisfactory completion to
certify successful completion of the
course (or a creditable unit of the :
course). To receive a course-completion
letter, follow the directions given on
the course-completion form in the pack
of this NACC.

You may keep the textbook and'
assignments'for this course. Return
them only in the event' you disenroll
pfrom the course or otherwise fail to
complete the course. Directions for
returning the textbook and assignments
are given on the book-return form in the
back of this NRCC.

PREPARING FOR YOUR ADVANCEMENT
EXAMINATION

Your examination fCr a. - cement is
based on the Manual of Na 4tn isted
Manpower and'Personnel-Cla:**: cation .

and Occupatibnal Standards- 'AVPERS
18068-D). The sonrces oif questions in
this examination Are given in the
Biblioteaphy for Advancement Study
NAVEDIO 10052). Since your NRCC and
textbook-are among the sources listed
in this bibliography, be sure.to study
both in preparing to take your advance-
ment examination. The standards for .

your rating mali have changed since Your
course and textbook were printed, so
refer to the latest editions of NAVPERS
18068-D and NAVEDTRA 10052.

NAVAL RESERVE RETIREMENT CREDIT.

This course is. evaluated at 12
Naval.Reserve retirement points, and
will be credited upon successful comple-
tion.of the course. these points are
creditable to personnel eligible to
'receive them under current directives
governing *retirement of NaVal Reierve
personnel. Naval,aeserve retirement
creditwill not be given for this
course.if the student has previously
rebeived retirement credit for any
Aviation Electrician's Mate l&C, NRCC
or ECC.

,

COURSE OBJECTIVE

, The basic objective'ofthid course
TM/NRCC Package) is to he1p the

indiyiduaL student meet theqprofessional
(technical) qualificatiOns for advance-
ment vi Aviation ElectriCian!s Mate
lst and Chief. By oompleting this
course,the Student will demonstrate his
,understanding of course materials by
corecily answering questiOrWin.tha
folloc.Ang'subject areas: the'advande-
mentreqUirements of the Aviation .1:

Electrician's Materating; organization:
functions.of the Navy.supply,systemu

alternating-current.generators and
generating sSistems; operating principles,.
of air data Connputer systems; mainte-
nance of attituda reference systems.and
aircraft comPaivsystesf fundamentals
'of inertial navigation systems; shop
Organization and maintenanCe techniques;
'and fundtion, purpose, operation, And
maintenance of testequipment

While working on this nonresident Career
course, you may refer freely4o;the text. .You
key seek advice and instructiOn'from others on
problems arising in the course, but the solu-
tions submitted must be the result of your own
work and decisions. You are'prohibited from
referring to or copying the solutions of others,
or giving Completed solutions to anyone else
:taking the same course.'

3 '3 I
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Naval nonresident career courses may include a variety of iteme*-- multiple-ChOiee, true-false,
matching, etc. The items are not grouped by type; regardless of type, they are presented in the same
general sequence as the textbook material upon which they are based. This Kesentation is designed
to preserve continuity of thought, permitting step-by-step development of ideas. Some courses use
many types of items, others only a few. The student can readily identify the type of each item (and
the action required of him) through inspection of the samples given below.

MULTIPLE-CHOICE ITEMS.
Each item contains several alternatives,-one of'which provides the best answer to the item.

Select the best alternative_and erase the appropriate .box On the answer-sheet.

SAMPLE
S-1. The first person to be'appointed Secretari-R-Defense

, under the National Security Act of 1947 was
1. teorge Marshall
2. James Forrestal
3. Chester Nimitz
4. WilTiam Halsey

.

The erasure.W0 correct'answer is in-
dicatedjetKii,may bnAhFianswer Sheet:

r11119
TRUErFALSE ITEMS

Determine if the statement is true or false. If any part of the statement is false the state-
ment is to be considered false. Erase the appropriate box on the answer sheet as indicated below.

SAMPLE
s-2. Any naval officer is authorized to corre&51511--

officially with a bureau of the Navy Department
without his commanding officer's endorsement.

MATCHING ITEMS s-2 CC
Each set of items consists of two columns, each listing wor s, pirases or sen ences. The task////

is to select the item-in column B.which is the best match for the item in column A that is being
considered. . Specific:#structions are given with each set of items. Select the numbers Identifying
the answers alWerkie the appropriate boxes on the answer sheet.

The erasure of a correct answer is-also
indicated in this way on the answer
sheet:

SAMPLE
In items s-3 through s-6, match the name -0-rmi shipboard officer in column A by selecting from

column B the name of the department in which the officer functions.

A. Officers B. Departments

s-3. Daisage Control Assistant 1. Operations Department

s-4. CIC Offi'cer 2. Engineering Department,

s-5. Assistant for Disbursinl '3. Supply Department

s-6. Communications Officer

6The erasure of a correct anSwer is inr
dicated in this way on the obswer sheet:

How To Score Your Immediate Knowledge of ResulW(,1104 ArisWer-Sheets

Total the number of in- SiM le 'bnl

correct erasures (those
that show page numbers)
for each item and place
ib the blank spacesat

.

he end, of each item.:

Number of boxes
eraSed incorrectly 0-2 3-7

Your score 4.0n

Now,TOTAL the column(s) of incorrect erasures and find your score in the Table at the
bottom of EACH answer,sheet.

.7.

NOTICE: If, on erasing, a page number appears, review text (starting on that page) and erase again
until "C", "CC", or 'CCC" appears. For cokses administered by the Center, the maximum
number of points (or incorrect erasures) will be deducted from each.item which does NOT have
a "C",, "CC", pr "CCC",uncbvered (i.e., 3 pts. for7OUT-abice items, 2 pts. for three choice
items, andll pt.'for T/F items).

.
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The AE Rating; Supply and Publications

'.
Text: Pages 1 - 32

Assignment 1

In this course yOu will demanstrate that learning has taken'place by correctli ansWering
training items. The-Mere physical act of indicating a choice.oniu4answer sheet.is not in itself
important; it is the mental achievement, in whatever form it sday,take., prior to the physical act
that is important and toward which nonresident career course learning objectives are directed.
The selection.of the correct Choice for a Course training item indicates that yoU have fulfilled,

at least in part, the stated objective(s).

The accomplishment of certain objectives, for example, a physical act such as drafting a
memaloafinato readily be deteimined by means of objective tyPe course items; however, you can,
demahatiateby means of answers to training items that you have acquired the requisite knowledge
no'petform ihe physical act. The accomplishment of dertain other learning objectives,'for
eXaMple;:ithe mental acts of comparing, recognlzing, evaluating, choosing, selecting, etc., may
Wreadilydemonstrated in-a course byAndicating the correct answers to training itema.

.The comprehensive objective for this course has already been.given. It states the purpose

of the course in terms of what you will be able to do as you comPlete'the course.

The detailed objectives in each assignment state *hat you should,accomplish as you progress

through the cpurse. They may appear singly on in clusters of closely related objectives-, as
appropriate; they are followed by items which will enable you to indicate your accomplishment.

All'objectives in this course are learning objectives and items are teaching items. They
point.out important things, they assist in learning, and they should enable you to do a better

job..larthe Navy.
.

rhj eliptudy"course is only pne part of the total Navy training program; by its v
fisitureA,t,pen,iske you only part of the way to a training goal. PracticaI,experiencs, sc ls,

...,i41aCted-ieidi* and the desire to accomplish are also.necessary to round out a fully as ing-
.

fuL:000411,0r.qgram.

Learning Objective: Recognize titles,
contentsnd use of publications
pertaining to advancement in the AE
rating, and paint out responsibilities,
billets, qUalifiOSOons, and advan-
tages connected witfiNadvancement,
including.the purpose Of,Nsirvice

'N

1-1. The professional quslificationslor advance-
ment in the Arrating\may'have changed.
signifitantly in the iecent past To
eneure up-to-date qualifications, the AE
preparing for advancement bo AE1 or AEC
should.consult the latest revision of
1. Military Requirements for Petty

Officers 1 SN'C, NAVPERS 10057 7.!
2. the Manual of,Navy Enlisted Manpowk-,

and Personnel Classificationcand-;'.:
Occupational Standards, NAVPEW1:6068.1
List of Training Manuals and Coxrespon
dence Courses, NAVEDTRA 10061

4. Link, NAVPERS 15980

1
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1-2. Which ratings have been established in
order that personnel may be properly uti-
lized within the scope of a general rating
where specialization is required?
1. Service ratings
2. Special ratings
3. Emergency ratings
4. Senior ratings

The duties of a senior AE. are such that in
'addition to being an accOmplished
leader he should also be.proficient as,
1. a supervisor and an instructor only
2. an instructor and an inspector only
3. an inspector and a supervisor Only
4. an inspector, a supervisor, and an

instructor

.1-4. The best way to develOp leadership qualities
is through
1. college level courses
2. Naval Air Maintenance Training Group

courses
.

3. the Aviation.Electrician's Mate Inter-
mediate/bbarae .

A. hard.waek4nd practice

1-5. ,NonreSidehteriei Courses, Rate.Training
MailuaIe,' and Navy-wide advandementaxami-

'7'...., attons are written st the
; Naval Training Center, Great. Lakes,
Illinois
Naval Education and Training Progradi
Development Center, Pensacola, Florida

3. Naval Air Technical Training Center,
Memphis, Tennessee

4. Naval Air Technical Training Center,
Jacksonville, Florida

1-6. WhiCh of the following personal advantages,
other than monetary, can be gained from
advancement in rating?
1. Greater prestige and higher morale only
2. Higher morale and a feeling of

acdomplishment only
3. A feeling of accompliahment and greater

prestige only
4. Greater prestige, hightr morale, and a

feeling of accomplishment

1-7. Which of the following requirements must
have been met,prior to being advanced to

.AEC?)
1. Completed

service
ten years total:enlisted

2. Attended Aviation Electrician's Mate
Intermediate Course, Class C7

3. Have commanding officer's recommendation
4. Passed the E-7 military leadership

examination

178. What significance does the RAW SCORE have
in determining advancementT
1% It determineawhether the candidate

passes or fails the advancement
examination

2. It establishes the number of points
.to be added to the Final Multiple
$core

3. It is computed with the performance
marks to deteraine advancement

4. It is the final determiner for
advancement

1-9. fihich of the following scores is the same
as the number of points earned on the
advancement examination?
1. Raw score
2. Standard scorett,
3. Final multipliscore
4. Performance score

1-10. What determingkthe final selection of
E8 and E9 -candiaates for advancement?
1. .Their.final multiple.acores
2: their raw scores
3. Their standard scores
4. Selection boards

1-11. The publication wh h delineates the
reqpirements fo dvancement in rating of
navalperson 1 by fixtag the minimum
requirement is the

41ayal'Aeronautic Publidatione Index,

AdiranCaMeni. Study,.
. .

. . .. .,.

.:Manilal.of!MOy:Enlisted Manpower and..
' ...00ViOnne'rk1issifications and Occupa-'

tiOnil.Standards, NAVPERS 18068
(Se...r4a)

4:, .0.sf Training Manuals and Correa-
ohdence courses, NAVEDTRA 10061
'(Series)

1-12. Wh1Ch of the following statements regard-
ingthe Manual of Navy,Enlisted Manpower'
anersonnel Classifications and Occupa.
.2tiOnal Standards is correct?

AT1t is issued annually by the Bureau
Of.Naval Personnel

.

covers only the professional
'-:requirementslor advancement

It lists Occupational standards for
general ratings but not for service
ratings

It covers both military and profes-
sional requirements for advancement.
in all rates and' ratings
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1-13. WhY 'should a man ptepari or Adainge
mentto AEC carefully exam ne tha
section of the Occupational.Standards
Manual rather than occupational standards
listed elseWhere?
1. )3ecause the material from other

sources Might list only the examina-
tion subjects, while the Occupational
Standards Manual lists both the
examination subjects and the
military requirements
Because the material froM other
sources will probably show what a
man is.expected to learn if he wants
to pass the rating exam; but the
Occupational Standards Manual also
shoWe what he should already know

3. Because any teviiion to the occupa-
tional standards in the AE rating
will be found in the Occupational
Standards .Manual and might not be
included in other sources

4. ,.Because the Occupational Standards
,oManual is more available than other

sources

11;14. For advancement, 'which occupational
standards is an AE required to know?
1. Those specified for the rate to which

he is seeking advancement
2. Those specified fortherate to which

he is seeking advancement, and all
standards for lower grades

3. Those specified fortherate to which
he is seeking advancement, and all
standards for higher grades

4. All occupational standards

,1-15. The Personnel Advancement Requirement
(PAR) Program is a program which replaces

1. 'training manuals and correspondence
courses

2. the Bibliography for Advancement
Study

3. occupational standards
4. the Record of Practical Factors

'12

1-16. Each rating Personnel Advancement Require-
ment (PAR) lists the requirements.for
advaneement to paygrades

1. EI-E9
2. E8 and E9 only
3. E3-E7 only
4. E4-E7 only

1-17. Section I of each rating Personnel
Advancement Requirement (PAR) list,
contains, among other things, the
individual's time in rate abd length
of service.

1-18. How often and by whom is the publication
Bibliography for Advancement' Study,

_NAVEDTRA'10052 (Series)', issued in revised.
- form? '

1. AnnuallY bythe Chief of Naval Opera-
tions

2. Annually by the Chief Of Naval Educa-
tion and Training

3. Semiannually by the Bureau of Naval
Personnel__ '

4. Annually'by the Bureau Of Naval
Personnel'

1-19. The completion requirement for amanda-
tory'Rate Training Manual marked with an
asterisk (*) in Bibliography for Advance7
ment Study, NM/PERS 10052 (Series) may
be satisfied by -

1. passing a locally prepared.teit only
2. passing:the nonresident career:course

based on the designated mandatory:,
'training manual only

3. .8ompleting an appropriate'schpol only
4. passing a nonresident career course

or a locally prepared test, Or coin-.
pleting an appropriate school

Learning Objective: Identify the
purposeand types of Rate Training

..Manuals, and select effective study
methods.

1-20. The publication, Aviation Eleciricidn's
Mate 1 & C, NAVEDTRA 10349-D, is clas-
sified as what type of manual?
1. A Basigeenual
2. A SubjeCtilatter
3. A Rate Zrainipg
4. An EmeriOndy Servicellaaisal

.

1-21. Which of th ollowing stialents concern-
ing the information presented in a subject
matter manuq is cdrrect? .

1. It is c
,

io more than one Navy
rating
leis to be studied by all Navy
Personnel
It is s and,fundamental enough

tood by beginners
is iantal to the rating from

manUars.tit1e is derived



1-22. The special purpose of rate. training
manuals is to
1. cover the professiOnal an4 military

aspects of specific ratings
2. teach specific equipments to person-

nel in specific rates
3. .offer advanced study to graduates of,

Navy schools ,

4. aid 'personnel th advance in rating'

1.-23. To use rate training manual, Aviatin 4

Electrician's Mate 1 & C to.the best
advantage and to gain the Most from it,
it is suggested that you start by
1. browsing through the manual
2. prereading the entire manual.
3. reading the introductions to each

, chapter
. 'seeding the preface, table of con-

tents,,and index

.1-24. The reason why study suggestions 4 and 7
are included in .the list of study Sugges-
tions given in ydus textbook is that in,
following them you
1:. are able to peg each subject to an

ihdividual standard as giVen in the
.,Occupational Standards Manual

2. .0m1l1ar1ze yourself with the aims
and contents of,the mannal and relate

sAject areas to your past
experiences, thereby-creating an
excellent learning situation

3. write an outline of .the maneal which
will be valuable referenca 'for
future study

4. are able to separate the military
,standards from the professional
standards in the.textbook

1725. The use of nonresident career courses is
.

encouraged because
'I. questions.from nonresident career

courses are used in advancement
- . examinations _ . :.

--;1. .partiaitation in the advancement.
.
,..

.- , Cyclei "mandatory
3. .material inSate training manuals is .

learned better 4f,atudied alonwwith
, theAontesidentiarAWConrse

it4., succeSsfql comPli. / t14:,;jaYnOnsesiden.'

H P4Feni., coulAie ca44 ig;#,CtV#0.-0-f.. #y,

Nii6':?1000: '..:4;:;.:: ', .' : ..../.;,,!y't :.4'..:,4.:t ..,7',. '. ;:s.-. !.:::

^-1111 '.. ...:.....*..;i. .t..,..;. ,, 04

10.40' tech-

sibili-
tship, .

-

Whith,etatement is correct concerning
your responsibilities, as a senior AE in
charge of a shop, in addition to your
supervisory duties?
1. You must train strikers t6 interpret

general orders from hiiher authority
without help froth the shop supervisor

4 2 You must demand Tespect'regardless of
your professional knowledge

. You are the intermediary between your_
shop personnel anehigher authority
in both technical and militarfmattere

4. You. tell your men how a job is to be
done withOut showing them how

1-27. As a senior petty officer your authority,
and,that of all.other Navy personnel,
rests upon the.
1.. position occupied
2. leedership qualities exhibited.
3. degree bf.specialiaed.knowledge and

aktlls
4. authority conferred by the commanding.

'officer

1-28. Although all the following statements are
correct, which one is most applicable to
-the training of subordinates in technical

.

and military subjects by senior petty
officers? Training is conducted
1. any time maintenance is performed
2. whenever and.wherever a grouplof sub-

ordinates can be, assembled for
classroom type instruction

3.,,any time and any place an opportunitY
for training.exists 1

' 4. bY holding formal-or informal'sessions
during idle periods *hen no work can

e be accomplished

1-29. Which Of the follOwingis NOT a good
reason for correctlng the terminology s

used by a junior -AE ;Who refers to a
commutator as'a coMmentator?
1. Such technicalIgn6rance must be cor7:

rected in the interest of the
individual, the command and the Navy

2. The principles of goOd training
* require that a senior petty officer
insistupon:the use of proper techni-
,Cal:terMelly his subordinates

.-.7are. tit xide. proper terminology_ . . _

%..ahowe.ali.dnfamiliarity with the sub-
Annt'enct'p aces the individual at a
disadVantage in communications which

. .

! InvolVOthe subject
: It:etinlie the junior that you know

your lob well

;i.eartiitk:9

niqu,e#: Of ',Ad Iesd.,

. EiliiniPU And 'is? .th others
that

.
.

aCcoMpany:ad4*i0Ment to AEI
and AEC;

4
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1=30. Which of the following serves as a good
guideline forgAroping the curriculum
for-a trainin ogram?
1. Maintenance Instructions Manuals
2.: The PerSonriel Advancement Requirement

:(PAR) (NAVEDTRA 1414/4)
3. Naval: AViation Maintenance.Progran,,

OPNAV 4790.2 (Series). '

4. List of Training Manualeand correspon-
dence Courses, NAVEPTRA 10061 (Series)

1-31. One of the conCepts of Iong-range on-the-
job training programs is that.senior AEs
should:ittempt to
1. emphasize specialization'
2..emphasize studY of theory instead of
-practice

3. broaden the specialized knowledge and
skill of their personnel

4, make adequate allowance for tria17and-'
errer learning

121:01Wicy,,.A,senior AR beeure he is getting
,the:lateat professional information?

films.listed in tl)e cur-
reat.174.*. Navy Film Catalog,

' NAVAIR1.0-1-777 -, .

2,:4eAilizing Only the latest revision
- of pu. ications that are periOdically

3. By checking the NAMP Manoal.for
;;.;1;.. applicability of publichtPone

By performing aircraft*Intenance-
from information given in rate train-

: ing manuals.only,

Learning Objective: Evaluate oppor-
tunities available to outstanding
petty officers, and identify qualifi-
cations.prerequisite to advanceinent.

.1-33. What is the maximum number of 1mes
E-7 may apply for warrant.officer?
1. One d

2. Two
3. Three
.4. 'Four

c

that an

1-34. An E-6 With 10 years of service may apply
for which of.the following advancements9

..7i;ftR4.and,W-r2, only
.

Wren:sign only
and LDO ensign

- . ,

Learning 0.b active: RecogniZe ASO-
related functions, management con-.
trols and money Allocations, including
purposes.of the.alloCations..

1-36. WIliCh of the:following exercises manage-
ment contaolOver ASO? .

1. The Notisl'Air SYetems Command
2, The Noitifl'S.Upply Syitems Command
3. The Chief CI:Jlaval Material
4. The ChierbUNaval Operations

1-37. The primary inventory control, point for
NAMP with respect to'aviation spare
.parts is

1. CNM
2. NAVSUP
3. NAVAIR
4. ASO

1-38. Which of the following is NOT a function\-.
of-ASO?
I. BUdgeting,01d funding of all assigned

.

aviation'slatprial-kequirements
2. Proeftrinviaterial directly from

3. Dit127,:ijoi excess materials

4. Anill.istiOnk'aviation budgets

1-39. Congressional authorization for the
expenditure of funds from the genarar
fund,is known as an
1. operating target

appropriation
3. authorisation
4. allotment

1740.' The.money allocated to ASO for purChasing
spare parts and furnishing them to
.activities at no cosecomes from the
1..

2.

3.

4.

OPTAR
"APA 8

OPA
CPA

0

1-41. Which,* Che following is= financed by
the Aviation Fleet Maintenance gadget?
1. Common isardware
2. Lubricants , F
3, Ciating &impounds.

, .. .

q 4. ,FlAght,craw.clothiPS:e0'

1-35. FinaLiecommendation for selection of wai-
.i.rant4ffiCr and limited duty officer-
Candidates is a function of
1. the Secretary of Defense
2. a selection board
3. die Chief of Naval Personnel (Deputy

for ManpoWer Control)
4. the Chief of Naval Operations

5
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iLearning Objective: Recognize mean-
'ings of varions cognizance syMbole
and SM4R cOdes, and identify &on-
tents of, uses for, and command
revision responsibilities.towar
maintenance-related supply ymb4i-
tionoL

. .



1-42. Which of the following cognizant symbols
used at the beginning of a National Stock

Number tepreSente ASO?
1. 1R".

2. 2V

. 3. 8R

9N

1-41: Section I of NAVSUP 2002:.contains which-
' ofrhe following listings?.

1.. n ascending alphabetieai/numerical
listing of all.publicatione and forma

2. A descending alphabetical/numerical
listing of all publications and lorme

-3. .An ascending alphabetical/numerical
, listing of aircraft publications only

4.. 4 descending elphabetical/numerical
lieting of aircraft publication's only

1744.- For which of the following would use of.
the IFS be most useful?
1. For finding equipment input poWer

Ar."7:'Vequiremenis
I210-;identifying equipment-
.4,34'4Kobtaining the stotk.number of

-.7i'ee4n1pment
4'.:iAtek'obtaining the dimensions of

equipment

11.45. Which volume of the S3 aircraft IPB con-
tains the Refexence,Designation.Index?
1. 1

2. 2

3. .3

4. 4

1-46. Whet SM&R code means
be emnUfactured at an
1. MG
2. PG,.

3 PA
' 4: PE

. _
. .

1-47, Whiph ofthe:following information about
kpatt is NOT:Contained in thmlNumerical
'Vide.): of Part Numbers-of an IPB?

The particular IPB section-listing 1755.

tRe part

s2. The SRO code for the prt-
3. The figure.end indesnumbet!te..items
A. The reference .deeirnatntfer: the part

.

.ct

ms known to be.required to mattain
etonautical Activities in a mat lel

readinesecondition are listed on Ii/en

1. setonautical allowdhce list
2. ;initial:outfitting list

.3. aeronautical directive list
4. table of basic allowente.

, 1,49. - Who et)-tablishes tIe rgiesue ekles
. 4Aerenauties,1 Allowance Listej.

I. NAVAIRS.VSCOM
2. ASO

-3. CNO
4. DOD

Learning Objective; Recognize func-
tionl and organizational:tspects.of
supplY eections and centers.

,

1-50. Material requirements of
are submitteefirst to
1. SSC
2,

3.

4.

MCC .

SRS
CCS..

a work center

A Supply OpporeeeMEer iScomposed of1-51.
, .

what two. iections?
1. ..MCC and CGS

2. MCC and SRS
3. SRS and CCS
4._ SRS ind.PMS.,a

1-52. W1* sUPPI,Y section is ?responsible' for
:preparing DD FORM 1348?

-; 1. SSC
2. CC'S -

3. SRS

4. PMS

1-53.

for
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When-in organizational work center_orderM:°'
a paii, whoeesigns the priority indicator
and the prOjet code?.
1.. ihe worii-center ordering the pit;t.

assigns both 4"--

2. Material control gasigns both
Maintenarice..,ctntrol'assigne both

4. MAintenance:.tontrol assigns the
priority anttmateDial control Assigns
.the projett:COde

Establishing proceduresjot proPer opera-7
tion,of the tool roam is ilifunction of .

1;:the line divisink
2. Material
3. Quality Assurance..

. the aircraftiliyieion

Whiqh of the followine:iga function of
Material Control?
1.... To inventory airtraftsupon receipt.,

or transfer
Z.'.To develop the OPTAR
3..To ensure APA funds are use8 fot -fuel

only
4. To verify NORS requisitions daily and-

NFE Nquisitions weekly

_ .

Learning Objective: Recognize-purpoiee:
of marious stipply7re1seed progrema;,
and identify fects concerning parts -

kite; ictiVity designators, preexpended
bins,rotatable Pools, and accounta-
bility codea.



1-56:. Ihe purpose.of the screening program:in
an intermediate maiptenance activity Asti,
1. repair, defective equipment
2. package material turned in -and convert

it to'RFI status
determine if defective material can
be repaired locally

4. ensure that repaired material is
available for maintenance

1-57. What la thepurpose f MILSTRIP?
/. To standardize the supplyeystem-

within the milit47 establishment
. To ensure.that manufaci'urers produce

an item the.same each time it is
manufactured

3. To provide a priority.system for the
requisition of supplies

4. To ensure that manukaCiurets are pro7
ducing qualityittems for.military..use

1-58. Which of the following force/activity
designators,.when Used in peace time,
nordially must be approved by the President
or the. Joint Chiefs of Staff?
1. I

2. II
3. III"

4; IV

,In iteme1-5 through 1,46/,,.select from column.B
the type kit to which each statement.concet*ing
parts kits i9olumn A applies:

Stiltemente'

It contains items to which an
expiration date ie not bor-
malty aastgned and *hichdcan
nsnally be installed without
use f special'tools.4 . .

1760. It can ddntain.lioth ;loft and
,bard goods'and bears an
expiration date. '

.t

c4'0 4

1=62. The principal value of preexpended bins in
maintenance activity spaces is that
1. the material consigned to them is not

accountable at,any Supply level
2. the material consigned to them can be

protected from deterioration because
of age

3. the activity's supply division is
relieved of the responsibility foT

,

stocking and maintaining high-usgge,1-,
low-cost items

4. soMe high.-usage, low-cost items are
immediately available to maintenance-
personAel

1-61. It is not usecl..br .fieisfonnel
of ant op,eritt,ing" squadron

. .

,

B. Type
Kits,

1.

3. F

. A

7

1-63 The:commanding officermust- approve plae-
ing consumable items in the preexpended
bin if theii unit price exceeds what
minimum value?
1. $ 5

2. $15
3. $25
4. $50

For an item to be placed in'a rotatable
pool, li must have a minimum.usage. rateof
1. pile per month
2. one per quarter
3. one 'per year
4. one eVery twq. years

1-65. Which of the following can NOT be deter7
mined from the SM&R code of an iteffi?
1. The sourCe of spares
2. The level of maintenance authorized'

to use the item
3. The level of maintegance authdrized.

,to overhaul ehe item
Thecognizatt activity

1-66. Wharshould you do to obtain a replacement
part that has a soUrce code of MG?
1. Request tbai IMA Manufacture the part
i. Request that the part be iilanufactured

by depot-level maintenance
'y ' .3. Have supply olien-purchase the part

4. Order component parts and assemble
them Upon receipt

1-67. The third position in an SM&R code
indicates the

level of maintenance authorized to
use and repair support items

2. source for acquiring the item
3. lowest maintenance level for complete

repair
4. disposition action fOr unservineable.

items .

17684 re4ui;ing assemblyet depo
maintenance is'useerepeatedlyby your
squadron. Which .of the following actions,
should you take conCerning the part?
1. Wait.until the ne'ict 'provisioning

ference and get its code changed
2. Notify Supply to have the code

changed on the IMRi
3. Subiit your recommended

UR
4. Request that NAVAIRREWORKFAC stock7

pile these parts in order to meet
antieipated usage,

339
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Learning Objective: Recognize
criteria for cOnducting material
inventOries and surveys, for'using
upply formq,!;and for repairing

defective.components; and identify
the producer'of the IMRL.

1769. How often does the controlling custodian
of reportable support equipment inven-

.toiy the equipment?
1. Biannuallx
2. Annually

Each 18 =incite

4. Only when directed by ASO

1-70. Who produces the MEL?
1. .NAVAIRSYSCOMREPS
2. ACC '

CHM
4. NAVSUPSYSCOM.,

1-71. Which of the folloWing aCtions.applies
to defective repairable components
removed froman aircraft?
1. All components should be forwarded

the appropriate depot maintenance'
activ.ity u

2. All;,components should be disposed Of
locally 4'

3. All components should be repaired at
'the lowest level of maintenance
which has the.capabilitY

4. All components dhoun be turned in
to Supply'

1,772: Which of the Lollowing forms is used for
OcuMentation Ot:material returned to

. the supply system?'
1. SAVO? FORM.1249
2. DD'FORM 1348
3. DD FORM 13481

'.4. DD:FORM 4790-26T

1-73: Which of el* following officers may
serve on a formal survey board conyenecF::
to survey material belonging.to
avionice division? .

1. The avlonice oifiCer::
2. The,aircraft divifiOn offieer
3. The commanding Oficer.
4. The officer having custody Of the

material being purveyed:,

1-74. If the reviewing officer. disapproves the
findings of an informal survey', tint.
action should he take?
1. Cause another informal survey to.

be convened "
2: Cause a formal survey to be convened,
3. Forward the findings to the supply ?
L, officer for a dealsioll

to Forward the findings to'the command-
ing officer for'a decision

5
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Assignment' 2
Supply and-Publications; Aircraft,Electrical Control and Distribution; Aii.Data Computer Systems

'Tett: Pages 33 -

2-5. Which of the following technical dirdctive
codes applies to avionics?

Learning. Objective: Recognize con- 1. 01-2Y-61
tents, uses, titles, and identifi- 2.. 02-2Y-62
catiOn numbers.of maintenance 8, 10-2Y-63

. publications and related microrilms. A

12-2Y-64

2-1. 'toll should look'inwhat Manual to find the
microfilm caiiridge.number. when the publi!-
cation number is knoWn?.
1." NAVAIR 00-50011 Part.

.2. NAVAIR 00-500M,Part
3. NAVSUP 2002 Section I
4. NAVSUP 2002-SeCtion II

2-2., A !OARS microfilm cartridge is numbered
SE1.450(c). What does (a) the number

-4S0 and (b) the letter c mean?
1. (a) Intermediate. level maintenance

(b) Third revision
2. (a) interme4iate level maintenance

(b).Confidential
3. (a) Organizational level maintenanCe-

(b) Third revision
4. (a) Organizational level maintenance

(b) Confidential

2-6.

A

. A ;

Which of .phe following statemente ii.cor
rect concerning Changes. and Builetini
,applicable Waeronautical equipment?' '..
1. Bothrelate to operationaLfeatures,

but a Bulletin always involven a
change lit of parte
Bot,h.relate to,operational fentures,._
but a .Change alwaya involves.a change
kii of parts
A Change'results in afteration'of:
physical appearenCe.orYinstallation:
of.equipment;,a Bulletin is\an
document; comprised ofinstructions dad
information .

A Bulletin results in alteration of
ical appearance or installation

f equipment.in an airCraft;. a Change'.
s an.ilterim document,comprised of

' instructions and inkorMation

A Minor change.can be Made te a directive
alieady impued by the'issuance of a/an
1. :Revisian
2. -Bulletin
3. AMendment
4. Interim Change

.e4

Which,Of Oie.following techniCal directive
action categories is.concerned'with proce-
dural deficienciea of material; tactfcal in
natures, that if uncorrected cdulck consti7
tute a hazard?
1. Routine'
2. Record, purpose
3. Alrgent

A. Immediate ,

2-3. You are bench checking'an electronic aet
in an intermediate maintenance activity'
and you question the,performance of one
section of the set. In order to determine
whether the performance is acceptable, you
should consult tha!
1. Organizatfonal.section of the Mainte- 2-8.

nance Instructions Manual
2. Specifications section of the Illus-

trated Parts Breakdown
3. Organizational section of the Opera-.

tion and Service Instruction Manuel
4. Specifications section of the Opera

tion and Service.Instruction Manual

2.4.. -Which section of,an equipment's Operation
and Service Instruction Manual normafly
contains complete alignment procedures for

, the equipment? w

1. The ocganizational maintenandasection
2. The'intermediate maintenance section
3. The depot maintenance section
4. The troubleshooting section

9

2-9. Of the various ZlectrOnics Installation and
Maintenance (EIMB) handbooks, which oneis
of special interest to,the At?
1. Test MethOds and Practices
'2. EMI Reduction-.
3. Test Equipment
4. ,Reference Data

I
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240... The pUblication Basic Theory and APplica-
of Transistors cOntainsinfOrmation

on transietor usage Applicable to ill of
the following EXCEPT

1

.1. amiiifiers
'2. oscillators
3. switching circuits

,,parbon pile,voltagsregulators
, .

2-11. Which of the following chspters,of NavY
Safety.Predaurions for Foregs:AfIloat
-(OPNAVINST 5100.19) is of'speCiS1 interest'
't.o3 the:IET

1.:.i.Chapter 1

.2. Chapter 2
3. Chapter 3
4. -Chapter 5

. .

2-16. Recently developed modelSof aircraft,,,,.
obtain'their donstant7frequenOy.avAmet -

froth constant-speed engine-driven ad...Y.

generators.: WhiCh-of:tbe-foll ing )..7

devices is the.AE. required:tO,Un erstand
ei a direct result of thiedevel pment? .
.1,- jhe carbon-pilevoltage regulattors :-

used Wibh.euchgeierators
2.1114requencY contrOls Used with such
-:;g: eratOrs 7, .'.-., .:., . ...

..:Iiie CSrbon7Pili.SPeid regulatdre vied :

/.'().',: :,.Aoitti ,

4. .7;4myerters
, .. .

,,,
t :akiT44'eairCraf t, generator,'frequency

, - - , . .

6404.1ecf!!bY .:. '-.

4..-,,:a1.41p,.clutch: . ....

I.

. .

2-12. It shoulA be'borne in mind'tnet the prin-
cipal reSsOn for:maintaining i:technical
library is to .

1. ensure thgt Sll publications are kepe
current r

2. flialté avalighle,to.gsintengnce person-
.

- .

ner the publicatiorie'contgined.therein
3. ensyre that the cOmmand receives ell
...0ereinent.technical publications

4.- proVide teaching msterlal-b1 which
seni0 electricians may train juntors-

2713, What A.s the finmber Of the form used--.to
,

'report errOrs in technicalpublications?--
1. OpNAV 4790/47
2. OPNAV 4790/36
3. OPNAV'4190/36A
4. OPNAV 4796/35

.s

Learning Objective: Indicate
advantages of polyphase power
inSircraft, and recognize.how
'generatOr frequency an&voltage
are dontrolled.

2-14. Polyphase electri'cal power in aircraft is
advantageous aver.older systems in that

ress power per aystein is consumed
2. -conponents have 60% longer life cycles
3. fewer units per system gre Seeded
4. doopooentsere smaller.and.lighter.

' 2-/5. Frequency of an aircraft's generator AA a
function of
1. voltage regulation'
2, 'generator speed
3. engine speed
4, Mad control

'o

:91n#O1Ied compressed qir
lectrical Frequency-eenSing jevide

4. ''.S3Mechanical transmission

Refer to figure 3t1 .idaneWering Items,
Orough.2:41.

.

2-18. Note tbeseries circuits associated With
CR2; and Il . kchange in generator

-frequency causes higher impedanCe in one
circuit, and lower imPedancein the other
beCause ' A, ,

r .!1...itle.secOndatiep.oUT1,hilie different
,

.1" couplings to .the primary
,r 2. Cl and-,C2 have different:cdpScitancen

1., the cirdUite-laVe different resonant-
frequencies. ,

4. CR1 and CR2 have different resisiances

2-19. A change in generator outPut frequency is
sended.by

,

1. the seturable reactor. bridge
2. the interaction of: voltage.ecross the

'-iecOOdaries of.T11;,,

, 1. the regiment network.whose regonant
-frequency is appioached by the chang-
ingsignal

4. botn.the resonant networke'simultane
ously. .

2-20. Which,statement Is correct relative to
system:reaction when generator frequency ,s
increases?'
1. The impedance of L2-C4 increases °

2. .Theprime mover speed governor setting:,
is raised

3. pc current flowsspward through th0
control winding

4. Current flows through SR2 and SR3.'

I



2.41. Assume a decreasing line frequencv
Which tatement correctly describes
the Circuit action?
1. Current.through the secondaries of.

Tl-is. held constaot by CR1 and CR2,
'. but thetendency. of current:. tchange

through the saturable reactor Causes
'". the motor speed to vary

.Current increases through both C
'4'1( Ad CR2; current flows in a clockwise

' direction-from.CW1 to CW2; impedance
increaseein"all four saturable
reactors

. Current decreases through CR1 and
increases through CR2; impedance
increases in two saturable reactors
'and decreases in two A

4. Current increases through CR1 and
decreases through CR2; impedance
4ocreases in two saturable reactors
and decreases in two

4, Refer to figure 3-2 in Answering items
2-22 through 2-26.

2-22. What function is the voltage regulator in
the highest-phase takeover sensing cir-
cuit designed 6 accomplish?
1. TO maintain a constant voltage across

capacitor C101
2. To maintain i constant voltage-across

the Zener diOdes
3. To preVent transistor breakdown by

limiting base-to-emitter voltages
. TO ensure that each amplifier gate

winding delivers an equal share of
the aciplifier output current

2-23. What is the purpose of 1105 and C203?
1. To filter ripple voltage fram the

base of Q102
2. To compensate for temperature change
3. To ensure equal conduction of Ql and

Q2
4, To filter the regulator's output

voltage

2-24. Which of the following statements regard-
ing C101 is correct?
1. The charge on col remains slightly

higher than the output of L104
2. Thecharge on C101 remains slightly

lower than the output of L104
3. The charge on C191 is the voltage

regulated by the regulator
4. The charge on C101 is approximately

one-half the regulator's output
voltage

2-25. When:t4 ,3-phase.line voltage increases
2 volts, what error signal voltage is '-

applied to transistors Q101 and Q102 in
order to reduce line voltage to its " '

previous value?
1. 2.00 v and 0,-32y respectively
2. 1.68 v and 2.00 v respectively
3. 1.68 v and 0.32 v respectively
4. 0.32 v and 2.00 v respectivefy

2-26. What is the purpose of.repistors R106 and
R107?
1: To provide RC coupling to Q101 and Q102.
2.. To maintain tempesatbre stabilization 'A

3. To'prevent inductive kickback through
CR107 and CR108 .

To keep Q101 and Q102'in-cutoff until a
signal is applied

Learning Objective: Relative to
circuit protectors, recognize
their functions andqtonditions
of'usb.

2-27. Dual-fuU4on electricalvower protection
devic Pedvantageous over single-.4
function devices in that they -
1. permit undamaged portions of a system

,to continue functioning
2. automatically reset after A fault is

cleare0
3. automatically energize redundant

circuitry to replace faulty circuitry
4. indicate in whatI3ortion of a system

a fault occurred

2-28 Of,the following aircraft equipment, which
is most likely connected to'an electrical
system which is protected by a single-
function protective devide?
1. Bomb director computer .

2. Landeg lights-
3. Bomb bay lights
4. Instrument lights

2-29. Refer to figure 3-3. Which of the follow-
ing letstements is correct concerning the
use Of the protectors?
1. (A),is used.for category 1 equipment;

(A) is used for categories 2 and 3
equipment

2. (A) appears in all_three phasesof a
system;

(B) appears in only one phase of a >

eystem
3. (A) appears in only one phase of a

system;

'(B)- appears in.all three phases of a
system

4. Both (A) and (B) appear in all three
phases of a system

11
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Hafer to figure 3-4 in answering items
2-30 and 2-31.

2-30. Which statement is correct coneerning the
operation of ,the circuit?
1. 'Ain avervoXtage causes4ncreatea recti-

fier current to flow through the ab
.powercontractor

2.. An overveltage increases Tl's'react-,
,ance'so that eirdhit curtest is too
small to maintain the tFip relaT ,

cloied
4 . An oven:voltage causes the ac power

contactor to el:atter
4. An avervoUage caus

,
es the ac PoiOr

centactor to lose its dC ictuating
voltage

4.

2-34. Refer to figure 3-7. Which of the follow.
ineconditions must eXist in order for the
external power Contactor toblodef
.1..The POS SEQvrelay must.be energized,

NEG SEQ relay deenergized
2., The NEG SEQ relay must be energized, A

POS SEQ relay deenergised
3., Both SEQ relax' must be energized
4. Both.SEQ rah* must be deenergized

2-31. Whenran overvoltage occuna, what preve-iits:
"the trip relay from cyclItag the generator
On and.off the line? &

,l. The ipring:load on,the povable relay

4 contact . .
2. The ac voltage fiom T1

0 3. The constant 28v aCross the4trip
relay c911.

4. lembval of.the 28v 4om the circuit

' 2-32. Mechanical speed-switches for underfra,
quency protection are-uied under which of
the following conditions?
1. When the generstor is a relatively

slaw-furning deVice
2. When theegenerator is a relatively

fast-turning device
3. When accurate frequency protection is

not essential .

4. When accurate frequency protection is
essential

2-33. In the underfrequency protector illus-
trated in figure 3-6 of your textbook,
what effect does Cl and Ll have on,the
operation of the unit as gauerator speed,
increases and approaches Operating
frequency?'

1.' The impedance of the LC circuit
increases, and more voltage appears
across the trip relay coil

2. The impedance of the LC circuit
decreases, and more voltage appears
across the trip relay coil

3. The impedance of the LC circuit'
decreises,,and less voltage appears
Across the trip relay coil

4. The impedance of the'LC circuit
increases, and less'voltage afvears
across the trip relay coil

440

Learning Objective:. Point out
faptures of P-3C power distri-

4 it
0 bution, and circuittraci through..
a Schematic to determine given.
onditiens: 4A

vs,
. .

2-35., Refer to table 3-i. Which of 'the
Wing unite is powered fro, the flight
essefitial bus?

LH nttot heeter
2. Fuer"crossfeed control
3.1" Computer .

4!" Empennage deicing
.

.2-36. Which of the three transf2rmer rectifiers
can'Tupply power to theAntire aircraft?...,
1. No. 1.only
2. No. 2 only
3. No. 1 and No. 2
4. No. 1 and Nd. 3

Refer,to figure 3-8 in Answering items
2-37 through 2-39.

2-37. Which df the fallowing statements is cor-
rect relative to engine starting?
1. The GROUND OPERATION DC BUS must.be

hot for engine starting, even when
airborne.

2, Engine starting requires three power
Aources: electrical, pneumati , and
144raulic

3. Engine starting requites rw power
sources, electrical and pneumatic

4. In an emergency, engines can be
started with the battery as the only
soutce of power

2-38. .Which Ithe folloWing power parameters
must be within given tolerance(s) before
transfer relay No. 4 will energize?
1. Frequency ordr'
2. Voltale only
3. Phase relationship only
4. Voltage, frequency, and phase

relationship

0 4 ,1
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2-39. In normal operation, the MONITORABLE
ESSEMTIAL DC BUS receives its power from
1. -113..
2. the battery,
1. the flight essential dc bus
4. the start essential dc bqs

2-40. Of the fd0r generators aboard, which ones
can power the entire electrical load by
themselves?
1. Any generator
2. No.-2 or No. 3 generators'only
3.. No. 2, No. 3, or APU generators only
4. No. 3 or APU generators only

2-41. In order for the APU to power all the
ESSENTLAL ac and dc buses, which of the
Jollowing relays must be energized?
1. Run-around relay.2 only
2. Run-around relay 2.and'the essential

ac-bus relay 24.
3. Run-around relay,10xansfer relay 4,

and essential aC7000.iplay 2
Transfer reltellvt*I 7.; and run-
around relay 2, -

2-42. ,When the No. 4 and APU generators are the
only ones available, which.of the follow-
ing is a correct statement?

,l. Generator 4 supplies MAIN AC BUS A,
and the APU generator supplies MAIN
AC,BUS B

2. Generator 4 supplies MAIN AC BUS B,
and the APU generatoi supplies MAIN
AC BUS A
Generator 4 supplies the entire elec-
trical load, and the APU generator is
on standby

4. The APU generator supplies the.entire
electrical load, and generator 4 is
on standby

.13

2-43. In attempting to.isolate an electrical
fire, the A bus monitoring uwitch is

"turned to OFF. This results in loss of
power to
1. main-ac bus B
2. main ac bus A
3. the monitorable essential ac bus
4. the monitorable essential dc bus

Learning Objective: Recognize facts
relevant to functions of an air data
computer system,, including input and
output quantities and terminology.

4;

The pneumatic output-supplied by the air
data computer for instrument use represents
the corretted value of which ofk the follow.
ing?

1, Total pressure
2., Impact pressure
3. Pitot pressure
4. Static pressure

2-43. What type of computer outputs are'used to
represent true airspeed, Mach number, and
impact.presaure?
1. Electtrical and pneumatic
2. Pneumatic only
3. Electrical only
4. Pitot-static

2-46. Whats,ure the four data inputs to the air
ditioqpmputer?
1-:"Iftpact pressure, total temperature,

'indicated static pressure, and true
angle of attack

2. Impact pressure. true temperature,
indicated stat ,,ressure, and
indicated ang_ 0 attack

3. Total pressure, .otal temperature,
indicated static pressure,,and,
indicated angle of attack

4. Impact pressure, total temperature,
indicated static pressure, and indi-
cated angle to attack

2-47. Refer to table 4-1 in your textbook. The
symbol associated with impact pressure is
1.. Hp
2... Pt
3. Qc
4. Psi

,2-48. The CADC is basically what type-of compu-
ler?

EleCtromechanical analog
2. Electromechanical digital
3. Electrical analog
4. Electrical digital

2-49. Satlt pressure errors become a signifi-
cant factor at what relative speed(8)?
1. Supersonic-only
2. Transonic only '

3. Subsonic and supersonic
4- Supersonic and transonic .

,2-50. Thq two pressures ithich when added are
equal to total preisure are
1. pitót pressure and impact pressure'
2. static pressure and the pressure

created by the motion of the aircraft
3. pitot pressure and the pressure

created by the motion of the aircraft
4. impact pressure.and the pressure

created by the motion of the aircraft

3 4 5
13
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2-51. The two temperatures which make up total

2-52.

temperature are
0 .

1. ambient plue.the engine intake ram
air

.2. ambient plus the.temperature increase
created hy the motion of the aircraft

3 ambient pluk the temperature decrease
f 4

created by the surrounding air
4. ambient plus the ratio of ram air

external to the aircraft and engine
intake ram air temperatures'

The reference for the angle-of-attack
probe is the
1. aircraft's wing axis
2. aircraft's longitudinal datum line

. 3. earth's magnetic lines-of force
4. ground direcrly below the aircraft

4

Learning Objective: Correlate
symbols with the functions of an
ADC represented by the symbols,
and recognize principles of
operation of the static pressure

-compensator (SPC).

The two.variables,that cause the most
'significant errors in indicated static
pressure AA detected by the aircraft
staticcorts are Mach nUmber and
1. angle of attack
2. airspeed
3. total temperature
4. ambient temperature

2r54. The purpose of the static pressure compen-
sator (SPC) is to
1. produce true pitot-static pressure
2. compensate for static pressure errors

caused by temperature changes
3. produce true static pressure
4. produce true total pressure

2-55. The purpose of the SPC failsafe circuitry
is to

I.. block off the indicated,static line
and vent the SPC case 656 cabin air
if the SPC fails

2. block off the indicated static line
and vent the SPC case to the auxiliary
static port if the SPC fails

3. Slockoff the indicated static line
and connece the auxiliary static line
to the true static load lines if the
SPC fails

. .

connect the indicated static line
directly to the true static load
lines if the SPC fails

14

to figure 4-6;-answering items
2-5 through 21-58.

2-56. The beam is balanced when the
1. force Po is equal to the forceat

point B and the.force Psi is equal
to the.force at point A

2. fulcrum is midway between points A and
B and gage pressure (Pg) is equal to
vacuum pressure (Pv)

3. force at point B times the distance
from point A to the,fulcrum is equal
to the force'at point A times the
distanceffrom point B to the fulcrum

4. force at point B times the distance
fram point B to the fylcrui is equal
to the force at point A times the
distance from point A to the fulorum

0,

2-57. The purpose of Mach function cams fl an
f2 is to
1. position the C potentiometer of t

angle-of-attack transmitter
2. trip the failsafe circuitry when the

aircraft exceeds its Mach limit
3. position potentiometers R36 and R32
4. position variable resistors R33 and

R37

2-58. The difference in potential between the
wipers of potentiometers R32 and'R36.is
zero'at Mach
1. 1.5
2. 1.0
3. 0.94
4. zero

2,59. Which of the following statements is cor,7
rect concerning the operation of the SPC
failsafe circuitry? .

1. A beam unbalance lasting 0.4 second
will have no effect on SPC oper-
ation

2. If 115 vac is interrupted for 0.2
second the SPC failrfe sOlehoid
deenergizes

3. If 28 vdc.J.Linterrupted for 0.2
second the SPC failsafe solenoid
deenergizes

4. Relay K3deenergizes on all power
interruptions

346

Learning Objective: Recognize fdtc-
tions and principles of operation of
the pressure ratio transducer (PRT)
and the logarithm pressure controller
(LPC).

4



Items 2-60 through 2-66 pertain
preesure ratio transducer (PRT)

in figure 4-8.

io the
showm

2-60. The Mach output of the PRT is derived
from
1. Pt inputs only
2. Ps inputs only
3. Ps and Pt inputs
4. LnPs and.Pt inputs

2-61. Ps enters the case of the pressure ratio
sensor and applies a force corresponding
to Ps at one end of the beam by acting
through the evacuated bellows, while Pt
is pOrted to one side of a differential
bellows which applies a force at the
other end of the beam. The force applied
to the beam by the differential bellows
corresponds to what pressure?
1. Pt

2. Pt - Ps
3. Ps + Po

4. Pt - Po

2-62. When the beam is unbalanced, the.Voltage
induced in the pickup winding nearest the
beam is greater because
1. the magnetic circuit consisting of

the exciter core, the beam, and the
near pickup winding core.has a
greater reluctance

2. the magnetic circuit consisting of
the exciter core, the beam, and the
far pickup winding core has a greater
permeance
the permeance in both pickup winding
cores is greater

4. the magnetic circuit consisting of
the exciter core, the beam, and the
near pickup winding core has a
greater permeance

2-63. The signal voltage, which is the output
uf the pickup coils, is equal to the
1. difference between the voltages

induced in the piskup windings
2. sum of the voltages induced in the

pickup and exciter windings
3. difference between the absOlute

values of the voltages induced in
the two pickup windings

4. amplitude of the larger voltage of
r , the pickup windings

2-64. In addition to driving the jackscrew to
'reposition the fulcrum, the servomotor
also drives the
1. E-core transformer
2. evacuated bellows
3. device which provides'the error

signal input to the PRT
4. tachometer-generator

2-65. The direction in which the servomotor
rotates is determined by the
1. direction of rotation,of the

tachometer-generator
2. -phase of the error signal
3. magnitude of the error signal
4. magnitude of the tachometer-generator

output

How is the beam balanced by the forces
Within the PRT?,/
I. They cause tepositioning of the

fUlcrum until the beam is balanced
2. They adjuret Ps until the beam is

balanced''
3. They adjust Pt until the beam-is

balanded
4. They;adjust the differential bellows

until the beam is balanced

Items 2-67 through 2r73 pertain to the
logarithm pressure controller (LPC);

2-67. The outputs of tile LPC have the forms of
1. two mechanical shaft positions and

two electrical synchro signals
2. three mechanical shaft positions and,

tWo electrical synchro signals
3. one mechanical shaft position And two

electrical synchro signals
,4. two mechanical shaft positions and

three electrical synchro signals

Refer to figure 4-9'in -answering,items
2-68 throukh 2-70.

2-68. The piirposeof the linearizing cam in the
carriage assembly'of the LPC is to compen-
sate for the slight nonlineirity in-the ,

apatural logarithm of
qv static pressure (LnPi) with indicated

pressure changes (LpPsi changes)
2. indicated static pressure (LnPsi)

c with altitude changes
3. static pressure (LnPs) with altitude

changes
4. indicated static pressure corrected

for airspeed errors

2-69. A Ps shaft output is derived from LnPAL
shaft rotation by the Ps shaWbeing
driven by the LnPs shaft through
1. a pair of antilog gears
2. a pair of analog synchro'i-otors
3. one antilog gear and one-analog

synthro rotor
4. a pair of log-log gears

2-70. The incremental change in LnPs (ALnPs)
output is used in
1. missile control
2. fire control'
3. automatic flight control
4. radar antenna stabilization

2-66.

15
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2-71. The altitude encoding unit (AEU) has a
digital output which is supplied to the
1. IFF
2. AFCS
3. CADC
4. SPC

c.

2-72. Refer to figure 4-4. What is the purpose
of the digitizer in. the altitude encoder
unit? .

1. It converts analog to digital
2. It converts digital to analog
3. It reverts altimeters to Pi pnenmatic

inputs, if AEU fails
4. It turas the receiver/transmitter.

Coder off if AEU fiils

2-73.

16
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Which of(the following statements is cor-
rect concerning the pressure tnput to-the
LPC? :

1. .The.pressure input is' Pst.while the
'SPC is operating'

2. The pressure input is Pei if the SPC
Iails

3. .TheOressure input is supplied by the
altitude hold diaphragm

4. There is no pressure input if the SPC,
fails or is turned off

e



Assignment .3
Ali Data Computer Systems; Attitude/Reading Reference Bombing Computer SysteMs

Text: Pages 75 - 121

Learning Objective:
tions and principles
the Tt and TAS servo
sector assembly,,and
gearbox modules.

Recognize func-
of operation of
assembly:*Mach
the computer.

0 Items 3-1 through 3-3 pertain to the total
temperature (TO and.true allspeed (TAS)

servo assembly module. '.

3-1., Total temperature as sensed by the total
temperature sensor ii the sum of ambient
temperature and the temperature produced

by
1. deceleration'of the air flowing into

the probe
2. expansion of the air flowing into the

probe J

3. acceleration of.the air flowing.into.
the probe
aircraft skin frictiop with the air

Refer to figure 4-12 in answering items°
3-2 and 3-3.

3-2. The twp reference signals applied to thel
TAS bridge are
.1. Mach and absolute, tkmp:esatpre .

2. Ps/Pt and ambidni7Eemperature.
3. Mach and tota.48:elperPipte
4. Ps and totaI

3-3. The component whiPWs. .videsthe.TAS servo-
amplifier with an iiipur''whIch is detefMined
by the position of the TAS output shaft is
1. R29
2. R30
3. R31
4. R60A

Refer to figure 4-13 in answering items 3-4.
through 3-7.

3-4. As indicsted-in_table.4.4. 'the Purpose of

potentiometeris R.32 ,an4-R36 in the Mach
sector assembly:Aodule 401.to
1. furnish'Mach-information td the TAS

bridge and,aMplifier'
2. supply*Mkchoorraction information for

ultimate.uee in.tha SPC:
3. Suppli,MachiorgectiOn information to

the Ang1e-40f-altank'indicatipg,system
4. s.uppi)) Maph iriformation to the true

airspeed servoapop.fier.
. .

Itemp 3:-5:and 1-6'pert'aiA.to the computer
gehrhfm module. , '

3-5. The cotOuter.gearbox performs mechanical
complitatiokin 'responne to PRT and LPC
inputs of.

pp/Pi,:1.6; andLnPs
' 2 s0t;12S-; And Ln(Qc/Ps)

ALnPs
4. :Misch,"AtdPe, and.LnQc phiffs

4
.

.

3-6. The witput of, resistor R-21 in the poten4-
meter aseimbly:is in electrical signaf..:

,

ptppOrtionalltp,
.1: Pp
2. Ps/Pt

,.3. Las
4.. LnPs/pt

3-7. What functlokdoes.synchro transmitter
'perform?,

1.- jt-.6upplie8 the APCS with Mach-hold
-:i0f9rmation Wen L8 is deenergized

2. :;.1-t, heads theaircraft:at the altitude
- selected-by the AWS
3. ,It,,supplies the AFCS with Mach signals

which correspond to deviations from
the APC§'Mach-hold engage reference
It'positions the Mach indicator to OA
MACh. '

' 17



3-8.

Learning Objective: Recognize as-
pects of ADC system maintenance,
including maintenance lhnititions
and performance testing.

Which of the followingtest sets supplies
pitot and static pressure inputs for
teSting eir.data computers?
1. TTU-205 B/E
2. SM-355/ASH-62
3. TS-2357/ASM-269A
4. TTU-229/R

3-9. Generally, the proper order in which the
computer function tests Should he.per-
formed'is
1. pneumatic leak test, static Pressure

'compensator check,. And Potenti-
ometer and sWitch checks

2. static pressure ccespensator check,
pneumatic leak test, and potenti-
ometer and switch checks

3. pneumatic leak test, potentiometer'
and switch ehecks, and static presSUre
compensator check

4. potentiometer and switch thecks, 'Static
pressure compensator check, and
pneumatid leai test

Learning Objective: Poivit out fea-
tures of. the AN/AJB -7 reference
bombing system and the functions
of its components, inéluding modes '

of operation and banhing procedures)

3-10. An attitude reference bonbing computer
system is composed of
1. a low altitude bombing system only
2. a display, radar lock-on, and boib

release system
ap all-attitude display system only
a low altitude bombing system and an
all-attitude indicating or display
system

341. The all-attitude display.indicator indi-
cates to the pilot'any pitch, roll, of
azimuth movement.of the Sircraft through
a maximum of

1. 90°

. 180°

. 270°

360°

In items.) -12 through
the equipment that pup
information listed in

A. Reference

-14, seleCt from column B
lies each reference

column.A.

B. lquipment
Information

3-12. Azimuth 1: FluX valve

3:13. Rate-of-turn 2. Vertical gyro .

3-14. Pitch and
roll (PRIM)

3. Geocentric
vertical flight
reference set

4. Rate iyro
transmitter

In items 3-15 through 3.47, seleCt from column B
a feature of each of the bombing Modes listed
in column A.

A. Bombing Modes B.

3-15. Loft , 1.

3-16. Timed over -the -

shOulder

. 3-17. Instantaneous 2. Uses a low-angle
over-the-shoulder release

Features

Bomio releases as
soon as the Pickle
button is de-i.

pressed

Uses a high-angle
release and an
identification

'point

4. Has no timed
.interVal or Iden-
tification point

3-18. A voltage proportional to an acceleration
perpendicular to the longitudinal axis
of the aircraft is supplied'to thi flight
director bombing computer by an
1. attitude reference group
2. accelerometer
3. amplifier po,Wer supply
4. indicator power supply

3-19. Refer to figures 54 and 5-2. Duking a
loft bombing run, the sphere of the
attitude.indicator is,predominantly white,
indicating that the'aircraft is in a
1. _roll'

2., sharp turn
3. steep climb

. 4. steep'dive

3'5 0
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3-20. An aircraft is flying with the AN/Aagg

in the slaved mode. The inherent coin!

pase transmitter inaccuracies are
counterbalanced by
1. 24 capacitors in the attifode refer-

ence group,

2. 24 potentiometerS in
Adapter-compensator

4. 24 potentiometers i
System controller

4. 24 clapacitors in the

ence group

the compass

e Compass
0

heading refer-

3-21. Which of the following components in the
AN/AJB-7 , systetti provides the emergenci

source-of azimuth information in the
compass mode?
1. Vertical gyro
2. Flux valve
3. Displacement gyro
4. Directional gYro.

3-22. The remote attitude and standby.attitUde
indicators differ from the attitude
indicator in that the attitude indicator
displays pitch, roll, and azimuth while
the remote attitude and standby attitude
indicators display
1. pitch and.roll
1. roll oniy
3. azimutkand roll
4. pitch only

3-23. The unit thii miqimizes vertical, gyro
errors and azimufh slaving errors when
the aircraft rate-of-turn is greater than
15° per minute is:the
1. compass transatter
2. switching rats gyroscope
3. tate gyroscope transmitter
.4. displacement gyroscope assembly'

3-24. The gyroscope gimbals should NOT be Oper-
ated in FAST ERECT longer-than one.minute
because the
1. vertical flight reference set may be

damaged
2. attitude indicator cannot respond

longer to sach a rapid change in
displacement

3. displacement gyroscope leveling
torquers may be damaged

4. displacement gyroscope gimbals miy
freeze

col%

In items 3-25 through 5-27, select
the equipment that supplies the Al
of the modes.listed in column A. .

A. ,JModes

3-25. Compass
N

3-26. Directional
gyro

3-27. Slaved

B. Equipment

1. Both dire4ional7
gyro aed 'flux valve

2. Flux valve only
A

3. DtrectiOnal gyro,.
only

4. Both leveling
torquer and fluX
valve ,

Learning Objective:.. Recognize oper-.
ational theory of the AN/AJB-7,
particularly of the' dieplaceftent .

. gyroscope assembly and the.units that
are affected by it.

3-28.EThe'disp1aCement gyroscOpe Assembly is--
coMposedof all of the follewing cOmpwr
nents EXCEPT :

1. pickoffs and gyro torquers,
2. interacting gimbais and servo lOope
3. a directional and a vertical gyroecope
4. le4eling amplifiers

3-29. What prevents the vertical giro gimbal
from spinning about thspitcli-axis in
gimbal lock?

-1. Electricalfstopslor the inner
gimbal

2. Electrical stops for the outer
gimbal

3. Mechanical stops for the; inner.r011
gimbal

4. .Mechanical.stops for the outSt roll
gimbal

015 1
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A .

:the spin axis'of.the vertioal'gyto
hak reached sravity7vertical, any devi-
tion.from this position. willt.be correeted
bY !

.

. the.caging OircuitAhlthlaintaine,the
gyro at gravity-y4i d

2. electrolktic,awitC
torqUers whicKret
io gravity-vetticat:

3. the direct1ona1"4Wo

4. photocells thati
loop%whiCh'erect%

at activate
gyro back *.

ing servo,.

Axis.

0.eyqling
modulator which:drit474vtorquers
tb return the gyro b' -'s.ed4ravity-

. vertical. t!f P. 1

3-31.° Which: of the'follo0.44 stet eta cot-.
rectly descr1be0hCoutPael.Oft'ih0,1eVel-
ing modulatotIMiag gytaj01081,0,0g once
the photoce11 440ceive equ4 amounts of
light? '

. e

: 1. The sma11.-oilt*t.:70. amitlified and
used todrillellytwoepin mAtor

2. The large'oatp4CamgAfied and:
used!tO etire the-gyto_Stoin motor

3. .The ssall"-OletPdt"Ad'useeto drive the

fp. Thei0a .;

,
. .

. .

1-32. ,In an indicaW toll servo loop, the roll
attitude're6irence signal 16 obtained
gram ehe
1. inner gimbal control transformer ,
2:- displacement,gyro outerroll gimbal

control transmitter
,

3. 'outer roll gimbal control amplifier
1 cuter roll potentiometer on the

_inner roll gimbal

. .

3-33. When a pilot must assume a poeitive angle
,of attack for a constant ctulae altitude,
.he.will adjUst the

.

1.. pitch trim control_for gO° pitch
. indication'on the sphereof the

attitude indidator
2. roll potentiometer lor 900 roll,

!.'4,indication on the sphere of:the

41:71;144tude indicitor

3. -0 .k trim control for zero pitch
Aii cation on the sphere of the

' att 'tole indicatOr,
4.- rollopOtentiometer.foraero roll

indiCit4on on the sphere of the "
;4

ir attitd§0 indicator

3-34. When a pitch trim setting.has been mutt
and the aircraft goes into a dive, the
effects* of the trim setting,ate removed
from the attitude indicator by action of
the pitch

-; 1. control 4ansmitter, ,

2. trim fade circuit
3. control transformer
4. motor generator

z...

3-35. In the DG mode of OPeraind, what infot-
- motion is displayed on the'attitude

indichtot sphere?
1. Azimuth
2. 'Roll only

*3. Pitch only
4. Roll and pitch

3-36; Real drift in the directional gyro is
o Compensated for by adjusting the

1. LAT cont541....-.

2.

3. BIAS'AVISPntr-oi.
4. compes,&05folk9l1ei'

.3-37. "The
the
1.

.2.-
3.-38..

purpose Of the AGC circdit during
slave mode of opeiation.is to
reduce theinput frequency of 800 Hz
ip a.phase-sensitive,eignal of!b00 Hz '

oompensate for'a phiae difierepte of
90° in the Couipass'control transformer
comi,ensatb for real and apparent
drift fo

provide a relatively' constant overall.
'sensitivity'to changing magnetic
.intensitY levels

While ihe speed decreaser ia energized,
.

causing a gear tatio of 12 to 1, the ,

azimuth ilewini.speed and direction ate
dependent upon the
1. speed and.d4rection the flux valve

is rotating from magnetic.north
2: distance and ditection the SET HDG

knob is turned from center
3. direction and distande the SYNC:
. knob is turned from center
4. synchronization speed and direction

of the directional gyro

Learning Objectiv,e. Recognize opei-
ating pr4nciales Of the reference
bomping systeM, inbluding display
ind'ications!during preflight and
bombing runs.

0 In items 3-39.through 3-4 , assume that
-the'switches on the bomb control panel

are positioned to LABS, READY,'and LOFT.

3-39. During a preflight of the LABS system,
you depress the pickle button and find
the flight director pointers are properly
centered on the attitude indicator but
there is no 1200-Hz tone in your headset.
Which of the following may be malfunc-
tioning? .

1. Attitude indicator
2: 'Flight director bOmb computer

-3. Intervaltimet
-4. Piekle switch

352



3-40. What g signal:must be maintained tb keep
the horizontal flight directOr pointer

...centered oa the attitude indicator until
inverted.flight is reached?
1, 6'g
2.; 2 g
3. 8'g
4. 4 g

The yertical flight director pointer.Ii°
controlled .by the.
1. gimbal action in thadisplacement

gyroscope assembly
2. flux valves located in the tip pf

each wing: '

3. j Programer immediately after.pullup
4: release angle coMputer servo loop '

. . e' 73-47.
3742, In the displacement gyroscOpe.''the inner.

:toll gimbalwill sense pure yaw and the
azimuth gimbal will eense pnre'roll

'whenever the airCraft reaches an.angle bf

3-41.
. kz,

Learning ObjeciiVel _Relative to the
AN/ANN-70' vertical flight reference
.set, indicate its Compoeition, pur

, s

, Ogee, operating.principles; and
mantenance considerations.

3-46'7iTrue heading used by the.11ight director
computer is conyertecrfrOM magnetic

.

heading within the
1: amplifier computer
2. control amplifier
3.. programmer- ,.
4, lieading synchro

The vertical flight reference set is.,
. .

composed ef'
1. a vertical ilight reference sensor

only
. .

2. a vertical 114ght refarence computer
onIY' .

3. a vertical-flight displacement gyro- ,
.scOpe and i.vertical flight'refer-
ence pansor
a vertical flight re-faience computer
-'and a 'vertical flight reference,
sensor,

3-4t The vertical fligStteference pet is,
nenignen to'cdmpnte .

1. 4glightpath angle and vertical velocity
2. yertical'acceleration and coordinate.

.position
, 3: true airspeed and rate of turn
4: roll and pitch

3-49 Longitudinal accelerations ocfur as the
aircraft airspeed changes. A change in-
which of the following will NOT resnit in
airspeed changes?,
1. Pitch attitude
2. Engine,power setting
3. Circuit calibration
4. Plight configuration .

45° roll
2. 45° pitch
3. 90' roll
4. 90° piech

3743. ReferCOjigure 5-11. When the aircraft
ds at 90c.ilpitch, what are the inputs to
)the roil atator,on the yaw-roll resolver?
%Jo. MiniMUm roll signal and maximum

AZimuth signal
2. Maximum roll signal andtlinimUM

0 azimuth signal
3. Maximum pitch signal and minimum

roll'signal.
4. Minimum.pitch signal and' maximum

roll signal

3-44. The roll and azimuth error signals are
mixed together and-applied to the verti-

.' Cal director pointer as one high sensi-
tivity error signal because
1. theueititude indicator has only tWo

pointers, and the vertical indicator
is used for yaw errors

2. the autopilot responds only to a
dombined signal
the pitch errori signal is always.less
than the combined signals, and Oyes
a release signal more quickly

4. both error signald cah be corrected '

by the same type maneuver of the air-
craft

3.-4k: During pullup in a loft maneuver, the
automatic bomb release may be deactivated
at any time by
1. releasing the pickle button only
2.' yawing the aircraft more than 30° only
1. maintaining the flight director

pointers at zero
4. yawing the aircraft more than 30° or

releasing the pickle button

.3-50. If longitudinal accelerations
craft increase, the yertical sensor-of
the reference set will,be maintained
vertical by the
1. acceleration of the pendulum

swinging backward'
2. acceleration of the pendulum

swinging forward
3. spin motor accelerating propOrtigpally

to the acceleration
4. spin motor decelerating proportionally

to'the acceleration

21
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3-51d f adAircratt's turn rate itIF
,while its airspeed decreases,
be tiktOfect, if any, 0 the angular
momattnm of the spin motor?
1, It willIleCrease
2. It will'intrease
3. It will remain the same.
4. li will alternately increT and

decrease -!
0 V.,

3-52. The speed ot the.pendulUdospin motor is
,

tontrolled.hy the outpUt of 'the airspeed
. idteptiometer in the.Aiti data computee,,
and 1pin mOtor speed accuracy is main-
taided by a.,feedbadk signal-from al. 3-58...

Q 1. ,serWo amplifier,

2. spin motor speed Oickoff
3.. pendulum7rotor

.

4, speed cOntrol,CAlibration adjustment
resistor

i

3-53. The.two erection systems utilized in the
.vertical gyro are the,
1. initial and pendulum systems

2. electrolytic and pendulum sYatema
3. precise and initial,systems
4. electrolytic anCprecise systems

i!

Refer to figure 5-16 in answering items

3-54 through 3-56.

The primary of roll pendulum pickof.f, A201
is-excited by
1. phase A-90° and phase A
2. phase A-90° only
3. phase A only
4. the pendulum pitch torquer

3-55. Earth profile errors aretOrreCted'in the
vertical gyro by signals representing
1. ,phase A..and phAse A7-90° signals
2. phase AH90° signals only.-

3. pendulum pickoff signals
4. resolved airspeed

3-54.

3-56.'By phasing chopper A16Q3 to,the pitch
erection channel reference.signal, the
vertical gyro pitch glimbal is driven in
the amount and diredion necessary for
correction of the
1. magnetic variations in-the earth field
2. manufactured inaccuracies inherent in

the gyro
3. speed at which the aircraft follows

the earth.'s curvature
4. gravitational effects onthe aircraft

37 5 9 .

3-6 O.

. .

The flightpath'.angfe o f the aircraft is
cOmpuied by . . .

1. ,compariti&the ile!rtlEal weloCity to the
airspeed Along th4..iVelocitY vector.

2.. .comparing the outatioll iimbal to..
the vertical oitpitCh.gimhal

3. adding the pitch Output sijgnals to
,the velocitYlrectpi
subtractingt,pfie, pitch. pntput 'signals

lrom the veliicity vectot"

Refetto figure 5.48 in angwerina items'
'3758 and 3-59.

#

,The.putptit signal on theliinepotenti-.
ometer.ia which.uf the following?.
1. An.ac signal .;
2, A dc signal
3. A pulsating dc-Aignal:
4. A rectified dc signal-

Bow is a signal developed to correct the
vertical.velocity output of summing
amplifier A10A3? :

1. .The'sine potentiometer is rotated
through an Angle .

2.. The.sine potentiometer is rotated
through an angle Of 450

3. Computed altitude ls Compared With
baTometric.altitude

4. Computed altitude is aned to'baro-
metriC altitude

If the vertical flight reference set fails
the BITIcheck, all of, the following mustlie
remoVed.for repairiandicalibration EXCEPT
the -
1. reference set
-2, senaor
3. spin motor
4. computer'

In answering items 3-61 through 3-630elect from
Bthe function of each of the cirCuits
in column A.

column
listed

22

3-6 1 .

A. Circuits B. Functions'

Start cycle 1.

relay
circuits

3-62. Pendulum
erection
circuits

3-63. Electrolytic
erection
circuits

;351

Initially erects the
gyro.to a spin Axis
vertical position

2. Asaumes erection control
60 seconds after.poWer
application

3. Controls powet tothe
amtical gyro And the
bio erection circuits

4, Delays erection control
for 45 seconds after
power application



Assignment,4
Inertial Navigatio8;,Automaticl.Fliight Control Syste6

Text: Pages 122 - 160

Learning Objective: Recognite
fundamentals ftillievigation,-and
of the inertial:, navigator, in .

ainglel- and two-axis..detection;
and,indicada'pthe mathematics,
involved and.telated terminology.

. .

471. The two basic categories into whith nsvTga-.
tional methbds can be divided' are

1. catrialhd dead reekoning
2. ce .pial and position fixihg
3. pqaitihn fiXingand- dead reckoning
4. celestial and.inertial

Dea&reckohing,is the procees wherebT'
Position is calcUlated from known data of

position,course, *eed,
and elapiiied'time

2. prev1ous;p08ltion. course, and
Yelapeed tiMe

3. course,, Speed, and.elapsed time-
4. previoue positibn, CoUrse;. and speed

4-3.. The inert1a1 navigator ie a unique navigat-r,
ing syetem in that;Etitir;,..ri

!1. produces its oWn elec ca power
2. reliee on information :external.tO the

vehicle .:

. ie"independent.of wind or vehicle-Atti-
tude

4. beams a laser signal to navigational
satellites

.4-4. Where can:a true inertial system dxist?
1. ihanY space beYohd the influence'of

the earth's graVity _

In any space where there is.no atmos-
phere

3. In empty space beyond .the influence of
ali gravity fortes

4. In any'npnrotating empty spacf

. 4

4-7.

Newton's second law'of motion states that.'
1.. a bocly'at rest or.in uniform mntion

remain aerest ot.in unifilrm-
:-: motion Unless some external force is

apOlied!to it
2. to .every action foto* there.is an equal:,

,and opposite reaction fOrge'. '
1, 'acceletation.ifproportiOnal. to the

reshAant 'force-and is in the sante
:direction aathis forte

4. any, twO'btia.eaattract each,pthermith
a force proportional to the'product of,
their masses and inVersely proportionkr.:
to thesquare.of thedistance between
them

The term:Velocity Means a given'speed:in a!
gi/en direction, and in order .for,a vehicle
'to change either its speed or its.direCtion,
of ttaVer-it must experienCe
1. acbeleiation,
2. dtag .

1. inettia
deviatiOn

The mathetatical process by which accelera-
tion is detived from changes:in motioeie
called
1: .integration
2. segregation
3. summation
4. Aifferentiation

4-8. Essentially, what type
inertial.nivigatorT,
1. Integrating only ...

2. .:Diffetentiatinwand integrating ..;:e

3. ,Detecting'and,digetentiatin'g
4. .Detectifig end integratiAg-

Of deVice is the

4:-. . If':,theintegral of addeleratiOnWith J
l'eePect to time is veloCi ,;'and the

!LIntegral of velocity wit& espett t8 time
is displacement, what iat 'dOUble inte-
gral qf acceleration with eespect-to timer.-
,l. Acceleration '.' - :

2. DisplaceMent o

3. Velocity,:.

4, Position



.

4-10 The mathematical prOdess of *ming all . .4=16.
minae values of 40/ariahie functiorover.

.

a givenvtime is- Called \

1...integration
2. displacement
3. Ataceleration:

differentiation

441. An inertial.nivigatingAevice that'has
.enly Asingle-axis acceleration detector 4717.
.can detect
1. iceelerations along a`straight line

a.- parallel to the sensitive axis of the
detector

velocity along-a straight line_garal-
lal'tO the sensitive axis o, the
detector

' .

3. Accelerations along a Straight line 4-18.
perpendicular to'the sensitive a*is of
the 'detector

4: velocity ilong a stkaight line perpen-
dicularto-thesensitiva axis 'of the
detector .

4712, 'When an object is.undergoing.4 change in'
velocity, either positive or negative, the
Object is experiencing
1. acceleration
2. integration

-' 3. displacement
'4. constancy

Correlate figures 6=1 and 6-24n answering
items 4-13 anC4-14.

. r
4-13: The first' integrator (velocity) ceases n

Produce an outPut Whenever
1. :the net slum of detected accelerations

. iezero ,
2. acCeleration is zero.:
3. 'fate of displacement is constant J!
4. .Lichange in acceleration occurs

.414, When the first and second integrators
cease to produce outpute,. the readtait

device_should indiCateothat the Vehicle is
1. atmr.Passingthrough the point of

origin ..

. experienCing acceleration
3. experiencing diSplacement

at rest

. 40 Refer to figure-6-4 in answering items-
4-15 througit-4-47.

4749;

4-20.

4-15. . In 'ordeefer the twoSaxiii inertiai'maVga-
I

tic*SysterPto"ketiOtrack of the vehicles
.poikitipOep:the orientatiofi bf the
twd ACce4iodeters'enst be,suCh.thae theii '. _

'axes ate MO,ntainedmotually

%Mt's!'

7 Ingle
4ndicular..

+S.

o

056

If the vehicle if traveling along the
x-aXis while experiencing a 2-g accelera-
tiOn,'whaVvalues of acceleration will the IF

x Akcelerometers'detect? ,"
1. 0 and 2 g, respectively
2. 1,g and 2 g, respectively's
3. lig and 0; respectively .

4. 2 g and 1 g, respectiveli
P.

/f the ifehicle is making a turn while
movint at constant apeed,:what acceleril.
tion is detected by.the,accelerometers?-41
1. Centrifugal acceleration
2. Radial acceleration
3. Constant acceleration
4. Zero ecceferition, °

In detecting the acceleratlon of a bOdy,
-i6at does an acceleroAeteeuectuelly detect?
1 Velocity due to a change in speed
2. -Velocity due to a chinge in direction
3. The portion of acceleration that

ocenrs along its sensitive axis
.

4. The cOmponent of the forces causing
the velocity changes

Learning Objective: Identify,opera-
tional principles, of the basic compoL
nents-that oomprise an ineetial nevi-
gat*n syitemq including accelero-
meters, gyroscopes', integrators, and,.
the stable platform'. "' 4

7

The gyros in.the stable element are_Osed
for what purpose?
1. To detect vehicular accelerations.
2. -.To integrate detected vehidular accil*1

erations
1. To providestabilization signals. for -

the.stabilized platform _

4. To provide directional signals to the'
.:11navigation system

Which of the fallowing.rovides primary
data for the i6ertial navigation systemk°
1. /dialog computer

'2.. Gyro.

3. .SChuler pendulum
4.. Acceleiometer

flow many accelerometers arereOlixed.in
'

detecting the total acceleraf'i6eixperienced
by a.vehiCle?
1. One

Two.

3. Three,
4. tour

7
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4-22. Refer to figure 6-6: Which of the follow-
ing statements is NOT correct concerning
the output signal of'''the ac elerometer?

1. It is proportional to e pendultmt

restraining torque
It is proportional to the measured
acceleration
It is taken from Ole output :if a high-
gain amplifier

4: It includes acceleration due to grav-
ity

4-23. A device which processes acceleration sig-
nals to produce velocity information and
then processei the velocity information to
obtain.distance,traveled is called a/an '

1. accelerometer
2. integrator
3. potentiometer
4. tachometer

-4-24: How meny- integrators are required in pro-
ducing an output corresponding to distance
(displacement) if the.input is accelera-
'tion?

1. One
2. Two

- 3. Three
'4. Five

4125. How is gravitational 'effect eliminated
from the vertical acCelerameter's output
signal?
1. It is biased from the accelerometer's

output within the integrator
2. It is compensated for in the manufac-

turer's design of the vertical accel-
erometer

3. It is subtracted from the accelero-
meter's oUtput by the computer

4. It is 'counterbalanced by sOiing'ten7
sion on the mass

4-26. The stable element in the inertial naviga-
tion system is stabilized by
1. one three-degree-of-freedom gyroscope
2. two two-degree-of-fieedom gyroscopes
3. three one-degree-of-freedom gyroscopes
4. thiPe two-degree-of-freedom gyroscopes

4-27. Any displacement of the stable element
from its frame of reference is detected
by the
1. integrators
2. gyroscope leveling torquers
3.4 gyroscope pickoffs
4. differentiators

4-28. Aircraft heading and attitude information
derived as the

1. angular relationship of the iilatform
gimbals

2. angular ralationahip of the gyroscope
gimbals

3. relative magnikudes of the three atti-
tude pickoff signals from the gyro-
scopes

4. relative magnitude of the synchro
trpnsmitter and receiver signals

4,729. What gyroscopic principle is uted in main-
taining the stable platforiehorizontal to
the earth?
1. Spin

.2, Nutation
. 3. Precession'

4. Rigidity
..

Learning Objective:
A

Identify
the principles and application of
pendulous-mass accqlerometers, the
,Schuler principle is applied in
maintaining.platform orientation,
and the.role of the gyroscope in
maintaining platform stability.

4-30. A pendului is defined as any pivoted mass
'that is
1. irregular In shape
2. perfectly balanced
3. imperfectly balanced
4. free to rotate,in a circle

4-31. The simple pendulum shewn in figure 6-15
Must:rates thatfor equally-applied,
forces, the resultant angular motion will
be less when the string is
1. shorter
2. longer
3. tighter
4. knotted-

4-32. Consider a hypothetical simple pendulum
that has its masa suspendnd at the center
of the earth. What angular motion, if
any, with respect to the local gravity
vedtor will the pendulum experience if the
suspension Point is accelerated horizon-
tally with the earth's surface?
1. 'Lagging slightly
2. Leading slightly
3. None
4. Circular

357
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4-33. If a pendulum could be constructed to have
aAisriod Of oscillation of apProximately
84.4 minutes, 'what would itS length have
to be?
1. 3,440 inches-
2. 3,440 feet
3. , 3,440 yards,

tt 3,440 miles

4-34. ' Figure 6716 (C) illustrates a masnpi4oted
at its center of gravity. Thit is ap
example,of a pi4oted Massithit is not'a
pendulum because

4' -*
. 1. te-angular motion is infinite
2. it is offbalanced and its oscillation

is infinite -

3, it is perfectly balanced and its
length is 3,440 feet

4. it is perfectly balansed and its
length and periodof oscillation are
infinite

ii

4-38. It is.necessiry that the accelerometers be
maintained tn a.truly'horizontal reference
plene.forial the following reasons EXCEPT,
1. the accelerometers ctnnot,distinguish

between horizontal accele tion-and
gravitational acnaeration

2: the integrators would,develo elocity
anedistance errors if the plat orm
Izere not level

3. positqp errors would develop if Ith
platfat were not level

'A. the accelerometer outputs must always
be zero .

* 1

4*9. During, operaftion, it what times must.the
_1.0table platform be maintained in its ver-

tical reference frame?
1. tay. when the aircraft is in motion
2. Wall times, whether the aircraft is

mafthg over the.earth's surface or is
stationary

3. Onlwhen the 4rcraft is stationaryin
respect to the earth's surface

4. At all times,,except at the equator
when flYing east or west

Which of the following statements concern-
ing centripetal corrections is:cotrect?
1. They are always necessary on any course

that does not exactly coincide with the
earth's4coordinate great circle routes

2. They are similar to Coriolis corrsd-
tihns in their relationship .to thel
earth

3. If the earth were stationary, ceniri-
petal corrections would not be needed

4. They are necessary only when the course
is due north-south or direct* 'along
the eddator

4-Al. In what direetion will centripetal corr
tion be necessary for the stable elemen
in two aircraft, A and B; if A is flyi g
east and B is flying west in the northern
hemisphere?,.
1. North for A and south for B
2. South for A and north for B
3: South for both A and B
4. North for bbth A and B

4-35. A limiting factor in constructing a
-..-Schuler type pendulum operated entirely
y mechanical means is the fact that
1. the earth's rsdius varies in length

between the equator add the.poles 4-40.

2. the earth's radius is not exactly
known

3. constructing a peedulum that has a
Period of 84.4 minutes is extremely
difficult

4. .alfitude changes have an effect on the
period of a pendulum M.

4-36. The.frame of reference in which tl* iner-
tial navigation system operates is a
1. rotating frame which is horizontally

aligned in a plane paral4e1 to the
surface of the earth, and is oriented
to magnetic north

2. rotating frame which iálnertically
aligned in a plane perpendicular to
the surface of the earth, and is
oriented to magnetic north

3. rotating frame whidh is horizontally
aligned in a plane parallel to the e,

surface of the earth, and is oriented
to true north

4. ponrotating frame which is horizon-
tally aligned in a plane perpendicular 4-42.
to the surface of the earth, and is
oriented to true north

4-37. Refer to figure 6-10. The accelerometers
which supply the torquing signals to the
gyros lor leveling the stable element are
1. X and Z only
2. Y and Z only
3. X, Y, and Z
4. X and Y only
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Coriolinnorrections are necesstry in iner-
tial navigation systems because

of the earth's motion.in orbit around
the aun

2. the'earth is a rotating reference for
the system

3. the.earth is not a perfect sphere
4. gravity is not uniform over the eart)i .
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4-43. In what manner are centripetal and Cori°-
. lie corrections combined on east and west

headings in the northern hemisphere?
1. Summed on west heading; the difference

of the two on'east heading
2. Summed on east heading; the difference

of the.two on west heading
3. Summed.on both headings -'

4. The difference on both headings

4-44. What accelerometer and gyro combinations
make up the north and east Schuler loops,
respectively?
1: Verticil accelerometer and north gyro;

vertical accelerometer and east gyro
2. North accelerometer and north gyro;

east accelerometer and east gyro
?. North accelerometer and east gyro;

east accelerometer and'north gyro
4. lEast accelerometer and north gyro;

north accelerometer.and east gyro

Learning Objective: Recognize
elements of inertial navigation
system alignment and the basic
forms of alignment.

4-45. If the integration processes in the iner-
tial navigation system are to be meaning-
ful, there first must be initial condi-
tions set into the system. What are they?
1. Initial velocity and position of the

vehicle
2. Initial speed and position of the

vehicle
3. Initial course and position of the

vehicle
4. Initial course and velocity of the

vehicle

4-46. What are three basic forms of external
referefices used in aligning the inertial
Uevigation system?
1. Terrestrial, celestial, and inertial
2. Spherical; oelestial, and inertial
3. Terrestrial, spheriCal, and inertial
4. Terrestrial; celestial, and spberidal

4,47. Self-alignment is what bapic form of
alignment?
1. Celestial
2. Terrestrial
3. Inertial
4. Spherical

4-48. Fine alignTent, the process of aligning
the platform axes with the computer axes,
is done,by placing the
1. X accelerometer axis perpendicular to

the gravity vector
2. Y accelerometer axis normal to the

gravity vector
3. X and Y accelerometer axes mutually

perpendicular to the gravity vector
4. Z accelerometer *xis perpendicular to

the gravity vector

4-49. Refer to figure 6-26. Which statement is
correct regarding the loop? The output
of the x accelerometer is amplified and
applied to the
1. x gyro, and the output of the y

accelerometer is applied to the y gyro
2. y gyro, and the output of the x accel-

erometer is applied to the x gyro
3. y gyro, and the output of the y accel-

erometer is applied to the x gyro '

4. y gyro, and the output of the y accel-/
erometer is applied to the y gyro

4-50. What referende(s) does a north-seeking
platform utilize in aligning itself to
true north?
1. The earth's rotation and gravity
2. A gyrostabilized magnetic compass

system
1. A north seeki4 gyro
4. Doppler radar and a fluxvalve

4-51. Why is it, more difficult to align an'air-
craft's inertial navigation system at sea
than on a fixed earth base?
1. Because the ship's position is not

known as exactly as is the earth
base's position

2. Because the ship's inertial navigation
reference system embodies conventional
pendulum principles rather than the
Schuler principle

3. Because'the accelerometers on the ship,
4 being reiotely lOcated from the air-

craft, do not experience the same
accelerations as those on the aircraft

4. Because ships use magnetic references

dompass
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Learning Objective: Identify types
and operating principles of various
inertial navigation systems.
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4-52. Inertial navigation systems can be broadly
categorized under two types known,as
1. stellar and terrestrial
2. pure.and hybrid
3. analytic and geometriC
4. aircraft and surface ship

4-53. In the analytic inertial navigation sys-
tem, the platform position is referenced
to

1. true north
2. gravity
3. a point in spice
4. magnetic norih

4-54. Refer to figure 6-28. An output frorii the

north accelerometer is integrated with °
acCeleration correction terms with respect
to time to derive the north velocity comr
ponent Of the vehicle's track. What is
further done to the velocity term to pro-
vide a position readout in the form Of
latitude? The velocity term is
1. fed straight to the inlegrator
2. mixed with the gyro signal and

grated
3. converted to an angular velocity and

integrated
4. mixed with the east accelerometer

signal andintegrated

4-55. Refer to figure 6-29. 'When the platform
is aligned at the equator and then moved
north, what is the relationship,of the .

gyros and'accelerometers to the barth's
surface?
1. Both the gyros and accelerometers

maintain their position in inertial
space

2. The accelerometers remain normal to
the gravitational field; the gyros
maintain their position in inertial
space

3. The gyros remain in a plane tangent to
the earth's surface; the accelero-'
meters maintain their position in
inertial space

4. Both the gyros and accelerometers
remain in a plane tangent.to-the
earth's surface

inte-

4-56. After the position converter in the strap-
down system converts.inertial acceleration
and altitude vectors into coordinates,
these coordinates are used to

1. completely align the overall system
2. determine altitude of the vehicle
3 provide readouts of latitude and longi-

tude
4. determine accelerations along the

inertial axis

The combination.of an inertial navigation
system and some other tyPe of naVigation
system is called a/an
1. hybrid inertial navigation system
2. analytic'inertial navigation system
3. geometric inertial navigation system.
4. strap-down inertial naVigation system

4-58. The type of updating process that'comparee
the inertial ground- velocities with the
gtoUnd velocities of some other system is

1. reeet
2. summation
3. mechanized.

' 4. damping

4-59. Loran:is used to damp the inertial velnci-
ties ana update the position of the vehicle°
in which of the following hybrid inertial
navigation systems?
1. Radio inertial only
2. Doppler inertial
3. Stellar inertial only
4. Radio inertial and stellar inertial

4-60. In the Doppler inertial hybrid syritem, the
use of accurate ground speed information to
damp the inertially derived ground veloci-
tiesois a great advantagetecause errors
are NOT cumulative, and the accuracy
obtained may be in the order of
1. 100 feet per second
2. 2 feet per second
3. 50 feet per second
4. 20 feet.per second

4-61. All of the eollowing information is neces-
sary in order to have an accurate stellar
inertial navigation system EXCEPT
1. a reliable time standard
2. an up-to-date star catalogue
3. a well-aligned astrotracker
4. a Loran input

4-62. The basic inertial navigation system from
which all navigation,computations are
derived is a combination of
1. torque motors and gyros mounted on a

stable element
2. accelerometers and gyros,mounted on a

stable element
3. integrators and gyros mounted on a

stable element .

4. accelerometers and integrators mounted
on a stable element
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trol system and its components.



4-63. If the attitude hold mode is selected
when the.aircraft is in a 4-degree right
bank, what system response will result?
.1. The attitude hold mode will disengage,
'2: The system will hold the 4-degree

,right bank and operate in the roll
attitude hold mode

3. The system will level the aircraft in
the roll axis and operate in the head-

, ing.hold mode ,

4. The system will cause the aircraft to
roll to a bink attitude of 5 degrees ,

and will then operate in the roll
attitude hold mode

In answering items 4-64 through 4-68, select from
column Blthe syetem operation applicable to each
mode listed in column A.

A. 'Modes B. System Operations

444. Stability augmen-
tation

4-45. Altitude hOld

4-66. Command
2. The aircraft main-

4-67. Mach'hold tains a referenced
sOeed by making

4-68. Return-to- changes in pitch
level attitude

A.programmed bal-
listic co,Mputer
automatilly con
trols tWaiicraft
maneuver(s) -

3. Pitch attitude is
varied to maintain
the aircraft at.the
reference altitude

4. Pitch, roll, and
yaw deviations of
the aircraft are
dampened and turns
are coordinated

In items 4-69 through 4-71 which concern the stab-
ilizer actuator, select from column-8 the system
response relating to each of the modes listed in
column A.

A. Modes B. SystemItesponses

4-69. Manual 1.
,

The actuator cilinders
are moved.either by the

4-70. Series AFCS signal alone or by
the,APCS signal and the

4-71. Parallel control stick movement

Z. The AFCS input signal
causes the actuator.cyl-
inders to move and the
mechanical input is
locked out

3. The actuator cylinders
respond ttt movement of
the contro stick only

4. Hydraulic pressure is
removed and movement of
the control stick mechan-
ically operates the stab-
'ilizer

4-72. Which of the following statements is cor-
rect concerning the two operating speeds of
the stabilizer trim actuator?
1. Slow speed ia used in manual operation

to obtain fine trim adjustments
2. Fast speed ia required for automatic

trimming to obtain stable system opera-
tion

3. Fast speed operation can be selected
for use with either manual or AFCS con-
trol

4. Slow speed is required for automatic
trimming to obtain stable system opera-
tion

- e

4-73. Refer to figure 7-6. What are the inputs
from the flaperon autopilot actuator to the
flaperon actuators?
1. A combination of AVCS input and the

mechanical linkage in the series mode,
and a direct mechanical linkage from,
the control stick in the manual mode
A direct mechanical linkage fromthe.
control stick in the manual mode, and
an input from the AFCS only in the
series mo4e

. A combination of AFCS iriput and the
mechanical linkage in the stries.mode,
and an.input fronuAhe AFCS only in the
parallel mOlte

4. An AFCS input.only in the series mode,
and a combination Of AFCS input and.the
mechanical linkagWof#the control stick
in theparallalpode

1
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.Antomatic, Flight Control System;

Assignment 5
Power Plant and Aircraft Environmental Systems

Text: Pages 161 - 214.

Learning Objective (continued):
Recognize fundamentals of operation
of the AN/ASW6-16 automatic flight
:control system and its components.

5-1. Refer to figure. 7-7 and assume the AFCS
operating io manual mode. When rudder
position corresponds to rudder pedal
position, the flow of fluid isstopped
as a result of.action of the
1. servo ram
2. transducer
3. differentiating!lever.
4. electrohydraulic servo valve

5-2. The maximam combined AFCS andalanual
displacement of the rudder from neutral
for clean flight configuration CANNOT be
greate-r-tilan

5-7. A rate gyro's output is the result of
1. gyro case nutation
2. third-axis motion' -

3. torsion bar snapback
4. spin axis precession

5-8. A rate gyro is mounted in a nonlocking
gimbal whose rotational freedom is

is restrained by a
1. torsion restoring band
2. torsion restoring spring
3. viscous damper.
4. hair spring

J;
5-9. Which of the following statements is

correct conderning the output"voltage
from a rate dro?
1. Both polarity and amplitude are

determined by the diraction of
precession

2. Both polarity and/amplitude are
determined by the amount of precession

3. Polarity is determined by the
direction of precession and amplitude
is determined by the amount of
precession

1. 1°

2. 2°

3. 4°

4. 87

isfer to figure 7-8 in answering itema.5-3 through
.5m-6. Select from column B the type of each of
the system sensors listed in column A.

A. Sensors , B. Types

5-3. Lateral and normal
accelerometers

5-4. Yaw, roli, and
pitch.rate gyrds

5-5. Inertial navigation
system and air
data'cgmputer

576. Ballistic
computer set
and ground
contziblled

bombihg system

1. AFCS

2. Auxiliary

4. Amplitude is datermined by the .

direction oi precession and polarity
is determined by.the amount of
precession

,

5-10. Which of the folloWlag dinaors will deteCt
a loss of alritude,even thangh the aircraft,
is ina nose up atritdder r
1. The,vertical gyro "
2. The"pitch rate gYro r
3. The lateral accelernmeear
A. The normal, accelerometer

4
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5-11. Which of the following staWemenis is
correct.concerning the.output Voltage
from-the accelerometers?
1. The amplitude of the voltape is

constant hut its phase varies with
the speed of acceleration

2. The direction of acceleration
determinea the phase relationship
betWeen the output voltage an&the
'excitation voltage,'

3. The amount of acceleration determines
the phase relationship between the
output voltage and theexcitation
voltage

4. The phase of.the voltage is constant
but its amplitude varies with die
direction of acceleration

Refer,to table.7-2 idanSwering items
.5712 and 5-13.

57.12. When the AitS is operating in:rhe command
mode'and thcballisticcomputer, operation
is in affect, what will,be the result ,

of mpplying *forceto the.tontrol stick
in a. pitchdam direct$p?'
-1.,.:, S2 will disengage CS control of the

pitch axis, living the pilot manual
stick control. After the force,'
applied to thestick is releasede the
equipmept will return to command,Mode
ballistic computer operation
S1 will disengage AFCS cont:rol of.the
pitch axis.. RINII,k.the pilot -manual -

stick controVil, he. force
applied 3:451,t4a11.0i relevedT'ther.
equipment will-tetutMto coMMand mode'i

computei'oPhration.
S2.Wi1l.engage, sllow1mg4hesystep.A
to.have bothManual and-AP4 input
control during theAiime iheforce43
aPplied.to the control aic

4. S2...W$11 engage, Allowinethk.syptemth
MV0i$oihTmalau4k4a4AFC,S inpOt

"tomtrdlduring theltoiMe the bate* is
Mppli&to the contstick

,

.
5-13. When the AFCS is operating im ther1. Q-10,

-. mode, what will be the result of applying
a force in .excess of 1.1 poilnds to the
control stick in the roll left direction?.
1. S3 will cause the AFCS roll input to

disengage and allow the pilot to
insert manual-control; the TPQ-10
mode will automaticallY reengage when
the force is released

2. S4 Will cause the AFCS r011 input to
disengage and allow the pilot to insert-

. manual control; the TPQ-10 mode will
automatically reengage when the force
is released

3. S3 will cause-the AFCSroll'input to
disengage and allow the pilOt to
insert manual control; the TPQ-1.0
mode may be reengage& manually.after , '' 4

the force is released
S4 Will cause the AFCS roll input to

A
' ..,ji
t'

disengage and allOw the pilot to

45,

insert manual control;, the TPQ-10 mod
may be reengaged manually after the ,

.force is released

In answeting items 5-14 and 5-15-, refer' to
figure.7-12. Select from Colump Bthe'awitch
or Switches that will react's4Aaacribed in
column A when'power is appliSa; the switchAe
depreased to the engaged pdmition, andthe
depressing force is then released..

Rhactions Switches

Willt*pmain in the 1

.eng4pd.position until
thil'solenoid is S24
manually overridden
.dr the solenoid
'voltage is removed

,

thp
engaged pa/lion
uMfil the sole:lid
volta e is removed

44'
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5-16. The air navigation computer receives all 5-20
AFCS signals and routes them to operate
their respective httuators. Which of
the following happens to the signals
while they are passing thrOugh the i

co4puter?
a 1.. They are coupled and shaped only

2. They are coupled And amplified only:
3. They are shaped and amplified only:
4. They are ehaped, coupled, and

amplified

Refer tO'figure 7-14 in-answering items
5-17 and 5-18.

5-17. ,What does the Atput signal from the
altitUde, mach, and pitch command channel
represent?
1. A bank error
2. A roll errbr
3. A turn rate error
4. 4 pitch attitude error

5-18. The limited output signal from:the lateral
path channel Serves to establish'
1. a bank error signal from the roll

Apmputer
2. the maximum bahk angle which an error

signal can initiate
3. one of the maximum positions the

mach potentioMeter arm away from its
centered position

4. a rudder error signal resultinvfrom
the combination of roll.command'and
heading computer output signals

5-19. When the AUTO STAB-AUT.switch is in AUTO
position and the aircraft is in a roll
attitude of less than 5 degrees, what
automatic flight controlconfigurationw
are autonatically aelectedf
1. Attitude hold andwing leveling only
2. Headipg hbld and-wing leveling only
3. Attitude hold and heading hold only
4. Attitude hold, heading hold, and wing

leveling

. When the AFCS is operated in the heading
hold configuration, what relay conditions
exist and what circuitoperationsoccur
in the roll computer module?
1. K3001 is energized, which couples the

:heading ccimputer control transformer
error .signal.ro themotor; K3004 is
energlzed,,which'Aples a signal from,
the sine resnlver*Z600,,canceling
the heading' erris.":441. r ter the
desired bank is

2.. K3001 is deener:. Whith couples
the heading c trol trans-
former error he motor;'

K3004 is energized,- Wich.couples a
signal from the sine.resolver to Z600,
canceling .the heading error signal
after the desired bank is established
K3001 is deenergized, which stops.the
motor; an error signal is fed directly
to the AFCS serVoeystem through the
deepergized tontacts of K3004 and
K3003

4. K3001 id deenergized, which couples
an error-signal to the motor; thie .
error signal, which cancele the input
error, is coupled to Z600, through the
energized.contacts of K3003 and the..
deenergized contacta of K3004

5-21. If AFCS:is engaged in attitude hold mode
and the aircraft is in a bank greatex than
60 degrees, 000" Will energize. A
signal will be coupled through the limit-
ing network, resulting in what aircraft .

response?
1. Roll back to a bank angle of 60

0 degrees
2. Roll back to ajtenk angle of 25

degreei
; 3. Hold at the engaged bank angle
4.. Return to a wings level attitude

MU'

5-22. What components provide for the cancel-
lation of the resolver output when the
aircraft is at zero bank angle?

and T3001
and R3015
and R3021
and C3012

1. C3012
Refer to figure 7-15 in your textbook 2. R3018
in answering items, 5-20 through 5-22. 3. R3018

4. R3018
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Refer to figure 7-16do answering items
5-23 and 5-24.

5-23. Which of the followingcorrectly describes
the input signal to Z100-2?
1; A 400-4 signal whose.phase and ampli-

tude are determined by the dArection
and amount of rate gyro'precession

2. dc signal whose polarity and ampli-
tude are deterMined by the difection
and amount of rate gyro preceeaios

3. A 400-Hz signal whose amplitode.is
constant and whose phase is determined
by the amount of rate gyro precession
A dc signal whose amplitude is
constant and whose Tolarity is deter-
mined by the direction of rate gyro.
precession

5-24. The race gyro signal is coupled intd the .
rq.1.1 servoamplifieeas:an ac signal,
demodulated into a dc signal, modulated
back into an ac signal: mixed with the
roll command and feedback signals, and

. coupled through the
1. rate gyro wipe-out channel to actuate

the roll computer module
2. rate gyro wipe-out channel to actuate

, the rate gyro
3. actuator drive amplifier section to

actuate the flaperon actuator
4. actuator drive amplifier section to

the summing junction

Refer to figure 7-17 in answering items
5-25 and 5-26.

5-25. When the AFCS is operating in pitch
attitude synchronization mode, what is
the output of the pitch computer module
control transformer, and why?
1. Zero because the motor amplifier is

disabled
2. A direct representation of the sensed

deviation pitch'of the aircraft from
a reference attitude because both
K4001 and K4006 are energized

3. ZerO because any detected deviation
in pitch is coupled to the motor and
nulls the control transformer

4 Zero because both K4001 and K4006 are
energized and all inputs to the 5

control transformer are remaved

5-26. Which orthe folloWing statements is
correct concerning the pitchtcompnter.
module when tht AFCS is operated in
altitude-or mach hold mode?
1. °K4001 is energized and k4006 is

deenergized; any altitude or mach
deviatiot signal daUses the motor..
to tOrn the sine resolver and coupIe
a,signal to the system which changes
the aircraft pitch.to reduce the
error signal to zero

. 2.:K4001 is deenergized and K4006 As
renergized;.any altitude'or Mach
deviation-signal causes the motor to.
turn the control transformer*d
couple a signal to the syste0 which
.changes the aircraft pitch to redece
the! error signal to'.zero

3. K4001 and1006 are both energized;
any altitude or mach deviation signal J.
causes the motor to turn the pine

..".Tesoslver whose.error.signal il
coupled to thesystem to. change dle
aircraft pitch to reduce the eroror,
signal to zerd

4.. K4001 and K4006 are both deenergized;
any plitch.or roll deviation,signal
causes the motor to turn the sine
resolver whgse error signal is
coupled to the system to.change the
aircraft pitch to reduce the error
signal to zero

Learning Objective; Recognize
signal flow theory relevant to
the rudder, flaperon, and stabi-
lizer axes in the va

\

ious modes of
.

AFCS operation.

Refer to figure17-19 in answering items
5-27 through 5-29.

5-27. The control functions provided by the
rudder axis inclu'de
1. yaw dampening and heading hold only
2. yaw dampening and coordination of

turn maneuvers only._
3. heading hold ind coordination of turn

maneuvers only,
4. yaw dampening, heading hold, and

coordination of turn maneuvers

5-28. As the rudder actuator is being.positioned
proportional to Z100-1's input signal, .

the input error signal is'canceled by a
signal from the-
1. yaw.rate gyros
2. position sensor
3. air data'computer
4. balance adjust

33
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5-29. AFCS and rudder pedal signals are
combined in what manner and at what
jUnction?
1.. Mechanically at slumming junction (3)

2. Electrically at summing junction (3)
3. Mechanically at syMming junction (2)
4. Electrically at summing junction (2)

5-30. When the AFCS is operating in the stabi-
lity augmentation mode, the yaw damper
and tUrn cnordination signals function to
1. maintalp a referenced attitude.
2. assist the pilot in moving the rudder

pedala.
3. dampen aircraft yaw movement.and

reduce aircraft side acceleration
4. increase yaw movement and airctaft

side.acceleration.

5-31. Selection of the mode(s) of operation Of
the flaperon axis CANNOT be actomPlished
by
1. engaging a switch on the TPQ-10

ground controlled bombing system panel
2. applying force to the aircraft control

istick

3. lengaging functipn switches on the
controller

4., engaging a switch on the aircraft
control stick

4). litference to figure 7-20-will be helpful
in answering items 5-32 through 5=36 '

5-32. The signal generated by movement of the
control stick and the AFCS control signal
are Combined bY
1. electrically summing_the.stick move-

ment, signal with the AFC'S electrical
signal at summing junction (8)

2. electrically summing a signal frdm
the position.sensor and the AFCS .

input at summing junction (7)
3. electrically summing a signal from

the poslaion sensor and the AFCS
signal at the autopilot actuator

4. mechanically summing the stick move-
ment signal,with the AFCS mechanical
signal at summingtjunction (8)

17

4
5-33. When the AFCS is operating in the stabi-

lity-augmentation mode, automatic Synchro-
nization of( the flaperon axis with the_
roll and heading of the4ircraft is
accomPlished by what components?
1. The command coupler Module ,and the

heading Computer module, respectively
2. The roll servo amplifier and the

command coupler module, respectively
The roll servo amplifier and the head.-
ing computer module, respectively

4. The roll computer module andthe head-
ing computer module, respectively

5-34. Roll attitlide synchronization and)leading
synchronization servetto keep the output
shafts of'the roll servo assembly and-the
heading servo assembly aligned.respectively
with the roll attitude and the heading of'
the aircraft.

5-35. Which of the following actions 1441
result if the rolr,attitude mode P

engaged when the aircraft is in-a roil
attitude in excess of 6Q degrees?
1. The system will retuin the aircraft

to a wings level attitude u.

2. The ystem will hold the.eircraft at
the attitude at which engagement
occurs

3. The toll attitude will be reddded to
, and be mainiained at 60 degrees

attitude.hold engage switch will
disengage

5-36. 'Emitter fbllower (Z5050) in the command
coupler module serves to -

1.*.f match the impedances of the flech pot
and the lateral path channel'.

2. match the impedances of the two input
circuits to Summing junction (4)

3. match the impedance of the Mach pot and
Summing function (4)

,

4. provide a three-to-one decrease in
heading gain from the aircraft's
maXinum airspeed to the landing

__condition

, 34
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5737.. 'In order to engage the TM-10 mode, 5-42

'what AFCS and aircraft attitude conditions
must be met?, The AFCSt3ust be in the ,

1. -tebility augmentation mode, and ihe
aircraft must be wings level

. attitude (heading) hold mode or

._ command mode,-and.the aircraft must
be in a bank angle greater than 5
degrees

3. attitude (heading) hold mode or
command mode, Snd:the aircraft Must.
.be in a tiank angle of less than 5'
degrees .1,,

4. cammand mode, 6d'the aircraftbank
. angle must be Igreater.than 5 degrees

5-38. What are the lateral command mode control
phases provided in phi'AFCS?

Roll command phase and ALS data link
command- phase,only-

".2. Return to level phase and ALS data
link command phase on1 '9.

3:- Roll cOmmand phase and return'to-
lever phase only

4. Roll cOmmand-phase, return to level.
phase, and.ALSMOta link coMMand
phase

_

5-39. When the AFCS is opexa4ed-in the roll .
command.phase', the diEfference between the
desireCheadinvand,adtUal.aircraft head-

' ing'is computed byl,the -

ballietic nOtpuier
2. inertial nayigation system
3. attitude/heading riference system
4. heading computer control transformer

5-40. WhenatAB maneuver is involved in the
toll command phase, all maneuver
sequences ate set up and sequentially
controlled by the
1. ballistic computer
2. data;link
3. attitude/headingzeference system
4. inertial navigatiNo system

5-41. Inithe return toleyel plISS*, what.
Aetermines-the motor roll-back rate?
1. The.phase and amplitude of the rO11

computer contiol transformer, output.
signal

2. The-algébfsic sum of the roll cow:
.,puter tachoidter and the control :

:----transfarmer Output signals a
,3. The algsbraid sum of the roll com- -

puter tadhometer and the sine
:readilver signals
The algebraic aim of the roll .

computer 'cottrol 'transformer and the ,

sine resolver output signals
;

. Which of the-folloWing statements is
correct concerning the use of manual 1,

control Inputs during operation in the
ALS Mata link phase of the roll command
phase? At the.conclusion of manual inputS'

'whilain'
1. either the.ALS or roll command phase, ,

of operation the CHB switch must be
reengaged

. the.roll command phaae the equipment
will-return to the roll command
phase without reengaging the CMD
switch, but if in tfie ALS phase the,
CMD switch:Most be reengaged

3. the roll nommand phase the CMD
swit211 most-be reengaged, but Win
the ALS phase the equipment will
retUrn to the ALS phasi autOmaticallY.

4. ,either the ALS or the ro1lAtommand
phase of'operation the equipment Will
redurn:to its original phase of
operation automatically

- -

5-43:',Which of the folplowlng statemente is
dorrect'concernIng longitUdinal and
lateral ALS informatión supplied to the
AFCS?
1. .Both longitudinal and laterar infor7

mation C6ntrol the pitch axis
2. Both longitudinal and lateral

information control the roll axis'
S. Laterai inforMation controls the

poll axis, and longitudinal infor-.
matioft controls the pitch aXis

4: Laierar information conliple the
pitch,axis, Skid longittalhal infOr-
mation control* the roll mils

5-44. In order to'establish. thereturn to'leyel
mode, the equipmentmust.be operating iI
any of the.following modes-EXCEPT
1. heading. hold .

2. :,Nch hold
3., *tability augmentation.
4. TO(1-10

Items 545 through 5-56 relate-to' the
diagram-Shown inligure 7-21. .

5-,45. In the 'serIS Mode, what are the limits..
. .

. of the stabilizer -axis control surfade'
authority fof meChanidal. inputs With,
both flaps and.gear up?.
1. 4 degrees down and 8.75'clegrees up
2. 4 degrees up and..8.75 degrees Aown
3. .2 Aegrees down and 10.75 degrees up
4. 2 degrees up and10.75 Megrees down
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5-46. In which mode(s) of oper ion, if any,
4I11,stabilizer axis AF inputs result
in control coluln move nt?
1. Farallel mode only
2. Seiies mode only
3. Both series and ,parallel modes
4. None

5-47. What is the purpose of pitch attitude
synchronization in the stability augmen-
tatipn mode?
1. To dampen pitch axis oscillations
2. To keep the computer tachometer

rotating at.a speed proportional to? '
the pitch angle -

'To'obtain an output maltage that4ill.
poSition the stabilizer to the
commanded position.

4. To keep the pitch computer.output
'Shaft aligned to thecJitabilizer
iosition- .

5-50. Which'of thelollowing statements' is
correct concerning,the situation in which
the aircraft's attituae is beyond the
pitch limits when the pitch attitude hold

-mode is engaged?' If the'attitude is in..
,!-excess of the limits in
I. pitchdown direction, 1(4004 will .

energize and the pitch attitude will '
be reduced to'-25 degrees

2. pitchdown'direction, K4003 441 ener-
gize and the pitch attitude will.be
reduced,to -25 degrees.

. pitchup-direetion, K4004 4111 ener-,
gize'and the'pitch attitude will be

' reduced to +25 degrees
4. pitchUp direction, K4003 will

energize and the pitch attitude will
be 'reduced to +25 degree6

5-48. What will lie the result if the pitch
, synchronization is'not performing its
function-within the limits given?
1. K1009 will energize and.disengage the

AFCS
2 K1009 will energize and ihe attitude

hold mode cannot be engagoi.
3. Either K4008 or-K4009 will be

energized and the.attitude hold bode
cannOt be engaged , ,

4. Either K4008 or K4009 will be
deenergized mod the attitude hold
mode eannot 16 engaged,

5-49. What will.be the result if the pit,Ch ,

attitude bold cmAiguration is selected
but relay K4001 does not energize?
1. the equipment.will Operate,in a

'normal pitch.attitude hold configu-
ration
Theequipmene_wiil remain in the..
pitch attitude synchronization
configurition
Ihe pitch computer:will remain c/amped
and prevent the.Computer motor from
rotatidi'

. The equipment will engage in the
pitch attitude synchronization
configuration

-In answeringIt'ema 5751 through 5-53, select
from'columen,B the function of each of the relags
listed.inColuin A and:Blown in figure 7-21:

A. Relayi. B. Functions

5-51. K1017 1,1 Connects the pitch...
.computerlialance-adjust

5.452. K1040 potentiometin to the
input of summing junc-

5-53. K4002 "gon.(12)
/

2, Connects the output of
\the attitude eensot to
eomming junntione (9)
and (12)

3; Removes the control
',transformerAnput from

summing:junction.(12).
and switches td-full
tachometer Input to -
summing Tunction (12)

4, Connects the-vertical
damping channel.output
Into summing junction
(12)

.

3.68
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5-54. If the altitude displacement error were
the only control, engagement of.the
altitude hold,mode at a time when the
aircraft is in amPther-than7level
attitude would result in the aircraft
1. maintaining that attitude.
2.. redUcing in pitch attitude Without

Leveling.off
3. 'leveling off and maintaining the

'referenced alt4ude
4. holding at an altitude different from

the desired altitude

5-55. iThe'output.bl.the.roll computer
'resolVer's Cosine windings :during bank .

attitndes serves 'to

1. prdVent erroneOns pitch error eignals
during,turn maneuvers .-

2. turn.the resolver.in the proper':
direction

.3. coMpensate for improper phasing of ,

sine signals in the computev
cancel outnut error.signals from the
resolver

. . .

//--5756. ;Speed of the aircraft is controlled during
the Mach'hold function bY controlling
1. roll attitude

.2. throttle'movement only:
'73._ Pitch attitude only

4. pitch attitude and throttle movement

5-57. What is the purpoaeof.the AFCS mode
interrOck system?
1. To prevent selection ofincompatible

'functions'

2. To ensure operator safety during
eystem testing

3. TO eliminate, unnecessary use of rdlays,
4. .To pfoVide a positiVemeans.of inter-

facing components "-

5-58. Referto table 773. Which of the follow-
ing groupings contains only modes
operation innwhich the flaperOn axis ie
controlled?
1. Roll attitude hold, heading; and G-

command
2.. Mach,fiold, roll eommand,, and pitch

attitude hold 1

3. Stability augmentation, return tO .07
level,.and automatic pitch'trim

itt Heading synchronization, r011.attitude
hold; heading ho],d, roll cOmmand,

,end ground controlled bombing (TPQ-10)

"7-- . . .

Learning Objective: Recognizer:,,,.:

functions aneoperatinviOnditlei
of components and-circuitsiefhe
variable lxhaust norzIe control?

,

system Epia the.auto9tic4tempeta-:
ture control syetem, including' -.,.

system action relating to-leVer,
positioning,

,

41 -Items 5-59 through 5-64 referto the
variable_porzle sysieM illUstiated in

figure 8-1 in your textbook.

5-59. What determinea the schedule by which
the-nozzle modulaies,from the point at
which the torque-mator 4n the nozzle area
control overrides the mechanical schedne .
untii military'-temperature ie attained?:
1. Power lever 'position andnommIe .

.positipn
2., Nozzle ppsition and,enginespeed.
3. Ixhauat kas temperatufe '(EGT) and . 111.

power lever positioil

4. 'Engine speed and exhausegas tempera-;
ture (EGT) ' ,

yroi where in the engine is exhaust grie-,
temperature (EGT).fAken and to Where ie
the. information transmitted?
1. Downstream of the third-stage turbine,

wheel; to the temperature Amplifier
,and to the exhaust gtis temperature
,inditaior t

2. Dowpstream:of the third-stage tubihe
wheel; to the femperature amplifter

. -tiPstream of the third-stage ttrbine
wheell to the exhaust gas temperature

. indifator:
4. ,DownstreaM pketthet40-etage turbine

wheel; p.:tW VeCtiOn Of:the
tail 'ANC,/

f .

Assuming tha'08**4414'poWer'setting is -7

N6T'changed, Wiii0fY,the following
statements conceinirig the variable nozzle

, .

is.,COrracr?
1.' .When the nOzileis fully open; all

deflectiOn itacciamplished by thS
primary flaps

2.. The smaFlerthe 'n.Ozzle area, the loWer

the EGT . .

3. The larger the nozzle area, the higher
the'.EGT

The smaller the nozzle.area, the,
higher the EGT

,
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5.:62. The ',impose of the.control alternator is
to provide' '

1. operating power to the nozzle pump
ac operating power, to the temPera-
ture amplifier e

.3., ac operating power to the nozzle
actuators

. standby'power fOr the thermocouples

5-63. Xne temperature amplIfier is Cooled bY
he flow of

1. :,fuel

2. .forced air
3. free.hir
4. refrigerated cabin air

5-64. Refer to figure 8-2.: The nozzle area
control motor is powered by a voltage
which represents the
1. difference between the refetence

voltage and the thermocouple"signal
2. sum of the referehce voltage and the

, thermocouple signal
=

3. primary voltage of the power trans-
,

forter -

4. - se*Condary'vultage of'the.power trans-
. former

5-65.. The pOwerlever has pretiet 4etents for
each:parer settint to, prevent changes of

Apower.
9

5-66. Which Of the following statemencs in NOT '
'correct rOpcernipg condition lovers in.an °
E-21aircraft?

...
, Aseach lever is placed into eacn.

potation, c*rcuitry is actnatedto
perform the Cycle selected.
When the AIRSTART posttion is
selected, :'thejever muat he helilvntil
thestart cycle is"com?1eted
Irin mechanically 'imPousible to.

* place both engines in FEATH ai thp
same iirde

, 4. Thelevers'are located onthe
opposite side of the (Fockiit pedes;01
from the Timer leversto'eneure
selectior:COf Ap printe levers

67. 7What rptS9 peed and power,lever set-
ting,Mill al1ow,sMit4h4ing Of the tetpeir!-

7.iaiure datum centrol from tamperatUre
'limiting tn, temperatUre Control?
.1. -Rpm,belovi,94%; power lever beloW 66°

onthe co9rdiaator-
.2.f Rpm above94t; pnwer leyer above 66°

on: therscoordinatot
,

3, Alptbelom 947:4p'ower leyeenbove 66d.
-3 on the coordinator AI ,

.. Rpm above 94%i' powerleverbelOw.66°:
' on the coordinator

5.

- , 0 .

.

5-68. The discriminating device will complete
theleather CYcle when themconditiowleVer
is placed in FEATH and the power'.1eVer is
.placed in
1. any. positien,beloitthe FLT IDLE

: position oniy
2. -any positinn above the FLT IDLE'

position:only.
. thernxi tange only
. any position

5769. When referencelte4ereture and turbine
inleetemperature signals sent to the
temperature,datum control indicate a .

Aifference greater than 1.9°C a cOntrol
signal is tientro the temperature datut
valve. The control Signal causes the
valvero
1. regulate the fue,1 flow, to the engine

being contifolled
.

2. control,a fuel-flow stabilizing pump.
'on the engine being controlled

.the'poilelier assembly tegu-
latinefuellloihe engine being
rontrollecr,.

4:: readjusetbeeogine.coordinatort3 and
the trimmingircuits op the engint
)3eing coniiolgd

Stn. Mounted.in each engine 44 a turbine inlet
case containing,twd therdocouples
ornlected in.parallel. Ifione.of the

thermocouples mere tp Malfunction, whet
wouldbe the effect, if any, on the otter
=thermOcouple circuit? '

1. It, would not be affected
'2.- It would become inoperetiVe
3 It would producea higher signal"
4. It would produce a lowernignal

If the electronic fuel trimming'circuit
malfunctions,rhe temperatUre is
controlled by
1. Placing the TEMP/DATUM ow*tch,inrhe:

NULL posAlon and controlline.the
luel flOP6ith the movemenrof the
pownOever-?..

2. placing the'TEMP/DATUWAwitch fn the
NULL PositiOn só that fuel flow
control mill agaln be automatic-.
.leaving the TEMP/DATUM switch in the
AUTO positipni,end controlling the fuel
flow with'the'moVement Of the.powet
lever

>
=,

.

'9'4}

moving'the TEMP/DATUM go4tcn to thilltALT97
position and gonAre111.ng fLow ,

froyi1WhehackUp tetp:ditufa 83/item'
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Power Plant and Aircraft Environmental Systems

Text: Pages 215 - 242
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a

type air

Learning Objective: Relative to S-3
type aireraft, identify functions,
names, and operating principles of
perfqrmance indicators and warning
systeohand associated components

lokirEuits.
.V-4

1 iser

proufs .141.9.refer to accessories

4hce'. caiors .used in.S-3.

Refer to figure.8-4 in answering items 6-1
through 6-3. Select from column B the engine
perfarmance indicators containing each of the
caution lights listed in column A.

4 Caution Lights

Gas generator overspeed

OvertemperaturT..-

Fan.ovelmspeed c

B. Indicators

1.

6-6. The gas-generator speed indicator output
readings are derived fromthe ac sine-
wave output signal of a 0 .

1. tachometer generator
2. servo amplifier 4

3. two-stage pressure turbine 3

4. 28-hertz permanent-magnet transmitter

6-7. Ferrous nuts, mounted on the shaft of the
engine's fan, serve as a means of
1. balancing the shaft
2. generating pulses
3. imeducing eddy currents
4. amplifying rpm signals

?

6-8. When fan speed is too high, a warning
light illuminates due to action of a/an
1. untuned logic circuit and' a reference

' generator'n

2. untuned logtt circuit and a tuned
oscillator

3. tuned logic circuit and a reference
nerator

4. tuned logic circuit and a tuned
oscillator2.

3. FF 6-9.

4. ITT

6-4. The fuel flow consumption rate of.. an engine
is' sensed in a fuel flow.tranSmitter by
pulse generator,input deAic'es &411*.-
1: fuel contactors.,
2. pickup exciters
3. paddle wheels
4. -exciter generators

6-5. If the quantity of fuel flowirlg through a
fuel flow transmitter inCreases, the amount
Of time lag between pulses in the trans-
mitter's pulse train output is caused to
1. decrease proportionally
2. decrease exponentially
3. increase proportionally
4. increase exponentially

t,

Engine temperature sensing is accomplished
by an assembly of4 )(

1. 3 thermocouples connected in
2. 5 thermocouples connected in
3. 3 thermocouples conneeted in

.parallel
4. 5 thermocouples connected

parallel

series
parallel
series-

in series-

foL,10. Refer to figure-4-6. Which of the,follow7ly
ing statements la correct Conerning the
fire detector systet.shown In the figure?
1. Since the -sensing%eleirients reacelSri-

marily to ambient teiperatUre changes,
sys/em voltage r.gulation is not
criTical '

2. Actuatlop of the testAswitch deener
gizes-ihe test relay 'End allows a '

N 'simulated htgh-resistance sensing
element.condition to exist
1-411en exposed to high.temperatures, the

r sensing-element increases in resistance
When exposed to high temperature, the
,

sensing eledent decreases in resistance
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Learning Objective: Recogdige.
operating principles of engine
starting contr61 systems and associ-
ated fuel system components, and
indicate functions, locations,and

. characteristics of the coiponents.

6-11. An air turbine starter is operated by
compressed.air from a GTC or an APU, or
by 6-17.
1. bleed air ft4mHan operating engine
2. bleed air from the starter,itself
.3. air vented directly to the startet

from theoutside
4. compressed-air from an emergency air

tonic

6-16. When the filters between fuel pump and
fuel control become clogged, which of the
following should happee- . .-

1. The bypass valves,acrois the filters
should open

2. The bypass valves across.the filters
.

should close
3. The filter'elements should expand

under press4re
4. Centrifugal pvessure on'the line

should automakically increase, over-
coming the blockage

6-12. The engine start switch is held on by a
holding relay until engine rpm reaches 6-18 .
what percent?
1. .A.6%

2. 65% 4

3. 77%'"
.4. 94%

6-13., The ignition exciie-r provides which of
thle following voltages?
.1. A stepped-up-voltage for firing

ignition plugs
2. A 28-volt excitation voltage for

closing the ignition relay
3. , kpulsating vottage for activating

the speed-sensitive control
4. A sibe-wave voltage for application

to the ignition relaY solenoid

6-14. The function of the centrifugal boost
pudp in the engine fuel pump assembly is
to adjust the pressure on the fuel to a
predetermined
1. minimum value
2. maximum value
3. average molue
4. value sufficient to ensure a 7.5-psi

differentiaPbeeween input and output

6-15. When a pressure differentiargreater than,
7.5 psi exists between the inlet of the
low,pressure filters and the input of the
the centrifugal boost pump, it will cause
the fuel to ,

1. bypass the low-pressure filters only
2. close the bypass valves in the low-

pressure"filters
3. bypass both the low- and high-

pressure filters
4. flow through both the low- and high-

preisure filiers

e

What behavior of the paralleling lamp
indicates that the secondary element of .

a fuel pump has fAled?
1. Lamp illuminates continuously
2. Lamp never illuminates
3. Lamp illumihates above 65% rpm only
4. Lamp illuminates between 16% and

65% rpm.only

In conjunction with the temperature
datum valve,.the fuel control functions
to provide a starting fuel flow schedule
and to 1

1. reduce nominal fuel requirements
2.' prevent overtimperature and com-

pressor surge
3. operate hydraulic-actuated feel

cutoff valves
4. close the fuel cutoff' valve during

compressor surges

6-19. After an engine is started, the,asseciated"
fuel cutoff valve will remain closed until
eiiiine speed attains what minumum rpm?
1. 7.5% rpm
2. 16.0% rpm .

3. 20.0% rpm
4. 65.0% rpm

6-20.. The fuel control relay is energized in
which of the following circumstances?
1. When the fuel and ignition switch is

in the 8iposition
2. When tls4ropep..ot is feathereA ,

3: When ,61Nr. del Control.shutoff Valve
is malfunctioning

4. 'When the fuel Control shutoff valves -

is.in a FAILSAFE condition

6-21. Where is.the temperature datum valve
located?
1. Between the fuel'control and fuel.

nozzles '

2. 'Between the fuel nozzles and'fuel.
outpUt lineS

3.. Upstream of he fuel control
7.4. Upstream of eke fuel control cutoff

valve

3 7 2
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6722 Which of the following statements iS cor-
rect of the manifold drain valve?
1. It is apring-loaded and solenoid

operated
. It is located at the top of the fuel

manifold'
3. lit is the mechanism foridraining fuel

when fuel pressure becomes greater
than 20 pal.

4. It is the drop path around the
combustion liners

6-23. What is the function .of the compressor
bleed air valves?

To reduce' the compressor load on the
starter

2. To Minimize the starter load on the,:
compressor

3. To bleed air from the compressor's
,fifth stage into its tenth stage

4. To seqdenti*ly close the.eight parts.
on the compressor housing

Learning Objective: Recognize
sequential .operations in a normal
engine start cyr..4e, including
effects of the operations,on cir-
cuit components, and identify
means of controlling propellor

0

pitch.

6-24. If the engine start selector switch:is
placed in'engine number-1 position and
the fuel and ignition switch for ctgine 1
is moved to ON, what will happen to (a)
the fuel control relay and (b) the
temperature datum relay?
1. (a) energize (b) deenergize

2. (a) deenergize (b) energize

3. (a) energize (b) energize

4. (a) deenergize (b) deenergize

6-25. When the engine start switch is depressed,
current flows through which of the
following components?.
1. The engine start selector switch only
2. The speed-sensitive control only
3. The speed-sensitive control, and the

engine start selector switch only
4. The startei control valve, the speed-

sensitive control, and the start
selOtiu switch

. 6-26. The starter lialve lights,i11).imitiate when
compressed air closes the contacts of the
Lt. primer.iswitch
2. primervalve solenoid,*
3. air valve position sw
4. speed-sensitive wtr

6-27. Which of the following will occur when
approximately 65% rpm is reached?
1. Switches in the speed-sensitive.

control mill cfose
2. The ignition..relay will energize

1. The fuerPump will operate in series
4. A series light will illuminate

6-28.. Widhthepropeller governor at one setting,
the goveinor maintains a constant engine
rpm byedecreasing propellerpitch when
engine rpm starts to decrease, and
fncreasing propeller:pitch when engine
rpmstarts to increase.

6-29. The pitch of a propeller blade is vari
.by:porting engine lubricating oil
;04rectly to what part(s) of the
!propeller piston?

Inboard side only
0i4 Z. Outboard side only

.3. Inboard and outboard sides
. Geared cam

Learning Objective: Recognize facts
,regarding propeller synchrophasing
and the components and.circuitry
involved, indluding use of a trouble-,
shooting chart.

6-30." The synchrophaser Will function in which
.governing MOde(s)?
1. Mechanical onl
2. Normal and sync rophaSing
3. Synchrophasing only,

4. Mechanical and normal

6-31. Propeller synchrol4asingsuplemente the
mechanical tove4,7 by maintailingcthe
same rpm on all propeller's and by maike-
taining a/an
1. inverse-phase relationShip betMeen

each o the slave.prwIlera and:the.
master propeller,,

2. preset phase relationship between the
master propeller and.each of the
slave propellers

3. constant Pump pressure on each of the
slave propellers

4. preset pump pressure on each of the
slave propellers

:to 1 0 t
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In-answering items 6-32 through 6-34,/Select
column B the:funtion of each of the

sy chrophaser system components listed in
'column A%

A. Compon- B. Functions
ents

1. Provides for the input
6-32.. Pmlse , of a preselected phase

Generator relationship between'
the master and slave

6-33. Phase arla propellers
TrimControl

' 6-34., Speed Bias
Servo
Assembly -

Mechanically controls
the speeder spring to
clontrol the speed of
tli propellers by using
t e 400-Hz input from
th electronic unit to +
det mine the directicin
and amount of cOntrol

3. Produces one pulse out-
put signal for each
propeller revolution

by using' a magnet
attached to a. propeller
blade And a 'stationary
'coil

4: :Produces a.400-Hz speed
*bias servocontrol volt-
age.that is the result
of comparing the slave
and master input pulse
-signals

Refer to figure,8-8 in answering items
6=35 arid 6-36.

6-35. The feedback potentiometer that is con-
nected to the No 2 winding of .the mag-
netic modulators ispowered froM what
source?
.1. Anticipation potentiometer.-
2: Clutch and brake solenoid
3. Synchropbaser
4. Master, relay

636 1Iote the amplifierl..symbbls in the Center
the-:,figure.Tigat form of input sigpal

is aPPlied tO.the amplifiers? '9
1. AC, controlled fn phase Only
2. AC, controlled in amplitude only
3. AC, controlled in phase and amplitude.
4. DC, controlled in polarity and

amplitude

6-37. ihe modulatOr Unit in the synchro-phaser
proviaes which of the following servomotof
control voltages?.
1. An ac voltage 90° or 270° out Of phase

with the.excitation voltage
2. An ac voltagein.phase or 1800 out of

phase with the voltage applied.to the
reference winding

3. An ac voltage in phase or 180° out of ;

phase with the excitation voltage
4. A negative or positivl dc-signal*

-voltage

6-38. Engine response,to transient rpm changes
is improNied in the normal.governing lode,
and in the synchrophasing mode engine
speeds are %synchronited, piopeller phase
angles are regulated...and-the'limiting

features of the normal governing mode
are maintained.

Refer to.figure 8-9,in,answering items
6-39 through 6-46. .

6-39. As tbe power lever is moved to decre'ase

power, capacitor C303'clia,rges.to a mor" *
positive value. This lacieased voltage A

is applied to the speed ciiivative cir-
cuit and results in

4
1. the leading voltage surge that appears

on the servomotor control winding dfA
the mechanical goVerpor

2. 'a change in the speed or phase of thEP
7 &aster engine with respect to the'

slave engine .16:

3. resetting.of the mechanical governor
towards a deprease id prope40er pitch

0 4. 4esetting of Ow mechanical governor
towards,an increase in propeller pitch

L
CR620 functibns to .41;'

4
1. Prevent circuit pvercompensation).w.,

response to.rapid thrcgtle-lever
movement

9provNe referenop voltige to the
srvod'ontror motor

3. provioip reference voltage to the
tachometer generator

..4.41prevent disruption of the dc bias
voltage on the magnetic modulator

6-41. The purplse of,the speed derivative cir-
cuit fs-to sense changes in engine rpm

=and to,generate output.signals thPt
1. change the propeller pitch to align

0

thte slave to the master
propeller

' 2 dampen engine rpechanges
.3. change the propeller Pitch to corres-

pond to engine rpm
4. dampen proPeller pitch transients_

6-40.

C,r

42
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6-42. The magnitudes of the signal input to the 6-47.

No. 1 winding of the magnetic modulator
vary as a-fesult of
1. synchrophaser action
2.' reflected impedance from the No. ,2

widding and the dummy .load
3. voltage changes in the input to the

' magnetic modulator
4. frequency changes in the, engine's

tachometer generator

.6-43.

effective .

.Aircraft tachometer,generator spring
tension is decreased

6-44.: The signal to drive the servomotor in a.
lirection to dampen drifts in engine rpM

Which of the following'is the:.correct
sequence of events-Whievreaults 'in the'
propellers of a aynchrophasIng system
,becoming synchronized?
1. Slave pulses.compare with master

pult;es 4. error voltaga0 delivered
to amplif*er and speed bias serVomotor
eimultaneously

2. Ptilses from Ptopener fed to synchro-
phaser 4. slave pulses compared With
!mister pulses 4. error voltages

What is the effect of a signal on the
No. 1 winding.of the magnetic modulator?

delivered to amplifter 4. amplifier
output delivered to pilot Valve

1. The frequency of the pulse geoerator Pulses fray propellers fed tosynchro-

21

is,changed
Propeller pitch is changed

phaser 4.'stave pulses compare% with ,

master pulses error voltages fed

3. The synchrophaser is rendered less directly to 2-phape Motor in

is directly related to'the
1. potential on C621 r
2. 'voltage on the collector of Q603
3. changing output frequency of the

tachometer generator

4. -amplitude of output signal from the
anticipation pot

6748.

.6-45. In the normal governing made, the mechani-
cal gOvernor 'is aided in its response to
changes in power lever settfngs and engine
rpth by which sensitive circuit(s)?
1. Speed derivative circuit only
,2. Power lever anticipation-cfr it only 6-49,

3. Speed detivative and power le r

. anticipation dircuits
4. Airiraft tachometer circuit

6-46. When the synchrophasing mode of operation
is used, all engines except the master
engine operate with synctrophasing, and
the master engine operates with
1. normal governing only.
2. mechanical governing only
3. normal and mechanical governing

43

servocontrol assembly .

4. Pulses frOm propellers fed,to sylichro-'
phaser si.ave.pulses compared With

4:masimpulses error voltaies *

delivered io amplifier,4. speed b '

servomotor reacfs to amplifier si
gine'apchanges

If,the master prop ler'sAio.-1 blade
repchevthe 12 o'cloc osiaqn at the 40,

same tfeethe slave prop' ler'iNo. 1 .

blade ieaches the 6 o'clock ositIon,
.phase'jelatiOnship between the wo

propelle0 is saio be
1. leadpg
2. lagging
3. .oWl'Phase,

4. iri4lase
7/

ftefer to'figure DurAng.a 40pel1er -
nderipeed Condition, V206Ailveriences
4hich'of thefollowing ipp.E2tV81tage-

.changes?
1. .A sud4n_Change pot.pikeive to

negative e
2. A sOdden change froth q ati:Oa4,4a

positive
3; A slow change from &sit

negative 41. 7
4. A slow change from negedT,ye t

positive

6-50. Correlate fig
ure 8-13; ihe
SUMMING POTNT
4s the input -

I. Off-speed pp ,-N1206B

2. phase diff414ce tube; 41206A ;

3. Na. 2 windIng-of the nizignetic\I
modulator

; ,
4., phase and trim contrel

375
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b'"trace.e- figure'.84.10: 4



6-51.

Refer to ffsure 8-13 in adswering 'Mune .

6-51 and.6-52.

Which of the following statements is cor,7
rect cOncerning a conditionin which the-.
phase control potentiometer is adjusted'
'to cancel the phase difference voltage
at the summing Point? .

1. The alave propeller Will aSsume master
control

2. The slave propeller will operate with
zero-lag or lead

3. The.elmve propeller will operate6

independentlyof the master propeller
4. The-slave propeller will maintain.a

:specific angle"with,the master-pro-
Pakler,either ierpAegrees. 164- a
spicifild.14i or lead

Zener diodes VR405 and. YR408 function to.:
connect, the'speed error Circuit to the
summing pOint wfielrian off-speed dondition
exists. 'What is IheiefunCtiokAuring
an,on-speed condition?..iy '

1. To ischate the sptted error cirCUit-
fro0 the-summing.point

_To.connect the'sPeed errorcirCuit to,
ground'.

.To pi=,eyent formatiOn-ottransient&in-
'' %..thespeed,garror'Circuit....
'.:41.4fiztnction the sameat :during an off-

sietpw,coRdltion

Whenev'et the ma0er engiria goes.'off speed,
. -

.'.,-the,,alave propealer. 'speed can change by'
. . .

,. . .

,iwnstMaximumprceptage?
..,:ii,',....t, :.5t'' ','

-A. .
.. .

.2. 2%

'`..;'. 3.. 3% '

i 4-. 4% ..'

i6-54. What ist-the purpose of resynchrophaeng?
.1t.tct ,

1. To o trcode smallorrors of lead and
lag alileut.a:set point

, 2. To prdvide fo "antihunt by correcting
. for o rshoo
.'6. No e.th feedback potentiometer and

el a portion of,the error snal
.;, , oP1- .

' ' ,kcOrreeefor accumulated one-
ctiOn errors

,

Refer to1able .,4-2..in answering items

1

In answerilWtems,6-56 through 6-58, select from- '16
coluMn 4,the'prohable caute of each of the
tribuples listed 'in column A.

O. :0 B.' Erdbable

Oscillations in engine . 1. Poor ;Oonneot,,
speed .in synchrophastng tions
or normal governing

A. Troubles s

6-57. Erratic governing in
sYnchrophasing Mode Dr
in normal governing

6-58. One slave engine
stays at one speed-

2. Throttle
le switch

3. Tachometer4
geneillyr

4. Op'en circuit go
bieakers

. 4
.er

Learning Objective: Recognize naMes,
functions, and operating and phyVcal/
characteristics of propel,/er conntol..
systeM components.

6759. A minimum desired low-pitch blaltrangle,
is Maintained by a .

6-55 'throu° =
/

:.0,6-55W.Ilile in the ynchrophasingCmode an under7
IV'.'° ;,..' speed condition onNone of the engines is

noted,. but the puise%inputs to the synchro-
.; '4haser.appear correct. -The problem is in

I'the .

1. ynchrophaser
pulSe. nirator

1.. pgwer :tce
. speed-bas servo,aastmbly,..feedback

'potentiometer ..,

, 44

1. magnetic latching-asaembly
2.- hydraulic lever assembly'

. electrical solenoid assembly
4.' mechanical stop assembly

What is the.purpose of the Beta
stop?
1. To prOvide a secondary.stop setting

.

at 13° blade angle onky
2. To provide a secondary lowpitChcip
3. To prevent negative-torque sySteb,

. °I
failure

4.. To.prevent minor reductions in blade
angle

'4.

foklotio ,s,

6-61. The pitchlock mechanism will automaticall?
engage when rpm is gr ter than
and when
-1. there is a loss Of ontrol oil

pressure
2. blade pitch is less th'an 57 degrees

at 405 knots
3. the Beta' followup system maffunctlions-
4. the pitdhlock governor hydraulic;

pressure exceeds 103:5 psi :

6=62. Pitchlock -is blocked out betWeen blade
angles of +57° and +86° te permit
1. rpm surges Auring approaches
2. rpm Surges during landings
3. reducing the blade angle .for.takeoffs

and landings
4.. _reducing the blade angle for 'air

starting ,



,',,

-63. Placing thejpel goVernor and.propilleit 6-70.

pitchloCk teat switch; ia TEST .pC,lkian ,;a:::,

willresult irr ,' ' 0.-' -7--

1. reaetting thOlade,angletptfw'
proper angle 'for an'w1r*ifrt.;,,

2. an Increase in.pitch

3. a mOlentary..blOckdUt '1:4 : the ':.pItchlock '

mechanism .. :
J.

,,,, +:, , ...7"

.
.. .., . ,1 .t:

4. resetting PtoP1let-g?VerrnwrItpM to
ground check.pitchlo604ncOihs

i-,
, . ;- , :: ,.:,:, 6-71.

64 When needed, ehe negative
. ....w.-

functions to ! : , :,. , ,.,v- c°-.

1. generate a ne*ativetq4ne.,-;!. !

2. eliminate propeller, cyClinVictiont
. 3. ' increase,blide amiltri- 4
A. ''.11mit posltiVe l'itirsepOWer:',* ,

. .., ,. , , . . .

. . , .. , . ,.

6-65, Ttie sistem that liMitajtegatiVe tmrque,/
When the negative t4rquegiteM fag,'
duktg inflight Unteithei::OpeViiens:is,
calked the ' ).,. ,-...-v,:,

1, RW3 INOPkwarningl.s., e.4!..

2, fetherpositio act5vatioá system

10, airitari-hladOang e SYstilia

4. eMertency.witir,r0e;system4

6$66.4'Publing t1ie4engineeMlfgency 0114down,.
, .

hanIle is.oukkaYt, 74V.-

1. ddtofeathea'ing .. . .s,l!i''

2. uilfeatherlli

' 3; inAiating eather
4. pypidsin&Vdw31 tha around the

,. '.feather.ivaly,e'.,
-, -.,y......,

Ot.6.7': Wherv,actuated ,Ljne 'feather pump presaure

4'
-,.. .tutout%ovevrI, .iftwitchAoes what to the

feather pumk essur0:cUtout switch? 6-73.

1. Bypasses it'.4;

2.v, Opens:it , ',---

., ... 31.; .t"':'31i0.:± Y. -,

.61-68.: 040.-of the followpg statements is NOT

' -, OrVect concerning the feathering

, mo.e0.11,0:-..- ,,,it ,

.i, ,... il.... Thei are'suSed against inadvertent---

Op ,

i
eratipns ; . .

.
:

.

1,4
..,;2-:-E-ach isSmoveable to NORMAL., FEATHER,

...i, and UNFOTHER .
-

lath tontains an indicator.light ,

..Clight in each SWitch illuminates
whenqta reapective propeller is-,.

:eatheted -. .
.

".., ':

:Thel'tutomafic feathering.system is used

rdurAing A

11 takeoff& only.

a:s., landiie on/Y

e
;3ri takeoffs and landings only
4., takeoffs, landings, and inflight

emergencies

6-72.

-j,#'
(a) The aUtofeather arMing Switch and: .

(h) the powet lever quadrant switchigIst

be in what condition to activatethe
thrust.sAgnal device to Cause auto-

'feathering?
1. (a) closed (b) open

2. (a) open (b) closed .

.--3.-.(a) closed (1q) closed

4. (i)-6Pen (6) open,

,

What is'indicat when the.fmur

autofeather system indicator:lamps are

1. AlI.autofeather systemi are armed

"2. The autofeether system is malfunction-

ing
3. One ot the propellers is being

.
automatically feathered

.4. All of.the'propellers arejming
automatically feathered

What controls propeller blade'etch and

engineluel flow when thepower levers
(Wirottles)'are between 0 and 34 degrees?

1311 Prop governors, control prop pitch and

temp datum systee controls engine

fuel flow .

2. Synchrophaser system controls prop

pitch and power levers control-engiqr.

fuel flow,
Power levers control both blade pitch

and'enginefyel flow through hydro-

mechanical linkage
Temp datum system controls both blade

.

pitch and engine fuel flow through
hOromechanical linkage

ef,the following actions directly

XekinIts in unfeathering the propeller?

1:HIPUlling out on the feather iwych

2. Disarming autofeather

3. Pushing in on the emergency engine-.

shutdown hindle

41 Pushkg in on the feather awitch

4.

45
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Power Plant

Assignment 7
and kircraft Environmental Systems; Maintenance Techniques

Text: Pages 243 - 269 /

a-

Learning Objective: Redognize the
purpose and principles of; operation
of"the cabin air-conditioning and
pressurization system, including
its circuits and components, and
indicate effects of altitude changes
on cabin pressure.

r

7-1. The cabin air-conditioning and pressuriza-
tion system maintains the cabin air temp-
ereiture and pressure at a comfortable and
safe level by forcing which of the follow-
ing airs through cockpit diffusers?
1. Hot engine bleed air and dehumidified

refrigerated air
2. Hot engine bleed air only
3. Dehumidified refrigerated air only
4. Ambient refrigerated air and humidified

hot engine bleed air

7-2. Cabin air pressure is controlled by which
of the4ollowing combinations?
1. A:safety delve and a manual dump con-

trol only
2. A,pressure regulator and a safety valve

only
3. A manual dump control and a p essure

regulator only
4. A manual dump control, a safety valve,

and a preAure regulator

41
Refer to tkpre 8=16 in answering items
7-3 through 7-5.

7-3. With the cockpit switch in the ON position,
desired cabin temperature is maintained
by which of the following?
1. Variation in'the opening of the ram, air

valve
/. Proportional amounts of ram air and

'refrigerated air being mixed by the
ram Air valve

3. Proportional amounts of ram air and
engine hot air being, mixed by the raM'
air valire

4. Propoittional amounts of engine hot air
and4refrigerated air being mixed by the

al temperature control valve

46

7-4. With the cockpit switch in .tbe ON .position,
' opening and closing .of the dual control

valve may be controlled bY a signal.from
1.. the cabin duct dual temperature
, sensor if the air supply's temperature

.changeb

2. .either the HOT or COLD contact of the
MANARAM AIR'sWitch

, 3. the cabin temperature sensor when the
MAN/RAM AIR ewiech is on AUTO

4. any of the above

7-5. What are the conditions of the various,
valves when the cockpit switch is in the
RAM AIR positiqp?
1. The dual temperature control Valve is

in the full HOT position, the cabin
bleed air valve is closed,..and the
cabin ram air valve is as selected
by the MAN/RAM AIR. switch

2. The dual temperature control valve. is
as selected by ,the MAN/RAM AIR switch
and the cabin ram air valve is closed

3. Both dual temperature cOntrol valves
are closed and the cabin ram air valve
is as selected by-the MAN/RAM AIR
switch

.

4. Both dual temperature control valves
are open and the cabin .ram air valve
is as selected by the MAN/RAM AIR
switch

378
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7-6. Which of. the following tatements iscor-
rect concerning.cabin pressure at various
altitudes?'

1. Cabin pressure is maintained at sea
level pressure at all-altitudes

2. Up to 8,000 feet cabin pressure is
held'at the 8,000 feet pressure, and
above 8,000 feet a 5-psi differential
is maintaihed between the cabin nnd
ambient kessures.

3. ',-Up to'8000 feet cabin'pressure is
° maintained at sea level pressure, and
?.'4bovie 2000 feet cabin preSsure is

h.C.d a the 8,000 feet pressure
Up.to ,000 feet cabin pressure s the
same a ambient-pressure;,fabove 8,000

Hfeet cab n pressure remains at the
8,000 fee pressute.until a differen-
tiallof 5 psi exi-sts between cabin and
ambilent pressures, and beyoncP,tilis
altfitude the pressure differential
remains at 5 psi

41,

77. Under which,set'Of conditions will the.
6 c right fotward and lift equipment-compart-

ments receive.moist, coCilOd bleed air?
1. Equipment 'cooling va:Ve open, ram air

valves op*us temperature below 46° C
2, Equipmencooling Valve open, ram air

valves closed, temperature above 46° C
3. Equipment cooling valVe closed, ram

air valves,open, temperature below
464e C

4. Equipment cooling.valve closed, tam
ir valves open, temperatUre above
° C

7-8: MTheri an overpressurization occurs, the
overpressure is dumped into what compart-:
ment(s)?
1. Luggage compartment
2. Forward equipment compartment only
31 Aft equtpment compartment only
4. Forward and aft equipment compartments

4

rn answering items 7-9 through.7-111, select fr'om
.column B the function of each of the bridge cir-
cuits listed in column A.

-

B. FunctionsA. Bridge
Circuits

7-9. Cabin temp

7-10. Cabin duct
limit

.7-1.11. Cabin duct
anticipator

47

1. Develops a dc voltage
that overrides the
cabin,temperature-
bridge gircuit in the
event that the cabin
temperature exceeds
the set limit

Develops a.dc voltage
that.controls.the cabin
temperature in the

4.

event that the-'air

makes dal
inlet temperaNre

dden chahge

3. Develops a dc voltage
that,causes the cabin
temperature to hold
Around a preset level

4. Develops a dc voltiag

that varies One ayder
ture size.of the co -
pit diffUsers to
control the.air flaw,
rate.

Gt ;

7-12. Refer to figura 8-19. What is the purpose
of T2 and the circuit formed by CR3
through CR6?
1. To demodulate the dc error voltage
2. To demodulate the ac_error voltage
3. To dc modulate the ac error voltage
4. To ac modulate the dc error voltage'

-7-13. The voltage from the feedback potentiometer
in the'cabin .dual""temperature control valve
is used tO
1., cause the valve actuad, motor speed to

increase, giving more positive. Control
of the temperature iegulation

2: ensure that ehe error feedback s gnal
to the modulator circuit iS of the
correct phase

3. reduce the erroryoltage Once the valve
actuator motor has started rotating

4. accomplish all of the above

379

Learning Objective: Recognize the super-
visor's responsibilities in organizing,.,
supervisins, and training.



I.

7-14. Which of the fal?:044ing shaq,I.d 'be your main-
objective as alahnp superVi'sor?
1. Maximize pemdirition; he';a -friendly

superVisor
2. Minimiza costs; stagger work leads'
iNL Be a friend first; a boSs second

, 4Max1mize production n-nd safety; mini-
err. mize costst operate harmoniously

7-15. eAn effetive trainilg program is based on
the assumption that personnel at all
levels need continuous trainiug because
it will.

1.. provide retirees with marketable
skills

2. ensure a lower turnOver of t_V,, most

experienced workers
3. provide outstanding divisional train-

ing records for inspections
assist in advancement examinations
and incrlase divisional skill levels

.7-16. In a wellk)rganized shop, a-Supervisor
should delegate authority to subordinates
because this will allow-him
1. more time for perfecting his specific

job-related skilLs
2. more time to complete-self-study

courses fgr professional advancement
3. relief from on-the-job details and

more time!to devote to supervision
4. less respon'sibility for -completed"jobs

Learning?Objectlar Identify desir-
able layout chaiiicttristics of k-
ing spaces, including equipment
utilfration, and recognize factor
of safety training and the supervi-

' sor's role therein.

, -

h. of the following is most descriptive
ef the primary objective Eo be attaifled in
arraogIng a repair facility shop?
1. CentraliZed tool storage
2. AppearauCe

t UsefulnesS
4. Utilizatio/ of all nprner spaces

7-18: Asstime that a new test beoch has been.
delivered to the avitS'aicS shop. Which
ofIthe following actions shogld the sHop
supervisor take?.
1. Evaluate shop space and pidadithe new

test bench in the area which affoords
the most workspace
Evaluate shop Space and rearrange
equipment to the extent necessary
to.ensure total_shop utilization
Place the neW test bench in the gen-
era,,l Area of,other similar benches

-1,o6ate the new test'bench nrear rhe
'power inlet- t& the shop

48

7-19. When arrangi
shop, & supe
are loC
1.

49.0 ,

Mot-

tett benChes in a pro!). ed.

isor should ensure that they

permanently_installede'quip-'

2. away from equfpment:that couldcause
ihrlrference in testing

3. cldse to the main entrance
4. in a space large enough for:360-degree

benCh access

?
7-20. The most,effecti:ye means a supervisor has

for enstiring proper care,and use
tools is to assign new personnel
1., class A schools
2. on-tp-job training
3. formal lectures

4 4. after-hours instruction

*
7-21. Aircraft.maintenance per sonnel should be

thoroughly and continuously indoctrinated
in safe wirk habits and receive safety_

training tiecause these programs are.
essential to
1. safe f4ying, safe maintenance, and ,

aircraft readiness
2. maintinance personnel safety
I. flying personnersafety'
4. aircraft-readiness only

7-22. High-qtralitymaintenance is evidence that,-
maintenance crewS have
1. -excellent working 'conditions
2. an abundance of personnel_ .
1. new and adequate tools
4. good supeivision

7-23. A shop supervisor can work to reduce
bviation maintenance,accidenfs by any
or all of the Iollowing ways EXCEPT
1. inspecting. ?ork areas and equipmeK
2. interpretinksafety directiVes

assigned perhonnel
.3. recommending court-martials for min

infractions of safetY directives
'4. organizing and administering Safety

of hand

°.

t 0

\--programs , ,t,

7-24. What ai-eas used by squadrq
avionics Shop supervisors
detection and correqion a
1., 'Hangar and shop iSpaces
2. Shop anbtline spaces an

&should the
nspect for'the
safety hazaids?
nd tool cribs
disposal

Iacilities for inflamma le materials
. Shop, hangar, and,line apaces and ..,

-disposal'faciliales for inflammoble:.
materials 14

4. All!speces pertinent to avionics work



-7-34, One advanage to the system of on-the7j ob
training is that OJT
10 provides the supervisor a chance'to

showlis expertise
2. allo for the completion of required

maint na as well as for training
3. affor s th supervisor maiL time fot

his own pr jects and study,-
. 4. eliminates the necessity for:maintain-

ing training records

4 ,

Learning Objective: Recognize the
supervisor's roAp in th planning
And.accamplinkailent of maintenance

,.wock, and-Identify Maintenance
practices and.troubleshooting

:procedures, including the use of '

referencesi reords, test equipment:

7-35. NAVAIRSYSCOMREPLANT/PACINST 1500.2-:
. (Series) lists certain shert coursea

that emphasize troubleshooting alignment,
specialized training,and bench work on

. various airdraft'adcessories. These
courses.are Offered by
1. NAMTkADET.
2. NAVAIREWORKFAC
3. FASOTRAGRU
4. NAVAIRDEVCEN

When a discrepancy report has been
received, the supervisor who determines
the best way to effect repairs,consider-
ing personnel assignments, necessary
e4uipmeA,%nd priority, is in effect
making which of the following?

%I.. A job plan
2. A job priority
3. 'A coordination policy

A program integration plan

7-37. Which of the'follbwing statements concern-
ing Service publications distributed by
some-aIrcraft manufacturers is correct?
1.. Compliance with tbe procedures out-.

lined therein is mandatory
2. They are.used if a Maintenance

Inbtructions Mannal.(MIM) is mit
readily available,
They provide troubleshooting and
servicing hints

,

4. They proyide a detailed parts break:
down 0

7-38. &supervisor can best 7gaieknowledge of
the maintenande abilities and experience
.of his technicians by
I. giving written and oral tests
2. referring to their evaluation sheets

itntheir service records

gerfofminroper supdrvision of jobs.,
Rtogre4s',

4. cfidlring eqUipment history cards io
determine reliability of repaired
equiptents

7-19. Upon' job cOmplation by the AE shop,,
responsibility for ensuring thatthe work
.is inspected lies with the
1. person performing .the job
2. ty assurance division
3. senior,AE..in the work center
4 thaintpahge contebl division

7-40.
-

Which of thd following statementas cor-
!

rect concerning the checkflight checklist
used by plOtganizational activity?
1. It Almade up locally and retained,

untilcompletion of tbe next check
flight'

2, -It is Trinted and distributed by the'
operational commander arid retained for
a minimum.of one calendar period

3. It is promulgated by the type,
commander and forwarded to him upon
completion oi the checkflight

4. It is prOmulgatedolly NAVALIRSYSCOM
and retained by the.activity for a
minimuM of six months upon completion
of the checkflight

7-41 Performance testing dati found in the
Maintenance Instructions Manual for a
specific,electrical equipment helps the
electrician to perform all of:the,follow-
ing procedures EXCEPT

make perfOrMance checks on the equip- /
pent.

2. determine if corrective maintenance ,
'is needed

3. deterMine if the equipment is oper:
At1ng properly

4. prder replacement pats fOr low-level
items .

-e-



7=25. Whin replacing A plug on a three=wire
cord, you shoUld ensure that the white
wire is connected to
1. the'bright terminal only
2. the round terminal
1. the natural'brass-colored terminal

only
4. either thebright-..or natural.brass-,

colored terminal

:'

7=26. The three basicelements of an effective'
safety program simply stated are.
1. 'publicity, training,.and followUp

detection"; enforcement, and punishment.
stimilation, motivation, and punish-
ment,

4. planning, partiCipatinn, and predic-
tion

2.

3.

7-27. You have alnew -man 'checking' into your

-

shop.: When -should you,- start'indnctri-
nating him in-shop safety?
1. When you first notice his bad safety
" habits

. .

. As aoon as possihle after he reports
for work

3. 'At the first regular scheduled train-
ing cIaSs ,..

4. After he has:been assigned long, enough
to .become.faMiliar with eqdiptent andy
procedures

,

7-A28. In addition to requiring eachmembernf:
the wOrk center io read new safety
directiVea., the Work centerupervisnr
should review each'134ety-directive and
,explain it's -significance to-h,fs" people
.becaUse
1.. NavY Regulations requires:these

procedures-
. a.safety direCtive will have-more
'significance' if each crewtembj is
aware .of its particular. application
to. him

. .

, ,

3. satey4directives are usually written
in.such,a11-inclUsive_phraseology that
interpretation by an experienced mem-',
ber 16-4eCessarx .

4: oral explanations ate doUble assurance
that the crew is' .aware that the'direc--
tive has been issUed ,

;,;'

,

.
:

. Learnflx-ObjACt4ret Point-nut
elements of--.'arttainAg program
for.electriclfins, including,

curSiCulum,qesching technT.ques.
.anatmethOds, a d training,mate-
riEqt and faCi i 's available.

'

7-29. Which of'te followIng.hroad;types of,
electronics training should,be conducted
for electric shop'personnel?. kprogram
that includes
I. general electriCal sublettivonly -

2. specific eleclpical sub'jects only
J3.: laboratOry4hittraining in all

electrica14hase*,
4. both general'aO'sfecific electrical

subjects .

7=30: What fficer must,approve the lesson plans
4 developed by the shop Supervisor?

1. COmmanding officer '

2. Executive officer.
3.. Education offiCer
4. Maintenance offiner

7=1. A cooscientious supervisor will find many
excellent suggestiOns for training methods
.in the latest revision of
1. BibliographyilSVS4vancement Study,

NAVEDTBA 10052 g.-. :
.

2.- Navy Enliated lfanpOwer and Personnel
ClissifiCatiOn' and 0C.C.upational.

Standards, NAVtERS 18068
3, Manual for Navy Inetructors, VAVEDTRA

107

4. Aviation
NAVEDTRA

Electrician's Mate 3 & 2,
10348.

7-32. the principal reason for extreme thorough=
nesa in teaching a fun4amental is.that

wben it is later applied in more
advanced study, the trainee should .

experience little difficulty in ..

understanding its application
the trainee will,become indoctrinaxed
into classrOom procedurn-:

3. discipline in a learning situation is
achieved
After all the fundamentals have been
taught,..the trainee can assemble them
into integrated nonceptsipout
further instruction

7-33, In'lieu of laboratory trainfhg; practical
ap-pIication of principl.es aught in'class=
room type instruction sh d'be acbom- -

plished by having the tr ee perform,
1: simulatedNaintenance on training'

aids-
2. theoretical maintenabce'on hypopeti.

calaequilment
3: actuallaintenance on-training aids
4. 4Cruarmaintenance qn bpeAtiOnal

1,e4u1pment:

1.



WhAh grouping is Most inclusiVe,of, the
advantages of keeping.careful records of
performance data on electrical equipments?
The:data mayil.e aied)in
1. :training maintedence.personnel,

detecting slow performanoe
making trend anatYsesand
ing equipment at desirable
levels

2. detectingelowi/erformance
making trend analyses, and
ing equipmjnt at desirable
i els

3. ,g maintenance'personnel, main-
,

equiPMent at desirable oper7
leVels, and detecting slew
aqce drift

ting maintenance personnel pro
Cedure'errors, Making trend.analyses,
and:detecting slow performance drifts

7-43. The word, systematic as appkted to trouble-.
shooting electronic equipment means
1. elimination of unnetessary steps

leading to the trouble areafollowed
by (rigid,. 8tep-7byretep 'progressian
through the trouble area

2. a logical,.step-by-step ProCedure
whereby testing proceeds fram'end,to
'end in an undeviating progression.

3. a logical progreskon, whether-or not
ip.an undeviating step-hy-step pro-,
cedure, ta accoMplish an end:
testing of the equipment as a Whole,
or aS a complete system, eo that'all

.wtebt results are visible siMuItane-
7ously

7-44. . When ould installed electrical equipment
ttat ha been reported'faulty be removede
for hench checking and troubleshooting?
1. Only after a thorough Visual inspec7-

tion has failed to reveal a.possible
cause of the trouble and it,has been
determined that the power input is
proper'

2:. Only after a thorough visual inspec-.
tion has failed to reveal a possible
cauee of the trouble

.

3. Only after it las been-determined-that
the .equipment is in-fact faulty and&
cannot be repaired while installed

4: As soon-as a 11114acement unit cen be

7-45: In a.systeMatié approacRqb Corrective
maintenance, which-of.the following best .
desCribes fhe-logical Sequence of trouble-
shooting to be-followed.to isolate'the
trouble?
1. System, elementi; unit, stage
2. EleMent, unit, stage, component

<System, unit, stage, cAponent
4..;'Stage, component, element, unit

maintaih
operattpg

drifts;
maintain-
operating

'
.'

7-46. Ighen comparing Voltages in electrical'
equipment with voltage readings lieted
on a chart, you'sheuld use a voltmeter
of the same sensitiVity as was used when
the voltage:chartwas made because'
1: the effects of meter loading will net

haVe to'be considered
2. readings.on a meter of any other

Sensitivity will be ueeless because
'they will not be thesathe as thoee
on'the chart

3. the loading effect,of the.meter'elll
cause:eah circuit to which it is, '

7-47.

applied to become:inoperative
.

4. the range selections on a meter of Any
other sensitivity will pot be the samev.

.its'thdtie on the meter used in making
the Chart

.

When 'You take ohmmeter%readings, Which of
the,following actions is of paramount
importance_tabhdeeter prAection?
1. Select a meter of:the:same sedsitiyity

as the one-used in.making the'reeist-
ance-chlt .

2. Ensure that power is not applied to A
circults.when measurements.are:being
Made:

3. Ensure that a high:meter agelejw
.6elected fpr the-intial regling-

4. Disconneet,filter .capacitors that
:dare inetalled in the equipment io
be tested .

7-48. You are using an escillescope and you
, .

observe'thatwavetarta-dfiffere'elightly
fram the reference:Waveform'showninrthe
maintenance 'Publication. Otnerally, to
eave time,.whiCh-pf the following should
you dor

-.1. Replace an associated'oomponent to ,

improVe the waveform
_

2. Adeline the oscilloscepe iS bad and
. c...itry another one,

Ot.. Assume the test tesds are bad and,"
_

try anothersey, ,
4. Consider the difference insignificant

0

7-49. Relative to wearions systems, accom ishinW
component repair at the lowest'm ntenance77,

.ns
level.is intended td have what effent on
the weapene systeme?
1. Improve their cost effeCtiveness
2. Increase their long-range capabilities
3..4, Decrease their down time
4. Shorten their repair cycle-

7756. In orsler to repairmipiaturized circuite
andcOMPOPeptb, activities should have
whichsip,the following? -.

1.k,1ep4,1evel maintenance capability,
2. APeCisIly trained personnel. and

iified facilities
3. Specially trained pereonnel only'
4. Certified facility-capabilities
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Assignment 8
3

8,4.--;-The requirement fiat AEs',6 learn inter4=
pretition of,mechanidal drawings has been
necessitated largely .by
1:.,;.theiT.nec:essity for airtraft.,mnnufac-'

! :turera.tO locafe electrbnic.equipment
, .

:iu aldostinaccessibielreas.
.

' idtegrated packaging techniques.AtichVY
%45Inploy Multiple-cable interconnection0

learning 0binctive: Rec6 nize the'
AE's.need Io4updat ledge,Of
lrawings and-dEhemat cs, including
atechnique for working-withrhein,

8-1: Which Of the,f011:owing.statements is,:,
CorreCt cbncerning aonnecting'teat equip-
ment .to transintoru'I...

1. '.11:tage pOlarity. nakn,8hp:.41fterence,
Ault 461tage ampliiude rat_ bo
aidern8' 1 ,

2...;:VoItag amplitude makeT3`no difference.,

1;iutNoltage polarity muste.considered
3.Neither voltage amplitude 6or" Rage

..polarity.need'be considerd';
4. Both*Voltage amplitude anervolta e

polarity:must'be eonsidey& -

WhiCh of the:folloWing is NOTa valid'
reapon why an AE ahould keeplalrreast of
changes in droing,S&Mbola?
1. It maN be necessary to0 clz2aw a simpler,

.

veraiowofn cOmplicited drawing
2, Training.,of subordinates'requirdk iM

to .be up-,to-date:in interpreting-
drawidgmt

HI16.needisthat,knowledge 1:11-understand
ing'the drawings w _ithwpich,he comes

" in contactv

4.'1 Re is requirwrj,to draw'all dTVisional
sChematics

0.

,8-3., Standard electrical symbols.for use by the
Department of Defense are .liqted in

0 1.' OPNAV/NST 5442
20/If-AT/AIR 01-1A-505

3:f NAVAIR 00-80T-79 t-
4.. IE4E No. 315 '

heilltelvent of more Complex_electronic
G.,syntemensing computer8 and other

meOhnniOal devices
'..acheMatics being drawn.in bloqk ind
signallflow tyye.diagrams ,

,
.

8-5. An AE can oftenlonkm a circuit schematic
more understandable IDY'r redrawing it and-
TratOsig much of the detail., "Suchpro-, .
cednres are called,'
1, -simplifying

reduction
3, fundamentaliting
4 qectionalization

'Learning Objective; Recognize main-
tedance problems related to altitude
and climatic' conditions, and identify.
methods and devices used in dentrol-.
1441g those.problems.

,
.. .

.8-6. (At high altitudes, the possibility of arc-
, over in connectors is

,

reducad by sealing
,.- them.with ..

.

1. glyptal
2. varnish
3.' potting
4. epoxy.

compoun4



8-7. Ari AE checking over an NC-5 powerplant
teceives,a shock when he comes in contact
with one of the insulated spark plug leads.
Inspection of the lead fails to reveal any
breaks in the insulation. What conclusion
should he draw about this condition?
1. The properties of the insulation have

changed as a consequence of heat, and
it no longer acts as an insulator

2. One of the spark plugs is failing to

fire
3. The insulatfon has absorbed moisture

and no longer acts as an insulator

4. Ignition voltage is too high

8-8. One way of minimizing condensation within
equipment that operates under varying
conditions of altitude and climate is by
1. maintaining the interior temperature

of zhe equipment higher than the temp-
erature of the surrounding atmosphere-

2. providing good ventilation.for the' '

equipment
3. placing porous bags filled with silica-

gel inside the equipment
4. treating the inside surfaces of the

equipment with an anficondensation
compound

8-9. Fungus forms readily in conditions of

1. high temperature and low humidity

2. low temperature and low humidity

3. low temperature and high humidity

4. high temperature and high humidity

8-10. Which of the following statements con-
cerning corrosion in battery compartments
and surrounding areas is correct?
1. Corrosion in these areas can be elim-

inated by use of outside vents and
overboard drains

2. Corrosion in these areas can be elim-
inated by applying a protective coat
of lacquer or varnish over the battery
container
Corrosion cannot be eliminated in these
areas because electrolytic fumes
spread and cause corrosion on unpro-
tected surfaces

4. Use of conventional corrosion treat-
ments can eliminate all corrosion in
these areas

Learning Objective: 'Recognize various

types of radio noises and the methods
and devices used in controlling them,
including filter characferistics.

8-11. In order for an AE to take action on
correcting radio noises', he should have
a knowledge of all.the following EXCEPT
1. what radio interference is and how

to identify it
2. where the interference originates and

how it gets into the equipment
3. how to segregate the paths of noise

entry into a receiver and how to
suppress noise at its source

4. magnetic anomaly detection and meas-
urement

8-12. Interference caused by atmospheric static
is minimized in equipment employing
1. single-sideband modulation

2. pulse.modulation
3: *frequency modulation
4. amplitude modulation

8-13. Discharge wicking is inatalled on aircraft
to reduce interference from
1. precipitation static
2. manmade noise
3. atmospheric static
4. audio-frequency hum

8-14. An AE's major concern with precipitation
static is usually that of
1. cause
2. suppression
3. elimination
4. idtntification

8-15. In a generator, the main sourcrof radio
interference.i$ the
1. brushes
2. stator
3. rotor

4. bearings

8-16. What method of interference eliminatcon is
the only suitable means of preventing
radio interference from aircraft ignition
systems?
1. Insulating all radio antennas
2. 'Using filters at fhe.inputs to radio

receivers
3. Enclosing all ignition.components in

metal shielding .

4. Ofi ting antennas so that induction
of44se frequenc1es-is at a minimum

What' is most likely %he nature of elec-
trical interferenCe tbat is caused by a.
properly adjustedlperan-pile regulatqr?

41.. agitation
2. regular arcing
3. _Regular areing
4. AC hum '

.4, 8-17.
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8-18. What is the simplest yand most practical
method for reduction of ,interferente
caused 6y manmade T'adio180...itse?
,l. Shielding of receivAna eqUipment
2. Isolation- of, npi`se
3. Bonding of insulated parrl'of the

SircrafC Structure.
4. Filtering of C-ommuoIca,tion.-equipment

power lines
6:-

8 -19 . Proper shieldinpqletps pre-vent radio-
frequencyvinterference by
1. disVicating the:noii.se radiatipn in

the form of low-frequency energy.
. 2. conf in,ing _the no is-ei-ad iatioit within

A

f il ter networks
.confining the noise ra.diation
the enclosure surrounding the
of the. noise energY
dissipating thse noise radiation in
the form of ,highLfrequency energy

within'.
source

(A)

(B)

ATTENUATES ALL

4

FREQUENCIES IN -4
THIS SECTION

'AC)

ATTENUATES ALL
FREQUENCIES IN
THIS SECTION

(D)

8-20. The low-pass. filer iS designed to attentr!5:44-
:uate.which f*equenciet?

1.° Those frequencies equal to the cutoff
frequenOr

IA
frequenEie,s above the cutoff

3. ll frequencies below the cutotf
frequency 0 4,..

4. All'freqtrencieStabove :and below the
cutofft,frequencY

Refer 'to figure 8A in answering items
8-21.through 8-23, 'The',figure show& the

approximate characteristics of various types of
ilters. The symbol fc represiintS the fre-

quenciOs Tcalled.cueoff frequencies) se which
the attenuation changes rapidly.

'PASSES ALL FREQUENCIES
iN THIS SECTION

ATTENUATES ALL
FREQUENCIES IN
THIS SECTION

FREQUENPY

PASSES ALL FREQUENCIES
IN THIS SECTION

PREQuENcy

PASSES ALL FREQUENCIES

z I
tN THIS SECTION

R4

ATTENUATES ALL
FREQUENCIES IN
THIS SECTION

fcl fc2
FREQUENCY

PASSES.ALI. FREQUENCIES
IN THESE SECTIONS

ATTENUATES AU.
FREOUENCIES tN
THIS SECT1011

0,0 ,
FREQuEN6-7-71.

Figure 8A7-Fi1ter respons curves.
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`,8-21. An aircraft intercom system is experienc-
ing 400-Hz interference froM the air-
craft's power system. What filter
characieiisric shown in the figure would

, be best fOr removing.this 400-Hz inter-
, ference?'
1-- Type A, with
2. -Type B,. with

3. Type C, with
equal to

4. ,Type D, with
fc2 eqUal to

8-22. The band-eli
all frequenci
1. above -the

fc equai to ,400 Hz
fc equal to 420 Hz
fcl equal to 200 Hz. and
,4000 Hz

fcl equal to.380 Hi rd
420 itz

. '"

nation filter attenuate's
that are, -

eiating range of,the

filter 1

2. .below the-operating range -Of ihe
- .

3. above or bilOw the operating r4nge ,

,of. thefilter !(

. 4. within the operating range:of the
.filter I,. '

8-23. It,is neceigary. to Ancorporate in the
antenna circuit of a receiver a filter
that will reject allyfrequencieg except
the narrow:band of Operating frequencies
tnormally received by the equipment.
What. filter Characteristid shown in thel
figure is most suitable for this purPose?

0

2. B

3. C

4. D

8-24. Capacitors are mostpopularly used as
filters because
1. .,of their small size'
2. of their small expense :

3. of their high breakdown voltage'

characteristics
4. Ioad current does not pass-through

them

Learning Objective: Recognize design

, characteristics and operating prin-
ciples of phase angle and differen-
tial voltmeters, including their
'operational advantages, and identify
internal voltage and current values
which occur during operational
adjustment of the differential
voltmeter.

8-25°. Meters, oscilloscopes, andaignal gen-
.

ekators are classified as what type of,

.test sets? ,

J. Versatile aviOnica shop
2. Intermediate level
3. General;,purpose 0

4. Special purpose
'. . .

8-26. How does the phase angle VoltMeter excel
over the oscilloscope In the measurement
of phase angles or phase shift between ,. .

voltages? The ph

%
se angle voltmeter

measures
1. larger angles, nd eliminates

. harmonics
. the sine and cosine of angles and'

phase shifts
3. timelier angles, and greatly tendates.

'harmonics
4. the characteristics Of h4frmonics in

relation to,the fundamen al frequency

0 Refer to figure 10!-1 in answ ing ,items

8H27 through 8-29.
1

j

8-27. The reference input signal c n.be phase
shifted to what pointsbof th cycle?-' ,

1. .0.° and 90° only

. 2. ,90° and 180° only e

3. Any point in the 360° cycle
. -4, 0°, 90°, 180°, and 270° only

55

8-28. The amplitude:,of the:output from' th phase
decectOr is'pelculated to-be th a litude
of the

1. referene-signal minus theamplitude
of the inPut signal

2. input, signal times che amplitude of
the reference signal

' 3. reference signal times the cosine of '

the ihase angle,between the twO
inplk Signals

4. input signal timeg the cosine of the,
phase angle between the two input
signals

8729. Most meEers are set to provide quadrature .

indication rather than in phase or 180°
out of phase indication because
1.. amplitude difference does not influ-

-/ ence the reading
2: amplitude difference as well as phase,

.'difference is indicate&
3. the needle's rate of movement is

slower when the phase angle is 90°
4. 'the needle's rate of movement is

faster when the phase angle is 900
.

387
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Items 8-30 through 8-34 pertain tO...the ".)110,,-", .1' '
...._.

. 'differentiil_voltmeter. .. ,,! .
, -'''''-',

V'

1,

.
I

8-30. Whitt method is eMployed in tht?-! voqtmeter :-

tciWetermine gi ue Of an unknown "T,

voltage? .

1. A switdhing:ilrrangement permiftv f

switching between' the unknown voltage .

4hd test-set vOltage so-that ideptioal
( meter deflectiods&an te observed
2e A switching arransement,permits the

unknown voltage tqlbe read.orirtv;e
side of a centerizerOmeter,'102"the,.
test-Paet balannng voIthe t9.be5
read on the other side

.3. The unknown voltage is balanced dut
by voltage suppliad'hy the test'set,
and th'e-valud of test-set voltage
thUs required is'read from dials, .

' 4. The unknown voltage is balanced out
by voltage supplied by the test set,
and the value'of test,7s-set v,oltage

thus required is read from a meter'

Refer to figure 10-4 in answering items
8-31 and 8-32.

8-31. How much of the reference vdltage is used
when switch S2E is placed In the 50V,A.C.
position?

0.5 volt dc.
2. .5.0 volts dc
3. 50.0 volts dc
4. 500.0 volts dc

8-32. What is the highestovoltagg that can he
selected by switch S8 when'S2E is in the
500V,D.C. position and all other switches
are adjusted to Select maximum voltage?
1. 0.0001 v
2: 0.01 v
3. 0.1 v
4. 1.0 v

8-33. Unlike the conventionalATVM, the dif-'
ferential voltmeter, place's no load'on.
the circuit being tested because
1. the instrument preents an input

impedance of.10 megohms
2. the meter opeiates on the indwtion

pr4ncIple and draws no current
3. current drawn from the circuit beink

tested is ciuculated back to the
cirCu.it . .

nd current is drawn-from the cir,cuit
being tested when the meter shows

..zeroreading

8-34. Before beiiig appliea to the converter
aplifier, all ac voltages above 5 volts
are reduced to 5 volts by the action of
1. attenuators

. 2. voltage aividers
3. voltage ,regulators
4. capacitor choppers

. !

8-3

.8737.

8-38.

8-39.

Learni.ng Ajeutlye: identify .the .

gen4aLsoper3 tit4%feaLures and
c..11,:,0'il:Oes of tilsFluke Model

WOA.dit;Seal mu'ilf.meter.

-

4

.Atliiioh,of the foilowineis NOT'a standard
feattir aof tdigital titiltimeter?,

hits_atjectable,input filter:
.Was a full fout-idigit readout.

1e7,tiperetes from eitheir 115 voltS-or
,230 vblta

(

It witl,measure a maxiMum 2,000
voltsa&, c dc,,

thr_s dc Volts sect'ioh, at'Which,of the,

folloinglevels of voltage will the
multimet.er likely sustain damage?
J. ,

'

1.,000'volts
4.. 600 volts

With a frequenvy beteween 50 HZ and 10 kHz,
what Percent of a.ccreracy may be expected
of the mnitimeter's ac.volts section?
1. 0.0005%. .

2. 0.01%
3, 0.05%

4,
-

If a 9,0007ohni resistlis measured on
the 10k_rangeNle inii. terminals willi
have which of tRe..fitell6Wing voltages
impress4d2
1. 1.00 V.
2 V,

3. 0.90 V:
4. 0.09V

Learning Objective:', IdehtifY-:Oper-
ating principles and eapabilitiies of

. time-domain reflettometv (TDR)
equipment°, bandeintetPreTDR scbpe
presentatiohs. ' e;

t ,

r,

0
Time-domaih reflectometry (TDR)

particularly useful to th,e AE in anal
, ing which of the following?

1. oxygen ,p.nd fuelquaatity
2. Flap.position and lind4ng gea position
3. Oil pressure ahd temperature

.indicators

4. Aiispeed and, altivude indicators
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Name, Last - First Middle

,Rank/Rate .Designator Social 8ecurxty Number

4

COURSE COMPLETION

'Letters of satisfactory completion are iasued oniy to
personnel whose courses are adrninistered by the Naval
Education and Training PrOgram Development Center. On
completing :the course , fill out 'the lower part of this
page- and enclose it* with your last set of self-scored
answer. sheets. Be sUre mailing addresses are complete,.
Mail.N to the Naval Educatioh and, Training Program
Development Center...6.,

NAME

ZIP CODE

MY SERVICE' RE.CORD IS HELD BY:
')

Activity

Address ZIP CODE

Signature of enrollee

PDD Form 111 390
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A,FINA QUESTION: What dj.d you think 'of:this couile?-0i the textmaterial'usq'
.

with'the course? Comments-and recommendationS rece'ived from enrollees hav4 been
a major source-of course improvementl'You and Your.,comMand'are'urgdd to submit your
constructili'e criticims and'yota- recohmendattions% This tear-out form ketter'is
'provided for your convenience. Typpwrite:if pos§ible, but legible handwriting isi.
acceptable'. , ' k- ' ,.

_

4
.!1

From:.

A4:

ZIP r CODE

A

Date

T,,o; Naval Education and 'Training Ptogram'Devel:011ent denter (P07)'
Building 922
Pensacola Flori a 32509H

Subi: Comments on course and textfor Aviation Eleqtrician's Mate 1 &-CNAVEDTRA
10349-D

, -

1. The following cOmments are hereby subMitted:
'

16.

391

A
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4
(Fold alonf dotted,line and^ staple Br tape)

..(Fold along dotted line and staple ,or tape)

. DEPAkTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING PROGRAM

DEVELOPMENT CENTER (PD.7),
PENSACOLA, FLORIDA 32509-

,

OFFICIAL BUSINESS
PENALTY FOR PRIVATEOSE,.$300.

S.

POSTAGE AND FEES PAID
DEPARTMENT OE THE NAvy

00D-316 -

NAVAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT CENTER (PD 7)
BUILDING 922

PENSACOLA, FLORIDA 32509

3 9 2


